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PREFACE

PREFACE
This volume contains the full papers presented at the IV International
Conference on Particle-based Methods (PARTICLES 2015), held in
Barcelona on 28 - 30 September, 2015. The first three conferences of the
series were held in Barcelona, Spain, in the years 2009 and 2011, and in
Stuttgart, Germany, in September 2013.
Particles 2015 addresses fundamentals and applications of particle-based
computational methods, including both discrete modeling concepts and
discretization methods. Full papers included cover discrete element
methods, smoothed particle hydrodynamics, material point methods,
moving particle simulations and meshless methods as well as aspects of
parallel computing for solid und fluid mechanics, multi-scale and multiphase problems, damage, fracture and fragmentation, granular materials,
soft matter, geo- and bio-mechanics, micro-macro transitions, coupling of
discrete and continuous models and discretizations, fluid-structure
interaction and industrial applications.
The conference is held under the auspices of the European Community on
Computational Methods in Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS) and the
International Association for Computational Mechanics (IACM). The
organizers would like to thank all authors for submitting their
contributions and the supporting organizations for their help in making
PARTICLES 2015 possible.
PARTICLES 2015 Organizers
Eugenio Oñate (Chair)

CIMNE / Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC)
Barcelona, Spain

M. Bischoff

D.R.J. Owen

Universität Stuttgart, Germany

Swansea University, United Kingdom

P. Wriggers

Leibniz Universität Hannover, Germany
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Key words: crack, dynamic fracture, elastic vortex, DEM, movable cellular automata.
Abstract. The paper is devoted to the numerical study of some fundamental aspects of
longitudinal shear crack propagation in sub-Rayleigh and supershear regimes. The simulation
was carried out with use of particle-based movable cellular automaton method. It is shown
that a well-known phenomenon of shear crack acceleration towards longitudinal wave speed
is explained by the formation and development of elastic vortex traveling ahead of the crack
tip at a shear wave velocity. The stress concentration area ahead of the crack tip revealed by
different authors is connected with the elastic vortex. Shear crack accelerates towards the
longitudinal wave speed through the formation of a daughter crack by the mechanism of
shearing (the daughter crack is formed in the center of elastic vortex). Analysis of subRaleigh-to-intersonic transition showed that the condition of this transition can be expressed
in terms of dimensionless geometrical crack parameter.
1

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic crack propagation has been studied both experimentally and numerically for
many years. Nevertheless some fundamental questions concerning the material deformation in
the vicinity of the crack tip are still not fully understood. In particular, why the near-circular
or elliptical area with high stress concentration is formed near the tip of propagating
longitudinal shear crack? This question is of fundamental importance because under mode II
loading (longitudinal shear) the effect of stress concentration ahead of the crack tip is most
pronounced and determines the main features of dynamic crack development [1-3].
Continuum mechanics based analytical and numerical solutions explain such stress
concentration by elastic strain energy transport/influx from unloaded material behind the
crack tip. However a satisfactory physical explanation of processes and the mechanism
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leading to the formation of relatively small (localized) elliptical region with high stress
concentration near the tip of dynamically growing mode II crack has not yet been given.
Formation of a maximum of shear stresses ahead of mode II crack growing in unstable
regime was first shown analytically by Burridge [1]. In the following decades the evolution of
such stress peak was studied in detail by numerical modeling and laboratory experiments [2,47]. In particular, it was shown that this stress peak forms at the initial stage of unstable crack
growth and then propagates ahead of the rupture front at a shear wave velocity [2]. Moreover,
during the course of dynamic crack propagation an area of concentration of shear stresses
ahead of the crack tip is enlarged, and the magnitude of the stress peak increases. Under
certain conditions stress peak magnitude can reach the shear strength of the material. In this
case small fracture ahead the shear crack tip is nucleated (it was called by Abraham and Gao
[8] a daughter crack). This daughter crack is capable to propagate faster than the shear wave
speed (in intersonic regime). An effect of stress peak induced acceleration of mode II cracks
towards the longitudinal wave speed is quite general as it was observed numerically or
instrumentally at various spatial scales from the atomic one [8] to the scale of tectonic faults
[9,10]. It was found that important features of shear crack growth in supershear regime are
many times higher values of velocity and displacement amplitudes, as well as duration of the
oscillations, as compared to the conventional sub-Rayleigh regime.
Therefore, understanding of physical causes of formation of elliptical region of stress
concentration ahead of longitudinal shear crack and the conditions providing the ability of the
shear crack to develop faster than the speed of transverse elastic wave are the keys to identify
general features of dynamic fracture of solids at different spatial scales under shear dominated
loading. Presented study is devoted to the numerical analysis of this problem.
2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Analysis of the results of theoretical and experimental studies of unstable development of
mode II cracks gave the reason to believe that the formation and development of a localized
region of maximum shear stress ahead of the crack tip has to be a consequence of the
collective vortex-like elastic displacement of material particles near the tip. Note that circular
(vortex-like) motion profile of material particles in a certain plane is conventionally
associated with surface waves (Raleigh, Love or Lamb waves) and waves propagating along
the interfaces between different phases (Stoneley wave). The trajectories of material particle
motion in such waves have pronounced vortex nature. We can assume that in the case of
propagating longitudinal shear crack the opposite direction of motion of the material layers
separated by a crack will provide conditions for the formation of elastic circular motion of
material points near the crack tip in much the same way as dynamic vortex structures form in
liquids or gases at flow past an obstacle.
One of the most important characteristics of elastic waves is the concentration of elastic
energy concerned with volume strain (in longitudinal waves) or shear strain (in shear waves).
In the case of collective vortex-like elastic motions (in particular, in surface waves), which are
often considered as the result of interference of a large number of differently oriented shear
waves, the concentration of the elastic strain energy must be related, primarily, with elastic
strain energy of distortion (in other words, with shear stresses). Therefore it is logically to
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assume that the area of concentration of shear stresses in elastic vortex should have a circular
or elliptical shape.
To study the question of whether collective vortex-like elastic motions of material points
could be the real physical mechanism of formation of elliptical stress concentration region
ahead of the mode II crack tip (formation of such a region was shown by different authors
[10,11]), we have performed computer-aided simulations.
The simulation was carried out with use of particle-based movable cellular automaton
(MCA) method. The MCA method belongs to the group of distinct element methods within a
wide class of discrete element methods (DEM). The DEM treats the solid as an ensemble of
linked (chemically bonded) or contacting interacting particles and hence is an efficient tool to
simulate fracture phenomena (including multiple fracture) accompanied by contact interaction
of surfaces [12,13]. These advantages have determined the choice of this numerical technique
for analysis of shear crack propagation. The main advantage of the MCA method as being
compared to other representatives of the group of distinct element methods is multi-body
formulation of element-element interaction forces [14,15]. Such a formulation makes possible
to interconnect average strains and stresses in the volume of distinct element with forces of
element interaction with neighbours (such approximation to description of element
deformation is called approximation of simply deformable element). This allows
implementation of various constitutive laws of solids (each automaton behaves following
applied constitutive law and hence the mechanical response of the whole ensemble of
elements corresponds to applied constitutive equations) and overcoming some critical
limitations of the distinct element method including packing related artificial anisotropy and
fundamental problems in correct simulation of irreversible strain accumulation in ductile
materials.
To treat the considered problem the model of many-body interaction, which provide
macroscopically isotropic linear-elastic response of particle ensemble, was applied [14,15].
Equivalent stress criterion was used as a criterion of breaking the bond between linked
particles (i.e. as a fracture criterion) [14].
The numerical study was carried out with use of the two-dimensional model slab (Fig. 1).
It consists of two bonded parts. Parts have the same properties and are isotropic, linear-elastic
and high-strength. The following mechanical properties of material of the plates were used in
the study: Young modulus E=200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio =0.3, density =5700 kg/m3. Ideal
bonding between the parts was assumed. This assumption means that thickness of the
interface zone is much smaller than automaton (element) size. In the framework of such
assumption the only interface property taken into account in the model is interface strength. In
the study we assumed much smaller interface strength (critical value of equivalent stress iseq
ps
was assigned to be 250 MPa) in comparison to strength of plates themselves (  eq
=2000
MPa). A short initial section (preliminary crack) at the interface was cut by means of breaking
bonds between corresponding linked elements belonging to different parts of the slab. Note
that such kind of models with “weak” (low-strength) interface is typically used in studies of
shear crack development because shear cracks always tend to kink into the plate or branch out
[3].
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the geometry of two-dimensional plane-strain model and the loading
conditions. Horizontal solid bold lines delineate the upper and the lower external boundaries. Vertical dashed
bold lines mark the side boundaries subjected to periodic boundary conditions in horizontal direction.
Longitudinal shear loading is modelled by displacement of the upper and the lower external boundaries in
horizontal direction at a constant velocity Vload. Vertical positions of these boundaries are fixed.

To simulate shear loading, the upper and the lower layers of elements defining the opposite
horizontal faces of the slab were displaced in opposite directions along the interface line with
very low constant velocity Vload (Fig. 1). This loading scheme models the condition of simple
shear of the system in quasi-static regime. Periodic boundary conditions in horizontal
direction (along the interface line) were applied to opposite vertical (side) faces to avoid the
influence of contortions at these faces of the slab. Plane strain state approximation was used
as a boundary condition in the normal direction to the considered plane. The applied loading
and boundary conditions remained unchanged during the simulation.
Under such a loading the course of deformation of the slab consists of two stages. In the
first stage the slab is elastically deformed and accumulates elastic energy. Maximum shear
stresses in the specimen are concentrated at the crack tip. Upon reaching the threshold value
of shear stress 0 (shear strength 0, which depends on the length of the initial crack and
amounts a portion of the shear strength of intact interface) the second stage related to the
dynamic crack propagation at the interface begins.
3

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Formation and development of elastic vortices
Fig. 2 shows several consecutive snapshots of distribution of element velocities in the area
surrounding the right tip of dynamically propagating shear crack. It is clearly seen that at the
beginning of unstable crack growth the collective vortex-like elastic motion of material
particles (hereinafter referred to as elastic vortex) is formed ahead of the tip of growing crack.
As the crack develops the elastic vortex occupies a larger area in front of the crack. The
development of an elastic vortex is inseparably linked with development of a crack. During
the short initial period of crack propagation the crack velocity rapidly increases to the value
comparable with Raleigh wave speed (this period depends on material and geometrical
parameters of the sample and crack and takes several microseconds in the example shown in
Fig. 2) and then changes slightly [3,4,8]. During this period the elastic vortex is formed as a
self-dependent dynamic structure.
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a

b

c

t=2.5 s

Figure 2: Fields of velocities of distinct elements near the right tip of growing shear crack 0.5 s (a), 0.75 s (b)
and 2.5 s (c) after propagation beginning. Crack is propagating from the left to the right. In the shown example
initial crack length was 0.6 mm, the height of the slab was 14 mm, the size of the distinct element was 0.1 mm.
Transition to steady-state regime of vortex and crack propagation takes just about several microseconds.

Formation of such a vortex at the beginning of dynamic crack propagation is not
surprising. Previous study by the authors have shown that dynamic loading or dynamic
change of specimen stress state can lead to formation of elastic vortices near grain or
interphase boundaries as well as near free surfaces [16]. In the considered case the formation
of a vortex is also concerned with a presence of free surfaces. These are surfaces of the initial
crack which provide conditions for bending around the crack tip.
Formation and propagation of elastic vortices is an important mechanism of dynamic
redistribution of elastic strain energy in the material. In the considered case of unstable
propagation of a shear crack the elastic strain energy comes ahead of the crack tip from
unloading material behind the tip. Crack tip advancement is accompanied by divergence of
surfaces behind the tip (crack opening). Such opening leads to increase in crack normal
(tensile) component of crack tip strain. Fracture is accompanied by dynamic liberation of
elastic strain energy accumulated in material of slab parts behind the crack tip (elastic energy
transforms to kinetic energy). Due to the opening of growing mode II crack the dominating
part of this kinetic energy in a short segment behind the crack tip is concerned with
transversal or crack normal component of particle velocities. This can be illustrated by Fig. 3
showing typical distributions of crack normal and crack parallel components of kinetic energy
density along the interface at different time moments after crack propagation beginning.
Distributions are built for the thin horizontal layer of the upper part of the slab adjoining the
interface. It is seen that around the crack tip the crack normal component of kinetic energy is
order of magnitude larger than crack parallel. Maximum values of crack normal velocities are
strongly localized within the thin vertical layer containing the crack tip. Horizontal gradient of
crack normal (vertical) component of velocity vectors reaches here the maximum values as
well. This indicates high shear strain rate in the thin vertical layer containing the crack tip and
leads to intensive transfer of elastic energy ahead of the crack tip by the transverse (shear)
elastic wave. Note that the magnitude of crack normal component of velocity vector gradually
decreases with distance from the crack tip in vertical (crack normal) direction. This causes the
vertical gradient of the strain rates. Strong horizontal and vertical gradients of velocities (and
elastic displacements) in the slab parts at and behind the crack tip leads to the formation of
collective vortex-like elastic motion ahead of the crack tip.
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Figure 3: Typical distributions of crack normal ( Ekvert ) and crack parallel ( Ekhor ) components of kinetic energy

density along the interface. An example shown in Fig. 2 is presented. The plot corresponds to the time moment
shown in Fig. 2c. The abscissa is the distance to the initial position of the crack tip, divided by the distinct
element size. Crack is propagating from the left to the right. Bold vertical line in the center of plot indicates
instantaneous position of the crack tip.

Localized collective circular displacements of material points in elastic vortex indicate the
concentration of shear stresses. Fig.4 shows typical equivalent stress distributions near the
right tip of growing mode II crack at different stages of vortex development. Strongly
pronounced elliptical region of high shear stresses (compared to background value far from
the crack) accompanies the vortex-like collective behavior of material ahead of the crack tip.
This elliptical region is situated in the frontal part of the vortex. Horizontal coordinate of the
center of this region (maximum of equivalent stress distribution) corresponds to the
coordinate of the maximum value of crack normal component of element velocities in the
frontal part of the vortex (see Fig. 3). Note that this coordinate corresponds to position of
stress peak ahead of the crack tip described by Burridge [1] and Andrews [2]).

Figure 4: Snapshots of the distributions of equivalent stress near the right tip of dynamically growing shear
crack 2.5 s (a) and 7.5 s (b) after growth start. An example shown in Fig. 2 is presented. Stress distribution in
Fig. 4a corresponds to the time moment shown in Fig. 2c. Pictures demonstrate stress patterns before (a) and
after (b) detaching of elastic vortex from the crack.

Since the formation of the elastic vortex is due to the influx of elastic energy, during the
course of dynamic crack propagation the vortex increases in size (it occupies larger area
ahead of the crack tip), and the concentration of shear stress in the vortex increases as well.
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The velocity of propagation of the vortex rapidly approaches the shear wave speed VS. At the
same time the crack advances at a velocity lower than Raleigh wave speed VR. So, during the
course of propagation the vortex gradually moves away from the crack tip and finally
detaches from it. Two snapshots in Fig. 4 show equivalent stress distributions before (Fig. 4a)
and after (Fig. 4b) vortex detaching from the crack. The elastic strain energy in the vortex
increases until the moment of its separation from the crack (i.e. while the vortex has energy
supply). After separation the elastic vortex becomes a self-dependent dynamic object, which
propagates independently on the source of its origin. During the course of subsequent
(independent) vortex propagation the concentration of shear stresses gradually decreases.
Intensive transfer of elastic strain energy of distortion ahead of the tip of advancing mode
II crack by the shear elastic waves (i.e. at a shear wave speed) provides the conditions for the
formation of a new vortex at the crack tip after separation of the first one. The history of new
vortex development and direction of rotation are similar to those for the first vortex. Fig. 5
shows an example of equivalent stress distribution near the right tip of the mode II crack after
the second vortex formation. Note that the second vortex repeats the “fate” of the first one.
The maximum concentration of equivalent stress in the second vortex is achieved to the
moment of separation from the crack tip (this moment is shown in Fig. 5). After that the
second vortex moves independently (it follows the first one) and gradually attenuates.

2

1

Figure 5: Snapshot of the distribution of equivalent stress near the right tip of growing shear crack after
formation of the second vortex. An example shown in Fig. 2 is presented. The first and the second elliptical areas
of shear stress concentration concerned with elastic vortices are shown by numbers 1 and 2 correspondingly.

So, mode II crack propagating in conventional sub-Raleigh regime generates a chain of
elastic vortices moving ahead of the tip at a shear wave speed VS. The main feature of these
vortices is stress concentration in their frontal parts. In this study the limiting rheological
model of material (namely, the elastic-brittle material) was considered. In the framework of
this model fracture is not preceded by plastic deformation connected with motion of crystal
lattice defects or accumulation of low rank damages. In fracture mechanics models inelastic
deformation ahead of the crack tip in real materials is taken into account by means of
introduction of a process zone composed of fracture process zone and hardening plasticity
zone. Simulation results give grounds to suggest that plastic deformation of material strip
(including interface segment) ahead of the tip of unstable growing mode II crack can realize
in quasi-periodic manner (by series of elastic vortices).
In conventional analytical models of dynamic propagation of longitudinal shear cracks the
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steady-state regime of this process is considered as a self-similar [1]. This means that the
elastic vortices propagating ahead of the crack tip need to be scale-invariable objects.
This assumption was confirmed by a specially conducted numerical simulations on
geometrically similar slabs with initial sections (cracks), obtained by spatial scaling of the
sample in Fig. 1 within several orders of magnitude. Scaling was done by means of increasing
the size of the distinct elements and corresponding increasing the size of the sample while
maintaining the aspect ratio (the initial crack was scaled as well as the slab). Spatial scaling is
characterized by dimensionless coefficient which is the ratio of size of scaled distinct element
to the original element size. Simulation results showed that the extensive parameters of elastic
vortices (including the time from vortex nucleation to separation from the crack, the
geometric characteristics of vortex at different stages of development, stress and strain
gradients) in scaled samples are scaled along with spatial scaling, while the intensive vortex
parameters (values of stresses and velocities in corresponding areas) remain the same in all
cases. This demonstrates the scale-invariable nature of elastic vortices propagating ahead of
the tip of mode II cracks growing in sub-Rayleigh regime
3.2 Conditions of sub-Rayleigh-to-supershear transition
We have also made an extension to this study. Simulation results showed that stress
concentration in frontal part of elastic vortex is determined by the density of elastic strain
energy of distortion E0 accumulated in the slab to the moment of crack propagation beginning.
Such a relation is clear because liberation and redistribution of elastic strain energy during
dynamic crack propagation is realized at the expense of preliminary accumulated energy. The
concentration of elastic energy in elastic vortex is characterized, in particular, by the
magnitude of equivalent stress peak at the interface ahead of the crack tip. This stress peak is
situated at the central point of the imaginary section of elliptical region of high shear stresses
(examples of such a region are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) by interface line.
Note that an interest to stress peak magnitude is determined by its “responsibility” for
crack acceleration towards the supershear propagation regime [2]. The maximum magnitude
max
is achieved to the moment of detaching of the elastic vortex
of the equivalent stress peak eq
max
from the crack. The study has shown that eq
is proportional to the shear strength 0 of the
slab with initial crack, or, what is the same, to the root of accumulated elastic strain energy E0
( 0  2 E0G , where G is shear modulus of material):

max
eq
 a  b0    ,

(1)

where a and b are constants depending on material properties,  is an asymptotic shear
strength of the interface with semi-infinite crack. Parameters E0 and 0 are directly connected
to geometrical characteristics of initial crack (particularly, E0 is inversely proportional to its
length). It is clear that due to scale invariance of crack and vortex propagation the parameters
max
E0 and 0 (and hence the maximum magnitude of the stress peak eq
) should be the
functions not of individual dimensional geometrical characteristics of initial crack but of
dimensionless parameter connecting dimensional geometrical characteristics.
In the partial case of simple shape of initial crack (section or rectangular notch) the most
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important dimensional characteristics of the crack are the length L0 and thickness D. Note that
for section-like cracks the physical meaning of the parameter D is roughness of crack surfaces
(when modelling material with a section by the ensemble of distinct elements the regular
artificial roughness of the crack surfaces is determined by distinct element size). For
rectangular notch-shaped cracks the parameter D has the meaning of the distance between
notch surfaces. Special study has been conducted with the purpose to analyze the dependence
of 0 on D and L0 for these two types of cracks (in the case of section-like initial cracks the
value of roughness parameter D varied by changing the size of distinct elements simulating
the slab). Simulation results showed that the set of two-parameter dependences 0 (D, L0) for
initial cracks with various effective thicknesses D can be reduced to a unified (general for all
the cracks) dependence of 0 on the dimensionless geometrical parameter P=L0/D [17]. The
existence of a dimensionless parameter P, which determines the influence of the geometrical
max
)
characteristics of a crack on 0 (and, consequently, on the equivalent stress peak eq
confirms the scale invariant nature of dynamic growth of mode II cracks.
max
Revealed dependence eq
(P) is of fundamental importance for understanding of
necessary geometrical condition of shear crack acceleration towards the P-wave speed. As
was shown by different authors, the crack accelerates if the stress peak at the interface
segment ahead of the crack tip reaches interface strength and a daughter crack is nucleated
[2,5]. Simulation results showed that the possibility of reaching a critical value of the stress
peak is determined by the value of the parameter P. The initial crack is characterized by the
magnitude of dimensionless parameter P>Pcritical (where Pcritical is a critical/maximum value
providing the conditions for reaching the interface strength iseq by the stress peak at the
interface ahead of dynamically growing crack), it is able to propagate in conventional subRayleigh regime only. Otherwise (P<Pcritical) it has the potential to overcome Rayleigh wave
velocity barrier. This particularly means that only crack whose initial length is
L0<Lcritical=DPcritical is capable of propagating in intersonic regime.
Simulation results showed that for elastic-brittle materials the quantity Pcritical varies from 1
to 10. For elastic-plastic materials the quantity Pcritical should be much smaller.
Thus, the effective thickness of the crack D (roughness of the section surfaces, the distance
between the surfaces of the notch and so on) determines the maximum value of the initial
crack length Lcritical such that a crack may potentially propagate at a supershear velocity. Such
an effect of the parameter D is defined by the features of displacement and strain distributions
around the crack at the stage of stable deformation (prior to unstable crack propagation). In
particular, displacement field ahead of the stable shear crack is contorted and the crack is
open. The contortion and crack opening both decrease with increase in the height of crack
surface asperities (for section-like cracks) or gap between surfaces of notch (i.e. as the
parameter D increases). This results in a lower concentration of shear stresses at the interface
near the crack tip and consequently in an increase in the value of the density of elastic strain
energy of distortion E0 accumulated in the slab to the moment of crack propagation beginning.
The dependence of the critical value of a dimensionless geometric parameter P on the
magnitude of the elastic constants and the density was analyzed for the partial case of elasticbrittle materials. The dynamics of unstable crack propagation is controlled by elastic energy
fluxes Therefore from physical point of view stress concentration in the elastic vortex is
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determined by the following differences between speeds of different elastic waves:
1. Difference between shear wave speed VS and Rayleigh wave speed VR (which is an
upper limit of crack propagation in sub-Rayleigh regime). The difference (VS-VR)
characterizes time interval between the moments of elastic vortex nucleation and separation
from the crack. The longer time interval the higher stress concentration in the vortex and vice
versa (the larger speed difference the smaller stress concentration in the vortex).
2. Difference between longitudinal wave speed VP and shear wave speed VS. During the
course of elastic vortex propagation a fraction of its elastic strain energy outflows in
surrounding areas by longitudinal elastic waves. So, this difference characterizes energy loss
by elastic vortex.
From this point of view the critical value of the dimensionless geometrical crack parameter
(or what is the same the critical value of shear strength) should depend on the sum of these
two differences, namely on the difference between longitudinal and Rayleigh wave speeds
(VP-VR). Elastic wave speeds depend on the ratios of elastic moduli to material density. Hence
they are material parameters.
Fig. 6a shows examples of numerically determined dependences of dimensionless
geometrical parameter P on elastic wave difference. Here each set of points connected by line
was obtained by varying the density and Young modulus of the slab material while
maintaining constant value of Poisson ratio. Different sets correspond to different Poisson
ratios. All the sets corresponding to different Poisson ratios are parallel to each over (they are
shifted along the vertical axis). The offset is proportional to the Poisson ratio.

~

A

VP  VR   B

a

b

Figure 6: Dependences of the value of critical geometrical parameter Pcritical on elastic wave difference for slab
materials characterized by different ratios E/ and Poisson ratios  (a) and the “master curve” (b).

Therefore these curves can be merged into one so-called “master curve” when using
derived geometrical parameter instead of original one (Fig. 6b). Total set of points
corresponding to different values of elastic constants (E, ) and densities  is approximated
well by the following empirical equation, which is inverse proportion to elastic wave
difference:
Pcritical 

A
 35  1 ,
VP  VR   B

(2)

where A and B are constants. Expression (2) determines critical value of dimensionless
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geometrical crack parameter and hence the critical shear strength via elastic wave velocity
difference and Poisson’s ratio. The relation is valid in the very wide ranges of elastic
constants and densities except the region of very small values of velocity difference. This
region corresponds to extremely heavy or soft material. Here the dependence Pcritical(VP-VR)
tends to saturation.
4

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

5

The paper nicely complements numerous numerical and laboratory studies of
dynamic mode II fracture and explains the concentration of high shear stresses at
some distance from the crack tip by formation of a collective circular motion (elastic
vortex) ahead of the shear crack. Elastic vortex in solid is a scale-invariable dynamic
object. This feature explains the generality of regularities of longitudinal shear crack
propagation at different spatial scales and, in particular, the well-known fact that
supershear regime of shear crack propagation is observed at all scales. Moreover the
importance of the results is related to their predictive ability. Numerically derived
dependence (2) makes it possible to estimate critical value Pcritical for the considered
brittle material. This allows one to forecast an ability of pre-existing crack
(characterized by geometrical parameter P) in the considered material to propagate in
supershear regime under shear-dominated loading.
Note that elastic vortex related mechanism of stress redistribution in solids can
determine not only the regularities of dynamic crack growth but peculiarities of
deformation of materials under dynamic loading as well. For example the papers
[18,19] describe the results of experimental observation of the formation of “a
transient, short range periodicity in the direction of shear band growth in the form of
an array of intense ‘‘hot spots’’ reminiscent of the well-known, shear-induced
hydrodynamic instabilities in fluids”. The results of the present study suggest that
experimentally revealed small-scale localized shear regions may arise in the areas
involved in intensive (high-speed) elastic vortex-like motion. Moreover the vortex
related mechanism can be responsible for grain boundary migration under high-rate
shear loading [20,21].
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Abstract. To simulate ballast behaviour in railway track using Discrete Element Models
(DEM), it is reasonable to take into account the crushing and the abrasion of grains.
Nowadays, two approaches have been used in discrete modelling. The ﬁrst approach
represents each grain as an assembly of smaller particles with cohesive contacts between
them. The crushing is represented by rupturing of contacts between particles. Such
approach is universal, but demands very high computational resources. Therefore, the
second approach is utilized here. At the beginning every ballast grain is modelled as
one rigid body and may be replaced by several smaller particles later. Both crushing and
abrasion is considered. Crushing is studied on model of oedometric test of railway ballast.

1

INTRODUCTION

Both crushing and abrasion can aﬀect behaviour of the railway track. Therefore it
is reasonable to include them in the discrete model. The grains can be crushed during
the tamping of the ballast or during the cyclic loading. The Discrete Element Method
(DEM) [5] has been recognized as an eﬀective tool for studying the micromechanical
behaviour of granular materials. Recently, DEM has been used to model particle fracture
and crushable materials. At ﬁrst the 2D models, that study the fragmentation process
under compression were developed [1, 13] and compared with experiments. Nowadays,
two approaches have been used in 3D discrete modelling. The ﬁrst approach represents
each grain as an assembly of smaller units with cohesive contacts between them [3, 7, 14].
The crushing proceeds by rupturing contacts between the particles. This approach is
universal, but it demands extreme computational resources from the beginning of the
simulation, because the time step is dictated by the minimum grain size. Therefore it
could be better to use another approach [4, 6, 10], which is subject of our study. At the
beginning every ballast grain is modelled as one rigid body, due to crushing, it might be
1
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replaced by smaller units. In work [11] it was found that the surface fracture (abrasion)
rather than bulk fracture (crushing) may dominate, therefore it is desirable to consider
the abrasion too. Therefore, both crushing and abrasion models are considered. Only
spherical body shapes are consider to keep the model computationally eﬃcient.
2

BULK CRUSHING

The condition that indicate crushing is based on some equivalent stress, σe , in the grain,
which is compared to the size depending material strength, ft . The crushing occurs when
the equivalent stress exceeds material strength.
σe > f t

(1)

The equivalent stress is computed as von Mises stress (2)
√
(σI − σII )2 + (σII − σIII )2 + (σI − σIII )2
σe =
2

(2)

where σI , σII , σIII are the principal stresses, which are calculated from fabric stress tensor
[2]. The fabric stress tensor is expressed as
1 ∑ (c) (c)
l F
(3)
σij =
V c i j
(c)

where V is the volume of the particle, the vector li connects the centroid of the grains
(c)
with the c-th contact point and Fj is the vector of contact forces. The material strength
ft is expressed as
ft =

ft0
req

(4)

where ft0 is the reference material strength and req is the radius of a spherical particle. If
the condition (1) is satisﬁed, then the grain is replaced by several smaller bodies, pieces.
These pieces must have the spherical shape as the original grain, therefore their assembly
cannot form the exact shape as the original grain. Also no overlapping of them and no
protrusion from the original grain shape is allowed. Therefore, there is signiﬁcant loss of
volume. Three variants of the replacement are implemented and studied (Fig. 1). These
three variants seem to be suﬃcient for our purpose. Considering even ﬁner debris would
lead to undesirable slowdown of the simulation due to decrease of the critical time step
∆tcr (5).
√
1
ρ
∆t < ∆tcr =
(5)
⇒r
wn
E

2
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Figure 1: Three variants of replacement of the original spherical particle; the first option is replacement
by four identical spheres (about 70 % of the volume is lost), the second option by six identical spheres
(about 57 % of the volume is lost), the third option by fourteen spheres (more than 28 % of the volume
is lost).

3

SURFACE CRUSHING

The surface crushing (abrasion) is another possibility of the railway ballast degradation. The abrasion in the model occurs when the surface pressure, p0 , here presented by
maximum Hertzian pressure [8], exceeds the material strength ft0 .
p0 > ft0
The maximum Hertzian pressure is given by
3FN
p0 =
2πa2

(6)

(7)

1

where FN is normal force, a = (RuN ) 2 , with R being eﬀective radius of spheres in the
contact and uN is penetration depth of spheres. For two spheres the eﬀective radius is
·R2
, where R1 , R2 are the radii of spheres. The abraded grain has to be spherical
R = RR11+R
2
too, because the model is limited to spherical shape only. The abrasion is represented by
reduction of grain radius, see Fig. 2, rnew = γ · rold , where parameter γ is the reduction
factor. For convenience, only suﬃciently large grains are subjected to bulk and surface

Figure 2: The surface crushing (abrasion) is managed by the reduction of radius of the spherical particle.

crushing. Whenever grain radius decreases under chosen minimal value rmin , it cannot
crush anymore.
3
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4

SIMULATION OF OEDOMETRIC TEST

The procedures of grain degradation described above were tested on the oedometric
test which was made at the University of Nottingham by Lim [9].
The dimension of the oedometric test are 300 mm in diameter and
⊙the 150 mm in
height. The boundary condition are denoted in the Fig. 3 (markers ⊥,
or dots in ﬂoor
projection).

Figure 3: Scheme of the oedometric test; The diameter is 300 mm and height is 150 mm. The mean
diameter of spherical grains is 32.5 mm, the standard deviation is 7 mm.

The simulation proceeds as follows. The oedometer is ﬁlled by grains, which diameter is
randomly sampled from uniform distribution between 20.5 and 44.5 mm. Than the sample
is vibrated by horizontal acceleration to provide suﬃcient number of contact between
grains. The subsequent compressive cycle loaded the sample by force up to 1500 kN and
then unload, the loading is deﬁned by sinus function
]
π)
1500 [ (
sin 2πf t −
+1
(8)
F (t) =
2
2

where f is loading frequency and t is the loading time. The material properties were
set according to the literature. The oedometer material was made from steel, its density
was set to 7850 kg/m3 , the Poisson number to 0.25 and the friction angle to 0.0 rad [12].
The Young’s modulus of the steel was considered 10 times than the Young’s modulus of
ballast. The ballast density was 2600 kg/m3 , the Poisson number 0.3 and the friction
angle 0.8 rad [10]. The Young’s modulus of ballast is set to 3 · 1011 Pa based on our
previous research and according to Lim [9].
5

RESULTS OF THE SIMUALTION

The results are presented using loading force F and movement of the loading plate
δ. The eﬀect of several input parameters were investigated for both modes of grain
4
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degradation. Namely type of the replacement of the origin sphere, the minimal radius
rmin , reference value of material strength ft0 and the reduction factor γ in surface crushing
(abrasion). All these investigated parameters have the expected inﬂuence on the F - δ
diagram. The most signiﬁcant inﬂuence had the volume loss (type of replacement).
Two studies are selected and presented here in detail. The ﬁrst parameter is the loading frequency f . Six diﬀerent values of loading frequency are used 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0
and 8.0 Hz. The results are presented in Fig. 4. Five realizations of oedometric test for

Figure 4: The Load - Displacement diagram of oedometric test simulation; Six values of loading frequency are investigated, for each frequency five realizations are computed.

each loading frequency are calculated. These realization diﬀer in initial conﬁguration of
spheres inside the oedometer. Particle crushing is in the graph represented by horizontal
jumps. The majority of simulations has the maximum displacement about 60 mm and
similar shape of the loading curve. There are however also curves which have substantially smaller displacements (dashed black and solid red), where it almost does not occur
particle crushing due better force redistribution. From the study we conclude that loading
frequency (in range 0.25 - 8.0 Hz) has almost no eﬀect on results.
The other investigated parameter is so-called crushing period, Tc . The crushing period
represents a time period, after which the crushing condition is checked. The purpose of
crushing period is to save a computational time comparing to simulation when crushing
condition is checked every time step. Sixty realization of oedometric test were computed
for diﬀerent crushing periods. The displacements at the peak force are shown in Fig. 5.
In the most left part of Fig. 5 are results, when the control of crushing is checked in every
time step. In the right part of the graph the crushing condition is checked every 0.04 s.
5
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Figure 5: The dependence of displacement at peak load, δ, on crushing period, Tc ; Sixty realization for
each crushing period are shown by solid grey lines; Errorbars show mean value and standard deviation.

We expect that there would exist a certain crushing period, from which the mean values
of displacement (blue points in Fig. 5) will be constant. The ﬁrst ﬁve largest crushing
periods have an expected trend and by increasing crushing period the number of crushed
particles grows and the displacement grows. As well in range Tc = 2.5·10−3 to 3.12·10−4 s
the mean displacement is almost constant. This was expected to remain for even smaller
crushing periods. However, in range for smaller crushing periods decrease of mean value
of displacement occurs. This decreasing is undesirable and the reason of this behaviour
is the object of future research.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The developed algorithm of particle crushing suﬀers by large volume loss. Therefore
its application is more convenient for problems where the crushing has local character.
In studied range of loading frequencies, the crushing model is independent on the loading
frequency. The observed dependence on crushing period will be subject of further research.
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Abstract. A discrete element numerical model for Lac du Bonnet granite is built for timedependent fracture simulations. The heterogeneity is considered by different mineral
components randomly distributed inside the rock. The minerals are represented by elastic
Voronoi cells connected by elasto-plastic contacts. The Hillig-Charles equation is implanted in
the numerical model for analyzing time-dependent damage due to subcritical crack growth. The
damage processes during uniaxial compressive creep tests are investigated. The numerical
simulations reveal not only reasonable lifetime of the specimens under different loads, but also
show primary, secondary and tertiary creep stages until final failure characterized by
macroscopic fracturing. The simulation results of crack growth and damage index evolution
deliver a deeper insight into the microscopic damage process.
1

INTRODUCTION

Time-dependent damage of rocks is especially important for long-term stability and safety
of geotechnical structures such as mines, tunnels, and nuclear waste repositories. The timedependent damage in brittle rocks has a close relationship to subcritical crack growth. Analysis
of time-dependent damage of brittle rocks has been carried out by many scientists using both,
continuum and discrete element based methods.
For a continuum based method: According to theory of subcritical crack growth, Konietzky
et al. [1] proposed a numerical model to simulate the lifetime of rocks under static loads by
growing microcracks. Li and Konietzky [2,3,4] developed this approach further by taking into
account stochastic distributions for initial length and orientation of microcracks and different
crack growth models.
For discrete element method: Kemeny [5] developed a fracture mechanical model,
considering the degradation of cohesive strength of rocks due to subcritical crack growth, to
simulate time-dependent failure of rock bridges along discontinuities. Lee [6] analyzed the
time-dependent stability of Coconino rock slope using UDEC based on the method proposed
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by Kemeny [5]. Park [7] introduced a numerical method in PFC to investigate time-dependent
fracture growth in rocks. Potyondy [8] used PFC to simulate static fatigue of granite due to
stress corrosion.
In this paper, the explicit consideration of time-dependent damage evolution due to
subcritical crack growth until final failure is analyzed. UDEC is adopted to perform the
numerical simulations utilizing the embedded constitutive laws for elastic grains and elastoplastic contacts, but extended by incorporating own developed routines to simulate subcritical
crack growth.
2 THEORY OF SUBCRITICAL CRACK GORWTH
The relationship between subcritical crack growth velocity and stress intensity factor is
illustrated in Figure 1. As discussed by many researchers [8,9,10,11], KI0 is the lower limit
stress intensity factor, below which the crack is stable. KIc is the Mode I fracture toughness at
the time when the velocity of crack growth suddenly approaches critical values and causes
failure. In region 1 (Figure 1), the velocity is controlled by the rate of stress corrosion reactions
at the crack tips. In region 2, the velocity is controlled by the rate of transport of reactive species
to the crack tips and in region 3, crack growth is mainly ruled by mechanical rupture and is
relatively insensitive to the environment.

Figure 1: Crack growth velocity versus stress intensity factor [10]

Hillig-Charles equation (exponential law) is frequently used to describe the subcritical crack
growth (region 1 of Figure 1). Hillig and Charles [12] made the hypothesis that the static fatigue
in glass follows the rule of chemical reaction between the glass and the environment, but they
have also recognized that the process is stress-sensitive. According to their findings, they
proposed a quantitative equation for describing crack velocity:
v = v0 exp[(− E + Vσ − Vmγ ρ ) RT ]

(1)

where E is the stress free activation energy, V is the activation volume, σ is the tensile stress
at the crack tip, Vm is the molar volume of the material, γ is the interfacial surface energy
between the glass and the reaction products, ρ is the radius of the curvature of the crack tip, R
is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.

2
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Wiederhorn and Bolz [13] have re-written Eq. (1) by introducing the two-dimensional
Griffith crack term σ = 2K I πρ :

[(


v = v0 exp − E* + 2VK I


 E* = E + Vmγ ρ

) ]

πρ RT

(2)

Based on Eq. (2), Wiederhorn et al. [14] have proposed an empirical relation by fitting lab
test data from glass with least square method:
v = v0 exp[(− E* + bK I ) RT ]

(3)

where b is empirical constant obtained from the fitting curve.
Eq. (3) was successfully used to analyze subcritical crack growth in rocks [8,10,15].
3

NUMERICAL MODEL

3.1 Grain-based heterogeneous model
The mineral composition of Lac du Bonnet (LdB) granite is characterized by 7.1% biotite,
51.1% K-feldspar, 31.8% quartz and 10% plagioclase. The smallest grains have a diameter of
about 1 mm. They are randomly distributed within a piece of rock. The numerical model was
created by Voronoi cells with equivalent diameter of about 1 mm. The percentages of the
mineral components were considered and the allocation was performed in a random manner, so
that the model matches the grain size distribution in an approximate manner and also bigger
grain clumps (mineral clumps) were automatically produced (Figure. 2). The Voronoi cells
itself are unbreakable and behave elastically. The height and the diameter of numerical model
are 63.4mm and 31.7mm, respectively. The parameters for the mineral components and
Voronoi cells, respectively, are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Grain parameters [16,17,18]

Mineral

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)
Biotite
35
K-feldspar
62
Quartz
91
Plagioclase
69

3
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Poisson’s
Ratio
0.25
0.27
0.20
0.23
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Model set-up: (a) Voronoi blocks representing different minerals, (b) contacts between minerals

The contact behavior is elasto-plastic and characterized by a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
with tension cut-off and softening (Figure. 3). For each mineral component, a corresponding
set of contact parameters is specified (Table 2). At the contacts between the grains, the
arithmetic average of the parameters is applied. Parameters shown in Table 2 are obtained by
numerical back-analysis of time-independent loading tests. The simulated and experimental
uniaxial compressive strength is 234.5 MPa and 200±22 (n=81) MPa [19], respectively. In the
normal and shear direction, the stress-displacement relation below the strength limit at the
contacts is assumed to be linear and governed by the normal stiffness k n and the shear stiffness

k s . If the tensile strength is reached, the contact breaks and the tensile strength is set to zero. If

the shear strength is reached, sudden softening takes place and cohesion and friction of the
contact are set to residual values. Eqs. (4) and (5) describe the contact behavior:
σ n = −knun

T
T
if σ n < − J , σ n = J r = 0

(4)

τ s = k sus

C
τ max = J + σ n tan ϕ

C
if τ s ≥ τ max , τ s = sign(∆us ) ⋅ J r + σ n tan ϕ r

(5)

(

)

where σ n and τ s are normal stress and shear stress, respectively, un and u s are normal
displacement and shear displacement, respectively, J T and J rT are tensile strength and residual
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tensile strength, respectively, τ max is shear strength, J C and J rC are cohesive strength and
residual cohesive strength , respectively, ϕ and ϕ r are friction angle and residual friction angle,

respectively, and ∆u s is the incremental contact shear displacement.
Within the model the damage and fracture process associated with plastic deformations is
controlled by the breakage of contacts and relative movement along or across them.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Elasto-plastic contact behaviour with softening: (a) in normal direction, (b) in shear direction
Table 2: Contact parameters (result of own calibration)

Contact

kn

(Pa/m)
Biotite/Biotite
4.20E+14
K-feldspar/K-feldspar 7.75E+14
Quartz/Quartz
1.01E+15
Plagioclase/Plagioclase 8.00E+14
Biotite/K-feldspar
5.97E+14
Biotite/Quartz
7.16E+14
Biotite/Plagioclase
6.10E+14
K-feldspar/Quartz
8.93E+14
K-feldspar/Plagioclase 7.87E+14
Quartz/Plagioclase
9.06E+14

ks
kn
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

JT

J rT

JC

J rC

ϕ
(°)

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
19
0
37
0
48
23
0
52
0
55
26
0
62
0
62
24
0
57
0
59
21
0
44.5
0
51.5
22.5
0
49.5
0
55
21.5
0
47
0
53.5
24.5
0
57
0
58.5
23.5
0
54.5
0
57
25
0
59.5
0
60.5

ϕr
ϕ
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

3.2 Implementation Hillig-Charles equation into the numerical model
In order to consider subcritical crack growth, Hillig-Charles equation was implemented into
UDEC under the assumption, that stress corrosion only affects contacts and not the rock matrix.
Therefore, subcritical cracks can only propagate along the edges of the Voronoi cells. This leads
to a time-dependent reduction of tensile and cohesive strength at the corresponding contacts.
The degradation rates at the contacts are stress-dependent. The degradation for tensile strength

5
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and cohesive strength of the contact is only influenced by tensile and shear stress in the contact.
Taking into account the above-mentioned assumptions and Eq. (1), the degradation rates can
be described as follows:
 dJ iT
= −λr vt = − λr v0 e − ( E +Vmγ ρ ) RT eVσ i

 dt
 C
 dJ i = −λ v = − λ v e − ( E +Vmγ ρ ) RT eVτ i
r c
r 0

 dt

(

)

RT

(

)

RT

(6)

where J iT and J iC are tensile and cohesive strengths at the contact i , respectively, λr is a
constant describing the proportionality between strength degradation and subcritical crack
growth velocity, vt and vc are crack growth velocities governed by the level of tensile and
shear stress at the contact, respectively, σ i = Fi n Li and τ i = Fi s Li are average tensile and
shear stresses at the contact, respectively, Fi n and Fi s are normal and shear forces at the
contact, respectively, and Li is the contact length.
Assuming that β1 = λr v0 e − ( E +V γ ρ ) RT and β 2 = V RT , and considering the constitutive
model of the contacts, Equation (6) can be re-written into the following simple form:
m

 dJ T − β1e β 2σ i , σ i < J iT
 i =
− ∞,
σ i ≥ J iT
 dt
 C
− β1e β 2τ i , τ i < τ max(i )
 dJ i
 dt = − ∞,
τ i ≥ τ max(i )



(7)

where τ max(i ) is the shear strength at the contact i .
The contact strength decreases with time elapsing are ruled by Eq. (7). After a certain period
of time, the contact strength degrading velocity approaches infinite, meaning that sudden failure
at the contact occurs. The stresses around this failed contact will be redistributed and may cause
further local stress concentrations, so that strength degrading at neighboring contacts will
accelerate.
4

TIME-DEPEDENT DAMAGE SIMULATIONS

4.1 Uniaxial compressive creep test simulations
Schmidtke and Lajtai [20] have used 126 specimens of LdB granite to perform uniaxial
compressive creep tests. The cylindrical specimen with a diameter of 37.1 mm was saturated
before testing and kept submerged during testing at a temperature of 25°C. The numerical
modelling approach implemented in Eq. (7) was used to simulate uniaxial compressive creep
tests. The subcritical crack growth parameters are β1 = 0.001 Pa/s and β 2 = 1.0 × 10 −7 . The
other parameters are taken from Tables 1 and 2.
To minimize CPU time and to guarantee that the damage process is followed with sufficient
precision, a changeable time step scheme is used for the simulations:
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∆t min ≤ ∆tb ≤ ∆t max

if Fu < 100 N , ∆tb = 2 * ∆tb−1
if F ≥ 100 N , ∆t = ∆t
u
b
min


(8)

where ∆t min , ∆tb and ∆t max are the minimum, actual and maximum time steps respectively,
and Fu is the unbalance force, b is the corresponding step number. For one-edged crack growth
simulations we specified ∆t min = 1.0 × 10 −5 s and ∆t max = 1.0 × 10 4 s.
Results from lab tests [20] and numerical simulations with respect to lifetime (time to failure)
for LdB granite under different driving-stress ratios are shown in Figure 4. The driving-stress
ratio is defined by σ σ c ( σ and σ c are uniaxial actual compressive stress and uniaxial
compressive strength, respectively). The data show, that lifetime of specimens decrease with
increasing driving-stress ratio. For different specimens under the same driving-stress ratio, there
are variations in lifetime due to the heterogeneity of rock samples.

Figure 4: Lab test [20] and numerical simulation results for lifetime of LdB granite under different driving-stress
ratios

Figure 5 shows simulation results of uniaxial compressive creep tests, which reveal primary,
secondary and tertiary creep phases. The curves in Figure 5b is smoother than those in Figure
5a, because time steps change automatically in one case (Figure 5a) and are constant, that means
equal to ∆t min , in the other case (Figure 5b). The introduction of changeable time steps is
necessary whenever huge lifetime is expected, which is the case for low load levels. Lifetime
increases in a strong non-linear manner with decreasing load.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Uniaxial creep simulation results for strain versus time: (a) load range 140-160 MPa, (b) load range
200-220 MPa

Figure 6 shows how contact failure (microcracks) and strain develop with ongoing time
under constant load of 160 MPa. The rate of contact bond breakage (microcrack development)
shows some correlation to the creep phases: the rate is relatively low within the secondary creep
phase, but shows stronger values at the primary and tertiary creep phases.

Figure 6: Simulation results of uniaxial creep tests under 160 MPa

Exemplary, macrocrack (totally detached contacts) distribution inside the specimen for a
load level of 160 MPa for different points in time according to Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7.
During the primary phase cracks emerge in a more random manner within the specimen (Figure
7g). Later, within the secondary creep phase, cracks grow further, interact with each other and
form larger cracks mainly parallel to the maximum stress direction (Figure 7h-j). Finally, within
the tertiary creep phase, massive crack interactions are observed and, in addition to large
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vertical cracks, shear band formation is observed until final macroscopic failure is noticed
(Figure 7 j).

Figure 7: Macrocracks distribution under 160 MPa uniaxial compressive load for different points in time
according to Figure 6

4.2 Crack growth and damage characteristic

Figure 8: Microcrack and macrocrack distribution with time elapsing in a magnified viewing area indicated by
black quadrangle in Figure 7f

Microcrack and macrocrack distribution with time elapsing in a magnified viewing area
indicated by black quadrangle in Figure 7f is shown in Figure 8. The green lines and white
space represent microcracks (position of failed contacts) and macrocracks (totally detached
contacts which are the result of progressive crack development), respectively. At first the
microcracks are randomly distributed within the specimen, but preferred occurring at the
contacts between different minerals (type 1: inter-granular microcrack at 2.60838×10-1 s) and
with less preference in the contacts between the same minerals (type 2: intra-granular
microcrack at 2.60838×10-1 s). With time elapsing, more and more microcracks emerge,
coalesce and form networks. Finally, this leads to occurrence of macrocracks, which is
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illustrated by type 1 microcrack at 2.60838×10-1 s, and which develops further towards a totally
opened macrocrack at 1.62240×104 s. As shown in Figure 8a, initially, the propagation of
subcritical crack due to stress corrosion is very time consuming (from 0 s to 1.62170×104 s).
But once the microcrack network has formed (that means stress concentration phenomenon is
serious), the speed of subcritical crack growth increases suddenly, and soon the macrocrack
network is created and cause failure of the specimen (from 1.62170×104 s to 1.62426×104 s).
The damage index evaluated by number of failed contacts is defined as:

Dn =

N ct
N c max t

(9)

where N ct is the instantaneous number of failed contacts at elapsed time t and N c max t is the
maximum number of failed contacts at t f (time to failure).
Simulation results in terms of damage index evolution versus normalized time elapsing is
shown in Figure 9. The damage index evolution under high and low loadings is different. For
the specimen under 160 MPa load, the damage index increases slowly with time elapsing during
secondary creep stage (very time consuming) and then accelerates suddenly causing failure of
specimen with typical tertiary creep phenomena. But for the specimen under 200 MPa load, the
damage index develops quickly from beginning until failure occurs.

Figure 9: Damage index evaluated by number of failed contacts
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5

CONCLUSIONS
-

A modeling approach is presented, where the heterogeneity of the rock is realized by
explicit considering the mineral components with different block and contact
parameters.
Uniaxial compressive creep of the rock has been analyzed by this numerical approach
which has incorporated the Hillig-Charles equation for taking into account subcritical
crack growth.
The time-dependent fracture and damage evolution of rock samples under uniaxial
compressive load has been studied at the grain size level in detail by the proposed
numerical approach and shown satisfying agreement in terms of fracture pattern and
time-dependent failure.
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Abstract. In this work, a discrete numerical approach is presented to model the hysteretic
behavior of materials. Rigid Body Spring Network models (RBSN) that were first proposed
by Kawai [1] are extended to account for hysteretic elastoplastic behavior. Discretization is
based on Voronoi tessellation, as proposed by Bolander [2]. The domain is discretized into
convex polygons that will form the discrete rigid bodies of the model. These are connected
with three zero length springs in the middle of their common interfaces. The springs are
following the smooth hysteretic Bouc-Wen model which efficiently incorporates classical
plasticity with no direct reference to the yield surface. Numerical results both for static and
dynamic loading are presented that validate the proposed formulation and verify its
computational efficiency as compared to the standard elastoplastic finite element method.
1

INTRODUCTION

The rigid-body-spring-network model was proposed by Kawai [1] who developed a
physical model rather than a mathematical one, as a way of reducing computational time and
mathematical complexity without losing essential characteristics of the behavior deformable
bodies. The main idea was to divide the structure in a finite number of rigid parts that are
connected by springs in their common boundaries. This way structure deformation and
internal forces are based solely on the deformation and forces of internal springs respectively.
Bolander and Saito [2] employed the Voronoi tessellation method to discretize the structure
into convex polygons. Based on a random distribution of points they developed formulae to
ensure elastic uniformity and maximize the degree of isotropy regarding crack propagation in
homogeneous isotropic materials. Bolander and Berton [6] used Voronoi discretization of the
domain in three-dimensional irregular lattices to model the cohesive zone of fracture while
Bolander, Moriizumi and Kunieda [7] used the rigid-body-spring-network approach to analyze
quasi-brittle fracture using a stress retrieval algorithm. Finally Kim et al. [8] presented a rate
dependent viscoplastic model to simulate dynamic fracture under different loading rates. In
this work the Bouc-Wen rate independent hysteretic model is employed in the rigid-bodyspring-network framework to model hysteretic behavior of plane structures.
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2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
According to Bolander and Saito [2] in a 2d rectangular domain the maximum number of
2
points that can be placed using a random distribution process is 𝑛𝑛̂ ≈ 0.68𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎/𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
where a and
b are dimensions of the domain and dm is the minimum allowable distance between points. By
choosing 𝑛𝑛 → 𝑛𝑛̂ particles the mesh becomes more regular and the points more uniformly
distributed. These points or nuclei are now the computational points of the model and are used
to define the Voronoi diagram (Preparata and Shamos [3]). The Voronoi diagram mainly
divides the domain into convex polygons that define the rigid particles of the model. Each
element consists of two rigid particles and their common boundary as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Rigid body spring network element.

Let the coordinates of the computational points be (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) for the two particles
and (x3,y3), (x4,y4) the coordinates of the common boundary. At the middle of the interface
(point P) three zero length springs are considered with stiffness (in the local coordinate
system) kn, kt and kφ in the normal, tangential and rotational local degrees of freedom
respectively. If we consider the relative displacements at point P in the facet local system:
{d }T   n

t  

(1)

and the nodal displacements of the two computational points:
{ue }T  u1

v1 1

u2

v2  2 

(2)

These are connected through the relation:

{d }  [ B]{ue }

(3)

where:
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And xij=xi-xj, yij=yi-yj, lij is the Euclidean distance between points i and j, xPi=(x4i+x3i)/2,
yPi=(y4i+y3i)/2. In addition we can derive the internal forces through the local displacements
using relation:

{q}  [ D]{d }

(5)

where D is a diagonal matrix with entries the normal, tangential and rotational spring stiffness
to approximate the elastic properties of a continuum medium:
kn  E tl43 / h
kt  E tl43 / h
k  knl432 /12

(6)

For plane stress conditions we have 𝐸𝐸 ′ = 𝐸𝐸/(1 − 𝜈𝜈 2 ) and 𝐸𝐸 ′′ = 𝐸𝐸/(2(1 + 𝜈𝜈)), E being the
elastic modulus, ν the Poisson ratio, t the thickness and h the distance of the two nodes. In
order to obtain the element stiffness matrix the principle of virtual work theorem is applied:
[ K ]e  BT DB

(7)

All the elemental stiffness matrices are then combined using the direct stiffness method to
form the stiffness matrix of the structure.
3

BOUC-WEN MODEL IN RBSN

In this work the Bouc-Wen hysteretic model is employed. It is a smooth hysteretic model
that was first proposed by Bouc [4] and was later modified by Wen [5]. Its mathematical
description for a Single Degree of Freedom (sdof) system is as follows:
 mu  cu  aku  1  a  kz 
p

n


z



z
u
1
sgn
zu










zy






(8)

where a=Kpl/Kel and sgn is the signum function. The model consists of a first order non
linear differential equation and z is the hysteretic parameter. For this single degree of freedom
system the restoring force is given as the sum of an elastic and an inelastic hysteretic force as
seen in Figure 2:

F (t) 

Fy
uy

u (t)  1    Fy z (t)
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Figure 2: Bouc-Wen model.

Considering Figure 1 the forces of the zero length springs of the facet and the end actions
at the computational nodes are connected through the relation:

 N1 
Q 
 1
T
 M 1 
    B
 N2 
 Q2 
 
 M 2 

 Fn 
 
 Ft 
M 
 

(10)

According to Bouc-Wen model spring forces are the sum of an elastic and an hysteretic
part:

Fn akn n  Fnp

Ft akt t  Ft p

M ak   M p

(11)

or in matrix form:
 Fn 
 

 Ft 
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 0
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Now considering equations (3), (12) and substituting into (10) the following relation is
obtained:
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where the hysteretic part of the forces follows the Bouc-Wen formulation:

Fp

F 
1  a  k 1 

Fy

p

n




   sgn  F u   u


p



(14)

It is obvious that the hysteretic stiffness matrix is then given as:
(1  a)kn

 K h   B   0
 0


0

T

(1  a)kt
0



0 
(1  a)k 
0

(15)

The equation of motion has the following form:

 M s u  C s u   K s u   K h s  z 
P  t 

(16)

where the hysteretic stiffness matrix is a rectangular matrix with (3n  3nel) elements where
nel is the number of element and n is the number of nodes. Hysteretic parameter z represents
the hysteretic part of displacements or curvature and follows the Bouc-Wen hysteretic
equation. The equation of motion together with the differential equations of Bouc-Wen type
should be solved simultaneously. This is facilitated by transforming the system into statespace form by introducing as auxiliary unknown the vector of nodal velocities.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

4.1 Single DOF verification
In this section results that verify the proposed model are presented. Consider a 1x0.5m
domain discretized with 2 nodes and 1 element as shown in Figure 3(a). Material is steel S235
and Poisson ratio is set to 0.3. The first node is fixed and a sinusoidal force is applied in the
second node in the horizontal direction. The resulting force-displacement diagram is shown in
Figure 3(b).

0.5m

1

2

0.5m

0.5m

Figure 3: a) discretized model, b) Force- displacement diagram.

4.2 Beam with harmonic force
For the second example a beam with dimensions 1x0.2m and 0.02m thickness is
considered as seen in Figure 4. Material is steel S235 with 5% hardening. The force at the end
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of the beam is harmonic with maximum value 75 kN. In the next Figures the results using
rigid-body-spring-network with hysteretic approach are compared with those from inelastic
finite element method. Results show good correlation considering the differences of the two
methods.

Figure 4: Comparison of Plastic regions.

Figure 5: Free end displacement vs time.

5

CONCLUSIONS
-

In this paper the rigid-body-spring-network model is extended to account for
plasticity in rate-independent materials using the Bouc-Wen model.
The numerical examples presented show the effectiveness of the model to simulate
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-

hysteretic behavior.
Results are compared with the finite element method and show satisfactory
agreement.
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Abstract. A recent extension of the discrete element method is reported for the simulation of dense mixtures of non-colloidal particles and viscous fluids in the non-inertial
regime. The numerical model includes sphere-sphere contacts using a soft contact approach [2], short range hydrodynamic interactions defined by frame-invariant expressions
of forces and torques in the lubrication approximation, and drag forces resulting from
the poromechanical coupling computed with the DEM-PFV technique [3]. The proposed
model is general and applies directly to sheared satured granular media in which pore
pressure feedback plays a key role. A partitioned solver makes the algorithm trivially
parallel, which enables the coupled problems to be solved with nearly the same wall-clock
time as uncoupled dry materials simulations. The shear stress in a dense suspension is
analyzed, and decomposed into contact stress and hydrodynamic stress. Both contributions are shown to be increasing functions of a dimensionless shear rate Iv, in agreement
with experimental results [4]. In contrast with a popular idea, the results suggest that
lubrication may not necessarily reduce the contribution of contact forces to the bulk shear
stress.

1

INTRODUCTION

Simulating the flow of saturated granular materials raises two challenging questions: 1)
how to reflect the rheological properties of the moving materials in relevant constitutive
laws and, 2) how to solve a boundary value problem when this constitutive law is used
combined with very large deformations and a complex morphology of the run-out slope.
Advances are needed on both points in order to provide the engineers with better tools,
enabling namely numerical studies of gravitational flows from the triggering to the possible
impact on structures and infrastructures.
1
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Regarding the second question, the conventional FEM methods are helpless due to
(namely) the moving free surface of the flow. The methods usually used for fluid dynamics (such as direct Navier-Stokes solvers or the Lattice-Boltzman method) may have less
problems with the free surface but they make the implementation of complex visco-elastoplastic models extremely difficult. To overcome these difficulties dedicated techniques have
been developed in the recent years, using e.g. the SPH[10] (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) or the FEMLIP[5] (FEM with lagrangian integration points). In this paper we
focus on the first question: the rheology of flowing geomaterials, and we propose an approach of this question through micromechanical modeling as in [9]. Recent developments
of the discrete element method (DEM) are explained in the first section and the results
of simulated simple shear tests are summarized.
2

MICROMECHANICAL MODEL OF PARTICLES IN A VISCOUS FLUID

We assume that the flowing material can be conceptualized as a granular material.
This assumption is relevant for the grain size of silts and above. Clayey materials (i.e.
colloidal particles) are very different and exhibit much more complex interactions between
particles, thus this study does not consider pure clays. For the mixtures of clay and
coarser particles, the present approach may be valid as soon as the clay content and the
pore water can be accounted for altogether as an equivalent viscous suspension carrying
the bigger particles. Hereafter we introduce a numerical coupling between the DEM and
a hydrodynamic model.
2.1

Discrete Element Model

An explicit finite difference scheme is employed for updating the position of each particle in a time-marching algorithm. The particles move according to the Newton’s second
law. The interactions between particles are governed by elastic-frictional contact forces
defined using a soft contact approach [4]. The contact parameters are the normal and
shear stiffnesses kn and ks , and the angle of contact friction φ. The contact forces are
supplemented hereafter with forces coming from the interstitial fluid. A three-dimensional
implementation of the DEM as found in the open source software YADE is used herein.
For more details about the implementation, please refer to [13].
2.2

Long range interactions

The DEM-PFV method is used to solve a pore-scale version of the mass balance equation which appears in the continuous theory of porous media and leads to the so-called
poromechanical coupling - leading to long range interactions between the particles. Only
the main steps of the method are outlined hereafter since the details can be found in
previous papers. We assume incompressible phases as in [3, 2] (for compressible phases
see [11]). A tetrahedral decomposition of the pore space is introduced based on regular
triangulation (figure 1), where that part of a tetrahedron occupied by the fluid is called
2
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a pore. From now on Vi denotes the volume of pore i. It is uniquely defined by the
positions xi and sizes of the solid particles, while the rate of change V̇i also depends on
their velocities ẋi .
An exchange of fluid between adjacent pores i and j is represented by the interface
flux qij . The volume balance equation gives
V̇i =

j=4


qij .

(1)

j=1

A linear relationship between qij and the local pressure gradient (pi − pj )/lij (where lij is
a reference length [3]) leads to
V̇i =

j=4

j=1

kij (pj − pi )/lij =

j=4

j=1

Kij (pj − pi ).

(2)

In this equation Kij is the local hydraulic conductivity. It reflects the small scale geometry
of the packing. In details, the proposed expression of Kij depends on a local hydraulic
h
(area of the fluid-solid interface divided by the fluid volume - again see [3]) as
radius Rij
h
Sijf Rij
Kij = α
2η lij

2

(3)

where Sijf is the cross-sectional area of the pore-throat, η is the viscosity of the fluid, and
α can be interpreted as a calibration parameter. α = 1 is known to give good estimates
of the actual permeability of glass beads [14] but we used α < 1 in this study. This is
further discussed in section 3.
Substituting V̇i by its expression in terms of particles velocity and writing equation 2
for every element gives a system of linear equations. At each time step in the motion
integration, solving this system gives a discrete field of fluid pressure P as function of the
particles velocity.
The drag forces are deduced from the pressure field. They are the integrals of the
pressure p and the viscous stress τ on the surface of the particle, i.e.


f
pnds +
τ nds
(4)
Fk =
∂Γk

∂Γk

The Fkf are introduced in Newton’s second law together with the forces coming from solid
contacts (Fc ) and lubrication effects (FL defined in the next section). I.e.
Mẍ = Fc + FL + Ff ,

(5)

The strong two-way coupling defined by equation 5 (remember that Ff depends on ẋ)
is the poromechanical coupling. It is integrated with an explicit scheme whose accuracy
has been verified in [2].
3
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Figure 1: Regular triangulation in 2D.

2.3

Short range interactions

The lubrication forces are linked to the presence of the fluid and are only significant
for nearly touching particles. We note particles k and k  with radii ak and ak , linear
velocities vk and vk and angular velocities ωk and ωk , respectively. Their average radius
is defined as a = (ak +ak )/2 and h denotes the inter-particle distance (surface to surface).
An arbitrary relative motion between two particles can be decomposed in four elementary motions corresponding to normal displacement (subscript n), shear displacement (s),
rolling (r) and twisting (t). For full details see [9]. Noting ωn = (vk −vk )×n/(ak +ak +h)
the angular velocity of the local frame attached to the interacting pair, lubrication forces
and torques are defined as follow:
a2
3
πη
vn
2
h



πη
2a + h
L
Fs =
−2a + (2a + h) ln
vt
2
h


63 h a
3 a
3
ln +
ln
[(ωk − ωk ) × n]
= πηa
2 h
500 a h
FnL =

CrL

CtL = π η a2

h a
ln [(ωk − ωk ) · n] n
a h

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

where vn = ((vk − vk ) · n) n is the normal relative velocity and vt = (ak (ωk − ωn ) +
ak (ωk − ωn )) × n is an objective expression of the tangential relative velocity. In this
set of equations, the normal and shear forces, Fn and Fs , are based on Frankel & Acrivos
[6, 15] whereas Cr and Ct are based on Jeffrey & Onishi [8, 7]. The total lubrication force
FkL (resp. FkL ) applied by particle k  on particle k (resp. by particle k on particle k  ) and
the total torque CkL (resp. CkL ) applied by particle k  on particle k (resp. by particle k
on particle k  ) relative to the particle center read:
4
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FkL = −FkL = Fn + Fs ,

(10)

h
(11)
CkL = (ak + ) Fs + Cr + Ct ,
2
h
(12)
CkL = (ak + ) Fs − Cr − Ct .
2
We account for the deformability of the particles near the contact region by combining
the above normal lubrication model with the linear contact model via a Maxwell-type
visco-elastic scheme ([9]. Lastly, we introduce a surface roughness such that the contact
model and the lubrication model use slightly different values of h. The repulsive contact
force appears even before h = 0 so that practically h ≤ 0 never occurs in simulations.

Figure 2: Visco-elastic scheme of the interaction between two elastic-like particles.

No ﬂux

Figure 3: Simulation cell.
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2.4

A note on computational cost

The time integration is done using a partitioned approach. At each step the contribution of contact forces and the fluid forces are summed, and the total force is used to update
momentum using a classical (explicit) centered finite difference scheme. A purely sequential vision of this procedure is shown in figure 4(a). Both types of forces are uniquely
defined by the positions and velocities of the previous step. It makes the algorithm pleasantly parallel, as contact interactions and fluid forces (including lubrication forces) can
be computed simultaneously (fig. 4(b)). Virtually, it results in a fluid model which comes
at no cost compared to the classical DEM without fluid. This is assuming that the computational resources are not limited and that the overhead coming from summing the
fluid forces and the contact forces is negligible (practically it is). There is of course no
restriction on how each branch in fig. 4(b) is further parallelized.
How close to this theoretical performance a concrete implementation can be depends
on many factors. Namely, the performance of the original DEM code is a key factor.
Indeed there is no merit in computing fluid forces faster than contact forces if the latest
is initially slow. Also, the number of particles plays a role since the computational cost of
contacts and fluid solver may scale differently (the fluid solver has to solve a sparse linear
system). Our tests with the YADE-DEM code used in this study showed that assigning
four cores to both the contact and the fluid parts leads to an increase of the computation
time of the order of 50% for a range of problem sizes between 5,000 and 20,000 particles.
Below 5,000, the cost of the fluid is almost negligible. Above 20,000 particles the fluid
solver tend dominate the computation time. Further investigations will be done on this
question.
3

SIMPLE SHEAR AT IMPOSED NORMAL PRESSURE

We simulate a saturated flowing material with bi-periodic boundary conditions, made
of N = 1000 frictional spheres of average radius a = 0.025 ± 0.01 m. The physical
properties are roughness ε = 0.035 a, density ρ = 2500 kg/m3 , normal contact stiffness
kn /a = 5 × 105 Pa, shear stiffness ks = kn /2, and contact friction angle ϕ = 30◦ . There
is no gravity. The numerical sample is first confined between two parallel plates then
sheared by moving the top and the bottom plates at constant velocity ±V /2 = 1.5 m/s.
The boundary conditions for the top plate are the velocities vx = V /2, vz = 0, the total
normal stress Ty = 750 Pa and the fluid pressure p = 0. At the bottom plate, vx = −V /2,
vz = 0 and the fluid velocity along the y axis vyf = 0 (impermeable boundary). Periodic
boundary conditions are defined along the horizontal axis for both the particles and the
fluid. The external stress vector is T = F /S where F is the total force on the top plate
and S is the horizontal cross sectional area. Ty is kept constant during the deformation,
while Tx is a result of the imposed shear.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the shear
 T stress Tx , the pressure p and the solid fraction
φ function of the deformation γ(T ) = 0 γ̇(t)dt where γ̇(t) = V /H(t) is the shear rate.
6
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Figure 4: The time-stepping algorithm for the coupled problems, (a) purely sequential or (b) using task
parallelism.

Figure 5: Normalized shear stress and solid fraction at steady state versus Iv . In each series the change
of Iv is obtained by changing a different parameter: normal stress, viscosity, or shear rate.
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Figure 6: (left): The evolution of the shear stress and the solid fraction as a function of the deformation,
with and without the poromechanical coupling. (right): Zoom on the transient regime.

The numerical results are presented for two cases: a first case where the poromechanical
coupling (long range interactions) is included and another one where it is not (i.e. ignoring
the last term in equation 5). In the early stage of deformation a transient regime is
observed, reminiscent of the critical state theory. It is characterized by a peak stress,
a decrease of the solid fraction and a negative pore pressure in the coupled case. This
later effect entails a higher effective stress in the coupled problem, explaining why the
shear stress reaches higher values. The system evolves toward a steady state for large
deformations, in which the shear stress and the solid fraction are approximately constant
and the pore pressure is nearly zero. The poromechanical coupling has no visible effect
at steady state: the shear stress and the solid fraction reach similar values for both cases.
At steady state in non-inertial regimes the stress ratio µ = Tx /Ty and the solid fraction
φ are entirely controlled by the viscous number Iv . Iv is a dimensionless form of the shear
rate [1], reflecting the magnitude of viscous effects, and is defined as:
 
η γ̇ 
,
(13)
Iv =
Ty

In other words, all possible combinations of confining pressure, fluid viscosity, and shear
rate corresponding to a given value of Iv give the same result. It is easily confirmed by
comparing simulations in which these control parameters are changed independently to
produce different values of Iv (fig. 5).
Finally, a validation of our coupled model is obtained by comparing the normalized
shear stress and the solid fraction at steady state with the empirical equation of [1] (fig.
7, the empirical relation is plotted for convenience, it goes through data points not shown
in the figure).
8
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Figure 7: The stress ratio µ and the decomposition in contact stress, normal lubrication stress and shear
lubrication stress. The solid line is the phenomenological law of [1].

4

DISCUSSION

The previous section reveals a key feature of saturated geomaterials which has implications on debris flow: the shear stress and the solid fraction (or porosity) at large
deformations are no longer uniquely defined by the confining stress as in critical state
theory. They are both dependent on the shear rate. The effect is relatively well known
as an experimental fact in the rheology of suspensions. It is attributed to the short range
lubrication effects.
A consequence rarely discussed, however, is that the rate dependent volume changes
are strongly coupled with long range poromechanical effects. In rheometer tests, the shear
rate is usually applied for a sufficiently long time period so that the measurements are
done at steady state. The transient regime is disregarded and the pore pressure is not
recorded in most cases. For debris flow in natural conditions however, the shear rate
may not be constant if the material is flowing down a slope where the slope angle is not
constant. In such case the flowing material may never reach the steady state and it may
be strongly influenced by the pore pressure changes associated to the poromechanical
coupling.
Let us recall that the poromechanical coupling entails long range effects in the system
and, ultimately, a dependency on the problem size. Indeed the characteristic time of
poromechanical effects scale with ηH 2 /κ where κ is the intrinsic permeability and the
problem size. Since κ scales with a2 (squared particle size), the relaxation time of the
transient regime is proportional to η(H/a)2 . A consequence is that the peak pore pressure
and the peak stress in figure 6 scales with (H/a)2 . That is, they are much more significant
9
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in large scale in-situ conditions than in small scale lab tests.
A key conclusion is that it is impossible to modelize a flowing suspension as an equivalent single-phase mixture. It is always necessary to solve a coupled problem. Promising
steps in this direction can be found in [10], which provides an efficient computational
techniques at the field scale. The micromechanical model we presented in this paper is
complementary, in the sense that it hardly applies to large scale problems but it can provide insight into the rheology of the flowing materials and the coupling phenomena. It is
freely available as part of Yade-DEM [12] and it can be used for further investigations.
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Abstract. Several theoretical predictions of the mass flow rate of granular flows through
outlets are based on the existence of a free fall arch region covering the silo outlet. Early
in the nineteenth century, it was suggested that the particles crossing this region lose
their kinetic energy and start to fall freely under their own weight. However, there is
not conclusive evidence of this hypothetical region. We examined experimentally and
numerically the micro-mechanical details of the particle flow through an orifice placed at
the bottom of a silo. Remarkably, the contact stress monotonously decreases when the
particles approach to the exit and it only vanishes just at the outlet. The behavior of
this magnitude was practically independent of the size of orifice indicating that particle
deformation, is insensible to the size of the aperture. Contrary, the behavior of the
kinetic stress puts on evidence that the outlet size controls the propagation of the velocity
fluctuations inside the silo. Examining this magnitude, we conclusively argue that indeed
there is a well-defined transition region where the particle flow changes its nature. Above
this region, the particle motion is completely correlated with the macroscopic flow. Our
outcomes clarifies why the free fall arch picture has served as an approximation to describe
the flow rate in the discharge of silos.
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Figure 1: (a) Numerical three-dimensional silo, the color of the particles indicates the velocity in the
vertical direction. (b) Sketch of the numerical interaction among two colliding particles. (c) A picture
of the two-dimensional silo used in the experiments. The red arrows represent the velocity of each grain.
The arrow at right bottom is equivalent to 500mm/s.

1

INTRODUCTION

Predicting the mass flow rate during silo discharging has been thoroughly attempted
in the past years [1, 2, 3]. In general, theoretical frameworks rest on the existence of
region close to the orifice where the inter-particle forces diminish and, below this vault,
fall due to gravity. Long time ago, this was postulated by Brown & Richards [2], who
introduced the concept of free-fall arch. Nowadays, this conception is fully accepted and
researchers commonly relate it with Beverloo’ correlation [4]. However, the free-fall arch
idea implies the strong formal inconsistency of a spatial stress discontinuity, which is
difficult to justify. In addition, recent experimental efforts aimed on proving the existence
of such a transition have provided inconclusive outcomes [5, 6].
When examining granular flows experimentally, there are several technical restrictions
[7, 8, 9]. Hence, to capture the behavior of three dimensional flows and packings is
generally not feasible. In this framework, there is a real need of performing numerical
simulations. Discrete element modeling (DEM) is widely accepted as an effective method
to address engineering problems concerning dense granular media [10]. Moreover, in
applications the formulation of granular macroscopic fields is also necessary. The micromechanical details provided by DEM, i.e. velocity, position and contacts of individual
particles, allow to determine the continuum field profiles, implementing coarse grained
average techniques. In this work, we apply a post-processing methodology introduced by
I. Goldhirsch [11] and generalized by Weinhart et al [12, 13]. We analyze the granular
2
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flow through an orifice, thoroughly describing the kinetic and dynamic fields.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, we describe the experimental setup, the
numerical simulations and the theoretical framework of the coarse-grained formulation
[11]. Then, in Sec. 3 we explain the implementation of the coarse-grained methodology,
which has been used to process both numerical and experimental data, allowing to clarify
the nature of the granular flow close to the orifice.
2
2.1

METHOD
Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consists of a quasi-bidimensional silo built with two glass sheets
(height 800mm and width 200mm) separated by a steel frame which also conforms the
lateral walls (see Fig. 1). The gap between the glass sheets is slightly larger than the
particles diameter (d = 2rp = 1.0mm) so the beads can only arrange themselves in
a single layer. The particles flow out through a horizontal slit of a tunable aperture
D = 2R located at the flat bottom of the silo. The discharge process is recorded by a
hight speed camera. The videos were analyzed using image processing techniques allowing
a precise determination of the instantaneous position �r and velocity �v of each particle. A
more detailed description of the experimental setup and image analysis techniques can be
found in [14] and [9], respectively.
2.2

Numerical Simulations

In order to model a 3D silo, we have developed a hybrid CPU-GPU Discrete Element
[15, 16] algorithm for a system of spheres with rp = 1/64 m. Initially, we generate a
granular column from a granular gas of particles, where particles are located at random
positions, within a cylindrical container with flat bottom. Then they settle under the effect
of gravity and are allowed to leave the system through a circular outlet, which is located
at the bottom of the column. A snapshot of the silo of the numerical three-dimensional
silo is shown in Fig. 1.
In the model, each particle (i = 1...N) has three translational degrees of freedom and a
quaternion formalism has been implemented for describing the 3D angular rotations. The
interaction between particle i and particle j is decomposed in normal and tangential directions (see Fig.1). In our approach, the normal interaction is defined by a linear contact
and dissipation is introduced using a velocity dependent viscous damping. Our model
has been used to simulate spheres with density ρ = 7520 kg/m3 , restitution coefficient
en = 0.5 and ∆t = 10−6 s. More details about the numerical implementation can be
found in [16, 17].
2.3

Coarse Graining Formulation

In order to explore the macromechanical properties of particle flow, a novel coarse
graining methodology is used [11, 12]. In both cases, simulations and experiments, we
3
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have accessed to the position and velocities of the particles. According to [11, 12], the
microscopic mass density of a granular flow, ρ(�r), at time t is defined as,
ρ (�r) =

N

i=1

mi φ (�r − �ri (t))

(1)

where the sum runs over all the particles within the system and φ (�r − �ri (t)) is an integrable coarse-graining function. In the same way, the coarse grained momentum density
field P (�r, t) reads as,
N

mi�vi φ (�r − �ri (t))
(2)
P (�r, t) =
i=1

where the �vi represent the velocity of particle i. The macroscopic velocity field V� (�r, t) is
then obtained as the ratio of momentum and density fields,
V (�r, t) = P (�r, t)/ρ(�r, t).

(3)

To calculate the macroscopic stress tensor we have used a mathematically consistent
definition of the mean stress tensor σαβ [11]. Following this approach the total stress field
σαβ can be decomposed by kinetic stress field σ k αβ and contact stress field σ c αβ . The
mean contact stress tensor reads as,
N

c
σαβ

Nc

1  i
fijα rijβ
=−
2 i=1 j=1



0

1

φ(�r − �ri + s�rij )ds

(4)

where the sum runs over all the contacting particles i, j, whose center of mass are at �ri
and �rj , respectively. Moreover, f�ij accounts for the force exerted by particle j on particle
i and �rij ≡ �ri − �rj .
The kinetic stress field reads as,
k
σαβ

=−

N

i

′
′
mi viα
viβ
φ (�r − �ri (t)) ,

(5)

where �vi′ accounts for the velocity fluctuation of particle i, respect to the mean field.
�vi′ (t, �r) = �vi (t) − V� (�r, t).

(6)

Based on the previous theoretical framework, we have implemented a post-processing
tool, which has allowed us to examine the 2D and 3D kinetic and dynamic fields obtained
experimentally and numerically.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our aim is to determine the micro-mechanical properties of a granular flow during a
silo discharge. Thus, the complexity of the particle flow was explored experimentally and
numerically in a region close to the silo aperture. Additionally, the simulations give the
micromechanical details and the contact forces of all particles within the silo.
First, we have determined the particle’ flow rate through the surface of the outlet.
Experimental and numerical outcomes are exposed for several apertures in Fig.2.3a and
Fig.2.3b, respectively. The time evolution of the flow 
rate dN/dt in particles per second

is shown in terms of the characteristic time scale td = 2rgp ,i.e. the time elapse in which
a particle moves its own diameter. In all cases, it is noticeable the system quickly evolves
to a steady state characterized by a constant flow rate. This fact allows us to use the
coarse-graining methodology, describing the micro-mechanical details of the particle flow
[11, 12, 18].
As a second step, we have thoroughly examined the outcomes of the coarse-graining
methodology described in Sec. 2.3. To this end, two different coarse-graining functions
φ(�r) have been studied. It is know that φ(�r) should be an integrable normalized function.
First, we have implemented the method with a Heaviside function
φh (�r) =

1
H(ω − |�r|).
Ωd (ω)

(7)

and as second choice, we have used a Gaussian


1
|�r|2
φg (�r) = √
exp − 2 .
2w
( 2πw)3
5
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Figure 3: Mass density profiles of a granular flow, ρ(�r), using Gaussian (left) and (right) Heaviside
coarse-graining functions. The measurement has been obtained at different heights from the base of the
silo. The orifice size of the silo is R = 16d and the coarse graining scale w = d.

In Fig.3, the mass density profiles ρ(�r) of a 3D numerical granular flow are shown.
Outcomes obtained using two different integrable functions Heaviside Eq. 7 and Gaussian
Eq. 8 are illustrated . Note, the measures were done at different heights respect to the
silo outlet, covering from z = 2d to z = 32d where d is the particle diameter. As can be
observed, both coarse-graining functions give equivalent outcomes for the density profiles.
However, the Gaussian function produces smoother results for the same coarse graining
scale w = d. In the following, the data processing has been done using the Gaussian
function φ(�r) = φg (�r). At the end of this work, we will clarify the role of the coarsegraining scale w.
Given the positions and velocities of all particles, one can fully describe the steady
state kinetic fields in the whole silo. In Fig. 4 we plot the average velocity fields obtained
numerically in a 3D silo with an orifice of R = 16d. The profiles of the radial velocity vr (r)
at different heights are shown in Fig. 4(right). As it can be expected, the radial absolute
velocity field diminishes at the center of the silo, that is clearly explained by symmetry
reasons. Note, that the magnitude vr (r) is comparable with the magnitude of vz (r) and
the location of the maximum absolute radial velocity | vr (r) | only slightly changes with
the height from the orifice. Additionally, in Fig. 4(left), the vertical velocity fields vz (r)
are also illustrated. The Gaussian shape of the velocity profiles vz (r) is in excellent
agreement with those experimentally obtained [19]. Moreover, in the past it has been
proven that this behavior is compatible with the solution of a diffusive-like equation [20]
Additional macromechanical details of the particle flow can be extracted studying the
changes in the stress field. In Fig.5a, we plot the spatial behavior of the contact pressure,
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Figure 4: On the left, radial component of the velocity at different heights from the orifice (velocity
measured in units of diameter of particle per second). On the right, vertical component of the velocity
at different heights from the orifice. The measurements have been done for the simulation of a 3D silo
with an orifice size of R = 16d (heights of z = 4d, z = 8d, z = 16d and z = 20d, respectively). In all
cases, the units are diameter/sec.

which was estimated using trace and the deviatoric of the contact stress field σ c . Note
that the contact pressure results in a monotonous decreasing function that correlates with
the increase of the dilatancy, which achieves a maximum at the outlet [9, 17]. Here, it is
important to remark that the values of contact pressure were nearly independent on the
outlet size [18]. Accordingly, a region resembling a free-fall arch (that should scale with
R) can not be inferred from these findings.
Complementary, we have anylized the strength of the kinetic pressure field calculating
the trace and the deviatoric of the mean kinetic stress tensor σ k , defined by Eq.(5) (see
Fig. 5b). Although the strength of the kinetic pressure results several order of magnitude smaller than the contact pressure, its spatial pattern reveled novel micro-mechanical
details. The kinetic pressure field evidenced conclusively the existence of a well defined
transition region. Both, experimental and numerical outcomes suggest that above a well
7
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Figure 5: Trace and deviator of the a) contact stress mean field tensor σαβ
and b) kinetic stress mean
k
field tensor, σαβ .

defined surface the particles follow the global macroscopic laminar flow [18]. The latter
correlates with the diminishing of the kinetic pressure with the height and indicates the
mass transport within the silo is mainly advective. However, as the particles get closer to
the orifice their individual movement decorrelates respect to the global flow and, accordingly, the kinetic pressure shows a maximum value at the transition surface zc (r). After
crossing, the particles start to fall by gravity and the contacting stress gradient slowly
diminishes as one gets closer to the outlet.
In Fig.6, we present the universal surface zc /R that characterizes the transition region.
We illustrate outcomes corresponding to two different orifices obtained experimentally.
Remarkably, we have found the transition surface is independent of the outlet size. For
testing the consistency of our results, the post-processed experimental data was analyzed
using different coarse-graining scales. As it noticeable the findings are totally compatible within our experimental errors. The data collapse clearly proves the existence of a
parabolic transition arch. For comparison, two truncate paraboloids α (1 − (r/R)2 ) have
been included in the graph.
Astonishing, all the curves zc /R obtained for different outlet sizes can be collapsed [18].
Moreover, we have found excellent qualitative agreement in wide domain of apertures for
both experimental and numerical outcomes [18]. Hence, we have identified a region where
the collisional part of the stress tensor starts to diminish and the dynamics becomes
gradually dominated by the external field. The scaling of this surface with the size of the
aperture links the observed dynamics in the discharge process with the stress fields inside
the silo. This picture contrasts with the traditional view of the existence of a free fall
arch region where the velocity is negligible and grains start a free fall.
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Figure 6: Position of the local maximum zc /R of the kinetic pressure as a function of the radial distance.
Experimental results are illustrated for (a) R = 17d and (b) R = 26d. Testing the consistency,
several

values of the coarse-graning scale w has been used. For comparison, truncate paraboloids α 1 − (r/R)2
have also shown.

for a scholarship.
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Abstract. Understanding the dynamical behavior of particulate materials is extremely important to many industrial processes, with typical applications that range from hopper flows
in agriculture to tumbling mills in the mining industry. The discrete element method (DEM)
has become the defacto standard to simulate particulate materials. The DEM is a computationally intensive numerical approach that is limited to a moderate amount (thousands)
of particles when considering fully coupled densely packed systems modeled by realistic particle shape and history dependent constitutive relationships. A large number (millions) of
particles can be simulated when the coupling between particles is relaxed to still accurately
simulated lesser dense systems. Massively large scale simulations (tens of millions) are possible when particle shapes are simplified, however this may lead to oversimplification when an
accurate representation of the particle shape is essential to capture the macroscopic transport
of particulates. Polyhedra represent the geometry of most convex particulate materials well
and when combined with appropriate contact models predicts realistic mechanical behavior
to that of the actual system. Detecting collisions between polyhedra is computationally expensive often limiting simulations to only hundreds of thousands of particles. However, the
computational architecture e.g. CPU and GPU plays a significant role on the performance
that can be realized. The parallel nature of the GPU allows for a large number of sim1
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ple independent processes to be executed in parallel. This results in a significant speed up
over conventional implementations utilizing the Central Processing Unit (CPU) architecture,
when algorithms are well aligned and optimized for the threading model of the GPU. We
recently introduced the BLAZE-DEM framework for the GPU architecture that can model
millions of spherical and polyhedral particles in a realistic time frame using a single GPU. In
this paper we validate BLAZE-DEM for hopper discharge simulations. We firstly compare
the flow-rates and patterns of polyhedra and spheres obtained with experiment to that of
DEM. We then compare flow-rates between spheres and polyhedra to gauge the effect of
particle shape. Finally we perform a large scale DEM simulation using 16 million particles
to illustrate the capability of BLAZE-DEM to predict bulk flow in realistic hoppers.
1. Introduction
1.1. Hoppers
Simulating the dynamics of particulate materials is critical in the design and optimization
of many industrial processes. The hopper configuration is one of the most studied configurations, either to increase the fundamental knowledge about the dynamics of granular flows
or to design storage devices. Experimental, empirical [1], continuous [2] and discrete models
[3] are typical approaches used to study either the granular intrinsic properties or the handling of granular media. The behavior of granular media is complex. For example, when
a hopper is discharged by gravity the flow rate does not depend on the height of the material. Furthermore when the height of the material is ≥ 3.5 times the hydraulic radius of
the silo, the pressure at the bottom saturates due to the Janssen effect, resulting in a flow
rate that remains fairly constant. The design of the hopper and the stored material influence
directly the flow rate and flow pattern. In particular, the hopper angle and the outlet size
are calculated to allow bulk solid flow and prevent arch formation which restricts flow.
1.2. DEM
The discrete element method (DEM), which was first described by Cundall and Strack
in 1979 [4], is one of the most successful discrete methods to simulate particulate materials.
The DEM was originally developed for solving problems in geotechnical engineering, but has
been employed to model particulate materials in a variety of fields [5, 6].
The DEM requires that all particles in the system need to be checked for contact at each
time step. This involves a considerable number of calculations depending on the particle
geometry and the number of particles [7] in the system. To reduce the computational cost,
particle shape is often approximated by a sphere (Figure 1(a)). This approximation however
2
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may result in the model exhibiting unrealistic mechanical behavior, as discussed by Latham
and Munjiza [8]. The clumped-sphere (Figure 1(b)) approximation [9] provides a better
description of shape by using a number of spheres to represent a particle. However, this
approach is limited in the number of particles and introduces non-physical artifacts into the
simulation, as discussed by Horner [10]. Polyhedral shaped particles, depicted in Figure 1(c),
can capture details in particle shape well and hence exhibit realistic mechanical behavior to
that of the actual system [11, 12]. However, the number of polyhedral particles that can be
simulated on typical workstation computers in a realistic time frame is limited, as discussed
by Mack et al. [13], in which only 322 polyhedra are simulated. This limitation is due
primarily to complex collision detection and storage requirements of polyhedra.
The developed BLAZE-DEM code [14, 15] aims to address the computational limitations
of modeling polyhedra, by efficiently implementing polyhedra contact algorithms on the GPU
architecture. This paper gives a brief overview of the BLAZE-DEM framework and dedicates
the rest of the effort to validate the utility of BLAZE-DEM to model hopper discharge for
polyhedral and spherical particles.

Figure 1: (a) Single sphere, (b) clumped sphere and (c) polyhedron representations of a corn kernel.

Once the particles that are in contact is determined, the resultant forces acting on the
particles can be calculated. As with all numerical simulations there is a trade-off between
model accuracy and computational speed. In [16, 17] the number of particles that can be
modeled is limited due to the large computational cost of the associated FEM simulations
and the solution of the coupled dynamic equilibrium problem associated with multiple bodies
being simultaneously in contact. This allows for the simulation of strongly coupled problems
associated with the compaction of particles, in addition to weakly coupled problems found
in typical bulk flow analysis. The BLAZE-DEM framework focuses only on typical bulk flow
problems that allows for some assumptions to be made without significant loss of accuracy
but drastically benefit the computational efficiency of the numerical model. We only consider
binary contact to resolve the associated contact forces on particles. In addition we consider
the original contact force model proposed by Cundall et al. [17]. The constitutive model is
described by a spring-dashpot coupled in parallel, which offers an appropriate model fidelity
for the problems under consideration. The model is computationally efficient. This is in
3
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contrast to the computational expense of the higher fidelity FEM-DEM model [16]. Once
the forces are calculated an explicit integration scheme is used to determine the resultant
motion of all particles in the system.
1.3. Computational Implementation
Since DEM computations are compute bound, the number and complexity of simulated
particles has scaled with increased computational power over the past three decades. In
the last few years the trend of increasing Central Processing Unit (CPU) clock speed has
stopped due to the physical limits on the materials used in the manufacturing of computer
hardware. While computational power still scales with Moore’s Law, this scaling is now
achieved through increasing the number of computing cores on a single chip as opposed to
make a single core faster. Leading this evolution from multi-core to many core processing
chips is the Graphical Processor Unit (GPU). Designed to convey information to screen that
has millions of pixels which need to be updated simultaneously to render visual information
to the user, the GPU is a massively parallel processor that can perform billions arithmetic
operations in parallel (7.52 TFLOPS). The NVIDIA developed CUDA programming model
[18] provides access to the GPU from a variety of high level programming languages such as
C++, Java and Python.
An emerging trend in the past few years is the implementation of scientific and engineering
solutions on GPU’s [19, 20]. Utilizing the GPU for computation over the conventional GPU
offers significant speed-ups when computations are well aligned for the parallel threading
model of the GPU. Parallelism on the CPU is limited to domain decomposition [21] as
depicted in Figure 2(a) [22]. The GPU however is a many core processor enabling parallelism
at a particle level, with each particle having its own thread. Figure 2(b) depicts the theoretical
performance of a Xeon CPU and Tesla GPU for task of performing computations for 10
millions particles. The CPU can only launch 12 threads (Particles are processed in a serial
loop for each thread ), while the GPU can launch 53284 threads per cycle. This gives the
GPU an enormous edge over the CPU in DEM calculations which are data parallel resulting
in a speed up of 500 when taking into consideration cost and power consumption.

Figure 2: (a) Domain decomposition on CPUs [22] and (b) Comparison of CPU and GPU parallel solutions.
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There has been little development in terms of simulations based on the DEM using the
GPU from the both academic and commercial sectors. Although the GPU is an ideal match
for certain DEM simulations the current learning curve associated with GPU development is
high as the technology is fairly new compared to the traditional CPU platform. Furthermore
only an efficiently implemented GPU DEM solution will yield significant performance benefits
over the CPU.
The DEM code used in this paper is built on the BLAZE-DEM GPU framework developed
by the authors [14]. The framework and its associated algorithms [15] has thus far been
successfully used in the simulation of tumbling mills [23]. BLAZE-DEM can model (i) tens
of millions of spherical particles and (ii) millions of polyhedral particles in a realistic time
frame on a desktop computer using a single GPU. To the best of the author’s knowledge
there are no published works on large scale simulations of hoppers using the GPU.
2. OVERVIEW BLAZE-DEM CONTACT MODEL
A linear spring dash-pot model is used to calculate the normal force between particles
given by :
FN = (Kn δ)n̄ − Cn (VR · n̄)n̄,
(1)
where δ is the penetration depth, VR = V1 − V2√is the relative translational velocity, Kn =
ln() Kn meff
meff
is the viscous damping coefficient, n̄
ln()2 +π 2 is the spring stiffness, Cn = 2 √
t2
2
2
ln() +π

contact

the normal at contact,  is the coefficient of restitution and meff = ( m11 + m12 )−1 is the effective
mass of the particles. The contact time tcontact is determined by the properties of the material.
However in most cases experimental data is not readily available for a particular material.
For such cases Kn is chosen such that that physical quantities of interest (such as energy)
are conserved during integration for the typical range of velocities observed in a simulation
[15]. Typical DEM simulations use a spring stiffness and time-step that limits the maximum
penetration depth to δmax ≤ 0.05r where r is the radius of the smallest particle [19, 24, 25].
Tangential Contact. A stick-slip columbic model [15, 19, 25] is used to calculate the tangential
force magnitude between particles given by :


min [ min [ V1T  , V2T ] , µ VT ] meff ,
,
(2)
FT = −min µ  FN ,
t

where V1T and V2T are the tangential velocities of each particle,VT = (VR − (VR .n̄)n̄) is
the relative tangential velocity and µ the coefficient of friction.

5
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Angular motion. In addition to translation forces a particle also experiences a torque as a
result of contact given by :
Γ = (r × FN )

(3)

where r is the vector from the center of mass to the contact point PC(x, y, z). A detailed
description of the models and numerical techniques used in BLAZE-DEM can be found
in [14, 15, 23]. In a DEM simulation the model parameters are chosen to either match
experimental results or to reproduce a desired behavior. Tuning these parameters is a tedious
task with the plethora of different models used in DEM simulations. For DEM to be useful in
hopper simulations we need to be able to accurately capture the effect of geometrical changes
in the hopper using the same model parameters. In this paper we use the experimentally
determined properties.
3. Experimental Setup
In order to verify the suitability of the GPU based BLAZE-DEM code for hopper simulation, we performed experiments using lab-scale plexi-glass hoppers at three discharge angles
(β = 30o , 60o , 90o ) as depicted in Figure 3(a). We printed 2000 regular dodecahedron and
spherical particles as depicted in Figure 3(b) and packed them in alternating colors (Figure
3(a)) to observe the flow patterns. The hopper is filled by dropping particles down the center
in order to obtain a random loose packing ( three tests we performed for each discharge angle
). The friction coefficients between particles and particles with the boundaries are evaluated
by a dedicated started angle experiment similar to that of Abriak et al. [26]. Note that for
spheres, the test consists of a clump of three spheres to prevent rolling. The average frictional
values was found to be µparticle = 0.35 and µwall = 0.30.

Figure 3: (a) Experimental setup indicating the number of particles N in each layer, discharge angle beta
and dimensions of the inlet and outlet. (b) particle specifications.
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4. Comparisons of results
Figure 4(a)-(c) shows the flow rates with polyhedra for DEM and experiment while Figure
4(d)-(f) shows the flow rates with spheres for DEM and experiment. We see very good
agreement with both spheres and polyhedra against experimental results. We notice that
the fastest flow is for the case of β = 30o as it has the steepest inclination, with β = 90o not
discharging completely as expected for both spheres and polyhedra. The model parameters
used are :  = 0.4 Kn = 3.2 × 105 N.cm−1 for a time-step of 1 × 10−5 .

Figure 4: (a-c) Flow rates of polyhedra and (d-f) flow rates for spheres.

Figure 5 shows the flow patterns for the three hopper configurations with polyhedral
particles. We notice that for 90 degrees we have funnel flow with the particles in the center
discharging first and those in the sides last, while we have mass flow for both 60 and 30
degrees.

7
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Figure 5: Flow patterns for polyhedra with experiment and DEM (time in seconds).

4.1. Effect of particle shape
To ascertain the effect of particle shape we used spheres that had the same mass and
material properties of the polyhedra as depicted in Figure 3(a). Figure 6 shows the DEM
predicted flow rates between spheres and polyhedra. We notice that the spheres flow faster,
which can be attributed to polyhedra being able to rotate and pack more efficiently as
depicted in Figure 6(b) and (c). We also notice that with polyhedra the flow-rate for the
hopper angle of β = 60o is slower than that of β = 90o , which is opposite to what we observe
with spheres. While it is possible to increase friction (rolling and tangential) for spheres
to obtain a better match, the trends between different geometries is clearly dependent on
particle shape.

Figure 6: (a) Combined flow rates for polyhedra and spheres, (b) transient arch forming for polyhedra flow,
(c) stable arch for polyhedral simulation of corn.

4.2. Large-scale simulations
The parallel computational efficiency of the BLAZE-DEM framework on the GPU architecture allows us to create simulations that are closer to reality by increasing the number of
particles we can simulate in a shorter time frame as depicted in Table 1.
8
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Table 1: Comparison to other codes (mono sized particles) *Kepler class GPU.
Author

Shape

Physics Fidelity

N particles

C Number

Harida et.al [20]

Clumped

Low

Longmore et.al [19]

Clumped

High

1.64 × 104

0.66 × 106

Radake et.al [27]

*Sphere

High

Nvidia SDK (2014) [28]

*Sphere

Low

BLAZE-DEM [23]

*Sphere

High

2.56 ×

105

20 × 106

2.5 × 105
60 ×

106

BLOCKS [29]

Highest

iDEM [29]

Polycpu

Low

BLAZE-DEM [15]

Polygpu

High

20 × 106

125 × 106
100 × 106

Compute Time (N=5 × 105 )

Note: No published GPU/CPU parallel polyhedra codes

Polycpu

1.49 × 106

103

186 days

105

2.8 days

32 × 106

32 min

5×
5×

To gauge the large-scale performance of our code we simulated a hopper with a length
of 128 cm and filled height of ≈245 cm and variable depth (16 − 256) cm depending on the
number of particles . We filled the hopper using a chute which is typical of reality, resulting
in an uneven fill level as depicted in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the hopper with particles
colored by velocity. We notice that the left-side of the hopper which has the higher fill level
starts to discharge at a faster rate than the right side until the height on both sides reach an
equilibrium.

Figure 7: Translational velocity magnitude of flow for a large-scale simulation.

Figure 8 shows the rate of change of flow ( % discharged /t) . We notice an erratic
behavior up-to 0.90 seconds, after which it becomes stable as an equilibrium level is reached
within the hopper. We also notice that the discharged particles fall into the same area
as depicted at (t=2.0) in Figure 7 regardless of the packing within the hopper. This is of
importance as the discharged particles typically fills trucks or container vessels, which remain
static during the filling process, thus any change in the discharge stream will require them
to be dynamic.
9
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Figure 8: (a) Rate of change of flow, (b) computational time as a function of particle number.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we validated the BLAZE-DEM code against experiment for both polyhedra
and spherical particles. We found an excellent agreement in both the flow-rate and pattern of
the particles. We then made comparisons between spherical and polyhedral shaped particles
and demonstrated that there is a difference in the predicted results. Finally we demonstrated
the power of our GPU DEM implementation by performing a large scale simulation. Thus
using a typical desktop computer an engineer can now obtain results on design changes and
flow dynamics in a realistic time frame. Furthermore this increase in computing power can
also be exploited to increase the fidelity of particle shape which we have demonstrated to
have an effect of particle discharge.
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Abstract. The macroscopic simulation results in Discrete Element Method (DEM)
simulations are determined by particle-particle contact laws. These usually depend on
semi-empirical parameters, difficult to obtain by direct microscopic measurements. Subsequently, macroscopic experiments are performed, and their results need to be linked
to the microscopic DEM simulation parameters. Here, a methodology for the identification of DEM simulation parameters by means of macroscopic experiments and dedicated
artificial neural networks is presented. We first trained a feed forward artificial neural
network by backward propagation reinforcement through the macroscopic results of a series of DEM simulations, each with a set of particle based simulation parameters. Then,
we utilized this artificial neural network to forecast the macroscopic ensemble behaviour
in dependence of additional sets of particle based simulation parameters. We finally realized a comprehensive database, to connect particle based simulation parameters with a
specific macroscopic ensemble output. The trained artificial neural network can predict
the behaviour of additional sets of input parameters fast and precisely. Further, the numerical macroscopic behaviour obtained with the neural network is compared with the
experimental macroscopic behaviour obtained with calibration experiments. We hence
determined the DEM simulation parameters of a specific granular material.

1

Introduction

Particles in various forms - ranging from raw materials to food grains and pharmaceutical powders - play a major role in a variety of industries. Discrete Element Methods (DEM s) are widely used to simulate particle behaviour in these granular processes
1
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(Cleary and Sawley [1]).
In their original formulation of DEM , Cundall and Strack [2] allowed two particles to
slightly overlap upon contact, and consequently they proposed repulsive forces in relation
to this overlap distance. Their fundamental modelling concept has since been widely
accepted in the literature and their soft-sphere contact law has been developed further
by numerous researchers (Vu-Quoc and Zhang [3] and Di Renzo and Di Maio [4]). With
increasing computational resources, DEM simulation have become very popular giving
rise to the development of commercial (e.g., P F C3D, used by Wensrich and Katterfeld
[5]) and open-source software (e.g., LIGGGHT S, Kloss et al. [6], Aigner et al. [7]).
Soft-sphere DEM simulations of thousands of particles have been proven to faithfully
model particle bulk behaviour (Hohner et al. [8]).
In these macroscopic DEM simulations, the contact law kernel between a pair of particles determines the global bulk behaviour of the granular material (Ai et al. [9]). As
a consequence, defining a correct contact law is of crucial importance for the predictive
capability of DEM simulations. Since DEM contact laws are based on a set of semiempirical parameters, correct contact law parameters must be defined for a given granular
material or DEM simulations will fail (Combarros et al. [10]).
Identifying DEM contact law parameters is not a trivial task. Due to the huge number of particles in a granular material, it may be impractical to identify valid parameter
sets by performing bilateral particle collision experiments. Furthermore, some contact
law parameters such as the coefficient of rolling friction are purely empirical and cannot
be determined by direct particle-to-particle measurements (Wensrich and Katterfeld [5]).
Therefore, DEM contact law parameters are commonly determined by comparing the
macroscopic outcome of large-scale DEM simulations with bulk experiments (Alenzi et
al. [11]). We considered the following parameters: particle radius R (m), size distribution, Young’s modulus E (Pa), Poisson’s ratio ν (-), time step ∆t (s), coefficient of
sliding friction µs (-), coefficient of rolling friction µr (-), coefficient of restitution COR
(-), particle density ρp (kg/m3), geometry factor dCylDp (-). If DEM simulation results
disagree with bulk measurements, the set of contact law parameters must be adjusted
until reasonable agreement is achieved.
However, this purely forward methodology of parameter identification is limited by the
multi-dimensionality of the parameter space and the associated computational costs of
the required DEM test simulations. Moreover, one parameter set which is valid for one
bulk behaviour (e.g., angle of repose) might fail for another (e.g., shear tester).
Clearly, there is a need for an efficient method for identifying DEM contact law parameters. In our study, we harnessed Artificial Neural Networks (AN N s) in order to reduce
the number of DEM test simulations required. AN N s have proven to be a versatile tool
in analysing complex, non-linear systems of multi-dimensional input streams (Vaferi et al.
[12], and Haykin [13]). In our case, we fed an AN N with DEM contact law parameters
as input and compared the output with the bulk behaviour predicted by a corresponding
DEM simulation. The difference between AN N prediction and DEM prediction is used
2
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to train our specific AN N with a backward-propagation algorithm (described further
below). After a training phase comprising a limited number of DEM test simulations,
the AN N can then be used as a stand-alone prediction tool for the bulk behaviour of a
granular material in relation to DEM contact law parameters.
In this study, we applied this parameter identification method to two different granular
bulk behaviours, namely the angle of repose (AoR) test and the Schulze shear cell (SSC)
test. In both cases, we first trained a specific AN N using a number of DEM test simulations before we identified valid sets of DEM contact law parameters by comparing the
stand-alone AN N predictions with corresponding bulk experiments. For both cases we
obtained valid sets of contact law parameters, which we then compared to formulate a
reliable contact law for a given granular material. We further show that the same AN N
can be used to characterize different granular materials.
In the next section we define some prerequisites including DEM contact law definitions,
a general description of the AN N functionality, and the proposed method of DEM contact law parameter identification. We then describe how it is applied to characterize the
DEM contact law parameters of sinter fines.
2

DEM Parameter Identification
Fig. 1 illustrates the methodology used.

Figure 1: Method. In the training phase (dashed lines) DEM simulations are performed
with random initial input parameters. The behaviours obtained are used to train the Artificial
Neural Networks (AN N s) in a loop that continues until the difference between the outputs
of each AN N and its simulations is below the limit (∆) (see Section 2.2). In the parameters
identification phase (solid lines) we identify valid input parameters by comparing (=) AN N s
and experimental behaviours. Further explanations can be found in Section 2.

2.1

Discrete element method

We decided to utilize a single contact law for all the simulations performed, for details
see Benvenuti et al. [18]. The DEM parameters for the Young’s modulus (E) and the
3
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Poisson’s coefficient (ν) were taken from the literature, see [14] and [15]; however we
reduced the former to increase the time step (∆t), following the recommendations of Ai
et al. [9]. The time step was between 1.29% and 1.53% of the Rayleigh time, which
also depends on the particle density (ρp ). Furthermore, we locked the size distribution,
which was obtained by experimental sieving, see Table 1. In the contact law we used, the
tangential component of the contact force between two generic particles (Ft ) is truncated
to fulfil:
Ft ≤ µs Fn ,
(1)
where Fn is the normal component and µs is the coefficient of sliding friction, one of the
particle-based DEM parameter we investigated, another being the coefficient of rolling
friction (µr ). For coarse non-spherical particles, this is a critical parameter and describes
inter-particle friction in medium to dense granular flow simulations. It is proportional
to the torque counteracting the rotation of the particle. The µr parameter enters the
equations according to the elasto-rolling resistance model presented by Wensrich and
Katterfeld [5] and Ai et al. [9] based on the work of Jiang et al. [16]. The model is called
EP SD2 in LIGGGHT S and is appropriate for both one-way and cyclical rolling cases.
The maximum magnitude of rolling resistance torque is (Eq. 2):
Tr

max

= µr Rr |F˜n | ,

(2)

where Rr is the equivalent radius and Fn the normal force. The last two particle-based
DEM parameters we investigated were ρp and the coefficient of restitution (COR) as
defined by Ai. et al. [9]. These coefficients, COR, µs , µr , ρp and dCylDp (the cylinder
dimension, proportional to the mean particle diameter), as indicated in Table 2, were
constant in each simulation, but their combination differed between simulations. Further,
dCylDp was used to evaluate the wall effect, but only 10% of the simulations had a
dCylDp larger than 20 (additional information can be found in Benvenuti et al. [18]).
The normal stress σn and its percentage during the incipient flow condition τ% varied to
replicate twelve shear-cell load conditions. The complete description of the shear-cell and
the AoR simulations can be found in Benvenuti et al. [18]. A Matlab script allowed us to
extract from the simulation output the numerical values representative of bulk behaviour
(hereafter called bulk values) for each DEM simulation parameter combination, which
consists of bulk density (ρb ), coefficient of internal friction in the pre-shear phase (µpsh ),
coefficient of internal friction in the shear phase (µsh ), and angle of repose (AoR). The first
bulk value (ρb ) was provided directly. For correctly performed simulations, see Benvenuti
et al. [18], we observed a stress path as in Fig. 2b. First, the σn was kept constant while
the coefficient of internal friction (µie ) initially increased and then reached a plateau. The
second bulk value (µpsh ) was calculated as the average of the µie in this plateau. The σn
was then automatically reduced, in our example to 80% of its initial value. Subsequently,
a second plateau developed. We obtained the third value (µsh ) as the average of µie in
this second plateau. The stress path accords with the experimental one, especially the
4
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plateaux.
In the AoR tests the average of the repose angles provided us with the fourth bulk value,
allowing us to define the numerical bulk behaviour.
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(a) Experimental shear-cell tester stress (b) Numerical shear-cell tester stress path
path - σn = 10000 P a
- σn = 10000 P a

Figure 2: Experimental and numerical samples of the stress path for the Schulze ring shear
cell tester. Time was normalized: t̃ = t/tchange , where tchange is the point in time at which
the normal stress (σn ) was modified during the tests. Until t̃ = 1, the σn was kept constant at
10,000 Pa. In Fig. 2a, a plateau was reached at t̃ = 0.91. The coefficient of pre-shear (µpsh )
was calculated as the average of the coefficient of internal friction (µie ) in this first plateau. At
t̃ = 1, the σn was reduced to 80% of its initial value, and soon after a second plateau developed.
We obtained the coefficient of shear (µsh ) as the average of µie in this second plateau. The
stress paths agree well, especially the plateaux. They were clearly relevant because the values
representative of the bulk behaviours were collected there.

Mean
R
(mm)
0.732

Std.dev. Young’s
R
modulus
(mm)
(MPa)
0.41
10

Poisson’s
ratio
(-)
0.40

∆t
(s)
10−6

Table 1: DEM fixed input values

2.2

Artificial Neural Networks

We first defined the typology of Artificial Neural Networks (AN N s) we used and the
input we fed them, see Benvenuti et al. [18]. Our AN N s have three different layers:
the input layer has a number of neurons equal to the number of different inputs of the
network. The hidden (or central) layer’s number of neurons was to be investigated. The
output layer contains one neuron for the output. The transfer functions between the first
two layers are the tangential sigmoid, and those between the hidden and central layers
are linear.
Thus, we were able to use the DEM parameter combinations and their corresponding
5
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µs
(-)
0.4 / 0.6 / 0.8

µr
(-)
0.4 / 0.6 / 0.8

COR
(-)
0.5 / 0.7 / 0.9

ρp
(kg/m3)
2500 / 3000 / 3500

dCylDp
(-)
20 / 36 / 38 / 40

Table 2: DEM variable input values for training the Artificial Neural Networks
µs
(-)
range
[0.1 . . . 1.0]
number of values
100

µr
(-)
[0.1 . . . 1.0]
100

COR
(-)
[0.5 . . . 0.9]
25

ρp
(kg/m3)
[2000 . . . 3500]
25

Table 3: DEM random input values. Within each range the indicated number of random values
was chosen according to a standard uniform distribution.

bulk values to train the AN N s. Note that 15% of the simulations (test simulations)
were randomly picked and excluded from the training processes. We started with all
the DEM parameter combinations and their corresponding numerical µpsh to create 36
AN N s that differed in their numbers of neurons in the hidden layer (between five to
forty neurons). We then determined the coefficient of determination (R2 ) between the
bulk − macro behaviours in the output of the AN N and the 15% test simulations, which
were not correlated with the remaining 85% used for the training. Thus, we could select
for µpsh the AN N with the maximum R2 , again as suggested by Vaferi et al. [12], and
we noted its number of neurons. We repeated the same AN N creation steps for µsh , ρb
and AoR, obtaining one trained AN N for each bulk value.
Since µpsh , µsh and ρb belonged to the shear-cell simulations, their AN N s were handled
together: we had one cluster with three AN N s for the shear cell and one with only
one AN N for the AoR. We could then proceed in identifying valid input parameters.
Oberkampf et al. [17] suggested using a Design of Experiments (DoE) method to determine the parameter combinations to be simulated. They stated that this approach allows
optimization of computation time with an acceptable loss of precision. The speed of the
trained AN N s enabled us to follow a different approach to maximizing the precision of
the characterization. We created random values in the range and numbers defined in Table 3 according to a standard uniform distribution. The total number of combinations of
these random values was 6,250,000. These combinations were then fed to and processed
by the selected AN N s, and thus three bulk values for the shear cell and one for the AoR
were obtained.
2.3

Macroscopic Experiments and Parameter Identification

The experimental characterization was performed as described in Benvenuti et al. [18].
We obtained for each of the twelve load conditions of the SSC three bulk values (µpsh ,
µsh and ρb ). The fourth bulk value was the result of two angle of repose (AoR) tests that
recreated the repose angle observed in a pile of the real material.
Subsequently, we compared the AN N and experimental bulk behaviours for the twelve
6
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shear-cell load conditions. If in a DEM-parameter combination all the three bulk values
differed by less than 5% from those of the corresponding experiments, i.e.:

µ

|1 − µpsh,num
| < 5%,

if
psh,exp
µsh,num
and if |1 − µsh,exp | < 5%,
(3)


and if |1 − ρp,num | < 5%,
ρp,exp

the combination was marked. The marked combinations were processed by the AoR
AN N , and then compared with the experiment. Were considered valid those that differed
by less than 5% also in this comparison (Eq. 4):
AoRnum
| < 5%.
(4)
if
|1 −
AoRexp

Further, to prove the validity of the system, we tested the marked combinations by modifying the experimental bulk values of the shear cell. We artificially decreased or increased the
shear force, and thus µpsh and µsh , by a product coefficient (P ), e.g. µpsh,new = µpsh,old · P .
3
3.1

Results and discussion
DEM Simulations

For sinter fine, 546 shear cell and 81 static AoR simulations were run with the parameter combinations described in Table 2. The computational time amounted to 1 hour with
32 AMD cores for a benchmark shear-cell simulation and to 9 hours for a benchmark AoR
simulation, both with 50,000 particles. Simulations with larger dCylDp required more
time (e.g., about 12 hours for the shear cell with 400,000 particles ).
3.2

ANN model development

First, we determined the regression of the bulk behaviour parameters, for instance
the µpsh . The plot shows a consistent agreement between the DEM and the AN N
values and an almost linear regression (R2 = 0.94). We then investigated how the R2
changed with the number of neurons for the µpsh . In this case, we achieved a R2 = 0.96
for an AN N with fifteen neurons. Increasing the number of neurons did not improve
the R2 ; it even started to oscillate with higher numbers of neurons. We subsequently
obtained the optimal number of neurons for all AN N s. Further, we processed the random
combinations (Table 2) with the AN N . The AN N evaluation was significantly faster than
the DEM simulations. The individuation of the numerical bulk behaviours for all the
DEM combinations did not take more than a few seconds on a single core.
3.3

Experiments and Parameter Identification

Experimental values identifying the bulk behavior, µpsh , µsh and ρb , of sinter fine were
acquired through SSC tests. Two AoR tests were performed that gave an average an7
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gle of 38.85◦ . We obtained the radius (R) mean and standard deviations, as shown in
Table 1, from sieving experiments. The comparison between numerical and experimental
behaviours led to a first series of marked combinations (M C1) for one load condition of
the shear cell (σn = 10, 070 Pa, P=1.0), as plotted in Fig. 3b, where the minimum and
maximum values are shown, together with the mean. Note that the confidence interval
is large, especially for the COR, which highlights its insignificant influence on the characterization. Both the ρp and the µs , however, show a narrow confidence interval, which
demonstrates their influence and the ability of this procedure to find valid DEM parameters. These results agree with our examination of the ratio of the standard deviation to
the range, see Table 4. Further, we observed that various DEM parameter combinations
could reproduce the experimental behaviour, and thus evaluated their mutual dependencies. This is shown more clearly in a density plot (see Fig. 4b for M C1) of the particles’
coefficient of restitution (COR) in relation to the coefficients of sliding friction (µs ) and
rolling friction (µr ). Multiple combinations (250,407 or 4% of the total) of µs and µr reproduced the experimental behaviour with varying COR. This underlines once more their
correlation, as already stated by Wensrich and Katterfeld [5]. To further demonstrate the
validity of the procedure, we modified the product coefficient. First, we set it to P = 0.8,
and we obtained another series of marked combinations (M C2). It can be seen in the
parameter space plot in Fig. 3a that the confidence range is narrower than for P = 1.0,
while in the density plot in Fig. 4a the area appears larger, although slightly less densely
populated. Finally, for P = 1.2 and its marked combinations (M C3) the parameter space
plot in Fig. 3c shows a largely different confidence range, while the density plot in Fig.
4c shows a smaller area. As expected, the procedure was highly sensitive to variations in
the experimental data. Our approach could therefore be used for a wide range of bulk
materials.
We then processed the random combinations with the AoR AN N . In Fig. 5a the parameter space plot for the same criteria as before can be seen. In accordance with theory
(Wensrich and Katterfeld [5]), in a simulation dominated by rolling particles, the coefficient of rolling friction has the maximum influence.
Finally, we extracted from the M C1 values the AoR AN N behaviour and compared it
with the experimental one. As can be seen in the parameter space plot in Fig. 5b, the
confidence interval is very small, indicating that all the parameters but the COR played
an important role, and demonstrating the reliability of these parameter combinations in
representing the bulk behaviour. From the initial 6,250,000 combinations, only 3,884 were
valid (0.0621 %), see Table 4.
4

Conclusions

We have presented a two-step method for DEM simulation parameter identification.
In the first step, an artificial neural network is trained using dedicated DEM simulations
in order to predict bulk behaviours as function of a set of DEM simulation parameters.
In the second step, this artificial neural network is then used to predict the bulk behaviour
8
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(a) Parameter space plot, (b) Parameter space plot, (c) Parameter space plot,
SSC, σn = 10070 Pa, P=0.8 SSC, σn = 10070 Pa, P=1.0 SSC, σn = 10070 Pa, P=1.2

Figure 3: Parameter space plot of valid simulation parameters for three different bulk behaviours
measured by a shear cell tester (SSC). Each axis of the parameter space plot represents one
simulation parameter. The shaded area indicates valid parameter combinations, and dark shaded
values indicate the confidence range. The marked combinations for σn = 10070 Pa are presented.
Further explanations can be found in Section 3.3.

(a) Density plot, SSC, σn = (b) Density plot, SSC, σn = (c) Density plot, SSC, σn =
10070 Pa, P=0.8
10070 Pa, P=1.0
10070 Pa, P=1.2

Figure 4: Density plot comparison of shear cell tester (SSC) results. The marked combinations
for σn = 10070 P a are presented. Density plot of the particles’ coefficient of restitution (COR)
as a function of the coefficient of sliding friction (µs ) and the coefficient of rolling friction (µr );
in the white area, no valid sets of simulation parameters can be found. In each cell the valid
sets are grouped according to the 4 different COR ranges. Each cell is colored according to
the group with the most members. The values plotted here were initially selected between the
numerical values from the Artificial Neural Network with the original experimental results for
the SSC, with a product coefficient P = 1.0 (Fig. 4b). Subsequently, they were chosen with a
lower virtual shear stress (P = 0.8) (4a). The last image (Fig. 4c) represents the selection with
a higher virtual shear stress (P = 1.2).
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type
SSC
mean
0.831
std. dev. (SD) 0.097
range (R)
0.9
SD / R
0.108
µr
mean
0.692
(−)
std. dev. (SD) 0.215
range (R)
0.9
SD / R
0.239
COR
mean
0.708
(−)
std. dev. (SD) 0.104
range (R)
0.4
SD / R
0.259
ρp
mean
2245.7
(kg/m3)
std. dev. (SD)
80.5
range (R)
1500
SD / R
0.054
valid
number
290203
combinations (%)
4.64
µs
(−)

AoR SSC & AoR
0.177
0.664
0.095
0.029
0.9
0.9
0.106
0.032
0.830
0.916
0.193
0.042
0.9
0.9
0.214
0.046
0.590
0.590
0.073
0.065
0.4
0.4
0.183
0.161
3192.8
2283.9
277.4
67.1
1500
1500
0.185
0.045
816552
3884
13.06
0.06

Table 4: Valid DEM values. For each parameter we show the valid parameter statistics in the
two tests and in their intersection. Finally, we show the number of valid parameter combinations
over the total (6250000).

of a huge number of additional DEM parameter sets. We can then state that an artificial
neural network can be trained by a limited number of dedicated DEM simulations. The
trained artificial neural network is then able to predict granular bulk behaviour. Further,
this prediction of granular bulk behaviour is much more efficient than computationally
expensive DEM simulations. Thus, the macroscopic output associated with a huge number of parameter sets can be studied. If the predictions of the artificial neural network
are compared to a bulk experiment, valid sets of DEM simulation parameters can be
readily deduced for a specific granular material. More importantly, this DEM parameter identification method can be applied to arbitrary bulk experiments. Combining two
artificial neural networks which predict two different bulk behaviours leads to winnowing
the set of valid DEM simulation parameters. As part of future work, we will develop this
method further by considering different fractions of granular materials, which will lead to
size-dependent sets of DEM simulation parameters.
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(a) Parameter space plot, AoRexp = (b) Parameter space plot, AoRexp =
38.85◦
38.85◦ & SSC: σn = 10070 Pa

Figure 5: Parameter space plots of valid simulation parameters for the angle of repose tester
(AoR) and the combination of AoR and shear cell tester (SSC). Each axis of the parameter
space plot represents one simulation parameter. The shaded area and dark shaded values indicate
valid parameters combinations and the confidence interval, respectively. Further explanations
are given in Section 3.3.
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Summary. Validated models for predicting oxidation and reduction kinetics of multicomponent porous particles in chemical looping combustion (CLC) and chemical looping
reforming (CLR) processes are of key importance to identify the rate limiting step in these
processes. Since particle properties (i.e., their composition, porosity, pore size, grain size,
etc.) can be adjusted by modern synthesis techniques, there is an open question on the optimal
set of these properties that would lead to the most economic process. We introduce a general
open-source simulation environment, called ParScale that can be used to simulate models
relevant for CLC and CLR processes, and hence can be used for their optimization. Most
important, ParScale features a generalized one-dimensional spherical discretization which
enables the user to predict an arbitrary number of reactions within non-isothermal porous
particles consisting of multiple solid (reactive or inert) species. We perform an optimization
study (constrained by typical process requirements like the maximum reaction time) for an
isothermal first-order reaction, as well as for an n-th order reaction typical for hematite
reduction. Finally, materials consisting of active nanoparticles embedded in a matrix of a
different composition are synthesized and analyzed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The modeling of heterogeneous reactions occurring at the inner surface of porous particles
is an important tool for the design of CLC and CLR processes. These processes typically
consist of two reactors, the first being a so-called air reactor in which a metal (or metal oxide,
e.g., FeO, denoted here as the “carrier”) is oxidized. In a second reactor, the metal oxide is
used to oxidize a fuel (e.g., methane, in case of CLC), or partially oxidize a fuel to produce
hydrogen or syngas (in case of CLR) [1,2]. Despite the potential economic advantages and the
great scientific interest in these processes, it is still unclear which particle configuration leads
to a cost-optimal operation. Modeling of CLC and CLR processes can help to identify such
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optimal conditions, and minimize costly and tedious experiments.
Particle-scale models for CLC and CLR describe intra-particle reaction-advectiondiffusion phenomena, as summarized in the recent work of Noorman et al. [3]. Key
phenomena that need to be modeled include (i) Maxwell-Stefan multi-component gas
diffusion, (ii) gas-phase convective transport, and (iii) the heat release due to one or multiple
heterogeneous reactions. While analytical solutions exist in some limiting cases [4], a nonuniform initial active solids distribution within the particle, time-depended boundary
conditions, or the coupling to external flow models (e.g., CFD) require the adoption of a
numerical solution strategy [5,6]. Unfortunately, there exists no open-source particle-scale
modeling toolbox that performs such a numerical integration, and which can be easily coupled
to existing DEM or CFD-DEM simulators. Also, grain models [7] that model changes of the
inner pore structure of the particle due to non-catalytic reactions, e.g., the formation of a
product layer, are typically note considered [3].
1.1 Goals and Outline
This contribution focusses on the above issues by first introducing the open-source
simulation tool ParScale [8]. ParScale is designed as a library to be linked to existing
Lagrangian-based particle flow simulators, and is already integrated with the DEM-based
simulator LIGGGHTS®.
First, we will introduce a rigorous grain-scale model that accounts for the effect of a
porous matrix layer on the grains, and the formation of a dense product layer that slows down
non-catalytic heterogeneous reactions. Second, we present results of an optimization study
that is based on an analytical solution for a first-order reduction of hematite, as well as on
ParScale simulations for a more general n-th order reaction. Specifically, we ask the question:
“What is the optimal hematite loading of an otherwise inert support particle, and how does the
porosity and pore size of the support particle influence this optimum?”. Clearly, such an
optimum must exist, since for a given pore size (of the support particle), a higher active solids
loading (i.e., an increase in the solids volume fraction s) leads to a smaller pore diameter ds:
ds
s
 1
(1)
d pore
G  support
Here support, dpore, andG is the porosity and the pore size of the support material, as well
as the solids content of the grain layer, respectively (see Figure 1). In our model we assume
that the grains of constant size and covered with a porous matrix layer with diameter dM, are
deposited at the walls of cylindrical pores. Thus, when increasing the active solids content, the
available surface area of the grains, and hence the total reaction rate, increases. However,
diffusion in the pores becomes slower due to (i) the lower overall porosity of the particle, and
(ii) Knudsen effects (i.e., the overall diffusion coefficient Dtot and the diffusion parameter 
decrease with decreasing ds, since the Knudsen diffusivity DKn decreases linearly with ds):
d 8 Rg T
DKn  s
(2)
3  MWi
1
1
1
D

Dmol
 DKn
tot

(3)

 Dtot / Dmol

(4)
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ds

ss

(overall)
volume
fraction of
active solid
(s )

pore
surface 

dp / 2

inert support
material support)
inert (porous) grain
matrix layer
(dM = 2 rM)

diffusion in
porous matrix
layer ( Deff,M )

active solid grain
(dG = 2 rG)

pore
space
()

dpore

grain layer 
volumetric active
solid contentG)

Figure 1. Model of a single pore including grain layer model.

2 POROUS PARTICLE MODEL
In order to introduce key dimensionless quantities, we now consider mole-based species
transport equations and account for accumulation, diffusion and reaction of species i in a
spherical porous particle. The (mole-based) volumetric source term in these transport
equations due to a single chemical reaction, and in case only one gas-phase species and the
active solid influence the reaction rate, is modelled as:
(5)
si   i k csm cin
Here i is the stoichiometric constant of gas-phase species i, c is the concentration, and k is
a volume-based reaction rate parameter (see next Chapter for details). m and n indicate the
order of the reaction with respect to the active solid and gas-phase species, respectively. The
resulting dimensionless transport equations for gas species i and the active solid (in which
dimensionless quantities are indicated by an asterisk) are:
(6)
1
 t*  ci*   2   2  ci*   i* 2ci*n ,



 s* 2ci*n
 t*  cs*  

ci ,0  s

.
(7)
cs ,0  i
Here the reference quantities for the length, the time and the concentration are the particle
radius dp/2, the diffusion time tdiff = dp²/4/Deff, and the reference (i.e., bulk) concentration ci,0
of the gas-phase reactant, respectively. Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient taking the
particle porosity  and tortuosity  into account:
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Deff  Dtot  /  .
(8)
The key dimensionless reaction parameter is the Thiele modulus
(9)
d p2  i k csm cin,0i 1
2
,
 
4 Deff
and the dimensionless boundary condition for the above partial differential equation is
(10)
 ci*  Bi 1  ci*  / 2 ,

where Bi = Sh Dmol / Deff,i. Note that the above equations neglect multi-component diffusion
effects, and the drift flux, since these effects are often small [3]. More details regarding
individual models and the approximations made are detailed in the ParScale online
documentation [8].
3

GRAIN MODEL
interphase exchange
coefficient ki,inter
inert grain
matrix layer

product
layer

rM
pore space

active solid
grain
rG

gas phase
reactant

rc

solid phase
reactant

reaction
front

c(f)i

ci

cs,pure

c(f)i,M
c(f)i,s
c(s)i,s
c(s)i,c
r

Figure 2. Grain-scale model including concentration profiles of the solid and the gas-phase reactant (cs,pure is the
molar concentration of pure solid, which is different from the particle-average solid concentration cs,0).

For a general heterogeneous reaction, the reaction rate parameter k in the above particle
model is affected by (i) a surface area-specific reaction parameter ks, (ii) the volume-specific
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surface area of the active solid, and (iii) grain-scale effects (e.g., the formation of a product
layer on, or in the spherical grains). In what follows, we show how k and ks are related for a
single non-catalytic reaction that is first-order (i.e., n = 1) with respect to the gas phase
reactant. Specifically, we assume that the rate of reaction is affected by diffusion through an
inert porous grain matrix layer, by dissociation/dissolution in a non-porous product layer (e.g.,
an active metal), as well as diffusion of the dissolved gas-phase reactant through the product
layer to the reaction front (see Figure 2). All this is done in the context of a shrinking core
type of model, assuming spherical monodisperse grains. Such a type of model and approach is
typically adopted for grain-scale models, since it allows the derivation of an analytical
expression for the volumetric reaction rate k [7]. Also, our idea of using a shrinking core type
of model is justified by the formation of a rather sharp reaction front that forms between the
educt and product layer in typical applications, i.e., in the Fe2O3/Fe3O4/FeO system [9]. Due
to the lack of more detailed diffusion and phase equilibrium data, we (i) model the phase
equilibrium at the active solid grain / matrix layer interface using the constant Hi, and (ii)
assume that the rate of diffusion is proportional to the gradient of the concentration of
dissolved gas-phase reactant. Future work may incorporate more realistic approaches for
modeling diffusion and phase equilibria in the active solid and the product layer (see, e.g.,
Ågren [9], or Kattner and Campbell [10]). Under the above assumptions, the gas consumption
rate of a single grain N i (in [kmol/s]) is governed by transport (Rinter, RM, RG) and reaction
resistances (Rreact) in the grain:

Ni 4  ci f  /  Rinter  RM  Hi  RG  Rreact  ,
(11)

Rinter  1/  rM2 ki ,inter  ,

1 1 
  ,
Deff , M  rG rM 
1 1 1
RG

   , and
DG  rc rG 


RM

1

Rreact  1/  i ks cs , pure rc2  .

(12)
(13)

(14)
(15)

c(f)i

Here
is the concentration of the gas-phase reactant in the pore space and at the grain
position. Since we use a one-dimensional discretization of the porous particles, c(f)i is only a
function of the radial distance in the porous support, and is obtained by solving the transport
equations presented in the last chapter. We now introduce a dimensionless radial position of
the reaction front c in the grain, as well as a fractional conversion XG of the grain:
c  rc / rG
(16)
(17)
X G  1  c3
The latter, i.e., XG, can be calculated from the particle-scale transport equations, and hence
can be used to close the grain-scale model equations. Finally, we define a correction factor f
that only depends on the conversion XG of the grain and a set of constant parameters:
f
(18)
Ni   i 4  rG2 f ks cs , pure ci 
1
1
1
f 
finter+M
 fG1  f react
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 1
1 1 1
1


finter+M
 i rG2 ks cs , pure  2
 
r k
 M i ,inter Deff , M  rG rM
1/3
fG1 H i  i rG ks cs , pure 1  X c   1 / DG





 


(20)
(21)

1
(22)
f
H i 1  X c 
react
Note, that these expressions reduce to the result presented by Melchiori and Canu [7] in (i)
the absence of a matrix layer, (ii) infinitely fast interphase mass transfer (i.e., ki,inter = ∞), and
(iii) in case we set Hi = 1 (since Melchiori and Canu [7] did not model dissolution and
diffusion of gas-phase reactants in a solid, there was no need to describe a phase equilibrium
in this previous work). Also, we have set m = 0 and have used the (constant) concentration
cs,pure of the pure solid to compute the reaction rate. By doing so, the grain model will account
for the change of the reaction rate due to the conversion of the solid. We can now relate the
grain-based and the volume-based reaction rate parameter:
k   6 / dG   s f ks cs , pure
(23)
Note, that for the general case of an n-th order reaction, no analytical solution for the
correction factor f exists. Also, the dependency of f on the solids conversion leads to a nonlinear particle model even in case n = 1. Hence, it is natural to consider a hypothetical
situation in which n = 1, and no grain effects exist (i.e., f = 1). We adapt such a view in the
next chapter to demonstrate our optimization strategy.
2/3

4

OPTIMAL PARAMETERS FOR FIRST-ORDER REACTIONS

4.1 Optimization strategy
In case we consider a reaction with m = 0, n = 1, and f = 1, analytical expressions for the
temporal evolution of the concentration profiles ci(r), and cs(r) can be derived [4]. We hence
have adopted such a parameter set, which has been also used to verify the correct
implementation of the governing equations in ParScale. Specifically, we have used the
oxidation of copper as presented by Noorman et al. [3] as the verification case. The setup and
the results of this verification study which can be accessed online.
Furthermore, it is useful to define an instantaneous particle-averaged reaction rate
s   k ci ,0 , which depends on the concentration profiles (see, e.g., [4]). Here  is a
(dimensionless) effectiveness factor that is a function of  and Bi. While the effect of Bi is
typically weak,  (and hence ) is affected by the porosity  and the pore diameter ds. Both 
and ds decrease with increasing solids loading s as illustrated in Figure 1.  is time-invariant
for the first stage of the reaction in which the solid-phase reactant is available over the full
radial distance of the particle (clearly, the solid-phase reactant will deplete first at r = dp/2,
leading to an unreactive outer shell of the particle, ending the first stage of the reaction). It is
now easy to observe that
s    s ks cs , pure ci ,0 / dG
(24)
.
Hence, one can maximize the particle-averaged reaction rate by (i) maximizing the
surface-area specific reaction rate ks, (ii) maximizing the gas-phase concentration, (iii)
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minimizing the grain diameter, and by (iv) maximizing the product of the effectiveness factor
and the solids loading s. In case we would like to take grain-scale effects into account, we
must maximize f as well. Clearly, f is at a maximum in case of (i) a thin matrix layer (i.e., rM
is close to rG), (ii) large diffusivities in the grain matrix and in the product layer, (iii) a large
gas solubility in the product layer (i.e., low Hi), and (iv) a large interphase exchange
coefficient ki,inter. Since it is clear which factors lead to an optimal f, and to keep the analysis
simple by avoiding the introduction of unknown parameters, grain-scale effects are not
considered in what follows.
4.2 Base case parameters
We now aim on maximizing .s for a typical CLC/CLR by varying the solids loading. The
system under consideration is characterized by the base case parameters shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Base case parameters used for the optimization.

Parameter

support


dp

dpore

G

Value
0.5
1.5
100 [µm]
200 [nm]
0.5

Parameter Value
i -4
T 1098 [K]
p 1 [bar]
Sh 2
gas properties CH4 in N2

4.3 Results
In Figure 3 (left panel) we plot the optimal solids loading normalized with the maximum
possible solids loading (i.e., in case the pores are completely filled with solid reactant). A
normalized reaction rate is shown on the horizontal axis in Figure 3. Therefore, we have
defined a reference Thiele modulus ref based on a hypothetical maximum reaction rate kmax
(that would be observed at the maximal possible solids loading), and the effective diffusion
coefficient in the porous support at zero solids loading:
2ref 
d p2  i kmax /  4 Deff ,support  .
(25)
Our results summarized in Figure 3 indicate that
 the optimal solids loading is close to the maximum solids loading for slowly reacting
systems (i.e., small ref). For highly reactive systems, however, the maximum solids
loading should be in the range of 40 to 50% of the maximum possible solids loading.
This is due to the fact that the decrease of the effective diffusion coefficient upon an
increase in the solid loading outweighs the gain in the reactivity already at low s.
 the pore size of the support has only a small effect on the optimal relative active solid
loading. The only limitation is hence that pores must be large enough to deposit the
active solid inside the pores. Also, pores should be small enough to keep the layer of
deposited grains as thin as possible.
 as expected, the importance of Knudsen diffusion (quantified by the parameter opt)
increases for smaller pore diameters. Clearly, Knudsen effects need to be considered
for all pore sizes considered, since opt is substantially smaller than unity.
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there is no effect of the porosity of the support on the optimal relative metal loading at
constant pore size (data not shown). Thus, in order to maximize the solids loading, the
porosity of the support matrix should be as high as possible.

Figure 3. Optimal relative metal loading (left panel) and optimal dimensionless diffusivity (right panel) for
various pore sizes.

5

OPTIMAL METAL OXIDE LOADING FOR THE REDUCTION OF HEMATITE

5.1 Reaction mechanism
We now consider the reduction of hematite (Fe2O3) using methane. Previous work on the
Fe2O3/CH4 system has been done by Monazan et al. [11], which proposed a reaction scheme
consisting of two parallel reactions. Previous work did not take inter-particle transport
limitations into account, since a fine-grained powder was used in the experiments, and the
effect of support on the reaction outcome was not modeled. No detailed analysis regarding the
catalytic effect of the metal was considered in previous work. Hence, we consider these
previous results as the grain-scale reaction rates, which already account for the product layer
formation. Consequently, we have not employed the grain model in what follows.
Following Monazan et al. [11], we adopt the following reactions (note, that hematite was
modified with traces of Mg in previous work to accelerate the reaction)
4CH4  27Fe2O3  18Fe3O4  2CO2  2CO  3H2O  5H2
(R.1)

3CH4  8Fe3O4  24FeO  2CO2  CO  3H2O  3H2
(R.2)
A typical conversion rate expression for these reactions is (only valid at zero conversion;
for higher conversions the rate decreases appreciably):
ni
(26)
ki exp  EA,i / T 

t X i wi X  yCH
4
with the closures

w1  1  w2
w2  0.828+0.0017 T +0.1404 yCH4
3
X   1.366  4.180 105 / T 2  18.05 yCH
4


k1 383.9;

k2 144.6;

n1 0.182;

n2 0.272
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EA,1 6040;

EA,2 7798
The conversion rate is connected to the molar reaction rate si via:
1    Fe2O3
sFe2O3 ,i   t X i
MWFe2O3

(31)

(32)

The results of Monazan et al. [11] indicate conversion rates (typical for 825°C and yCH4 =
0.10) between 0.04 (for reaction R2) and 0.4 [min-1] (for reaction R1). Thus, a typical reaction
time scale is 2.5 and 25 minutes of the first and second reaction, respectively (i.e., R2 is
substantially slower than R1). Assuming a particle porosity of  = 0.5, pure Fe2O3 particles, a
density of pure Fe2O3 of 5,240 [kg/m³], as well as a molecular weight of 160 [kg/kmol] (see
Han et al., [5]), this translates into a typical iron oxide consumption rate sFe2O3 of ca. 0.11
[kmol/m³/s], and a corresponding reaction rate of RR1 = 4.1.10-3 [kmol/m³/s]. When neglecting
the effect of yCH4 on X  , and the effect of w1 in the conversion rate expression, the following
expression for the (linearized) reaction rate (exactly valid only for yCH4 = 0.10 and at 825°C)
can be extracted from literature:
0.182  kmol 

ri 6.23 103 yCH
(33)

3
4 
 mtot s 
5.2 Concentration profiles
We consider the reduction of a hematite-impregnated porous support at different hematite
loading levels s (parameters are as shown in Table 1, with the exception of: dp = 1 [mm], Bi =
∞, and yCH4 = 0.20; the characteristic reaction time scale in the absence of pore diffusion
effects was set to 60 [s] in order to model reaction R1). Since the reaction order is n < 1,
ParScale was used to solve the governing equations for the gas- and solid-phase concentration
profiles. Figure 4 highlights the effect of the relative solids loading level s on these profiles.
s affects both (i) the volumetric reaction rate, as well as (ii) the effective rate of diffusion in
the pores, and consequently .

Figure 4. Normalized concentration profiles of gas (blue dots) and Fe 2O3 (red circles, t = 10, 30, 50 [s] from top
to bottom; left panel: s / s,max = 0.90, = 1.70; right panel: s / s,max = 0.96, = 3.39).
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Interestingly, for high hematite loadings (see right panel in Figure 4) a rather sharp front in
the hematite concentration profile develops at r/R ~ 0.3. Also, the results for the smaller
Thiele modulus (see left panel in Figure 4) indicate a uniform solids concentration profile. In
contrast, the concentration profile of the gas-phase reactant has a significant gradient. This is
due to the insensitivity of the reaction rate on the methane concentration indicated by the
small value of n.
5.3 Optimal solids loading
The variation in the solids loading both effects the particle-averaged reaction rate s , as
well as the final solids conversion after a pre-defined amount of time. We have decided to
consider the latter in the following optimization analysis, since it is closer to the final
application. Specifically, we have considered that the particles have a residence time of tres =
100 [s] in the reduction reactor. The function to optimize is hence the total amount of
consumed active solid per m³ of particle:
cs ,tres  cs ,0 X s  tres 
(34)

Note, that the initial (particle-averaged) solids concentration is related to s:
cs ,0   s s / MWs
(35)
The results of the optimization study are summarized in Figure 5. Our data indicates that
for the comparably slow reaction of CH4 with hematite, the optimal solids loading is in the
range of 85% to 95% of the maximal possible loading, depending on the pores size. This is in
line with the findings summarized in Chapter 4 for a first-order reaction.

Figure 5. Normalized metal consumption as a function of the relative metal loading and pore size of the support.

6

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To work towards a validation of the presented models, as well as to investigate the
thermochemical compatibility, commercially available Fe2O3 nanoparticles were embedded in
a highly porous support matrix of SrAl6O19. The support matrix was synthesized through a
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sol-gel route adapted from the method reported by Solunke et al. [12]. The active Fe2O3
nanoparticles and the highly porous support material are depicted in Figure 6. The Fe2O3
nanoparticles are not spherical as in the grain model, but are rather rod shaped with a width of
10-15 nm and a length in the range of 50-100 nm. Future work will attempt to quantify the
effect of the grain shape on the conversion. Also, smaller and more spherical nanoparticles
may be synthesized in future work, enabling us to fill even small pores in the support matrix.
The BET specific surface area of the synthesized matrix material (with nanoparticles
embedded) was measured to be 363 m2/g, with a typical pore diameter in the lower
mesoporous range (5 nm). The matrix material is expected to coarsen, and the pores will
widen during cycling at relevant operating temperatures (i.e., 600-900 C).

a)

b)
Figure 6 Scanning electron micrographs of a) Fe2O3 nanoparticles and b) the highly porous support
matrix material (with Fe2O3 nanoparticles embedded).

7

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a model for describing reaction-diffusion phenomena inside porous
particles, including a novel grain-scale model. Our models account for transport limitations
imposed by mass transfer to the surface of the porous support, pore diffusion, as well as
diffusion and dissolution of reactive gases in the grains. The models are implemented in the
open-source simulation tool ParScale, which is licensed under LGPL. This licensing model
allows the linking of ParScale to any open-source and commercial particle-based flow solver.
We have demonstrated how an analytical solution of the governing equations, as well as
numerical predictions of ParScale can be used to optimize the solids loading of the carrier
particles. A key result is that the optimal loading level of active solid is close to the porosity
of the support particle. Thus, the pores of the support particle should be filled by ca. 85% to
95% with the active solid, depending on the pore size of the support. In case the reactivity of
the active solid is high (i.e., the reference Thiele modulus is large), only ca. 45% of the pore
volume should be filled.
The current study was limited to a single heterogeneous reaction, and convective transport
in the pores, as well as multi-component diffusion, was neglected. While the latter can be
expected to have a negligible effect on our predictions, we expect that for reactions that result
in a significant change in the gas-volume more work is needed. In these situations convective
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transport in the pores might become important. Future work will show if this effect leads to a
significant shift of the optimal solids loading.
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Abstract. We introduce the open-source library ParScale for the modeling of intraparticle transport processes in non-isothermal reactive fluid-particle flows. The underlying
equations, the code architecture, as well as the coupling strategy to the widely-used DEM
solver LIGGGHTS is presented. A set of verification cases, embedded into an automated
test harness, is presented that proofs the functionality of ParScale. To demonstrate the
capabilities of ParScale, we perform simulations of a non-isothermal granular shear flow
including heat transfer to the surrounding fluid. We present results for the conductive heat
flux through the particle bed for a wide range of dimensionless cooling rates and particle
volume fractions. Our data suggests that intra-particle temperature gradients need to be
considered for an accurate prediction of the conductive flux in case of (i) a dense particle
bed and (ii) for large cooling rates characterized by a critical Biot number of ca Bicrit ≈ 0.1.
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1

Introduction

Over the past ten years the coupling of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been widely adopted by academia and industry to
predict fluid-particle flows [1]. Recently, the trend towards CFD-DEM has been fueled by
the introduction of open-source toolboxes [2]. These tools are able to model momentum
and thermal energy transport of the particles and the fluid with high computational efficiency, hence provide a detailed understanding of granular flow behavior. However, these
tools typically do not take intra-particle transport phenomena into account, and hence
are unable to model intra-particle processes, e.g., heterogeneous reactions and diffusion
inside a porous particle. Unfortunately, in these reactive particulate systems intra-particle
processes often play a central role, and hence may dictate overall reactor performance.
Thus, spatially-resolved particle properties (e.g., the local gas concentration in the pores
of the particle) need to be resolved to account for all relevant phenomena in the system
[3].
ParScale, a newly developed open-source library implemented in a C/C++ environment
and publicly available through www.github.com [4], closes this gap. At the current development state, ParScale contains a plurality of models that aim on predicting heat and
mass transfer, as well as homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions inside flowing porous
particles. Also, it is possible to account for a single or multiple-reactions, i.e., a whole
reaction network. Due to a modular class-based structure, and the integration into an
automated test harness, easy extendibility and a high software quality is ensured. Our
contribution outlines the governing equations for modeling various intra-particle phenomena in Section 2. In section 3 a number of verification cases is presented in order to
demonstrate and verify the functionality of ParScale. Section 4 demonstrates the coupling to LIGGGHTS
and evaluates the need to account for intra-particle temperature
gradients in non-isothermal granular shear flows cooled by a surrounding fluid.
2

Simulation method and parallel coupling strategy

The key purpose of ParScale is to predict intra-particle target properties (e.g., the
temperature) as a function of time and space in a spherical particle and a fixed grid
consisting of equidistant grid points. The governing equations for the relevant transport
phenomena within each particle are outlined in the next section.
2.1

Transport within a particle

To illustrate a typical transport equation to be solved by ParScale within a single
particle, the Fourier equation in spherical coordinates with λef f = const. is considered:
∂T
= div(λef f grad T ) + sT
(1)
∂t
where ρ is the density, cp is the heat capacity, T represents the target property profile, t
is the time, λef f is an effective conductivity (e.g., for heat), and sT is a volume-specific
ρ cp

2
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source term (e.g., for thermal energy). By introducing the thermal diffusivity
a=

λef f
ρ cp

and for constant thermal conductivity λef f , Eqn. (1) can be re-written as
 2

sT
2 ∂T
∂ T
∂T
=a·
+
+
2
∂t
∂r
r ∂r
ρ cp

(2)

(3)

where r is the radial coordinate.
This partial differential equation (PDE) can be discretized in space, e.g., using a centraldifferencing scheme, in the spirit of the so-called method of lines. The resulting system
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) needs to be solved using a robust integration
approach, since the source sT might lead to a stiff behavior of the PDE. Specifically, we
have chosen the flexible multi-step, variable-order solver CVODE, which uses a (modified)
Newton-iteration approach to robustly integrate stiff systems of ODEs. CVODE contains
a plurality of direct and iterative linear solvers for solving the resulting matrix-algebra
problems, and is actively maintained by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL, U.S.A) as part of the SUNDIALS package [5]. ParScale inherits the flexibility of
CVODE, and hence can handle quickly changing environmental conditions, or fast, strongly
exothermal reactions in porous particles.
For the second verification example (see Section 3.2), we will consider a single heterogeneous reaction in a porous particle. The corresponding transport equations are presented
in the next section.
2.2

Chemistry model

The following equations model the mole-based reactive species balance equations in a
particle with constant porosity ǫ. We have adopted the notation of Noorman et al. [6],
and from which we have extracted typical system parameters for a relevant application.
Here we focus on a single chemical reaction, which is considered to be irreversible and
involves a solid species A, as well as a gas species B educt that forms a solid product C
and a gaseous product D:
aA(s) + bB(g) → cC(s) + sD(g)

(4)

Relevant real-world examples following this scheme are (i) the reduction of iron oxides
by H2 , (ii) the oxidation of ZnS and FeS with O2 to metal oxides (i.e., ZnO, Fe2 O3 ), or
(iii) the combustion of coal with a high ash content. The mole balance equation for each
species in the porous particle is written as:
∂εci
1 ∂
= − 2 (r 2 Ni ) + si with i = B, D
∂t
r ∂r
3
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Here ε is the phase fraction, ci is the gas concentration (in kMol per m3 gas volume), Ni
the (convective and diffusive) flux, and si is the chemical source term. A typical model
for si is
si =

NR

j=1

νij ·

N G+N
S

n

ck k,j

(6)

k

where NR is the number of reactions, NG is the number of gas components, νij is the
stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j, NS is the number of solid species, and
nk,j is the reaction exponent. The mole balance equations for the solid phase are similar,
however, exclude the flux and are based on molar concentrations in kMol per m3 total
volume:
∂ci
= si with i = A, C
∂t

(7)

For spatial discretizing a second order central differencing scheme is used. For further
information about the underlying equations, available models and discretizion schemes
the interested reader may refer to the online documentation in the public repository of
ParScale [4]. The next section briefly outlines the run modes of ParScale including the
coupling to the open-source DEM-based solver LIGGGHTS .
2.3

Parallel coupling strategy

Besides a stand-alone mode the current development state of ParScale provides coupling capabilities to LIGGGHTS and selected solvers of CFDEMcoupling in parallel. The
key idea is that ParScale acts as a slave to the master (i.e., LIGGGHTS ), and can exchange its data containers between individual processes as requested by the master. In this
paper we will only focus on the coupling to LIGGGHTS . The coupling to CFDEMcoupling
is handled via LIGGGHTS data structures, and hence is in fact unproblematic. Figure 1
illustrates the underlying coupling algorithm.
At every timestep tn LIGGGHTS advances the particle position and velocity (and other
integral particle quantities if desired) in the simulation domain. After this computation is
finished, the coupling is realized by updating the particle surface temperature (Tsurf ace )
directly, or (alternatively) a heat transfer coefficient α together with the fluid temperature
in the vicinity of the particle. In addition, a conductive heat flux due to particle-particle
collisions (q̇cond ) can be imposed as well. ParScale initializes from the last time step tn−1 ,
and calculates all internal property fields according to the imposed boundary conditions.
Additional coupling options are available, e.g., LIGGGHTS is able to push a particleunique environment temperature (i.e., fluid temperature) to ParScale. This enables
ParScale to react due to changes in the environment temperature, e.g., if the particle
enters a region if a fixed temperature. Furthermore, the coupling provides the option to
reset the value of the target property to a certain value. Due to the automatic sub-time
4
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Figure 1: Coupling between LIGGGHTS and ParScale for one timestep including required
coupling parameters and additional coupling options.
stepping of CVODE, the internal ParScale timestep does not necessarily has to correspond
to the DEM timestep from LIGGGHTS . After ParScale completed its calculation of the
surface temperatures of all particles, these temperatures are updated and taken into account by LIGGGHTS at timestep tn+1 when computing conductive fluxes. Furthermore,
source terms due to reactions, the core and the volume-averaged temperature and surface
fluxes handed over to LIGGGHTS .
Next, two verification cases, i.e., transient cooling of a sphere and a heterogeneous reaction, is presented.
3
3.1

Verification cases
Cooled sphere

The first verification case considers a classical situation in which a spherical particle
(initially having the uniform temperature T0 ) is convectively cooled by an ambient fluid
with temperature Tenviro . Table 1 summarizes the parameters of this case. Figure 2
illustrates the comparison between the numerical solution by ParScale and the analytical
solution provided by [7] for a number of time coordinates.
As expected, excellent agreement (i.e., an average error of 10−6 , and a maximum error
of 10−5 ) between analytical and numerical solution can be found.

5
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Table 1: Parameters for the verification case ’cooling of a sphere’.
cp
ρ
λs
αp
rp
T0
Tenviro
t1 , t2 , t3 , t4

300
[J m−3 K]
1000
[kg m−3 ]
1
[W m−1 K−1 ]
100
[W m−2 K−1 ]
5 · 10−3
[m]
800
[K]
300
[K]
2,5,8,10
[sec]

1

0.8

T / T0

0.6

0.4

t1
t2
t3
t4
analytical

0.2

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

r/R

Figure 2: Numerical (symbols) and analytical results (lines) for the temperature distribution in a convectively cooled sphere at t1 = 2 s, t2 = 5 s, t3 = 8 s, and t4 = 10 s.
3.2

Heterogeneuous reation

This verification case considers a single reaction, and follows the analytical solution
provided by Wen [8] for a relative reaction speed (characterized by the Thiele Modulus)
of ≈ 3.16. All parameters are chosen following the copper oxidation case considered in
Noorman et al. [6]. The three basic assumpions are (i) an isothermal particle, (ii) a
reaction rate that is first-order with respect to the gas-phase species, (iii) and a reaction
of: 2 CO +O2 → 2 CuO. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the solid and fluid concentration
inside the particle for two characteristic times.
Figure 3 (a) shows an excellent agreement for the early stage of the reaction. The small,
but noticable, differences in the later stage (see Figure 3 (b)) are due to the pseudo-steady
state assumption that needs to be adopted when deriving the analytical solution provided
6
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1

Ci /Ci,0 , i = A, S

Ci /Ci,0, i = A, S

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0

0.2

0.4

r/R

0.6

0.8

1

r/R

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Solid and gas-phase concentration profiles inside a porous copper particle for
the early stage (a) and the late stage (b) of a heterogeneous reaction (lines: analytical
solution, symbols: predictions by ParScale).
by Wen [8]. Figure 4 shows the overall conversion, again indicating only minor differences
that can be explained by the shortcomings of the analytical solution. The comparison of
the analytical and numerical solution shows good agreement, and the mean difference is
below 2 %. We note here that previous work [6] came to a similar conclusion.
1
0.8

Xs

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

t/treact
Figure 4: Conversion characteristics during a typical oxidation cycle of a porous copper
particle (line: analytical solution, dots: prediction by ParScale).
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4

Simple shear flow

We now investigate the influence of ParScale under well-controlled flow conditions.
Therefore, particles are placed in a cubic periodic box (H/dp = 15) at various particle
volume fractions φp = (0.3 − 0.64). LeesEdwards boundary conditions are applied to
drive a homogeneous shear flow, which is typically used in studies of granular rheology
[9]. In the current contribution, the shear gradient is pointing in the y-direction, and we
analyze all quantities of interest (e.g., the conductive flux) only in this direction. Along
with the shear gradient, a temperature gradient is applied. We determine the Biot (Eqn.
8) and the Peclet (Eqn. 9) number as the two main non-dimensional influence parameters
as already mentioned by [10]. With the usage of ParScale at low Biot numbers, we
expect that our results agree with previous work [10]. However, for higher Biot numbers
the transferred flux to the ambient fluid is much larger than that sustained by conduction
inside the particle. Consequently, the influence on the heat transfer rate on the particles’
shell temperature, and hence the conductive flux becomes important. Therefore, we
expect that intra particle temperature profiles should be considered above some critical
Biot number Bicrit .

Bit =

α dp
λp

(8)

where α is the heat transfer coefficient that characterized the rate of cooling by the
ambient fluid.
Pe =

(dp /2)2
· γ̇
λp / ρc cp

(9)

where γ̇ is the shear rate. The conductive reference flux is expressed as [9]
q̇cond,ref = −λp (∂y T )middle .

(10)

where q̇cond,ref is the reference conductive heat flux and ymiddle is the length of the region
over which the temperature gradient is applied. Table 2 shows the main non-dimensional
parameters of the sheared bed simulation. All other parameters, e.g., the particle stiffness,
the coefficient of restitution and time step are in agreement with our earlier simulations
[10].
Table 2: Dimensionless properties of the sheared bed particle case.
φp
Bit
Pe

0.3...0.64
10−6...10
0.25

8
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q̇/q̇cond

10-4

10-6
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10-12 -6
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φp = 0.35
φp = 0.45
φp = 0.54
φp = 0.60
φp = 0.64
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10-2

10-1

100

101

Bit
Figure 5: Effect of the Biot number on the conductive heat flux in the gradient direction
for various particle volume fractions.
It can be seen in Figure 5 that the influence of the Biot number on the overall conductive flux needs to be considered above a certain value for the Biot number, which depends
on φp . Even at low Biot number regimes (i.e., Bit ≈ 10−3 ) the conductive flux is underpredicted by up to 10 %. For the highest particle volume fractions considered, for which
conductive fluxes are most relevant since they are comparable to the particle-convective
flux, the critical Biot number is Bicrit ≈ 10−2 . Above this Biot number intra particle
profiles should be taken into account for the moderately fast sheared particle bed that we
considered. It is also shown that the influence of the Biot number on the conductive heat
flux is becoming more important in case the particle volume fraction is decreasing. Thus,
the slope of the curve indicating the relationship between Bi and qcond is becoming larger
with decreasing φp for the high Bi regime. However, in the rather dilute flow at which
these extreme dependency is observed, the conductive flux is negligibly small compared
to the particle-convective flux.
5

Conclusions

We presented a novel open-source simulation tool ParScale which is published under
LGPL licence and can be linked to any particle-based solver. We outlined the coupling to
the open-source DEM solver LIGGGHTS and demonstrated the usage of ParScale with
selected verification cases. A good agreement is found between numerical results produced
9
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by ParScale and analytical solutions available in literature. We extended the analysis of
the well-known sheared particle bed by taking intra-particle temperature gradients into
account. A key result is that even at comparably low Biot numbers the intra-particle
property profiles have a substantial influence on the conductive flux. The physical reason
is that the particle surface temperature is lower than the particle-average temperature
in case cooling by the ambient fluid is taken into account. This leads to smaller surface
temperature differences in the event of a particle-particle collisions. Thus, the transferred
heat flux to the environment should be considered when predicting the particle-particle
conductive fluxes. This is especially true for high particle concentrations and fast cooling
conditions, since the conductive flux for low particle concentrations is anyhow very low.
The current study was limited to selected particle volume fractions and Peclet numbers.
Future work will consider wider ranges of these parameters.
6
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Abstract. In the case of hydrologically driven slope instability, the behaviour of the variably
saturated soil is closely related not only to the distribution of pore-water pressure, but also to
the stress state during rainfall infiltration. This phenomenon involves both mechanical and
hydrological processes. The aim of the scientific community focuses on the development of
powerful models capable of a reliable prediction of the landslide initiation. Multiphysics
numerical modelling approaches can account for these complex processes including increased
saturation, fluid flow and inelastic solid deformation. To this end, a physics based framework
is presented in this work for the continuum modelling of an experimental slope subjected to
rainfall infiltration. The failure mechanism is assessed, also by the use of the second order
work criterion. The rainfall induced deformation is quantified and the evolution of the pore
water pressure is compared with the in situ measurements.
1

INTRODUCTION

Hydrologically-driven slope instability represents a major threat to human life and
property. Due to the usual large extension of rainfall events this type of slope failure can be
triggered over large areas and generally involves shallow soil deposit of different grading and
origin [1]. Considering the destructiveness of these landslides, the understanding and the
hydro-mechanical modelling of the mechanisms occurring inside the source areas are a
fundamental issue for the mitigation of the posed risk to life and facilities.
The most common approach for the numerical modelling of rainfall induced slope failure
in engineering practice is to uncouple the fluid flow and slope stability problems and treat
them in a sequential fashion. In this sense, a seepage analysis (assuming a rigid solid
skeleton) is performed first for the calculation of the water pressure distribution, which is then
followed by a limit equilibrium analysis for the slope stability problem.
However, the behaviour of a soil slope under rainfall conditions is closely related not only
to the distribution of pore-water pressure but also to the stress state during infiltration. More
realistic solutions to the coupled governing equations for deformation and seepage should be
obtained when the soil of the slope are considered as deformable and in variably saturated
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conditions. For this reason, in this work, the modelling of rainfall induced landslides is
considered as a coupled variably saturated hydro-mechanical problem. In order to examine
this argument, a hydro-mechanical analysis of a large scale slope stability experimental test,
subjected to rainfall infiltration, is presented in this paper; for the numerical simulation the
geometrically linear finite element code Comes-Geo [2], [3] for non-isothermal elasto-plastic
multiphase solid porous materials as developed by [4], [5], [6] is used.
Furthermore, a recently proposed criterion for instability, the second order work criterion,
based on Hill’s sufficient condition of stability [7] is implemented on the abovementioned
code. It is based on studying the sign of the second order work at the material point level and
it is used in this analysis for the detection of the onset of the failure.
In the following, the mathematical model for non-isothermal multiphase porous materials
is summarised first. Then the definition of the second order work criterion is reviewed.
Finally the results of the hydro-mechanical analysis are presented and discussed.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model necessary to simulate the thermo-hydro-mechanical transient
behaviour of fully and partially saturated porous media is developed in [4] following the
works by [2] and [8] and using averaging theories by [9], [10]. For sake of brevity, only a
summary of the underlying physical model is presented here. For the complete description of
the model from its mathematical formulation to the numerical implementation, the reader can
refer to the abovementioned works of the authors.
The geomaterial is considered as a variably saturated porous medium and is treated as a
multiphase system composed of a solid skeleton (s) with open pores filled with liquid water
(w) and gas (g). All constituents are assumed to be immiscible and chemically non-reacting,
except for the gas which is assumed to behave as an ideal mixture of dry air (non-condensable
gas, ga) and water vapour (condensable one, gw).In the model, heat conduction, vapour
diffusion, heat convection, water flow due to pressure gradients or capillary effects and water
phase change (evaporation and condensation) inside the pores are taken into account. All
fluids are in contact with the solid phase and the solid is deformable resulting in coupling of
the fluid, the solid and the thermal effects.
The final model consists of four balance equations: mass balance of the dry air, mass
balance of the water species (both liquid and vapour, phase change is taken into account),
enthalpy of the whole medium (latent heat of the phase change is considered) and the
equilibrium equations of the multiphase medium. They are completed with an appropriate set
of constitutive and state equations, as well as some thermo-dynamic relationships.
The governing equations of the model, are expressed in terms of the chosen state variables:
c
p g  p w ( p w is the water pressure), temperature T and
gas pressure p g , capillary pressure p
the displacement vector of the solid matrix u .
2.1 Macroscopic Balance Equations
The macroscopic equations of the model are now summarized [3], [4] .These equations are
obtained introducing the following assumptions in the model:
•
at the micro-level the porous medium is assumed to be constituted of incompressible
solid and water constituents, while gas is considered compressible
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•

the process is considered as quasi-static and is developed in the geometrically linear
framework.
The equilibrium equations of the mixture in terms of generalized Cauchy effective stress
 (x, t ) , assume the form:





div σ '  p g  S w p c  1   g 
0

(1)

where  (x, t ) is the density of the mixture,  
1  n  s  nSw  w  nSg  g with n(x, t ) the
porosity, Sw (x, t ) and S g (x, t ) the liquid water and gas degree of saturation, respectively and
1 is the second order identity tensor.
The mass balance equation for the solid phase, the liquid water and the water vapour is:

 S 
 u 
n   w   gw   w     w S w   gw 1  S w  div  
 t 
 t 
 1  S w  n


 p gw  
 gw
M M
 div   g  2 w D gw
grad
g
 g 

t
Mg
 p  




kk rw
 div   w w   grad ( p g )  grad ( p c )   wg  




(2)

 gw kk rg

T
  grad ( p g )   wg     swg
0
 div  

g 

t


gw
where  (x, t ) is the microscopic mass density of the water vapour, k  x, t   K wμ w /( w g )
is the intrinsic permeability tensor of the porous matrix in saturated condition [m2], with
K w (x, t ) the hydraulic conductivity tensor [m/s] and g the gravity acceleration value. k rw (x, t )

w
is the water relative permeability parameter and  (x, t ) , the dynamic viscosity of liquid
rg
water, function of the temperature,  (x, t ) . Similarly, k (x, t ) is the gas relative
g
permeability parameter and  (x, t ) the dynamic viscosity of gas;  swg (x, t ) is the cubic
gw

thermal expansion coefficient; Dg (x) is the effective diffusivity tensor of water vapour (the
diffusing phase) in the gas phase (the phase in which diffusion takes place) contained in the
pore space, function of the tortuosity factor, and M a , M w and M g (x, t ) the molar mass of dry
air, liquid water and gas mixture, respectively. In order to account for the diffusive –
dispersive flux of the vapour in the gas phase Fick’s law is used, while advective flows are
modelled with Darcy’s law.
The mass balance equation for dry air is:
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 p g
M M
 g
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 u 
n g  w    g 1  S w  div    nS g
 div   g  2 w D gg grad  g
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t
 t 
 t 
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kk rg
T
0
 div   g g   grad ( p g )   g g     swg  g 1  n 1  S w 


t




 


(3)

where, similarly,  (x, t ) is the microscopic mass density of the dry air, Dga
g ( x) is the
effective diffusivity tensor of dry air in the gas phase contained in the pore space. Equations
(2), (3) include the mass balance equation for the solid phase:
ga

n
T
 u 
 1  n  div    1  n   s
t
t
 t 

(4)

The enthalpy balance equation of the mixture is:

 C 

p eff

rw

T
w w  kk
  C p  w   grad ( p g )  grad ( p c )   wg    grad (T )
t
 


.
 kk rg

  C  g   grad ( p g )   g g    grad (T )  div   eff grad (T )  
 m vap H vap
 

g



where,  C p

(5)

g
p



eff

is the effective thermal capacity of the porous medium,  wC pw and  g C pg are

the specific heat of the water and gas mixture respectively,  eff the effective thermal
conductivity of the porous medium and the right hand side term considers the contribution of
the evaporation and condensation. This balance equation takes into account the heat transfer
through conduction and convection as well as latent heat transfer and neglects the terms
related to the mechanical work induced by density variations due to temperature changes of
the phases and induced by volume fraction changes [2].
2.2 Constitutive relations
The mechanical behaviour of the soil skeleton is described within the elasto-plastic
constitutive framework. For the simulations analyzed in this report, the Drucker-Prager yield
surface with isotropic linear hardening behaviour and non-associated plastic flow [4] is used
for simplicity:

F  p, s, 
 3 F p  s   F

2
c0  h 
3

(6)

1
σ : 1 is the mean effective Cauchy stress tensor, s is the norm of the
3
deviator effective Cauchy stress tensor σ ' , c0 is the apparent cohesion,  F and  F are two
material parameters related to the friction angle φ of the soil

in which p 
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2
sin 
6cos 
3

 F 2
F 2
3  sin 
3  sin 

(7)

and h and ξ the hardening/softening modulus and the equivalent plastic strain variable,
respectively.
For the gaseous mixture which is assumed to be a perfect mixture of two ideal gases (dry
air and water vapour) the ideal gas law is introduced. The equation of state of perfect gas (the
Clapeyron equation) and Dalton’s law are applied to dry air (ga), water vapour (gw) and moist
air (g). In the partially saturated zones, the water vapour pressure p gw (x, t ) is obtained from
the Kelvin-Laplace equation. The saturation S (x, t ) and the relative permeability k r (x, t )
are experimentally determined functions of the capillary pressure and the temperature.
4

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

The governing equations of the problem are discretized in space by means of the finite
element method. Their discretized form is obtained by means of the Bubnov-Galerkin method
for the discretization in space. The time discretization is accomplished through a fully implicit
finite difference scheme. Because of the non-linearity of the system of equations the solution
is obtained with a Newton-Rapshon type procedure. Details concerning the matrices and the
residuum vector of the linearized equations system of the finite element model can be found
in [4].
5

SECOND ORDER WORK MATERIAL INSTABILITY CRITERION

Although the notion of failure in soils (or more generally geomaterials) was long described
as a perfect plastic limit, it has been observed in practice that failure can occur well before the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion is met. This is due to the non-associated behaviour (the yield surface
does not coincide with the plastic potential) of frictional materials, such as soils. According to
[11], [12] in case of such materials, one can find an unstable domain strictly inside the plastic
limit envelope. What is more, material instabilities can lead to diffuse modes of failure inside
the plastic limit condition, which are characterized by the lack of localization patterns and for
this reason cannot be detected neither by a plastic limit criterion nor by a localization criterion
[13], [14]. A characteristic example of this kind of failure can be illustrated through an
undrained test on loose sand. If a small additional force is applied at the stress peak value, a
sudden failure occurs with no localisation pattern strictly inside the Mohr-Coulomb plastic
limit condition.
Hill’s sufficient condition of stability [7], which is based on the sign of second-order work,
seems to be a pertinent stability criterion to detect these diffuse modes of failure [15],
according to which a mechanical stress–strain state is considered as stable if, for any couple
(d , d  ) linked by the rate-dependent constitutive relation (stiffness tensor: M ) the second
order work W2 is strictly positive:

(d , d )  R 2n \ 0 with d M : d , W2 d : d  0

5
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where n is the dimension of the stress space. Otherwise, if the scalar product is zero or
negative then the material point is found on a potentially unstable state.

Figure 1: Typical triaxial behaviour of a loose sand [13].

As illustrated in Figure 1, the transition from the stable to the unstable regime can be
detected by the sign of the second order work criterion.
6

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF AN UNSATURATED SOIL SLOPE
SUBJECTED TO RAINFALL INFILTRATION

6.1 Description of the experiment and the numerical modelisation
The experiment which was carried out in the University of Padua [16],[17],[18] reproduces
a stability problem of a large-scale slope due to rain infiltration.

Figure 2: Geometry and stratigraphy of the slope (longitudinal section) and representation of the measurement
positions [16], [17] .

To this end, a steady rainfall intensity equal to 150mm/h is applied until the mobilization
of the soil. The slope consists of two soil layers: a shallow permeable layer of loose sand
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overlying a dense clayey soil substratum. The height varies linearly from 3.5m to 0.5m, such
that a sloping angle of 32o can be assigned to the soil. The dimensions of the model and the
stratigraphy are presented in Figure 2. The values of the mechanical and hydraulic properties
of the each material layer, which were used in the computation, are presented on Table 1.
Table 1: Soil parameters used in the computation

Definition
Density
Friction angle
Cohesion
Initial Young
modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Angle of dilatancy
Hardening modulus
Intrinsic
Permeability
Initial porosity

Label
ρ [kg/m3]
φ[°]
c [Pa]

Loose Sand
2718
34.0
1.0E+03

Clay
2680
22.0
1.0E+04

E [Pa]

2.5E+06

1.0E+07

ν [-]
ψ[°]
h [Pa]

0.3
0
4.8E+03

0.3
4
0.0

k [m2]

2.091E-11

2.98E-13

n [-]

0.569

0.384

s

The estimates of the retention functions for the loose sand layer were inferred by fitting the
retention tests data as well as by an inverse modelling, applied to the measurements data
which were obtained from the landslide test. The curves (the continuous and dashed black
lines in Figure 3) were obtained in accordance to the Brooks and Corey [19] and van
Genuchten [20] models.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Retention curves of the loose sand layer: (a) the relation of the effective saturation with the pressure
head; (b) the relation of the relative conductivity with the effective saturation [16], [17].

The Brooks and Corey [19] model appeared to approach better the field data especially in
terms of water pressure head and therefore it was the expression that was implemented on the
numerical code:

h
  
 hb 



and K ()   S  
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  r
is the effective saturation, with  r and  s the residual and the saturated
s  r

where  

volumetric water content respectively; h is the water pressure head and hb the bubbling
pressure; K () and  S are the hydraulic conductivity in partially saturated conditions,
respectively;  and l are shape parameters.
Regarding the clayey layer, the only measured hydraulic parameter was the hydraulic
conductivity in saturated conditions. Other unknown parameters concerning the retention
curves are assigned from the literature [21].
In Figure 4 the mesh which has been created, is presented along with the initial and
boundary conditions applied to the slope. The finite element mesh is composed of 468 eightnoded quadratic quadrilateral elements. Vertical and horizontal displacements are constrained
at the bottom and horizontal displacements at the lateral surfaces. Initially, the stress state is
computed in equilibrium with the gravity load and the initial hydro-thermal conditions (Figure
4). The stress state and the state variables calculated by this first analysis form the initial
conditions for the successive run. Subsequently, rainfall infiltration is simulated by means of
an imposed boundary flux of 150mm/hr along the upper surface (the rain input has the real
value as this that was applied during the experiment). When the toe of the slope saturates, an
outflow is distributed along its vertical side, with a value equal to the one that was measured
in situ at the moment of the failure, as a first approximation.

Figure 4: Description of the discretization of the slope, initial and boundary conditions.

6.2 Results and discussion
After 1.8 hr of the applied rainfall, the numerical solution became unstable and the
numerical convergence was lost. This was also the actual time failure of the field experiment.
Figure 5 illustrates the contours of degree of saturation nearly at the beginning of the
simulation and after 1.8hr, when the convergence of the norm of displacements cannot be
achieved any further. In more detail, in figure 5a can be observed the procedure of rainfall
infiltration: a wetting front percolating vertically downwards, across the sand layer. The
wetting front does not saturate the sand in this case as the infiltration capacity is not exceeded
by the rainfall intensity. While in figure 5b it can be observed that there has been formed a
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water table in the fill material (loose sand layer). Once the water front reached the interface
between the two layers, a thin seepage layer was formed which started increasing upwards
and more precisely from the toe towards the top due to the rainfall integration along the slope.
Only a small fraction was absorbed by the clay layer due to the large difference in the
permeability values between the two layers: in fact the cohesive soil represents an unsaturated
permeability barrier.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Evolution of the wetting front (a) and the water table (b), during the rainfall infiltration.

The hydraulic response of the model is also depicted in Figure 6, through the volumetric
water content time evolution at two different positions of the slope; at position 5 (TDR5) near
the top of the sand layer and at position 6 (TDR6) near the interface between the two layers.
The comparison is shown between the in-situ measurements and the prediction of the model.
A two step evolution is noted: the water content increases from 0.18 to approximately 0.45
and subsequently it increases up again to 0.578. The first rise involves the probes from the top
to the bottom while the second one progresses from the bottom to the top. As it can be
observed the computed volumetric contents are in a good agreement with the field
measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Comparison between computed and in-situ measured volumetric water content at the positions 5 and 6
(TDR5 and TDR6 respectively).

The maximum displacements are concentrated on the upper surface near the toe, as
illustrated in Figure 7. The vectors of the incremental displacements indicate that the sand is
under swelling conditions at the end of the analysis because of the water overpressure and the
constrained displacements at the toe. The equivalent plastic strain is also concentrated at the
toe and coincides with the contours of the second order work (Figure 7c, 7d). The fact that the
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maximum displacements contours coincide with the contour of the equivalent plastic strains
and the second order work contour, indicates that the onset of the failure is located at the toe.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Displacement contours (a) and displacement vectors (b), equivalent plastic strain (c) and second order
work contours (d), at the end of the analysis (after 1.8hr of rainfall input).

This is what is actually expected since it is the most sensitive point of the slope: there ends
up all the seepage water within the layer and at the same time, it is being received the rainfall
infiltration water as a flux input from the upper boundary surface. With increasing water
content, the capillary forces acting between the soil particles decrease. This de-bonding effect
of wetting is taken into account in the model through Schrefler’s effective stress [22]
σ ' 
σ  p g  S w p c  1 which decreases during rain infiltration and as a consequence the soil

loses its strength. When the point of significant excess pore water development is reached,
there will be little or no effective confining stress acting on the soil. Eventually, the soil state
approaches a zone of instability in which the shear strength can decrease significantly. Figure
8a, 8b describes exactly this phenomenon of a probable liquefaction occurrence, as it was
captured, indicatively, on node 41 at the toe of the slope. Nearly at 1.5 hr the capillary
pressure becomes negative (relative water pressure) and it is at that moment that the mean
pressure starts to decrease until the 1.6 hr that becomes zero. At the same time, the deviatoric
stress increases considerably and slightly after (1.7 hr) drops abruptly. At the moment of the
peak deviatoric stress the equivalent plastic strain begins to develop and it is obtained the first
negative value of the second order work at the material point level, as illustrated in Figure 8c.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: Evolution of: the capillary pressure and the mean stress (a); deviatoric stress (b); equivalent plastic
strain and the second order work (c).

7

CONCLUSION

In this work, the modelling of rainfall-induced slope failure is considered as a coupled
variably saturated hydro-mechanical problem. Therefore, a multiphase model for elastoplastic porous media is used for the analysis of a large scale experimental test, in conjunction
with a criterion based on the sign of the second-order work for the detection of instability. It is
shown that multiphysics modelling of the initiation of flowslides can give results in a good
agreement with the in-situ observations and can be a powerful tool for the better
understanding of the triggering mechanisms that take place during the progressive failure. In
particular, it is shown that the model can predict the field measurements of the volumetric
water content and also provide us with the necessary mechanical results which indicate the
liquefaction occurrence at the real time of the failure. The results taken from the second order
work criterion at the material scale are in consistency with the mechanical response of the
slope (results obtained from the equivalent plastic strain, mean and deviatoric stress)
encouraging further research on this criterion.
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Abstract. We present a mixed finite element formulation for the spatial discretization in
dynamic analysis of non-isothermal variably saturated porous media using different order
of approximating functions for solid displacements and fluid pressures/temperature. It is
known in fact that there are limitations on the approximating functions Nu and Np for displacements and pressures if the Babuska-Brezzi convergence conditions or their equivalent
[1] are to be satisfied. Although this formulation complicates the numerical implementation compared to equal order of interpolation, it provides competitive advantages e.g. in
speed of computation, accuracy and convergence.

1

INTRODUCTION

The numerical modelling of the dynamic response of non-isothermal multiphase geomaterials is of great interest in many fields, including Environmental Geomechanics,
Structural Mechanics and Biomechanics. Based on the improved efficiency and stability
of appropriate numerical methods, and the increased performance of the computational
equipments, the efficient numerical treatment of coupled multi-field problems has become
possible in the last decades. Effective numerical simulations require a mixed element (e.g.
Taylor-Hood element [2]) with different order of approximating functions for solid displacements and fluid pressures/temperature. Consequently, numerical complexities arise
in the solutions because the basis functions in the u-p (solid-displacements and pressure)
formulation are of different order (e.g. second order for displacements, first order for pressure, to obtain the same kind of approximation for effective stress and fluid pressures).
In the use of mixed elements it has been reported by several authors [3, 4, 5, 6] that inaccuracies in pressure estimates can result from spurious spatial fluctuations of estimated
1
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pore pressure between adjacent elements. This is especially likely to occur at permeable boundaries in the initial time-marching steps, or when short time steps are used to
represent rapidly changing of fluid phases or transient applied loads. Moreover, Murad
et al. [7] noted that, even with Taylor-Hood elements, potentially unstable results may
occur when there are discontinuous initial conditions at the initiation of a time-marching
solution.
This work presents, as a novel contribution, a mixed finite element formulation for fully
coupled non-isothermal multiphase geomaterials in dynamics.
The multiphase model is developed following Lewis and Schrefler [8]. The u-p-T formulation is obtained by neglecting the relative fluids acceleration and their convective terms,
which is valid for low frequency problems as in earthquake engineering [9]. In the model
devolvement, the dynamic seepage forcing terms in the mass balance equations and in the
enthalpy balance equation and the compressibility of the grain at the microscopic level
are neglected. The Taylor-Hood approach is applied to discretize the governing equations in space, while the generalized Newmark scheme is used for the time discretization.
The final non-linear set of equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson method with a
monolithic approach [8, 10]. The model has been implemented in the finite element code
COMES-GEO, [8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
The implemented model is validated through the comparison with analytical or finite
element quasi-static or dynamic solutions.
2

MACROSCOPIC BALANCE EQUATIONS

The full mathematical model necessary to simulate the thermo-hydro-mechanical behaviour of partially saturated porous media was developed within the Hybrid Mixture
Theory by Lewis and Schrefler [8], using averaging theories according to Hassanizadeh
and Gray [19, 20]. After neglecting the acceleration of the fluids in the governing equations of Lewis and Schrefler [8], a set of balance equations for the whole multiphase
medium is obtained and presented in this paper.
Linear momentum balance equations of the mixture
divσ + ρg − ρas = 0

(1)

Dry air mass balance equation


 gw 

rg g
p
ga
a Mw
D
grad
div ρga k µgk [−gradpg + ρg g] + div ρg MM
2
g
pg
g

+ρga Sg divvs + nSg ρ̇ga − ρga nṠw − ρga βs [1 − n] Sg Ṫ = 0

Water species (liquid and vapour) mass balance equation




rg g
rw w
div ρw k µwk [−grad (pg − pc ) + ρw g] + div ρgw k µgk [−gradpgw + ρgw g]
 gw 

p
gw
a Mw
+ [ρw Sw + ρgw Sg ] divvs + n [ρw − ρgw ] Ṡw
D
grad
−div ρg MM
2
g
pg
g

w
−[ρw βsw + ρgw βs [1 − n] Sg ]Ṫ + nSg ρ̇gw + ρw nS
[ṗg − ṗc ] = 0
Kw

2
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Enthalpy balance equation for the multiphase medium
�
�
rw
−div ρw kµwk [−grad (pg − pc ) + ρw g] ∆Hvap − div (χef f gradT ) − ρw Sw divvs ∆Hvap
�
�
w w k rw k
g
c
w
g g k rg k
g
g
+ Cp ρ µw [−grad (p − p ) + ρ g] + Cp ρ µg [−gradp + ρ g] · gradT
�
�
w
p˙g − p˙c ∆Hvap + βsw Ṫ ∆Hvap − n [ρw − ρgw ] Ṡw ∆Hvap = 0
+ (ρCp )ef f Ṫ − ρw nS
K
w

(4)

The meaning of each variable of equations 1 to 4 is described in [8, 11, 15, 12].
3

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS

For the gaseous mixture of dry air and water vapour, the ideal gas law is introduced.
The equation of state of perfect gas (Clapeyrons equation) and Dalton’s law are applied
to dry air ( ga ), water vapor ( gw ) and moist air ( g ). In the partially saturated
zones, the equilibrium water vapor pressure pgw (x, t) can be obtained from the KelvinLaplace equation, where the water vapor saturation pressure pgws (x, t) depending only
upon the temperature, can be calculated from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation or from
an empirical correlation. The saturation degree Sπ (x, t) and the relative permeability
k rπ (x, t) are experimentally determined functions. The solid skeleton is assumed elastic,
homogeneous and isotropic in the numerical simulations described in Section 5.
4

SPATIAL AND TIME DISCRETIZATION

The Petrov-Galerkin method with different interpolation functions for the primary
variables and the test functions is applied for the spatial discretization. Isoparametric
mixed element (see. Figure 1) is used and the shape functions for each phase are
 g
p = Ng p̄g


 c
p = Nc p̄c
(5)
T = NT T̄



u = Nu ū
After spatial discretization, the following non-symmetric, non-linear and coupled system of equations is obtained

�
¨ + BT σ ′ dV − Kug p̄g + Kuc p̄c = fu
Muu ū



 C p̄˙ g + C p̄˙ c − C T̄
˙ + C ū˙ + K p̄g − K p̄c − K T̄ = f
gg
gc
gT
gu
gg
gc
gT
g
(6)
˙ + C ū˙ − K p̄g + K p̄c + K T̄ = f
g
c
˙
˙

C
+
C
+
C
p̄
p̄
T̄
cg
cc
cT
cu
cg
cc
cT
c



˙ − C ū˙ − K p̄g + K p̄c + K T̄ = f
−CT g p̄˙ g − CT c p̄˙ c + CT T T̄
Tu
Tg
Tc
TT
T

The generalized Newmark method is applied to discretize in time the non-linear system
equations 6 and the dynamic response at step n+1
� for the general �non-linear system
˙ . The non-linear
¨ , ∆p̄˙ g , ∆p̄˙ c , ∆T̄
is obtained, in which the unknowns are Xn+1 = ∆ū
3
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Figure 1: Isoparametric mixed element. According to the interpolation model (biquadratic for u, bilinear
for pg , pc and T ), the process variables are related to different nodes: (•) solid skeleton displacements,
(◦) fluids pressure/temperature

system is solved by the Newton-Raphson method, written in concise form as
 


 
J Xi n+1 Xi+1 − Xi n+1 = −G Xi n+1

5

5.1

(7)

FINITE ELEMENT VALIDATION

Force vibration tests under harmonic load

In this example the response of an homogeneous and isotropic, water-saturated, poroelastic column defined in Figure 2 is analyzed under plane-strain confined compression
conditions, following [21] and [22]. The domain is surrounded by impermeable, frictionless but rigid boundaries except for the loaded top side which is perfectly drained.
Furthermore, 2x2 Gauss integration points were used for numerical computation. The
value of the tolerance for the global iterative Newton-Rapson procedure is fixed to 10−4
and the maximum number of iteration inside a time step is fixed to 30. The geomechanical
characteristics of the material are given in [21]. In particular, two scenarios are tested:
an high permeability case, k=10−2 m/s, and a lower permeability case, k=10−5 m/s. The
objective of this benchmark problem is to compare the dynamic finite element solution
obtained with standard and mixed elements with an existing analytical solution obtained
via Laplace transform [22] as reported in [21].
The vertical displacement history at the top of the column for the two cases is plotted
in Figure 3, where a period equal to 0.1 second, which is the period of the harmonic load,
is shown. Figure 3a displays the comparison with the analytical solution presented in [21]
4
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Figure 2: Description of the test model

in case of hydraulic permeability of k=10−2 m/s and a good convergence is observed. With
the lower permeability, the development of the vertical displacement of the top surface
is lower than the case with higher permeability. Moreover, for permeability k=10−5 m/s,
Figure 3b shows a diversity in the accuracy of the solution when the mixed element
formulation is used.

Figure 3: Top displacement history for a) k=10−2 m/s, b) k=10−5 m/s

5.2

Non-isothermal water saturated consolidation problem

The test problem concerning the fully saturated thermo-elastic consolidation defined
in Figure 4 is now solved and its solution is compared with the solution of quasi-static
and dynamic problems (with standard elements) done in previous work [23, 18]. The
plane-strain medium is confined in a column of 7 m height and 2 m width and subjected
to a surface loading 10 kPa and a surface temperature jump of 50 K above the initial
temperature of 293.15 K.
The geomechanical characteristics of the Aboustis material are given in [23, 13] with
permeability: k = 2.55 · 10−7 m/s. The liquid water and the solid grain are assumed
incompressible for the static analysis, whereas the compressibility of the liquid water is
taken into account in the dynamic analysis.
The initial variables for whole node are the liquid water pressure in hydrostatic condition, the air pressure at atmospheric pressure and the temperature at 293.15 K. The
5
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Figure 4: Description of the Aboustit test model

boundary conditions of this problems are as follows: the bottom and lateral surface are
impervious to both water and air; the top boundary is drained. The normal and tangential displacements are constrained at bottom; at lateral surface, the normal displacement
is constrained. 2x2 Gauss point integration scheme was used. During the computation,
the value of the tolerance for the global iterative Newton-Rapson procedure is fixed to
10−4 and the maximum number of iteration inside a time step is fixed to 30.
Figure 5 presents the comparison between the quasi-static solution with standard elements, the dynamic solution with standard elements and the dynamic solution with mixed
elements for the nodes 319 and 399 displayed in Figure 4. It is observed a difference in
the solution with mixed elements for vertical displacements and capillary pressure, while
the solution of temperature is not affected by the element type used for the computations.
6

CONCLUSIONS

A mixed finite element formulation for the dynamic analysis of hydro-thermo-mechanical
behavior of water saturated and partially saturated porous media has been presented. The
model has been implemented in the finite element code Comes-Geo [8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18] developed at the University of Padova, Department of Civil, Environmental and
Architectural Engineering. The comparison between the finite element solution obtained
with standard elements and mixed elements in dynamics has been presented, showing
that the use of quadratic-linear Taylor-Hood elements for the monolithic treatment of
dynamics results less accurate with respect the case of applied equal-order approximation
when low permeability is considered. This aspect deserves further investigations.
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Figure 5: Time-history variables at node references; a) vertical displacement at top sample, b) capillary
pressure at bottom sample and c) temperature at bottom sample
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Abstract. In this paper rate-dependent plasticity is employed to regularize, from the scope of
mesh independency, the numerical solution in strain localization process of multiphase
geomaterials. Towards this goal, an already existing model for multiphase porous media is
enhanced with local and non-local elasto-viscoplasticity to obtain mesh insensitive results
even in case of weakly rate-sensitive materials where artificial viscosities are needed for the
regularization of the numerical solution. The numerical validation and analysis of the
regularization properties of both viscoplastic models is illustrated by simulating numerical
examples from the geomechanics field like a biaxial strain localization test and a slope
stability problem.
1

INTRODUCTION

Computational investigation of natural slopes’ stability with a coupled hydro-mechanical
approach becomes more and more attractive due to an increasing number of slope movements
caused by heavy rainfall events. Basic elements of interest in modelling the initiation of slope
failure are the triggering mechanisms and the prediction of the location and the time of
occurrence of the failure event. Another element that should be addressed is whether the
numerical solution is objective with respect to the spatial discretization of the slope’s
geometry, especially when applying FEM based on Cauchy continuum to simulate the slope
failure with a localized pattern. In such a case a particular care is required, to avoid the
dependency of the shear band from the element size upon mesh refinement. It is worth noting
that from experimental investigations it has become clear that the width of the shear band is
directly connected to a micro-structural length. For instance Roscoe [1], based on direct
experimental observations, proposed that the width of shear bands is about 10 times the
averaged grain diameter. In addition, as it is addressed by many authors [2,3], strain softening
or the use of a non-associated flow rule within the framework of elasto-plasticity theory,
cause numerical instabilities and pathological mesh sensitivity.
To overcome these drawbacks, suitable constitutive models containing a characteristic
internal length scale related to the observed shear band width can be found in the literature,
e.g. rate-dependent constitutive models [4-7] and gradient plasticity models [8]. Alternatively,
kinematics has to be enhanced, e.g. by adopting micropolar continuum [9].
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The present contribution is dealing with the elimination of mesh sensitivity problems in
strain localization simulation of multiphase geomaterials under the scope of realistic modeling
of the shear zone thickness in geotechnical applications. Viscoplasticity and non-local
theories are employed and implemented in an existing finite element code for multiphase
porous media [10-13]. The non-local model is of integral-type and is used in conjunction with
viscosity as an extension of an already available viscoplastic Drucker-Prager model with nonassociated flow rule [14,27]. This coupling allows for eliminating mesh dependency in strain
localization even in case of weakly rate-sensitive materials (i.e. dense sand) for which
viscoplasticity is not sufficient to suit numerical requirement of mesh independency [15].
The present study is structured as follows: Section 2 includes the main assumptions and
features of the mathematical model for porous media along with a synopsis of the particular
characteristics of viscoplasticity and non-local theories. In Section 3 the numerical results
coming out from the simulation of a plane strain compression test using local and non-local
viscoplasticity are presented, followed by the numerical simulation of a slope failure in
Section 4. The conclusions drawn from these investigations are given in Section 5.
2 MULTIPHASE MODEL – A GENERAL DESCRIPTION
In the present work we make use of a mathematic model for non-isothermal variably
saturated porous media developed within the Hybrid Mixture Theory [16,17] following [1821]. For the sake of brevity only a general description of the model with its basic assumptions
will be presented hereafter and more details regarding its numerical implementation, for the
interested reader, is refereed to [10,13].
In the framework of realistic description of natural geomaterials it is necessary to proceed
from an unsaturated soil based on a multiphase model. Therefore, the variably saturated
porous medium is treated as a multiphase system consisting of a solid skeleton with open
pores filled with liquid water and gas. The gas phase is modelled as an ideal gas composed of
dry air (non-condensable gas) and water vapour (condensable gas), which are considered as
two miscible species. Phase changes of water (evaporation and condensation) as well as heat
transfer through conduction and convection are considered. Furthermore, the non-polar solid
is deformable, resulting in a coupling of the fluid, the solid and the thermal fields. All fluid
phases are in contact with the solid phase. In the partially saturated zones the liquid water is
separated from its vapour by a concave meniscus (capillary water). Due to the curvature of
this meniscus, the sorption equilibrium equation [18] gives the relationship, pc=pg-pw between
the capillary pressure p c, gas pressure pg and liquid water pressure pw.
The mathematical model consists of four kind of balance equations (mass of dry air, mass
of water species, enthalpy of the whole medium and equilibrium equation of the multiphase
medium), as well as appropriate constitutive equations for the fluids and solid phase. The
balance equations were developed in the geometrically linear framework considering quasistatic loading conditions. The chosen macroscopic primary variables are: gas pressure,
capillary pressure, temperature and displacements [13], corresponding to real measurable
quantities directly linked to laboratory practice. This is an important aspect when selecting
the appropriate constitutive equations.
The governing equations are discretized in space by means of the standard finite element
method (Bubnov-Galerkin method) and in time by a fully implicit finite difference scheme
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(backward difference) and are solved by means of Newton-Raphson type procedure. Further
particulars and general references on the numerical treatment can be found in [10,13].
In the following, direct notation will be adopted. Boldface letters will denote vector or
tensors and lightface italic letters will be used for scalar quantities.
2.1 Equilibrium equation
The equilibrium equation of the mixture in terms of generalized effective Cauchy’s stress
tensor σ′(x, t) assumes the form:





div σ    p g  Sw p c  1  ρg 
0

(1)

where ρ = [1-n]ρs+nSwρw+nSgρg is the mass density of the overall medium, n(x, t) is the
porosity, Sw(x, t) and Sg(x, t) are respectively the water and gas degree of saturation, g is the
gravity acceleration vector and 1 is the second order identity tensor.
2.2 Mass balance equations
The mass conservation equation for the mixture of solid skeleton, liquid water and its
vapour is:

 S w 
 u 
w
gw
 t    ρ S w  ρ 1  S w  div  t 
gw
 g M α M w gw
 p gw  
ρ
 1  S w  n
 div  ρ
Dg grad  g  
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grad( p g )  grad( p c ) + ρ w g  
 div  ρ
w
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 gw k g k rg

T
grad( p g )  ρ g g    βswg
 div  ρ

0
g 
t
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where k(x, t) = k(x, t)1 is the intrinsic permeability tensor of the porous matrix in π-fluid
saturated condition [m2], which is assumed to be isotropic, kr(x,t) is the fluid relative
permeability parameter and  (x, t) is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid [Pa·s], with π= w, g.
gw
Dg is the effective diffusivity tensor of water vapour in the gas phase contained within the
pore space, βswg = βs(1-n)·(Sg ρgw+ ρwSw) and Mα, Mw and Mg(x,t) are the molar mass of dry
air, liquid water and gas mixture, respectively.Similarly, the mass balance equation for the dry
air is:
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2.3 Enthalpy balance equation
The enthalpy balance equation of the mixture has the following form:
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 μ


where, ρ(Cp)eff is the effective thermal capacity of the porous medium, C pw  x, t  and C pg  x, t 
are the specific heat of the water and gas mixture respectively, and χeff(x, t) is the effective
thermal conductivity of the porous medium. The right hand side term of Eq. (4) considers the
contribution of the evaporation and condensation.
2.4 Constitutive equations
For the gas phase which is assumed to be a perfect mixture of two ideal gases, the state
equation of a perfect gas (Clapeyron’s equation) and Dalton’s law are applied to dry air (gα),
water vapour (gw) and moist air (g). In the partially saturated zones, the water vapour pressure
pgw(x, t) is obtained from the Kelvin-Laplace equation. The saturation Sπ(x, t) and the relative
permeability krπ(x,t) are experimentally determined functions of the capillary pressure pc and
the temperature T.
The behaviour of the soil skeleton is described within the framework of elastoviscoplasticity theory for geometrically linear problems. The generalized effective stress state
is limited by the Drucker-Prager yield surface with isotropic linear hardening and nonassociated plastic flow:
f  p, s, q
 3α f p  s  β f

2

c0  Hξ vp 
3

(5)

In Eq. (5) p' = (1/3)trσ' is the mean effective Cauchy pressure, ||s|| is the norm of the
deviator effective Cauchy stress tensor σ', c0 is the apparent cohesion, αf and βf are two
material parameters related to the friction angle φ of the soil defined by Eq. (6), H is the
hardening/softening modulus and ξvp is the equivalent viscoplastic strain. The flow rule is of
non-associated type, with the plastic potential function given by Eq. (5) but with the dilatancy
angle ψ substituting the friction angle in Eq. (6).
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2 sinφ
6cosφ
3
α f 2
, βf 2

3  sinφ
3  sinφ

(6)

The total strain rate in an elasto-viscoplastic material is additively decomposed into an
elastic and a viscoplastic strain rate:
e


ε ε ε

(7)

vp

where the superimposed dot denotes time derivative. Considering linear elasticity, the stress
rate is related to the strain rate via the following constitutive relation:
e




σ D : ε ε

vp



(8)

where De is the fourth-order elastic tensor and double dots “:” denote the doubly contracted
tensor product.
In the viscoplastic model proposed by Perzyna [22] (which from this point on will be
referred as local to distinguish from non-local), the viscoplastic strain rate is directly linked to
the yield function through the viscous nucleus:
ε

vp

 f 
 γ Φ  
 f0 

N

g

(9)

σ'

with f being the yield function, f0 introduced as a reference fixed value making the viscous
nucleous dimensionless, γ is a fluidity parameter which depends on the viscosity η of the
material (γ=1/η), N is a calibration parameter (N ≥ 1) and g is the viscoplastic potential
function. Associative flow is invoked by g= f.
In Eq. (9), “<·>” are the McCauley brackets, such that:

Φ  x  if Φ  x   0
Φ  x  =
if Φ  x  < 0
0

(10)

Non-local approach is introduced next because in case of weakly rate-sensitive materials
(such as dense sand) artificial viscosities have to be chosen to obtain objective finite element
results. To ensure a regularized numerical solution physically based, the local viscoplastic
model of Perzyna is expanded with respect to the non-local approach following [25].
According to Jirásek [23] in non-local approach a certain variable, f, is substituted with its
non-local counterpart, fˆ , obtained by weighted averaging over a spatial neighbourhood
(distributing points located at ξ) of each point under consideration (located at x):
fˆ (x) = v α(x, ξ) f (ξ)dξ

(11)

Key points for the formulation and implementation of a non-local approach are the chosen
weighting function for the averaging and as non-locality is introduced into the constitutive
equations. The weighting function contains at least one parameter with the dimension of
length, which incorporates information about the microstructure and controls the size of the
localized plastic zone [24]. Herein, inspired by [25], the yield function is chosen to be the
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non-local variable and a Gaussian weighting function with a bounded support is selected
(Eq.12).

  2  (x  ξ ) 2
exp  
 if xξ  R
α 0 ( x  ξ ) =
l


0
if xξ > R


(12)

Choosing yield function as the non-local variable, the viscous nucleus and consequently
the viscoplastic flow rule are modified:
ε

3

vp

g
= γΦ fˆ
σ'

 

(13)

PLANE STRAIN COMPRESSION TEST

In this section, local and non-local viscoplasticity is applied to a biaxial strain compression
test of an initially water saturated, globally undrained dense Hostun RF sand, where strain
localization and cavitation (phase change of the liquid water to vapour) were experimentally
observed. This numerical example was previously studied by Sanavia et al. [13], inspired by
the experimental work of [26], assuming a rate-independent behaviour for the description of
the mechanical behaviour of sand.
Herein, mesh sensitivity of the numerical results is examined by using two different finite
element discretizations. The adopted meshes consist of 340 (10x34) and 1360 (20x68)
elements respectively, for a rectangular sample of homogeneous soil of 34 cm height and 10
cm width. The finite element mesh consists of eight node quadrilateral isoparametric elements
with reduced Gaussian (2x2) integration scheme. The bottom of the sample was assumed to
be fixed and rough, whereas the boundaries are impervious and adiabatic. Quasi-static loading
conditions are assumed and gravity acceleration is taken into account. Axial compression is
applied to the specimen by imposing vertical velocity (v=1.2 mm/s) on the top. No weak
elements are specified since the boundary value problem inherently generates a non-uniform
stress field. The material parameters used in the computation are as in [13].
For brevity, indicative results are presented for the sake of comparison of the proposed
methods. A more detailed presentation and analysis of the influencial parameters of the
problem, such the loading velocity, the value of permeability and the interaction of the
internal lengths (introduced by viscosity and non-locality) can be found in [27].
The numerical validation of both models in the Comes-geo [10,13] code is first presented.
In Figure 1a are plotted the equivalent inelastic strains in the vertical section at the centre of
the sample for both elastoplastic (solid line) and elasto-viscoplastic (square markers)
constitutive models to verify that for rather small values of viscosity elastoplastic limit is
approached [28]. The comparison of the results shows the coincedence between the
elastoplastic and the considered viscoplastic solution for nil viscosity value. In addition, in
Fig. 1b it is observed that for small values of the internal length l, the non-local solution
approaches the local one. The difference between the non-local and the local elastoviscoplastic solution tends to disappear for very small values of l, owing to the fact that in
such a case only one integration point may be inside the interaction radius where the non-local
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averaging is performed.

Figure 1: Numerical validation of (a) local and (b) non-local elasto-viscoplastic Perzyna model in Comes-geo
code (10x34 mesh).

Figure 2: Numerical results for (a) local viscoplasticity with η=30s, (b) local viscoplasticity with η=10s, (c) nonlocal viscoplasticity with η=10s, l=0.01m and (d) non-local viscoplasticity with η=10s, l=0.02m, for two meshes
(10x34 and 20x68 respectively).
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The effect of the local and non-local elasto-viscoplastic model of Perzyna in the
regularization of the mesh dependency problem is illustrated in Fig. 2. The influence of the
viscosity parameter, η, is clearly depicted for the local elasto-viscoplastic model. In the case
of η=30s, a regularized solution is obtained for both meshes: the shear band width remains
unaltered upon mesh refinement and the peak value of equivalent viscoplastic strain coincides
for the two meshes. However, considering a less rate-sensitive material with η=10s (and as
approaching the elastoplastic limit), the regularizing effect of the local elasto-viscoplastic
model is lost and the contour of the more refined mesh reveals strong mesh-sensitivity (Fig.
2b). In this case, the non-local elasto-viscoplastic model proves to be sufficient to regularize
the finite element solution for the given material parameters and the shear band propagates for
internal length value, l=0.01m (Fig. 2c). Moreover, in the case of internal length value
l=0.02m (Fig. 2d), the width of the shear band increases accordingly to the l value for both
meshes adopted.
In Fig. 3 the numerical solution for the liquid phase is presented in terms of capillary
pressure and water saturation. The results are presented for the case of non-local elastoviscoplastic plastic model, and mesh independency is apparent also for the fluid part. It is
evident that pore water decreases up to the development of capillary pressure, accompanied
by desaturation in the strain localization zones. It is noted that at the same time water pressure
decreases below the vapour saturation pressure and the phase change of the liquid water to
vapour occurs.

Figure 3: Non-local approach: Capillary pressure and water degree of saturation contours for (a) 10x34 mesh
and (b) 20x68 mesh, in case of l=7.5mm and η=10s.

4

SLOPE STABILITY TEST

A slope stability problem, inspired by Regueiro and Borja [29], is now presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness of adopting the regularization techniques developed in this
work. The dimensions and boundary conditions of the problem are shown in Fig. 4 whereas
the soil parameters considered in the analysis are indicated in Table 1. The initial stress field
is given by geostatic stress state; drained conditions are imposed. Next, a downward
displacement with a constant rate of 10 -3 m/s is applied on a portion of 4m on the top slope
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surface (Fig. 4). Two meshes with 400 and 1600 eight node quadrilateral isoparametric
elements are used to analyze the problem. The analyses are performed using: the elastoplastic
model, the local elasto-viscoplastic model of Perzyna with viscosity η=100s and the non-local
elasto-viscoplastic model with an internal length of l=0.8 m. The results from these models
are compared in Fig. 5 in terms of equivalent (visco)plastic strain and in Fig. 6 with the forcedisplacement plots.
Table 1: List of soil parameters for the slope stability problem.

E [MPa]
10

ν
0.4

γ [kΝ/m3]
20

c0 [kPa]
40

φ [°]
10

ψ [°]
3

h [kPa]
-10

n
0.3

k [m2]
1Ε-10

Figure 4: Slope stability problem. Geometry and boundary conditions.

Figure 5: Equivalent (visco)plastic strain contours as calculated using the elastoplastic model (a,d), the local
elasto-viscoplastic model (b,e) and the non-local elasto-viscoplastic model (c,f) for a mesh of 400 elements (a),
(b) and (c) and for a mesh of 1600 elements (d), (e) and (f), respectively.
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The failure initiates in the element just to the right of the applied force and propagates in a
manner depended on the angle of friction. When the elastoplastic constitutive model is used to
solve this initial boundary value problem, a classical mesh dependent numerical solution is
observed with the model being unable to simulate the failure process of the slope when the
mesh is refined (Fig. 5d). As is shown in Fig. 6b when the elasto-viscoplastic formulation of
Perzyna is adopted, even if the number of elements is increased, the shear band formation and
the force-displacement relationship are not affected by the element size. However, the peak
value of the viscoplastic strain field depends on the element size of the mesh (Fig. 5e).
Finally, the non-local elasto-viscoplastic model is able to predict a clearly defined shear band
and the slope’s strain-softening response (Fig. 6c) independently of the mesh adopted (Fig.
5f).

Figure 6: Force-displacement plots for (a) the elastoplastic model, (b) the local elasto-viscoplastic model and
(c) the non-local elasto-viscoplastic model, for the two meshes.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the mesh sensitivity problem in strain localization simulation of multiphase
geomaterials is overcomed by means of viscoplasticity and nonlocal theory. These
formulations are implemented in an existing finite element code for multiphase porous media.
Both methods introduce a characteristic length scale (implicitly and explicitly) which prevents
strains from localizing into infinitely narrow bands when the mesh is refined.
The validation of the implementation of the methods is presented and the effectiveness of
the methods is studied, within the framework of an undrained biaxial test. The initiation and
the propagation of the shear band are effectively described by means of FEM analysis,
regardless of the mesh size adopted. The strain localization process realistically occurs within
the shear band failure mode and its size is governed by the viscosity parameter and the
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internal length variable, which can be directly estimated by experimental tests. The rate
sensitivity of the material is investigated showing the holistic confrontation of the strain
localization phenomenon by the combination of the two methods.
The efficiency of the models in terms of regularized performance is also illustrated using a
numerical example of a slope failure problem. The numerical results indicate that only by
using the applied regularization techniques the location and the propagation of the shear zone
is reliably simulated in a mesh independent manner.
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Abstract. This paper presents the micromechanical model for unsaturated soil in pendular regime, taking into account the roughness of the grains and the interfaces that
separate the different phases present in the medium. It supplements the oral presentation
with more technical content. Laplace equation is solved for two grains configuration to
calculate the capillary force and all the geometric properties of the meniscus connecting
the grains. Many configurations are solved and the look up table method is then used
during the simulations. Results for grains moving at constant suction and constant volume are presented. It is also shown that the roughness has an important impact on the
value of capillary force and it is evolution with the change of suction.

1

INTRODUCTION

Unsaturated soils has been an interest for many studies recently. Different approaches
has been used to study the behavior of such materials.
One of these approaches is the thermodynamic approach([2],[5],[4],[10]). All these
studies, highlighted the importance of the interfaces separating the different phases, and
insisted that specific terms accounting for them must be included in the formulation of
the effective stress.
1
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δ1
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Figure 1: Illustration of a liquid bridge between 2 spherical grains.

On the other side, many recent work has been dedicated to studying unsaturated soils
using the discrete element method DEM [1]. See for instance ([3], [7], [11]).
Bridging the theoretical frameworks mentioned previously, all these numerical tools
need to define the interfacial areas accurately which has not been done yet.
This paper details in the first part the micromechanical model inspired by [11] and
implemented in the open source code YADE and in which the interfaces that exist in the
partially saturated medium are taken into account.
The model takes also into account the roughness of the grains. The influence of the
roughness on the behavior of the unsaturated granular matter is discussed in the second
part.
2

LAPLACE EQUATION

The geometry of the water bridges connecting the particles is determined by Laplace
equation. Laplace equation relates the pressure jump pc across the wetting-non wetting
interface to its curvature through the surface tension:
pc = γC

(1)

Even if the form of the Laplace equation is simple, it is very difficult to solve. In the
pendular regime, the capillary force is easy to compute and can be linked to the geometry
of the grains and the suction in the medium. For higher saturations, the problem becomes
much more complicated. This section details the resolution of Laplace in the pendular
regime.
The pendular regime is over when the disconnected bridges start to overlap. The
overlapping of the bridges is tested using the filling angles of the bridges on each particle.
2
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For sake of more simplicity, the grains are assumed to be spherical in order to have an
axisymmetric problem. In this case, the curvature and the Young-Laplace equation can
be written as following:

C=

1
y(x)



1 + y  (x)2

+

−y  (x)

3

(1 + y  (x)2 ) 2

3
(1 + y  (x)2 )
pc
(1 + y  (x)2 ) 2 +
− y  (x) = 0
γ
y(x)

(2)

(3)

To generalize the study and describe the capillary phenomena for different particle sizes
and different liquid types, all the variables are normalized. We introduce the factor R
that is the radius of the smallest (r2 ) at biggest (r1 ) grains in one meniscus configuration:
x
R

(4)

y(x)
R

(5)

x∗ =

y∗ =

∗

y =

y ∗ =

dy(x)
R

dx
R

= y  (x)

y”(x)
dy  (x)
=
dx
R
R
pc R
γ

p∗c =

∗
Fcap
=

V∗ =

(6)

(7)

(8)

Fcap
γR

(9)

V
R3

(10)

3
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A∗ =

A
R2

(11)

Fcap refers to the capillary force, V to the volume of the meniscus and A to interfaces.
The normalized Laplace equation becomes then :
y ∗
(1 + y 2 )

3
2

−

1

= p∗c
∗
2
y 1+y

(12)

Based on the work of [8] , Laplace equation can be integrated into a first order differential equation:
Assuming Q = 1 + y 2 the equation becomes:
3
dQ 2Q
− ∗ = 2p∗c Q 2
∗
dy
y

(13)

This is a Bernoulli type equation that gives the following solution:
Q=

4y ∗2
(2K − p∗c y ∗2 )2

(14)

In perfect wetting condition, K is determined from the contact boundaries at the triple
line connecting the bridge to the grains, or at the gorge ([6], [8]) for given spheres sizes,
suction and distance separating the grains.
The calculations show that K is proportional to the capillary force.

K = y∗ +

y ∗2 p∗c
∗
= Fcap
∗ 2π = Fcap ∗ 2πγR
2

(15)

The final form of the integrated equation is then:
y∗
1
∗
( 
− p∗c y ∗2 ) = Fcap
2π 2 1 + y  ∗2

(16)

For the same spheres sizes, suction and distance configuration, we can also calculate the
volume of the liquid bridge ([13])and the values of the interfaces separating the different
phases in the system.
∗

V =



πy ∗3 dx∗ − V1∗ − V2∗

(17)

V1∗ and V2∗ are the volumes of the spherical caps covered by the filling angles δ1 and δ2
4
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The wetting-non wetting interface is:
A∗wn

=



2πy ∗2


1 + y ∗ 2 dx∗

(18)

The other interfaces are calculated using the equation to calculate the interface of spherical
cap using the values of the filling angles (δ1 and δ2 ).
The solid-wetting interface is:
1
A∗sw = 2 (2πr12 (1 − cos(δ1 )) + 2π ∗ r22 (1 − cos(δ2 )))
(19)
R
The solid-non wetting interface is:
1
(20)
A∗sn = 2 (2πr12 (1 + cos(δ1 )) + 2π ∗ r22 (1 + cos(δ2 )))
R
As for the rupture distance of the meniscus connecting the grains, it is determined
automatically when there is no possible physical solution for Laplace equation.
3

Lookup table.

For different imposed R, p∗c and D∗ values (D refers to the distance between the particles), all these variables are calculated and saved in text data files, to be used in the
simulations. The values of the imposed input values cover all the possible range of solution. R varies from 0.1 to 1 to allow simulating different particle size distribution in the
packing, D∗ cover the range of distance from the formation to the rupture of the bridge,
and the suction varies from 0 to very high suction values. The look up table methods
that consists in creating the data file that replaces the runtime computations makes the
calculations much faster.
During the simulation at imposed suction, the grain size particles, their positions are
known. The trio (R,p∗c ,D∗ )can be deduced. The discrete set of solutions in the text files is
triangulated using Delaunay triangulation, and the capillary force applied to the particles
and the other variables are obtained by interpolation. This interpolation is called the
P-Based interpolation and is used to simulate drained quasi-static simulations.
The values obtained from the interpolation in the text files are normalized, and need
to be re-upscaled to the real particles size distribution present in the sample.
Another type of simulations is also possible in the capillary law code. The V-Based
interpolation is then introduced. The input variables for the V-Based interpolation are
(R,V ∗ ,D∗ ) and the same procedure is repeated with different triangulation set.
Simulations are done on two grains connected by a water bridge and the variation of the
force and the geometric properties of the meniscus are plotted as function of the distance
separating the grains in the case of P-Based and V-Based interpolations in figure 2.
It is noticed that for the capillary force and interfaces, the results are the same for
grains moving at constant suction or constant volume of water up to a critical value
(D*=0.03) before they start diverging.
5
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

6

(e)

Figure 2: The variation as function of the distance of (a)-suction , (b)-volume of the bridge , (c)-capillary
force, (d)-wetting-non wetting interface and (e)-solid-wetting interface for constant suction and volume.
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Figure 3: Illustration of 2 grains connected by a meniscus with (a) negative roughness and (b) positive
roughness.

4

Roughness of the grains

Another aspect added to the capillary law in YADE is the roughness of the grains.
The roughness aspect helps representing the real shape of the grains and the dependence
of the capillary effect on that. The model is based on the work of [9]. The roughness is
represented by considering that the meniscus is formed between spherical grains slightly
smaller or bigger than the grains for the contact law. The roughness can be then either
positive or negative. In the case of positive roughness, the grains are touching through
asperities (figure 3(b)). When the roughness is negative, the sphere has some plane
surfaces, and it’s volume is smaller than the sphere used for the capillary law law(figure
3(a)). The model is not able to describe the behavior of quite angular grain shape.
The value κ of the roughness is taken into account for each grain as following:
r =r−r∗κ

(21)

The way the roughness is taken into account in the DEM code is represented in figure 4.
In the case of packing, a mean value of the roughness κm and the value of the dispersion
from the mean value in such a way to have a uniform distribution of the values of roughness
are defined.
The impact of the roughness on the capillary force is shown in figure 5. It is noticed
that for smooth grains in contact, the force is almost constant with the change of suction.
For positive roughness, the capillary force decreases with increasing suctions. The negative roughness instead increases the value of the capillary force with increasing suction.

7
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κ1 r 1

κ1 r 1

κ2 r 2

κ2 r 2

(b)

(a)
spheresused for the contact law
spheresused for the capillary law

Figure 4: Illustration of a liquid bridge taking into account the roughness in the DEM capillary law for
(a) negative roughness and (b) positive roughness.

Figure 5: The influence of the roughness on the capillary force.

5

Conclusion

The numerical model presented hereabove offers a consistent framework for studying
unsaturated materials. It provides accurate values of interfacial areas, a cornerstone
8
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of thermodynamics and variational methods applied to such materials. This method was
used to produce results which serve as a base in the
oral presentation. Therein,
companion

the validity of Love-Weber stress tensor σc = V1
f
l for defining the effective stress
in three phase materials ([12]) is discussed.
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Abstract. The shaped charge jet has a stronger penetration effect onto the structure than
normal charges. The SPH method with mesh-free and Lagrange properties has an advantage
to solve extremely dynamic problems, such as large-deformation, moving interface and
multiphase mixing and so on. Therefore, the SPH method is applied to simulate shaped charge
detonation, jet formation and its penetration into a plate. And a SPH model of the shaped
charge penetrating the plate is established. Firstly, the simulation of the shaped charge
detonation is conducted to study the shock wave propagation and underwater explosion shock
loading. Secondly, the formation of the metal jet is studied, and the jet velocity and the
pressure are investigated in detail. Finally, the damage characteristics of the plate subjected to
the metal jet and underwater explosion shock loading are discussed. The whole analysis and
conclusions provide a reference for the structural design of shaped charge warheads.
1

INTRODUCTION

The shaped charge jet (SCJ) associated with underwater explosion can cause server
damages to warships and submarines; it is one of the major threats and research focuses of
navy platform technology. The three stages, namely detonation, formation of the metallic jet
and its impact on the target plate, are included when a plate is penetrated by the metal jet.
Although experimental research [1-5] is the most effective and direct countermeasure to
investigate the formation of the jet and the SCJ penetration, it has disadvantages of less-safety
and high-cost as well as unrepeatability. Therefore, numerical method is usually combined
with experiments to study the performance of shaped charge. Modeling and simulation have
been used to develop the shaped charge and test configuration by Baker [6]. Basic
investigations were continued with theoretical studies supporting the findings in [7] by
numerical simulations of the SCJ perforation [8]. Cheng [9] has employed some real explosion
test data regarding the perforation size and penetration depth to verify the numerical
simulation.
However, large deformation of liner, steel and explosion products may be caused during
the jet penetrating the plate, and there will be computational difficulties (e.g. grid distortion)
to be overcome while using the finite element method [10-12] as a result. The Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method [13-20] has natural advantages in simulating the SCJ
penetration and underwater explosion because its mesh-less nature is suitable for solving
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problems of large deformation, and its Lagrangian nature makes it extremely easy to capture
material interfaces. In addition, explosively-formed projectile (EFP), a new kind of shaped
charge, has higher penetration ability. Therefore, the SPH method is adopted to simulate the
shaped charge jet (SCJ) associated with underwater explosion, with the analysis of
characteristics of shock wave propagation, the formation process of metal jet (EFP formation
with hemispherical liner) and damage characteristics of the plate.
2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 SPH Equations of Motion
In SPH method, the approximation of function f  x  and its derivative   f  x  can be
discretized as [21]

f  xi   

mj

j

j

N

mj

j 1

j

  f  xi   

f  x j Wij

(1)

f  x j   iWij

(2)

Thus, the conservation of mass, momentum and energy in SPH can be expressed as
(regardless of body force) [21, 22]:
N


 dρi  
mi  vijb

 dt  
j=1

 a  N

ab
ab
m j σi  σ j
W
 dvi  

+ ij )   bij
(
 dt  

 xi
ρ
ρi

  j=1 j

 dei   1 N m j σ iab  σ ab

j
b
+ ij )vij 
 dt    (
ρi
 2 j=1 ρ j


(3)

where  , m , v , e , t , x ,  denote density, mass, velocity, energy, time, coordinates and
stress respectively; a and b indicate the direction along axis; Wij is the smoothed function of a
pair of particles i and j , the cubic spline function is applied in present paper;  ij represents
artificial viscosity [21].
2.2 Constitutive model
In the process of strong impact such as underwater explosion, the viscosity of water and
exploding gas is small and can be ignored. The pressure of detonation products and water can
be obtained from Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS [23] and Mie-Gruneisen equation of state [24]
respectively.
Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS [23] for explosive gas is given by

2
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R

R

ωη  η1
ωη  η2
P  A( 1 
)e  B( 1 
)e  ωηρ0e
(4)
R1
R2
where  0 is initial density; D is detonation velocity; A , B , R1 , R2 and ω are experimental
fitting coefficients; E0 is detonation energy per unit mass. Parameters are shown in Tab. 1.
Table 1 Parameters in Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS for explosive gas [23]

0 (kg/ m3 )

D  m/ s 

A  Pa 

B  Pa 

1630

6930

3.74

3.75

R1

R2

E0  J/ kg 

ω

4.15 0.90 0.35

6.0 106

Mie-Gruneisen equation of state [24] for water is expressed as


a
 γ 
ρ0C 2 μ[1   1  0  μ  μ 2 ]

2
2

  γ0  aμ  e μ  0

2
μ
μ3
2
 [1   S  1 μ  S
 S3
1
2
2]


μ
1

μ
1


P


2
μ0
 ρ0C0 μ   γ0  aμ  e



(5)

where ρ0 , C , η , a and E 0 denote initial density, sound velocity, density ratio before and
after the perturbation , volume correction coefficient and initial energy respectively; S1 , S2
and S3 are fitting coefficients. Parameters are shown in Tab. 2.
Table 2 Parameters in Mie-Gruneisen EOS for water [24]

0 (kg/ m3 )
998

C  m/ s 

γ0

a

1480

0.5

0

S1

S2

S3

2.56 1.986 1.2268

E0  J/ kg 
357.1

However, the shear force of steel and copper with high shear strength should be taken into
account. Steel and copper are used as the materials of the plate and the liner, respectively. The
stress is composed of isotropic pressure P and deviatoric stress tensor S . For pressure P ,
Mie-Gruneisen EOS for solid mechanics [25] is introduced, given by
 1 
(6)
P  1  Γη    η   η 2   η3   Γρe
 2 
where Γ is Gruneisen parameter; if η is less than 0,   0 ;   ρ0Cs 2 ,   [1  2  Ss  1]

  [2  Ss  1  3  Ss  1 ] , in which  0 , Cs , S s and E0 denote initial density, linear
and
2
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participation coefficient of impact velocity and particles velocity, slope and initial energy.
Parameters are shown in Tab. 3.
Table 3 Parameters in Mie-Gruneisen EOS for steel and copper [25]

Material
steel
copper

0 (kg/ m3 )
7890
8960

Γ
1.587
2.0

Cs (m/ s)

Ss

E0  J/ kg 

3075
3940

1.294
1.489

0
0

As for deviatoric stress tensor S , it be drawn from the stress rate S by integration, and yet
S can be gained from Jaumann stress rate [21]. The Johnson-cook [26] model and Von Mises
yield criterion are applied to calculate yield strength and determine whether the stress should
be renewed through the comparison between Mises Stress σ Mises and yield strength Y . If
Mises Stress is less than the yield strength, there is no need to modify the stress component.
On the contrary, the deviatoric stress S should be modified [27]. The Johnson-cook [26] model
is given as
 0  B0 en  1  Cln  e /  0  1 （T *）M 
Y

(7)

where σ 0 , C and M denote the static yield strength, strain rate strengthening coefficient
and thermal softening coefficient; B and n are strain hardening exponents; εe is equivalent
plastic strain, i.e. εe  2 3I 2 / 3 , in which I 2 is the second invariant of deviator stress tensor;

 e and  0 denote equivalent plastic strain rate and reference strain rate, repectively; T is
dimensionless temperature corresponding to T, i.e. T  
(T  Tr ) / (Tm  Tr ) , in which Tr is
room temperature, Tm is melting temperature and T  Tr  (e  e0 ) / ( MCv ) , in which e , e0 and Cv

denote specific internal energy, initial specific internal energy and specific heat. Some
parameters are listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Parameters in Johnson-Cook constitutive model for steel and copper [26]

m

Tm  K 

Tr  K 

Cv  J/ kgk 

1.0

1811

288

452

0.31 0.025 1.09

1356

288

383

Material

σ  MPa 

B  MPa 

-1
 0(s )

steel

350

275

1

0.36 0.022

copper

90

292

1

C

n

2.3 Some numerical techniques
(a) Variable Smoothing length
The accuracy and robustness of the SPH processor depends on the quality (in particular the
number) of the local neighboring particles. In expansive flow of material, the distance
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between SPH particles increases. If this distance exceeds twice the smoothing length of the
particles, then the two particles will no longer interact. This loss of interaction may be
unphysical and is commonly described as “numerical fracture”. In an attempt to reduce the
problem of numerical fracture, an option to include a variable smoothing length has been
included; as particles separate and their density decreases, their smoothing length increases so
that interaction with neighboring particles is maintained [28-30].
(b) Artificial viscosity
The Monaghan Artificial Viscosity [21, 28] has been to spread shocks over a few particle
diameters (smoothing lengths), stabilize the numerical scheme and prevent particle
penetration. This form of artificial viscosity includes a term which is a function of the local
velocity field, a linear term, and one which is a function of the local velocity field squared.
Each of these terms has a multiplying coefficient that can be adjusted depending on the type
of problem being solved.
(c) Treatment of multi-materials
We use a slight penalty force of Lennard-Jones model [21] to solve interface problem, and
the molecular force is so slight that it just prevents particles’ penetration. When particles on
both sides of an interface tend to penetrate, in the case where r0  rij , there would be a
molecular force Fij f  [(r0 / rij )a  (r0 / rij )b ] xij / rij2 acting on two approaching particles;
where r0 is cutoff radius and it is generally close to the initial spacing of particles and rij is
the distance between particles i and j . The direction of the Fij is along the center line of the
particles, preventing the particle from penetrating; f , a and b are set parameters.
Consequently, we use the ratio of r0 to rij to deal with the interface; this can guarantee good
numerical stability without errors caused by the smoothing length.
3 NUMERICAL SIMULATION
3.1 Numerical model
ha

d2

Axis of symmetry

d1

r2

Water
Test point B
y
Copper
r1 Test point A
Detonation

hc

x

hb

TNT

hd

Plate

Figure 1 Distribution of particles

The model of shaped charge jet penetrating a plate subjected to underwater explosion can
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be simplified as Figure 1. The relevant parameters are listed in Table 5. The material of the
liner is copper. The column TNT is detonated from the center which is also the origin of
coordinates. Test points A and B are located at (28, 0) and (-16, 43) respectively. The entire
model is discretized with non-uniform particle spacing, 0.1m for the plate, copper and TNT
and 0.2mm for water. There are 24000 steel particles, 3442 copper particles, 101676 TNT
particles and 654500 water particles.
Table 5 Parameters in numerical model (mm)

ha

hb

hc

d1

d2

r1

r2

190

200

20

1.0

2.0

15

60

(b)

(c)

24

24

24

12

12

12

0

0

-12

-12

-24

y/m

(a)

y/m

y/m

3.2 Explosion process

-24

-45

-32

-19
x/m

-6

7

0

-12

-45

-19
x/m

-32

-6

7

-24

-45

-32

-19
x/m

-6

Figure 2 Pressure distribution (upper) and velocity distribution (lower) of TNT and copper in the explosion
process; from (a) to (c) the times are: t  0.4 μs , 4.8 μs and 6.4 μs

Figure 2 illustrates the detonation process of the TNT. It can be seen that a spherical
detonation wave is generated after the detonation, with the pressure up to about 14 GPa at 0.4
μs . As Figure 2(a) shows, the velocity on the wavefront reaches about 1307 m/s. After that,
the detonation wave propagated with high speed and explosion products continued to expand.
At 4.8 μs , the shock wave reached the liner and the pressure peak value soared to about 36
GPa as shown in Figure 2(b). The velocity rose slightly, peaking at about 1976 m/s on the
boundary of explosion products. As can be seen from Figure 2(c), the detonation finishes at
around 6.4 μs and the maximum pressure declined to about 11 GPa. It can also be observed from
the pressure nephogram that there was a rarefaction wave reflected when the shock wave
propagated to the liner whose other side is exposed to air. As a result, the pressure of
explosion products gradually decreases. Figure 2(c) also shows that the maximum velocity
went up to about 2544 m/s and it occurs around the symmetry axis. In addition, it is clear that
the liner is accelerated under the tremendous pressure behind it as shown in Figures 2(b) and
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2(c). Consequently, the numerical results agree with the basic laws of shock wave
propagation.
P/MPa
2.0
1.6

Test point A
Test point B

1.2
0.8
0.4
0.0

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

t/us

Figure 3 Pressure-time curve at tests point A and B

The time history curves of the shock wave pressure at test points A and B are shown in Fig.
3. Test points A and B are located in the axial and radial directions in the water area, which
are marked in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the shock wave arrives at the test points at around
10 μs , with the pressure shooting up to about 1.6 MPa and 1.9 MPa respectively. Obviously
the radial pressure peak value at test point B is higher than that of the axial peak value at test
point A. Subsequently, the pressure rapidly declined. There are two peaks of the curves, the
first peak is caused by the direct wave of the explosion, and the second peak may just result
from the second propagation. As the detonation waves propagating from the TNT to the water,
the reflection waves will be generated and subsequently converged at the TNT center, which
will lead to the generation of compressive waves back into water again. Comparing these two
curves, we can also see that the tangent at point B is larger than that at point A after the
pressure reaches the peak value, i.e. the radial pressure drops faster than the axial pressure. It
is clear that the radial pressure becomes lower than the axial pressure after 18 μs . Finally, the
pressures at test points decrease to about 0.306 MPa and 0.121 MPa at about 30 μs .
3.3 Formation of metal jet
After the detonation of TNT, the metal jet gradually is formed under the effect of the
detonation wave. In this section, we will simulate the formation of the metal jet and discuss
some variables (e.g. velocity, length and width of the metal jet) at special moments. Fig.4 and
Tab. 6 illustrate the velocity distribution of the liner in the formation of metal jet and some
variables, respectively.
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20

10

10

10

0

-10
-20
-65

y/m

(c)

20

y/m

(b)

20

y/m

(a)

0

-10

-10

-55

-45
x/m

-35

-25

-20
-65

0

-55

-45
x/m

-35

-25

-20
-65

-55

-45
x/m

-35

-25

Figure 4 Velocity distribution of copper in the formation of metal jet; from (a) to (c) the times are: t  9.2 μs ,
12.8 μs and 16 μs

Fig.4 shows the velocity distribution of liner in the formation of metal jet. Hemishperical
liner is chosen as the liner. As can be seen from Fig. 4(a), under the effect of the detonation
wave of the liner is squeezed and plastic large-deformation of the liner comes out, with the
top of the liner rolling over. The detonation products at the end with the hollow cavity
converge towards the centerline, i.e. axis of symmetry, at high velocity as high as 2509 m/s.
With the deformation of the liner, the pressure turns the original outer surface into inner
surface, with the original inner suface converted to the outer surface. Besides, we can see
from Fig. 4(b) that due to the effect of axial tension and radial compression, the liner
converges to the axis of symmetry, and the initial metal jet (EFP) with a high speed is formed.
The velocity reaches its peak at 12.8 μs and it is as high as about 2743 m/s. Subsequently, the
velocity declines gradually and it dropped to around 2622 m/s at 16 μs . It can be observed
that the inner surface has turned into the jet head and the metal jet is elongated to several
times of its initial length as Fig. 4(c) shown.
Table 6 Jet velocity, length and width at special moments (mm)

Parameters of metal jet

Time ( μs )
9.2 12.8 16.0

Velocity (m/s)

2509 2743 2622

Length (mm)

-

2.2

4.5

Width of jet head (mm)

-

3.6

3.8

Tab. 6 gives the information of parameters of metal jet, namely velocity, length and width,
at special moments. At 9.2 μs , the original inner surface of liner begins to be transformed into
the outer surface. The velocity of jet head rises to its maximum at 12.8 μs . At the same time,
the initial metal jet is produced, with the length and width being 2.2 mm and 3.6 mm,
respectively. At 16.0 μs , the metal jet is poised to penetrate the plate. Besides, the length and
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the width are larger than the initial ones.
3.4 Metal jet penetrating a plate
(a)

(b)

Water

Water

Steel

Steel

Explosion
products

Explosion
products

Figure 5 Pressure nephogram of water; from (a) to (b) the times are: t  14.0 μs and 16.8 μs

Pressure nephogram of water is shown as Fig. 5. It is clear that the shock wave reaches the
steel at 14.0 μs as shown in Fig. 5(a), and a reflected shock wave is generated in the water as
a result, which is presented in the elliptical region. It can also be observed in Fig. 5(a) that the
shock wave arrives at the steel earlier than the jet. Subsequently, the reflected shock wave
propagates in the water and the directive wave leads to the deformation of the steel, which is
shown in the rectangular region in Fig. 5(b). Besides, as the elliptical region in Fig. 5(b)
shows, the shock wave generated at the jet head has passed through the steel and arrived at the
water on the other side of the steel.

Metal jet

Metal jet
Plate

Plate
(b)

(a)

Figure 6 Mises stress distribution of steel and copper; from (a) to (b) the times are: t  16.4 μs and 21.2 μs

Fig. 6 illustrates mises stress destribution of steel and copper in the process of metal jet
penetrating the plate. According to Fig. 6(a), we can see that the jet begins to penetrate the
plate, with the stress up to about 4 GPa. Besides, it is clear that there are not only a reflected
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shock wave but also a shock wave generated in the steel as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 6(a). After
that, the middle of the plate is completely penetrated by the metal jet and the plate subjected
to the shock wave load produces deformation at 18.4 μs . At the same time, the stress
decreases to about 1.1 GPa at 21.2 μs . In addition, it can be observed that the main failure
mode is plastic large-deformation and tensile failure as shown in Fig. 6.
Velocity(m/s)
3000
2400
1800
1200
600
0

0

6

12

t/us

18

24

30

Figure 7 Velocity-time curve of the liner

Velocity-time curve of the liner is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the figure rises
dramatically after the detonation wave reaches the liner, peaking at 2743 m/s at 12.8 μs . At
this moment, the initial metal jet is formed. After that, the velocity begins to decrease and has
slightly dropped to around 2602 m/s at 16.0 μs . Subsequently, due to the impact effect of the
jet on the plate, the velocity of the jet falls again but more steeply, reaching about 2297 m/s at
18.4 μs . After the plate is completely penetrated by the metal jet, the velocity experiences a
slight decline, with the velocity decreasing to about 2104 m/s at 22 μs . Finally, the curve
remained stable at 25.6 μs and the velocity is as high as about 1941 m/s at 29.6 μs .
4

CONCLUSIONS

An SPH method with mesh-free and Lagrange properties is applied to solve extremely
dynamic problems of a plate penetrated by shaped charge jet (SCJ) associated with
underwater explosion in this paper. The whole process of such a complex physical
phenomenon as SCJ penetrating the plate is simulated, including three phases, namely the
detonation, the formation of metal jet and the penetration. The following conclusions can be
drawn through the analysis of shock wave propagation, jet velocity and damage
characteristics of the plate: (a) the numerical results agree with the basic laws of shock wave
propagation and the shock wave arrives at the plate prior to the metal jet; (b) the velocity of
the jet increases first and then decrease, peaking at about 2743 m/s; (c) the crevasse of the
plate is caused by the penetration of the metal jet and the deformation of the plate arises from
underwater explosion shock wave as well.
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Abstract The problems of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) are often encountered in different
industries as well as the nature. The macro-scale particle methods are advantageous in the FSI
simulations, which include smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), macro-scale pseudoparticle modelling (MaPPM), and so forth. Compared with the grid-based numerical
techniques, particle methods could provide the flow and/or deformation details without
complex tracking of interfaces. The progress of FSI simulation of multiphase flows with rigid
particles is presented, and some major findings about heterogeneous structures are stressed.
Meanwhile, weakly compressible outflow from elastic tube is investigated, and some
preliminary results of flow details are presented. The possible development of macro-scale
particle methods in the FSI simulation is prospected finally.
1 INTRODUCTION
The problems of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) are extensively encountered in many
industrial applications as well as biological systems, such as multi-phase flows in fluidized
beds, transports in flexible pipeline, and coupled membrane-fluid systems. In general, they are
often too complex to be solved analytically, while numerical simulation could play an
important role in this aspect. The well-known arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method[1] (ALE)
formulates the fluid field on deforming grids, and takes into account the convection of these
grid points. Nevertheless, the remeshing procedure in ALE is usually rather complicated and
also computationally expensive, particularly for large deformation. On the other hand, the
fluid domain of immersed boundary method[2] (IBM) is based on uniform background grids,
and the immersed set of boundary points interact with the fluid through the introduction of
body forces. Actually, the distributed Lagrange multiplier based fictitious domain method[3]
(DLM\FDM) shares many similarities with IBM, but the force between the fluid and structure
in DLM\FDM is distributed using an integral formulation. However, there still exists some
difficulty in the accurate representation of structure with finite volume and/or complicated
constitutive laws in the above two fixed grid methods as well as their variants.
In contrast, macro-scale particle methods offer notable advantages in FSI problems,
including smoothed particle hydrodynamics[4,5] (SPH), macro-scale pseudo-particle
modelling[6] (MaPPM), moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method[7], and so forth. In these
approaches, the continuum is discretized into a collection of particles without background
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meshes, and these particles move in Lagrangian manner according to the macro-scale
interaction with their neighboring ones. Consequently, the large deformation of material
interface or free surface is naturally handled without the vexing problem of mesh distortion.
Actually, the classical SPH method originally developed for astrophysical contexts, has been
extended to various fields due to the conceptual simplicity[8,9], including turbulent flow,
multiphase flows, non-Newtonian flows, and elastic dynamics.
In the FSI simulations with particle methods, complex tracking of interface is completely
avoided. However, the structure/solid could be rigid or elastic, which corresponds to totally
different treatment. As for the rigid solids usually in the form of a large number of particles,
the interactions between particles are generally depicted by the discrete element method
(DEM) [10,11]. DEM follows the motion of every particle, while their interactions are based on
certain contact model. On the other hand, for the interaction between elastic structure and
fluid, both of them could be simulated by unified SPH descriptions with their own
constitutive relations. However, the classical SPH generally suffers from the problem of socalled “tensile instability” in the simulations of elastic or brittle solid[8]. When the SPH
particles are under a tensile state, they tend to form small clumps, resulting in unphysical
fractures eventually. The source of this instability has been analyzed in details by Swegle et al.
[12]
, and several techniques have been proposed to remedy this drawback, such as adding extra
stress points[13], corrective smoothed particle method[14] (CSPM), and artificial stress method
[15,16]
. In the artificial stress method, additional artificial stress was particularly incorporated
into the momentum equation by mimicking atomic forces. The artificial stress exerted a small
repulsive force for particles in the state of tensile stress, and thus effectively prevented them
from clustering. Based on the analysis of the dispersion relation in elastic wave, the resulting
algorithm of artificial stress was found to be effective and accurate for various benchmark
problems in elastic dynamics[16,17].
A good understanding of FSI phenomena is crucial to relevant industrial applications. As
for the FSI problem of rigid solids, the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of classical multiphase suspensions is generally full of challenges due to its large computational cost. On the
other hand, most simulations on FSI problems cope with the nearly incompressible fluid and
hypoelastic structure[17-19], and thus further study of FSI problems with weakly compressible
flow would be quite significant. In this paper, the progress of FSI simulation of rigid particles
is presented, which combines MaPPM (or SPH) with DEM. Also, weakly compressible
outflow from elastic tube is investigated with unified SPH formulations, where a particular
outflow boundary is applied, and the artificial stress is employed to remove the tensile
instability in elastic solid. Besides, the outflow simulation is based on the previous researches
on selective withdrawal from rigid microcavity[20] and immiscible displacement in rigid
cavity-fracture structures[21].
2 NUMERICAL FORMULATIONS OF FSI PROBLEMS
2.1 SIMULATION OF FLUIDS
In nature, the macro-scale particle methods are based on interpolation theory. An arbitrary
field variable f(r) at location r is evaluated as sum over a set of neighboring points (particles)
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N

mj




f (r )

j 1

f (r j )W (r  r j , h)

(1)

j

where mj and  j are the mass and density of particle j; while W (r  r j , h ) is the weighting
function with h as its smoothing length. The weighting function should satisfy several
requirements, including the normalization condition and the property of Dirac delta function.
Among a number of weighting functions, the cubic spline is employed for both fluid and solid
in the present work[8].
Following Eq. 1, the local density of particle i is given by

i  m jW (| ri  r j |, h)
(2)
j

In regard to the SPH formulation of Navier-Stokes equation, there exist different forms of
pressure component as well as viscous component. Based on the symmetric pressure which
conserves linear and angular momentum exactly, the momentum equation of SPH particles
could be written as[22]
m (    j )( v i  v j ) 1 Wij
dv i
P P

 m j ( i2  j2 ) iWij   j i
(
)g
dt
i  j
i  j
rij ri
j
j

(3)

where v is the velocity,  is the dynamic viscosity, and i denotes the gradient with respect
to its coordinates.
Besides, the two-dimensional version of momentum equation in MaPPM[6] is
( v j  v i )Wij
dv i
2
 cf2 
 iWij  4  
g
dt
j i   j
j 0.25(  i   j )( Di  D j )

Di   rij2Wij

(4)
(5)

j

where cf is numerical sound speed of fluid in the artificial state equation. The compressibility
of fluid could be adjusted with suitable choice of numerical sound speed, and the
incompressiblity is approximately guaranteed through sufficiently large sound speed.
2.2 SIMULATION OF EALSTIC STRUCTURES
The stress tensor  of momentum conservation could be decomposed into the isotropic
pressure P and the deviatoric stress S. In regard to elastic solid with Hooks’ law, the Jaumann
rate is commonly adopted to satisfy the material frame indifference of large deformation. The
evolution of deviatoric stress in elastic solid[16,23] can be written as
dS 
1
 2G (       )  S      S 
(6)
dt
3
where G is the shear modulus,  is the strain rate,  is the rotation tensor, while superscripts
 and  indicate the spatial coordinates.
Moreover, the momentum equation of solid can be depicted by the following form
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dνi
  m j ( i 2  j2   ij  Rij f q )iWij  g
dt
i
j
j

(7)

where  ij and Rij f n er fer to the terms of artificial viscosity and artificial stress[16],
respectively.
Generally, the introduction of artificial viscosity could effectively enhance the stability of
numerical algorithm. Among various types of artificial viscosity, a popular one[24] is
   cs ij    ij2
,
v ij  rij  0;

ij
(8)
 ij 

 0,
v ij  rij  0

where cs represents the numerical speed of sound in the solid, ij 

i   j

hvij  rij

2
ij

r  0.01h 2

, and

. The linear term with   produces shear and bulk viscosity, while the quadratic
2
term with   suppresses the unphysical penetration among particles.
In addition, the term of artificial stress has the expression[16]
W (rab ) q
Rij
f q ( Ri  R
)
(9)
j )(
W (d )
where d is the initial interparticle distance, and q is a parameter. To obtain the artificial stress R,
the original stress tensor is diagonalised for the signs of principal stresses, and the diagonal
components of artificial stress in the rotated frame could be specified as follows
  i

  e 2  i  0;

(10)
i
Ri  
 0,   0

i
where e is also a parameter. The artificial stress in the original coordinates is further
calculated through rotating the coordinates back. Besides, the strain rate  and rotation tensor
 in Eq. 6 are obtained with corresponding SPH formulations.

 ij 

3 FSI SIMULATION OF MULTIPHASE FLOWS WITH RIGID PARTICLES
As for the gas-solid or liquid–solid multiphase flows in industrial systems, such as fluidized
bed, the systems usually involve huge number of rigid particles. In the DNS simulation of
such flows using SPH or MaPPM, the size of numerical parcticles should be much smaller
than that of solid particles. Therefore, the computational cost is generally in proportional to
the involved particle number of the system. Potapov et al.[25] carried out the investigation of
liquid–solid flows combining SPH and DEM with soft-particle technique. In the shear-cell
simulation, there were only 8 or 17 solid particles, corresponding to solid area fractions of
17% and 37%, respectively.
Furthermore, the simulation of gas-solid suspension with 1024 particles was implemented
by couping MaPPM and DEM with hard-sphere collisions[26], based on the large-scale parallel
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computating with CPU (central processing unit) clusters. The parallel was realized through
message-passing interface (MPI) with the techniques of space-decomposition, shift-mode
communication, and dynamic load balancing. The result revealed dynamic multi-scale
structures characterized by heterogeneity with clustering solids. The solid particle velocity
distribution was rather anisotropic, although it was nearly Maxwellian in each direction. The
drag forces on the particles were also quite different, and locally structure-dependent to some
extent. They were much larger in the dilute phase than those in the center of the dense phase,
and become maximum on the phase interface. Besides, the distribution of drag force was
somewhat close to the Gaussian function.

Figure 1: Heterogeneous structure with corresponding velocity field of a gas-solid suspension[27]

With the newly developed general computing technique based on GPU (graphic processing
unit), the large computational burden of DNS could be greatly alleviated. Actually, up to
30,000 fluidized solids were further simulated by MaPPM using GPU-based Mole-8.7 HPC
(high performance computing) system[27]. The GPU computating in a computer node was
realised through CUDA (compute unified device architecture), while the data exchange
between different nodes was implemented by MPI technique. Large speedup of nearly 19
folds for one GPU (NVIDIA GT200) over one typical CPU core was achieved. The result
reproduced detailed destabilization process of initial uniform suspension and the following
formation of solid clusters (Fig. 1). Moreover, the scale-dependence of some important
parameters in the suspension with moderate solid/gas density ratio was also revealed.
According to the statistical analysis on gas-rich dilute phase and particle-rich dense phase
with relatively large solid/gas density ratio (beyond 1000), it was found that the drag
coefficient was essentially dependent on the specific cluster configuration.
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4 FSI SIMULATION OF OUTFLOW FROM ELASTIC TUBE
Deformation of elastic tube due to the flow of its inner fluids is quite common in both
industrial systems and everyday life. To investigate the interaction between weakly
compressible fluid and elastic structure, simulation of outflow from elastic tube is carried out
with SPH method. As presented in Fig. 2, the particles are initially arranged in a densely
packed array of hexagonal lattice inside the whole region. The outer hollow particles
represent the elastic microtube, the inner solid bulk represents the fluid, and the solid particles
on the rightmost side of the tube are the fixed ends. The flow inside the tube is induced by the
control region, where all the particles automatically flow out with the following velocity

V0     cri

(11)

where  is a flow coefficient depending on many factors, including the pressure difference
between fluid and outer atmosphere, flow resistance inside the tube, and so forth. Besides,
cri is the critical density of fluid, below which the flow would come to an end. When these
particles leave the control region, they are immediately eliminated from the simulation. With
the quick outflow of inner fluid, the density of fluid would decrease correspondingly, and thus
the outflow velocity V0 would become zero eventually.

Figure 2: Sketch of elastic tube with initial particle distribution

In our simulation, the length and width of the microtube are L=6.010-4 m and W=1.010-3
m. The density of the fluid and solid are f=0.92103 kg m-3 and s=2.76103 kg m-3,
respectively. The length of velocity control region is 4.010-5 m, the critical density of fluid
cri (Eq. 11) is appointed as 0.85f, and the flow coefficient  is 8.61510-5 kg-0.5 m2.5 s-1.
The smoothing length h is 5.33310-5 m, while the numbers of initial fluid particles and solid
particles are 35,783 and 2498, respectively. Besides, according to the analysis on dispersion
relation of elastic waves[16], the parematers in the artificial stress (Eqs. 9 and 10) are e=0.3
and q=4. The simulation is switch on at the time t=0.
Fig. 3 displays some typical snapshots during the whole deformation process of elastic
tube. With the continuous outflow of fluid in the control region, the inner fluid of the tube is
induced to quickly flow out. Since the fluid is weakly compressible, its density gradually
becomes smaller, which leads to the reduction of its pressure. The pressure reduction of fluid
destroys the initial pressure balance between fluid and tube, resulting in the deformation of
the elastic tube. As shown in Figs. 3a-c, with more and more fluid flows out of the tube, the
deformation extent of tube increasingly becomes large. Meanwhile, the fluid density and
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coreresponding pressure become smaller, and thus the outflow rate of fluid quickly reduces
according to Eq. 11. Finally, the fluid flow completely stops due to the zero pressure
difference between fluid and outer atmosphere. Fig. 3c is the steady state of this FSI system,
where the deformation of tube reaches maximum and fluid density becomes minimum. Note
that the deformation of tube in Fig. 3c is so large that the upper and lower sides of this tube
nearly connect with each other in their central sections.

Figure 3: Deformation process of elastic tube due to the outflow of inner fluid:
0.2 s (a), 0.4 s (b), and 1.2 s (c)

4 CONCLUSIONS
As elucidated in the two FSI examples of rigid particles and elastic tube, the FSI
simulations with macro-scale particle methods are suitable and also advantageous in
providing flow and/or deformation details without complex tracking of interfaces in gridbased numerical techniques. Actually, SPH has been coupled with other particle methods to
combine their respective advantages, such as element bending group for modeling flexible
fibers[28]. However, the computational cost of macro-scale particle methods is generally rather
large (particularly for industrial systems), and thus the further development of efficient
algorithm and computational decive would be quite significant in this regard. Besides, the
outflow from elastic tube is only preliminarily investigated. Further extension to the liquidliquid immscible flows (such as water and oil) inside the large-scale complex ealstic and/or
rigid structure network would be more meanfuling.
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Abstract. Material point method (MPM) is widely used in geotechnical engineering, owing to
its powerful capability of modelling large deformation problems. But the static equilibrium
problems involving very large deformation and material non-linearity can be difficult to solve
using the quasi-static MPM, because of numerical difficulties with convergence in iterative
procedure. An alternative method is the dynamic relaxation (DR) method, which converts the
static problem to a dynamic one by considering the virtual masses and artificial damping. This
paper presents a method to solve static problems using dynamic MPM with DR technique. An
energy ratio and a force ratio are defined to recognize the static equilibrium state from dynamic
process first. Then the kinetic damping as an DR technique is introduced into the dynamic MPM
for the first time. Finally, two numerical examples are presented to illustrate the convenience
and efficiency of the kinetic damping in dynamic MPM for static problems.
1

INTRODUCTION

In managing static problems involving very large deformation such as cone penetration
testing (CPT), the jacking of piles and passive earth pressure problems, the classical Finite
Element Method (FEM) encounters numerical difficulties due to mesh distortion and inherent
problems associated with modelling slipping, separation and breakage. In contrast, the MPM
developed recently， has enormous advantages in handling the large deformation problems in
geomechanics[1-6].
Similar to finite element method, the quasi-static MPM[7] discrete the governing partial
differential equations of a static equilibrium problem into a system of simultaneous algebraic
equations, which may be written as:
[ K ]{u}  {F ext }

(1)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix, {u} is the nodal displacement vector and {Fext } is the
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equivalent nodal external force vector.
Whenever consider the large deformation, the material properties and state variables e.g.
stresses and strains are nonlinear, which makes Eqation (1) a complex system of equations and
hard to solve. One alternative method is DR method, which can be much more computationally
efficient than the static one.
DR method converts the static problem to a dynamic one by considering the virtual masses
and artificial damping. The dynamic equations of motion, which are equivalent to Eqation (1),
are as follows:
[M ]{a}  {F ext }  {F int }  {F damp }

(2)

where [M] is the virtual mass matrix, {a} is acceleration vector, {Fint }= [K]{u} is nodal internal
force vector and {Fdamp } is the artificial damping force vector. Eqation (2) can be easily solved
by an explicit time integration method, which does not need to assemble the stiffness matrix.
The steady state response of this dynamic system is the solution of Eqation (1), when the
acceleration and velocity vectors are damped to zero ({Fdamp } is zero at steady static state). The
selection of mass matrix [M] affects the dynamic property of the system such as frequency and
critic time step size[8], while the damping force vector {Fdamp } affects the dissipation speed of
kinetic energy of the system and the iteration number to get static equilibrium state.
The common used artificial damping is viscous damping. The viscous damping force
{Fdamp }=2 [M]{v} is proportional to the product of nodal velocitie vector {v} and mass matrix
[M], where  is a damping factor. Zabala et al.[9] adopted an adaptive viscous damping in
modeling progressive failure of Aznalcollar dam. Andersen et al.[4] proposed a similar damping
scheme by decreasing the updated velocities. In order to achieve the most rapid convergence,
the critical viscous damping factor of the system must be used. However, the critical damping
factor might be difficult to estimate. Cundall[10] working on unstable geo-mechanical problems,
suggested using kinetic damping which proved to be robust and rapidly converging when
dealing with large unbalanced local forces. There is no need for prior determination of any
constant. The basic idea of kinetic damping is that as an oscillating particle passes through a
minimum potential energy state (equilibrium state), its total kinetic energy reaches a local
maximum. For a multi-degree of freedom system, upon detection of a local energy peak, all
current nodal velocities are set to zero. The process is then restarted from the current
configuration and continued through resetting velocities until the energy of all modes of
vibration has been dissipated then the system attains its static equilibrium state.
This paper calculate static problems using dynamic MPM with kinetic damping, which is
proved as a robust and powerful DR technique. An energy ratio and a force ratio are defined to
recognize the static equilibrium state from dynamic process first. Then the kinetic damping as
an DR technique is first introduced into the dynamic MPM. Finally, two numerical examples,
elongation of an elastic bar and progresive failure of a slope, are presented to illustrate the
convenience and efficiency of the kinetic damping in dynamic MPM for static problems.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1

Static equilibrium state

When using a dynamic code to solve static problems, A detection of static equilibrium state
is required. Such state is achieved if and only if both the maximum out-of-balance force and
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the kinetic energy of the system vanish. The maximum out-of-balance force approaches zero,
indicating that the system is reaching an equilibrium state. The kinetic energy of the system
decays to zero representing a static state.
Let us define a dimensionless force ratio KF of the maximum out-of-balance force divided
by maximum external force for all the background grid nodes in the model as

KF

max Fi ext  Fi int
{F ext }  {F int }
ng


ext
{F }
max Fi ext


(3)

ng

where ng is the number of the background grid nodes. And define a dimensionless energy ratio
KE of kinetic energy of all the material points divided by the work induced by the external forces
as
KE 

Ek
W ext

(4)

where np is the number of the material points, Ek is the kinetic energy of all the material points

Ek

n

1 p
 mp v p  v p
2 p 1

(5)

and Wext is the external work calculated by
np

ext
ext
W
W0ext  W
W0ext   f pext  u p
0

(6)

p 1

where fp ext and u are the external force and incremental displacement of material point p,
respectively.W0 ext is the external work at the beginning the current step.
The force ratio KF and the energy ratio KE are calculated in each computational cycle. If they
are less than a pre-defined tolerance, the computation is terminated. The experience of the
author shows that a tolerance of 0.01 is sufficient for both criteria. And this will be adopted in
this paper.
2.2

Kinetic damping

When an oscillation particle passes through a static equilibrium position without damping,
the kinetic energy curve reaches the maximum value. The kinetic damping is based on this
theorem. In the computer program with kinetic damping, the kinetic energy is constantly
monitored, and all velocities are set to zero when a peak in the energy is detected [11-13]. In the
past few decades, the kinetic damping often used in form-finding of pre-stressed nets and
membranes. A typical kinetic energy trace is shown in Figure 1 for the case of form-finding of
a cable net or membrane with inaccurate initial geometry[14]. The early energy peaks (1) are
associated with high frequency modes caused by large out-of-balance forces in boundary or
mast-support regions. After these modes have been substantially damped out, subsequent peaks
(2) are associated with the overall structural form and lowest frequency modes; the motion in
these modes being generally normal to the changing surface. Near convergence, low energy
peaks (3) occur rapidly, associated with slight in plane motion. The process is then ideally suited
to continued modification of the form, involving local changes in boundary geometry and
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surface topology.
Kinetic
Energy

1
2

3
Time

Figure 1: The dissipation of kinetic energy of system with kinetic damping

[14]

The kinetic energy damping is an artificial damping, which is not a real effect, but offers a
drastic reduction in the number of iterations required to find the static solution.
2.3

MPM implementation

The main steps of the material point method with kinetic damping for static problem is listed
below. For more details, the reader can refer to [15-18].
(1) Map the momenta, external forces and internal forces of material points to the regular
background grid nodes.
(2) Impose the essential boundary conditions on the background grid nodes.
(3) Solve global equations of background grid nodes to update the nodal velocities.
(4) Update the velocities of the material points using interpolatio n of the nodal accelerations.
(5) Calculate the kinetic energy of the system and if a peak value is detected, then reset the
velocity of all the material points zero, otherwise update the positions of the material points
using interpolation of the updated nodal velocities.
(6) Remap the velocities of the material points to the background grid nodes to calculate the
incremental strain tensor and the incremental vorticity tensor of the material points. Then
update the stress tensor by an objective constitutive model, as well as the density of the
material points.
(7) Calculate the force ratio and the energy ratio of the system using Eqation (3) and Equation
(4), respectively, to judge the static equilibrium state.
(8) Reset the deformed grid and use the initial regular background grid in the next step.

In this paper, we adopt an incremental elastoplastic constitutive model with Jaumann stress
rate.
ep
 ij  Cijkl
 kl

(7)

 ij 
 ij  W jk  ki  Wik  kj

(8)

with Jaumann stress rate:
where, Wij is vorticity tensor

Wij

1 vi v j

(
)
2 x j xi
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strain tensor
 ij


3

1 vi v j

(
)
2 x j xi

(10)

EXAMPLES

Two numerical examples are shown to illustrate the efficiency of the kinetic damping in
MPM: a simple problem of elongation of a linearly elastic bar [19] in the case of small
deformation and the progressive failure of a slope.
3.1 Example 1: elongation of elastic bar with dimensionless parameters
The problem of elongation of a linearly elastic bar with the length L=10 and the side length
of the cross-section a=1 is considered, see Figure 2(a). It is assumed that the left end of the bar
is fixed while the point force F is applied to its right end. In the numerical model, the bar is
discretized into 20 material points which lie in 10 C1 elements. In order to apply the external
surface load, a material point carrying a body force with the magnitude being F is added on the
right end of the bar, see Figure 2(b). In the dynamic analysis, the force is applied immediately
at simulation time t=0s. The calculations have been made with the following data: the force
magnitude, F=0.001, the density the Young’s modulus E=1 and the Poisson’s ratio  =0,
see Table 1. The time step size t=0.01. During the calculations, the displacements and the
stresses of particle A, representing the material point in the middle of the bar and labeled in
Figure 2(b), are traced.
Particle A
F

a

F
a

L
(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Model of the bar. (a) Schematic of the bar. (b) Numerical model of the bar.
Table 1: Parameters in example

Density
1

Young’s modulus
1

Poisson’s ratio
0

L
10

a
1

F
0.001

Figure 3 shows the kinetic energy dissipation of the bar with different damping in semilog
coordinate system. For kinetic damping, the peak kinetic energy decays very fast with
exponential rate. For viscous damping, the following values of the damping parameter  have
been applied: 0.08, 0.1 and 0.12 respectively. We found that the best damping parameter value
is 0.10 which is smaller than the “proper” damping factor  with the first natural
frequency of vibration:
1 =



E

2

l 2

(11)

For complex problem, it is difficult to estimate the best damping factor for viscous damping.
But there is no need to determine any factors with kinetic damping.
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Figure 3: Kinetic energy dissipation of example 1 with different damping

The displacements and stresses of particle A with different damping are shown in Figure 4.
For kinetic damping, the displacement and horizontal normal stress convergence very fast to
the static solution, 4.7510-3 and 1010-4 respectively. But the solutions with viscous damping
are slower althrough using different damping constants. The convergence time for the
computation with different damping are shown in Table 2.
×10-3

12

4

×10-4

8

Stress

Displacement

6

2

4

Kinetic damping
Viscous damping (=0.08)
Viscous damping (=0.10)
Viscous damping (=0.12)
0

0

20

40

Time

60

80

Kinetic damping
Viscous damping (=0.08)
Viscous damping (=0.10)
Viscous damping (=0.12)
100

0

0

20

40

Time

60

80

100

Figure 4: Displacements and stresses of particle A with different damping
Table 2: Convergence time for the computation of example 1 with different damping.
Damping type
Convergence time

Viscous damping

Kinetic damping

=0.10

32.3

103.2

=0.10
89.7

=0.10
114.6

From Table 2, we can find that the convergence time are t=32.3 for kinetic damping, t=89.7
for viscous damping with best damping factor. The convergence time with viscous damping is
nearly three time that with kinetic damping. So it is convenient and efficient to use the kinetic
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damping to get the static solution in dynamic material point method.
3.2 Example 2: progressive failure of cohesiveless soil slope
The second example is a homogenous high cohesiveless soil slope in plane strain condition
with the height h = 40m, the slope angle =30º, as shown in Figure 5. The bottom is fixed on
the base rock. Symmetric boundary conditions are imposed at the left and right sides of the
slope. The simulations are performed in 3D MPM code with thickness being 0.5m. The element
is a cube with a side length x =1m. Initially, there are 2×2 particles per element and the gravity
is applied immediately.

40

60

30

70

  20t / m3

E 20

MPa, 0.4

30


c 0kPa

,  20

, 0

200

Figure 5: Schematic of the slope (unit: m)

The soil is modeled by Mohr-Coulomb linear elastic perfectly plastic model, whose Young’s
modulus E=20MPa, Poisson’s ratio  =0.4, cohesion c=0kPa, friction angle =20°, dilatancy
angle =0°, and density =2×103 kg/m3 , see Table 3. The maximum longitudinal wave speed
is 146 m/s. Taking the Courant number c =0.2, the explicit time step size t = 1.366×10-3 s.
Table 3: Material constants of soil in example 2.
Density

Young’s modulus

Poisson’s ratio

c





2×103 kg/m3

20 MPa

0.4

0kPa

20°

0°

The kinetic energy peaks dissipation curve is shown in Figure 6 using semilog coordinate.
The kinetic energy peaks is damped below 1% of the first kinetic energy peak after the first
work of the kinetic damping. That is to say, the energy ratio KE<0.01 after the first work of the
kinetic damping. The simulation convergence at t=24.28s with force ratio KF = 0.01 and the
energy ratio KE= 0.00. The horizontal displacements of the soil during the simulation are shown
in Figure 7.
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Figure 6: Kinetic energy dissipation of slope

Figure 7: Horizontal displacements of the soil (unit: m)

From Figure 7, we can find that the major motion of the soil has completed before t=10s,
and local movment with small magnitude after that. Finally, the angle of repose is about 20°,
which is equal to the friction angle  of the soil.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The MPM provides a convenient framework for the dynamic simulation of very large
deformation problems in geomechanics. But it is not efficient for the calculation of static
problems. This paper introduces the kinetic damping into MPM to calculate static problems.
The energy dissipation effect of the kinetic damping is very efficient and the implementation
of the algorithm is convenient, which is more impotant to some extent.
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Abstract. While particle-in-cell type methods, such as MPM, have been very successful
in providing solutions to many challenging problems there are some important issues that
remain to be resolved with regard to their analysis. One such challenge relates to the
difference in dimensionality between the particles and the grid points to which they are
mapped. There exists a non-trivial null space of the linear operator that maps particles
values onto nodal values. In other words, there are non-zero particle values values that
when mapped to the nodes are zero there. Given positive mapping weights such null
space values are oscillatory in nature. The null space may be viewed as a more general
form of the ringing instability identified by Brackbill for PIC methods. It will be shown
that it is possible to remove these null-space values from the solution and so to improve
the accuracy of PIC methods, using a matrix SVD approach. The expense of doing this
is prohibitive for real problems and so a local method is developed for doing this.

1

Introduction to Particle in Cell Methods

Particle-in-cell, PIC, methods have been in use and development since the mid 1950’s.
The original PIC method was developed by F.H. Harlow as a hydrodynamics code [7]
to handle fluid dynamics problems that involved large slips and distortions. The PIC
method combines both Lagrangian and Eulerian components. The Lagrangian component involved particles that could be advected over the given domain and the Eulerian
component involved a grid that would be used to perform calculations. While successful
at achieving its original intent the original PIC was shown in the work done in the 1970s
and 1980s [8, 3] to be subject to errors that are introduced into PIC calculations due to
an aliasing affect caused by a mismatch in the degrees of freedom at the cell compared to
the degrees of freedom at the particles. Brackbill [3] stated that, ”Because the number
of particles is finite, the number of Fourier modes is also finite. Thus, when there are n
particles in each cell, there are n times as many Fourier modes as there are grid points.”
1
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When values are mapped from nodes to particles the lack of resolution at the nodes compared to resolution at the particles can cause an aliasing error. Again to quote Brackbill,
”Aliases occur because all Fourier modes with wavelengths shorter than the grid spacing
are indistinguishable at the grid points.” [3].
The fluid implicit particle, FLIP, [4] method is a modification to the original PIC
method that is applied to fluid dynamics problems. Like the PIC methods that have been
used in plasma simulations, the FLIP method also has material properties that are carried with the Lagrangian particles. One major difference though from other PIC methods
is that in most PIC methods velocities are calculated on the grid and then interpolated
to the particles. In FLIP the change in velocity is calculated at the grid level and then
interpolated to the particles where the particle velocity is then updated. By doing this
there is a reduction in the numerical diffusion or viscosity due to interpolation. A derivative of the FLIP method is the material point method, MPM, [11] which extends the
FLIP method to solid mechanics problems. Despite these and many other developments
in particle methods [2, 1, 10, 12] the understanding of this phenomenon has not increased
greatly. The intention here is to shed some light upon this issue.
2

The PIC Method Applied to Gas Dynamics

In considering the ringing instability Brackbill [3] started with simple gas dynamics
linearized equations
∂ρ1
∂ρ1
∂u1
+ u0
+ ρ0
=0
∂x  ∂x
 ∂t
∂p1
∂u1
∂u1
ρ0
+ u0
+
= 0,
∂t
∂x
∂x

(1)
(2)

where u0 and ρ0 are constants representing the constant flow and the initial uniform
density, respectively, and u1 and ρ1 are the unknown velocity and density. Substituting
p1 = c2 ρ1 where c is the wave speed and rewriting these equations in terms of their
material derivative,
D(.)
∂(.)
∂(.)
=
+ u0
,
Dt
∂t
∂x

(3)

After setting ρ0 = 1, we get the following set of coupled equations,
Dρ1 ∂u1
+
= 0,
Dt
∂x
∂ρ1
Du1
+ c2
= 0.
Dt
∂x

(4)
(5)

Applying the D(.)
operator to equation 4 and the ∂(.)
operator to equation 5 gives, after
Dt
∂x
some simple manipulation, the form of the wave equation on a grid moving with the
2
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velocity u0 as,
2
D 2 ρ1
2 ∂ ρ1
=
c
.
Dt2
∂x2

(6)

(x,0)
= 0 and the boundary conditions
If our initial conditions are ρ1 (x, 0) = f (x) and ∂ρ1∂t
are periodic then the solution [9] in the fixed frame is the modified d’Alembert’s formula,

1
ρ1 (x, t) = (f (x − (c − u0 )t) + f (x + (c − u0 )t)).
2
2.1

(7)

Mapping Matrix

In particle methods, it is necessary to map values from the particles to the nodes [11, 2].
For example, one mapping of values gp , where gp = g(xp ) are the values at particles, to
the nodes can be written as,

p gp φip
gi = 
,
(8)
p φip

Sip gp .
(9)
=
p

where φip is the linear basis function φi (x) with value 1 at node xi and zero at other
nodes evaluated at the particle point xp . This mapping from particles to node can also
be expressed in terms of a system-wide matrix
gi = Sip gp ,

(10)

where gi contains the mapped values at the nodes and gp are the values at the particles.
2.2

PIC Method Description

One PIC type approach maps particle values to the nodes and then calculates the gradient by taking the gradient of the interpolating function. Using the piecewise linear basis
functions, φi (x), the data values at the nodes the linear approximation to the function
g(x) can be defined as follows,

gl (x) =
gi φi (x).
(11)
i

The gradient of the function g(x) can be defined as,

∇gl (x) =
gi ∇φi (x).
i

3
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Figure 1: Computed versus true solution for

∂g(x)
∂x

For a piecewise linear function, the gradient of φi (x) is defined as,

1
if xi−1 ≤ x < xi
∇φi (x) = h−1
if xi ≤ x < xi+h .
h

(13)

When using a piecewise linear basis function, the gradient is piecewise constant across each
interval. Figure 1 shows the comparison between the computed gradients at the particles
2
2
and the true solution given by g(x) = e−60(x−0.5) and so ∂g(x)
= −120(x − 0.5)e−60(x−0.5) .
∂x
The pairing of point values is due to the piecewise constant derivative of the linear basis
functions.
3

Null Space of the Mapping Matrix

The matrix Sip is rectangular and may have a nontrivial nullspace. For example, let
c be a vector in Rn . If Sip c = 0, then we say that c is in the nullspace of Sip . We can
determine the nullspace of Sip by making use of its singular value decomposition, SVD
[5]. Taking the SVD of Sip gives the following decomposition,
Sip = UΣVT ,

(14)

where U has dimension m by m, Σ is m by n, and V is n by n. The matrices U and V
are unitary, meaning that the columns are orthonormal [13]. In other words, if ui and uj
are columns of the matrix U , then,
uTi uj = δij ,

(15)

where the superscript T is the transpose of the vector and δij is the Kroenecker delta.
The columns of U and V are orthogonal, linearly independent and span the spaces Rm
and Rn respectively, [13]. Any vector a ∈ Rm can be expressed as a linear combination
of the columns of U.
 
 
a = c1 u1  + · · · + cm um 
4
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where c1 , . . . , cm are constants. The matrix Σ is an m by

σ1 0 . . . 0 0 . . .
 0 σ2 . . . 0 0 . . .
.
.. . .
. . .
.
. .. .. ..
.
.

Σ =  0 0 . . . σr 0 . . .

 0 0 ... 0 0 ...
.
. . .
..
 ..
. . . . .. .. . .
0 0 ... 0 0 ...

n matrix of the form

0
0


0

0

0
.. 
.
0

(17)

in which the columns 1 to r are zero apart from their diagonal elements which contain
the nonzero singular values σ1 , . . . , σr and the columns r + 1 to n are zero, [5, 13]. Taking
the matrix product of Σ and VT , gives,

T
T



ΣV = VΣ


T T



=
 σ1 v1 . . .


σr vr 0 ∗ vr+1 . . .



0 ∗ vn 
 .


(18)

Consequently the column vectors vr+1 to vn span the nullspace of Σ, which in turn means
that they span the nullspace of Sip . From equation 16, any vector can be decomposed into
its orthogonal components [13]. Since the columns of V are orthogonal, they form a basis
for Rn , which means that any vector b ∈ Rn can be expressed as a linear combination of
the columns of V,
 
 


 
b = c1 v1  + · · · + cr vr  + cr+1 vr+1  + · · · + cm vn  .




null(Sip )

(19)



From this it can be seen that a portion of b is in the nullspace of Sip . Using the inner
product [13] allows the components of a vector that are in the null space to be found.
Given a vector up if we define the vector ri as,
ri = up − (viT up )vi ,

(20)

then as (viT ri ) = 0 it follows that ri , has no component in the direction of vi . The vector
up can now be expressed as linear combination of two vectors,
   
up = (viT up ) vi  + ri  .
5
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Repeating this process using the first r column vectors of V , and defining the vector r by,
r = up −

r


(viT up )vi ,

(22)

i=1

gives a vector, r, that is the sum of the components of up that lie entirely in the nullspace
of Sip . The filtered form of up with no nullspace component is denoted here by uFp and
given by
r

F
up =
(viT up )vi .
(23)
i=1

This filtering operation can be described using a Matlab style of syntax in a function
called F ilter() that takes as its parameters an n dimensional vector up and the matrix
Sip , uses a function called svd(), which decomposes a matrix into U, Σ, and V and a
function called rank(), which returns the number of singular values in a matrix. The
function returns the filtered form of uFp in up
function Filter(up, Sip)
U, S, V = svd(Sip)
\\ S = singular values
k = rank(S)
r = 0
for i = 1 to k
r = r + (up’ * V(:,i))*V(:,i)
end
return r

The central idea of this paper is to use a filter such as this to remove numerical noise
associated with the null space.
3.1

Removing the Nullspace

Equation 11 maps particle values to the nodes. In matrix form, this is,
gi = Sip gp .

(24)

At this point, the nullspace component of gp has been removed by the nature of the mapping. It is at the next step in the computation, equation 12, that a nullspace component
can be re-introduced. If we express the computed gradients at the particles, ∇gp , in the
vector form dgp then we can decompose the vector into a nullspace and a non-nullspace
component in the same way as above. Figure 2 show what the nullspace components look
like. Once the nullspace component is known, it can be removed from the computed gradient, to get a smoothed version of dg. Figure 3 show dg with the nullspace component
removed.

6
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Figure 2: Nullspace of computed

Figure 3: The results of

3.2

∂g(x)
∂x

∂g(x)
∂x

with the nullspace component removed

Nodalwise Noise Removal

Using singular value decomposition for the removal of nullspace noise works well for
small one-dimensional problems, but it does not scale well when running a multidimensional simulation across multiple cores. A second issue is that the computational complexity of generating the matrix V with a singular value decomposition is O(m2 n + n3 )
[5]. In order to have a method for removing the nullspace noise that scales well across
hundreds of cores, we need a new approach that works locally across just a few nodes and
not the entire set of nodes.
3.2.1

Local Method

This method takes a different approach then the SVD method to removing the nullspace
components. The key idea in the local method is to use the already mentioned fact that
any vector, a ∈ Rn , can be decomposed into a nullspace and non-nullspace component, so
when the matrix Sip is applied to the vector a, the nullspace portion of a is removed. In
our case, the gradient at the particles is computed by first mapping particle values to the
nodes, using equation 9. and then computing the gradients at the particles by using the
gradient of the the interpolating function that interpolates values from nodes to particles,
equation 12. When this happens, a nullspace component is introduced by this gradient
calculation. Taking advantage of the observation made earlier, if the newly computed

7
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Figure 4: Comparison between the true solution and the computed solution using the local method as
∂g
a filter for ∂x

gradient values are mapped back to the nodes,

p φip ∇gp
∇gi = 
,
p φip

(25)

or in matrix form,

∇gi = Sip ∇gp ,

(26)

then its nullspace component is removed. With gradient values mapped to the nodes, all
that needs to be done now is to interpolate the values back to the particles,

∇gp =
∇gi φip .
(27)
i

While there is no nullspace component at the nodes, there is nothing to prevent nullspace
noise from being introduced at the particle via the interpolation process. Furthermore,
there is no longer a need to explicitly calculate the nullspace in order to smooth out
the particle gradients. Figure 4 show a comparison between the true gradient and the
calculated solution at the particles.
3.3

PIC Formulations for Compressible Flow

The approach used here is to map only the particle values for ρ to the nodes nodes,
to compute the gradient of ρ, and update the particle values of u. The updated particle
values for u are then mapped to the nodes. The gradients of u are then calculated and
are used to update the particle values of ρ. Finally, the particles are then moved.
This appraoch has at its heart a stable nodal method [6]. We use Formulation 2 as
defined by [6] in its vector form (p36-37) and its filtered form as defined above using the
Filter function.

8
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Formulation 2
1. uti =

Formulation 2 Filtered

np

t
p=1 Sip up

1. uti =

np

p=1

Sip utp

2. du = F ilter((uti+1 − uti ), Sip )

2. ρt+1
= ρtp + c dt
(uti+1 − uti )
p
h

t+1
= np
3. ρt+1
i
p=1 Sip ρp

= ρtp + c dt
(du)
3. ρt+1
p
h

t+1
4. ρt+1
= np
i
p=1 Sip ρp

t+1
4. ut+1
= utp + c dt
(ρt+1
p
i+1 − ρi )
h

t+1
5. dρ = F ilter((ρt+1
i+1 − ρi ), Sip )

= xtp + vdt
5. xt+1
p

(dρ)
= utp + c dt
6. ut+1
p
h
= xtp + vdt
7. xt+1
p
Note that to avoid confusion in notation, the variable v is used instead the variable u0
that is found in equations 1 and 2 to represent the particle velocity. The nullspace filter
is applied to this model by applying the filter function to the updates to u and ρ. In
this case we first need to construct the matrix Sip . It is important to remember that
this needs to be done after each iteration because the mapping is dependent on particle
position. Two options are available when filtering. The first is to use the full SVD filter
while the second is to use the local filter. It is now possible to look at how the nullspace
noise can be filtered out during each computation cycle. As discussed above, nullspace
noise can be injected any time a value goes from node to particle. When the interpolation
is linear, the noise tends to be minimal, but in the cases when the piecewise constant
gradient calculated using nodal values is mapped to a particle, then there tends to be
more nullspace noise. There are two points in Formulation 2 when this occurs. The first
is when the gradient of ui is calculated, and the second is when the gradient at ρi is
calculated.
3.4

Comparison of Filtered and Nonfiltered Formulations

Figures 5, 6, and 7 are snapshots from a simulation that was run comparing Formulation
2 without the nullspace filter and Formulation 2 with the nullspace filter. As can be seen
by Figure 6 at time step 700, the method without the nullspace filter is showing the
results of the numerical nullspace noise. On the other hand, it is shown in Figure 7
that the method with the nullspace filter is still stable at 1000 steps even though the
original method is clearly unstable. One interesting feature of the two filters is that
if the calculation is continued out too 5000 steps the solution obtained with the local
filter remains stable but the SVD filtered solution does finally become unstable. The two
solutions are shown in Figure 8 We have also experimented with the use of this filter
with the Material Point Method. Numerical calculations show that the MPM method
9
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Figure 5: Initial time step

Figure 6: Time step 700

Figure 7: Time step 1000

Figure 8: Time step 5000

10
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has some important advantages over the PIC approach, [6]. In part these appear due to
the different formula used by MPM in discretising the wave equation. Our observation is
that it is the grid crossing error derived by [12] and discussed by [10] that may dominate
the error in cases such as those considered above, but further work is required.
4

Conclusion

The removal of the nullspace error from the PIC method used has resulted in much
improved stability. While the original method uses an expensive SVD decomposition, a
local method that is much less expensive has also been proposed. This local method also
seems to work well. These ideas have also been applied to the MPM method in work that
will be reported elsewhere.
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Abstract. This study aims to build numerical model of retrofitting analysis of Reinforced
Concrete (RC) buildings with vector form intrinsic finite element (VIFIFE). Fiber element
method is introduced in the paper to acquire the moment-curvature relation of the section and
to define the behaviour of RC material. This paper also uses equivalent truss to build the
analysis model of brick wall. In the end, lab and in-situ test specimens are utilized to assess
analysis method.
The VFIFE method using in this study is one of the particle-based methods. The VFIFE
method is included with the point value description, path element and convected material frame
as the important characteristics. Thus, the RC structure is represented by finite particles. Each
particle is subjected to the external forces and internal forces. The particle satisfies the
Newton’s Law. A fictitious reversed rigid body motion is used to remove the rigid body motion
from the deformations of the element.
Pushover analysis is large deformation analysis. The conventional finite element method
base program such as ETABS can encounter numerical difficulties in converging to a correct
solution during an analysis involving large element deformation, highly non-linear plasticity or
contact between surfaces. This research applied the VFIFE to solve the problems that usually
occur on finite element program while performing pushover analysis. The analysis results show
that for complex structures, VFIFE still could perform the pushover analysis until all the
elements were collapsed but ETABS could not continue the analysis after reach the
performance point. Automatically, VFIFE can predict better result in ductility rather than
ETABS.
As indicated in analysis results, better performance is identified in initial stiffness, yield
strength, maximum strength, or steady strength of specimens when compared with lab test
results. Biases are within the tolerance range. Additionally, when failure model of specimens is
compared, similar performance with lab test result is found. Hence, analysis method proposed
by this paper is able to effectively simulate seismic capacity and failure behaviour of RC
buildings.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Currently, Seismic design criteria tend to shift from the force based procedure to
performance based procedure for design and evaluation purpose. The nonlinear static analysis,
which is also called pushover analysis, is a transparent and efficient method for predicting
seismic behavior of the structures. The accuracy of the pushover analysis depends on the welldefined properties of nonlinear hinges in structure elements. This method appears in all
publications of ATC-40 Report [1], and ASCE 41 report [2], which is the latest in a series of
document developed to assist engineers with the seismic assessment and rehabilitation of
existing buildings [3, 4].
Software programs such as ETABS, SAP2000, and Perform3D are used to perform pushover
analysis. Finite element method is adopted by the programs. Finite element method can
encounter numerical difficulties in converging to a correct solution during an analysis involving
large element deformation, highly non-linear plasticity or contact between surfaces.
The nonlinear analysis of a structure is an iterative procedure. It depends on the final
displacement, as the effective damping depends on the hysteretic energy loss due to inelastic
deformations, which in turn depends on the final displacement. This makes the analysis
procedure iterative.
The vector form intrinsic finite element (VFIFE) method can overcome the large
deformation from pushover analysis. The VFIFE is a vector mechanics-based mathematical
calculation method for structures with large deformations. It is based on an intrinsic finiteelement modeling approach, an explicit algorithm, and a corotational formulation of kinematics
[5~7]. The primary objective of this method is to handle the motion and deformation of a system
of multiple continuous bodies and their interactions. The VFIFE method considers that the
motion of a structure can be represented by a finite particles.
2 VECTOR FORM INTRINSIC FINITE ELEMENT (VFIFE) METHOD
2.1 Fundamentals of the Vector Form Intrinsic Finite Element (VFIFE) Method
The VFIFE is a vector mechanics-based mathematical calculation method for structures with
large deformations. It is based on an intrinsic finite-element modelling approach, an explicit
algorithm, and a corotational formulation of kinematics [5~7]. The primary objective of this
method is to handle the motion and deformation of a system of multiple continuous bodies and
their interactions.
The main objective of the VFIFE method development is to estimate the structural responses
under various types of loading conditions especially from the continuous states to the
discontinuous states of the structures. It is expected that VFIFE method could consider the
geometrical and mechanical properties of the structure during the motion accurately.
Nevertheless, the VFIFE method modelling concept of the structure is represented by finite
particles, so that the conventional nonlinear structural analysis methods (CNSAM) could not
be applied. The VFIFE method establish a new analysis strategy based on the intrinsic theories
of mechanics[5] and avoid the difficulties such as the iterative and perturbation procedures in
solving partial differential equations commonly adopted in the CNSAM. The primary concept
of VFIFE is that the structure is illustrated as a system composed of particles and forces
components. The forces that acting on the particles include the internal forces and external
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forces. There are general assumptions that used to explain the deformation of the structure:
1. The internal forces are calculated from the deformations of structural members such as truss,
frame, or solid elements.
2. Each structural members has geometry and position changes simultaneously. The changes of
the geometry and the position for the deformable structure are not separated.
3. Each particles might has their own motion trajectory.
According to these assumptions, the associated analytical operations will use:
a. Point value description (PVD)
b. Path element.
c. Convected material frame (CMF).
Types of the particles and internal forces from the deformation of the frame element for
each of above assumptions will be explained in the following sections.
2.2 Point value description (PVD)
The characteristic of the VFIFE analysis that use PVD concept could be seen from Figure 1.
Numerical procedures that use VFIFE method can be solved by using the vector form concept
and PVD. The deformations and motions of a structure are represented by the positions of the
particles in spatial-temporal space and discrete times points that shown in Figure 1(a). The
discrete time points is used by the PVD to describe the whole time trajectory of deformable
body. The VFIFE method does not use a continuous time function such as 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡), the
response parameters such as displacement, and velocity are not continuous function of time and
position in the whole time trajectory which is different from the conventional analysis methods.
Therefore, it does not involve in solving the partial differential equations for structural members
because the equations of motion of the particles at each different time point are built using
Newton's law. The reference configuration of the structure at time 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 can be identified by
connecting the representative particles ( 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 , 𝑗𝑗𝑎𝑎 , 1𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑎𝑎 , 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 3𝑎𝑎 ) .The trajectory of any
representative particles fulfil the definition of a path element at each set of time points (𝑒𝑒. 𝑔𝑔. 𝑖𝑖 −
𝑖𝑖1 , 𝑖𝑖1 − 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 , 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎 − 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 , 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 − 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 , 𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏 − 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 , 𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 − 𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓 in Figure 1(b)). The PVD and the function of time
trajectory are shown in Fig. 1(b). The dotted line represents the particle trajectories from the
positions at time 𝑡𝑡0 to positions at time 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 .

(a) Particles in the spatial-temporal space (X, Y, Z, t)
(b) Structure configurations and the trajectories
Figure 1: Motion of a structure in VFIFE method
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2.3 Path element and types of the particle
The motion of a structure is needed in order to introduce the concept of path element that
shown in Figure 2(a). The whole time trajectory of the particles i and j are the end particles of
the structure members. The PVD is used to describe the whole time trajectory of particles i and
j. For instance, a series of time points (𝑡𝑡0 < 𝑡𝑡1 <. . . . . 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 < 𝑡𝑡 < 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 < 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 . . . < 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 ) is being used
to represent the entire time for the particle i. If the time interval is (𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 ), x ia and x bi are
position vectors of the particle i at time 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 and 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 , and if the point values (𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , x ia ) and (𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 , x bi )
are known. Afterwards the time trajectory of the particles in time interval (𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 ) could be
described by using a position function xi(t).
x i  x i (t ), ta  t  tb

(1)

mi x i  Fi  f i

(2)

x(ta )  x ia , x(tb )  x bi , x (ta )  x ia , x (tb )  x bi

(3)

The position function xi(t) is in vector form. Hence, it is defined as a position vector time
function and abbreviated as position vector. The xi(t) can be used to fulfil the equations of
motion for the particles, or any physical conditions such as a fixed support of a structure. The
motion of the frame element i-j in the time interval (𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 ) as shown in Figure 2(a) could be
described by using two position vectors (𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡), 𝒙𝒙𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡)).
According to the physical conditions of the particles, three basic types of the particles are
presented as follows:
1. Motion particle: The motion particle i has a mass, internal forces 𝒇𝒇𝑖𝑖 and external forces
𝑭𝑭𝑖𝑖 on the particle. This mass is a constant mass. The position vector xi(t) of the motion
particle must fulfil the Newton’s Law as follows:
where mi is the mass of the particle i. The initial conditions are:

2.

3.

The path element can be viewed as a position vector xi(t) to describe the motion of
the particle only in the time interval (𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 ).

Connected particle: The particle i in the frame element i-j is connected to the particle n
in the frame element n-h. The position vectors of particles i and n fulfill the initial
condition and the relationship of the two particles:
x i (ta )  x ia  x n (ta )  x an , x i (t )  x n (t ) , ta  t  tb

(4)

x i (t )  g (t )

(5)

x i (ta )  g (ta )  x ia

(6)

Displacement particle: The position vector of the particle i in the time interval (ta, tb) is
established by a function of time g (t ) :

And the initial condition have to fulfil:

In general, the displacement particle is for the displacement control. For instance, setting g(t)
as a constant value x i0 , then the position vector is:
x i (t )  x i0

(7)

For each type of particle, the whole time trajectory in time interval (t0, tf) needs the use of f
path elements. Each path element determines the motion of the particle in each time interval
and the initial time and final time could be redefined if the physical condition of the particle is
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changed suddenly.

(a) Path element in a series of time points
(b) Convected Material Frame
(t0<t1<.....ta<t<tb<tc...<tf)
Figure 2: Path element and convected material frame adopted in VFIFE

2.4 Structural models
The structure model for a space frame in Figure 3(a) is represented in this section using many
particles from Figure 3(b). Each particles is subjected to the internal forces or the external forces.
The internal forces on particles could be calculated from the deformations of the frame elements.
Interaction forces between two end particles of the element are internal forces. The particles
1, 2, 3, and 4 from Figure 3(b) are specified as displacement particles. The particles i, j, 5 and
6 are specified as motion particles.
In the traditional Finite Element Method, the particle’s position vector x( x, y, z, t ) is a
function of the current position (x,y,z) and at any time t from the initial states to the finial states.

(b) Forces on discrete particles in the space frame
structure

(a) A space frame structure

Figure 3: Analytical model of a space frame structure

In VFIFE, the particle’s position vector x(t) of each particle is a time function at the interval
of (ta, tb) only. In this case, the displacement particles are act as fixed ends. The displacements
and rotations of the motion particle i in the global coordinates could be calculated from the
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following equations:

(8)

mi ui  Fi  f i
I β  M  m
i i

where
Fi 
fi 

2

i

F

s
i

s 1
3


n1

mi 

2

M

, Mi 

f ini , mi 

3

m
n1

ni
i

(9)

i

k
i

(10)

ni
i

(11)

ni
i

(12)

k 1
3

m

, Ii 

n1
3

I
n 1

where s is the external force and k is the moment numbers. The n represents the particle number.
The Fi and M i are the total external forces and moments. The f i and m i are the total internal
forces and moments. The Computation of these internal forces will be acquainted in the
following sections. The u i and β i are the particle’s displacement and rotation vectors. The mi
and I i are the particles mass and the mass moment inertia. In Eq. (12), the mass mini and the
mass moment of inertia I ini of the end particles of the frame element can be computed from:
mini

mini   0
 0


0 

0  Iini  Ωa Îini
,
mini 

0
ni
i

m

0

(13)

where

 Iˆini1

Îini   0
0


0
Iˆ ni
i2

0

mini  1/ 2l 0 A0 , l 0  x 0ji

(14)

x 0ji  x 0j  x i0

(15)

0

0  , Iˆiqni  mini riqni  mini I iqni / A , q=1~3
Iˆini3 


(16)

0

The l 0 and A are the length and cross-sectional area of the frame element at the initial state.
The  and mini are the mass density and mass of the two ends of the frame element.
ni

The I ini and I iq are the ith particle’s mass moment of inertia and the moment of inertia of the
cross-sectional area with respect to the q principal direction. The transformation matrix Ω a and
the principal directions will be explained in the following sections. The advantage of using path
elements is to facilitate the computation of the material frame within the time interval (ta, tb).
For example, geometrical changes of an element could be assumed to fulfil the following:
(a) The initial values at time ta are required for the analysis in each path element but the
deformation history before the time ta is not considered in VFIFE model. Moreover, the rates
of stress such as the Jaumann and Green-Naghdi rates of Kirchhoff stress are not even
considered because the deformations of the elements in VFIFE model are total deformations in
each path element. Nevertheless, in the traditional Finite element method and the explicit Finite
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element method, the deformation history and the current deformation of the frame must take
into consideration in order to compute the incremental deformations of the structural member.
It utilizes a position vector x( x, y, z, t ) to describe the deformation of the member. Hence, it
needs to consider the rates of stress.
(b) In each path elements, the element is prismatic in which the section and the material
along the element length remain constant when the geometrical changes are neglected while
calculating the internal forces. The stresses and strains are used. The stress and strain analysis
of the frame element are a straight forward problems for the large displacement and small
deformation. That is, over the entire analysis from the initial to the final states, the total
geometrical change can still be very large. Moreover, the discontinuous changing of the
physical properties at each time point is permitted.
3 TEASPA METHOD
This research utilizes VFIFE method that combine with TEASPA method [8] to perform
pushover analysis of 3-D reinforced concrete structures compares with experimental results and
also ETABS. It needs to add another parameters in order to perform pushover analysis with the
most accurate result compares to the experiment result. Columns, Frame elements and a school
building are taken as the source of database for this research.
The shear drift capacity of the shear damage column is estimated from the following
empirical equation. This equation is based on the observation of 50 shear-critical column
databases that is proposed by Elwood and Moehle [9].
𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠
𝐻𝐻

=

3

100

+ 4𝜌𝜌" −

1

133

𝑥𝑥

𝜐𝜐𝑚𝑚

√𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′

−

1

40

𝑥𝑥

𝑃𝑃

𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′

≥

1

100

(17)

where H is the length of the column; '' is the transverse reinforcement ratio as 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 /𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏;
𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the transverse reinforcement area; b is the width of column section; s is the spacing of
the transverse reinforcement; is the maximum nominal shear stress in 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2 as V / bd ; d
is the depth from the extreme fiber of concrete to the center line of tension reinforcement; 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ is
the concrete compressive strength in 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2 ; and 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔 is the gross cross-sectional area of the
column. The shear drift capacity is associated to the maximum shear stress, transverse steel
ratio and also axial load. The shear drift ratio is getting lower if the axial load ratio is getting
higher. As the nominal shear stress degrades, the shear drift ratio will increase, and the shear
drift ratio is proportional to the amount of transverse reinforcement.
The axial drift capacity of shear damage column is estimated based on the shear friction
model proposed by Elwood and Moehle which the axial drift capacity is the function of the
axial load, the amount of transverse reinforcement, and the critical angle [10].
𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎
𝐻𝐻

=

4

100

𝑥𝑥

1+(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡Ɵ)2
𝑠𝑠

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡Ɵ+𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ′
𝑘𝑘 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡Ɵ

(18)

where 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 is the yield strength of the transverse reinforcement; 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 is the depth of the column
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core from center line to center line of the ties.
The flexural shear strength is the required lateral load to reach the maximum flexural
capacity 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 at column end. The flexural shear strength of a double curvature column can be
calculated as follow:
2𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛

𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏 =

(19)

𝐻𝐻

where 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 is the nominal moment strength of a reinforced concrete column.

The nonlinear moment hinge is placed at the both ends of the column to present the flexural
failure mode or flexural-shear failure mode. The parameters of the nonlinear hinge of the
column are calculated as follows:
𝑎𝑎 =

𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠
𝐻𝐻

𝑏𝑏 = max (

𝛥𝛥𝑦𝑦 =

𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏
𝑘𝑘

𝛥𝛥𝑦𝑦

(20)

𝛥𝛥𝑎𝑎 𝛥𝛥𝑠𝑠

(21)

𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏 𝐻𝐻 3

(22)

−

=

𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻

; )
𝐻𝐻

12𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔

Moment SF = 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛 ; Rotation SF = 1; is the stiffness coefficient that consider the reduction
of the element stiffness on second order analysis.
According to ACI 318-05[11], it is permitted to assume = 0.35. The nonlinear shear hinge
is placed at the middle of the column to illustrate the shear failure mode. The parameter are
calculated as follows:
𝛥𝛥

𝑐𝑐 = min ( 𝑠𝑠 ; 0.04)
𝐻𝐻

Force SF = 𝑉𝑉𝑛𝑛 ; Displacement SF = H.

(23)

4 CASE STUDY

Each specimens was model using ETABS program and VFIFE program. The plastic hinges
of elements of the model were calculated and defined by using modified TEASPA method.
Finally the pushover curves were obtained by solving nonlinear problem by using the ETABS
program and VFIFE program. Based on the experimental results, the beam was remained in
elastic behavior. The failures were occurred in columns and brick walls so there are no plastic
hinges on beam from our models in ETABS and VFIFE.
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Figure 4: Base shear - Displacement comparison of
H25-L

Figure 5: Base shear - Displacement comparison of
H25-M

Figure 6: Base shear - Displacement comparison of
PF

Figure 7: Base shear - Roof Displacement
comparison of PF6
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Figure 8: Base shear - Roof displacement comparison of Guanmiao

Figure 4 and Figure 5 are shown that the stiffness from ETABS and VFIFE of each column
specimens has a higher stiffness compares to experimental result. It shows that the stiffness
coefficient from TEASPA method is too large for the column specimen.
The ultimate strength from ETABS and VFIFE are lower than the experimental result.
ETABS and VFIFE show much the same result for column specimens. For columns with high
axial load have displacement almost half compares with small axial load columns but their
strength are lower.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate that the initial stiffness for both specimen are
approximately the same. The ultimate strength from VFIFE and ETABS are almost the same
with the experimental result. The PF specimen shows the same ductility for both VFIFE and
ETABS. However, The ductility from ETABS is different from VFIFE for specimen PF6. It
shows that after reach the ultimate point, ETABS could not continue to obtain the displacement
result. It indicates that ETABS is not suitable for a complex model for pushover analysis.
VFIFE still could continue the pushover analysis until most of the elements were collapsed.
Figure 8 illustrates the comparison among the pushover curves obtained by the two analysis
cases and the test. Obviously, the results of the analysis cases are conservative in comparison
with the test. Figure 8 indicates that the stiffness of the pushover curve obtained from both
VFIFE and ETABS are significantly smaller than the stiffness measured from the test. The
imperfect condition of the test may account for the problem. The specimen was created from
the real building; therefore, some non-structure elements not be taken in the analysis may
contribute to increase the stiffness of the specimens.
It also indicates the same situation with the PF6 specimen for ETABS analysis. It will stop
the pushover analysis after reach the performance point. It is happened because of pushover
analysis is a large deformation analysis. Finite element method in this case ETABS can
encounter numerical difficulties in converging to a correct solution during an analysis involving
large element deformation, highly non-linear plasticity or contact between surfaces.
The nonlinear analysis of a structure is an iterative procedure. It depends on the final
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displacement, as the effective damping depends on the hysteretic energy loss due to inelastic
deformations, which in turn depends on the final displacement. This makes the analysis
procedure iterative. Difficulty in the solution is faced near the ultimate load, as the stiffness
matrix at this point becomes negative definite due to instability of the structure becoming a
mechanism .Therefore, the result of a specimen that starts to collapse while performing
pushover analysis with finite element software will shown inaccurate result.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Several main conclusions of this research are gathered as follows:
1. Analysis results for Column specimens using ETABS and VFIFE show approximately
the same results in stiffness, ultimate base shear and also the ductility. For columns with high
axial load have displacement almost half compares with small axial load columns but their
strength are lower.
2. For PF specimen which is one story pure frame, ETABS and VFIFE also show more or less
the same results in stiffness, ultimate base shear and also the ductility. For PF6 specimen also
shows approximately the same in initial stiffness and ultimate base shear. However, the
ductility between ETABS and VFIFE are not the same. After reach the ultimate value, ETABS
can't continue to show the deformation but VFIFE could continue to do the pushover until most
of elements failed . It indicates that ETABS is not capable for Pushover Analysis for complex
structures.
3. The stiffness of the pushover curve obtained from both VFIFE and ETABS are significantly
smaller than the stiffness and shear strength measured from the test for Guanmiao School
Building specimen. The imperfect condition of the test may account for the problem. The
specimen was created from the real building; therefore, some non-structure elements not be
taken in the analysis may contribute to increase the stiffness of the specimens. The ductility
from ETABS has the same problem with PF6 specimen if it compares with VFIFE.
4. From all the analysis results, They show tendency that the more complex the specimen, the
softer the stiffness.
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Abstract. In this paper, a vector form intrinsic finite element (VFIFE or V-5 ) method is used
to compute the nonlinear responses of reinforced concrete (RC) structure. In addition, the
fiber-element model of VFIFE frame element is formulated. Material models of both concrete
and steel on the cross section of the member are considered. The VFIFE method is a particlebased method. They have three key VFIFE processes such as the point value description, path
element and convected material frame [1]. The RC structure is represented by finite particles.
Each particle is subjected to the external forces and internal forces. The particle satisfies the
Newton’s Law. A fictitious reversed rigid body motion is used to remove the rigid body
motion from the deformations of the element [2]. The internal forces of the element in
deformation coordinates satify the equilibrium equations. Comparing the results of numerical
simulations and experiments of the reinforced concrete members subjected to external loads,
the proposed method demonstrate accuracy and efficiency.
1

INTRODUCTION

For nonlinear material structures, most of the existing nonlinear material models can be
classified into two main categories: lumped and distributed plasticity models. The lumped
model is an efficient way to represent inelasticity in frames. A typical finite element method
considering the geometrical and material nonlinearities requires iterations at each incremental
step to achieve the equilibrium. This method encourages flexural yielding and can ensure that
plastic hinge rotation will occur at the member ends rather than along the column length. The
second-order plastic hinge concept based on the use of stability interpolation functions has
been proposed for frame structure analysis proposed a general criterion of localization and
two plastic hinges at the end of the frame member. Some researches improved the lumped
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plastic hinge method, such as for example the distributed plasticity model (also called plasticzone model), which allows for the gradual spread of yielding within the member. In the
distributed plasticity model, the frame element stiffness can be computed by using either the
displacement or the force-based approach. This allows plastic hinges to form at any location
in an element. In addition, the element cross-section can be a fiber section using different
stress-strain models for different fibers within the cross-section. Without properly taking into
account the internal forces due to pure deformations, most of these studies may not be able to
simulate inelastic structural responses of moving structures subjected to extremely-large
displacements or deformations.
Recently, the VFIFE method has been proposed by Ting, et al. [1] and Wang [2]. This
method applies a unique approach to compute the effects of rigid motion, allowing the
simulation of extremely large deformation of elastic motion structures. The key objective of
this study is to construct a fiber-section of the frame element subjected to extremely large
deformation having inelastic material properties. In this study, in order to model the
reinforced concrete member, the fiber-element formulation has considered two material types
such as steel and concrete is proposed. It can be used to compute nonlinear responses of
reinforced concrete structure. Three numerical examples are presented to illustrate the
capability and the accuracy of the proposed method.
2 FUNDAMENTALS OF VFIFE METHOD
In this study, the VFIFE method is extended in order to analyze reinforced concrete
members containing multiple deformable bodies with the following characteristics: (1)
interact with each other, (2) or are discontinuous, (3) undergo large deformations and arbitrary
rigid body motions. The VFIFE method establish a new analysis strategy based on the
intrinsic theories of mechanics and avoid the difficulties such as the iterative and perturbation
procedures in solving partial differential equations commonly adopted in the conventional
nonlinear structural analysis methods (CNSAM). The key VFIFE concept is that the structure
is viewed as a system composed of particles and forces components. The forces on the
particles include the internal forces and external forces. In order to describe the deformation
of the structure, the following general assumptions are adopted: (1) the internal forces are
computed from the deformations of the structural members such frame element, (2) each
structural member has geometry and position changes simultaneously. In addition, the
changes of the geometry and the position for the deformable structure are not separated, and
(3) each particle may have a motion trajectory. Base on these assumptions, the associated
analytical operations are using: (1) the point value description (PVD), (2) the path element,
and (3) the convected material frame (CMF).
Figure 1 shows the characteristic of the VFIFE analysis using the PVD concept. The
motions and deformations of a structure are described by the positions of the particles and
discrete time points as shown in Fig. 1(a). The PVD uses many discrete time points to
describe the entire time trajectory of the deformable body. VFIFE analysis is not required to
solve the partial differential equations for structural members. This is because the equations of
motion on particles at each time point are established using Newton’s Law. The reference
configuration of the structure at time ta can be identified by connecting the representative
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particles (ia, ja, 1a). The trajectory of any representative particle satisfies the definition of a
path element at each set of time points (e.g. i-i1, i1-ia, ia-it, it-ib, ib-ic, ic-if in Fig. 1(b)). Details
of the path element will be explained in the following sections. The PVD and the function of
time trajectory are shown in Fig. 1(b). The dotted line represents the particle trajectories from
the positions at time t0 to positions at time tf.
In order to introduce the concept of the path element, the motion of a structure member is
considered as shown in Fig. 2(a). The PVD is used to describe the entire time trajectory of
particles i and j. For example, a series of time points (t0<t1<.....ta<t<tb<tc...<tf) is used to
describe the entire time for the particle i. Figure 2(b) shows four configurations, original
configuration V0 at time t0, configuration Va at time ta, current configuration V at time t and
the fictitious configuration Vr. The position vectors used to describe the motion of the
deformable body are continuous functions of time. In the VFIFE method, the deformable
body is represented by many particles using PVD to describe its motion as shown in Fig. 1.
The entire time trajectory of the deformable body uses many path elements. For the purpose
of discussion, choose the time interval (ta, tb) as one of the path elements in the entire time
trajectory of the deformable body. The position, material properties, stress and the geometric
features of the deformable body at time ta is known as the configuration Va . In Fig. 2(b), the
relative position dx between particles i and j in the current configuration V is computed from
dxa:

dx F
dxa RUdxa
(1)
where F is the deformation gradient. R is a rigid body rotation matrix. U is a matrix of the
deformation. The fictitious configuration Vr can be computed as follows:
(2)

dxr F
RTr dx
r dx
where Fr is a virtual deformation gradient and R r is a reversed rigid body rotation matrix. In
this study, Fr is equal to a reversed rotation matrix R r . Substitute equations (1) into (2), the
following can be obtained:
dxr  Fr Fdxa  (RTr R)Udxa
(3)
If the reversed rotation matrix R r is close to R, the R r can be used to reduce the effects of the
rigid body rotation on the deformation gradient F of a deformable body. Then:
dxr  Udxa
(4)
In this study, a procedure to obtain the best approximate rotation matrix R r is proposed for
the VFIFE method. The internal forces of the structural members are computed from using
the CMF, PVD and path element.
4

REINFORCED CONCRETE FIBER FRAME ELEMENT

The internal force formulation of reinforced concrete fiber frame element (RCFFE) is
introduced. The internal virtual work in the deformation coordinates of the RCFFE is:

 W (dˆ * )T fˆc  (dˆ * )T fˆs
(5)
The deformations of the RCFFE are based on Euler beam theory. The pure deformations uˆ d
d
of the RCFFE at any cross section can be computed by the pure concrete deformation uˆc and
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steel deformation uˆsd along the axis of the frame element in the deformation coordinates. In
Fig. 3, Total deformation of RCFFE can be represented as:

uˆ d  uˆcd  uˆsd

(6)

dvˆ d
uˆ  uˆ  yˆ
dxˆ

(7)

where

d
c

d
m

dvˆ d
uˆ  uˆ   hc  hsj 
dxˆ
d
uˆm a1  a2 xˆ
d
s

d
m

(8)
(9)

vˆ a3  a4 xˆ  a5 xˆ 2  a6 xˆ 3

(10)
where hc is a center line of the frame section. The compatibility conditions of the frame
element are:
dvˆ d
xˆ 0,
uˆmd 0,
vˆ d 0,  ˆiz

(11)
dx
dvˆd ˆ
0,
xˆ 
la , uˆmd 
e , vˆ d 

iz
(12)
dx
The deformation functions are used to compute the internal forces of the frame element. In
VFIFE method, the effects of rigid body motion must be removed from the deformation
functions in each path element. Then, the internal forces in the fictitious configuration Vr can
be evaluated from the traditional procedures. The pure deformation uˆ d satisfy Eqs. (11) to
(12). The concrete deformation uˆcd and steel deformation uˆsd can be written as:
(13)
uˆcd  se  (1  4s  3s 2 )ˆiz  (2s  3s 2ˆjz ) yˆ
uˆsd  se


 (1  4s  3s )ˆ
2

iz


 (2s  3s ˆ )  h  h 
2

jz

c

sj

(14)

where s  xˆ / lˆ is a non-dimensional parameter. Because the deformation of the RCFFE is
small deformation in each path element, the infinitesimal concrete strain ˆc , steel strain ˆs and
total axial strain ˆs are:

ˆ ˆc  ˆs


(15)

1  (uˆcd )  (uˆcd )   duˆcd 1 d (uˆcd )


 Bcdˆ *
ˆ
 ac  ˆc , ˆc 


c
2  xˆ
 xˆ   dxˆ la ds

T
1  (uˆsd )  (uˆsd )   duˆsd 1 d (uˆsd )


 B s dˆ *
ˆ
 as  ˆs , ˆs 


s
2  xˆ
 xˆ   dxˆ la ds

T

Where
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e 
 
dˆ *   ˆiz 
ˆ 
 jz 
1
1 (4  6s)(h c  h sj ) (2  6s)(h c  h sj ) 
B
s
la 
1
Bc  1 (4  6s) yˆ (2  6s) yˆ 
la

(18)

(19)
(20)

where  ac and  as are the concrete and steel axial strain at time t a . The ˆc and ˆs are the
concrete and steel relative axial strains from time t a to t. The la is the length of the frame
element at time t a . In Eqs. (19) and(20), the ˆc and ˆs can be written as

e
 K (s) yˆ
la

ˆs  e  K (s)(h c  h sj )
la
ˆc 

(21)
(22)

where K(s) is the incremental curvature from time t a to t. The concrete stress ˆ c , steel stress
ˆ s and total axial stress ˆ of the section can be computed from:

ˆ ˆ c  ˆ s

ˆ
 ac  ˆ c , ˆ c  Eac ˆc
c
ˆ
 as  ˆ s , ˆ s  Eas ˆs
s

(23)
(24)
(25)

where  ac and  as are the concrete and steel axial stress at time t a . The ˆ c and ˆ s are the
concrete and steel relative axial stress from time t a to t. In Eqs. (24) and (25), the Eac and Eas
represents the instantaneous constitutive relationships of the concrete and steel at time t a . The
virtual strain energy U :

U U s  Uc
(26)
 U c   ˆ  (ˆc )T ˆ c dVˆ
(27)
V

 U s   ˆ  (ˆs )T ˆ s dVˆ

(28)

V

In the deformation coordinates ( x̂ , ŷ ), the internal virtual work W equals to the virtual
strain energy U :
U  W
(29)
The three internal forces f̂ can be computed from:
fˆ fˆ  fˆ fˆ ij mˆ ji mˆ ij
(30)
a





jx

iz

fˆa  ( fˆjxij )a (mˆ izji )a (mˆ ijjz


)
jz

a

(31)
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fˆ  fˆjxij

ˆ izji
m

ˆ ijjz
m



(32)

The remaining three internal forces can be obtained from the equilibrium equations:
 F xˆ  0 fˆixji   fˆjxij

M

F

yˆ

yˆ

0

0

1
ˆ izji  m
ˆ ijjz )
fˆjyij   (m
la
ˆf ji   fˆ ij
iy

(33)
(34)
(35)

jy

The internal forces ( f̂i ji , f̂ ijj ) at the particle i and j in the deformation coordinates are (see Fig.
4):
T
T
(36)
fˆ ji  fˆ ji fˆ ji , fˆ ij  fˆ ij fˆ ij
i



ix

iy



j



jx

jy



In order to compute the actual internal forces, the internal forces in fictitious configuration Vr
must be rotated back to the current configuration V. In addition, since all the force directions at
each particle are defined in the global coordinates, they need to be transformed into global
coordinates. Thus, the internal forces in the global coordinates can be computed:
ij
T
T ij
(37)
f i ji  R Tr ΩTa fˆi ji , f j  R r Ω a fˆ j
fiber section method is used to analyse various material on crass section of member as show
in Fig. 5. These materials include the reinforced steel, steel, well-confined concrete and not
well-confined concrete. The fiber section method can consider the effects of frame element
axial force-bending moment interaction on nonlinear dynamic structural simulation for
behavior of real reaction. In this paper, we focus on numerical analysis of reinforced concrete
structures. The fiber-element model can be used fiber section model in each area using
different stress-strain models. The stress-strain relation of confined concrete model is adopted
for each fiber as show in Fig. 6. Thus, the bending moment-curvature relation of complex
section can be calculated. Wang and Restrepo [3] have suggested a formulation of Mander
concrete model on rectangular section. Now, this formulation is written on VFIFE method in
this paper. It can be expressed as:
cc  12 fc
(38)
where
2

 f
 fl1 
fl1
 l2 1

1 1.4
 0.6 

0.8
(39)



fl2
f
f


c
 l2 



7.94 fl2
f

 2 1.25 1.8 1 
 1.6 l 2  1
(40)

f c
f c 

(41)
fl2  max  flx , fly 
(42)
fl1  min  flx , fly 
Thus, f lx  ke f lx and f ly  ke f ly was the effective lateral confining stress for rectangular
confined concrete in the spiral of x and y direction and k e was effective confined coefficient.
For the stress–strain model for confined concrete, the modified Mander confined model is
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used to analyse numerical simulation analysis of reinforced concrete members. For steel
material model, the stress-strain relation of steel by Mirza and MacGregor [4] is adopted.
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this paper, three numerical examples are given. Comparison experimental and numerical
results of reinforced concrete members are studied. Firstly, example has been studied by Yang
[5]. Figures 7 and 8 are design details of the specimens for the C1 and C1W. Figures 9 and 10
show that the analytical results computed from the VFIFE method are close to experimental
results. It has been demonstrated that the proposed method can be used to compute responses
of the reinforced concrete members
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, following the VFIFE approach, we developed a numerical procedure for
the analysis of fiber-element model using different stress-strain models. The numerical
procedure can be used to simulate the extremely large deformation of inelastic structures. One
example has been presented. It has been demonstrated that the proposed method can be used
to analyze the large static deformation responses of reinforced concrete members under loads
or deformations.
7
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Figure 2: Path element and convected material frame adopted in VFIFE
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(b) Frame element section.
Figure 3: Reinforced concrete section of the frame element.
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Figure 5: Fiber section of the RCCFE.
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Abstract. In bulk handling applications, such as conveying and storage, understanding the
effect cohesion has upon the flow-ability of particulate systems at the macroscopic scale is
crucial in increasing the avenues of operation unit design improvements and handling
scenarios of industrial operational units. This research provides a better understanding of the
role cohesion has on the flow-ability of bulk solids materials through the development,
implementation and application of a macroscopic elasto-plastic adhesive (MEPA) contact
model within an open source HPC general purpose Discrete Element Method (DEM)
computer code.
This investigation proposed a DEM history dependent particle-particle MEPA contact
model that accounts for both elastic and plastic contact deformations and adhesive attractions.
The research tasks are focused in three major areas: 1) DEM applications for the analysis of
cohesive bulk solids, 2) modeling stress history dependency of cohesive strength, and 3) the
prediction of flow properties in test applications that are comparable to experimental results.
The MEPA model applied herein is a three branched non-linear contact model that simulates
the virgin compaction loading, unloading/reloading and adhesion behavior of a particulate
solid.
1

INTRODUCTION

For a given bulk handling application, adequately capturing the DEM simulated behavior
of cohesive solids is crucial when evaluating its handle-ability. Characterization of bulks
solids is required for the reliable design and operation of industrial processes related to the
physical storage and handling units of granular materials. The movement of granular matter
which exhibits “sticky” or cohesive phenomena gives rise to a wide variety of different flow
behaviors. The changing contact networks and stress distributions produce large fluctuations
of forces and reorganization of the contacts. The added influence of cohesive forces creates a
challenge in predicting the macroscopic flow behavior of a material. Numerical simulation
DEM studies conducted with the industry accepted cohesive models show discrepancies
between the bulk responses observed in physical tests and those predicted in numerical
simulations. The research conducted provides a method for evaluating cohesive strength
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history conditions for the purpose of providing a tool that can be used within the engineering
design of industrial storage and handling systems of frictional-adhesive particulate solids.
2 FLOW MODELING OF COHESIVE BULK SOLIDS WITH THE MACRO
ELASTO-PLASTIC ADHESIVE (MEPA) MODEL
The MEPA cohesive model simulates the elastic and plastic regimes. It is capable of
modeling material yielding through hysteresis and steady-state flow. This section describes
the details of the contact duration with cohesive attraction for each particle contact.
2.1 The MEPA Cohesive Model
The flow behavior of bulk solids under large deformations and displacements is difficult
to model with a particle-particle force law that is solely based upon micro-mechanical
considerations. The proposed model uses a maximum force-based failure criterion. It
determines the maximum displacement of the contact with a material stiffness described by
the material's tensile strength, elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio. The novel aspect of this
MEPA model is that material behavior is described by macro and micro-mechanics such as
the material yield strength and physical properties. This model simulates the mechanical
behavior of material physical data in a shear test rather than the micro and molecular
mechanics laws. It simulates the results from the physical testing used to determine the
parameters of the Mohr-Coulomb shear failure criterion and complements studies in cohesive,
frictional bulk solids for micro and macro-models of different materials [1-7].
In the implementation of the MEPA model within the DEM algorithm non-uniform sized
spherical particles are used throughout. The material roughness is mimicked with a rolling
resistance model that applies additional torques and resistances [8]. In this work, the cohesive
bond strength is viewed as a fundamental material parameter and used to numerically resolve
macro-mechanical behaviors experimentally observed and described by the Mohr-Coulomb
theory within flow property tests.
2.2 Particle Contact Constitutive Model
The relationship between the interaction force and the normal overlap of two rigid DEM
particles is established to simplify the contact mechanics. The force-overlap diagram for this
model is shown in Figure 1. The MEPA model takes into account plastic contact deformation
and cohesive attraction. As two particles are pressed together the particle contact undergoes
elastic and plastic deformations. As they continue to be pressed together the pull-off force
increases with the increase of the plastic contact area.
The loading, unloading/re-loading and cohesive branches in the MEPA model are
represented by four parameters: the virgin loading stiffness parameter k1, the unloading and
reloading stiffness parameter k2, the cohesive stiffness parameter kadh and the index parameter
n, controlling the nonlinear force-displacement response of the system [4-6]. In the initial
loading of the contact, the force increases with stiffness k1. A linear viscous damping dash-pot
is used to dissipate energy during contact. Cohesion between the contacts is represented by
cohesive stiffness kadh, which allows for attractive forces controlled by a limiting force fmin.
Note, when n = 1, the model becomes linear and is represented by the branched model of
Figure 1a. If k1 is set equal to k2, the model is reduced to the linear or Hertzian contact model
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previously discussed. Each branch can be expressed by the following sets of bounding
equations:

(b) Non-linear MEPA cohesive contact law.

(a) Linear MEPA cohesive contact law.

Figure 1: Different MEPA contact models from [9].

𝑓𝑓1 (𝛿𝛿 ) = 𝑘𝑘1 𝛿𝛿 𝑛𝑛

(1)

𝑓𝑓3 (𝛿𝛿 ) = −𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ 𝛿𝛿 𝑛𝑛

(3)

𝑓𝑓2 (𝛿𝛿 ) = 𝑘𝑘2 (𝛿𝛿 𝑛𝑛 − 𝛿𝛿𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 )

(2)

where 𝑓𝑓1 (𝛿𝛿 ) represents the virgin loading branch, 𝑓𝑓2 (𝛿𝛿 ) the re/unloading branch, and 𝑓𝑓3 (𝛿𝛿 )
the cohesive branch. The branched relationship as a whole can be expressed as:
𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

𝑓𝑓1 (𝛿𝛿 )
= {𝑓𝑓2 (𝛿𝛿 )
𝑓𝑓3 (𝛿𝛿 )

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓2 (𝛿𝛿 ) ≥ 𝑓𝑓1 (𝛿𝛿 )
𝑓𝑓1 (𝛿𝛿 ) > 𝑓𝑓2 (𝛿𝛿 ) > 𝑓𝑓3 (𝛿𝛿 )
𝑓𝑓3 (𝛿𝛿 ) ≥ 𝑓𝑓2 (𝛿𝛿 )

(4)

The normal force on particle i is described by:

𝐟𝐟0𝑛𝑛 = −𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛 𝐯𝐯𝑛𝑛 + 𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝐧𝐧

(5)

𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(6)

with the normal direction unit vector n̂ directed from the center of particle j to particle i. The
variable vn describes the normal relative velocity of the particle and 𝛾𝛾𝑛𝑛 the viscous dissipation
coefficient. The tangential force includes dissipation due to Coulomb friction and tangential
elasticity that allows for stick-slip behavior at the contact level [1, 6, 7]. The tangential force
is related to the normal force via Coulomb’s law in equation 6.
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The overall solution of the non-linear DEM problem is obtained by incrementally solving
Newton's equations of motion with the MEPA cohesive model.
In this study a value of n = 3/2 is used. This converts the MEPA cohesive model into a
nonlinear hysteretic spring contact model. The maximum adhesion is determined by the
stiffness parameters and the maximum normal overlap fmax. The tangential stiffness is
calculated based on the contact stiffness kt, which is set to the value of k1. The tangential
force is calculated from the product of the tangential stiffness and the tangential displacement,
subject to the frictional limit according to Coulomb's law. Following the branches of the
MEPA cohesive model, during initial compressive loading, the contact force increases with
increasing contact overlap. At the maximum contact overlap, fmax, the contact stiffness
increases instantaneously to the value k2. Further loading and un-loading is defined by the
force-displacement relation f = f2 (δ). Elastic unloading to a zero contact force leads to a nonzero contact overlap equal to the maximum plastic contact indentation, δ = δp , which is
recorded and updated over the contact lifetime. When the contact overlap is further decreased
as the particles separate, the contact force enters the tensile regime. The maximum tensile
𝑛𝑛
that the contact can experience corresponds to a contact
contact force 𝑓𝑓 = −𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
displacement 𝛿𝛿 = 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 . Further unloading in the tensile regime generates a tensile contact
force that decreases in accordance with 𝑓𝑓 = −𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ 𝛿𝛿. In addition to the loading and unloading
branches shown in Figure 1a and b, loading and unloading may also occur within the
bounding branches. Any loading stage within the bounding branches loads or unloads
elastically in accordance with f = f2 (δ). [8].
3 DEM SIMULATIONS OF THE MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE
MATERIAL COPPER ORE

This section presents the DEM predictions using the MEPA cohesive model for copper
ore and compares it to the experimental data of flow property test Report 11040-1 [9].
3.1 Experimental Behavior of Cohesive Granular Materials
The results of a flow property test for copper ore performed by Jenike & Johanson
provided by OCC [10] was used as the mechanical testing material data in this study. The data
presented in flow property test Report 11040-1 is used to evaluate the capability of the MEPA
cohesive model to simulate the mechanical test data [9].
For this study, the results of Sample 1 are used at 5% and 8% moisture contents (mc). The
particle size of copper ore tested is 6.35 mm in diameter with a bulk density of 1042.8-1752.4
kg/m3 for 5% mc and 1350.4-1797.3 kg/m3 for 8% mc. The weight density of an individual
particle of copper ore Sample 1 is 2481.3 kg/m3. An image of the physical copper ore material
with 8% mc can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Copper ore material at 8% mc from [9].

3.2 The Testing Model Systems and Methods
In this study experimental data sets obtained with the ring cell shear tester series RST-01
developed by Dietmar Schulze [11, 12] are used to validate and calibrate the DEM
simulations [11-14]. The yield locus can be plotted from the measured shear points as seen in
Figure 3.
3.3 Numerical DEM Model Parameters
The virtual ring cell shear tester was filled with spherical particles with a truncated
Gaussian distribution where the mean particle radius is 3.175 mm, and variation in particle
radius is ±10% of the mean particle size. This size variation prevents ordered crystal-like
packing. A random insertion method was adopted to provide a random packing of the
material. Cohesion between particles is accounted for with the k adh value set to a percentage of
unloading/reloading stiffness value in the filling process to allow for the development of a
similar packing to the physical cohesive material. Static and rolling frictional values are used
to account for the roughness of copper ore and the non-spherical nature of the material. The
values of material parameters used in the simulations of 5% mc and 8% mc of copper ore are
listed in Table 1. The material properties are representative of copper ore. The material
reloading and unloading stiffness, k2, is derived from the material properties such as Young's
1
Modulus, Poisson's ratio and particle density. The loading stiffness, k 1; is equivalent to k2 as
5
suggested in literature [5, 15]. The cohesive stiffness, kadh, was determined iteratively for the
moisture content specified. Finally, the frictional values selected are representative of an
abrasive material as copper ore is highly abrasive. All the parameters were kept constant
throughout the shearing process.
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Figure 3: Conceptual shear test procedure of a ring shear tester from [13].

4

MEPA COHESIVE MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

MEPA Cohesive Model Results for Copper Ore Sample 1 with 5% and 8% mc. The yield
locus determined through physical experiments for copper ore with a moisture content of 5%
and 8% are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6 respectively. The 6.35 mm diameter material is
sheared with a Jenike Shear Tester and serves as the reference case. The ring shearing tests
were performed with 6.35 mm diameter material and a cohesive stiffness of k adh = 3.56 x 108
Nm for the 5% mc and a cohesive stiffness, kadh = 5.93 x 108 Nm for 8% mc. Table 2 shows
the determined internal angle of friction of the material as a comparable measurement
between tests. The numerical simulation results represent material consolidated at 54.8 kPa
for the 5% mc copper ore material conditions and a consolidation of 38.7 kPa for the 8% mc
copper ore material conditions listed in Table 1. Figures 5 and 7 show the simulated yield
locus for the 5% and 8% mc condition obtained from the shearing cell, respectively, in a
comparable graph to the Jenike shear results. The static and rolling frictional values together
with the selected cohesive stiffness can account for the variation in the expected result.
Additional work should be performed to validate the parameters seen in Table 1 for the
consolidation compaction phase in order to gain more confidence in their use. The variation in
the shearing points is more evident in lower consolidation pressures.
Discrete Element Method Application of Copper Ore using the MEPA Cohesive Contact
Model. To illustrate the application of the MEPA cohesive contact model, a transfer chute
DEM simulation was performed with dry copper ore and 8% mc copper ore. The DEM
material parameters used for copper ore followed those described in Table 1 with the cohesive
stiffness, kadh, set to zero for the dry material simulation. The simulations were performed to
observe the mechanical behavior of the simulated copper ore. Figure 8 shows dry copper ore
on a transfer belt. It is observed the material is free owing and displays no cohesive
agglomerations. In Figure 9, 8% mc copper ore is simulated and compared with the physical
material. In Figure 9a, the DEM simulated copper ore displays the mechanical behavior of
cohesive materials. Clumps or agglomerations of particles ranging in size from 2.85 mm -
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3.49 mm in radius form using the MEPA cohesive contact model and the material parameters
described in Table 1. The effective cohesive behavior observed illustrates the capabilities of
the MEPA cohesive model to simulate material strength described by physical tests. A more
accurate representation is expected with further refinement of the material parameters and
DEM particles shapes.
Table 1: Simulation parameters used in the ring shear testers for 5% and 8% mc of copper ore.

Poisson’s Ratio, 𝜐𝜐
Young’s Modulus, E (GPa)
Particle Radius, R (mm)
Particle Density, 𝜌𝜌 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘⁄𝑚𝑚3 )
Loading Spring Stiffness, 𝑘𝑘1 (𝑁𝑁⁄𝑚𝑚)
Unloading Spring Stiffness, 𝑘𝑘2 (𝑁𝑁⁄𝑚𝑚)
Cohesive Stiffness, 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ (𝑁𝑁⁄𝑚𝑚)
Particle Static Friction, 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠
Particle Rolling Friction, 𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟
Wall Friction, 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠
Base Friction, 𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠
Simulation Time step, Δ𝑡𝑡 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)

5% mc Copper Ore
0.34
119
[2.85-3.49]
2481.3
4.75 x 108
2.37 x 109
3.56 x 108
0.35
0.3
0.0
0.7
1.0 x 10-7

Table 2: Internal frictional angle, 𝜑𝜑, for 5% and 8% mc of Copper Ore.

Test

Jenike Shear
DEM Ring Shear
5

Internal Frictional Angle, 𝜑𝜑
(degrees) of 5% mc Copper Ore
47.3
44.6

8% mc Copper Ore
0.34
119
[2.85-3.49]
2481.3
4.75 x 108
2.37 x 109
5.93 x 108
0.35
0.3
0.0
0.7
1.0 x 10-7

Internal Frictional Angle, 𝜑𝜑
(degrees) of 8% mc Copper Ore
46.7
44.8

CONCLUSIONS

The work contained herein can be broken down into three substantial sections:
development of the MEPA cohesive model methodology, modeling of material behavior and
its application to simulate large cohesive granular bulk solid systems. The contributions of
each of these concepts provide an improved understanding of cohesive flow behavior for the
geo-mechanics and bulk material handling communities.
1. Development of a macro-mechanical cohesive contact model. The discrete element
methodology developed as the MEPA cohesive model uses a maximum force-based
failure approach. The model is a three-branch bounded system with stiffness values
denoted by k-parameters that describe the following physical effects: compaction
(plastic-like deformation), elastic unloading and re-loading of pre-compacted material
and adhesive tensile strength of material modeled with cohesion-like behavior.
2. Modeling material failure via the simulation of physical flow property tests. To further
test the MEPA cohesive model, the effect of moisture content within two copper ore
samples was investigated. In application, the MEPA succeeded in illustrating material
shearing failure with cohesion by simulating the mechanical behavior of physical data
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as seen in Figure 5 and Figure 7. These graphs more closely modeled the observed
mechanical behavior of the copper ore material.
3. Application of the MEPA cohesive contact model in bulk transfer. The mechanical
behavior of copper ore in a transfer system was simulated with the MEPA cohesive
contact model. The simulation properly displayed the cohesive agglomerations
observed in a sample of the physical copper ore material.
The discrete element method approach to the MEPA cohesive contact model methodology
has been successfully implemented and applied to the simulation of copper ore at two
different cohesive levels. Initial studies of the available micro cohesive contact models in
comparison to the qualitative simulation results obtained from the three-dimensional parallel
implementation of the MEPA cohesive constant model illustrates the potential of this new
methodology to accurately simulate mechanical behavior in granular bulk solids.

Figure 4: Physical testing results of the loading for Copper Ore Sample 1 at 5% mc [9].
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Figure 5: DEM testing results of the loading for Copper Ore Sample 1 at 5% mc with cohesive stiffness, kadh =
3:56 x 108 Nm.

Figure 6: Physical testing results of the loading for Copper Ore Sample 1 at 8% mc [9].
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Figure 7: DEM testing results of the loading for Copper Ore Sample 1 at 8% mc with cohesive stiffness, kadh =
5.93 x 108 Nm.

Figure 8: Virtual DEM material representation of dry copper ore on conveying belt.

(a) Physical copper ore material at 8% mc from [9].

(b) Virtual DEM copper ore material at 8% mc.

Figure 9: DEM simulated material representation of the 8% mc copper ore material.
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Abstract. The paper reports the molecular dynamics simulation results on the behavior of a
copper crystallite in local frictional contact. The crystallite has a perfect defect-free structure
and contains a high-angle grain boundary of type Σ5. The influence of the initial structure on
the specimen behavior under loading was analyzed. It is shown that nanoblocks are formed in
the subsurface layer. The atomic mechanism of nanofragmentation was studied. A detailed
analysis of atomic displacements in the blocks showed that the displacements are rotational.
Calculations revealed that the misorientation angle of formed nanoblocks along different
directions does not exceed 2 degrees.
1

INTRODUCTION

The state of the surface layer, its hardness, wear resistance, strength properties, quality, and
other characteristics are crucial for a whole range of modern applications. They to a large
extent determine the operating properties of various machine components. That is why much
attention is given to the investigation of physical and mechanical properties of the surface and
improvement of its properties by various treatment methods [1, 2]. Despite continuous
improvement of experimental methods, the structural evolution features that accompany these
improvements are still poorly explored. The difficulties are due to the simultaneous effect of a
large number of different-scale secondary factors occurring in contact between the indenter
and indented material. Today this problem is efficiently solved using various numerical
simulation methods combined with experiment. The molecular dynamics method remains the
main tool for the solution of atomic-scale problems which theoretically describes the
simulated system behaviour. With the increasing performance of modern computing systems,
the molecular dynamics method greatly contributes to the generation of new knowledge. It
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has become possible to study the evolution of the atomic subsystem under dynamic loading
with an explicit representation of the internal structure of a polycrystalline material.
The objective of this work is to study the generation and development of structural defects
in a crystalline material with a grain boundary under localized surface plastic deformation. To
achieve this, the numerical modelling of the nanostructuring burnishing process was
undertaken with help of molecular dynamics method.
2 NUMERICAL MODEL
The object of investigation was a fragment of a copper polycrystalline that initially
consisted of two grains divided by a planar defect such as a high-angle boundary of special
type Σ = 5 (210)[001]. Two positions of the boundary along X0Z and Y0Z were simulated
(Fig. 1). The copper polycrystalline was chosen because we have accumulated experience in
simulating this metal both in the initial defect-free state and with internal interfaces of
different types [3, 4]. Interatomic interaction was described using an interatomic potential
calculated in the framework of the embedded atom method, which had earlier been verified in
test problems on the calculation of elastic and energy characteristics [5, 6].

Figure 1: Schematic of the simulated specimen

Periodic boundary conditions were given along the Z axis, and the free surfaces were
simulated along the Х axis. The simulated specimen was thus a single elongated asperity on
the surface (a fold on the surface). The microasperity had smaller-scale roughness on its
surface, owing to which stresses arising in the crystallite under localized shear loading were
not distributed uniformly but varied in different contact spot areas, which favored local stress
redistribution and structural defect generation. The lower atomic layer imitated the substrate
(Fig. 1). A special “damping” atomic layer was placed above the substrate for which a
procedure of kinetic energy reduction was used. Using the layer that absorbs kinetic energy
allowed us to simulate energy propagation deep into the material bulk along the Y axis. The
simulated specimen measured 40.13×24.95×16.63 nm along the coordinate axes. The total
number of atoms exceeded 1 500 000. Motion equations were integrated with the time step Δt
= 0.001 ps.
Localized shear loading was performed by simulating contact between the microasperity
surface and a counterbody that was an absolutely rigid indenter. The action of the indenter
was simulated by a force field and described by the formula F(r) = –K(r-R)2, where K is the
constant, r is the distance from the cylinder center to an atom, R is the cylinder radius, and
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F(r) = 0 at r > R. The simulated material was loaded by an indenter of radius 8 nm. The
motion of the indenter was simulated along the X axis at the constant speed V = 10 m/s,
which is close to speed limits in surface finishing.
3

RESULTS OF SIMULATION

First we considered a specimen with a grain boundary of type Σ5 lying in the X0Z plane in
the middle of the crystallite (position 1 in Fig. 1). The crystal lattice structure was analyzed
using a common neighbor analysis [4, 7] which reveals the formation of structural defects.
The simulation results showed that the motion of a microasperity on the counterbody surface
causes the formation of numerous stacking faults in the grain bulk. The grain boundary
inhibits the defect propagation to the neighboring grain. External shear loading makes the
grain boundary to move along the direction perpendicular to the plane of the defect. This
effect was studied and described by Dmitriev et al. [8]. Analysis of the structure at different
points of time showed that the boundary motion is not simultaneous. Parts of the grain
boundary which located in front and under the indenter are move only. This leads to a
curvature of the plane of the defect and its output to the free surface. Fig. 2 shows the change
in the structure of the simulated sample when the GB under the influence of external localized
load rises up to the free surface. The figure marked only the atoms, which local topology of
structural relations is differ from the initial FCC lattice. It can be seen that the defects are
concentrated in the upper grain. Only after the grain boundary beyond the free surface (Figure
2d), structural defects are formed in the lower grain.

a

b

Figure 2: The structure of the modeled fragment at two consecutive time steps: a) 1.0 ns, b) 2.5 ns.
Hereafter atoms with hcp local topology of atoms relation are marked by red; gray color depicts atoms located at
the border and close to the GB. Blue spheres denote atoms with undetermined local topology.

Figure 3a illustrates the grain boundary position at different points of time. It is clearly
seen that the boundary profile is distorted with the passage of the indenter. The only part of
the boundary that moves to the free surface is in front of and beneath the indenter. The farther
from the initial position of the indenter is a part of the boundary along the X axis, the longer is
the period of its shear deformation and the larger is the distance to which it is shifted in the
direction perpendicular to the applied load. According to the obtained results, a part of the
grain boundary reaches the free surface at the time point t = 2.5×106Δt. After the passage of
the indenter the position of this part of the boundary does not change with time.
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a

b

Figure 3: Grain boundary position at different points of time. Arrows indicate the position of indeter for the
selected time step.

a

b

Figure 4: The structure of the modeled sample in which GB was mirrored relative to the plane of the defect as
compared with the example shown in Fig. 2 at two consecutive time steps: a) 1.0 ns, b) 2.5 ns.

In order to verify the influence of the loading direction with respect to the boundary
structure, we simulated a specimen with a grain boundary of special type Σ5 whose structure
was mirrored relative to the plane of the defect as compared to the above example. Two
variants were studied: 1) sample with the same geometry and 2) the sample where the bottom
grain was increased twice to avoid the influence of substrate. Figure 4 shows the structure of
the sample (1) at the same time steps as in Figure 2. It can be seen that the plane of the defect
in this case is less distorted. This is because the distance between the grain boundary and
indenter increases due to motion of defect far from the free surface in a direction
perpendicular to the applied loading. According to the initial distribution of structural defects
depicted on the Fig. 4a some defects form in the grain, located below the GB. Closeness to
free side surface leads to further annihilation of its (Fig. 4b). So, plural structural defects form
only in the grain, which are directly exposed to the action of the indenter (Fig. 4c and 4d). The
similar conclusion can be done for the sample (2) shown in Figure 5.
Figure 3b illustrates the grain boundary position for this case at an initial and final time
point. Unlike the previous case, the resultant displacement of the boundary towards the
substrate from the free surface changes insignificantly on the first stage. The boundary
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displacement increases with distance from this region with respect to the initial position of the
indenter. This is related to specific stress and strain redistribution during the formation of a
system of defects in the loaded grain. Subsequent motion of the boundary to the surface of the
lower grain is impeded by the fixed substrate.

a

b
Figure 5: The structure of the modeled sample with increased bottom grain at two consecutive time steps:
a) 2.0 ns, b) 5.0 ns.

The simulation results showed that for the both considered specimen configurations
numerous structural defects are generated in the grain bulk under local shear loading. These
are mostly stacking faults. The formation of numerous defects in the surface layer can also be
indicative of possible surface nanofragmentation and nanoblock structure formation. In order
to identify possible mechanisms leading to the formation of the fragmented structure of the
material in the volume of loaded grain atomic displacements at different time intervals for the
central layer of the sample were analyzed. The thickness of the selected layer was equal to
three atomic planes and its orientation was parallel to the X0Y plane. Atomic displacements
in the middle layer of the bicrystal in the time interval 50 ps close to t = 0.5 ns are represented
in Fig. 6. One can clearly see the structure of formed blocks in the upper grain deformed by
the indenter.

a

b

Figure 6: The map of displacements at the time interval (0.50 - 0.55) ns for the atoms of the central cutting of
the modeled bicrystal with the thickness of 3 atomic layers. Hereafter the size of segments is increased up to 5
times for the better visualization. The arrow in zoomed fragment indicates the direction of rotation.
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A detailed analysis of atomic displacements in the formed blocks showed that they can be
rotational. Figure 6 gives a magnified image of a formed structural block. The block is seen to
rotate as a whole about the axis parallel to the Z direction. Further calculations revealed that
the angle of rotation along different directions for formed blocks is no more than 2 degrees.
Similar conclusions can be done by analyzing the displacements of atoms for selected
central layer in the subsequent time intervals as depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The map of displacements at the time interval (1.0 - 1.05) ns for the atoms of the central cutting layer
of the modeled bicrystal with the thickness of 3 atomic layers. The size of segments is increased up to 5 times for
the better visualization.

a

b

Figure 8: The structure of the modeled fragment with vertical orientation of the GB at different time steps: a) 0.8
ns, b) 0.9 ns. Red spheres indicate position of atoms with hcp local topology of atoms relation; gray spheres
depict atoms located at the border and close to grain boundary.

On the next stage we simulated a specimen with a grain boundary oriented parallel to the
Y0Z plane (position 2 in Fig. 1). In this case, no grain boundary displacement along the X
axis was observed under the action of the counterbody microasperity. The presence of the
grain boundary, like in the previous cease, inhibits the propagation of structural defects, but
only until the indenter is at a sufficient distance from the boundary plane. When the indenter
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approaches the grain boundary, stacking faults are also formed in the distant (relative to the
loaded) grain. The structures of the modeled fragment for the respective time steps are shown
in Figure 8.
5

CONCLUSION

The computer simulation performed on the scale of single atoms revealed plastic
deformation mechanisms in a material with internal structure under local shear loading.
According to the obtained results, plastic deformation can occur through the formation of a
system of numerous intersecting planar defects such as stacking faults. This leads to the
formation of individual material nanofragments divided by an interfacial layer. Atomic
displacements in the formed fragments can be rotational. The resultant structure of the
modified surface layer is a system of misoriented nanoblocks.
Simulation showed that the presence of a grain boundary in the crystallite inhibits defect
propagation to the specimen bulk under shear loading and can induce recrystallization of
individual grains only. Despite only two limiting cases of grain boundary orientation were
considered, it can be suggested that the behavior of a crystallite with a defect oriented at an
arbitrary angle to the free surface is a combination of processes occurring in the studied cases.
Additionally, the obtained results can be used to explain features of surface layer
nanostructuring in final burnishing.
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Abstract. Movable cellular automata (MCA) is an efficient numerical method in particle
mechanics, which assumes that any material is composed of elementary objects interacting
among each other according to many-particle forces. In this paper MCA method is applied to
modeling deformation of 3D coating-substrate system under its contact loading by rigid
indenter. Main attention of the research is focused on the role of vortex-like structures in the
velocity fields in deformation of the strengthening coating and substrate. The mechanical
properties of model coating correspond to multifunctional bioactive nanostructured film
(TiCCaPON) and the properties of substrate, to nanostructured titanium. Loading is
performed by hard conical indenter. The peculiarities of velocity vortex formation and
propagation, as well as its interaction with structural elements are studied. One of possible
application of the study is non-destructive technique for detecting nanoscale defects in surface
layer of a material using frequency analysis of the force resisting to sliding of a small counterbody on the material surface, known as tribospectroscopy. Possibilities of this technique are
studied based on 3D modeling by MCA method for the above mentioned coating with nanopores. It is shown that specific peaks at the friction force spectrum correspond to different
geometrical characteristics of the nano-pores.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic loading of solids results in generation and propagation of surface elastic waves
(Rayleigh and Love types) that have elliptical polarization and manifest themselves as vortex
structures in the velocity field [1]. In thin plates such vortex structures are typical for Lamb
waves [2]. It is known that during deformation of a heterogeneous material containing internal
interfaces or/and free surfaces a collective vortex motion near these boundaries is formed [3].
For example, molecular dynamics simulations [4] show that vortex structures in the velocity
field are formed at grain boundaries under shear loading of polycrystals [5]. Therefore, one
should expect that rotational motion in nanomaterials takes place at different scales from the
atomic scale to the macroscopic one. Results of theoretical studies and experimental evidence
indicate that in nanomaterials the contribution of rotational mode of deformation can
significantly increase under the condition of dynamic loading [6]. Nevertheless such a
fundamental factor as elastic vortex motion in material formed during dynamic loading still
remains out of discussion. A distinctive feature of the elastic vortex motion is its dynamic
nature. It provides not only strain compatibility, but also serves as a mechanism of transfer
and redistribution of elastic energy in the bulk of material and determines many features of
the deformation process.
The above mentioned confirms that revealing the role of vortex displacement in
redistribution of elastic energy and, as a result, in the process of deformation and fracture of
nanomaterials is a topical fundamental problem in mechanics of nanostructured materials and
materials science.
Due to principal significance of free surface, internal interfaces and dynamic nature of the
considered vortex phenomena the main method of studying them seems to be computer
modelling based on particle methods [7]. Therefore, the aim of this paper is revealing the role
of vortex displacements in the contact interaction of strengthening coating with hard counterbody by means of 3D modelling using movable cellular automata.
We modelled brick samples of a coating under contact loading by a conical counter-body
which moved along the upper surface of the coating. The bottom surface of the coating was
fixed. The vector field of particle velocities as well as force of interaction between the
counter-body and the coating were analysed. To detect vortices in the vector field we plot
streamlines of the velocities vectors at different times. Note, that these streamlines show just a
tendency of the particle motion not their real trajectories. Nevertheless, such an approach
allows detecting position and measuring “power” of the vortex structures in 3D vector field of
velocities.
A practical application of this study might be identification of defects in surface layers of
materials based on measuring and analysing friction force (so called tribospectroscopy
method [8]). That is why we also considered the peculiarities of vortices generation and
propagation in case of presence of nanoscale pores and inclusions in the coating.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
For modelling interaction of a small counter-body moving over the coating surface we
used movable cellular automaton (MCA) method, which is a new efficient numerical method
in particle mechanics. Within the frame of MCA, it is assumed that any material is composed
of a certain amount of elementary objects (automata) which interact among each other and
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can rotate and move from one place to another, thereby simulating a real deformation process
[9]. The automaton motion is governed by the Newton-Euler equations. The forces acting on
automata are calculated using deformation parameters, i.e. relative overlap, tangential
displacement and rotation, and conventional elastic constants, i.e. shear and bulk moduli. A
distinguishing feature of the method is calculating of forces acting on the automata within the
framework of multi-particle interaction [10], which among other advantages provides for an
isotropic behaviour of the simulated medium. Moreover, stress tensor components can be
calculated for the automaton taking into account all the forces acting on it, which enables
realization of various models of elastic and plastic behaviour developed in the frame of
continuum mechanics.
A pair of elements might be considered as a virtual bistable cellular automaton (bonded
and unbonded states), which permits simulation of fracture by the MCA. Switching-over of a
pair of automata to an unbonded state would result in a changeover in the forces acting on the
automata; in particular, they would not resist moving away from one another. Removing of
automata from initial dense packing allows explicitly account of voids or pores in material.
Changing sort (i.e. mechanical properties) of automata in initial packing allows account of
various kind of inhomogeneity in the material.
In this paper the coating of multifunctional bioactive nanostructured film (TiCCaPON) on
nanostructured titanium substrate [11] has been modelled (Figure 1,a). These materials are
used in medicine for producing various kinds of implants. The thickness of the model coating
is H = 60 nm. The model sample length L = 350 nm, width M = 250 nm, the size of the
automata d = 3 nm. Diamond counter-body has a conical shape with a base diameter of
60 nm. We use cubic packing of automata, which is much more suitable for studying elastic
deformation of the material due to less number of automata in the model and more uniform
shape of the crack-like defects.
Motion of the counter-body is simulated by setting the constant velocity V = 5 m/s in the
direction of axis Y for automata of the upper layer of the counter-body (Figure 1,a). The lower
surface of the sample is fixed and its lateral surfaces are free. When the counter-body is
moving the resistance force of its movement on the surface is registered and associated with
the friction force F varying in time t. The Fourier transform is made for the registered friction
force F(t) and the corresponding spectra are analysed in order to study the influence of
internal structure of the material and velocity field on the dynamics of friction force [12].

a

b
Figure 1: General view of the modelled system (a) and cross-section of the coating with a pore (b)
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3

MODELLING RESULTS

Main attention of this research is focused on the role of vortex-like structures in the
velocity fields in deformation of the strengthening coating and substrate. That is why first we
studied the peculiarities of the velocity field in homogeneous coating under contact loading
with hard conical counter-body moving along the free upper surface. Due to artificial
roughness caused by discrete representation of the material and its surface, the movement of
the counter-body along the surface with constant velocity results in periodic loading of the
coating surface right in the contact patch. This cause generation of elastic waves in the
coating, which propagate in the bulk and along the surface, and interact with another waves
and structure elements of the material. As a result, the velocity field in the coating is
drastically non-uniform and time dependent.
Analysis of numerical 2D vector field is very easy, one can see vortices in this case right
from the picture of vectors shown as arrows or lines. Analysis of 3D fields is much more
complicated problem. Evidently, one can try to look at 2D vector fields in a series of parallel
sections of the 3D body. But, to see a vortex in this case you need to make sections by planes
perpendicular to the direction of vorticity vector of the field (Figure 2,a). This means that first
you need to compute the vorticity. But, the vorticity may have different orientations in
different points; that is why this is not a right way. From the other hand, vorticity analysis is a
typical task in hydrodynamics, and there are special tools in the computational fluid dynamics
software for visualizing vortices. To analyse vorticity of the 3D vector field we used postprocessor software VisIt [13]. To find vortices we plot streamlines of the velocity field at
characteristic time steps (Figure 2,b). To make picture clearer we try different options and
select the optimal ones. Of course, the resulting streamlines show just a tendency of the
particle motion at the current time step, not real trajectories like in fluid dynamics.
Nevertheless, this approach allows detecting position and “power” of vortex structures in 3D
vector field of velocities and therefore is quite applicable for our task.

a

b

Figure 2: Vortex in the velocities of coating particles in front of the moving counter-body shown in crosssection of the sample (a, 2D picture) and in streamlines of the velocity field in 3D (b)
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The peculiarities of velocity vortex formation in intact coating are as follows. Mainly,
vortices occur in the corners of the coating, and are results of relaxation of elastic energy near
free surface where it is allowed to move in several directions. But we tried to pay our
attention to the vortices in the vicinity of counter-body. This vortex is formed periodically in
time in front of the counter-body, and then it becomes wider, propagates ahead and rounds the
counter-body. Lifetime of such vortex structure is about 0.015 ns, which corresponds to the
time of sound propagation through the coating height. The vortex size is commensurable with
half of the coating height.

a

b
Figure 3: Streamlines showing the vortices in the particles velocities of coating with pores (a) and hard
inclusions (b)

Then we considered coating containing damages. The damage of the coating was simulated
by specifying the extended discontinuities, nano-pores. These nano-pores were located
periodically at the predetermined distance from one another and inclined to the upper surface
by 45° (Figure 1,b). In this case vortex-like motion takes place only in the material between
the pores and due to their specific geometry the vortex axis cannot round about the counterbody (Figure 3,a). The size of the vortex is less than one in case of intact material. The vertex
is generated approximately in the middle of height of the coating. Then it becomes larger,
propagates towards the lower surface along the orientation of the pores, and finally is divided
into two parts which start to propagate to the right and left lateral surfaces of the coating
correspondingly and vanishes. Lifetime of the vortex is the same as for the case of intact
material.
The third coating sample modelled in this study contained hard inclusions of the same
geometry as the pores in the sample of second type. Elastic properties of the inclusions are
two times greater than elastic properties of the coating. That means that sound velocity in the
material of inclusions is approximately 1.4 times greater than that of the coating. Typical
vortex in the sample with hard inclusions is shown in Figure 3,b. One can see that it is similar
to the case of intact material, but a little bit smaller.
One possible application of the study is non-destructive technique for detecting nanoscale
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defects in surface layer of a material using frequency analysis of the force resisting to sliding
of a small counter-body on the material surface, known as tribospectroscopy [12]. When the
counter-body is moving the resistance force of its movement on the surface is being recorded
and correlated with the friction force F varying in time t. The Fourier transform is made for
the registered friction force F(t) and the corresponding spectra are analysed. Here, the
possibilities of this technique are studied based on 3D modelling by MCA method for the
above mentioned coating with nano-pores and inclusions.
The Fourier spectrum for the inclined nano-pores (Figure 1,b) are shown in Figure 4,a.
They have peaks characterizing the distance between the damages calculated by the formula
proposed in [14]:
f = V / (P − D)

(1)

where V is the velocity of the counter-body, P is the distance between pores, D is the diameter
of contact area of conical counter-body with coating. For the specimen with the distance
between the nano-pores equal to 96 nm this frequency is 0.128 GHz, and for the specimen
with distance between pores 78 nm it is 0.277 GHz.
On the spectrum, one more peak at the frequency of 0.089 GHz occurs that is characterized
by the following relation:
(2)

f=V/a

where a is the projection of the nano-pore to the testing surface.
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Figure 4: Fourier spectra of the force F(t) acting on the counter-body moving along coating with inclined nanopores (a) spaced at 1) 96 nm and 2) 78 nm from each other; and with hard inclusions spaced at 96 nm (b)

The spectrum for the coating with hard inclusions is shown in Figure 4,b. One can see that
it has a peak corresponding to the size of inhomogeneity and the distance between them. But
in general the curve is smoother and has no peak, corresponding to the projection of the
inclusion to the testing surface defined by Equation 2. It may be explained by the specific
features of the vortex behaviour in case of presence of the pores. Namely that in this case the
vortex propagates between the pores.
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4

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

5

A numerical model for studying peculiarities of vortex-like motion in contact loading
of strengthening coating by hard counter-body has been developed based on movable
cellular automaton method.
To study vortex structures in 3D numerical velocity field a series of streamline
pictures of the vector field at different time steps is analysed as well as vectors in
plane slices of different orientation.
Modelling results show that a counter-body sliding on the coating surface generate
periodically vortex structures in velocity field of the coating. Each of these vortices is
located in front of the counter-body at distance of the radius of contact area. Lifetime
of the vortex is about the time of sound propagation through the height of the coating.
After this time the vortex vanishes, and then after certain time appears again.
Presence of pores and hard inclusions can change the shape and size of the vortex.
We assume that such vortices play significant role in friction force dynamics that
may be very important for tribospectroscopy method of detecting damages in surface
layers of material.
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Abstract. A novel multi-physics approach involving mesh-based methods for kineticBoltzmann equations coupled with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of thermal relaxation is introduced. The particle method, its parallel performance and the implementation in MΦC are discussed, including the unification and re-use of the source code for
different methods and models. The hypersonic partially rarefied flow of a diatomic gas
around a sphere and a spaceplane configuration are considered as examples, providing details about the thermal non-equilibrium conditions to be modelled using MD simulations.
The MD results show that existing empirical models may not provide sufficient accuracy
for the gas flow in strong expansions and that the proposed method provides a mechanism
for improving the accuracy.

1

INTRODUCTION

The multi-physics solver MΦC[1, 2, 3], developed within the CFD Laboratory at the
University of Liverpool was designed for hybrid simulations with a coupling of numerical
methods for different mathematical models in different parts of the flow domain. A key
feature of the framework is the object-oriented design, i.e. the framework constitutes a
library of C++ classes on top of which a range of particle-based methods (MolecularDynamics, Vortex Particle method) as well as mesh-based methods for the Navier-Stokes
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Figure 1: Hybrid kinetic-Boltzmann/Navier-Stokes simulation of Mach 8 flow around waverider

equations and the kinetic Boltzmann equations (Shakhov/Rykov-BGK[4, 5] and Ellipsoidal Statistical (ES) models[6]) were built. The design enables a large degree of re-use
of source code for different methods as well as prototyping of novel coupling approaches.
In previous works, the framework was demonstrated for coupled Navier-Stokes/Molecular
Dynamics problems involving nano-scale flow of liquids[1, 2] as well as coupled NavierStokes/kinetic-Boltzmann simulations[3].
The Navier-Stokes equations form the baseline level mathematical model for the vast
majority of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, since the assumptions
upon which the equations are based are satisfied in continuum-flow cases with weak thermodynamic non-equilibrium. MΦC was developed for the simulation of complex flows
with a multi-scale character and strong thermodynamic non-equilibrium, including rarefaction effects. An important application is the modelling of high-speed, hypersonic
flows around aerospace vehicles such as shown in Figure 1. The flow at Mach 8 around
a waverider hypersonic cruise vehicle develops a strong shock wave on the underside of
the vehicle with high-pressure air captured in a region bounded by the vehicle surface
and the shock wave. Around the blunt leading-edges of the vehicle, the air previously
compressed and heated by the bow shock wave leaks away towards the upper surface,
creating a local area of strong expansion. Accurate modelling of these effects requires
more detailed models than Navier-Stokes. On the right-hand side of Figure 1, the flow
in the vicinity of the vehicle leading edge was modelled using a kinetic Boltzmann model
(diatomic ES model). In the shock wave as well as the strong expansion regions, strong
thermodynamic effects occur with the rotational temperature of the diatomic molecules
getting out of equilibrium with the translational temperature, as can be seen from the
figure. Through a shock wave, the temperature associated with the translational motion,
Ttrans , increase more rapidly than the temperature corresponding to the rotational motion
(Trot ), while in strong expansions, the opposite effect can be observed.
The present work focuses on the recent development of molecular dynamics modelling
of diatomic gas flows in strong thermodynamic non-equilibrium and the coupling of the
molecular-level modelling to mesh-based kinetic models. In particular, the development
2
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Figure 2: Multi-physics simulation of diatomic gas flow in thermodynamic non-equilibrium with a
rotational-relaxation model based on multiple-sample MD simulations.

of a multi-physics simulation approach in which the rotational-relaxation model in the
kinetic-Boltzmann solver takes detailed information from a series of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The rotational motion of diatomic molecules is assumed to be
fully excited degrees of freedom, for which a classical MD model can be used, while, at
present, it is assumed that the temperatures stay sufficiently low so that vibrational excitation present in high-temperature conditions plays a negligible role. Figure 2 sketches
the principle of the multi-physics approach, where an ’MD-layer’ is created in which all
processes in a parallel simulation are involved in conducting multiple MD simulations
representing a number of thermodynamic non-equilibrium situations. For each of these
conditions, multiple realisations are created and ensemble-averaging is then used to feed
the information into an empirical rotational-relaxation model, which is used in the flow
simulation conducted using either of the following approaches: (i) a Gas Kinetic Scheme
(GKS) based on the Rykov model recently developed by the authors[7] is used throughout the flow domain, (ii) a discrete-velocity method (DVM) for the Rykov or diatomic-ES
model is used or (iii) a hybrid approach coupling the GKS and the DVM methods. In
the following, the development of the multi-physics approach as well as results from MD
modelling of rotational relaxation at conditions representative of hypersonic flows around
aerospace vehicles are discussed along with the steps involved in the further development
of the multi-physics approach in MΦC.
3
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Figure 3: Multi-sample MD simulation. Parallel speed-up for liquid water (two different domain size)
and for nitrogen gas at different pressures. Timings recorded on IBM BlueGene/Q machine.

2

MULTI-PHYSICS SIMULATION - MΦC FRAMEWORK

The framework was designed starting from a generalisation of the domain-decomposition
paradigm, i.e. the particle-based and mesh-based methods included in the framework
were designed for large-scale parallel simulation with sub-domains divided across multiple processes. For hybrid simulations coupling different models and methods, data is
exchanged using message passing between the different domains. Generic container and
iterator classes were created, along with classes to define problem topology, messagepassing based data transfer, etc. A high level of abstraction was used in the basic classes
such that re-use of software, i.e. the C++ template classes in the framework’s library,
can be used for both particle-based and mesh-based methods for a range of mathematical
models.
3

MΦC - MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SOLVER
The MD solver employs a linked-cell list algorithm to determine the interaction for each
molecule with its neighbours within a predefined interaction range. The rectangular domain is split in multiple sub-domains for parallel computation. For non-linear molecules,
a quaternion formulation is used to define the rotational motion of the molecule[8]. A
predictor-corrector method is used for the time integration. The main class defining a cell
in the linked-cell method is defined as,
// class
// class
// class
// class
template

T = particle class
U = link-cell container iterator
V = data storage class
W = data storage class for translation
<class T,class U,class V,class W>

4
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class MD_Quat_Cell {
...
};

The particle class T in the template class MD_Quat_Cell for a non-linear molecule (e.g.
water) is defined as,
class WaterQuat {
int sitesMol; // Number of ’sites’ within molecule
VecR mol_r, mol_rv, mol_ra, mol_ra1, mol_ra2, mol_ro, mol_rvo;
Quat mol_q, mol_qv, mol_qa, mol_qa1, mol_qa2, mol_qo, mol_qvo;
VecR *site_force; // forces acting on molecule ’sites’
...
};

In the parallel data exchange, molecule positions and orientations need to be exchanged
between process to correctly define the particles in the ’halo’ cells. Furthermore, molecules
will migrate from cell to cell in the linked-cell method, which might also involve the
migration to another process. For the non-linear molecules, e.g. defined through class
WaterQuat, the following structures are defined,
typedef struct {
int icell;
int ic,jc,kc;
double pos[NDim+NQuat]; // mol_r , mol_q
double vel[NDim+NQuat]; // mol_rv, mol_qv
} MD_ParticleQuatData;
typedef struct {
int icell;
int ic,jc,kc;
double pos[NDim+NQuat]; // mol_r , mol_q
double vel[NDim+NQuat]; // mol_rv, mol_qv
double acc[3*NDim+3*NQuat]; // mol_ra, mol_ra1, mol_ra2, mol_qa, mol_qa1, mol_qa2
} MD_ParticleQuatTrans;

where NQuat=4 and NDim=3. These datatypes are used as templates V and W in class
MD_Quat_Cell, respectively.
For linear molecules, with only two rotational degrees of freedom rather than three, a
simplified model[8] is used in the MD solver. In this model, the torque on a molecule is
defined as,


�n =
�r × f�k = �s ×
dk f�k = �s × �g
(1)
k

k

where the orientation is defined by �s, the unit vector along the molecular axis, and where
dk is the signed distance along the axis of each interaction site from the centre of mass.
For the linear nitrogen molecule considered in the present work, the angular momentum
is I�ω , with I the moment of inertia about the two principal axes, giving the following
equations for the rotational motion,
5
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d�s
d�ω
= �s × �g
;
=ω
� × �s
dt
dt


d2�s
d�s d�s 
I 2 = �g − �s · �g + I ·
�s
dt
dt dt
I

(2)
(3)

Equation (3) along with the equations of motion for the translational motion are integrated
using a predictor-corrector method. For the linear-molecule case, modified versions of the
above C++ classes are used, while the main container, iterator and message-passing
classes are identical.
3.1

Liquid water and nitrogen gas models

The MD solver in MΦC was first validated using a number of test cases for liquid
water. For MD simulations of liquid water, the well-known TIP4P water model was used.
The model molecule is based on four interaction sites located in a planar configuration.
For the Lennard-Jones (LJ) part of the potential, the potential well depth is taken as
ǫ/kB = 78.2. In the simulations, the problem is non-dimensionalised in LJ units. The
interaction cutoff is rc = 7.5 Å or 2.38σ.
For MD simulations of nitrogen gas, a Lennard-Jones based model was used with two
sites on each molecule coinciding with the atom locations. The potential well depth is
taken as ǫ/kB = 37.3, while a reduced length σ = 3.31 Å was used. For the linear
molecule, the moment of inertia about the two axes with non-zero inertia is defined by a
radius of gyration of 0.0547 Å.
3.2

Parallel performance

The parallel speed-up was investigated for a number of different multi-sample MD simulations on the BlueGene/Q computer at the Hartree Centre in the UK. Figure 3 presents
the parallel speed-up for the liquid water as well as the nitrogen gas test cases. For liquid water, a temperature of 298K and density of 1000kg/m3 were used. In LJ units,
the employed time step was 0.0005. The cases with 323 and 483 cells in the cell-linked
list correspond to 2.10 and 6.97 million molecules, respectively. The simulations used 4
realisations, with the number of cores per realisation increasing from 16 to 256, with a
parallel efficiency of 94%. For the nitrogen cases, the 10, 50 and 100 bar cases correspond
to 32768, 110592 and 262144 molecules for the cases with 323 cells in the cell-linked list.
For 10 bar, a case with 643 cells was also considered. In LJ units, the employed time
step was 0.000025. The nitrogen simulations used 64 realisations, so that the number of
cores per realisation varied from 2 to 16 and a parallel efficiency of approximately 80%
was observed. For the water simulations, the number of molecules each of the molecules
interacts with is significantly higher than in any of the nitrogen gas cases. Therefore,
within each of the cells of the cell-linked list formulation used, the liquid water simulations have a significantly larger number of molecules than the cells in the nitrogen gas
6
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simulations. Furthermore, the molecules in the liquid phase are far more uniformly distributed in space as compared with especially the low-density gas simulations. For these
reasons, the present parallel simulations based on the spatial domain-decomposition approach show a better parallel speed-up for the water simulations than for the nitrogen
simulations. However, the obtained results indicate that for a suitable chosen set of samples, a good parallel speed-up can be achieved for MD simulations of nitrogen gas with
multiple realisations.
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Figure 4: Rarefied Mach 5 flow over sphere simulated using the Rykov-based Gas Kinetic Scheme. Freestream temperature T∞ = 116K, wall temperature 290K. sphere radius 10 mean-free path lengths at
free-stream conditions (λ).

4

MΦC - GRID-BASED KINETIC-BOLTZMANN SOLVERS

Using the container and iterator classes in MΦC, cell-centred finite-volume methods
were created for the simulation of kinetic-Boltzmann models using a Gas Kinetic Scheme
(GKS) based on the Rykov model recently developed by the authors[7]. A discrete-velocity
method (DVM) for the kinetic models as well as hybrid approaches coupling the GKS and
the DVM methods have also been developed. In the present work, the focus is on diatomic
gas flows modelled with the Rykov model, which is a kinetic-Boltzmann model in which
the rotational degree of freedom of the molecules is taken into account using an additional
particle distribution function compared to a monoatomic kinetic model. The two particle
distribution functions in the Rykov model are governed by the following equations,
∂F0
∂F0
F eq − F0
∂F1
∂F1
F eq − F1
+c
= 0
;
+c
= 1
∂t
∂x  τ 
∂t
∂x

τ
1
1
1
1
eq
eq
t
r
r
F0 =
F0 ; F1 =
F1t
F + 1−
F + 1−
Zr 0
Zr
Zr 1
Zr
7
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with F0r , F0t , F1r , F1t modified equilibrium functions involving translational as well as
rotational temperature. The total collision time τ is expressed as µt /p with the viscosity
and pressure determined from the translational temperature. The Rykov model is based
on the assumption that the fraction of collisions involving the excitation of the rotational
degrees of freedom, Zr , is a given constant or a function of the flow temperatures. In the
present work, Zr will be investigated in more detail using molecular dynamics in section
5.
Gas Kinetic Schemes (GKS) are a class of methods in which the numerical flux across
through cell faces in a finite-volume method is derived from a local kinetic problem around
the cell interfaces. In the present work, this flux includes both convective and and viscous
contributions but is more expensive than Roe or AUSM fluxes with central discretisation of the viscous fluxes. The Rykov-based GKS was defined starting from Equation
(4). The non-equilibrium particle distribution functions were defined using a ChapmanEnskog expansion, which limits the scheme to moderate levels of thermal non-equilibrium.
Integrating in time for a one-dimensional flow in a control volume dx with a continuous
particle velocity cx and discretised space xi and time tn , with step sizes of ∆x and ∆t
respectively, one obtains
F |n+1
i

=

F |ni

1
+
∆x

tn+1

tn



[cx F ]|i−1/2 − [cx F ]|i+1/2



∆t  F |n+1
F |ni − F |ni 
− F |n+1
i
i
dt +
+
2
τ n+1
τn

where the trapezoidal rule has been employed for the collision term integral, S, and
[cx F ]|i∓1/2 are the fluxes of the distribution function across the cell interface. Then,
taking the moments Ψ̂ = (1, cx , c2 )T of equation above, the update of the conservative
variables can be found as
Win+1 = Win +

1
∆x

tn+1 
+∞

tn −∞

5




∆t  n+1
Ψ̂ [cx F ]|i−1/2 − [cx F ]|i+1/2 dcdt +
S
+ S n (5)
2

MD MODELLING OF ROTATIONAL RELAXATION IN NITROGEN

In a system of colliding particles, energy is transferred between the various internal
modes. These collisions tend to drive the internal energy distributions towards their
respective equilibrium state. In a diatomic gas, the time required for the different modes
to relax towards the equilibrium state is different, i.e. the translational motion generally
approaches its equilibrium faster than the rotational motion of the gas. For the rotational
relaxation time we can then write τr = Zr τ , where τ is the translational relaxation
time and Zr > 1 the rotational collision number. Theoretical works by Parker[9] and
Lordi and Mates[10] considered pairs of molecules sampled from equilibrium conditions
for the considered temperature to create empirical expressions for the rotational collision
8
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Figure 5: MD simulation of rotational relaxation in nitrogen. Non-equilibrium initial conditions with
translational temperature exceeding the rotational temperature is representative of strong gas compression through shock wave. Non-equilibrium initial conditions with rotational temperature exceeding the
translational temperature are representative of strong expansions.

number as function of temperature. Despite the fact that Parker’s work involved a large
number of simplifying assumptions such as a restriction to co-planar collisions to enable
an analytical treatment, the overall dependence on the temperature is in agreement with
the more rigorous numerical analysis of Lordi and Mates[10], who also considered general
non-planar collisions. In the literature, empirical formulas derived from data fitting, either
from numerical or experimental results, have been presented. Valentini and co-workers
derived an expression for Zr (Ttrans , Trot ) derived from molecular dynamics simulations,

9
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defined as,
 

1/4
 Ttrans −1/4
 Ttrans
 
+
a
−
a
−
1000
1
−
β
1−
Zr = a1 Ttrans
2
3
1K
1K
1K

Trot
Ttrans



(6)

where a1 = 1.33868, a2 = −6.19992, a3 = −0.00107942 and 0 < β ≤ 1. In their work,
Valentini et al. performed a series of adiabatic and isothermal MD simulation starting
from a non-equilibrium gas state, in which the translational and rotational motions were
sampled from Maxwellians at different temperatures. The emphasis was on the situation
in which the translational temperature exceeds the rotational temperature, i.e. representative of the situation downstream of a strong shock wave in a high-Mach number
flow.
Figure 4 presents results for the Mach 5 flow around a sphere obtained with the Rykov
GKS method. The shock can be seen to create a difference in translational and rotational
temperatures of the order of 300K with the considered free-stream temperature of 116K,
while the expansion over the sphere leads to smaller differences. Figure 4(b) shows Zr
evaluated using Equation (6) with β = 1 as used in the simulation.
For the proposed multi-physics approach, the Zr , which for Rykov GKS simulations
appears in the equilibrium functions as well as the relaxation source term S, is to be
evaluated using an equation of the type (6) which is then adjusted and extended with
MD-derived data. As a first step, the rotational relaxation for non-equilibrium conditions
observed in Figure 4(a) are analysed using the MD solver in MΦC.
A cubic domain with dimensions [154.9σLJ ]3 was created with 32768 molecules. For
the gas at 298K this would correspond to a pressure of 10 bar. For all simulations,
the molecules were initialized on a regular lattice with random velocity vectors sampled from a Maxwellian distribution. First, an equilibration phase was conducted during
10τLJ reduced time units. Then, an non-equilibrium situation was created by rescaling
either the rotational motions or translational motions, to adjust the rotational or translational temperature, respectively. During this non-equilibrium phase of the simulation, no
thermostat was applied and a sufficiently small time-step was used to prevent excessive
numerical errors. A time step of 0.000025τLJ was used in the simulations presented here.
The results from the MD simulations of nitrogen in rotational relaxation were analysed
in detail by comparing the present results with those obtained using Valentini’s expression,
i.e. Equation (6). To compare the empirical expression for Zr with the present MD results,
the rotational relaxation in a gas at constant volume and total energy was simulated using
the Jeans-Teller model for the relaxation term, a power-law model for the gas viscosity
(based on the translational temperature Tt and ω = 0.74) and expression for rotational
relaxation time Zr µ/p, with the gas pressure evaluated from the constant density and
the translational temperature. This problem was integrated in time using a 4th-order
accurate Runge-Kutta method until the two temperatures were within a small predefined
tolerance. In the following, the values for the constant a1 , a2 , a3 were those reported[11],
while the constant 0 < β ≤ 1. For the non-equilibrium MD simulations with Ttrans > Trot
10
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a very good agreement with Valentini’s fit was found for β was close to 1, as can be see
from Figure 5. For the opposite situation, i.e. Trot > Ttrans (which was not considered by
Valentini et al.), using Equation (6) with β similarly close to 1 was found to give a poor
agreement. By reducing β to approximately 0.1 a better agreement with the present MD
results can be seen for some of the cases considered, as shown in the plots in the bottom
row of Figure 5. For some of the considered conditions, the empirical expression needs an
adjustment to the constants a1 , a2 , a3 to create a match.
For the multi-physics approach defined in Figure 2, the relaxation-model gets refined
and adjusted during the course of the flow simulation. The MD test case selection step
should involve criteria defining the validity of the used relaxation-model in terms of which
thermodynamic non-equilibrium condition which can be reliably modelled with the relaxation model and for which conditions further MD simulations need to be initiated.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The development of a multi-physics solution method for hypersonic rarefied flows was
described. For the implementation in the MΦC framework, the re-use of C++ template
classes available in the template-class library to unify the source for the particle-based and
mesh-based solvers were described. The simulation of rotational relaxation in nitrogen
gas, the Molecular Dynamics solver was analysed in detail and the obtained results were
compared against available data in the literature. For gas conditions representative of
strong expansion regions, it was found that available empirical models may be inadequate
and that therefore the proposed multi-physics approach in which the MD simulations are
integrated with the flow simulation may provide an important step forward, provided
sufficient computer resources are available. Future work will analyse how best to integrate the MD-derived data into a rotational-relaxation model in the context of hybrid
simulations based on kinetic Boltzmann models.
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Abstract: Numerical simulation of complex industrial processes has become increasingly
common in recent years. Depending on the nature of the industrial application, multiple types
of physical phenomena may need to be considered as well as the interaction of multiple disjoint
bodies. This paper is focused on industrial applications with large plastic deformation. Such
processes are typically not well treated by finite element (FE) methods. For this reason, the
smoothed particle hydrodynamics method (SPH) is used. In this work, we introduce a robust
and straightforward thermo-mechanical contact algorithm for multi-physics SPH simulations
in 3D.
1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-physics simulations more often than not include the interaction of multiple bodies. For
example, in a ballistics impact analysis, the projectile is considered as a distinct body and the
object to be impacted is another. The interaction between these two bodies is a large area of
research. A contact algorithm is needed to prevent the elements of one body from penetrating
into those in the other body. The type of contact algorithm to be used depends strongly on the
simulation approach. For highly non-linear transient problems, typically an explicit time
stepping tactic is used. In such a case penalty contact methods provide an efficient and robust
means to transfer forces from one body to another. One of the earlier implementation was by
Hughes et al. [1].
In the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method, contact between bodies has been
enforced by many different approaches. One of the simpler approaches is to allow the two
bodies to interact directly through the SPH equations. This has certain qualities, however, the
biggest drawback is that the elements at the interface of the two bodies will impart shear stresses
that will cause a “no-slip” behavior. For industrial processes like friction stir welding (FSW)
and high speed machining (HSM), the “no-slip” boundary condition cannot easily be
implemented. A very high SPH element density is needed in the contact region to correctly
resolve the shear stresses due to this type of boundary condition. For such industrial processes,
a friction based contact model is often adopted with little to no loss of coherency.
Throughout SPH literature, very little has been presented in terms of a node to surface
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penalty contact method with friction. Node to node contact models on the other hand have been
reasonably well documented. Of the models that have been published, the Belytschko [2, 3]
pinball method is rather popular and requires very little modification to be applied to SPH.
Vignjevic and Campbell [4] discuss three penalty based contact models and compare the results
of the impact of two blocks in 2D. They note that all the methods that they investigate suffer
from an instability at the corners of the SPH body. Seo et al. [5, 6] present a rigorous treatment
of SPH contact for axisymmetric problems. Wang et al. [7] provide a succinct treatment of a
general contact algorithm with friction between a flexible SPH body and either a flexible or
rigid body. They present their formulation in 2D and mention that only minor changes are
needed to move to 3D. We have found on the other hand that a number of modifications are
indeed needed in 3D.
Many commercial simulation codes such as LS-DYNA, Abacus, Hyperworks, etc. provide
a means to couple SPH and finite element (FE) bodies mechanically. However, to our
knowledge, a robust thermo-mechanical contact algorithm has not yet been presented nor
implemented in any presently available multi-physics SPH codes.
In this paper, we outline the implementation of a thermo-mechanical penalty contact
algorithm that can be used for SPH-SPH or SPH-FE simulations. The implementation that we
will present supposes that the SPH body is flexible, while the FE body is reasonably
approximated as rigid. Some minor changes would be needed to extend the algorithm to account
for a deformable SPH body with either another deformable SPH body or FE body. The code is
written using CUDA Fortran, this allows us to use a fine grained parallel implementation of the
SPH code on the graphics processing unit (GPU). At the end of the paper, we present a
validation case for the algorithm using a high speed machining example. The underlying
physics show close parallels to other industrial processes such as friction stir welding, extrusion
and forging and as such we expect the algorithm to be useful for these processes as well.
2. THE SPH METHOD
A brief overview of the SPH implementation used for this work is presented here. Most of
the details are glazed over since the focus of the paper is the contact algorithm. The conservation
of mass for a temporally changing compressible system is:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
(1)
+ ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣̅ = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌 is the material point density, 𝑣𝑣̅ is the velocity and 𝑡𝑡 is time. We can write the discrete SPH
equation for conservation of mass:
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

∂𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
= ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 (𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝛽𝛽 − 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 𝛽𝛽 )
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
∂𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝛽𝛽

(2)

𝑗𝑗=1

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 is the number of neighbors of the ith particle, 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 is the mass of the jth particle and
∂𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⁄∂𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝛽𝛽 is the gradient of the smoothing function (see Liu and Liu [8] for more details).
Conservation of momentum for a continuum is given by:
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𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣̅ 1
1
= ∇ ∙ 𝜎𝜎̿ + 𝑔𝑔̅ + 𝐹𝐹̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌
𝑚𝑚

(3)

𝜎𝜎̿ is the Cauchy stress tensor (total stress), 𝑔𝑔̅ is the gravity vector and 𝐹𝐹̅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the contact
force vector that is found from the contact algorithm (to be explained latter). The SPH equation
is then:
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼
𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 𝜎𝜎𝑗𝑗 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 ∂𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
1
𝛼𝛼
= ∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 ( 2 + 2 )
+ 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼 +
𝐹𝐹
𝛽𝛽
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗
∂𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖

(4)

𝑗𝑗=1

This is known as the symmetric form of the momentum equation. For many industrial
processes, including the effects of heat transfer is of key importance. We seek to provide a
discrete SPH equation for the heat diffusion equation:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
1
(𝑘𝑘∇2 𝑇𝑇 + 𝑞𝑞̇ )
=
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝

(5)

𝑇𝑇 is the material point temperature, 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 is the specific heat capacity, 𝑘𝑘 is the thermal
conductivity and 𝑞𝑞̇ takes into account heat generation due to plastic deformation or friction
work. We have found that Jubelgas’s [9] SPH formulation for heat transfer works well and is
used in this work:
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 (4𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 ) (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 − 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 )
∂𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
1
=
[∑
+ 𝑞𝑞̇ ]
2 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗 (𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 + 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 ) |𝑥𝑥 |
∂𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 𝛽𝛽
𝑗𝑗=1

(6)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

This form uses the harmonic mean for the thermal conductivity and has been shown to
provide good results for materials with large variations of thermal conductivity. Strain rates,
deviatoric stresses, the spin tensor and objective stress updates are calculated according to the
common approach; further details can be found in any SPH publication that treats strength of
materials [10-20]. We use a semi-implicit (modified Euler, similar to Cleary et al. [11])
integration scheme that is well suited for solid mechanics problems with SPH. The plasticity
algorithm is a standard Johnson-Cook model with the radial-return approach. We also use a
novel adaptive neighbor searching algorithm that is described by Fraser [14]. The smoothing
function we use in this work is the hyperbolic spline recently developed by Yang et al. [21].
We have found this kernel to be a nice compromise between the good performance of
Monaghan’s cubic spline for disordered SPH elements and the improved behavior of Johnson’s
quadratic function for impact problems with strong compression.
3. THE THERMO-MECHANICAL CONTACT ALGORITHM
The remaining portion of the paper is now focused on finding the value of 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼 and
the transfer of thermal energy. A contact example is shown on the left side of Figure 1. Here, a
flexible body with an initial velocity is meshed with SPH elements (red part), a rigid surface
(grey part) is meshed with finite elements. The general layout for the contact between the SPH
and finite elements is shown in the right side of Figure 1. The ih SPH element has a center at
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𝑥𝑥̅ 𝑖𝑖 . The jth triangular element has vertices A, B and C with positions; 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗 and 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐶𝐶 𝑗𝑗
respectively. The triangular element has a surface normal vector that is 𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 . The normal
vector is found from:
𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 =

̅𝑗𝑗 x𝑉𝑉̅𝑗𝑗
𝑈𝑈
̅𝑗𝑗 x𝑉𝑉̅𝑗𝑗 ‖
‖𝑈𝑈

(7)

̅𝑗𝑗 = 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐵𝐵 − 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴 and 𝑉𝑉̅𝑗𝑗 = 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐶𝐶 − 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴 , the ‖ ‖ signifies the magnitude of the vector and the
𝑈𝑈
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗

̂ represents a normalized unit vector.

Figure 1 – Node to Surface Contact

In order to take advantage of the efficiency of the uniform grid neighbor search (also
called bucket search, see Fraser [14] for details of our implementation), a sphere is embedded
at the centroid of each of the triangular finite elements. The radius of the sphere is chosen so
that all of the nodes of the element are enclosed within the sphere. In this manner, the
neighbor search is performed not only over the SPH domain, but also over the embedded
spheres in the finite elements. This allows us to form a list of potential contact pairs between
the SPH body and the FE body.
3.1 CONTACT DETECTION
The next step is to determine which of the potential pairs are contact pairs. Our approach is
similar to the algorithm described by Ericson [22]. We have made some slight modification in
order account for the movement of the SPH and the FE body. This is done by taking into account
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the relative velocity, 𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣̅𝑗𝑗 , between an SPH element with velocity 𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑖𝑖 , and a finite
element node with velocity 𝑣𝑣̅𝑗𝑗 . as shown in Figure 2.
We perform a check to ensure that the SPH and finite elements are approaching each other
(impending contact). This is done by ensuring that the penetration rate, 𝛿𝛿̇ = −(𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝑣𝑣̅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ),
is greater than zero. If this is less than or equal to zero, the pair are moving away and are not
considered to be contact candidates. Next, we test to see if the contact point, 𝑄𝑄̅𝑗𝑗 lies within the
bounds of the triangular element. This is done by performing what is called the “inside-outside”
check:
[(𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 ) × (𝑄𝑄̅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 )] ∙ 𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

[(𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐶𝐶 𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗 ) × (𝑄𝑄̅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐵𝐵 𝑗𝑗 )] ∙ 𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(8)

[(𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐶𝐶 𝑗𝑗 ) × (𝑄𝑄̅𝑗𝑗 − 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐶𝐶 𝑗𝑗 )] ∙ 𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 ≥ 0

All of the above relations must hold for the contact point to be within the triangle. 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 is
the position vector for the Ath node on the triangular element. The right hand rule is respected
for finding the normal of the element. The greater than or equal to ensures that a contact point
on the edge of the triangle is considered to be within bounds.

Figure 2 – Relative velocity diagram

Once a contact point that lies within the triangle is found, we calculate the penetration depth,
𝛿𝛿, from
𝛿𝛿 =

1 ℎ𝑖𝑖
− |𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 ∙ (𝑥𝑥̅ 𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 ) |
2 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

(9)
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Note that we can use either 𝑥𝑥̅𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗 or 𝑥𝑥̅ 𝐶𝐶 𝑗𝑗 in the above equation without any change in the
result. ℎ𝑖𝑖 is the smoothing length of the ith SPH element and SFAC is the factor on the smoothing
length that is set to 1.2 in this work. The value of 0.5 ℎ𝑖𝑖 ⁄𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 can be seen as the actual radius
of the SPH element. For example, if a uniform SPH grid is made with inter-particle spacing of
2mm, the actual radius of the SPH element would then be 1mm; whereas ℎ𝑖𝑖 would be 2.4mm.
This ensures that no portion of the mass of the SPH body penetrates into the FE body.
3.2

PENALTY FORMULATION

The next step is to determine a force that will apply to the SPH element to remove the
penetration. Although the bodies do not actually penetrate one within the other, the penalty
contact approach does have a direct relationship to the actual compression in the bodies. This
can be shown by considering two elastic bodies, body i and body j that have come into contact.
The contact model can be represented by spring and damper in parallel as shown below the
penetrating bodies in Figure 3. The reaction force is taken to be proportional to the penetration
depth and the stiffness at the contact interface, 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , which will be related to the elastic moduli
𝐸𝐸 of the two bodies and the interparticle spacing, 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 .

Figure 3 – Spring and damper contact model

The stiffness can be derived from Hooke’s law: The amount that the bodies penetrate must
be the same as the sum of the compression in each body. Furthermore, when an elastic body is
compressed, it will want to return to its original shape, the force felt as the body tries to regain
its original shape will be equal to and opposite the force required to compress the body.
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
)
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 + 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗

( 10 )
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The penalty factor is needed to allow the stiffness to be easily adjusted for different
simulations. 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is typically set to 1.0, but can be set to lower values in the case of high
velocity impact. Contact damping, 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , is included to damp out oscillations in the contact
behavior along the element unit normal direction. The damping is proportional to the relative
velocity of the contacting bodies. The value of the damping factor is found from:
𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 [(𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 + 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 )√𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 + 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗
)]
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗

( 11 )

Again, a factor is used to provide a damping that can be a fraction of the critical damping.
If 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is set to 1.0, critical damping is obtained. This damping approach here is similar to the
method used in LS-DYNA [23]. The contact force vector, 𝐹𝐹̅𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 , along the normal direction
is then:
𝐹𝐹̅𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = (𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛿𝛿 − 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝛿𝛿̇ ) 𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗

3.3

( 12 )

FRICTION FORMULATION

We use a sliding friction model that is commonly referred to as Coulomb friction. In this
model, a force is applied to the SPH element that is opposite to the relative motion of travel.
Consider the situation where body i is moving with velocity 𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑖𝑖 and body j is moving with
velocity 𝑣𝑣̅𝑗𝑗 , then the relative direction of travel will be along 𝑣𝑣̅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝑣𝑣̅𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣̅𝑗𝑗 . The friction
force, 𝐹𝐹̅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 , is:
𝐹𝐹̅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 𝜇𝜇(𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 , 𝑇𝑇) 𝐹𝐹̅𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (−𝑛𝑛̂ 𝑇𝑇 )

( 13 )

𝜇𝜇(𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 , 𝑇𝑇) is the coefficient of friction that can be a function of the yield stress of the material
and the temperature. 𝑛𝑛̂ 𝑇𝑇 is a normalized unit vector in the direction of relative motion. Although
tangential damping can be added to the friction force, we do not include this in the current work.
The tangential relative velocity is found by decomposing the relative velocity vector into its
normal and tangential components:
𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇 = 𝑣𝑣̅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

( 14 )

𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝛿𝛿̇ 𝑛𝑛̂𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗

Once we have the relative tangential velocity, we can easily find the unit normalized
tangential vector from:
𝑛𝑛̂ 𝑇𝑇 =
3.4

𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇

( 15 )

‖𝑣𝑣̅ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇 ‖

CONTACT FORCE

The penetration resisting force (in the surface normal direction, 𝐹𝐹̅𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ) and the friction
force (𝐹𝐹̅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ) have to be combined together to give the total contact interface force, 𝐹𝐹̅𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 :
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𝐹𝐹̅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐹𝐹̅𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 𝐹𝐹̅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

( 16 )

In the explicit SPH code, the forces are combined to impose an acceleration that is included
when performing the time integration. The total acceleration due to contact is:
𝛼𝛼
𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼
1
1
𝛼𝛼
(𝐹𝐹
|
=
𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖 =
+ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖 𝛼𝛼 )
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑖𝑖

3.5

( 17 )

THERMAL CONTACT

A reasonable approximation of thermal contact can be attained by assuming no contact
resistance (perfect thermal contact). To this end, the SPH heat diffusion equation can be used
to include thermal contact. The key to including thermal contact is to provide separate neighbors
lists for the mechanical part and the thermal part. In this work, we have used four different lists:
1. NeibMech

- This is a list that contains the neighbors only within the deformable
parts
2. NeibTherm
- This is a list that contains the neighbors for the thermal problem
3. NeibCont
- This is a list that contains the neighbors for the potential contact pairs
4. NeibContTherm - This is a list that contains the neighbors for the potential contact pairs
to distribute the heat generated due to friction work
A bit of extra work is needed to build the individual lists; however the overhead is not
significant as long as the lists are built within the same subroutine. The crucial concept in this
sense is that we only perform the bucket search once for each particle to form the four individual
lists.
Imagine a two body collision problem with non-collinear approaching velocities (upon
impact a certain amount of sliding will occur), where one body is at 500°C and the other body
is at 20°C. Body #1 is made of aluminum and is very soft at 500°C. We expect the body to be
subject to large deformation, as such, body #1 is modeled with SPH elements. We will assume
that body #2 is rigid (steel) and can be modeled by creating a contact surface with zero thickness
triangular plate elements. Upon impact we want to be able to treat the mechanical contact along
with friction as well as the transfer of thermal energy from one body to the other. In this
example, the lists will contain the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NeibMech
NeibTherm
NeibCont
NeibContTherm

- All SPH elements from body #1 (with self-interaction)
- All SPH elements from body #1 and 2 (both with self-interaction)
- Body #1 with the spheres imbedded in the triangular FE mesh
- Body #2 (no self-interaction) with body #1 (no self-interaction)

By creating different neighbor lists, the conservation of mass and momentum equations are
evaluated using NeibMech for body #1 only. The heat transfer equation (includes the thermal
contact) will be evaluated using NeibTherm for body #1 and 2. The mechanical contact is
evaluated by finding actual contact pairs within the NeibCont list. And finally, heat is divided
between the two interfaces during friction heat generation using NeibContTherm. Again, it is
important to remember that this thermal contact model is representative of perfect thermal
contact. We could account for contact resistance, convection and radiation at the contact
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interface using a source term in the SPH heat equation. The method will become clearer
following the HSM example in the next section.
4. HIGH SPEED MACHINING EXAMPLE
The HSM example is set up according to the work of Villumsen and Fauerholdt [24] and
Limido et al. [25]. In their work, they employ an adiabatic SPH approach. In our
implementation we will investigate the chip formation including the effect of heat generation
due to plastic deformation and friction work. Furthermore, heat will be allowed to transfer not
only within the aluminum work piece (WP) but also to the cutting tool. The model setup is as
explained in [24], all parameters are kept the same except the value of C in the Johnson-Cook
model is zero in our work. We argue that the effect of strain rate should not be included in a
velocity scaled model (they use a factor of 5 as do we here). Also, we have not put a limit on
the effective plastic strain (Villumsen used a limit of 1.2). We found that doing so provides a
significant underestimation of the cutting forces.
Figure 4 shows the AL 6082-T6 WP and the cutting tool (CT). Notice that the tool SPH
elements do not belong to the NeibMech list. Both the SPH elements on the WP and the CT are
included in the NeibTherm list. The zero thickness triangular finite elements that define the
contact surface of the tool can also be seen. The WP and the CT interact mechanically through
the NeibCont list (not shown in figure), the heat transfer back and forth between the WP and
the CT occurs through the SPH heat transfer kernel using the NeibTherm list. In a friction
heating model, the heat generated at the interface must be split according to the ratio of thermal
material properties of the two bodies. This is done through the NeibContTherm list.

Figure 4 – Cutting Model

The results of the stress and temperature distribution when the tool has cut 1.75mm into the
work piece can be seen in Figure 5. We note that the chip formation is very similar to that
obtained in [24]. The high stress zone in the simulation model correlates very well with what
we have seen in the literature. This stress distribution cannot be reproduced with a mesh based
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method such as the finite element method. A number of authors have reported on the importance
of including the temperature rise during the cutting process. Abukhshim at al. [26] report that
the cutting temperature can range between 150°C to over 400°C depending on the cutting
parameters. We have found a maximum interface temperature (averaged over the cutting
simulation) of 376°C. This is well within the reported range from [26]. Other authors [27-29]
have investigated the cutting temperature, they typically report temperatures in the range of
0.25 - 0.7 of the melting temperature of the metal. We expect the interface temperatures to be
higher for AL 6082-T6 compared to AL 6061-T6 since it is a higher strength alloy.

Figure 5 – Stress and temperature results (tool position: 1.75mm)

We are now in a position to show that the effect of temperature in a high speed cutting model
is significant and should not be ignored. We have run the same model with heat transfer and
heat generation (w HT) and without (wo HT). The decrease in normal cutting force is significant
when the heat generation due to plastic deformation and friction work is included. The thickness
of the chip increases slightly with heat transfer. This then leads to a slight increase in tangential
force.

Figure 6 – Cutting force results (average cutting force)
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Using a friction coefficient of 0.2 and no heat transfer provides an overestimate on the
normal cutting forces by 12.5%. When we take into account heat generation effects, the normal
cutting force drops and provides a slight underestimate by 3.9%. The tangential cutting forces
are strongly influenced by the value of the coefficient of friction chosen. We have used 0.2
since this was the value used in [24]. However, the exact value for the tangential force can
easily be obtained in the model by tuning the coefficient of friction. A comparison of the cutting
forces is shown in Figure 6. The experimental cutting forces are taken from [24]. The mesh
density used in our work is 125,000 SPH elements per cm3, this density provides high enough
resolution to predict the cutting forces. However, this density is not fine enough to reproduce
the shear band pattern. Villumsen used 512,000 elements/cm3 in order to show this
phenomenon.
5. CONLUSIONS
In this paper we have outlined a straightforward and robust approach to simulate 3D multiphysics problems with thermo-mechanical contact. The algorithm presented uses a penalty
mechanical contact algorithm by using a node to surface approach. The deformable SPH body
is checked for contact against a rigid zero thickness triangular plate element mesh. The thermal
contact is carried out through the SPH heat diffusion kernel, which provides a thermal contact
interface with no losses.
In the future, we plan to work towards extending the algorithm to include a thermal contact
resistance. This could be done by introducing a heat loss term in the heat diffusion equation for
the elements at the interface of the contacting bodies.
In this work, we have shown the accuracy of the proposed thermo-mechanical contact
algorithm through a high speed machining example. The cutting forces found using our
algorithm are very close to the forces obtained experimentally.
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Abstract. Physical and mathematical models of heat and mass transfer under the conditions
of phase transitions and chemical reactions have been developed for the numerical analysis of
condensed substances ignition by a single particle (size from 0.5 mm to 5 mm) heated up to
high temperature (above 800 K). Liquid, solid and gel fuels were considered as condensed
substances. Metal and non-metal particles were used as ignition sources. A heat and mass
transfer mathematical model is presented as a system of nonlinear non-stationary differential
equations in the private derivatives corresponding to the basic provisions of the general theory
of heat transfer in chemical kinetics and free convection. An algorithm for solving differential
equations with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions is based on the finitedifference method. The locally one-dimensional method was used to solve difference
analogous of differential equations. One-dimensional difference equations were solved using
an implicit four-point difference scheme. Nonlinear equations were solved by the iteration
method. Mathematical model verification and the assessment of numerical research results
reliability was executed by its comparison with experimental results. Also the verification of
the law of conservation of energy in the solution area of the ignition problem was performed.
Besides, testing of applied numerical methods and the developed silving algorithm on the
example of a group of less complex challenges of thermal conduction and thermal convection
was held. The minimum parameters of hot particles (temperature, size) and the ignition delay
time of condensed substances were determined for local heat sources with different shapes.
The influence of thermal conduction, convection and radiative heat transfer mechanisms in
the “particle – condensed substance” system was established on the ignition characteristics.
1

INTRODUCTION

The ignition and combustion of various fuels are among the most common technological
processes. Their effectiveness is of great importance for the implementation of these
processes. Thus, in recent years a large number of theoretical and experimental studies have
been devoted to the features and characteristics of heat and mass transfer during local energy
supply to various combustible condensed substances (solid, liquid, gel) [1–3]. In particular,
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focused light streams, rods heated to high temperatures, hot (with the temperature over 800 K)
metal and non-metallic particles may act as local ignition sources. The different mechanisms
of heat transfer play a decisive role when using these ignition sources.
It should be noted that among practical applications of the study of condensed substance
ignition, there may be identified the technologies of energy efficient fuel initiation, as well as
the technologies of fire danger prediction in industries, where the interaction between local
heat sources and combustible substances may occur.
The aim of this work is to perform a comparative analysis of the features and
characteristics of heat and mass transfer during the ignition of various condensed substances
(solid, liquid, gel-like) by single metal and nonmetal particles heated up to high temperatures.
2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

As an example of a numerical model for studying heat and mass transfer during ignition,
we consider a model developed for studying the features of these processes during the
initiation of gel-like fuel ignition.
The investigation of heat and mass transfer with phase transitions and chemical reactions
during the ignition of gel-like condensed substances (hydrazine + 38 % of liquefied oxygen +
5 % of high molecular organic acid salt) has been carried out on the example of the system
“hot particle – condensed substance – inert gas” (Figure 1). An oxidizer was thickened by
adding salt to render the composition gel state; the temperature of the condensed substance
was close to cryogenic (about 90 K). We considered single metal (steel, aluminum) and
nonmetal (ceramic, carbon) particles as the sources of limited energy capacity. We examined
cylindrical disc shaped particles of small sizes (up to 5·10-3 m) heated up to high (over 1000
K) temperatures.
We considered the following scheme of the investigated process. At the initial time, a hot
particle (Figure 1) is deposited inertially on the surface of a cold condensed substance (Figure
1). The subsurface layer of the condensed substance warms up due to the heat generated by
the source of limited energy capacity as a result of conductive heat transfer. The additional
heat supply in the system (Figure 1) is taken into account during the crystallization of the
preheated metal particle material to a temperature above the melting point. Two endothermic
phase transitions (melting and evaporation) are implemented consistently in the system “fuel
– oxidizer” during the heating of the gel-like condensed substance in the vicinity of the
contact border with the hot particle. Fuel and oxidizer vapor enter the area filled with an inert
gas due to diffusion-convective mass transfer. The gas-vapor mixture is formed in the vicinity
of the energy source. The additional heating of the mixture is transferred from radiationconductive heat transfer with the hot particle. The temperature growth of the gas-vapor
mixture initiates the exothermic interaction between the combustible component (hydrazine)
and oxidant (oxygen). One effective chemical reaction is considered to occur. Its speed
increases exponentially by the Arrhenius dependence. Gas-phase ignition occurs when the
limit (sufficient for ignition) temperatures and concentrations of mixture components are
reached. Accepted ignition conditions are similar to the criteria of the gas-phase ignition of
liquid condensed substances during local heating [1, 2], which are relevant to the concepts of
the modern ignition theory [4]:
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1. The energy released as a result of a chemical reaction of fuel oxidation, is more than
heat transferred from the heated particle to fuel and the emerging gas mixture.
2. The temperature of the gas-vapor mixture in the localization zone of the leading
oxidation reaction exceeds the temperature of the local source of limited energy capacity.
The following assumptions were taken for the model of the investigated process. These
assumptions do not impose significant restrictions on the common problem statement:
1. It is not considered the mechanical introduction of the heat source into the subsurface
layer of the gel-like condensed substance.
2. It is not considered the burning of the subsurface layer of the gel-like condensed
substance.
3. Substances with known thermal and kinetic characteristics are formed during the
evaporation of fuel and oxidant. As a rule, the “effective” values of the activation energy E
and pre-exponential factor k0 are determined from experimental studies. These parameters are
used for calculating the rate of one “effective” reaction using a first order kinetic scheme.
4. The thermophysical characteristics of substances do not depend on the temperature.
Z
ZH

1

2

Z2

R1

3

Z1

0
RL

R

Figure 1: A diagram of the solution area of the ignition problem: 1 – inert gas (gas-vapor mixture), 2 – hot
particle, 3 – gel-like condensed substance

Interrelated physical and chemical processes occur during the ignition of the gel-like
condensed substance by the local source of limited energy capacity (Figure 1).
3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND SOLUTION METHODS

The processes were described by the system of nonlinear nonstationary differential
equations of mathematical physics in dimensionless variables. In the mathematical model, we
used the elements of numerical algorithms for solving the problems of heat and mass transfer
during the ignition of liquid [1, 2] and solid [3] condensed substances by hot particles. This
allowed us to obtain a good correlation between theoretical and experimental studies.
Poisson’s equation for gas mixture (R1<R<RL, Z1<Z<Z2; 0<R<RL, Z2<Z<ZH):
 2  1   2 


 R
R 2 R R Z 2

The equation of motion for the gas-vapor mixture:
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The energy equation for the gas-vapor mixture:
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The diffusion equation of fuel vapor in the gas-vapor mixture:
2 
  2С
С
С
1 Сf
1
f  1 Сf   Сf   Sr

V f
 U f 
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R
Z Re12Sc12  R2 R R Z 2 

(4)

The diffusion equation of oxidant vapor in the gas-vapor mixture:
2
  2С

С
С
1 Сo
1
o  1 Сo   Сo   Sr

V o
 U o 
2
Sh τ
R
Z Re13Sc13  R2 R R Z 2 

(5)

The balance equation for the gas-vapor mixture:

Сf  Сo  Сg 
1

(6)

The energy equation for a hot particle (0<R<R1, Z1<Z<Z2):
1 2  2 2 1 2  22



 Sr3
Fo2 τ
R 2 R R
Z 2

(7)

The energy equation for the gel-like condensed substance (0<R<RL, 0<Z<Z1):
1 3  23 1 3  23



 Sr4
R 2 R R
Z 2
Fo3 τ

(8)

The numbers of similarity and dimensionless complexes:

Sh 
Sr3 

V z
z W
QW z
 Cρ

Vmtm
λt
, Re  m H , Pr 
, Sc  , Fo  m2 , Sr1  o o H , Sr2  H o ,
zH
λ
D
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C1ρ1TVm
ρCzH
QcWc zH
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(for the metal particle taking into account matierial crystallization), Sr3=0 (for

the nonmetal particle), Sr4 

QmWm zH
zp Tλ3

.
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Accepted symbols: τ – dimensionless time; R, Z – dimensionless coordinates of cylindrical
system; RL, ZH – dimensionless equivalents of rL, zH; zp – the height of the particle (zp=z2–z1),
m; Ψ – dimensionless equivalent of the stream function; Ω – dimensionless equivalent of the
vorticity vector; U, V – dimensionless velocity components of fuel vapor in the projection
onto the axis R, Z; Θ – dimensionless temperature; Сf – dimensionless concentration of fuel in
the gas-vapor mixture; Сo – dimensionless concentration of an oxidant in the gas-vapor
mixture; Сg – dimensionless concentration of an inert gas in the gas-vapor mixture; Sh –
Strouhal number; Re – Reynolds number; Pr – Prandtl number; Sc – Schmidt number; Fo –
Fourier number; ν – kinematic viscosity coefficient, m2/s; ρ – density, kg/m3; C – specific
heat capacity, J/(kg·K); λ – thermal conductivity, W/(m·K); D – diffusion coefficient, m2/s;
Qm – thermal effect of gel-like condensed substance melting, J/kg; Wm – mass rate of gel-like
condensed substance melting, kg/(m2·s); Qo – thermal effect of fuel vapor oxidation reaction,
J/kg; Wo – mass rate of fuel vapor oxidation, kg/(m3·s); Qс – thermal effect of the
crystallization of a metal particle material, J/kg; Wc – mass rate of the crystallization of the
metal particle material, kg/(m2·s); indexes: 1 – gas-vapor mixture; 2 – hot particle; 3 – gellike condensed substance; 12 – fuel vapor; 13 – oxidizer vapor.
The following ratios were used in the transition to dimensionless variables:



T  T0
r
z
u

t
v
ω
, R , Z 
,U
,V
, 
, 
, 
,
T
rL
zH
Vm
m
tm
Vm
ωm

Vm
, T  Tm  T0 ,
zH
where t – time, s; tm – time scale (tm=10-3 s); r, z – cylindrical system coordinates, m; rL, zH –
dimensions of the solution area (rL=zH=0.02 m); u, v – velocity components of the gas-vapor
mixture in projection onto the axis r, z, m/s; Vm – convection velocity scale, m/s; g – acceleration
of gravity, m/s2; γ – thermal expansion coefficient, K-1; T – temperature, K; T0 – initial temperature
of the condensed substance (T0=90 K); Tm – temperature scale (Tm=1000 K); ψ – stream function,
m3/s; ψm – stream function scale, m3/s; ω – vorticity, s-1; ωm – vorticity
scale, s-1.
The stream function ψ and a vorticity vector ω:

gγTzH , ψm  Vm zH2 , ωm 

V

m

u

 v u
1 ψ
1 ψ
, v 
,
.
ω rot z v

z z
r r
r z

The temperature distribution in the solution area of the problem was specified as initial (at τ=0)
conditions (Figure 1):
1 3  23 1 3  23



 Sr4
R 2 R R
Z 2
Fo3 τ

(8)

Θ1=Θ0, Сf=0, Сo=0, Ψ=0, Ω=0 at R1<R<RL, Z1<Z<Z2; 0<R<RL, Z2<Z<ZH

(9)

Θ2=Θp at 0<R<R1, Z1<Z<Z2

(10)
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Θ3=Θ0 at 0<R<RL, 0<Z<Z1

(11)

It was assumed that the thermal contact was ideal at the boundaries “particle – gas”,
“particle – condensed substance”, “gas – condensed substance” taking into account the
evaporation of fuel and oxidizer vapor from the condensed substance surface and radiant heat
removal from the power source surface to surrounding gas environment. The conditions were
specified that temperature gradients were equal to zero on the axis of symmetry and the
external borders of the solution area.
3
(12)
 0;
R=0, R=RL, 0<Z<Z1:
R
2
(13)
 0;
R=0, Z1<Z<Z2:
R
1 qr zH λ 2 2

 , Θ1=Θ2;
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R λ1 T λ1 R
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1

R=RL, Z1<Z<ZH:

R

Z=0, 0<R<RL:
Z=Z1, 0<R<R1:
Z=Z1, R1<R<RL:
Z=Z2, 0<R<R1:
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 , Θ1=Θ2;
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1

Z=ZH, 0<R<RL:

Z

 0.

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

The average thermophysical characteristics of the gel-like condensed substance were
calculated by formulas:
λ3 φλfs  (1  φ)λos ,

C3  φCfs  (1  φ)Cos ,
ρ3 φρfs  (1  φ)ρos ,

where indexes fs – fuel component; os – oxidizer.
The mass rates of the evaporation of fuel and an oxidizer were calculated by the equations:
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Pen  Pe 

β
,
Wef  φ
1  kββ 2πRtTs / M12

Pen  Pe 

β
,
Weo 1  φ 
1  kββ 2πRtTs / M13

where β – dimensionless coefficient of evaporation; kβ – dimensionless coefficient (kβ≈0.4);
Pn – pressure of saturated fuel vapor (oxidizer), N/m2; P – pressure of fuel vapor (oxidizer)
near the border of evaporation (calculated according to the Mendeleev–Clapeyron equation),
N/m2; Rt – universal gas constant, J/(mol·K); Ts – temperature at the border of phase
transition, K; M – molar mass of fuel vapor (oxidizer), kg/kmol.
The mass rate of metal particle material crystallization was calculated by the formula:
Wc  Vcρ2 ,
where Vc – linear crystallization rate, m/s.
The linear rate of metal particle material crystallization was determined from the following
equation:
Vc 

δ(r , z, τ  τ)  δ(r , z, τ)
,
τ

where δ(r,z,τ+∆τ) and δ(r,z,τ) – the distance between the bottom particle edge and the front of
crystallization in the (τ+∆τ)-th and τ-th time steps, m; ∆τ – time step, s.
The mass rate of gel-like condensed substance melting was calculated by the formula:
Wm  Vmρ3 ,
where Vm – linear melting rate, m/s (calculated similarly to Vc).
The mass rate of fuel vapor oxidation was determined by the Arrhenius equation:
 E 
,

Wo ρ1Cf Co k0 exp  
 R T 
 t 1

whete k0 – preexponent of the oxidation reaction, s-1; E – activation energy of the oxidation
reaction, J/mol.
The density of heat flux discharged from the heated particle by radiant heat transfer was
calculated by the formula:
qr  σεT 4 ,

where σ – Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/(m2·K4); ε – emissivity.
The following methods were used for developing the algorithm of the numerical solution
of the system of nonlinear nonstationary differential equations with appropriate initial and
boundary conditions: finite differences, alternating directions, locally one-dimensional, simple
iterations, sweep in the case of an implicit four-point difference scheme.
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Recent reports [1–3] described physical and mathematical problems of heat and mass
transfer during the ignition of liquid and solid condensed substances by hot particles.
Mathematical modeling was performed with the following parameters [5, 6]: the initial
temperature of the gel-like condensed substance and inert gas Θ0=0, local energy source
Θp=1÷1.5; hot particle sizes Rp=Zp=0.15 (Figure 1, Rp=R1, Zp=Z2–Z1); the thickness of the
condensed substance Z1=0.15; the dimensions of the solution area RL=ZH=1. The thermal
effect of gel-like condensed substance melting Qm=395·103 J/kg, melting temperature
Θm=0.274. The thermal effects of hydrazine evaporation Qef=1390·103 J/kg and liquefied
oxygen Qeo=2100·103 J/kg; dimensionless evaporation coefficient β=0.1; molar mass of fuel
vapor M12=32.05 kg/kmol and oxidizer M13=32 kg/kmol; volume fraction of the fuel
component φ=0.57; kinematic viscosity coefficient of the gas-vapor mixture ν=1.41·10-5 m2/s;
diffusion coefficient of mixture components D=7.83·10-6 m2/s; thermal expansion coefficient
γ=0.001 K-1. The thermal effects of the crystallization of the metallic particle material from
steel Qc=205·103 J/kg and aluminum Qc=398·103 J/kg, crystallization temperature Θc=1.5 and
Θc=0.95 respectively. The kinetic parameters of the oxidation reaction of the gas mixture
Е=162∙103 J/mol, k0=2.25∙109 s-1, Qo=14.644∙106 J/kg. The emissivity of steel ε=0.55 and
aluminium ε=0.06. The thermophysical characteristics [7, 8] of substances (Figure 1) are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Thermophysical characteristics

Substance
inert gas
hydrazine
hydrazine vapor
liquefied oxygen
liquefied oxygen vapor
steel
aluminum
ceramics
carbon

λ, W/(m·K)
0.026
0.161
0.072
0.065
0.027
49
98
20
1.512

ρ, kg/m3
1.161
1010
2.498
1141
2.511
7831
2700
3800
1700

C, J/(kg·K)
1190
1380
3876
1680
2280
470
900
930
1100

Studies [7, 8] described the thermophysical characteristics of liquid (kerosene) and solid
metalized fuels.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the temperature fields at the moment of ignition for three types of
condensed substances at local energy supply from a single metal particle. The temperature
fields were obtained for liquid and solid condensed substances using the mathematical models
developed in studies [1–3]. Previously, it was established that there were three ignition modes
typical for the gas-phase ignition of liquid condensed substances when the heat content of a
source varied: above the particle (Figure 4a), near its lateral surface, in the immediate vicinity
of the border of fuel evaporation. The localization zone of the leading exothermic reaction
(Figure 4b) is located in the immediate vicinity of the border of contact with the hot particle
near the symmetry axis in the case of the solid-phase ignition of the metalized condensed
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substance. Unlike liquid and solid condensed substances, a leading oxidation reaction zone is
formed in a small vicinity of the particle base and the boundaries of evaporation products
injection (Figure 4c) in the case of the local heating of the gel-like condensed substance
subsurface layer by the source of limited energy capacity. It can be seen that an inert gas
warmed up substantially faster than fuel and oxidizer components coming from the
evaporation surface. The oxidation rate increases when the temperature of the gas-vapor
mixture increases due to intensive diffusion-convective heat and mass transfer. Heat release in
the system (Figure 1) becomes irreversible, thus ignition occurs.

a

b

c

Figure 2: The dimensionless temperature fields at the moment of the ignition of the liquid condensed substance
(а) at Rp=Zp=0.1, Θp=1.2, metalized solid condensed substance (b) at Rp=Zp=0.1, Θp=1.2, gel-like condensed
substance (c) at Rp=Zp=0.15, Θp=1.2
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Table 2 shows the dependencies of dimensionless ignition delay times for liquid, solid and
gel-like fuels on the dimensionless initial temperature of the metal particle.
The ignition delay times of the gel-like condensed substance are substantially shorter
compared to the similar characteristics of solid and liquid condensed substances. The
minimum temperatures of particles (Θp≈1.1 at Rp=Zp=0.15, when ignition occurs in the
system (Figure 1)), exceed the threshold temperatures of the source (Θp≈1) to initiate the
combustion of solid and liquid condensed substances ceteris paribus. Thus, the minimum
temperature Θp=1.1 and sizes Rp=Zp=0.15 of the disc-shaped local source may be assumed as
the maximum values for the ignition of the gel-like condensed substance “hydrazine –
liquified oxygen”. Established feature can be explained by a significant influence of
endothermic phase transitions (melting and evaporation) on the intensity of heat and mass
transfer and chemical reaction.
Table 2: Dimensionless ignition delay times τd of liquid, solid and gel-like condensed substances depending
on the dimensionless initial temperature of a single hot metal particle Θp at Rp=Zp=0.15

Θp
Condensed substance
Liquid condensed
substance
Solid condensed
substance
Gel-like
condensed
substance

1.000

1.100

1.125

1.150

1.175

1.200

1.431

1.047

0.923

0.802

0.716

0.604

1.622

0.756

0.627

0.585

0.491

0.464

no ignition

0.163

0.108

0.059

0.037

0.028

It should be noted that aluminum, ceramic and carbon particles heated up to high
temperatures were used in the experiments as the ignition source. However, the results of
numerical studies allowed us to conclude that steel particles had the shortest ignition delay
times of condensed substances.
Numerical investigations established the features and differences between the ignition
mechanisms of condensed substances during local heating. Thus, it was found that the leading
oxidation reaction zone of the gas-vapor mixture is generated around the lateral droplet face
in the small vicinity of the contact boundary with the gel-like condensed substance.
The solid condensed substance is characterized by the ignition zone localization near the
contact border between fuel and the ignition source. The liquid condensed substance is
characterized by three possible localizations: above the particle, near its lateral surface, and in
the immediate vicinity of the fuel evaporation border.
Investigations have also revealed the differences between limiting characteristics of the
heat source for three types of condensed substances. The temperature limit of the ignition
source is Θp≈1 for liquid and solid condensed substances. The temperature limit of the
ignition source is Θp≈1 for gel-like fuel.
These differences between the main characteristics and features of heat and mass transfer
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during the ignition of liquid, solid and gel-like fuels by single hot metal particles, expand
modern concepts of the ignition theory [4].
This work was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (Project No. 1519-10003).
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Abstract. Current developments in the energy sector increasingly demand the consideration of
fuels with much larger particle sizes, either from alternative sources or due to a reduced preprocessing effort. In numerical simulations of such systems the particles can no longer be
considered as non-colliding material points. Municipal waste incineration on grates or wood
pellet combustion in domestic boilers are such examples, where the Discrete Element Method
(DEM) can be applied to extend the Lagrange tracking of moving particles to a mechanically
and thermally fully interacting flow of reacting granular material. In some situations where
sufficiently large time scale differences between the processes in the gas phase and in the solid
phase exist, distinctive interfaces can be identified between domains, thus allowing a different
modelling in these regions. The treatment of the radiative heat transfer between such domains
poses particular difficulties at the interfaces. Based on the two exemplary applications
mentioned, details of the modelling approach are discussed and corresponding results
presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

The theoretical description of fuel conversion processes and the numerical simulation of the
equipment employed has gained considerable industrial application throughout the last two
decades. Starting from the Eulerian gaseous fuel conversion in homogeneous multi-species
turbulent flows, the further development led to the Lagrangian description of droplets or
pulverized solid fuel particles. By tracking the material points representing these small particles,
the movement and conversion within the flow field and the associated mass and heat transfer
could be assessed. In many technically relevant applications collisions or any other direct
interactions within the particulate phase could either be neglected or statistically represented.
The increasing exploitation of alternative fuel sources, especially biomass and agricultural
residues, results in a growing significance of systems where much larger particles are directly
converted. This largely avoids the otherwise required fuel preparation through energy intensive
processes like cutting, crushing or grinding and thus supports the overall efficiency. With
respect to the numerical simulation of such systems, the individual particles or objects must be
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considered as thermally thick and also often require a spatial resolution of the temperature field
within each object. In addition, their mechanical interaction may dominate the flow of the solid
phase while the transport processes associated with the interstitial gas phase still control the
mass and heat transfer. A straightforward combined CFD/DEM approach, fully resolving the
evolution of all relevant processes over time, may be applied in these situations, but still
requires extremely large computational resources if systems of technical scale are considered.
The assumption of steady state conditions in a part of the domain considered allows to reduce
this effort.
2 EXAMPLES OF TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS
The application of DEM combined with the simulation of heat transfer and/or chemical
reaction is still in an early phase of development and the application to systems of industrial or
technical scale is scarce. If carried out, these investigations are complicated with respect to
physics and chemistry, computationally very expensive and time consuming [2, 5]. Early
applications and explorative investigations were possible for situations where the specific
conditions eased these requirements to some extent. A DEM code developed at the Department
of Energy Plant Technology [1, 3, 4] describes the particle motion and thermochemical
processes of the reacting granular phase. The commercial CFD software package ANSYS
FLUENT (Version 14.5) is connected with this code and used to solve the governing equations
of the continuous fluid phase surrounding the particles.
Two examples of largely different geometric scale, namely the conversion of bulky material
on the grate of a municipal waste incinerator and the combustion of wood pellets in a domestic
heater will be presented and compared with respect to the heat transfer models applied.
2.1

Municipal waste incinerator

Thermal treatment, gently circumscribing ultimate combustion, is an efficient, ecologically
favorable and long established process for the energetic utilization of municipal waste. In these
systems the untreated material is introduced through a waste feeder chute into the furnace
(approx. 60 MWth) forming a waste layer on a grate of about 10 m length and 60 cm initial
height. Moving bars mechanically induce the transport of this layer through the furnace, while
it is passed by primary air from below.
The gas mixture leaving the upper surface of the layer consists of partially oxidized pyrolysis
products, carbon monoxide and air. This flow enters the combustion chamber atop of the grate,
becomes mixed with additional secondary air injected from the roof and/or the sidewalls and
finally is converted under turbulent conditions (fig. 1). The harsh conditions in these
combustion chambers render reliable measurements of gas temperatures, species concentrations
or radiative fluxes technically ambitious and costly; within the waste layer they are virtually
impossible. Thus only numerical simulations are left for the purpose of “looking” into details
of these systems for optimization.
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𝑇𝑇[°𝐶𝐶]

Figure 1: Temperature distribution in the boiler (gas phase) and in the
bulk material (solid fuel) on the grate

Figure 2: Close-up of the temperature distribution in the waste layer, scaled as in fig. 1.
As depicted in fig. 1 and fig. 2 the domain required for an overall simulation comprises of
two distinctly different domains with respect to the prevailing physical and thermochemical
conditions. While the fluid passes the combustion chamber in just a few seconds, the solid fuel
(only a “strip”, 50 cm wide and containing approx.7500 particles is modeled) needs about 80
minutes to travel along the grate. Thus the overall time scales are wide apart, suggesting a
separation at the boundary between fuel layer surface and combustion chamber.
With respect to the appropriate models, the combustion chamber may be represented as a
conventional reactive multi-species turbulent steady state flow field, occasionally blown out
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small particles and their conversion may be readily described as transported and reacting
material points using the commonly used particle tracking procedure.
The process on the grate with the waste-layer atop is dominated by the interaction of the
mechanical transport and mixing of the bed, with the concurrent heat transfer, heterogeneous
reaction in the bulk (drying, pyrolysis, char oxidation) and with the crossflowing primary air.
Several grate designs based on different mechanical transport principles (forward acting,
backward acting roller grates) coexist in the waste incineration technology. Depending on the
specific grate design different combustion chamber layouts are favored (counter-current, cocurrent, center-flow firing). The example shown is a forward acting grate with counter-current
firing [3].
Heating of the waste-layer, ignition of the combustible material contained therein and the
resulting conversion rate, are to a large extent controlled by radiation from the combustion
chamber above the layer. The intensity of the radiation incident on the layer surface tightly
couples with the surface temperature of the particles in the top layer since radiation is
transported “infinitely fast”. The height of the fuel layer is typically in the range of several
decimeters, thus a considerable conversion of the gaseous components released within the bed
appears to be a reasonable assumption; within the DEM model successive thermochemical
equilibria are computed in the vertical direction. Since the major pressure loss occurs across the
grate, an even distribution of the primary air passing through the fuel layer can be prescribed
as the inlet boundary condition.
Typical municipal waste consists of a large variety of solid objects of widely varying size,
shape, mechanical, physical and thermochemical properties. At this point any particle-based
simulation method requires rigorous simplifications. This is not only due to the large number
of objects involved but even more since the required data on the fuel, which (if known at all) is
only available as long time averages. Combining detailed knowledge on the properties of
individual fuel fractions (heat of reaction of different types of plastic material, wood, inert
materials, water) and their respective content with known “typical” size distributions [7] allows
to parametrize a “theoretical waste” which exhibits both, reasonable conversion behavior and
transport properties resulting in realistic residence times on the grate. Therefore the actual
geometric shape of the fuel objects may be reduced to cohesive spherical particles, interacting
with each other and reducing size and cohesive forces during conversion. Since the large
particles are thermally thick, their one-dimensional radial discretization allows to approximate
their thermal inertance. Further details on the models and a comparison of results obtained with
measurements in an actual incinerator may be found in [3].
The time scale associated with the final conversion of the products in the boiler is short if
compared to the 80 minutes residence time. Therefore the movement, heating and reaction of
the fuel objects need to be considered as unsteady processes, while the boiler atop always
achieves steady state conditions within much shorter times. This provides the time scale
difference required for a separation of the simulation into two distinct but coupled domains as
described in chapter 2.4
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2.2 Wood pellet furnace
The second example (fig. 3) discussed is a domestic heater (13 kW thermal) fired with
wood pellets. This system differs in several aspects from the waste incinerator presented above.
Obviously, the absolute scale of the system is much smaller, since the volume of the combustion
chamber is only about 20 liter, installed atop a burner bowl of approximately 15 cm diameter
which contains less than 1000 reacting particles during steady state and at nominal load. In
contrast to the municipal waste, the wood pellets are geometrically and thermochemically well
defined (cylindrical shape of 6 mm diameter and a length varying between 6 and 30 mm, known
heating value, water content and measured temperature dependence of the gas release during
pyrolysis). The initial geometry of the individual particles can be assumed to be preserved
during drying (constant volume) and to be reduced in size during pyrolysis and char burnout
(constant density), which roughly reflects the actual behavior during burnout. Since the primary
air is introduced into the burner bowl from below and secondary air is injected radially through
circular holes on the circumference at two different heights. The distribution of the air inflow
through these ports is strongly controlled by the geometry of the air supply, thus the required
boundary conditions can be determined in advance by a separate simulation of the distribution
system.

Figure 3: Temperature distribution in the fuel layer and the combustion chamber of a pellet
fired domestic heater
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As shown in fig. 4, the discrete fuel objects, the wood pellets, are discontinuously dropped
onto the fuel layer through a chute. About 10 gram every 10 seconds are introduced to obtain
an averaged fuel feed rate of 1.0 g/s. This results in an unsteady heating and conversion process
within the burner bowl, every 10 seconds the onset of drying releases water vapor, subsequently
volatiles and later on carbon monoxide (as the primary char conversion product) occur. Since
the particles fall on a small area of the surface a distinctive movement of the particles in the bed
is induced, being overlain by the particle size reduction resulting from char burnout. The
average residence time of the pellets until full burnout is 375 seconds.
Similar as in the waste incinerator, the flow in the combustion chamber atop of the fuel
bowl must be considered to be partially premixed, turbulent and three-dimensional, thus the
reaction of the gaseous products is controlled by the spatially distributed release of the
components from the reacting pellet bed and the mixing with the secondary air. Different
descriptions (Eddy Dissipation/Eddy Dissipation Combustion) were compared, a detailed
comparison may be found in [1].
𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂 [K] – 1 s

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂 [K] – 3 s

𝑇𝑇𝑂𝑂 [K] – 10 s

𝑌𝑌𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 [kg/kg] – 1 s

𝑌𝑌𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 [kg/kg] – 3 s

𝑌𝑌𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 [kg/kg] – 10 s

𝑌𝑌𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 [kg/kg] – 1 s

𝑌𝑌𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 [kg/kg] – 3 s

𝑌𝑌𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 [kg/kg] – 10 s

Figure 4: Surface temperature, water and volatile content of the pellets in the burner bowl
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In contrast to the waste incineration, the pellet layer height is quite small and the residence
time of the gaseous components released in the bed approaches the same magnitude as the time
required for fuel conversion. Due to the essentially “laminar” conditions in the small gaps
between the pellets and the constrained spatial mixing, a kinetic description (only one step
global reaction of the hydrogen content) is required to allow for a partial conversion of pyrolysis
products in the bed.
2.3 DEM-CFD coupling / radiative transfer
As previously shown, the surface of the waste layer and in the other case, the interface
between the burner bowl and the combustion chamber atop, represent natural interfaces with a
sufficient scale separation to allow for a separated but externally coupled (iteratively, via files
and User Defined Functions) simulation of the overall system. Averaging the time resolved
conversion on the grate or in the pellet bed over appropriate prescribed times (cycling time of
the waste push rod and time between successive pellet additions) provides the inlet boundary
conditions for a steady state simulation of the respective combustion chamber.

Outlet

Combustion
chamber

CFD Simulation of
the freeboard
Secondary
air inlets

DEM simulation
of the packed bed

CFD Simulation of
the porous zone
Primary air

inlet
Figure 5: Data exchange concept for DEM/CFD coupling
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Fig. 5 depicts this approach for the case of the pellet stove. While a two-dimensional, twoway interface is sufficient for the waste incinerator (steady state CFD in the combustion
chamber and reacting, time resolved DEM on the grate), additional volume coupling is required
for the process in the pellet burner bowl. Turbulent steady state simulation and time resolved
“laminar” flow in the porous medium representing the pellet bed are not compatible enough to
be treated in one single domain.
This results in three distinct computing tasks (CFD in the combustion chamber, CFD in fluid
phase and reacting DEM for the solid particles in the burner bowl) which need to exchange data
of mass and heat fluxes in tightly synchronized (and consistent) manner.
In this context the thermal radiation heat transfer requires specific attention since the overall
system behavior and thus the rate of fuel conversion is distinctively influenced by the radiative
fluxes. Any inconsistencies at this point add to the uncertainties already resulting from the many
assumptions and simplifications contained in the other model components (e.g. fuel conversion,
convective flow and diffusive mass transfer, thermochemical model).
From a general perspective the three-dimensional radiative transfer equation in an absorbing,
emitting and scattering medium must be solved with respect to the boundary conditions
imposed by multiple enclosing surfaces. The radiative intensity I in position 𝑟𝑟⃗ arriving from (or
being emitted in) direction 𝑠𝑠⃗ can be obtained by integration of
𝜎𝜎𝑇𝑇 4
𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆 4𝜋𝜋
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑟𝑟,
⃗⃗⃗ 𝑠𝑠⃗)
+ 𝜅𝜅(𝑠𝑠) 𝐼𝐼( 𝑟𝑟⃗, 𝑠𝑠⃗) = 𝑎𝑎 𝑛𝑛2
+
∫ 𝐼𝐼(𝑟𝑟⃗, 𝑠𝑠⃗ ) 𝜙𝜙(𝑠𝑠⃗ ∙ 𝑡𝑡⃗) 𝑑𝑑Ω
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜋𝜋
4𝜋𝜋 0

(1)

with the absorption coefficient a, the scattering coefficient 𝝔𝝔𝑺𝑺 , the optical thickness 𝜅𝜅(𝑠𝑠), the
refractive index n of the gray medium passed, a scattering phase function 𝝓𝝓 relating scattered
to incident radiation and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 𝝈𝝈. In the commonly used CFD tools
several approximations to the solution of this equation do exist. A a comparison of the most
popular models, the so called P-1, the Discrete Transfer Radiation Model (DTRM), the Discrete
Ordinates Model (DO) and the Surface-to-Surface (S2S) model may be found in [6]. If the
optical thickness of the participating medium is large, either due to a strong absorption or due
to a “large” length scale, the P-1 model provides the most robust and efficient approach and is
used in the waste incinerator simulations. In contrast, if the optical thickness is small and the
radiative exchange is dominated by the direct exchange among the surfaces involved, like in
the case of the pellet stove, the S2S model or the DO-model are reasonable choices.
Here the major difficulty arises from the fact that the thermal radiation acts instantaneously
between the surfaces and gas volumes involved. If a reacting fuel object changes its surface
temperature over time, the resulting change in heat flux from the combustion chamber atop
occurs immediately and thermal equilibration must be obtained before the next time step. This
would require to solve (to converge) at least the radiation transport problem in the combustion
chamber domain for every step of the DEM simulation, which currently is not possible with
reasonable effort.
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An “ad hoc” approach to resolve this conflict between steady state and time dependent
solutions uses the domain interfaces such that a common, time averaged “radiative background
temperature” 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is associated with the interfacing surface to compute on the particle side the
time resolved heat exchange with the individual particles and on the other side the radiative
exchange with the combustion chamber as a whole, iteratively balancing the integral heat flux.
Figure 6 depicts, in order to show the sensitivity, the effect of a reduction of this radiative
temperature on the conversion and particle temperature on the grate. As can be seen, 20 %
difference in the value of 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 decides between stable operation and full extinction of the
reaction. Unfortunately the measurement of radiative fluxes in devices of technical scale is
difficult and expensive, thus no direct comparison is currently available.

𝑇𝑇[°𝐶𝐶]

Figure 6: Particle temperatures and conversion on the grate of a municipal waste incinerator,
upper part: nominal operation,
lower part: radiation temperature at the interface reduced by 20%

3

CONCLUSIONS

Coupled CFD/DEM simulations are an emerging methodology for the numerical treatment
of mechanically and thermally interacting and chemically reacting two phase flows with large
reacting particles. Although, many details especially with respect to the generalisation of the
modelling approaches require further investigation. First demonstrations and exemplary
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applications could be realized with quantitatively reasonable results. Thermal radiation in these
systems requires special attention since it immediately transfers energy and therefore has a
strong influence on the conversion rates, this complicates scale separation of the problem in
time and space.
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Abstract. The process of conduction mode laser welding is simulated using the meshless
Lagrangian method Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics. The modeling of the solid phase
is based on the governing equations in thermoelasticity. For the liquid phase, surface
tension effects including the Marangoni force caused by a temperature-dependent surface
tension gradient are taken into account to simulate the melt flow in the weld pool. A
non-isothermal solid-liquid phase transition with the release or absorption of additional
energy known as the latent heat of fusion is considered. The major heat transfer process
through conduction is modeled, whereas heat convection and radiation are neglected. The
energy input from the laser beam is approximated as a Gaussian heat source acting on
the material surface. Numerical results obtained with the developed model are presented
for laser spot welding and seam welding of aluminum. The change of process parameters
like welding speed and laser power, and their effects on the weld pool dimensions can be
investigated through simulations, and the overall welding quality may be assessed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Laser welding is widely applied in industry due to several advantages compared to
conventional arc or gas welding: high welding speed, a small heat affected zone, ease of
automation, and weight savings. Depending on the absorbed radiation intensity from
the laser beam, laser welding may be classified into conduction mode welding and deep
penetration welding. Conduction mode laser welding is a preferred manufacturing method
to obtain visually appealing weld seams without further grinding or finishing. It is suitable
for joining thin sheets and tubes, e.g. visible surfaces of device housings or stainless steel
sinks. The process is characterized by high quality welds without defects like pores or
spatter, and low mechanical and thermal distortions in the work piece. During the welding
1
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process, a laser beam melts the parts to be welded along a common joint, while the
maximum temperature stays below evaporation temperature. The energy is transferred
to the work piece merely through heat conduction and thus, the weld depth is limited by
the heat conductivity of the material. The molten materials coalesce and solidify to form
a weld, whose width is greater than its depth.
To gain insight into the influence of process parameters on the melt flow and resulting
weld, the conduction mode laser welding process is simulated using Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) [8, 15]. As a meshless Lagrangian method, it has the ability to
accurately describe the free surface melt flow by fulfilling the continuity equation at the
same time. The underlying heat transfer phenomena including the solid-liquid interface
and the occurring phase transitions, melting and solidification, are modeled based on the
works of Cleary and Monaghan [3, 20]. Temperature-dependent material properties are
taken into account, as an example, the temperature-dependent surface tension gradient is
considered in order to describe the Marangoni convection which dominates the weld pool
[11, 24]. The energy input from the laser beam is approximated as a moving heat source
acting on the material surface.
2

MODELING WITH SPH

In SPH [16, 18], the continuum is represented by a set of particles acting as discretization points. Material properties and field variables like velocity and acceleration
are associated to each particle such that the overall state of the system is characterized
properly. The particles interact with each other within a defined influence range h of a
smoothing kernel function W . The evaluation of field variables fi and their derivatives
for particle a is approximated by sums over all neighboring particles b
 mb
 mb
fia =
fib W (ra − rb , h) =
fib Wab ,
(1)
ρ
ρ
b
b
b
b
 mb ∂W (ra − rb , h)
 mb ∂Wab
∂fia
=−
fib
=−
fib
,
∂xj
ρ
∂x
ρ
∂x
b
j
b
j
b
b

(2)

where m is the mass, ρ the density, r the position vector, and h the smoothing length. The
Gaussian kernel function as introduced in [8] is applied here. As a general discretization
method, all systems that are described by partial differential equations can be simplified
to a set of ordinary differential equations. For time integration, the explicit second-order
Leapfrog scheme [21] with time step control is used.
2.1

Solid phase

A coupled thermoelastic approach is developed for modeling the solid phase, in order
to analyze both the temperature distribution and the stress and strain in the workpiece
during the welding process.
2
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Equation of motion
The balance equation of linear momentum is given as
v̇i =

1 ∂σij
+ gi
ρ ∂xj

(3)

with the gravity force per unit mass gi acting as body force. Discretizing this equation into
SPH form, the acceleration acting on a particle a due to interaction with its surrounding
neighbor particles b is according to [18]


a
b

σ
σ
∂Wab
ij
ij
ab n
v̇ia =
mb
+ 2 + Rij
Φab + Πab δij
+ gi .
(4)
a
2
ρ
ρ
∂x
a
j
b
b
ab n
Φab introduced in [17] and an artificial
For numerical reasons, an artificial stress term Rij
viscosity term Πab δij proposed in [19, 16] are added in Eq. (4) to reduce the tensile
instability and to smooth spurious numerical oscillations, respectively.
The stress tensor consisting of elastic and thermal stresses due to linear thermal expansion is defined as
σij = (−p − 3Kα(T − T0 ))δij + Sij ,
(5)

where p is the pressure, K the bulk modulus, α the thermal expansion coefficient, T the
absolute temperature in K, T0 the reference temperature, and Sij the deviatoric stress
tensor. Both the pressure and the thermal expansion term only have influence on the
hydrostatic part of the stress tensor.
The hydrostatic part of the stress tensor can be evaluated directly. The pressure is
calculated using a state equation. Here, an isothermal approach is chosen
p = c20 (ρ − ρ0 ) ,

(6)


where c0 = K/ρ0 is the speed of sound, ρ the current density, and ρ0 the initial reference
density.
The Updated Lagrangian method is used for updating the deviatoric part of the stress
tensor, which evolves as follows according to [18]


1
Ṡij = 2µ ˙ij − δij ˙kk + Sik Ωjk + Ωik Skj ,
(7)
3




∂vj
∂vj
∂vi
∂vi
1
1
where ˙ij = 2 ∂xj + ∂xi is the strain rate tensor, Ωij = 2 ∂xj − ∂xi the rotation rate
tensor, and µ the shear modulus. Note that the Jaumann stress rate is employed to ensure
the objectivity of the formulation [5].

3
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Energy equation
The thermoelastic coupled heat equation may be derived using the internal energy
equation [6]
∂qi
ρė = σij ˙ij −
+ qs δ(r − Rs ) ,
(8)
∂xi
where e is the specific internal energy, qi the heat flux, qs the source strength in the
dimension power per unit volume, δ the Dirac delta function, and Rs the position vector
of the heat source. Inserting the formula for the internal energy density [6]
e = c(T − T0 ) +

3K
1
µ
αT0 kk +
(λ + 2µ)2kk + ((kk )2 + 2kk ) + const.
ρ0
2ρ0
ρ0

(9)

with the heat capacity c, the Lamé parameters λ and µ, the approximation ρ = ρ0 , and
Fourier’s law of heat conduction for a material with constant thermal conductivity k
qi = −k

∂T
∂xi

(10)

into Eq. (8) yields the coupled heat equation in linear thermoelasticity
ρcṪ = −3KαT ˙kk + k∆T + qs δ(r − Rs ) .

(11)

Equation (11) is converted to its corresponding SPH form following [3] and [20] for the
heat conduction and source term
 mb
1 
cṪa =
(−3KαTa (vb − va ) · ∇Wab + 2k(Ta − Tb )Fab ) +
Qs ζs W (rk − Rs ) ,
ρa ρb
ρa k
b
(12)
where Fab = (ra − rb ) · ∇Wab /ra − rb 2 , Qs is the power of the heat source, and ζs a
normalizing factor for the heat source such that the rate of change of thermal energy is
correctly considered [20].
2.2

Liquid phase

The molten material is modeled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant
dynamic viscosity η. The constitutive law is characterized following [9] by


∂vi
∂vj
σij = −pδij + η
= −pδij + 2η ˙ij ,
+
(13)
∂xj ∂xi
where the pressure is calculated through a quasi-incompressible state equation as given
in [1]
 γ

ρ
ρ0 c20
−1
(14)
p=
γ
ρ0
with a constant value γ = 7 and an artificial speed of sound c0 .
4
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Continuity equation
The conservation of mass is ensured by the continuity equation, see [9],
ρ̇ = −ρ

∂vi
∂xi

which is discretized in SPH form as
 ρa
mb (va − vb ) · ∇Wab .
ρ̇a =
ρb
b

(15)

(16)

Momentum equation
The conservation of linear momentum is described by the Navier-Stokes equation as
stated in [9]
∂p
ρv̇i = −
+ η∆vi + ρfi + ρgi .
(17)
∂xi
The discretization of the pressure term is treated analogously to the pressure term for
solid particles in Eq. (4). The viscous forces are modeled by the term proposed in [22].
Additionally, the surface tension force fi is applied to fluid particles in the melt flow.
The computation of the surface tension force is based on the Continuum Surface Force
(CSF) model described in [2]. For modeling the Marangoni convection in the melt flow
caused by a temperature-dependent surface tension coefficient, we follow the approach
from [25]. A linear dependence of the surface tension coefficient τ on temperature with
the proportionality factor τT is assumed and the volumetric surface tension force is
f=

1
(τ κn + τT ∇s T ) ,
ρ

(18)

where κ is the curvature, n the normal vector pointing outwards, and ∇s T the surface
temperature gradient. As suggested in [25], ∇s T is projected onto the tangential space
and the spatial temperature gradient is calculated using the Corrective Smoothed Particle
Method (CSPM) described in [12].
Internal energy equation
The internal energy equation is given in [9] as
ρė = ρcṪ =

∂vi
η ˙ij + k∆T + qs δ(r − Rs ) .
∂xj

(19)

Compared to Eq. (11), the coupled term has vanished as a result of incompressibility.
Instead, there is a positive viscous dissipation term which represents the energy dissipated
as heat.
5
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2.3

Solid-liquid phase transition and interaction

The solid-liquid phase transition is assumed to take place between a significant temperature range, which is the usual case for metal alloys. Therefore, two parameters are
set for the phase transition temperature marking the lower solid and upper liquid limit,
Ts and Tl . As different material parameters apply for the solid and liquid phase, the temperature dependency is partially considered by using different heat capacities cs and cl .
During the phase transition from solid to liquid, heat is absorbed by the material. If the
absorbed heat value exceeds the latent heat of fusion Hf , the transition has completed.
The particle type is then changed from a solid to a fluid particle.
Using the enthalpy method for a non-isothermal phase transition as basis [10], the
temperature of each particle is determined from the specific enthalpy h


h


solid: T < Ts , h < cs Ts ,

cs


−1

Hf
Hf
T =
c
h
+
mushy: Ts ≤ T ≤ Tl , cs Ts ≤ h ≤ cin Tl + Hf ,
T
+
s
in
Tl −Ts
Tl −Ts





 1 (h − Hf − cin (Tl − Ts ))
liquid: T ≥ Tl , h ≥ cl Tl + Hf + cin (Tl − Ts ) .
cl
For a continuous function at T = Tl , the intermediate heat capacity cin
constraint
cl Tl + Hf + cin (Tl − Ts ) = cin Tl + Hf ,

(20)
has to fulfill the

(21)

leading to cin = cl Tl /Ts .
The elastic interaction for solid particles given in Eq. (4) is also applied to the interaction between solid and fluid particles. The difference lies in the evaluation of the stress
tensor of the fluid particle from Eq. (13). In contrast to other contact algorithms for fluidstructure interaction with SPH that introduce repulsive forces between two approaching
particles similar to the penalty contact force scheme [14], or e.g. the CD-FSIT algorithm
[13], this approach is purely based on the stress tensors for the solid and fluid particle.
The interaction does not contain any additional artificial parameters and hence avoids the
cumbersome process of parameter identification. Concerning the energy equation, both
Eq. (8) and Eq. (19) are combined. The coupled thermoelastic term is only applied to the
solid particle, whereas the viscous dissipation term is solely applied to the fluid particle.
2.4

Laser beam

According to the Beer-Lambert law [24], the laser beam intensity I decreases exponentially with respect to the depth z after penetrating the surface of the workpiece
I(z) = (1 − Γ)I0 exp(−Az) ,

(22)

where Γ is the reflection coefficient, and A = 4πnκ/λ0 the absorption coefficient, with the
refractivity n, the absorbance κ, and the wave length of the laser beam in vacuum λ0 .
6
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For metals, the depth of absorbing 95 % of the laser radiation is less than one micrometer
[11, 24], therefore the laser beam may be regarded as a surface source.
The assumption of a Gaussian intensity distribution is most common when modeling a
laser beam. Due to the use of the Gaussian kernel in the presented SPH simulations, the
Gaussian intensity distribution is implicitly considered. The power intensity is defined as

 2
(1 − Γ)Plaser
x
y2
I(x, y) =
(23)
exp − 2 − 2 ,
exp(−0.5) πrs2
rs
rs
in which the radius of influence of the heat source rs is set equal to the smoothing length.
Hence, the strength of the heat source
√ is identified as Qs = (1 − Γ)Plaser /exp(−0.5) such
that the intensity at the distance rs / 2 is equal to the mean absorbed radiation intensity
(1 − Γ)Plaser /πrs2 .
3

SIMULATION RESULTS

For the simulations, the suggested model is implemented into the object-oriented software package Pasimodo [7, 23]. Two exemplary welding processes of aluminum are presented. First, a spot weld generated by a short-term laser heating process and subsequent
solidification is modeled. The second example shows a seam welding process with a moving laser beam. As boundary condition, a few bottom layers of particles are fixed in all
directions to prevent rigid body motion.
The explicit time integration scheme has to fulfill the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition [4] for the maximum time step to achieve stable results. The limiting factor for the
time step is the speed of sound of the material. To reduce the computation time, the
speed of sound may be decreased, if the analysis of thermal effects is in the focus and the
error in the coupling term of Eq. (11) may be neglected.
3.1

Static heat source

First, we simulate the process of laser spot welding where a static laser beam irradiates
the workpiece for 15 ms. The initial temperature distribution is homogeneous at 293 K,
no additional temperature boundary conditions are set. The temperature distribution
after the heating process is shown in Figure 1. The effect of the Gaussian distribution of
the laser radiation on the resulting temperature field is clearly visible.
The Marangoni force acting in the melt flow due to a temperature-dependent surface
tension coefficient is plotted in Figure 2. The molten material flows in the negative
direction of the temperature gradient and the Marangoni force in x and y-direction have
their maxima near the solid-liquid interface. In z-direction, the force is negative with no
distinct minimum value.
The resulting spot weld dimensions are visualized in Figure 3, which shows the workpiece after the solidification has completed. The particles in red were melted during the
heating process and solidified to form the spot weld, whereas the particles in blue stayed
7
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(a) Temperature distribution in the xy-plane

(b) Temperature distribution in the xz-plane

Figure 1: Temperature distribution at t = 15 ms

Figure 2: Marangoni force in x-, y-, and z-direction at t = 15 ms
solid during the welding process. The spot weld has a smaller depth than its radius, which
is typical for conduction mode laser welding. The roughness of the surface after the weld
solidified can be seen in the results.
3.2

Moving heat source

Next we investigate the process of seam welding where the laser beam is moved along a
straight trajectory with a constant velocity of 1 m/min. At the beginning, the workpiece
has the ambient temperature of 293 K. Through the moving laser beam, the material
begins to melt and a weld pool with constant width and depth is formed. The shape of
the weld pool and the position of the heat source after 50 ms can be seen in Figure 4(a).
The effect of the surface tension force is noticeable at the border of the weld pool, since

8
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(a) Spot weld in the xy-plane

(b) Spot weld in the xz-plane

Figure 3: Resulting spot weld colored in red
all particles are held together and the border particles do not move in the negative zdirection due to gravity. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding temperature distribution
in the xy-plane.

(a) Weld pool with heat source in grey

(b) Temperature distribution in the xy-plane

Figure 4: Weld pool and temperature distribution at t = 50 ms
The Marangoni force at t = 50 ms in the case of a moving laser beam where the
temperature gradient is constantly changing with time, is visualized in Figure 5. In
the vicinity of the laser beam, the particles are accelerated in radial direction with the
maximum force acting at the distance rs . The value of the force in positive x-direction is
slightly larger than in the negative direction, which is a consequence of the moving heat
source. The force in z-direction has its minimum at the center of the heat source.
9
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Figure 5: Marangoni force in x-, y-, and z-direction at t = 50 ms (view at xy-plane)
4

CONCLUSIONS

The process of conduction mode laser welding may be simulated with SPH and the
obtained results are plausible. Compared to mesh-based methods, the advantage of using
SPH lies in the relatively simple conversion from a solid to a fluid particle, the modeling of
the free-surface melt flow, and the fluid-structure interaction. With welding simulations,
the influence and sensitivity of each process parameter or material property on the weld
pool dimensions and resulting weld can be investigated. Optimal process parameters like
welding speed and laser power may be found for each welding application. The maximum
temperature during the whole process can be monitored which might be useful for heat
sensitive components that must not exceed a critical temperature value. For a quantitative
validation, experiments under real operating conditions are planned to be carried out.
A multi-phase SPH formulation that is able to handle large density differences is in
development. Then, the welding of different materials, e.g. steel and aluminum, could be
simulated as well. Also, the modeling of laser deep penetration welding is in progress. For
this physically much more complex welding technique, the liquid-vapor phase transition
and the interaction of three different phases have to be modeled to achieve feasible results.
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Abstract. The discrete static models are advantageneously used for fracture simulations in heterogeneous materails. These simulations are often extremely computationally
demanding. The contribution aims to reduction of computationa cost via adaptivity in
construction of the discrete model geometry. The simulation starts with coarse discretization that provides correct elastic behavior; the discretization is adaptively refined during
the simulation in regions that suffer high stresses.

1

INTRODUCTION

Discrete representation of materials is a natural alternative to continuous approaches.
A collection of interconnected rigid cells organized into a net structure is often called
discrete or lattice model. Lattice models are being used in several versions; we focus here
only on static models with lattices of random geometry based on Voronoi tessellation,
such as [1, 2, 3].
The fine discretization of the discrete model leads to extreme computational demands,
but it is often necessary; especially when it is related to meso-scale structure of the
simulated material. The contribution presents a technique to adaptively refine model
discretization. Without this tool, it is necessary to densely discretize the whole domain
and therefore to create computationally demanding model. Availability of adaptive refinement allows starting simulation with coarse discretization and refining it adaptively
during simulation run.
Successful attempts to introduce this important feature already exist [4, 5]. They
are based on adaptive replacement of some continuous model with the discrete one, but
problematic interface between continuum and discrete model is involved and the discrete
model has to have regular geometry (that produces directional bias).
Another approach is proposed here. The adaptive refinement is performed within
the discrete lattice model only and allows using irregular geometry based on Voronoi
1
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Figure 1: Model geometry obtained by Voronoi tessellation on randomly placed nuclei with restricted
minimum distance lmin , 2D sketch.

tessellation. The algorithm works as follows. Initially, the whole domain is coarsely
discretized. Whenever any region of the coarse model exceeds some criterion based on
the equivalent stress, the coarse discretization in its vicinity is replaced by the finer
one and some transitional area connecting the coarse and fine discretization is inserted
around. The rest of the domain discretization will remain the same. Finally, comparison
of adaptively discretized and fully densely discretized models is presented.
2

RANDOM GEOMETRY OF THE MODEL

The model geometry is random to avoid directional bias that occur in any regular
structure. Domain of the modeled element is filled by nuclei with randomly generated
positions. These nuclei are added sequentially and accepted only when distances to previously placed nuclei are greater than chosen parameter lmin , see Fig. 1. The parameter
lmin controls discretization density and therefore it should correspond to the size of heterogeneities in the material (e.g. aggregate diameter). Varying discretization density in
the model can be achieved by spatial varying the parameter lmin . Each of the nuclei will
serve as center of one rigid body and three translational u and three rotational θ degrees
of freedom (DOF) will be associated with it.
The domain is considered as saturated by nuclei when new nucleus is rejected for large
number of subsequent trials. Delaunay triangulation that provides connectivity between
the nuclei is performed. Dual diagram of Voronoi tessellation then provides geometry of
the rigid bodies, see Fig. 1. Rigid bodies has common contact facets that are perpendicular
to their connections; facet centroids are denoted c, see Fig. 2.
3

LINEAR ELASTIC BEHAVIOR

The elastic behavior of the discrete system is independent on discretization density.
This statement is fundamental assumption of the adaptive technique, but it is not obvious.
The proof and numerical verification is delivered here.

2
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Figure 2: One discrete body of random geometry and one contact facet between nuclei i and j - normal
and tangential directions and forces.

3.1

Scaling of elastic problem

This section is based on work [6], from which it adopts both notation and theory.
Let us analyze one contact between nuclei i and j of coordinates xi = [x1i , x2i , x3i ]T
and xj with central point c, elastic modulus E and lenght L, see Fig. 2. The translations
of point i are denoted ui = [u1i , u2i , u3i ]T and rotations are θi = [θ1i , θ2i , θ3i ]T . Then
from rigid body motion (assuming small rotations), position of any point x inside the
body associated with nucleus i can be expressed as
�
�
ui
u(x) = ui + θi × (x − xi ) = Ai (x)
(1)
θi
with matrix Ai (x) being

1 0 0
0
x3 − x3i x2i − x2
0
x1 − x1i 
Ai (x) =  0 1 0 x3i − x3
0 0 1 x2 − x2i x1i − x1
0


(2)

Displacement jump ∆ij between bodies i and j is measured by their separation at common
facet centroid c. Therefore, it can be expressed as
�
�
�
�
�T
�
uj
ui
∆ij = ∆1ij ∆2ij ∆3ij
− Ai (c)
(3)
= Aj (c)
θj
θi
Based on displacement jumps, contact forces are calculated. Three contact forces acting
at point c in normal direction, n, and two tangential directions, m and l, are given by
F =

�

F N FM FL

�T

=

�

nT ∆ij EA
L

mT ∆ij αEA
L

Model parameter α controls the macro-scopic Poisson’s ratio.

3
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Forces and moments acting on nuclei i (Fij and Mij ) and j
contact ij can be obtained from principle of virtual work
T 

�
�T �
� �
�T �
�
FN
Fij
δui
Fji
δuj
+
=  FM  
Mij
δθi
Mji
δθj
FL

(Fji and Mji ) due to

nT δ∆ij
mT δ∆ij 
lT δ∆ij

(5)

where δ denotes the virtual quantities. Substitution of equation (3) provides
�
�T
Fij
= −FN nT Ai (c) − FM mT Ai (c) − FL lT Ai (c)
Mij
�T
�
Fji
= FN nT Aj (c) + FM mT Aj (c) + FL lT Aj (c)
Mji

(6)
(7)

The equilibrium must be achieved in every nuclei when contribution from all contacts and
external forces are summarized.
Now, what happen when the whole problem is scaled in all three dimensions by factor
ξ. Then, coordinates, contact lengths and areas becomes x = ξx, L = ξL and A = ξ 2 A.
The matrix A has now form


1 0 0
0
ξ (x3 − x3i ) ξ (x2i − x2 )
0
ξ (x1 − x1i ) 
(8)
Ai (x) =  0 1 0 ξ (x3i − x3 )
0 0 1 ξ (x2 − x2i ) ξ (x1i − x1 )
0
To induce the same stress level in the scaled domain, the external force load must
scale with the same factor (F e = ξ 2 Fe ) as areas. We now search for displacements and
rotations u and θ that satisfy equilibrium in all nuclei.
Apparently, the unknown DOF are u = ξu and θ = θ, i.e. translations are linearly
scaled and rotations remains unchanged. Plugging this solution into Eqs. (6) and (7), the
nodal forces are scaled with ξ 2 while the moments with ξ 3 . The nodal equilibrium then
yields
�
�
�
�
2
(9)
Fe +
F ij = ξ Fe +
Fij = 0
j

Me +

�

j

M ij = ξ 3

�

Me +

j

�

Mij

�

=0

(10)

j

based on equilibrium achieved in the original unscaled problem.
Let us now estimate the macro-scopic elastic modulus Ẽ and Poisson’s ratio ν. These
two variables relates the stresses and strains in the structure. Since both stresses (forces
scaled with ξ 2 over areas scaled with ξ 2 as well) and strains (deformations scaled with
ξ over length scaled with ξ as well) remain unchanged, also the elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio on discretization with lmin = ξlmin are constant for arbitrary ξ.
4
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Figure 3: Estimation of macro-scopic elastic constants via least square fitting of deformation field.

3.2

Numerical verification

The analytically derived conclusion is verified numerically here. Volume 100×100×100 mm3
is compressed by low level stress σ3 in z direction. Assuming ideally homogeneous material, constant stress over the whole domain with the only nonzero component σ3 is
obtained and the strain field is constant as well having three nonzero components

T
T
σ3 
ε 1 ε2 ε3
−ν −ν 1
=
(11)
Ẽ
with Ẽ and ν being the macro-scopic elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The deformation
field can be obtained from strains
ui = εi (xi − Si )

(12)

with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} being the Cartesian coordinates and Si coordinates of a point that
preserves constant position during loading. The point S is typically known from the
boundary conditions.
Combining Eqs. (11) and (12), the following equalities hold
u1
ν
= − (x1 − S1 )
σ3
Ẽ

u2
ν
= − (x2 − S2 )
σ3
Ẽ

u3
1
= (x3 − S3 )
σ3
Ẽ

(13)

These equations offer simple way to determine macro-scopis elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio. Simulating the compressed cube using the discrete model, one can simply obtain
deformations ui and locations xi . Then, least square fitting can be performed to determine
the unknown elastic constants. The fitting is shown in Fig. 3. Meso-scopic elastic modulus
was E = 48 GPa and α = 0.29.
Several discretization densities were tested and macro-scopic elastic parameters were
fitted. The results are shown in Fig. 4 where the mean value and the standard deviation of
5
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Figure 4: Elastic constants identified on discrete system with different discretization density lmin .

relative quantity (with respect to the one obtained with smallest lmin ) from 20 realization
are computed for every considered lmin . One can see that
• the difference between values of both elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are within
±3%. Therefore, one can conclude that elastic behavior of the particle system is
independent on discretization density.
• the standard deviation decreases with decreasing lmin . This is because as the number
of bodies in the model increases, the response becomes less sensitive to the random
location of the nuclei.
• there is certain convergence pattern. This has to be attributed to the boundary
effect. The rigid bodies at the boundary have slightly different shapes as they
have one or more sides determined by the boundary planes. Therefore, they have
slightly different elastic properties. With increasing density of the discretization,
this boundary layer occupies lower portion of the volume and the effect diminishes.
Especially the last point is important. The elastic behavior is invariant with respect to
lmin but not with respect to body shapes, e.g. anisotropic elastic behavior can be expected
for bodies elongated in one direction. The discretization has to be also fine enough to
account for strain gradients in the model.
4

NON-LINEAR BEHAVIOR

The nonlinear constitutive model applied at facets is based on damage parameter D
ranging from 0 (healthy material) to 1 (completely damage material). The details of the
6
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Figure 5: Response of discrete system loaded in tension.

nonlinear constitutive equations are not provided here since these are not crucial for the
presented concept of adaptivity. The nonlinear behavior model is again adopted from
works of Gainluca Cusatis [7, 8, 6, 9]. Fracture parameters of the model were taken
from simulations [10] of large experimental series [11, 12, 13] on concrete. The mesoscopic tensile strengths in tension and shear were 2.66 MPa and 7.98 MPa, the meso-scopic
fracture energies in tension and shear were 20 Jm−2 and 320 Jm−2 .
Contrary to the linear elastic behavior, the nonlinear behavior of the model is dependent on discretization density. This is, however, understood as beneficial. The model
discretization should correspond to the material heterogeneity and therefore dependence
on lmin reflects changes in material behavior due different grain size.
Simple tension simulations were performed to investigate effect of discretization in
nonlinear regime. The beam cross-section was 100×100 mm2 and length was 400 mm.
The relative stress in the beam is calculated as the loading force divided by cross-section
area (0.01 m2 ) and meso-level tensile strength (ft = 2.66 MPa). Beam elongation against
the relative beam stress is plotted in Fig. 5. The finer the discretization, the higher the
strength. However, until approximately 70% of the relative stress, all the models remain
elastic.
5

ADAPTIVE DISCRETIZATION REFINEMENT

Two types of nuclei are distinguished. Those that belong to fine discretization region
of target density lmin = lf and the others. Initially, the coarse discretization is performed
using lmin = lc and all nuclei belongs to the latter group. Non-linear behavior is allowed
7
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Figure 6: Adaptive refinement of discretization in steps.

only at facets connecting nuclei from the former group, any connection that involves
nucleus from coarser discretization behaves linearly elastic.
The adaptive refinement of discretization is performed within sphere of radius rc . All
nuclei that belongs to this sphere but not to the fine discretization are removed. Then,
new nuclei are added using the same procedure as described in Sec. 2. The parameter
lmin is set to lf inside inner sphere of radius rf and is linearly changing with distance from
the sphere center r

lf
for r < rf
lmin =
(14)
lc − l f
 lf + r
otherwise
rc − rf
Described replacement of nuclei is schematically shown in Fig. 6. The linear transition
from coarse to fine discretization is included to keep the shape of the bodies approximately
the same in statistical sense. If the transitional regime is omitted, the sharp change in
discretization density would produce significantly elongated body shapes, directional bias
and anisotropy.
On the newly created nuclei, triangulation and tessellation is performed. New system
stiffness matrix is assembled and calculation continues. The damaged connections are
only between nuclei from fine discretization that were not affected by the discretization
refinement and therefore all the state variables are automatically transfered to the new
discrete system.
Last component of the adaptivity algorithm is the decision where and when the refinement should take place. The straightforward way would be to check all the connections
from the coarse discretization and build the adaptivity criterion on the level of equivalent stress reached at the facets. This would however lead to refinement of the model
in excessively many regions. Due to random discretization, some of the facet suffer high
equivalent stress even under low far field stress. To identify the regions of high stress
more robustly, application of some stress averaging is reasonable.
Therefore, refinement criteria is base on an average stress in rigid bodies. The fabric
stress tensor can be utilized to evaluate average stress tensor components in body i
(i)

σkl =

1 � (ij) (ij)
F c
V (i) j k l
8
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Figure 7: Beam subjected to three-point bending with notch (left) and without notch (right).

where j runs over all nuclei in contact with nucleus i; k and l are Cartesian coordinates,
F is a vector of contact force and c is centroid of contact facet.
The Mazar’s equivalent stress [14] serves as measure of the stress level in the body

 III

σeq =  �σp �2
(16)
p=I

with σI−III being the principal stresses and �·� returning the positive part of the argument.
After every solution step, stress tensors in all rigid bodies belonging to coarse disretization
are evaluated (Eq. (15)). Then, principal stresses and equivallent stresses (Eq. (16)) are
calculated. Whenever σeq /ft > γ, the discretization os adapted and the nuclei associated
with that rigid body serves as a center of the refinement sphere.
The adaptivity model brings additional 4 parameters: coarse discretization density lc ,
radii lc and lf and relative stress limit γ. Based on uniaxial tension simulations, reasonable
limit seems to be γ = 0.7.
6

EXAMPLE

Proposed adaptive algorithm is tested on simulation of three-point bending tests. The
beams had 200 mm in depth, 800 mm in span and thickness was 100 mm. Two variants
were considered: notched variant with relative notch depth 0.25 and unnotched variant.
The geometry of the beam as well as area where the discrete model was applied is shown
in Fig. 7.
The same material parameters as in Sec. 3.2 and 4 of the model were used. Fine
discretization density was set to lf = 10 mm, the coarse one was lc = 20 mm, radii of
adapted region were rf = 60 mm and lf = 120 mm, limit for refinement was kept γ = 0.7.
The adaptive model response is compared with response of finely discretized model, that
serves as a reference solution.
Figure 8 shows response of the reference and adaptive model for both notched (left)
and unnotched (right) beams. The blue circles highlight steps where refinement was
performed. In linear part and initial nonlinear part of the diagrams the adaptive and
reference model coincide. However, the peak load is different. This is attributed to the
randomness of the response, the models have different location of the nuclei and therefore
9
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Figure 8: Comparison of responses of beams with notch (left) and without notch (right) with fine
discretization and with adaptive discretization refinement.

also different response. Further simulations will be performed to show whether the mean
value and also variance of the peak load from the adaptive model matches those from the
reference model.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows crack patterns developed in both models. Three stages - initial,
at the peak load and at the end of the simulation - are presented. Number of DOF at
each stage is listed bellow the figures. Finely discretized model has about 50000 DOF
during the whole simualtion. Adaptive models starts at 9000 (approx. 1/8 as the lmin is
doubled) but number of DOF increases during refinements.
7

CONCLUSIONS
• The adaptive discretization refinement for discrete meso-scale models of fracture
was presented. The adaptivity is performed in model of random geometry created
via Voronoi tessellation.
• The developed approach was verified on simulations of beams subjected to threepoint bending. Significant time savings were achieved.
• Presented concept of adaptivity can be successfully applied in problems where material non-linearity is localized into small portion of the modeled element, but the
location of that region is not known in advance.
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• notched beam - fine discretization

DOF≈50000
DOF≈50000
• opnotched beam - adaptive discretization

DOF≈50000

DOF≈9000
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• unnotched beam - adaptive discretization
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Figure 9: Damage patterns developed during simulations. Two stages are shown - in the solution step
when the maximum load war reached and at the end of the simulation. Approximate number of DOF in
the simulation stages is written bellow.
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Abstract. Abrasive wear of hydraulic machines is commonly simulated with grid based
methods. In this work we present a mesh-free approach for modeling abrasive wear. The
transport fluid is modeled with the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method. The advantage of this method is the simple handling of free surfaces and complex interfaces, e.g.,
the interface between the fluid and the abrasive particles. The small solid particles and
the boundary geometry of the machine are simulated with the Discrete Element Method.
The amount of removed material on the boundary geometry is predicted with three wear
models with different complexity. We simulate the impact of a free jet with particle loading on a simplified pelton bucket as working example. The resulting wear patterns of
the three different wear models are analyzed and compared. In this work we take the
parameters for the wear models from literature.

1

Introduction

The surface of hydraulic machines is damaged by different mechanisms. In this work we
are taking damage due to abrasive wear into account. Small solid particles are transported
by the working fluid and in case of a contact with the surface of the hydraulic machine
they cause damage.
There are different approaches for simulating abrasive wear which were applied during the
last years. We present a Lagrangian approach and three different wear models. The fluid
is modeled with the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method, for the loading of
the fluid the small solid particles are modeled with the Discrete Element Method (DEM)
and we are using the DEM also for the boundary geometry of the machine. The removed
material at the boundary is modeled with wear models.
The idea behind predicting abrasive wear with wear models is, that one estimates the
amount of removed material due to an impact of a solid particle and stores and updates the
value at each boundary discretization point. The wear models take different parameters
1
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like velocity or impact angle into account for calculating the amount of removed material.
There are several wear models available in literature which cover the different kind of
mechanisms of abrasive wear, e.g., chip building. In this work we compare three of them
and analyze the resulting shape of the wear patterns.
The impact of a free jet with loading on a simplified bucket of a pelton turbine is simulated,
see Figure 1. The shape of the wear pattern of each scenario is compared. The attack
angle of the free jet is changed to compare different scenarios.
This work is divided into three parts. First a short overview is given about the simulation
methods which are used, i.e., SPH, DEM, and the wear models. Then, the simulation
results are presented with the three wear models and finally we give a conclusion of our
work.

Figure 1: Impact of free jet with loading.

2
2.1

Theoretical Background
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics

The Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe the fluid in the simulations. In this
work the SPH method is used for solving these equations. In doing so, the conservation
of the mass of the fluid with the velocity v is stated
∇·v =0
and the conservation of linear momentum is


∂v
ρ
+ v · ∇v = −∇p + µ∇2 v + f ,
∂t
2
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with the density ρ, the viscosity µ, the pressure p of the fluid and the body forces f .
The basic ideas of the SPH method for simulating fluids, which are described with the
Navier-Stokes equation, are consisting of two steps. The first one is called kernel approximation and the second particle approximation [22]. In its beginning, the SPH method
was introduced in [16] and [23]. During the last years the SPH method was applied in
several studies with different field of applications, e.g., free surfaces [25, 24, 28], fluidsolid interaction [10, 19], or multi-phase flow [11, 17]. Mainly there are two different
approaches used in these studies, i.e., the weakly compressible SPH method and the truly
incompressible SPH method. The pressure field is solved in a different way. A review of
the various applications in more detail can be found in [22].
2.2

Discrete element method

For the loading of the free jet the solid particles are simulated with the Discrete Element
Method [12]. In the past years the method was used not only for simulating granular but
also bulk material. In [14] the method is applied to an application where particles have
not a permanent contact. When some particles are coupled with breakable inner-particles
bonds it is possible to model failure of different materials like in [15]. The Newton-Euler
equations [27]
m i a i = fi ,
Ii · ω̇ i + ω i × Ii · ω i = li

(3)
(4)

are used to describe the motion of the particles. In (3), mi is the mass, Ii the inertia
tensor and fi and li are forces and torques, ai the acceleration, ω i the angular velocity of
particle i. There are different possibilities for calculating the forces between two adjacent
particles [29], e.g., a classical force law corresponding to a spring damper combination.
In this work a Hertian force law [20], is used where the contact force is calculated to
3

Fij = Kij δij2 + dδ̇ij

(5)

with
Kij
hj

4
=
3π(hi + hj )
1 − νj2
=
.
πEj



R i Rj
R i + Rj

 12

,

Here, Rj is the radius of a particle j, Ej Young’s modulus of the granular material, νj the
Poisson number, d a damping parameter and δij the overlap of two particles.
For the coupling of the DEM and SPH particles an approach like in [26] is used. The
SPH particles are smaller than the DEM particles and the contact force is calculated as
a penalty force taking distance and the velocity difference into account.
3
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2.3

Wear

Abrasive wear of the surface of hydraulic machines is caused by different mechanisms [30].
There are different approaches for modeling abrasive wear, whereby one possibility is to
use a single particle wear model. In several studies corresponding models were introduced
which take various mechanisms and material combinations into account. An overview and
more details regarding different wear models can be found in [6, 5] and [7]. A common
crucial point of the wear models is the determination of the model parameters.
In this work we have selected three different wear models. The models were originally
applied to different but similar application scenarios, e.g., wear in oilfield control valves
or rocket nozzles. In Figure 2 the resulting wear patterns for the simulation scenario of
the impact of a free jet are shown. The resulting shape is very similar for the different
wear models. The purple blade (a) is the Finnie model [3], the red blade (b) is the Bitter
model [1] and the turquoise blade (c) is the Tabakoff model [8]. In this figures the blades
are color coded with the amount of removed material but here at the moment only the
shape of the pattern is interesting.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Comparison of the wear pattern for three different wear models.

The Finnie wear model was one of the first approaches to model the removed material
of the surface of a hydraulic machine. The model was introduced in [3] and the removed
material of the surface, mainly through cutting mechanism, is calculated to



6 2
k
mU 2


sin(2α) − sin (α)
for tan(α) ≤ ,

ψpk
k
6


W =
(6)
2
2

mU 6 cos (α)


else.
ψpk
k

Here, m is the mass of the particle, α is the attack angle, k is the ratio of the force
components, ψ is the ratio of the depth of contact to the length of the swarf, U is the
4
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absolute velocity of the solid particle and p is the flow stress of the hydraulic machine.
The physical assumptions for this model are that the material is removed by an idealized
particle with unit width, the particle is rigid and the rotation is small during the cutting
process. It attempts to predict an amount of removed material which is proportional to
the kinetic energy of the solid wear particle. In Figure 3 the removed material at the
surface of hydraulic machine is shown at different points.
4

#10!9

wear =m3

3

2

1

0
0

0.05

0.1

time / s

Figure 3: Abrasive wear predicted with the Finnie model at the marked points.

The second more complex model, here referred to as Bitter model, takes not only cutting
mechanisms into account but also wear due to repeated deformation. The assumptions
for this wear model are that these two types of wear occur simultaneously. Besides the
removed material due to cutting wear, the surface of the hydraulic machine is plastically
deformed because the elastic stress is exceeded due to frequent impacts of wear particles.
It was introduced in [1, 2] and extended in [4]. The removed material is modeled to be


100
W = √ rp3
2 29



U
Ck

n

√

Mp (U sinα − Dk )2
sin2α sinα +
2Ef






(7)

with
Ck =



3σRf0.6
π2
, Dk = √ (1.59Y )2.5
ρp
2 10



Rf
ρt

0.5 

1 − qp2 1 − qt2
+
Ep
Et

2

.

(8)

In these equations, rp is the radius, Mp the mass, qp the Poisson ratio, Ep Young’s modulus,
ρp the density and Rf the roundness factor of the particle, ρt the density, qt the Poisson
ratio, Y the yield stress and Ef is the Young’s modulus of the boundary, σ the plastic
flow stress, Ef the deformation erosion factor and n the velocity exponent.
5
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The third model was introduced in [8], here referred to as Tabakoff model. This wear
model takes the same wear mechanisms into account like the Bitter wear model, but is
uses a statistical approach instead of an energy based approach for estimating the wear
due to deformation. The removed material is calculated to be
W =

Mp
K1 [1 + CK (K12 sin 2β0 )]2 U 2 cos2 α(1 − Rt2 ) + K3 (U sin α)4 ,
ρt

(9)

with
Rt = 1 − 0.0016U sin α, CK =



1
0

for α ≤ 2,
else.

(10)

Here, K1 , K12 and K3 are empirical constants and β0 the impact angle where the maximum
material is removed. In the next section the simulation results are discussed.
3

RESULTS

The simulation scenario is the impact of a free jet with loading to a simplified pelton
turbine blade. We have simulated three cases with different attack angles of the free jet.
In Figure 4 the results predicted with the Finnie model are shown, in Figure 5 the results
for the Bitter model and in Figure 6 for the Tabakoff model. In these figures the removed
material is color coded, but only the shapes of the patterns are compared in this work.
As expected the shape of the wear patterns is similar.
The three wear models take different wear mechanisms into account and as a result the
amount of removed material is different. The absolute value of the amount of removed
material is depending on the model parameters which are here taken from literature
[1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8]. Depending on the application scenario the corresponding wear model has
to be chosen. If the main interests are the parts of the hydraulic machine where damage
takes place, a relative simple model can be applied. For different kind of loadings which
influence the amount of removed material, e.g., mixtures of fine and coarse sand, a more
complex wear model which takes different wear mechanisms into account should be used.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The modeling of abrasive wear with three different models is presented. The impact of a
free jet with loading under three different attack angles was simulated. The simulation
results are satisfying for all three models, because the wear patterns predicted with the
different models are similar. It is possible to take different wear mechanisms with the
applied wear models into account which lead as expected to similar wear patterns, but
the amount of removed material is different. The Lagrangian approach can be used to
predict wear patterns caused by different mechanisms. Depending on upcoming questions
due to abrasive wear a simple wear model or a more complex one should be chosen. If
only the place of damaged parts is of interest or the mixture of the loading is unknown a
6
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removed material
max

min

Figure 4: Wear pattern for different impact angles with the Finnie model.

removed material
max

min

Figure 5: Wear pattern for different impact angles with the Bitter model.

removed material
max

min

Figure 6: Wear pattern for different impact angles with the Tabakoff model.
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less complex wear model can be applied. A crucial point is the exact amount of removed
material as the wear models have to be calibrated with experimental studies. In this work
we have taken the model parameters from literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8] but not conducted
own hardware experiments.
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Abstract. The paper describes two-dimensional meso-scale numerical results of fracture in
notched concrete beams under quasi-static three-point bending. Concrete was modelled as a
random heterogeneous 4-phase material composed of aggregate particles, cement matrix,
interfacial transitional zones (ITZs) and air voids. As a numerical approach, the discrete
element method (DEM) was used. The concrete micro-structure in calculations was directly
taken from real concrete specimens based on 3D x-ray micro-computed tomography images
and 2D images by the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Attention was paid to the shape
of a fracture zone between aggregate grains. In addition, the effect of properties of ITZs on
fracture was studied.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fracture is a fundamental phenomenon in concrete material [1-3]. It is very complex since
it consists of main cracks with various branches, secondary cracks and micro-cracks [1].
During fracture, micro-cracks first arise in a hardening region on the stress-strain curve which
change gradually during material softening into dominant distinct macroscopic cracks up to
damage. The fracture process strongly depends upon a heterogeneous structure of materials
over many different length scales, changing e.g. in concrete from the few nanometres
(hydrated cement) to the millimetres (aggregate particles). In order to properly describe
fracture in detail, material micro-structure has to be taken into account since its effect on the
global results is pronounced [3]. The understanding of a fracture process is of major
importance to ensure the safety of the structure and to optimize the material behaviour.
At the meso-scale, concrete may be considered as a composite material wherein four
important phases may be separated: cement matrix, aggregate, interfacial transition zones
ITZs and macro-voids [2,4,5]. In particular, the presence of aggregate and ITZs is important
since the volume fraction of aggregate can be as high as 70-75% in concrete and ITZs with
the thickness of about 50 µm are always the weakest regions in usual concretes [2], wherein
cracking starts (because of their higher porosity). ITZs are a porous region of the cement paste
around aggregate particles which is perturbed by their presence [6-8]. Their origin lies in the
packing of the cement grains against the much larger aggregate which leads to a local increase
in porosity (micro-voids) and a presence of small cement particles. A paste with the lower w/c
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(higher packing density) or made from finer cement particles leads to ITZ of a smaller extent.
This layer is highly heterogeneous and damaged and thus critical for the concrete behaviour.
According to [8], two different types of failure exist for ITZs: the ITZ-aggregate separation
(related to some delamination processes directly at the aggregate surface) and the ITZ-failure
(related to cracking). The accurate understanding of the properties and behaviour of ITZ is
one of the most important issues in the meso-scale analyses because damage is initiated in the
weakest region and ITZ is just this weakest link in concrete.
The concrete behaviour at the meso-scale may be described with discrete models [2,9,10].
Within discrete methods, the most popular ones are: the classical particle discrete element
method (DEM) [9-13], interface element models with constitutive laws based on non-linear
fracture mechanics [14,15] and lattice methods [2,10,16-18]. In the models, the position and
shape of inclusions was assumed to be random. The improved two-dimensional (2D) mesoscale fracture modelling results during uniaxial tension for 3-phase concrete based on x-ray
computed tomography images was demonstrated by Ren et al. 2015 [19] using cohesive
elements with a traction–separation law. The advantage of meso-scale modelling is the fact
that it directly simulates micro-structure and can be used to comprehensively study local
phenomena at the micro-level such as the mechanism of the initiation, growth and formation
of localized zones and cracks which affect the macroscopic concrete behaviour (the concrete
behaviour at the meso-scale fully determines the macroscopic non-linear behaviour). The
mesoscopic results allow also for a better calibration of continuous and discontinuous
constitutive continuum models and an optimization design of concrete with enhanced both
strength and ductility [3,13]. Discrete models (if they are enough consistent) might
progressively replace experimental tests to study the influence of concrete meso-structure
(aggregates size, aggregate shape, aggregate roughness, aggregate/mortar volume, macro
porosity, etc.) on the concrete behaviour. The disadvantages are: enormous computational
cost and a difficult calibration procedure with respect to geometric and mechanical properties
of ITZs.
The main objective of this study is to investigate a complicated fracture process 2D
conditions in concrete elements under bending at aggregate level discrete model (based on
DEM). The concrete heterogeneity was characterised by four phases, namely, aggregate
grains, cement matrix, ITZs and air voids. The geometry of concrete micro-structure was
directly taken from real concrete specimens using 2 high resolution and non-destructive
techniques, i.e. 3D x-ray micro-computed tomography and 2D scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Calculations were performed with the three-dimensional spherical discrete element
model YADE, which was developed at University of Grenoble [20-21]. The model was
successfully used for describing the behaviour of different engineering materials with a
granular structure (mainly of granular materials by taking shear localization into account
[22]). It demonstrated also its usefulness to fracture simulations in concrete [13]. The
numerical outcomes were directly compared with the experimental results with respect to
force-deflection curves and crack patterns.
The major contribution of the paper are calculation results on concrete fracture under
bending by meso-scale model, wherein concrete was modelled as the 4-phase material with
angularly-shaped aggregate particles. The calculated results were directly compared with the
experimental images from an in-situ micro-scale x-ray micro-tomograph test. In the first step,
2D calculations were carried out only in order to check the capability of method. Attention
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was laid on the crack shape propagating between aggregate particles and the effect of ITZs on
the macroscopic concrete response with respect to the strength and crack formation.
2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The concrete was prepared from the ordinary Portland cement (CEM I 32.5 R), aggregate and
water. The mean aggregate diameter was d50=2 mm, maximum aggregate diameter dmax=16 mm
and aggregate volume Vagg=75%.
The tests were carried out on 2 free-supported rectangular notched concrete beams (height
H=80 mm, depth B=40 mm and length L=320 mm) (Fig. 1). The notch of the height of
H/10=8 mm and width of 3 mm was located in the beam mid-span. The average uniaxial
compressive strength fc measured on the concrete specimens 10×10×10 cm3, Young's modulus E
and Poisson's ratio υ measured on the concrete specimens 15×30 cm2 were equal to:
fc=51.81 MPa, E=36.1 GPa and υ=0.22 respectively. The measured tensile strength during
bending on the concrete beams 4×4×16 cm2 was ft=3.7-4.3 MPa. The quasi-static beam tests
were performed with a controlled notch opening displacement rate (crack mouth opening
displacement (CMOD)) of 0.002 mm/min using the loading machine Instron 5569. The CMOD
gauge with the length of 5 mm was located in the notch at the beam bottom. Its accuracy was
0.0025 mm for the maximum permissible axial displacement of 2 mm. The test ended for
CMOD=0.10-0.15 mm.

Figure 1: Concrete notched beam under quasi-static three-point bending: geometry and boundary conditions
of beam (F -vertical force)

Figure 2 demonstrates the 3D images of the cracked cubical concrete specimens
80×50×40 mm3 (height×width×depth) which were cut out from the beams in the notch region
after each test. The specimen of Fig.2a was cut out from the beam '1' for CMOD0.15 mm
(when the beam was totally cracked along its height) and the specimen of Fig.2b comes from
the beam '2' for CMOD=0.10 mm.
The total volume of air voids was 5.02% (specimen '1') and 4.67% (specimen '2'). In order
to examine the crack variation in performance with micro-structural heterogeneity, the results
for 3 various vertical cross-sections of the concrete cuboids after the tests are presented in
Fig.3 (for CMOD=0.15 mm - beam '1' and CMOD=0.10 mm - beam '2').
The main crack was strongly curved mainly due to presence of aggregate grains (Fig. 2).
Its shape changed along the specimen depth in spite of the fact that 2D boundary value
problem (plane stress) was considered. The crack mainly propagated through ITZs (which
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were the weakest phase in concrete) and sometimes through macro-voids (Fig. 4a). It might
very rarely propagate through a single weak aggregate particle (Fig.4b). The crack branching
also occurred (Fig.4c). The effect of air macro-voids on the crack shape was small.

Figure 2: Images of cracked cuboidal specimens 50x50x40 mm3 obtained by 3D micro-CT cut out from:
a) beam ‘1’ and b) beam ‘2’ (black spots – voids)

A)

a)

b)

c)

B)

Figure 3: Crack shape in cuboidal concrete speciments 80×50×40 mm3 of A) Fig.2a and B) Fig.2b after test
based on 3D µCT images in 3 different vertical cross-sections: a) at depth of 3 mm, b) at depth of 20 mm (midregion) and c) at depth 37 mm from front beam surface (black spots denote voids)

The crack width changed non-linearly with the specimen height from wc=0.75 mm (just
above the notch) down to wc=0.22 mm (top) (mid-cross-section of the specimen '1') and from
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wc=0.32 mm (just above the notch) down to wc=0.02 mm (top) (mid-cross-section of the
specimen '2'). The crack width above the notch varied with the specimen depth from
wc=0.45 mm (at the depth of 10 mm from the face side) up to wc=0.75 mm (the mid-sectional
cross-section) (specimen '1') and from wc=0.32 mm (at the depth of 5 mm from the face side)
down to wc=0.13 mm (at the depth of 35 mm) (specimen '2'). The average crack width in the
specimen '1' was wc=0.41 mm wherein the crack propagated through the specimen. In the
specimen '2', the average crack width and height were: wc=0.20 mm and hc=50 mm,
respectively. The crack height in the specimen '2' changed along the specimen depth, from
hc=45 mm up to hc=56 mm on the front specimen side. The width of the localized zone above
the notch on the beam surface, measured by DIC, was wlz=3.11-3.40 mm [23].
In order to measure the width of ITZs, the scanning electron microscope (SEM) Hitachi
TM3030 with the maximum magnification factor 30'000 was used. ITZs around aggregate
particles were characterised by a very non-uniform porous structure and presence of separated
small sand particles. ITZs appeared mainly aggregate particles but sometimes they were also
visible around larger cement matrix particles. The width of ITZs changed between 30-50 μm
(Fig. 5). The width was not dependent upon the aggregate diameter.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 4: Crack propagation a) in ITZ b) throught single aggregate and c) crack branching in experiments
based on 3D µCT images (beam ‘1’) (black spots denote voids)

Figure 5: Scanning electron micrographs of ITZ around aggregate particles in concrete specimen ‘1’
(magnification factor 1’000)
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3

DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD FOR CONCRETE

The 3D spherical discrete element model YADE takes advantage of the so-called softparticle approach (i.e. the model allows for particle deformation which is modelled as an
overlap of particles) [31-32]. A linear normal contact model under compression was used.
Aggregate grains were modelled as clusters composed of spheres. The interaction force vector
representing the action between two spherical discrete elements in contact was decomposed
into a normal and tangential vector, respectively. The normal forces acting on spheres were
modelled by an elastic law with cohesion. The normal and tangential forces were linked to the
displacements through the normal stiffness Kn and the tangential stiffness Ks (Figs. a-6c) [21]
(1)
(2)
where U is the overlap between spheres, denotes the normal vector at the contact point,
is the tangential force from the previous
is the incremental tangential displacement and
iteration.
The stiffness parameters were computed with the aid of the modulus of elasticity of the
grain contact Ec and two neighbouring grain radii RA and RB (to determine the normal stiffness
Kn) and with the aid of the modulus of elasticity Ec and Poisson’s ratio υc of the grain contact
and two neighbouring grain radii RA and RB (to determine the tangential stiffness Ks),
respectively [21]. The contact forces
and
satisfied the cohesive-frictional MohrCoulomb equation (Fig. 6d)
(before contact breakage)
(3)
and
(after contact breakage)
(4)
where μ denotes the inter-particle friction angle and
is the cohesive force between
spheres. The normal force might be negative down to the minimum value of
if there was
no a geometrical contact between elements. If this minimum normal force between spheres
was reached, the contact was broken. Moreover, if any contacts between grains reappeared, cohesion between them was not taken into account. A crack was considered as open
if cohesive forces between grains disappeared when a critical threshold was reached. The
movement of fragments (mass-spring systems with cohesion) was similar to the rigid body
movement [32].
A choice of a very simple linear elastic normal contact was intended to capture on average
various contact possibilities in real concrete. One assumed that the cohesive force and tensile
force were a function of the cohesive stress C (maximum shear stress at pressure equal to
zero), tensile normal stress T and sphere radius R [21]
and
(5)
For two elements in contact, the smaller values of C, T and R were assumed. To dissipate
excessive kinetic energy in a discrete system, a simple local non-viscous damping scheme
was adopted [24] which assumed a change of forces by using the damping parameter α:
,
(6)
th
and
are the k components of the residual force and translational velocity,
where
respectively. A positive damping parameter α is smaller than 1 (sgn(•) returns the sign of the
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kth component of velocity). The equation can be separately applied to each kth component of a
3D vector x, y and z.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 6: Mechanical response of DEM: a) tangential contact model, b) normal contact model, c) loading
and unloading path in tangential contact model and d) modified Mohr-Coulomb model [20], [21]

The following 5 main local material parameters were needed for our discrete simulations:
E, υ, μ, C and T which may be successfully calibrated with real laboratory uniaxial tests on
compression and tension of concrete specimens [13]. In addition, the particle radius R,
particle mass density ρ and damping parameters α are required. Note that material softening
was not directly assumed in the model.
In DEM computations of the concrete beam as a four-phase material, aggregates (d=2-16
mm) were modelled as grain clusters with the diameter of d=0.5 mm connected to each other
as rigid bodies. One aggregate, depending upon its diameter, included 10-500 cylinders. All
aggregate grains (d>2 mm) included ITZs. The aggregate volume was 75%. The cement
matrix was modelled with the spheres with the diameter d=0.25-2 mm without ITZs. The
cement matrix grains filled the concrete specimen in 95% [13]. The macro air voids
(d>0.8 mm) where assumed as the empty spaces. The remaining beam region (outside the
meso-region close to the notch) was simulated with the spheres of d=2-8 mm (Fig. 7a). In
order to significantly shorten the computations, the beam included only one layer of grains
[13] for 2D calculations. For the sake of simplicity, ITZs were solely simulated as the contacts
between aggregate and cement matrix grains (thus they had a no physical width).
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a)

b)

a)

Figure 7: 2D DEM grain geometry for concrete beam '2': a) entire beam and b) meso-region close to notch of
50×80 mm2 based on tomography image of Fig.2 (mid-sectional cross-section)(white spots denotes voids)

Based on preliminary calculations of uniaxial compression and uniaxial tension tests [13]
biaxial compression tests, the following parameters of cohesion and tensile strength were
assigned to the cement matrix (Ec,cm=29.2 GPa, Ccm=140 MPa and Tcm=25 MPa) and ITZs
(Ec,ITZ=20.4 GPa, CITZ=100 MPa and TITZ=17.5 MPa). Note that there were no contacts
between aggregate grains. In the remaining region outside the meso-region with large grains
was described by the constants: Emacro=36.1 GPa, Cmacro=140 MPa and Tmacro=25 MPa. The
contact elastic stiffness of the cement matrix and beam macro-zone of Fig. 9a were taken
directly from laboratory tests. The remaining material parameters were constant for all phases
and regions: υc=0.2 (Poisson’s ratio of grain contact), μ=18o (inter-particle friction angle),
αd=0.08 (damping parameter) and ρ=2.6 kG/m3 (mass density). The inter-particle friction
angle was assumed based on triaxial compression tests with granulates in the form of clumps
[28]. The material constants C i T were adopted with the aid of the uniaxial compression test
(2D concrete specimen 10×10 cm2) and bending test (2D concrete specimen 4×16 cm2) with
concrete (Section 2) through a comparison between experiments and numerical outcomes
[13]. With the assumed material properties and grain size distribution curve, the DEM
calculations provided the uniaxial compressive strength of 49.5 MPa, the compressive elastic
modulus of 36 GPa and the tensile strength during bending of 4.40 MPa (2D concrete
specimen 4×16 cm2), i.e. similarly as in the experiments of Section 2 (fc=51.81 MPa,
ft=4.04 MPa, E=36.1 GPa and ft=3.7-4.3 MPa).
The beam included in total about 25'000 grains (20'000 grains in the meso-region with
dmin=0.25 mm) (Fig. 7). Each concrete beam was constructed in a simple way by putting grain
clusters in the position of aggregate in the beam meso-region. Next the cement matrix grains
were randomly added to the meso-region with the inter-granular friction angle equal to μ=0o
in order to obtain a relatively dense specimen. The beam macro-region was filled up with the
spheres of the beam of d=2-8 mm with μ=0o. The entire assembly was then allowed to settle
to a state when the kinetic energy was negligible and then all contact forces between spheres
were deleted. In the places where macro air voids existed, the grains were deleted. Before the
beam was loaded, the final parameters C, T and μ were imposed. Afterwards the element
assembly was subjected to deformation. The constant vertical velocity v=2 mm/s was applied
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at the place of F. The imposed damping factor and the velocity of the prescribed displacement
did not affect the results [13]. The calculated nominal inertial number I (which quantifies the
significance of dynamic effects) was <10-3 that usually corresponded to a quasi-static regime.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figures 10 demonstrate the force-CMOD curves obtained for the concrete beams '1' and '2'
with the real aggregate and air voids distribution in three different cross-sections of Figs. 3A
and 3B in the notch region using. The calculated maximum vertical force was F=2.11-2.21
kN for CMOD=0.014-0.015 mm (beam '1') and F=2.22-2.70 kN for CMOD=0.015-0.016 mm
(beam '2') (Fig. 8). The peaks were similar like in experimental (except beam ‘2’ mid-section
where peak was higher 20%). The calculated residual forces were similar in the beam ‘1’ and
higher by 20-100% in the beam ‘2’. The calculated forces versus CMOD indicated clear
fluctuations after the peak (smaller dmin or 3D calculations should solve this fluctuations).
The shape of the crack in DEM was also similar as in the experiments; the crack
propagated mainly through ITZs and sometimes by macro air voids (Figs.9 and 10). The
maximum calculated length and height of the crack above the notch (beam '2') were: llz=59.663.0 mm and hlz=51.3-53.1 mm (hlz/H≈0.71-0.74). However, some differences with respect to
the propagation way appeared. In the mid-section of the beam ‘2’ (Fig. 10B), the way of the
calculated crack was different from the same beginning. Sometimes the calculated crack run
around the different side of small aggregate particles. One also could observe clear crack
branches in some points (e.g. in the beam ‘2’, Figs.10B and 10C), similarly as in the
experiments (Fig. 4c). Some single contacts also broke down away from the main crack.

A)

B)

Figure 8: Evolution of vertical force against CMOD from numericla calculations: a) experimental curves of
Fig.3, b-d) calculated curves for concrete micro - structure of Fig.6A and 6B (beam '1' (A) and beam '2' (B))

In Fig. 11a, the evolution of the broken contacts in DEM is shown. The total number of
contact decreased from 35’380 (for CMOD=0.015 mm – the point of the maximum vertical
force) down to 33’300 (CMOD=0.06-0.10 mm). A large number of interfacial micro-cracks
initiated very quickly at an early stage of loading (their growth was stable). The largest nonuniform development of micro-cracks took place when CMOD0.019 mm (slightly after the
peak load). From CMOD>0.06 mm, the breakage was negligible. Some sudden drops in the
broken contact number denoted the crack propagation in ITZs (the weakest phase); the mild
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drops denoted the crack propagation in the cement matrix. Some secondary cracks beyond the
main crack could also close. The width of the damage zone (corresponding to the broken
contacts) was about 1.5-2 mm (Fig. 11b). The width of fully open cracks was about 0.15-0.29
mm (in experiments the crack width was slightly smaller 0.11-0.23 mm). The width of the
localized zone above the notch (based on grain displacements) was wlz=2.16-2.84 mm (beams
‘1’ and ‘2’) for CMOD=0.014 mm (above the beam notch). Its largest width was wlz=3.44 mm
(at the high of h=30 mm).

A)

B)

C)

Figure 9: Fracture in concrete beam '1' above notch: left) experiments (images by micro-CT after test for
CMOD=0.15 mm and right) breakage of contacts in DEM (CMOD=0.10 mm), A) at depth of 3 mm, B) at depth
of 20 mm (mid-region) and C) at depth 37 mm from front beam surface of Fig.3A)

A)

B)

C)

Figure 10: Fracture in concrete beam '2' above notch: left) experiments (images by micro-CT after test for
CMOD=0.15 mm and right) breakage of contacts in DEM (CMOD=0.10 mm), A) at depth of 3 mm, B) at depth
of 20 mm (mid-region) and C) at depth 37 mm from front beam surface of Fig.3B)

5

CONCLUSIONS

Discrete meso-scale model based on DEM were developed based on high-resolution x-ray
micro-tomography images to simulate fracture processes in concrete beams under three-point
bending. The calculation 2D results for four-phase concrete at aggregate level using a discrete
element model showed satisfactory quantitative agreement with experimental observations.
The experimental crack above the notch was strongly curved and depended on concrete
micro-structure. It mainly propagated through the weakest contact zones (ITZs) between the
cement matrix and aggregates. The width of ITZs varied between 30 and 50 μm. Their
porosity was strongly uniform. The crack might rarely propagate through a weak aggregate
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particle. Some small crack branches were also visible. The crack shape was different with the
beam depth.
It was found that the mechanical properties of ITZs had a pronounced influence on the
material strength and macro-cracking that demonstrates the necessity of their experimental
investigations, 3D modelling and small grain presence in DEM computations.

a)

b)

Figure 11: Broken contacts in concrete beam '2' at depth of 3 mm for DEM calculations a) evolution of
contact number versus CMOD and b) broken contacts in notch region above for CMOD=0.1 mm (black lines)
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Abstract. Plasticity and failure theories are still subjects of intense research. Yet, no comprehensive theory has been achieved and the Molecular Dynamic method is far from providing a
general model which contains only the essentials. This study is motivated by the observation
that the continuum assumption in plasticity that neighbour material elements remain neighbours at all-time are physically impossible, since neighbour detachments, local slips and
neighbour switching must operate, i.e., Non-Continuous Deformation (NCD). Material microstructure is modelled by a set of point elements (particles) interacting with their neighbours.
Each particle can detach from its neighbours and/or attach to a new neighbour during deformation. Simulations on two dimensional specimens subjected to uniaxial compression loading
and unloading were conducted. Each specimen contained 100 particles with stochastic heterogeneity controlled by a “disorder” parameter . It was found that a. the macro response is typical to elasto-plastic behaviour; b. The number of detachments is linear with plastic energy; c.
The number of attachments is linear with the residual strain, and d. Volume is preserved under
plastic deformation. Rigid body displacement of local ensemble of elements was also observed. Higher disorder coefficient  decreases the macro elastic modulus and increases the
plastic energy.
1

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Plastic deformation is strongly related to the microstructure. Well known phenomenon
such as strain hardening and Bauschinger effect are mostly treated on the continuum basis.
The lack of direct correlation between macro parameters and their micro processes makes it
seem impossible that continuum theories can offer a physical interpretation for those complexities. Nevertheless, additional terms can reflect micro processes by second-order statistical quantities (point correlations) such as Reynolds stress tensor in Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations [1]. Unfortunately this approach has not been materialized for
solids.
Granular flow exhibits similar NCD mechanisms. Bazant [2] developed “Spot” model
which assumes a specific local collective motion of particles which could be compared to
experiments. Classical continuum mechanics was used by Kamrin et al. [3,4] which showed
limited capability. Both studies did not relate the model to plasticity in solids.
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There are many studies on double well potential models which exhibit a strain jump in
both directions of loading [5,6]. However these models not sufficient to describe 2D deformation were material elements can be reorganised during deformation.
Prakash and W. Cleary [7] used the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method to simulate metal extrusion. Large plastic deformation is observed but macro continuum plastic model is incorporated ("radial return plasticity model").
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations can act as a bridge between the micro length and
time scales and the macroscopic behaviour [8]. Mordehai et al.[9] studied the size effect of a
single-crystal under compression using MD simulations compared with experimental results
(Fig.1).

Figure 1: Atomistic ensemble under compression: (a) MD simulation of initially 4.9 nm size crystal (b) a
small ~300 nm top diameter real crystal before and after deformation (Mordehai et al., 2011).

Since the total amount of atoms per unit area is conserved non-continuous deformation
must be admitted. Nano “holes” are also observed. Thus, the NCD is materialized in two
forms: attachments and detachments between neighbour atoms. These mechanisms are not
included in the classical continuum plasticity theories.
Diffusion based models contains the physical mechanisms of attachments and detachments
but their effect is commonly modelled directly on the macro (averaged) level.
2 MATERIAL MORPHOLOGY
Material is composed of a set of N "particles" located at xI, where (I) is the particle's index.
2.1 Initial configuration
In the undeformed state the internal and the external forces are zero and the “material” is
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stress free. For the research to be based on fundamental cell distribution, the particle morphology is built on a net containing n×m cells with dimensions:


a1 n
1 ; a2 m 2

(1)

where a1, a2 are the height and width of a 2D morphology and n, m are the number of cells in
the e1 and e2 direction, respectively.
A single particle is inserted in each cell (constraint a). Its location is controlled by a disorder parameter 0≤≤1 (constraint b). When =0 all particles are located at the centre of each
cell, i.e., fully ordered and deterministic case. When =1 each particle is randomly located
anywhere within the boundaries of the cell. This type of microstructure is related to a Voronoi
tessellation with the above two constraints.
Fig.2 demonstrates the initial state morphology as a function of . It includes the interaction between particles which will be discussed in later. Microstructure versatility is clearly
observed.
a1

1
2

a2

0

0.25

0.75

0.5

1



Figure 2: Typical initial configurations of the 2D microstructure for various values of .

2.2 Particle interactions
Each particle interacts (force) with its neighbours. The neighbouring particles are located
within a circle R which controls the morphological connectivity,
R  C ii 

12

(2)

The radius R is proportional to the diagonal of the cell (C=1). C>1 reflects higher connectivity. In this study C=1.1 is chosen to minimize severe discontinuities in the model and still
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allow Attach-Detach (AD) mechanism.
Define dIJ as the Euclidean distance between particles I, J,
IJ
d

xI  xJ

2

(3)

if dIJ≤R particles I, J are in interaction.
2.3 Incremental configuration evolution
There are two possibilities of changing the interaction status of every 2 particles during loading: from non-interacting to interacting ('attachment rule') and vice versa ('detachment rule').
The two rules are sufficient ingredients for our NCD model.
The characteristics of interaction between two neighbouring particles are very similar to
the atomistic model, i.e., repulsive and attractive forces. The repulsive force is consistent with
the "exclusion principle" and the attractive force act as a 'glue' which keeps the material
points together. The specific constitutive relation is not important for our study, and therefore
we consider a linear stress-strain law.
Define d0IJ as the zero force distance during deformation and the interaction force between
particles I, J at some time t as,

f IJ H  d0IJ  S  1  d IJ  k IJ  d IJ , d0IJ 

(4)

H is the Heaviside Function, S is a predefined parameter (strain) which remains constant
through the simulation and kIJ is a function describing the interaction relation between the two
particles.

Figure 3: The micro constitutive relation schematically describing the AD mechanism of interaction between
two particles.

Fig.3 shows schematically the basic features of fIJ. dIJ=d0IJ at t=0. As dIJ increases the force
increases (red arrows) until dIJ= d0IJ(S+1) where particles are no longer in interaction (zero
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force) i.e., detachment. Notice that a correction to fIJ is needed to fulfil the 'exclusion principle' e.g., the force must go to -∞ at some threshold. However, in our case the strains are small
enough not to reach such an extreme state.
The 'attachment rule' is as follows: two far away particles with no interaction may come
close (dIJ≤R), then the new interaction is based on a zero interaction distance d0IJ≤R (blue arrows).
Note that two interacting particles experiencing detachment (red arrows) are not necessarily the same two particles experiencing the attachment (blue arrows).
3

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

This chapter describes the collective behaviour of the N particles set in a matrix formulation and is the basis for future constitutive macro equations.
3.1 Mathematical background
The Hadamard product of two m×m matrices A and B is defined by
A Bij


1  i, j  m ,

Aij Bij

(5)

which is element-wise multiplication [Horn, R., 1994].
The identity matrix J under Hadamard product is m×m matrix with all entries equal to 1.
1  i, j  m


Jij 1

(6)

A has a Hadamard inverse, denoted by Â , if and only if Aij≠0 for all 1≤i, j≤m:

Âij   Aij  .

(7)

J J  I

(8)

1

The Hollow matrix J' is defined as,
where I is the common identity matrix.
The Euclidean Distance Matrix (EDM) d(t) contains the complete set of distances between
every two particles. dij denotes the corresponding distance between particles I, J at time t,

dij d ji x I  x J

2

i j
0,
0 ; 
 0, i  j

(9)

Notice that dij is an element (row i, column j) from a N×N matrix and dIJ is a standalone scalar.
The Primary Euclidean Distance Matrix (PEDM) d0(t) is the zero force distance between
every pair. At t=0,
d0  d


t 0:

(10)

Define R and S related to the 'attachment rule' and 'detachment rule', respectively:
R

RJ  RT
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(12)


S S
J S T

The interaction indicator matrix m(t) for any pair is 1 if the corresponding particles are in
interaction and 0 if the particles have no interaction. At t=0 m depends solely on R:

m(t 
0) 
H  R  d0  t 
0 
mT

(13)

H sorts out all pairs with distance abs(d)>R. The value of m(t) will be discussed in the following.
3.2 Load increments
In each load (or time) increment a deformation change takes place, where the particles
move to new locations x(t+dt). This is carried out in two stages: elastic continuous deformation and inelastic NCD in the form of "Attach-Detach" (AD) mechanism. In stage one
structural morphology remain fixed and x(t+dt) is obtained from the elastic equilibrium equations and effects d(t+dt). Stage two contains pure attachment or detachment of interactions
according to the new locations. m(t) and d0(t) are updated with no additional deformation.
The 'detachment rule' formulation in the second stage is:



m H  S  ε  t  dt   m  t 



(14)

where m- is a matrix containing all the remaining interactions not exceeding S and  is the
strain matrix given by,
ε  t  dt  

d t  dt   d t 
0

dˆ 0 ; d0 

d t   I 

(15)

0

In (14) the Hadamard product with m(t) act as a filter to cancel out all those non feasible interactions.
The 'attachment rule' formulation in the second stage is: all the non-interacting particles
which admit (dij<R) are in interaction with updated d0. This is done by first subtracting m(t)
from all possible interactions and then employ the rule on the remaining interactions,




m
H  R  d  t  dt  

 J  m  t   

(16)

The updated interaction matrix is now given by the sum of (14) and (16),







m  t  dt   m  m  H  S  ε  t  dt   m  t   H  R  d  t  dt  

 J  m  t   

(17)

Thus, the two stages are assumed independent and can be linearly superposed, which is the
simplest approximation.
In the case where m+≠0, new interactions are formed with zero strain which means there is
no additional elastic (free) energy. This ensures positive dissipative energy of the plastic deformation. The d0 matrix is updated as,

d0  t  dt  d0  t   m

d t  dt   d t 

Notice that when m+=0, d0 remains unchanged as expected.
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3.3 Tangent stiffness matrix (local and global)
In this section we explore the relationship between AD mechanism and the stiffness matrix
in order to build a basis for future macro non-continuous model.
Each interaction has a distinct local stiffness matrix kIJ [2n×2n], where n is the dimension
of the problem (here n=2):
c
f IJ
k IJ  k IJE  k GIJ  0IJ G IJ  IJ  AT A  G IJ 
(19)
d0
d
c0 is the intensity of the interaction which is constant and the same for all interactions. The
matrix G,

n A  n A 

G IJ

T

IJ

IJ

(20)

where,
1
n IJ  IJ  x I  x J  ;
d

IJ

(21)

is the unit vector indicating the orientation of interaction at time t and A is simply,

A  Inn


Inn 


(22)

(19) indicates that kIJ splits naturally into two parts which are called the material stiffness
matrix and the geometric stiffness matrix, respectively, in the literature [10]. Notice that when
fIJ =0 (attachment), the geometric stiffness matrix vanishes. (19) also expresses the local stiffness matrix for 1≤I,J≤N. However only few interactions exist in the current configuration and
a suitable entry from m(t) is needed:
IJ
k



 m I   dc
ij



0
IJ
0

G IJ 


f IJ
AT A  G IJ  
IJ 
d


(23)

This ensures that only existing interactions will contributes to the global tangent stiffness
matrix Kt. The AD mechanism is expressed through (23) via mij and d0IJ: attachment "equals"
an increase in the global stiffness and vice versa for detachment.
The global stiffness matrix Kt [2N×2N] (2 degrees of freedom per particle) is the sum of
contributions from all interactions:
N

N

K t    CT kC 

IJ

(24)

I 1 
J 1

where CIJ [2n×2N] is an indicator matrix which transforms the elements of kIJ into the global
stiffness matrix in a systematic procedure describe in many books [11]:

C3,2
C
1
C  C
2,2 I
J 1
4,2 J
CIJ   1,2 I 1
 .
all others 
 0,
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4

SIMULATION AND RESULTS

4.1 Problem description and boundary conditions

Figure 4: Typical initial configuration (=0.2) containing 100 particles: a) 2D microstructure subjected to
compression load (pink arrows). Particle at the bottom left corner (black) is fixed to prevent rigid body motion,
b) the same 2D microstructure projected on a cylinder, demonstrating PBC.

Consider typical morphology for =0.2 at (t=0) as shown in Fig.4. (10x10) particles are
connected by "truss elements" having stiffness according to (4). External force is evenly distributed between all particles in the upper edge throughout the simulation (pink arrows in
Fig.4a). Lower edge is controlled by the Boundary Conditions:

u2 0
, 12 0

(26)

In order to avoid "surface effects", we impose Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) as follows: the left and right edges are "stitched" together to form a cylinder-like structure as seen
in Fig.4b. The proper "stitching space" is calculated by finding the equilibrium point at which
the sum of the horizontal forces is zero.
The above simulates the macro conditions:
M

11M 0
,  22
c

(27)

Under the ergodic assumption, prediction of the macro behaviour is done by calculating the
ensemble average of at least 200 specimens for each . Thus, smooth macro stress-strain
curve is obtained.
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4.2 Results

D
C

B
A

E

Figure 5: Typical true stress-strain curve (of single specimen under uniaxial compression, c=-0.015.
22 is normalized by Vf E, where E is the elastic modulus of a single interaction and Vf is the (=0) volume fraction as seen in Fig.2.

A typical stress-strain curve of a single specimen is plotted in Fig.5 (=0.5). Selected configurations at several loading & unloading stages are shown. At the first part of the loading
phase (A) the structure deforms linearly elastic. At a certain loading point the 'detachment'
criteria (14) is reached resulting in decreasing stiffness of the structure i.e., yielding (B). The
morphology changes and new interactions appear partially restoring the structure's stiffness
(C) and the whole process is repeated. At the unloading phase (D-F) the structure deforms
elastically with approximately the same modulus. At the end of the unloading phase (E) a
slight stiffness decrease is observed due to local detachments. It was found that the Poisson
ratio at (A) is = 0.36 and at (E) is (0.066/0.061)  1. Noticing that (E) contains essentially the
net plastic deformation, we see that the result complies with the macro volume preservation
postulate under plastic deformation.
Fig.6 shows the ensemble average (macro) stress-strain curves for several values of . All
specimens were subjected to the same load history i.e., compression loading and unloading.
The stress-strain curves demonstrate typical elasto-plastic behaviour.
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It can be seen that:
1. There is a correlation between morphology disorder () and the structure's stiffness as
well as residual plastic strain p). As  increases the structure's stiffness decreases and
the plastic deformation initiates at an earlier stage.
2. From (23) and (24) we conclude that increasing number of interactions also means increasing the stiffness of the structure. In order to gain insight relations between , average number of interactions <M> and the elastic stiffness <E22> we have calculated
<M> and <E22>, both at the initial configuration, as a function of  (see Fig.7). Notice
the approximately linear dependence between <M> and .
3. Increasing  also leads to wider range of plasticity, suggesting that plastic energy
strongly influenced by material morphology, more specifically to the level of ordering.
4. Unloading is composed of three stages: (A), (B) and (C).
In stage (A) an artificial behaviour is observed. It was found that this phenomenon diminishes when loading increments are sufficiently small. It is concluded that the source
of this abnormality is numerical only. The slope in stage (B) is not affected by 
Stage (C) reflects the detachment mechanism emphasized in the loading direction. This
behaviour resembles the well-known "Bauschinger effect".
5. The AD mechanism depends on the loading direction and reflects non-isotropic behaviour.


A

B

C

Figure 6: True stress-strain curves for several values of  ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. Results obtained under uniaxial compression with c=-0.015.
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M

E22

E22

E22    0 

1

M    0

E22    0 


2

Figure 7: Trends of the elastic modulus <E22> and number of interactions <M> as a function of the disorder
parameter .

Fig 8 exhibits the two main correlations between the AD micro mechanisms and the plastic
behaviour. Fig.8a shows that plastic energy is essentially linear with the accumulative number
of detachments. The effect of  decreases asymptotically for →1. Fig.8b shows typical linear correlations between residual (after unloading) plastic strain and accumulative number of
attachments. The aim is to find these coefficients analytically in following studies.

(b)

(a)

  0.6


Figure 8: a) Plastic energy vs. accumulative average number of detachments for several values of . b) Residual plastic strain vs. accumulative average number of attachments, for 
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5

CONCLUSIONS
-

It is demonstrated that macro plastic deformation can be modelled as an accumulation of local (micro) non-continuous deformation based on particle detachments and
attachments.
A linear correlation is revealed between macro plastic energy and number of detachments, and between residual plastic strain and the number of attachments.
The micro incremental procedure used in this study, i.e., elastic step followed by inelastic one is consistent with the macro strain decomposition i.e., e+p used in classical continuum plasticity. Both assume the deformation is the superposed sum of
elastic and inelastic parts. This assumption is a 1st order approximation of the general
elastic-plastic interaction.
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Abstract. A quite minimalistic approach is described which allows to generate differently
shaped ensembles of densely packed spherical particles. The distributions of the particle
diameters approximate realistic sieving distributions of concrete aggregates. An ad hoc
approach is used in order to add cohesive interaction forces to the model which allows
first plausibility tests.

1

INTRODUCTION

Real experiments to investigate the damage behavior of concrete provide insight into
the damage behavior of the specimens used and, after having carried out a sufficient
number of experiments, into the damage behavior of the material itself. However, such
experiments always imply destruction and non-reusability. The generation of representative, standardized specimens is a non-trivial task and the application of similar loading
scenarios in the testing machine requires considerable skill and care.
Virtual specimens are destructible and indestructible at the same time. Each individual specimen may be used for numerous situations of loading, may they be uniaxial
or multiaxial, monotonic or cyclic, possibly for situations that cannot be realized in the
laboratory for reasons of principle or for practical reasons. Slight modifications of the size
distribution of the virtual aggregates and even the generation of different virtual specimens consisting of an identical ensemble of aggregates (so-called clones) are possible and
1
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allow to repeat the numerical experiments under slightly different initial conditions any
number of times.
This article concentrates on a detailed description of the generation of virtual specimens. An ad hoc approach to paste the particle ensembles is used in order to perform some
tests for plausibility. We start with a first 1D approach to wave propagation and spall
fracture, which leads in a quite natural way to the Distinct/Discrete Element Method.
2

A 1D DISCRETE ELEMENT APPROACH

Spallation experiments are performed in order to investigate the material behavior
in situations of high compressive loading or impact. For that purpose the specimen is
hit at one end by a Hopkinson pressure bar or similar device. Then a wave propagates
through the specimen which under certain circumstances causes the specimen to split
into fragments. Fig. 1 shows a specimen of cylindrical shape that was exposed to high
compressive loading and fragmented into three pieces.

Figure 1: Concrete specimen, destroyed by spall fraction. (Photography: Ulrich van Stipriaan)

As a first approach to simulate the spallation phenomenon, the specimen is considered
to be consisting of a number of pairwise mutually overlapping segments (or slices or
discrete elements). All segments are supposed to have the same longitudinal extension
or segment length a, and – at the beginning, i. e. at equilibrium – any two segments
have the same overlapping area λ0 a, where the initial relative depth of penetration λ0 is
a small positive number (see Fig. 2). Then the initial length L0 of the entire specimen
(neither loaded in compression nor in tension) can be calculated by
L0 = [N − λ0 (N − 1)] a ,

(1)

or, since it is more convenient to give the specimen a certain initial length, the segment
length a can be calculated by
L0
a=
.
(2)
N − λ0 (N − 1)
2
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Figure 2: Geometrical relations for two non-overlapping and two overlapping segments.

The value of a depends on our choices for N and λ0 . λ0 itself depends on N and
different material parameters, which can be seen after it was explained what mechanical
properties the virtual specimen is supposed to have.
The specimen will have a certain density , which allows to calculate its mass by
m =  L0 A ,

(3)

where A denotes the cross-sectional area of the rod. If the total mass is equally distributed
to the respective segments, the segment mass mS is obtained by:
mS = 

L0 A
.
N

(4)

When (slowly) loaded in tension, the specimen should behave as if consisting of a perfectly linear-elastic, not at all ductile material with modulus of elasticity E and maximum
tensile strength σmax . That means, there is a maximum tensile force Fmax the specimen
can withstand. When this force is exceeded it breaks into its N different segments at the
same time. At this moment, the specimen has a length
Lmax = N a ,

(5)

which means that all regions of contact are stretched to the maximum, and all relative
depths of penetration become zero. Thus, for the maximum tensile strain max we obtain:
max =

λ0 (N − 1)a
Lmax − L0
.
=
L0
[N − λ0 (N − 1)] a

(6)

For σmax , E, and max holds the following the simple relation, according to Hooke’s
law,
σmax = E max ,
from which the following formula for λ0 can be obtained:
3
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λ0 =

N
N −1

1
1+

E

.

(8)

σmax

The specimen, spatially discretized in longitudinal direction, can be understood as
a chain of mass points, pairwise connected by springs (and dampers, since real wave
propagation dissipates energy). It can be shown, that for the inner segments (i. e. for
all N − 2 segments other than the leftmost and the rightmost segment) the following
equations of motion are given by Newton’s second law:
mi ẍi =

xi−1 − 2xi + xi+1
Fmax + δvi−1 − 2δvi + δvi+1 ,
λ0 a

(9)

where xi and vi denote the i-th segment’s position and velocity, respectively, and δ is a
universal dissipation coefficient (responsible for viscous damping). The formulae for the
leftmost and the rightmost segment slightly differ from the formula above, you shouldn’t
care about this at this point.
Applying the well-known Stoermer-Verlet method for time integration, the problem
can be posed in matrix notation as follows:
xn+1

=

vn+1

=



∆t2
M−1 Q xn + q + KT DK vn ,
(10)
xn + ∆t vn −
2


−1 

∆t −1 T
∆t −1 
M K DK
M
Q (xn + xn+1 ) + 2q + KT DK vn
. (11)
I+
vn −
2
2

Here xn and vn denote the vectors of segment positions and velocities at the n-th time
step, ∆t the step size for time integration, M and D are diagonal matrices containing
segment masses and dissipation coefficients, respectively, I stands for the N × N identity
matrix, and


 
1 −1
1
−1 2 −1

0

 
Fmax 
1 − λ0


 
... ... ...
Q=
(12)
q=
Fmax  ...  .

,

 
λ0 a 
λ0

0
−1 2 −1 
−1
−1 1
The matrix K, finally, is an (N − 1) × N matrix responsible for dissipative interaction,


1 −1


1 −1


K=
(13)
.
.
.
.
.


.
.
1 −1
4
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Figure 3: Virtual specimen after about 7 ms of simulation time.
Table 1: Parameters used in the 1D simulation of spall fracture

Parameter
Length
Diameter

Symbol
L0
d

Value
200
50

Unit
mm
mm


E
σmax
δ

0.0024
37000
4.1
10

g/mm3
N/mm2
N/mm2
g/ms

N
∆t

200
0.00025

–
ms

Density
Modulus of elasticity
Maximum tensile stress
Dissipation coefficient
Number of elements
Time step size

The model described can be implemented, for instance, in the MATLAB scripting
language. Fig. 3 shows the simulation result for the model parameters given in Tab. 1.
Within the first 0.355 ms the leftmost segment (or element or particle) was continuously
accelerated to a velocity of 3 mm/ms which is equivalent to a momentum difference of
0.87 g mm/ms. The figure shows the virtual specimen after about 7 ms have been elapsed.
The specimen spalled into three fragments. Colors indicate compressive (blue) and tensile
(orange/yellow) strain at the respective positions of the specimen.
This 1D approach, of course, is much too simple to yield realistic simulation results. For
instance no lateral strain is included in the model. Moreover, the fracture surfaces are not
at all plane, but show a complicated, fractal structure. One would expect to obtain better
simulation results by means of a 3D approach which takes into consideration concrete’s
heterogeneous nature. Fig. 4 shows the prototype of a cylindrical virtual specimen for
usage in simulations of wave propagation and spall fracture, which raises the question
how such specimen can be generated.

5
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Figure 4: Virtual specimen for numerical simulations of spall fracture.

3
3.1

PARTICLE GENERATION AND INTERACTION
Particle Generation

Concrete aggregates are modelled as spherical particles of different diameter. The
size distribution should approximate realistic sieving distributions for concrete. In this
context several problems occur. First, realistic sieving distributions are obtained using a
finite number of sieves (actually only a few), which makes the sieving result depending
on the size distribution of the aggregates sieved. On the other hand, the well-known
interpolations such as the Fuller parabola do not allow to construct suitable random
generators.
3.2

Particle Interaction

The approach used for particle interaction is based on contact models for 2D polygon/polygon interaction as given by [1], [2], [3] and [4], for respective simulation results
see also [5], [6] and [7]. In these models the magnitude of the repulsive contact force
depends on the intersection area of two overlapping particles. This allows a permanent
intersection at equilibrium if external forces are applied to the contact partners (Soft
Contact approach). In case of 3D simulations the overlap area has to be replaced by the
contact volume of the intersection of two spherical particles. Fig. 5 shows how the relative
C
contact volume Vrel
(i.e. the contact volume relative to the volume of the smaller particle)
depends on the relative depth of penetration (i.e. the depth of penetration relative to the
diameter of the smaller particle). The solid curve describes the special case of a particle
contacting another particle of twice its diameter. The dashed lines show the extremal
cases of two interacting particles of same diameter and a particle interacting with a ”infinitely” larger particle (which represents the contact of a particle with a plane, a wall or
a loading plate).
Besides the contact volume, the interaction of two particles with position and velocity
vectors xi , vi and xk , vk , respectively, depends on the distance vector
xi − xk
n=
(14)
xi − xk 
and the relative velocity
vrel = vi − vk .
6
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Figure 5: Relative contact volume in dependence of the relative depth of penetration.

The contact force resulting from particle interaction is composed by a normal and a
tangential part:
C
F C = FC
⊥ + F .

(16)

Using the projection v of vrel into the contact plane, which is described by the normal
vector n,
v = vrel − (vrel · n) n ,

(17)

the components of FC can be expressed by:
C
C
FC
⊥ = f⊥ (V , vrel ) n ,
v
.
= fC (vrel )
FC

v 

Adding the terms for viscous damping yields:
k C
(V − κ) Vmin − γ⊥ mef f v⊥ ,
f⊥C (V C , vrel ) =
d rel
fC (vrel ) = −γ mef f v .

(18)
(19)

(20)
(21)

In the formulae above denote:
- Vmin the volume of the smaller particle,
C
the relative contact volume, i.e. the ratio of the contact volume and the volume
- Vrel
of the smaller particle,

- κ a parameter to manipulate the contact law (see below),
7
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- k a parameter that allows to scale the contact force,
- d the characteristic length, 1/d = 1/di + 1/dk , where di , dk are the respective
diameters of the particles,
- mef f the effective mass, 1/mef f = 1/mi + 1/mk , where mi , mk are the respective
particle masses,
- v⊥ and v the normal and tangential components of the particles’ relative velocity,
- γ⊥ and γ parameters that allow to control normal and tangential dissipative interaction.
There exist different approaches for modelling static friction (see, for instance, [1], [4]
and [8]). Numerical investigations on the respective effects on the simulation results are
on the way.
For each particle, the equation of motion is now schematically given by:


mi ẍi =
FC (xi , xk ) − γ mef f (vi − vk ) .
(22)
k=i

Thus the method requires the solution of an initial value problem for a system of
ordinary differential equations of second order, which can be obtained by any suitable
numerical integration scheme.
4

IMPLEMENTATION

The simulation code, written in C, is based on the code fragments given by [9]. A
good part of the code is dedicated to runtime efficiency. The well-known Linked Cells
strategy with some refinements described in [10] is used to reduce the computational
effort. However, the great differences in particle size require some modifications since
the cell width is dictated by the largest particle diameter. The simulation therefore uses
two different meshes of linked cells, a coarser mesh for the larger particles and a finer
one for the smaller particles, an idea that can be refined to a Hierarchical Linked Cells
mechanism.
5
5.1

VIRTUAL SPECIMENS
Packing of virtual aggregates

The generation of virtual concrete specimens starts with the successive generation
of layers of virtual aggregates above a virtual shuttering unit. Under the influence of
gravitation and repulsive as well as dissipative interaction forces (particle/particle and
particle/wall) densely packed particle ensembles of different size and geometry can be
obtained. Fig. 6 shows three specimens with the same cross-sectional area, consisting of
exactly the same ensemble of particles.
8
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Figure 6: Cubic, cylindrical and prismatic specimens with the same cross-sectional area, generated by
use of identical virtual aggregates. The simulation result is in good accordance with Cavalieri’s principle.

5.2

Generation of virtual specimens

In order to obtain virtual specimens that keep shape when the respective shuttering
unit is removed, cohesive interaction between adjacent particles has to be added to the
model. One possibility to achieve this goal is to add a network of immaterial bars to the
model (see, for instance, [4]).
Here the following ad hoc approach is chosen, which makes the repulsive and the
cohesive interaction forces depending only on the amount of particle intersection: A
certain, small value is subtracted from the relative contact volume, which formally allows
negative values for the contact volume. This has to be done sufficiently slow in order to
avoid premature crack evolution inside of the virtual specimens (see Fig. 7).

Figure 7: A 2D virtual specimen shortly before and immediately after cohesive interaction has been
activated in an abrupt manner.

The virtual specimens obtained by this procedure keep shape and act together like a
rigid body when being let loose or been thrown (Fig. 8).
9
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Figure 8: Even without static friction included, this specimen keeps shape when being dropped and
hitting a loading plate.

Up to a certain amount of loading, the virtual specimens show elastic material behavior
when loaded in compression or tension, while crack evolution and propagation can be
observed when the applied forces are furthermore increased (Fig. 9).
6

CONCLUSIONS

The model described allows to generate densely packed ensembles of spherical particles
with size distributions that approximate realistic sieving distributions for concrete aggregates. The approach can neither compete with sophisticated models of granular flow, nor
with models that are tailored to special cases of loading. On the other hand, it contains no
artificial supplements such as bars or other, and allows to detect crack evolution directly.
Further efforts have to be made in order to obtain better simulation results, in particular
the addition of a suitable model of static friction.

10
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Figure 9: Crack evolution of a virtual specimen loaded in compression. Particles in the area of load
application are drawn white in order to visualize the crack pattern.
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Abstract. Wind effects on long-span bridges and slender buildings constitute a major
criterion during the design phase. These effects are very important in certain cases, because they can lead to strong dynamic excitations of the structure and in some cases
also to its failure. The shape optimazation often requires the usage of devices such as
guide-vanes to enhance a passive flow control in order to reduce those excitations. Despite of their reduced dimensions, they often have a large influence on the entire flow
field around the structure. It is then necessary to resolve the small scale fluid features
that they generate. Vortex Particle Methods are successfully employed to study these
phenomena. These methods consider a discrete number of mutual interacting vorticitycarrying particles to represent the continuous fluid domain. The boundary conditions are
imposed by the Boundary Element Method approach which gives the advantage of a grid
free Lagrangian formulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and a natural
representation of the vortex creation process which is inherent in bluff body flows. This
paper presents an adaptive scheme, the aim of which is the resolution of the small scale
flow features in some regions by controlling the spatial and the temporal discretization of
the problem of interest.

1

INTRODUCTION

A major criterion for designing civil structures is the estimation of the wind-induced
response. Light flexible civil structures as long span suspended bridges are mainly bluff
bodies. The wind caused forces lead in some cases towards strong excitation of the
1
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structure and its failure. In these and many other cases it is very important to accurately
resolve the flow field in order to evaluate the forces it provokes on the structure. The
designer may choose to employ small-scale structures the aim of which is controlling
the aerodynamic behaviour i.e. guide vanes in bridge design. In order to take into
account their effect, the small scale features of the flow generated by these structured
need to be accurately resolved. For these reasons it is required to resolve the multiscale
phenomena on bluff bodies. The inherent unsteady flow field generated by bluff bodies is
successfully resolved by Vortex Particle Methods (VPM). Furthermore the computational
cost required to resolve the multiscale problem increases as the characteristic lengths
difference. Adaptive methods needs to be employed in order to locally control the temporal
and spacial discretization in order to resolve the smaller scales within certain regions e.g.
around the guide vanes. In this paper a brief theory review of the general formulation of
the Vortex Particle Methods (VPM) is firstly presented. Afterwards a description of the
proposed adaptation schemes is detailed and an application of interest is presented.
2

THEORY REVIEW

A brief theory review is presented within the current section. The analytical expression
of the Fluid Dynamic problem is derived, leading towards the formulation required for the
Vortex Particle Methods (VPM). The equations are then discretized in order to enhance
the numerical solution.
2.1

Analytical formulation

The aerodynamic problem satisfies in this framework the hypotheses of incompressibility of the fluid, zero summation of the external forces. When referring to an inertial
frame the Navier-Stokes equations [1] are:
∂u
1
+ (u∇) u = − ∇p + ν∇2 u,
∂t
ρ

(1)

∇u = 0,

(2)

where ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity vector, p is the pressure and ν is the kinematic
viscosity. Vortex Particle Methods are successful techniques for modelling and simulating
unsteady flow fields as in [7]-[9], require the vector vorticity ω defined as:
ω = ∇ × u,

(3)

which appears by taking the curl of the Navier Stokes equations:
∂ω
= ∇ × (u × ω) + ν∇2 ω,
∂t

(4)

∇ × ∇u = 0.

(5)

2
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It is straightforward to observe that (5) is always satisfied while (4) can be furthermore
simplified when the flow can be assumed as evolving in two dimensions:
∂ω
+ (u · ∇) ω = ν∇2 ω,
∂t

(6)

where the vorticity is a scalar field. When the fluid is also inviscid (6) reduces to:
∂ω
+ (u · ∇) ω = 0,
∂t

(7)

or:

Dω
= 0,
Dt
which make use of the compact notation:
∂
D
=
+ (u · ∇) .
Dt
∂t

(8)

(9)

The solution of the problem as expressed in (8) needs the velocity field to be computed
and the boundary conditions to be applied. The boundary conditions are inherently
applied using boundary elements. The velocity can be uniquely decomposed velocity into
two different terms:
u = ∇ × Ψ + u∞ ,
(10)

where u∞ , is a constant describing the velocity at infinity and ∇×Ψ is the streamfunction.
The curl of (10) leads to:
∇2 Ψ = −ω,
(11)

which is the Poisson equation associated to this problem. It is then possible to compute
the streamline function Ψ through the usage of the Green’s functions in two dimensions.
By taking the curl of the computed Ψ the general expression of u is straightforward:
 
1
ω(x0 ) × (x0 − x)
u(x) = u∞ −
dD0 .
(12)
2π
|x0 − x|2
D
With (12) it is possible to compute velocity field when the vorticity field is known.
2.2

Numerical discretization

The vorticity ω is constant along its streamline as (8) shows. The strategy adopted by
the VPM consists then into the discretization of continuous vorticity and velocity fields
into particles as in [5].The vorticity carrying particles evolve in a Lagrangian manner thus
without the need for a grid. The discretization of the vorticity into Np particles leads to
the expression of the vorticity field as:
ω(x, t) =

Np

p=1

δ(x − xp (t))Γp ,
3
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where Γp is the particle’s integral vorticity over it’s surrounding area Dp :

Γp =
ωdDp ,

(14)

Dp

δ is the Dirac function, and xp (t) is the particle location at a certain time t.
By combining (12) and (13) the vorticity field can be expressed as:
u(xi , t) = U∞ −
κ=

Nf


κΓp ,

(15)

p=1

ey × (xi − xp )
,
2π| xi − xp |2

(16)

where ey is the unit vector in the y direction perpendicular to the plane and κ is the
velocity kernel. The velocity at any point is computed by summation of the contributions
coming from the entire set of particles used to discrete the fluid domain. Afterwards xp
is computed by convecting the particles according to their velocities as:
1
= xnk + ∆tunk + O( ∆t2 ank ).
xn+1
k
2

(17)

The computational cost CC required to solve the problems is dominated at each timestep
by the (Np2 ) operations needed to resolve the mutual interaction among the Np particles
used to discrete the domain. This is necessary in order to compute each particle velocity
as expressed in (15) at each timestep n. For a complete simulation the cost become:
CC = O(Np2 ∗ Nt ),

(18)

where Nt is the number of timesteps. If a body is immersed in the fluid domain, then its
geometry also needs to be discretized. This discretization process is obtained by creating
a polygon of Ni panels of lengths dsi . At each panel central point the boundary conditions
are enforced. This process leads towards a discretized representation of the the circulation
on the surface γi defined over the panels. This circulation is then itegrated over
 each panel
length and released onto the domain as circulation-carrying particles Γi = dsi γi . This
procedure, namely Boundary Element Method, constitutes a major discussion within the
advancement proposed in this paper. It has to be noticed that the computational cost
needed to enforce the boundary conditions is smaller compared with (Np2 ) i.e. it is not
taken into account.
3

ADVANCEMENT ON ADAPTIVITY

Equation (17) shows the importance of the choice of ∆t namely temporal discretization,
to predict the next position xn+1
prediction, while comparing (12) against (15) it is
k
4
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possible to notice the importance of the spacial discretization to represent the whole flow
field. Furthermore the Boundary Element Method implies that the particles are released
from the surface at a certain timestep. The mechanism of particle releasing plays as well
an important role when the performances are evaluated. The importance of these three
aspects is at first individually pointed out as the improvements proposed.
3.1

Spacial adaptation

A spatial resolution improvement could be achieved by increasing Np , but the computational cost would increase as Np2 , as (18) shows. The strategy proposed allows to resolve
the required features without increasing the total number of particles thus maintaining
the computational cost. This will be achieved by modifying the particle map on the fluid
domain using a grid. The VPMs are originally girdless methods because of the inherent
Lagrangian formulation of the convection process as (8) exhibits. Recent advancements
have been published which introduce a grid in order to accelerate the computation. An
example are the Fast Multipole Methods [3] and the P3M algorithm [6]. The present
method can be efficiently coupled with methods such as the [6] algorithm as a further
extension. It is important to clarify that we refer to a mesh as to a collection of points on
the fluid domain onto which the particles are projected thus constituting an updated set
of particles. Within Fig. (1) the mesh is divided into two regions namely zones. On its
right side the grid nodes spacing (δx) is equal to the one defined on the original uniform
grid (∆x). We refer to this condition as 0 mesh level. On the left side of the grid it is
possible to observe that δx = 1/2∆x. In this last case the mesh level is equal to one. The
expression that links the local mesh level = n and the local grid node spacing (δx, δy) is:
(δx)k =

(∆x)k
,
2n

n∈N

(19)

(∆y)k
,
n∈N
(20)
2n
where the new local mesh node spacing in a certain location k is (δx)k and (δy)k . The
level n ∈ N ensures the conformity of the adapted grid as it is shown in Fig. (1). The
parameter n tunes the ratio of the initial x and y mesh node spacing to the adapted ones.
According to (19) and (20), the particle spacing is reduced when n increases, and the
particle density would be more important. It is then possible to compute a value of n
which corresponds to the local need of spatial resolution within the same fluid domain to
take into account the presence of the immersed bodies. The proposed expression for n is:
(δy)k =

nk (dsj ) = npanel (dsj ) + arj,k  + b,

(21)

which is a linear expression in rj,k  whereas the coefficients a and b will be chosen to find
an optimal balance between the accuracy requirements and the computational cost. The
refinement factor computed for the particle k is nk (dsj ) where ri,j  is the distance to the
5
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(∆x)k

(δx)
(δy)

(δx)k
xk , yk

DG

(δy)k

(∆y)k

li,k
xi , yi
G

dsi

y
x

Figure 1: Remeshing strategy based on the distance to the closest surface panel i of length dsi . The
particle k located on the fluid domain at distance li,k to the closest panel has been projected on the
surrounding mesh nodes. Another particle is located on the left side of the grid which is closer to the
surface, thus has been projected on the surrounding refined mesh nodes.

closest panel j whose length is dsj . It is possible to notice in Fig. (5) that the parameter
a defines the distance to the surface at which n decreases. The parameter b sets an offset
that can be chosen to increase the value of n for each particle. Finally npanel (dsj ) induces
the parameter nk to increase in those regions which are close to the small scale structures,
such as the guide vanes. These structures are generally discretized with the finest set of
panels in order to apply the boundary conditions, but also the surrounding regions need
to be refined in order to accurately consider their influence over the entire problem. The
refinement factor on the grid will then increase in order to generate the finest spatial
resolution around those structures as:

(∆x)2 + (∆y)2
npanel (dsi ) = log2 (
),
(22)
dsi
which can be reduced when dealing with homogeneous initial mesh (∆x = ∆y) to:
npanel (dsi ) = log2 (
6
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Equation (22) implies that an higher refinement factor is computed close to the smaller
length panels. The real refinement factor applied should be an integer in order to assure
the conformity of the adapted grid points. This is easily achieved by applying a rounding
operator:
nk = max (nk (dsj )) ,
(24)
i

where the expression for nk (dsj ) was given in (21).
3.2

Temporal adaptation

Equation (17) shows how the temporal discretization affects the accuracy. Furthermore
the example summarised in Figure (2) shows the impact of ∆t on the resolution of a
two interacting particles problem in which they are both assigned with a circulation of
Γ = 1 [m2 /s]. Their initial distance is 1 [m] and they are free to convect. The circular
pattern defines the analytical solution. After a period over T reach their initial position
(thick line) while the discretized problem solved with (17) and (15) leads the particles
distance to increase within the iteration process. The timestep adopted for the different
0.25
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Err[−]

y[m]
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0.0
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0.00
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4.00
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6.00
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n[−]

(a) Particle-Particle interaction path.

(b) Particle-Particle interaction error Err.

Figure 2: The round markers represent the initial position of the particles. The thick line represent the
analytical solution of the problem requiring the particles to rotate and to reach their initial position over
a period. The square and the triangle represent the final positions in (a) and the relative error in (b)
when the substepping has been applied with different levels.

simulations is computed as:
δt =

δt0
,
2level

(25)

d − d0
,
d0

(26)

and the error Err is computed as:
Err =

7
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where d0 and d are respectively the initial and the final distance of the two particles and
δt0 = T /60. The analytical solution is characterised by d = d0 that leads to Err = 0.
It is then possible to increase the accuracy by reducing δt. The multi body problem
represented by Np particles is more difficult to solve and it does not have the analytical
solution. However the considerations proposed for the two particles problem can be
extended towards a complex case. The proposed strategy, proposes to classify the particles
in different regions. Each one of those regions is assigned with a refinement factor n that
determines the fractional duration of the local timestep duration to the global one. The
particles belonging to regions in which n is large will convect with high accuracy because
they velocities as in Fig. (3). Moreover the particles are introduced into the domain
n=0
n=1

n=2

n=1
n=0

G

n=2
(a) Substep conformity

(b) Substep regions

Figure 3: (a) The particles used to discretized the fluid domain are categorised in three regions based
on their distance to the small structure G. Each of these regions is assigned with a level n thus the local
substep duration.(b).

through the external boundaries or they can be created on the surface of the immersed
body thus released into the domain. For this second case a study has been performed in
order to find the best way to couple the substepping strategy with the process of particle
releasing. The first implementation of this strategy included the releasing of the particle at
each timestep and substep. This procedure was improving the performance of the method
although it was introducing numerical errors. A new procedure is presented within this
paper in order to increase the impact of the strategy on the global performances. With
that purpose the vorticity computed on the discretized surface is updated and released
every timestep, as Fig. (4) shows, while only the iteration process occurs during the
substeps. The computational cost is reduced because of the bound vorticity evaluations
occurs once every timestep in spite of B times every timestep, where B is the number of
timestep used to discretized the finest region, and a smaller amount of particles is released
onto the fluid domain during a timestep. The accuracy increases because the boundary
condition should be applied when the particles are coherently convected by the global
timestep δt.
3.3

Full adaptivity

The substepping and the remeshing may be separately applied to the problem of interest. However it is important to notice that the spacial and the temporal discretization
8
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Releasing particle strategy from and immersed body; First substep b = 1 within a generic
timestep s (a), particle convection process occurring from substep b = 2 until substep b = B − 1 (b),
final convection substep b = B within the timestep s with bound vorticity releasing into particles and
computation of the new bound vorticity (c), convection of the new set of particles during the following
timestep s + 1 (d).

are linked in all the numerical schemes present in literature e.g the Courant number [4]
in finite difference schemes. Within this framework some numerical dissipation is introduced by the kernel in equation 16 because instabilities arise when the particle are close.
When the remeshing and substepping strategy are applied together, the particle distance
is controlled thus deleting the artificial dissipation.
With this purpose it is possible to compute a refinement factor n associated with the
region of interest and to use simultaneously for the temporal and spacial discretization as
prescribed. The next section will be devoted to apply these methods to a case of interest.
4

Reference object

The author chooses the Alcónetar Bridge as the reference object to exhibit the performances of these stategies. This bridge was built in 2006 in Spain in order to carry the
route A-66 across the Tagus River. In spite of the low and regular speed of the air (8m/s),
critical vibration episodes occurred. The introduction of the guide vanes allowed for a
9
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passive control of the aerodynamic behaviour i.e. reducing the Vortex Induced Vibrations
as in [8]. The two rectangular tandem arrangement that constitutes the shape of the
bridge is shown in Fig. 5.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Projected particles for remeshing. In (a) the parameter a1 is equal to 1, while in (b) a = 0.6
in order to extend the high refinement region.

The guide vanes are used to reduce the Vortex Induced Vibrations (VIV). The herein
proposed mesh adaptations schemes are applied in order to prove that it is possible to
enhance a good accuracy by efficiently resolving the small scale flow featured around the
guide vanes while saving computational effort.
4.1

Numerical results

The Vortex Particle Method solver used for implementation is VXflow [6]. The comparison has been performed in terms of Strouhal number:
fS D
St =
,
(27)
U∞
10
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where fs is the vortex shedding frequency, D is the depth of the cross section and U∞
is the wind speed. The aim of this comparison is to show that it is possible to largely
reduce the computational cost (CC) with a moderate error (Err). The comprison is
presented in Table 4.1. It is possible to confirm from previous studies, as in [8], that the
Strouhal number value of this problem is around 2. The value that has been computed
here stands in a very good accordance with the previous results: St = 2.0439 and it is
taken as reference.
It is possible to define an averaged particles number N̄p s for each simulation s:

Nts Nps (t)
,
(28)
N̄p s =
Nt s
where Nps (t) is the number of particles for each timestep t and Nts is the number of
timesteps. The computational cost Ccs already expressed in (18) is defined here with
respect to a reference simulation f ree:
CCs =

(Np2s Nts )
,
(Np2F ree NtF ree )

(29)

Sts − StF ree
∗ 100.
StF ree

(30)

and the error Err is defined as:
Errs (%) =

Table 1: Alcónetar bridge

Free
Remesh1
Remesh2
Remesh3∗
Full adapt2
Full adapt3∗

Np s
3.7 ∗ 105
8.1 ∗ 104
1.1 ∗ 105
1.5 ∗ 105
2 ∗ 2.1 ∗ 105
2 ∗ 1.0 ∗ 105

Sts
0.20439
0.21855
0.20752
0.20801
0.20308
0.20680

Ccs Errs (%)
1.00
0%
0.05
5.81%
0.09
1.52%
0.12
1.98%
0.33 −0.64%
0.18 −0.71%

The results show that there is a satisfactory agreement with the literature St number
and the simulations. In Ramesh1 Remesh2 and Remesh3 (Table 4.1) the refinement
factor near the body surface increases. The accuracy increases coherently from Remesh1
to Remesh2. The accuracy lake in Remesh3 suggests that the particles distance in the
close surface proximity is too small. In that case the substepping is needed in order to
discard the artificial dissipation introduced by (16). Then the substepping is applied to
this case in Full adapt3∗ improving the accuracy as expected. Another important remark
11
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concerns the difference between the two particles releasing procedures which has already
been explained. In Full adapt2 the particles are released at each timestep while in Full
adapt3∗ they are released only once each timestep. The lack of accuracy within Full
adapt3∗ is largely justified by the computational cost reduction due to the herein devised
releasing process.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The computation of the Strouhal number is crucial in this framework as it allows
to describe the behaviour of the bluff body problem. An accurate Strouhal number
prediction means, for such a problem, that the small flow features are resolved using the
herein proposed adaptive scheme. It is possible to conclude that the proposed strategy
allows for the resolution of the small scales while maintaining an affordable computational
cost.
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Abstract. In this paper, practical aspects of the lattice Boltzmann method for fluid flow are explored
and application to sound propagation is investigated. This work was performed within the framework
of the European ITEA project MACH, which aims at optimizing scientific calculations on various
parallel platforms. For fluid flow, our attention was drawn to the lattice Boltzmann method because of
its advantages over other methods: the method is suitable for parallel computation, and it can be
applied easily to systems with complex boundaries, such as porous media. We first developed simple
2D and 3D lattice Boltzmann codes for fluid flow in a lid-driven cavity. We explored possibilities to
run it on the GPU of a personal computer, and we investigated GPU speedup factors. Next we
developed a lattice Boltzmann code for simulation of sound waves. Various acoustic phenomena were
investigated with this code, such as geometrical spreading of sound waves generated by a point source,
reflection of sound waves by a rigid surface, and diffraction of sound waves by a noise barrier.
Reflection of sound waves by a porous medium was also explored, and a comparison was made with
theoretical solutions. Finally, the possibility to simulate sound propagation in an atmosphere with
wind and temperature gradients was considered.
1

INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods for simulating fluid flow are based on the equations for conservation
of mass and momentum in a fluid, i.e. the continuity equation and the Navier Stokes
equations, respectively (see Refs. [1][2], for example). The conservation equations are
differential equations based on the continuum model of a fluid. The equations can be solved
by various numerical techniques.
The lattice Boltzmann method (LB method, or LBM) is an alternative approach for
calculating fluid flow. An introduction to the LB method, and references to the literature, can
be found in Ref. [3]. The LB method originates from lattice gas automata (LGA) for
simulating fluid flow, which were developed in the 1980s. While the LGA method works with
discrete particles on a regular lattice, the LB method works with a particle distribution
function. The LB method is based on the Boltzmann equation from kinetic gas theory, which
describes how distributions of particles in a gas propagate and collide [1]. Collisions may be
modeled by the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision operator. The LB method with the
BGK operator is often referred to as the LBGK method. From the LBGK equations, the
Navier Stokes and continuity equations can be derived, under certain limiting conditions that
depend on the actual formulation. Common limiting conditions are weak compressibility and
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low Mach number (see Ref. [4] and references cited therein).
Sound propagation in the atmosphere is basically a special case of fluid flow. A sound
wave is a small perturbation of the pressure and fluid velocity, which travels with the speed of
sound. Consequently, fluid flow models may be applied for simulating sound propagation. An
early application of the LB method to sound propagation is described in Ref. [5]. An
extensive study of application of the LB method in acoustics was recently performed by
Viggen [6][7].
In the present paper, application of the LB method in outdoor acoustics is described. A few
practical cases are considered, including the cases of sound propagation near a (porous)
ground surface and sound propagation over a noise barrier. A preliminary conclusion is that
the LB method may be more powerful in dealing with complex geometries than other
numerical methods in outdoor acoustics are [8][9][10][11].
This work was performed within the framework of the European ITEA project MACH,
which aims at optimizing scientific calculations on various parallel platforms [12].
Computational fluid dynamics is one of the fields of application considered in MACH. We
decided to explore the LB method because of its advantages over other fluid-flow simulation
methods: the LB method is suitable for parallel computation, and it can be applied easily to
systems with complex boundaries, such as porous media. Previous work on speeding up LB
models by means of parallel computation, including computation on GPUs and
supercomputers, is described in Refs. [13][14]. The focus in MACH is on (semi) automatic
generation of computer code suitable for running on various platforms for parallel
computation.
2

LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD FOR FLUID FLOW

2.1 Method
With the LB method a fluid is represented by means of a particle distribution function on a
regular lattice [3]. The value of the distribution function at a lattice node represents the
density of fluid particles at the node. Different particle velocities are distinguished,
corresponding to the movement of particles to different neighboring lattice nodes during a
time step. Consequently, the particle distribution function varies not only with position in the
lattice but is also a function of the discrete set of particle velocities.
The LB particle distribution function is denoted as f i (x, t ) , where index i = 0, 1, 2, …
distinguishes the different velocities to neighboring lattice nodes, x denotes position on the
lattice, and t represents time. Here we consider the formulation of the LB method based on the
BGK (Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook) approximation. The evolution of the fluid is represented by
the following equation:

f i (x + e i ∆t , t + ∆t ) = f i (x, t ) −

1

( f (x, t ) − f
τ
i

eq
i

)

(x, t ) ,

(1)

where ei are the velocity vectors to neighboring nodes, ∆t is the time step, τ is the relaxation
time, and f i eq is the local equilibrium distribution function. We choose length and time units
such that lattice spacing ∆x and time step ∆t are unity, so the particle speed c = ∆x/∆t is also
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unity. The first part of the equation, f i (x + e i ∆t , t + ∆t ) = f i (x, t ) , represents streaming of
particles between neighboring nodes. The last term represents collisions between particles.
Collisions of the fluid particles correspond to a relaxation towards local equilibrium.
Figure 1 illustrates the widely used D2Q9 lattice for the LB method in 2D. There are nine
velocity vectors ei to neighboring lattice nodes: e0 = (0,0), e1 = (1,0), e2 = (0,1), …, e8 = (1,-1).
Here we have used an xy coordinate system with a horizontal x axis and a vertical y axis. The
first vector e0 corresponds to zero velocity, so particles with i = 0 do not move to a
neighboring node.

Figure 1: Rectangular 2D lattice illustrating the 2DQ9 scheme for the LB method.

The macroscopic fluid density ρ and the fluid velocity u follow from the distribution
1
function: ρ = ∑ f i and u = ∑ f i e i . The fluid density is related to the pressure p through

ρ

i

i

the ideal gas law p = c ρ , where cs is the sound speed in lattice units ∆x/∆t, which is 1 / 3
for the D2Q9 and D3Q19 lattices. The density is included in the LB model as an independent
variable in a regime close to fluid incompressibility [4]. The relaxation time τ is related to
the kinematic shear viscosity ν of the fluid: ν = cs2 (τ − 12 ) . The viscosity is positive for τ > 12 .
2
s

As τ approaches 12 numerical difficulties may occur. A safe choice is τ = 1 , which gives
ν = 16 . In the BGK approximation, the equilibrium distribution function is given by
 e ⋅ u (e ⋅ u )2 u 2
f i eq = wi ρ 1 + i 2 + i 4 − 2
cs
2c s
2c s



,



(2)

which is a truncated expansion of the Maxwell velocity distribution. The factors wi are weight
factors for the different velocity directions. For the D2Q9 scheme, the weights wi are
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( 94 , 19 , 19 , 19 , 19 , 361 , 361 , 361 , 361 ) for i = 0,1,…,8.

The core of a LB code is a loop over four elements:
- collisions
- streaming
- boundary conditions
- macroscopic quantities.
The first three elements yield updates of the distribution function, due to collisions, streaming,
and boundary conditions, respectively. The fourth element is the calculation of density ρ and
velocity components u and v of fluid velocity u = (u,v), which are used in the collision
calculation.
Different types of boundary conditions exist. At a stationary boundary (zero velocity at a
wall) one may apply bounceback conditions, which means that a distribution function
component f i directed into the fluid is obtained from the component in the opposite
(outward) direction. First-order and second-order bounceback formulations have been
developed [3]. For a boundary with an imposed velocity or pressure, boundary conditions
were presented in Ref. [15].
2.2 Lid-driven cavity
Figure 2 shows results of a D2Q9 LB calculation for the case of a lid-driven cavity in 2D.
The fluid is enclosed in a square box with solid walls, while at the top of the box a constant
horizontal velocity u0 is imposed as a boundary condition. The calculation was performed for
a 1000x1000 grid, with u0 = 0.06 and ν = 0.06 . The Reynolds number Re = u 0 L /ν is equal
to 1000 in this case, with grid size L=1000. The graphs show the (steady state) fluid flow after
16 ⋅10 4 time steps.

Figure 2: Results of a LB calculation for a lid-driven cavity, with the geometry (a), streamlines (b), and
normalized velocity components u/u0 (c) and v/u0 (d).
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2.3 Calculation times and GPU speedup
As mentioned in Section 1, this work was performed within the framework of the
European project MACH, which aims at speeding up various types of scientific calculations.
In this section we present a few calculation times for the LB model for a lid-driven cavity (see
previous section). Calculations were performed with non-optimized codes on a PC with a
2.4 GHz CPU (Intel Xeon E5620, 6GB RAM) and an NVIDIA GPU (GeForce GTX 680,
4GB, 1536 CUDA cores).
For a 2DQ9 100x100 grid with Re=1000 (u0 = 0.6, ν = 0.06 ) we achieved a steady state
within 4000 time steps, which took about 20 seconds with a Matlab code and 8 seconds with a
code converted to C/C++ (running on a single CPU core). These times correspond to 2 and 5
MLUPS, respectively (MLUPS = mega lattice site updates per second). With a CUDA code
[16] running on the GPU we found 2 seconds.
For a 2DQ9 1000x1000 grid with Re=1000 (u0 = 0.06, ν = 0.06 ) we needed 16 ⋅10 4 time
steps to achieve a steady state, and with a Matlab code this took 32h (running on a single CPU
core), corresponding to 1.4 MLUPS. With a modified Matlab code that employs the GPU,
making use of the Matlab parallel processing toolbox, the time was 12h, corresponding to 3.7
MLUPS. The total number of 16 ⋅10 4 time steps is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than
the 4000 times steps for the 100x100 grid, due to the fact that the equilibration time scales
with the square of the linear grid size [17].
For a 3DQ19 100x100x100 grid with Re=1000 (u0 = 0.6, ν = 0.06 ) we achieved a steady
state within 4000 time steps, which took about 6000 seconds with a Matlab code (running on
a single CPU core), corresponding to 0.7 MLUPS. With Matlab running on the GPU we
found about 1800 seconds, corresponding to 2.2 MLUPS.
It should be noted that the above results were obtained with codes that were not yet
optimized with respect to calculation speed and memory performance. Currently we are
working on the development of optimized codes in CUDA, both along the lines described in
Ref. [13] (dedicated optimization) and by the generic optimization tools that will be
developed in the project MACH. We expect to reach an enhancement of the calculation speed
by at least one order of magnitude.
3

APPLICATION IN ACOUSTICS

3.1 Sound waves generated by a point source
The LB method can be used for simulating propagation of sound waves. We used the
2DQ9 LB model to model circular sound waves generated by a point source. Circular waves
in 2D correspond to cylindrical waves in 3D. Figure 3 shows the sound field at time step
1600, generated by a point source at position (1000,1000) in a 2000x2000 grid with ν = 0.06 .
The fluid density at the source position was imposed at the end of each time step,
according to the harmonic function ρ = 1 + 0.01sin(ω t ) , where t is the time, ω = 2π / T is the
angular frequency, and T = 40 is the harmonic period. The density oscillates around the
equilibrium density of unity. The off-equilibrium density ρ ' ≡ ρ − 1 , or acoustic density, is
given by (the real part) of the following function of time t and distance r to the source:
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Figure 3: Results of a LB calculation for a sound wave, showing the sound field at time 1600 (left) and the
relative sound level as a function of source-receiver distance (right).

Figure 4: As Figure 3, for a point source and receivers at height y = 50.

Figure 5: Analytical solutions for the sound level minus the free-field level, for the system of Figure 4 with a
grid spacing of 0.1 m. The left graph shows 2D and 3D solution for non-porous and porous ground (without
dissipation), and the right graph shows solutions with and without dissipation (2D, non-porous ground).
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ρ ' = AH 0( 2 ) ( kr ) exp( iω t ) ,

(3)

where A is a constant, H 0( 2 ) is the Hankel function of order zero and second kind, and k is the
wavenumber. This expression is a stationary solution of the lossy wave equation, taking into
account effects of viscosity [6][18]. The wave number is given by k = ω / c S − iα s , where we
have α s = (ω / 2c s ) [ 1 + (ωτ s ) 2 − 1] /[1 + (ωτ s ) 2 ] and τ s = c s−2 ( 43 ν + ν ' ) , with kinematic
shear and bulk viscosities ν and ν ' = 23 ν . The wavelength is equal to T ⋅ cS , which is 23
lattice units in this case, in agreement with the wave pattern shown in Figure 3. The amplitude
of the wave decreases with distance r from the source by two effects, geometrical spreading
and dissipation. Geometrical spreading is represented by the factor r −1 / 2 , which is the
asymptotic behavior of the Hankel function for real wavenumber k. Dissipation due to
viscosity is represented by the imaginary part α s of the wave number. Figure 3 shows how
the relative sound level, defined as 20 lg ρ ' rms , with ρ ' rms the rms-value of ρ ' , decreases with
distance r. The LBM results agree with the analytic solution beyond a distance of three grid
spacings (blue dots and the red solid line coincide here). Also shown is the analytic solution
without dissipation ( α s = 0 ), which decays with 10 dB per distance decade
( 20 lg 10 −1 / 2 = −10 dB ) . The figure demonstrates that dissipation dominates the attenuation
at large distance, where the attenuation reaches a value of about 0.06 dB per grid spacing in
this case.
The dissipation is a problem for direct application of the LB method in acoustics. The
dissipation of sound waves in air is small, typically 0.1 dB/km at frequency 50 Hz and
1 dB/km at 250 Hz. If we choose a grid spacing of 0.1 m, for example, the above attenuation
in the LB system is 0.6 dB/m, so much larger than real attenuations at audio frequencies. The
attenuation in the LB system can be varied a bit through the choice of the value of
ν = cs2 (τ − 12 ) , but as indicated before numerical difficulties may occur for τ near 12 , so the
possible variation is limited. A better approach may be to keep the frequency in the LB model
low, thereby maximizing the region where geometrical attenuation dominates, and to convert
the results to a real system by adding air absorption afterwards and applying the acoustical
principle of scaling to convert to higher frequencies.
3.2 Effect of a non-porous ground surface
We have simulated the sound field of a point source near a non-porous ground surface. The
system is similar to the previous system, except now we used a 2000x500 grid and the source
was located at position (1000,50), so the source is 50 grid spacings above the ground surface.
Figure 4 shows the results. The effect of interference between direct and reflected sound
waves is visible as spatial oscillations of the sound level. The sound level was sampled at
receivers at positions (1001-1500,50).
The analytic solutions in Figure 4 were calculated by (coherent) summation of the direct
field and the field reflected by the ground surface. The LBM results agree well with the
analytic solution (with dissipation). The analytic solutions are also represented in Figure 5,
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now expressed as the excess level ∆ L , defined as the sound level minus the free-field level.
The dissipation effects largely cancel with this level difference. The LB units may be
converted to physical units by assuming a grid spacing of 0.1 m, for example. This means that
source and receivers are 5 m above the ground surface, and the frequency is 148 Hz.
Also included in Figure 5 is a 3D solution, calculated with exp(−i k r ) / r instead of
H 0( 2 ) ( kr ) . The difference in ∆ L between the 2D solution and the 3D solution is small. The
figure shows further that the dissipation effects largely cancel in the quantity ∆ L . It is
common practice in acoustics to work with excess level ∆ L . The actual free field may be
added to obtain the overall field.
The solution for a porous ground in Figure 5 deviates considerably from the other
solutions, and is considered in the next section.
3.3 Effect of a porous ground surface
Next we have used the LB method for simulating the reflection of sound waves by a
porous medium. We used a grid with 2000x700 nodes, with numerical parameters as before.
The region between y = 0 and y = 200 was filled with a porous medium, and source and
receivers were located at y = 250. The porous medium was generated by randomly selecting
30 percent of the nodes as solid nodes, where LB bounceback conditions apply. Figure 6
shows the results. The interference pattern is less pronounced than with the non-porous
ground, since the reflection from the porous ground is weaker.
The analytic solution in Figure 6 was calculated with a theoretical model for sound
reflection from a porous ground (see Ref. [8]), where we assumed again a grid spacing of
0.1 m to convert LB units to physical units. The total sound field is the sum of the direct field
and the field reflected by the ground surface. The acoustic impedance of a porous ground is a
function of the flow resistivity, the porosity, and a structure factor [19] (see also [8][9]). In
this case, the porosity is 0.7, for the structure factor we used a value of 3, and the flow
resistivity was estimated at 10 kPa s m-2 from a LB simulation illustrated in Figure 7. For this
simulation we used a 100x100 grid with porous medium between y = 25 and y = 75, and an
upward inflow condition at y = 0. The flow resistivity was estimated from the definition as the
ratio of the pressure gradient and the velocity.
We also performed a calculation with the LB method for the same system as for Figure 6
with zero porosity, i.e. with a non-porous ground surface. The result should agree with the
result shown in Figure 4, which was the case in good approximation. Small differences were
attributed to small differences in the two LB implementations.
Figure 8 compares the results for porous and non-porous ground in terms of excess level
∆ L . Both the LBM results and the analytic solutions show that the interference minima and
maxima are more pronounced for the non-porous ground than for the porous ground. The
differences between the LBM results and the analytic solutions should be investigated further.
The approximations in both the LB method and the analytic solutions may play a role.
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Figure 6: Results of a LB calculation for a point source and receivers at y = 250 and a porous medium below
y = 200, showing the sound field at time 1600 (left) and the relative sound level as a function of distance (right).

Figure 7: Stationary vertical velocity field (left) and density field (right) in a 100x100 LB system with a porous
medium between y=25 and y=75 and an upward inflow condition at y=0, used for estimating the flow resistivity.

Figure 8: LB results and analytic solutions for porous and non-porous ground, expressed as the excess level
∆L as a function of distance.
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3.4 Effect of a noise barrier
Finally we have used the LB method for simulating the effect of a noise barrier on a
non-porous ground surface. We used a grid with 2000x1000 nodes, with numerical
parameters as before. The source was located at position (1000,50). The noise barrier was
located at position x = 1100, with a height of 100 grid spacings. Receivers were located at
positions x = 1001 to x = 1500, at a height of y = 50. Figure 9 shows the results. The effect of
the noise barrier is a decrease of the sound level by about 30 dB.
In Figure 10 the results are shown in terms of the excess level ∆ L . Also included is an
analytic solution for receivers behind the barrier, which deviates a bit from the LBM results.
This solution is based on a theory of diffraction of spherical sound waves by wedge-shaped
objects [20][21]. Dissipation was not included in the solution.

Figure 9: Results of a LB calculation for a non-porous ground surface with a noise barrier at x = 1100 (black
line), showing the sound field at time 1600 (left) and the relative sound level as a function of distance (right).

Figure 10: LBM result from Figure 9 and analytic solution, expressed as the excess level ∆L as a function of
distance.
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3.5 Refraction by wind and temperature gradients
The LB method can in principle deal with wind flow and sound propagation in a single
simulation. This is an important advantage of the LB method over other sound propagation
models. Wind effects on outdoor sound propagation are large, in particular in situations with
noise barriers. The LB method may be extended to include temperature gradients [22], which
also affect sound propagation.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have explored application of the LB method in acoustics. LBM results
were compared with analytic solutions for relatively simple cases, including cases with
reflection by porous and non-porous ground surfaces and a case with screening and diffraction
by a noise barrier. Reasonable agreement was obtained. The power of the LB method is that it
can be applied to cases with complex boundary conditions, as illustrated here for the case with
a porous ground surface. Another advantage of the LB method is that it can handle in
principle wind flow and sound propagation in a single simulation.
A problem is the large dissipation of sound waves in an LBM simulation. Part of the
dissipation effects are eliminated by considering the excess sound level, i.e. the level in excess
of the free-field level. One may also keep dissipation effects small by choosing the sound
frequency low and scale the results to higher frequencies. This will be explored in future
work.
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Abstract. In 2011, the huge tsunami caused by the great east Japan earthquake devastated many
infrastructures in pacific coast of north eastern Japan. Particularly, collapse of bridges caused a
traffic disorder and these collapse behaviors led to delay of recovery after the disaster. In this
study, the bridge wash away accident is selected as a target issue, and it is represented in order
to investigate the criteria and its mechanism by a numerical simulation. For this purpose,
Incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (ISPH) Method, which is one of the pure
mesh free methods, is utilized for the rigid body motion simulation. In this study, rigid body
motion is introduced for the fluid-rigid interaction behavior during bridge wash away
simulation. In the numerical analysis, the upper bridge structure is washed out by receiving an
impact fluid force. The validation tests in two scales showed good agreement with experimental
test and the real accident on the great east Japan earthquake tsunami.
1

INTRODUCTION

On March 11, 2011, the huge tsunami caused by the great east Japan earthquake devastated
many infrastructures in pacific coast of north eastern Japan. Particularly, the damage of outflow
of bridge girders caused a traffic disorder and these collapse behaviours led to delay of recovery
after the disaster. After 2011 tsunami, disaster prevention and mitigation techniques are actively
developing in coastal infrastructures and establishing prediction method for tsunami disaster is
one of the severe issues toward the next millennium tsunami.
In this study, the bridge wash out accident is selected as a target issue, and we try to represent
these accidents by using a numerical analysis. For this purpose, one of the mesh free methods;
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Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) Method is utilized for Tsunami flow. The SPH
technique was originally proposed by Lucy [1] and further developed by Gingold and
Monaghan [2] for treating astrophysical problems. The main advantage of SPH and the other
particle simulation is the absence of a computational grid or mesh since it is spatially discretized
into Lagrangian moving particles. This allows the possibility of easily modeling flows with a
complex geometry or flows where large deformations or the appearance of a free surface occurs.
Recently, this method is widely used in field of fluid and solid dynamics. A stabilized ISPH [3],
which is one of the modified versions of the SPH and can evaluate much smoother pressure
distribution, has been developed by our research group. Then a fluid-sorid interaction algorithm
including rigid body motion is developed in this study.
2 FLUID-RIGID INTERACTION FORMULATION
In this section, a stabilized ISPH, which includes a modified source term in the pressure
Poisson equation, for incompressible flow is summarized firstly. Then the treatment of moving
rigid body is introduced by reviewing the related work in distinct element method (DEM).
2.1 GOVERNING EQUATION
The governing equations are the continuum equation and the Navier-Stokes equation. These
equations for the flow are represented as
D
(1)
   u  0
Dt
Du
1
1
  p  2 u    τ  F  0
(2)
Dt


here,  and are density and kinematic viscosity of fluid, u and p are the velocity and pressure
vectors of fluid respectively. F is external force, and t indicates time. The turbulence stress τ is
necessary to represent the effects of turbulence with coarse spatial grids. In the most general
incompressible flow approach, the density is assumed by a constant value with its initial value.

2.2 MODIFICATION IN SOURCE TERM OF PRESSURE POISSON EQUATION
The main concept in an incompressible SPH method is to solve a discretized pressure
Poisson equation at every time step to get the pressure value. In a sense of physical observation,
physical density should keep its initial value for incompressible flow. However, during
numerical simulation, the ‘particle’ density may change slightly from the initial value because
the particle density is strongly dependent on particle locations in the SPH method. If the particle
distribution can keep almost uniformity, the difference between ‘physical’ and ‘particle’ density
may be vanishingly small. In other words, accurate SPH results in incompressible flow need to
keep the uniform particle distribution. For this purpose, the different source term in pressure
Poisson equation can be derived using the ‘particle’ density. The SPH interpolations are
introduced into the original mass conservation law before the perfect compressibility condition
is applied.
1  in 1    ＊
i 
   uni1    0
(3)
t
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Then, the pressure Poisson equation reformulated as:
0
 0   ＊
2 n 1
*
i 
(4)
 pi  
   ui  
2
t
t
where,  is relaxation coefficient, u* is temporal velocity and triangle bracket < > means SPH
approximation. Note that this relaxation coefficient is strongly dependent on the time increment
and the particle resolution. Then, the reasonable value can be estimated by the simple
hydrostatic pressure test using the same settings on its time increment and the resolution.
2.3 TREATMENT OF MOVING RIGID BODY
In this study, the general momentum conservation law of the rigid body is solved numerically
with the external forces including hydrodynamic as a fluid-rigid interaction formulation. Fig.1
show the rigid motion algorithm. The rigid body is discretized to particles at the beginning.
Next, we postulate that the external force is calculated from the gravity g, hydrodynamic force
at the rigid surface Ff and contact force between rigid body and fixed boundary Fe, and these
value are calculated by following equations.
on the surface
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where, Pi is the pressure of surface rigid particle, and Si is the area of surface rigid particle.
And the contact force is modeled by the elastic contact theory by Hertz. In the above equation,
l is the distance between rigid particle and the fixed boundary. In above equation,  i , E i , E j
is Poisson ratio, elastic modulus of the particle coming into contact, elastic modulus of the
contacted particle. Once the hydrodynamic and external forces are obtained, the moment is
easily calculated by using the distance between the target particle and center of gravity of rigid
body.
Mf 
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The translational velocity T and rotational velocity ω of a solid object are calculated as:
F f Fe 
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Solve a pressure Poisson eqn.
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uin 1  T  ω  ri
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End

Figure 1. Rigid motion algorithm

Finally, the velocity of each particle in the solid body is updated by the following equation.
The position of the rigid particle is updated based on the velocity.

uin 1  Ti n 1  ωin 1 ri  r j 

(13)

Fig. 1 summarizes the whole flowchart for the fluid-rigid coupling by the stabilized ISPH
method.
3 VALIDATION TEST
In the following section, two type of validation tests have been introduced. One is
comparison between analysis and experimental test in a small scale and the other is real scale
validation by comparing with disaster report.
3.1 SMALL SCALE VALIDATION TEST
The analysis model and the detail of the girder model are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. In this
experiment and analysis, water which collected on the left-hand flow and collide with the girder
model by opening the gate and girder wash out. The experimental test is carried out three times
and the location of girder model is recorded by using motion capture system. In this system, the
self-light is attached on the four corners of bridge girder model, its position is measured by
using multi cameras. The bridge pier is fixed and the density of the bridge girder which is on
the pier is 1161kg/m3. The particle distance d0 = 0.25cm, time increment Δt = 0.0005s and the
total number of particles is about 8millions.
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Figure 2. Analysis model
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Figure 3. Detail of the bridge model and motion capture system

Fig.4 shows the comparison of rotational angle between the experimental test and the
analysis. From this graph, there are some difference between the experimental result and the
analysis, however, analysis result behaviors which rotate from positive angle to negative angle
shows a good agreement. From this result, our proposed method can evaluate the rigid motion
during flow in a small scale.
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Figure 4. Comparison of rotational angle between the experiment and analysis
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3.2 REAL SCALE VALIDATION TEST
One of the segments of a bridge girder, which was pushed away in the Tsunami, is selected
as a target structure, and its numerical model is generated in 3D from the CAD data. The wave
is modeled for a gentle streem and the initial water level is set to be 15m referring to the report
that water levels in many disaster cities reached over 10m in the Tsunami (Fig.5). The initial
velocity of the wave is set 10m/s referring to shallow water long-wave equation. In addition,
10m/s is continuously given at the position of 30m from the left corner of the water storage.
The particle distance d0 = 6cm, time increment Δt = 0.001s and total number of particles is
about 55millions. The density of particles of the girder model is 2450kg/m3.
The real scale wash out simulation is shown in Fig.6. According to the disaster report[4],
this girder turned over in the Tsunami and the girder motion with rotate can be seen, however,
the bridge girder don’t overturn in the analysis. Now, the initial water level and the initial
velocity is set constantly. It is neccesay to reconsider inflow condition by using tsunami run up
simulation in order to simulate in realistic.
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Figure 5. Analysis model and the shape of girder model

T=1.5[s]

T=2.5[s]
Figure 6. Analysis result (Real scale analysis)
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, fluid-rigid interaction formulation is conducted by introducing rigid motion
algorithm into ISPH. In the small scale analysis, the validation of our fluid-rigid interaction
technique is conducted by comparison with experimental test. From this result, the transition of
rotational angle shows a similar tendency and a good agreement quantitatively. Then, real scale
validation test is instituted by modeling the bridge which washed out in the Tsunami. There are
some difference of rigid motion in report and analysis, however, analysis result behaviors shows
largely rotation like the disaster report on March 11, 2011. In the future work, tsunami inflow
condition must be reconsidered to predict the bridge wash out accident with accuracy.
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Abstract. Snow properties are influenced by climate or region. For the efficient development
of a snowblower, stable and quantitative performance evaluation method is required. We tried
to reproduce the snow removal work using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) in this study.
In addition to the conventional DEM, we developed potential model for reproducing the
compaction of snow and air drag model to consider the properties of actual snow. And we
have improved the snow property model for fallen snow simulation. As a result of present
computational method, it was clarified that the detailed snow behavior in relation to
snowblower can be successfully reproduced by simulation using the DEM. The obtained
computational results were compared with the experimental results, and found that both
results exhibit reasonable agreements. Therefore, we have succeeded in the computational
reproduction of quantitative snow behavior in a snowblower using new snow property model.
1

INTRODUCTION

In Japan, about half of country is occupied by heavy snowfall area. Snowblowers are
essential for people who live in such area and a high efficient snowblower is extensively
required because quick snow removal closely related to decrease in the fuel consumption and
operator’s workload.
Performance of a snowblower is mostly investigated by manipulation with an actual
machine in heavy snowfall area. However, it is difficult to maintain stable experimental
condition because snow properties are influenced by climate or regional effect. For the
efficient development of a snowblower, stable and quantitative performance evaluation
method is required.
Without considering the phase change of snow, snow removal is treated as a mixing
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phenomenon containing gas phase and solid phase. Moreover, large computational domain is
required in order to reproduce snow throwing far away from the snowblower. Using grid
method, such as VOF method which is used to calculate multiphase flow, requires a fine mesh
over a large region to track the behavior of scattering snow, and computational time becomes
enormous. Meanwhile, using particle method, it is possible to track the interface behavior in
multiphase flow with comparative ease and calculate the scattering behavior of snow in large
region because there is no need to calculate gas phase.
In this study, we have developed a simulation method using the DEM (Discrete Element
Method) to reproduce snow removal characteristics. The DEM is widely used as an effective
method in granular flow, powder mechanics, rock mechanics and simple snow behavior in a
snowblower. [1, 2, 3] However, it is difficult for the DEM in application to reproduce unique
behavior of snow because of the following reasons.
(1) Microscopically, snow contains multiple elements, such as ice, water and air. Its
physical properties change depending on the weight ratio and geometrical configuration of
such elements. Namely, it is difficult to consider actual snow structure in the simulation.
(2) Surrounding air flow cannot be computed by the DEM. It is necessary to consider the
fluid dynamic influence on snow lumps creation in various sizes.
(3) In spite of the fallen snow can maintain the initial shape even under gravitational field,
the conventional DEM cannot be taken into account the initial shape of particles.
We constructed the advanced numerical model for the DEM to elucidate the snow
compaction behavior using Lenard-Jones potential model [4] which is conventionally used in
molecular dynamics. This newly presented computational method can applicable to reproduce
the detailed snow structure, and effective air drag only acting on lumped snow surface formed
by particle aggregation as a function of snow particle velocity. Furthermore, to reproduce the
static behaviour of the fallen snow to maintain the initial shape, we have extended the
numerical model to consider the constraint of tangential degrees of freedom and rotational
degrees of freedom of snow particles.
2 SNOWBLOWER
The appearance of a snowblower is shown in Fig.1(left). This machine is called a twostage type, which moves snow by two mechanisms: an auger feeds snow to a blower which
rotates at high speed and blows snow out of the machine. Discharge direction and height of
snow can be changed by operating a chuter. Fig.1(right) shows an actual field situation of
snow removal.
As the performance of the snowblower, removal rate and throwing distance are required.
Removal rate means how much snow we can remove per unit time. The enhancement of
removal rate is important in order to reduce working hours in snowfall area. Throwing
distance means how long we can throw snow from the snowblower. To perform snow
removal smoothly, it is necessary to throw snow far enough in all directions other than the
machine backward where the operator stands. Moreover, the adhesion of snow strongly
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influences the performance of the snowblower. Snow adheres to the inside of the machine and
it often causes the snowblower to clog with snow while working. In this study, the effect of
adhesion is not considered.
The snowblower handles various types of snow depending on the weather and regions.
Roughly, snow is classified into 4 types as follows: new snow, compact snow, hoar and
granular snow. Furthermore, Compact snow and hoar can be subdivided, snow can be also
classified into 12 types by adding items whether wet or dry. The performance of the
snowblower changes depending on snow type, but it is required to work efficiently in various
snow condition.
Chute

Blower

Auger

Figure 1: Appearance of snowblower(left) and snow removal(right)

3

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

3.1 Discrete Element Method
In this study, we use the DEM, which is applied to the motion of discontinuum, such as
granular flow, powder mechanism, rock mechanism, and snow. [2, 3] SPH(Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics method) and MPS(Moving Particle Simulation) are also particle based
methods, which are used to analyze continuum.
In the DEM, target materials(snow) are expressed as particles. Their connections are
expressed using springs and dampers as shown in Fig.2. When particles approach and contact
each other, the force of springs and dampers acts on them. Due to the joint, the force does not
act on particles while moving away from each other. For tangential direction of contact
surface, a friction slider is added to this model.
Particles have equations of motion for translational and rotational degrees of freedom, are
introduced as follows:

( )
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where m is the mass of single particle, I is the moment of inertia, t is the time, u is the
displacement between two particles, Ψ is the angle of rotation, K is the elastic coefficient, η is
the viscosity coefficient, D is the diameter of the particle. The location and velocity of
particles at the next step are determined explicitly by calculating the force acting on particles.

Figure 2: Contact model of Discrete Element Method

3.2 Model for snow compaction
Microscopically, snow is comprised of multiple elements, such as ice, water and air. Its
properties change depending on the weight ratio and geometrical configuration of such
elements. However, complex settings and enormous time are needed for calculating snow
behavior while considering the microscopic structure of actual snow, which includes various
conditions or interactions such as ice particle shape, water content, sintering and surface
tension.
In this study, we constructed snow compaction behavior using Lenard-Jones potential
model [4] which is used in molecular dynamics as shown in Eq. (3).
( )

{

[( )

( ) ]

(

(

)

)

( )

U means the potential energy, r is the distance between two particles. ε and σ are LenardJones potential parameters for each interaction. The potential force is obtained by
differentiating the potential energy by the distance between two particles, an example of a
force-distance curve is shown in Fig.3. A positive value means repulsion, a minus value
means attraction. This force acts on separated particles as attraction, but large repulsion
occurs in the range of < 1.1σ. In this study, the effect of repulsion is ignored in order to
reproduce the compaction of snow. Moreover, the influence range of the potential force is
limited. Essentially, the compaction of snow is generated by sintering or surface tension
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among ice particles, there is no interaction between separated particles. However, the
unlimited potential force acts on a separated particle over another particle, and that causes
excessive shrink among non-contact particles. Therefore, we apply attraction to only adjacent
particles regarded as in contact by limiting the influence range of the potential.

Figure 3: Force caused by Lenard-Jones potential model

3.3 Air drag for lump of snow
In this study, we consider only the solid phase, surrounding air flow is not taken into
account. We assumed the air drag is defined as a function of snow particles velocity. Single
snow particle and a lump of snow will be mixed while calculation progresses, but their
influence of air drag is difference. Since inertia is proportional to mass, and air drag is
proportional to projected area of a lump of snow, the ratio of surface area to volume must be
considered. We assumed air drag only acting on surface particles of a lump, which are
extracted by calculating the gradient of the particle number density.
Fig.4 shows a schema of the method for extracting surface particles of a two-dimensional
lump. At first, we calculate normal vector of a lump by the following steps.
1) Calculate difference of the number of the particles inside a dashed line between positive
and negative domain for each X and Y direction.
2) Count the number of the particles arranged in lattice shape at their diameter intervals.
3) Normalize the values obtained by 1) using the number of 2).
The value used for normalization means the number of the particles inside a lump, it
decreases to 50% at surface of a lump. Therefore, we regard a particle whose normal vector is
less than 0.5 as a surface particle, we assumed air drag that is proportional to the square of the
velocity in the same direction as its normal vector.
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Figure 4: Schema of extracting surface particles of lump

3.4 Constraint of degrees of freedom of motion
In this study, we assumed that the snow is composed by particles. A lump of particles as
block shape on the ground cannot be kept initial shape under the gravitational field because a
particle shape is spherical and easy to roll down. However, actual fallen snow can be kept
initial shape. It is because the ice shape in actual snow is different from spherical shape and
difficult to roll down. Furthermore in snow modeling, we assumed that the tangential motion
is constrained by surface tension of water or sintering.
Therefore, we constrain tangential and rotational degrees of freedom for snow behavior.
Constraint of rotational motion means that Eq. (2) is ignored. Constraint of tangential motion
means that friction slider between elements in Fig. 2 is ignored.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Confirming effect of snow property model
We confirmed the effect of snow property model using the DEM computing in simple
conditions. We assumed the numerical conditions of that the density of snow is 50 kg/m3,
single particle diameter is 5 mm and other parameters of snow property model are shown in
Table 1. Here, Case 1 does not include snow property, Case 2 include snow property.
At first, in order to confirm the effect of snow property model in a state of fallen snow, we
arranged the lumped particles formed by a cubic shape of 100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm as
the initial shape, and calculated under the gravitational field. The computational results after
1.0 sec in each condition is shown in Fig.5. Case1 is the same condition as the conventional
DEM, the shape collapses conically. In Case2, the particles can be kept the initial shape.
Snow behaviors in each condition are different and simulation result using the snow property
model developed in this study is close to actual snow behavior.
Second, we carried out simulation of snow particles column behavior colliding the wall.
The column particles are emitted in the initial numerical condition of 80 mm × 80 mm square-
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shaped, and inlet velocity at 10 m/s. The results are shown in Fig.6. In Case2, snow particles
aggregate and will form the lump groups by colliding wall in comparison with Case1. It is
found that the snow property model is reasonably computed in the dynamic state such as
collision.
Table 1: Parameters of snow property model

Case 1

Case 2

without snow property model

with snow property model

0
0

0.0001
0.005

ε [J] (Depth of potential well)
σ [m] (Distance at which potential is zero)

Figure 5: Simulation of particles keeping initial shape

Figure 6: Simulation of particle aggregation colliding with wall

4.2 Snow behavior in application to snowblower
We made experimental apparatus which is half scale of an actual snowblower as shown in
Fig.7, and the experimental results were compared with present simulation results. The
apparatus is made modeling a chuter and blower of an actual snowblower. The experiment
was carried out in the low temperature chamber kept at -25 ℃. We conducted the experiment
with new snow generated by the artificial snowfall machine. (Density 50 - 100 kg/m3) We
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injected snow to the blower rotation with 1200 rpm, and conducted a comparative study for
snow velocity at chuter inlet and outlet section by both experiment and simulation. In the
experiment, we estimated the snow velocity by imaging snow behavior using a high-speed
camera.
Experimental and numerical(Case 2) results are shown in Fig.8. It is found that the lumps
of snow are discharged with bending motion along the chuter in both experiment and
simulation. Furthermore found that the snow particle aggregation and discharge behavior
from the chuter are successfully reproduced by present numerical method. Fig.9 shows
comparison of snow velocity at inlet and outlet section. Particle diameter of 5.0 mm, and
about 1,800 particles are used for simulation. Numerical condition is shown in Table 1. In
Case 1, snow velocity is 9.5 m/s at chuter inlet, 7.5 m/s at outlet. In Case 2, snow velocity is
8.5 m/s at chuter inlet, 4.5 m/s at outlet. The numerical results in Case 2 is closer to the
experimental result than Case 1. Therefore, it is found that our snow modeling reasonably
reproduce the actual snow behavior in the snow blower.

Figure 7: Appearance of experimental apparatus

Figure 8: Experimental result(left) and numerical result(right)
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Experiment
Case 1
Case 2

Snow velocity [m/s]

10
8

6
4
2
0

Inlet

Outlet

Figure 9: Comparison between experimental and numerical results

5

CONCLUSIONS

Detailed snow behavior in application to the snowblower was reproduced by new snow
modeling with the DEM. In order to clarify the unique behavior of snow such as the effect of
compaction, air drag and fallen snow, we have developed the new snow property model
compare to the conventional DEM as follows.
-

Reproducing the snow compaction using Lenard-Jones potential model.
Implementing air drag on snow lumps creation in various sizes by extracting snow
surface particles.
Maintaining the particle aggregation to form the initial shape by considering with the
constraint of degrees of freedom of motion.

Experimental and numerical results are compared and qualitatively good correspondence can
be obtained by considering snow property model. In the future, we will numerically reproduce
a phenomenon which estimates the actual snow removal performance of the snowblower.
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Abstract. Snow is composed of small ice particles and, therefore, behaves as a granular
material with a variety of sizes and shapes. Understanding the mechanical behaviour
of snow is important in areas such as natural hazards e.g. snow avalanches, or traction
characteristics of tires with a snow covered road. Therefore, the objective of the current
contribution is to present an advanced discrete approach to predict the elastic-plastic
behaviour of snow. For this purpose, snow is described by a finite number of discrete ice
grains similar to the Discrete-Element Method (DEM) with ice bonds as a link between
individual grains and including a creep law for ice. Bonds may rupture under excessive
load or may be formed during a contact between ice grains. Hence, the integral behaviour
of snow is represented by the combined properties of impact and bonds depending on
strain rate, density and temperature.
The collision model is based on the linear hysteretic model developed by Walton and
Braun [], which accounts for the effect of plasticity. For this behaviour the impact between
grains is distinguished into a loading and detaching phase represented by a loading and
unloading stiffness constant. Additionally, friction behaviour into the tangential direction
at the point of impact and dissipation i.e. coefficient of restitution is taken into account.
A bond between two ice grains is represented by a cylinder that is allowed to undergo
tension, shear, torsion about its axis and bending. These translational and rotational
displacements of a bonding cylinder lead to appropriate strains that yield corresponding
stresses with a constitutive model including Youngs modulus E and the Poisson ratio
ν. The stresses acting on a bond are converted to forces and moments that determine
in conjunction with Newtons 2nd law the kinematics of the ice grains and the overall
mechanical behaviour of the ensemble.
1
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This approach was employed to predict the mechanical behaviour of snow under compression for different strain rates, and thus, covering the length scales of individual ice
grains to the global dimensions of the specimen. Thus, both brittle and ductile behaviour
of snow were represented and good agreement between experimental data and predictions
was obtained.

1

INTRODUCTION

Smow regarded as a material exhibits a complex mechanical i.e. static and dynamic
behaviour that has been subject to intensive research both experimentally and numerically. According to Bartelt and Lening [1], Brun et al. [2] and Jordan [3] modelling as a
complementary effort to experiments is required to gain a deeper insight into the physical
behaviour of snow. Therefore, models for snow have to address the following important
characteristics of snow:
• micro-structure
• multi-component porous media
• strength, large deformations and fracture
• temperature
The above-mentioned aspects for snow modelling were largely covered by a continuous
approach e.g. finite element method, whereas a discrete method has rarely been applied.
First efforts to describe snow by FEM go back to Smith [4] and Lang and Sommerfeld [5].
Meanwhile, modelling of snow has progressed significantly to more sophisticated approaches as described by Creseri et al. [6]. They included an elastic-viscous-plastic law
and a constitutive model that accounts for the sintering of snow and were able predict
the ductile regime of snow accurately. Constitutive modelling was also employed by von
Moos [7] to describe the ductile behaviour of snow for which the elastic and viscous material laws cummulated in a complex Burgers law. The latter was already applied by
Shapiro et al. [8] who supported the Burgers model as a very versatile model description,
however at the expense of a large number of parameters, that have to be determined
mainly through validation by experiments. Similarly, Schweizer [9] described snow as a
material with linear viscous property and investigated into skier induced load on layers
of snow. Stoffel and Bartelt [10] and Stoffel [11] and Bartelt et al. [12] applied an elasticviscous law within a 2-dimensional finite element code and predicted creep of snow and
its mechanical load on snow defence structures. The interacion between snow and a plate
aiming at a wheel-snow contact were predicted by Haehnel and Shoop [13] by a capped
Drucker-Prager model. In addition to an elastic-plastic material law Gaume et al. [14]
included a strain-softening correlation due to shear and thus, studied the impact of weak
2
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layers and snow heterogeneity on the release angle for avalanches. The capabilities of
elastic-viscous approaches were further developed by Nicot [15, 16] who introduced statistical micro-scale characteristics for snow by directional bonds that were allowed breaking
and thus, accounting for fracture.
While the above-mentioned investigations relied on a macroscopic description of snow,
the microscopic properties of snow moved into the focus of researchers. The microstructure of snow was first considered by Schneebeli [17] who applied X-ray microtomography to re-construct the 3-dimensional micro-structure of a snow sample. X-ray
microtomography was also used by Hagenmuller [18] to build the micro-structure and a
linear elastic material law in conjunction with a fracture criterion represented the snow
behaviour. A similar approach was employed by Theile et al. [19] in his finite element
approach, however, extended by Glens law for secondary creep to describe the anisotropy
of snow.
These modelling efforts based largely on an elastic-viscous description of snow in conjunction with finite elements contributed to a more comprehensive understanding of snow,
however, large deformations as frequently encountered with snow are still difficult to address due to the continuous formulation of the finite element method. In addition, snow
considered as ice grains suggests a discrete numerical technique to describe the behaviour
of snow. Thus, Johnson and Hopkins [20] developed the so-called µ-model with the discrete element method as a first discrete approach. Bonds acted as joints between discrete
elements that were allowed breaking and re-building i.e. refreezing. Michael [21] and
Michael et al. [22, 23] applied also the discrete element method for snow modelling and
was able to describe both the brittle and ductile behaviour of snow including the transition between the two regimes. Hagenmuller [24] developed a rather simple linear elastic
model including a fracture criteria to describe a snow pack under deformation. However,
no validation studies were carried out that could prove the quality of their approach. The
material point method (MPM) was applied by Stomakhin et al. [25] as a representative of
a hybrid approach to describe the behaviour of snow which was represented by an empirical correlation. A background grid is employed to account for changes in the topology,
while snow particles were tracked by the Lagrangian method. However, their modeling
efforts were motivated by nice appearances for movies rather than scientific investigations.
2

NUMERICAL APPROACH

Due to the discrete nature of ice grains, the Extended Discrete Element Method
(XDEM), derived from the classical Discrete Element Method (DEM), was employed.
It is an advanced approach on a micro-scale to describe the mechanical behaviour of
snow. Hence, snow is built from individual ice grains that interact via forces and moments during a contact between two or several grains. The afore-mentioned forces and
moments result from various interactions between grains:
• impact between grains
3
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• bond between grains
• deformation of a bond
• fracture/generation of a bond
Besides grain collision, bonds between grains account for the the complex mechanical behaviour of snow. This behaviour is described by advanced physical models that
represent the following inter-granular properties:
• elastic-plastic grain collision
• inter-granular friction
• bond growth due to creep of ice
• elastic viscous-plastic deformation of bonds
• fracture of bonds
The above-mentioned properties are formulated as to be dependent on temperature,
pressure and loading rates. A validation of these advanced predictive capabilities of
snow behaviour was carried out by a comparison between predicted results and sintering
measurements of [26] and on creep models of ice developed by [27]. For a more detailed
description, the reader is referred to Michael [22].
3

RESULTS

According to Kinisota [28], Narita [29] and Fukue [30], the mechanical behaviour of
snow may be separated into two distinct regimes referred to as brittle and ductile. Between the brittle and ductile regimes exists a third regime that is characterised by a
transitional behaviour and therefore, is called transitional regime. The most influential
variable identified to distinguish into the different regimes is the strain rate ε̇. Based on
the experimental data of Kinisota [28] and Fukue [30] the transitional regime occurs at a
strain rate of ∼ 5 · 10−4 1/s and thus, acts as a separation parameter between the brittle
and ductile regimes. Hence, snow deforms as a ductile material at strain rates below the
critical strain rate of ∼ 5 · 10−4 1/s and behaves as a brittle material above the critical
strain rate.
In order to predict the above-mentioned behaviour, cylindrical snow samples were
generated and compressed under unconfined conditions. The strain rates chosen were
according to the two regimes namely ductile and brittle presented in the following sections.
The predicted stress-strain relationship was compared to measurements and and good
agreement was achieved.
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3.1

Brittle Deformation

As above-mentioned, the brittle deformation behaviour was predicted for cylindrical
snow samples with a density ρ = 408 kg/m3 and strain rates of 4 · ε̇ = 10−3 1/s and
4 · ε̇ = 10−2 1/s under unconfined conditions which refers unambiguous to the brittle
regime. The integral axial stress dependent on the strain was obtained as a result and is
depicted in fig. 1.

Figure 1: Axial stress versus strain during an unconfined compression test of a cylindrical snow sample
(ρ = 408 kg/m3 ) in the brittle regime at strain rates of ε̇ = 4 · 10−3 1/s and ε̇ = 4 · 10−2 1/s.

The predicted results were compared to measurements of Kinosita [28], who carried
out experiments at a temperature of T = −2C and a strain rate of ε̇ = 10−3 1/s. In
particular, the predicted results of fig. 1 at a strain rate of ε̇ = 4 · 10−3 1/s agree well
with the experimental data of Kinosita [28]. Both lines depict a similar saw tooth-like
behaviour that is a characteristic property of the brittle deformation regime: A certain
critical stress is reached during a period of almost linear increase of the stress versus
strain representing a saw tooth. Fracture within the snow sample occurs at peak stress
values and thus, releases abruptly the stress to lower values. The abrupt release of stress
is accompanied by a significant plastic deformation of the sample as shown in fig. 2 for
the lower line of fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows that fracture occurs at the bottom part of the snow sample where also
plastic deformation takes place. After rupture has taken place in the snow sample at a
critical stress level, stress increases almost linearly with strain again repeating the next
5
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(a) ε = 3.6%

(b) ε = 8.8%

(c) ε = 24.0%

Figure 2: Brittle behaviour of a cylindrical snow sample (ρ = 408 kg/m3 ) during a strain rate of
4 · 10−2 1/s.

saw tooth until fracture occurs at almost the same peak stress level. The maximum peak
stress is referred to as the yield stress of a sample in the brittle deformation regime.
3.2

Ductile Deformation

Similar to the previous section, ductile deformation of a snow sample was predicted
for a strain rates of ε̇ = 4 · 10−6 1/s, however different bonding properties which include
the number of bonding neighbours Nb and the ratio of bond to grain radius rb /rg . Furthermore, predicted results were compared to experimental data of Scapozza and Bartelt
[31], Von Moos [32] and Chandel et al. [33] at respective strain rates and temperatures
and are depicted in fig. 3.
The stress-strain curves in fig. 3 initially increase almost linearly with a high gradient
and flatten out by approaching the yield stress σy . During a further increase of strain,
only insignificant variation in stress occurs, so that the sample remains at an almost
constant stress level. The latter depends strongly on the bonding properties namely
bonding neighbours Nb and the ratio of bond to grain radius rb /rg and is confirmed by
experiments of Fukue [30]. He identified also the influence of the micro-structure as the
main influence on the sample stiffness, that increases with longer sintering periods under
the same density and is well captured with the predictions in fig. 3.
After the yield stress is reached, measurements show also a significant change in gradient, however, follow the characteristics of work-hardening behaviour was observed by
Fukue [30], Scapozza and Bartelt and [31], Von Moos [32]. This behaviour is not represented by the predicted results indicating that creep of bonds subjected to stress is
over-predicted.
The deformation behaviour is also shown in fig. 4 for different states referrring to a
strain of ε = 4.4%, ε = 16.0% and ε = 20.0%.
Contrary to the previous section on brittle deformation, the bonds experience almost
6
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Figure 3: Axial stress versus strain during an unconfined compression test of a cylindrical snow sample
(ρ = 408 kg/m3 ) in the ductle regime at strain rate of ε̇ = 4 · 10−6 1/s.

(a) ε = 4.4%

(b) ε = 16.0%

(c) ε = 20.0%

Figure 4: Ductile behaviour of a cylindrical snow sample (ρ = 408 kg/m3 ) during a strain rate of
4 · 10−6 1/s.

no fracture, so that the initial bonding structure of the sample remains intact. Thus,
the bonds sustain the stress applied and only undergo deformation and displacement.
Fig. 4a depicts the sample at the verge of yielding, for which only compaction of the
sample without any significant change in shape took place. However, with an increased

7
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strain of ε = 20.0%, the sample deforms radially at the bottom area. This behaviour is
accompanied by an inhomogeneous stress distribution, whereby higher stress values are
found at the bottom of the sample. In addition, bonds experience tension due to radial
deformation, however, in general are able to sustain the stress applied without failure.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Within this study a discrete approach derived from the classical Discrete Element
Method (DEM) was employed to describe the behaviour of snow in both the brittle
and ductile deformation regime. The numerical approach includes elastic-plastic grain
collision, inter-granular friction, bond growth due to creep of ice, elastic viscous-plastic
deformation of bonds and fracture of bonds. The predicted results were obtained from
unconfined compression tests of cylindrical snow samples with a density of ρ = 408 kg/m3 .
In order to predict brittle and ductile deformation strain rates of 4 · ε̇ = 10−3 1/s, 4 · ε̇ =
10−2 1/s and ε̇ = 4 · 10−6 1/s were applied. These values fall well into the brittle and
ductile deformation regime that are separated by a transitional regime at a strain rate of
∼ 5 · 10−4 1/s.
Predicted results were compared to experimental data of Kinosita [28] Scapozza and
Bartelt [31], Von Moos [32] and Chandel et al. [33] that allowed correlating respective
stress-strain curves. Under conditions applied good agreement between measurements
and predictions was achieved. However, predicted results in the ductile regime after
work hardening had occurred deviated from the measured data, and thus directing to an
area for improved model development. Furthermore, results suggest that sintering age
e.g. the history a snow sample has experienced is among the parameters having the most
significant impact on the mechanical behaviour of a snow sample.
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Abstract. Recent advances in simulation of granular matter and computation hardware
let the discrete element method (DEM) evolve into the field of dynamic simulation of
soils, enabling to simulate physical effects of soil deformation at particle interaction-scale.
However, DEM is still lacking a generally accepted method to determine material-specific
but application-independent particle contact parameters. In this article a novel, systematic method to directly determine the contact parameters of the particles is proposed.
These parameters are divided into two groups: 1) independent parameters whose values
are measurable, real soil properties and 2) dependent parameters whose values are set
according to sufficient, modeling-intrinsic requirements. With the proposed parameter
estimation strategy, the number of parameters which actually need to be chosen by lookup tables has been decreased to one single parameter. Additionally, the look-up table
is only computed once and reused for every new type of soil. Thus the method is time
efficient and does not repeatedly need preliminary calibration simulations and the time
required to develop a mature and valid model is drastically reduced. In the article the parameter setting method is validated for a quartz sand, used to simulate the impact-driven
penetration of the HP3 -Mole and its corresponding experimental measurements.

1

INTRODUCTION

Due to recent developments in computational hardware Discrete Element Method
(DEM) is now a widely used method for the simulation of granular matter. The DEM is
applied in a wide range of applications and even evolved into extraterrestrial terramechanics in planetary exploration [1]. However, for the dynamics of sandy soils the DEM is still
lacking a widely accepted application-independent parameter estimation method. Most
approaches in literature are relying on a priori parameter calibration using trail & error or
optimization techniques in order to fit the simulation results to the measurements. Other
1
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strategies [2, 3] are based on experience but lack the adaption to geometric properties
of the simulation domain and the particular load situation. Often both strategies are
combined in order to lower the number of parameters to be calibrated. Nevertheless such
calibration is time consuming and needs to be renewed for every application. Thus, in this
article a novel, systematic method to directly determine the contact parameters of the
particles for the application in soil dynamics is proposed and implemented in the DLRSR particle framework DEMETRIA (Discrete Element Method Enabled Terramechanics
Interaction Framework) [1] based on the particle-simulator Pasimodo [4].
By classifying the parameters as 1) independent parameters whose values are measurable,
real soil properties and 2) dependent parameters whose values are set according to sufficient, modeling-intrinsic requirements, most parameters are identified using analytical
dependencies or directly measured values. Only a single parameter needs to be identified
using look-up tables. The method as well as these look-up tables are application independent and thus there is no need for preliminary calibration simulations. In order to
exemplify the approach the contact model developed by Lichtenheldt et al. [5] is
used to simulate the HP3 -Mole’s locomotion into quartz sand.
2

CONTACT MODEL

In this section a short overview on the used inter-particle contact model, developed by
Lichtenheldt et al. [6, 5, 1] is given. Thereby, the contact models will be explained
for every load direction of the particles individually. An overview of the translational
contact model is given in Figure 1.
2.1

Normal Contact

In normal direction the Hertzian contact law is used. Therefore, the implementation
in [4] is adapted in order to incorporate mass-scaled damping factors. This scaling enables
the same fraction of critical damping for all particle sizes. The resultant force in case of
overlap evaluates to



2E
nm ˙ nm
nm
nm
nm
3
FN =
δ
rC |δ | nnc + kNmin
(1)
3(1 − ν 2 )
with Young’s Modulus E, Poisson’s Ratio ν, rCnm the mean particle radius of particles
nm
are the contact normal for each particle and
m and n and δnm the overlap. nnc and kNmin
the damping coefficient respectively.
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2.2

Tangential Contact

In tangential direction, stick-slip friction is modeled by utilizing a regularized Coulomb
friction model. Regularization is done by using a Kelvin element. Thus, the total tangential force yields


˙
nm
nm nm
nm ˙ nm


FcT = cT · δT · sign δT · δT + kTnm · δTnm
(2)

˙
nm
nm
nm
∀ |FcT
| ≤ |FNnm | · tan(φh ) ∧ |δTnm | ≤ vTmin
FcT
FTnm =
(3)
˙
˙
nm
nm
| > |FNnm | · tan(φh ) ∨ |δTnm | > vTmin
FNnm · tan(φg ) · (δTnm )0 ∀ |FcT
nm
nm
nm
is the force of the Kelvin element, and cnm
whereby FcT
T , kT and δT are the tangential
˙
stiffness, damping coefficient and displacement respectively. If the tangential velocity δTnm
nm
is lower than the stick velocity limit vTmin
, and the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is
not yet met, the Kelvin element models the sticking condition limited by the sticking
nm
friction angle φh . Once either the yield force is met or the velocity exceeds vTmin
, only
slipping friction, characterized by the friction angle φg , is acting.
motion
reaction

z

z

y

y
x

x

Figure 1: Soft particle contact generating overlap (left) and contact model for normal and
tangential direction (right), [5]
2.3

Rotational Contact

As the soil’s shear strength is highly dependent on the grains shape, the shape’s influence on the rotational behaviour needs to be covered. For this article the rotation
geometry approach of Lichtenheldt et al. [5] is used in order to cover the tilting motion and rotational behaviour of angular grains. This approach models the tilting torques
of additional rotation geometries fixed to the spheres local coordinate system. Figure 2
illustrates the approach (left) and shows the opportunity to cover anisotropic effects of
the grains shape by individual rotation geometries for every rotation axis (right). The
generation of equivalent 3D-shapes as well as further information are given in [5]. The
resulting torque exerted by both, tangential and normal forces acting on the moment arms

3
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Figure 2: Nonlinear torque law applied to a spherical particle using additional rotation
geometries (left) [5] and anisotropic rolling behaviour due to rotation geometries in 3D
(right) [5]
jk
lTjk (θi (t), γi ) and lN
(θi (t), γi ) is calculated and summed for the rotation planes E jk
R as

 RG =
M

3
 


 jk × F jk −
− lTjk (θi (t), γi ) · N
c
R

i,j,k=1



jk
(θi (t), γi ) · Tcjk × FRjk · ε2ijk
lN



(4)

i, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}N

wherein FRjk is the resultant force on the particle in the rotation plane. Thereby, the
moment arms are dependent on the rotation angle θi (t) of the rotation geometry with
 jk and T jk are the normal
respect to the contact situation and the aspect ratio angle γi . N
c
c
and tangential vector, of the rotation plane with respect to the contact. εijk denotes the
Levi-Civita symbol. No additional damping torques are applied.
3

PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHOD

In order to have a systematic grouping of
stored in the parameter matrix ΛP :

E, ν kN

cT kT
ΛP :=
0
0

the parameters to be identified, they are

r
0
ρ
0 φ
0 
r γi,j,k J

(5)

Therein the rows denote the membership to a certain contact model, whereas the columns
separate elastic, dissipative, scale, grain shape dependent and inertia related parameters.
In the following section the identification of these parameters will be explained in further
detail. In addition to the given system, the parameters are classified as dependent and
independent parameters. Thereby, the dependent parameters do not directly affect the
4
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shear strength of the granular material. Independent parameters are directly influencing
the shear strength of the simulated soil. The identification process in this article is given
for the contact model presented in [5] and for the case of non-cohesive regoliths, as the
soils on the planetary bodies of interest are showing negligible influences of cohesion [7].
3.1

Determinition of the dependent Parameters

The dependent parameters to be identified are: particle-size and size distribution, normal and tangential stiffness/damping related parameters, as well as the particle inertia
tensor and mass. Since the shear strength sensitivity is low, their values can be chosen according to computational efficiency aspects only: Sufficiently high but as low as possible.
This choice is done by analytical equations based on other contact-, simulation domainand load-parameters (e.g. particles Youngs Moduli or particle size by tool-particle resolution).
Particle Size & Size Distribution
Due to computational constraints, particles cannot be modeled at the real grains size.
Scaling is carried out in [8, 9, 10, 3, 11] a.o., but there is neither a widely accepted nor
a systematic scaling method available. In order to describe the scale of the particles

Figure 3: Tool resolution for a planetary rover wheel (left), [6] and the HP3 -Mole (right),
[1]
with respect to the soil manipulating tool, Lichtenheldt et al. [6] introduced the
resolution Γ. The resolution describes the number of particles, that are manipulated by
the minimal characteristic length Lmin of the tool at once. Thus, it is derived using the
ratio of Lmin to the maximum particle diameter 2 · rmax :
Γ :=

Lmin
2rmax

(6)

Utilizing the resolution it can be shown that for most applications a resolution of Γ ≥ 10
is sufficient, e.g. the Bevameter test or the HP3 -Mole. For wheels of planetary rovers
values of Γ ≥ 2.5 are found to be sufficient. This value is in good agreement with the
values based on experience shown in literature, e.g. Nakashima [8] shows a range of
Γ ∈ [1.25, 5]. The particle size distribution is not directly investigated in this article and
5
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Figure 4: Comparison of two particle packages with respect to crystalline structuring:
uniform particle size (left) and slight size distribution(right)
is set such, that the formation of crystalline structures like face centered cubic packages
(Fig. 4, left) can be avoided in order to omit artificially high shear strength. When the
size distribution is chosen in the range of
rmin = σr · r;

σr ∈ [0,6; 0,9]

(7)

crystalline structures are avoided efficiently (Fig. 4 right), by still maintaining a preferably
low number of particles. Further invesigation on the size distribution is given e.g. in [3, 12].
Young’s Modulus
In order to cover realistic behaviour of the particles the equivalent stiffness of the
normal contact needs to be sufficiently high to allow for realistic results. Nevertheless, by
choosing higher values the integrator time step size needs to be decreased. The authors
of [13, 3] a.o. have shown that the stiffness can be decreased with respect to the grain
stiffness, however the available approaches only cover the weight of the soil itself but do
not incorporate the external loads applied by tools or the soil displacement. In order
p

ci

Fpar

Fpar

ci
ci

ci

ci

ci

Figure 5: Simplifying the real situation towards the equivalent particle stack for stiffness
identification, compare [6]
to cover the aforementioned effects, the real situation is simplified as shown in Figure 5
by improving the basic approach of Lichtenheldt et al. [6]. By assuming the ideal
particle stack and neglecting frictional interaction, a worst-case in terms of overlap is
obtained. In this article the approach is exemplified for a cylindrical Bevameter plate. By
6
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assuming the equivalent external load FL on the particle stack:
 r  2π

p · r dϕ dr; |p(r)| = const; dA = r · dϕ dr
FL =
0

(8)

0

using the particles radius r and the assumed maximum pressure p which is known from
the material characterization. Using the equivalent external load and by covering the
soils own weight, the Youngs Modulus can be estimated using the approximation for the
equivalent particle stiffness given by Ergenzinger [14] in conjunction with the extension
of the basic approach given by Lichtenheldt [6]
E≥

2ci
|3p + zh · ρp · g |
= zh
πr
3|u| · r

(9)

whereby the final sinkage zh is known from material characterization, ρp is the particles
density and u the relative overlap of the particles with respect to r. This approximation
gives an applicable lower boundary for the stiffness. An alternative approximation to give
an upper boundary can be given directly by using Hertzian theory to determine E from
the equivalent stiffness:
E ≥ πzh

|3p + zh · ρp · g |
· (1 − ν 2 )
4r|u|3/2

(10)

Normal Damping
Damping in normal direction of the contact is determined as a fraction of the critical
damping:

n,m 4 
4
2ρEπ(rmin
)
nm
kkrit = ·
|u|
(11)
2
3
1−ν
Using the approach in [15] the damping fraction can be chosen based on the coefficient of
restitution εr :
|ln(εr )|
nm
· kkrit
(12)
k nm = 
2
2
ln(εr ) + π
nm
and thus εr ∈ [0.62, 0.85] is sufficient
It can be shown that a range between 10..30% of kkrit
for most systems.

Tangential Regularization
In literature the regularization stiffness is usually chosen as a fraction of the normal
stiffness by experience. As the time step size and the computational effort show a low
sensitivity on the tangential stiffness, it is chosen rather too high than too low. The
identification of ct is carried out analogously to the determination of E, using the particle
stack. Therefore, a pair of particles is considered, whereby one particle loaded by external
7
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loads and the other is only influenced by gravity. In order to prohibit unrealistically high
tangential deformations while in sticking state, the tangential spring stiffness can be
chosen as
π


2 
(13)
 E · r u µ ≤ |ut r · ct |
2
|u|µ
(14)
ct ≥ πE · r2
2|ut |
whereby ut is the relative tangential displacement of the particles. By choosing ut = 0.0025
it is always secured, that the particles only separate in slipping state considering pure shear
loading. Tangential damping is chosen as 10% of critical damping in order to sufficiently
damp oscillations but also to prohibit instant state changes at high initial particle shear
˙ nm
rates δT0
.
3.2

Determination of the independent Parameters

In the contact model described in [5] the independent parameters are: grain shape
aspect ratio, inter-particle friction, tool-particle friction and particle density. In order to
avoid complex measurements of unknown parameters, e.g. inter-particle friction, look-up
tables of outputs from DEM-simulated standard soil tests (triaxial test, Bevameter tests)
at variation of the unknown parameters are prepared. The corresponding result of the
identical but physical test applied to the real soil is then mapped onto the computed lookup table. The best match is found by minimizing the difference of real and computed test
output graphs with help of optimization strategies. The identified optimum defines the
set of unknown parameters.
Tool-particle friction is directly determined by measurements using a non-grousered Bevameter shear plate and particle density is set to the real material’s grain density. The
determination of the particles inertia is explained in [5].
Rotation Geometry
As the grains shape has a major influence on the shear strength of granular material
it needs to be identified based on measurements. Thereby, the rotational behaviour can
be described sufficiently detailed to model the macroscopic deformation behaviour of real
soils.
The particles equivalent 3D rotation shape is determined by analysis of the grain shape.
Therefore, microscopic pictures of the grains are taken and the aspect ratio is determined
by image processing of the characteristic lengths of the grains. As shown in Figure 6
the most common aspect ratios are used for all the particles. Based on the high number
of analyzed grains in a soil sample, the equivalent 3D shape can be chosen and built
according to Lichtenheldt et al. [5]. For future applications different aspect ratios
for mixed soils will be taken into account. Using only one shape for non-mixed soils like
quartz sands was found to be sufficient.
8
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a)

b)

Figure 6: Microscopic pictures of quartz sands: a) 20-times magnification, b) 80-times
magnification including identification of the aspect ratios
Inter-particle Friction
Another major influence on the shear strength of granular materials, both real and simulated, is inter-particle friction. In order to cover the initial shear strength before yielding,
the sticking friction of the particles is the major friction parameter. The slipping friction
coefficient is then determined based on the identified sticking friction coefficient. As there
is no analytical way to relate the inter-particle sticking friction and grain shape to the
shear strength yet, the sticking friction coefficient is determined based on a lookup table.
As the Bevameter is widely used for characterization of soils in planetary exploration, it
is the material test of choice to create the lookup table. However it should be noted that
almost every available material test, i.e. triaxial or direct shear test a.o., may be used
instead.
The lookup table is performed once and can be reused for future identification of new
soils. Therefore, the material test is simulated for friction angles φh ∈ [5, 65]◦ for the
applicable aspect ratio angles γ. All other parameters are also set according to the previous sections. To characterize a soil for use with the DEM model, the bevameter test is
performed and the pressure-sinkage relation is compared to the lookup table at discrete
sinkages zj . Thereby, an optimization strategy is used to determine the minimum summed
error between simulation and measurement at zj and thus to identify φh :


i



ps (zj , γ, φh ) − p(zj ) ⇔ φh ∈ [5, 65]
φh ∈ arg min
φh ∈[5, 65]

∧
∀

j=1

i



ps (zj , γ, φh )

j=1
φh ∈

[5, 65];



− p(zj ) ≤

i, j ∈ N

i


j=1

ps (zj , γ, φh ) − p(zj )



(15)

In order to determine friction angles, not covered by the simulations of the lookup table, linear interpolation was found to be applicable to find intermediate values. After
identification, validation has to be carried out for the real application in order to prove
applicability of the parameters for the actual load situation. In the following section the
applicability will be proven using the method for the simulation of the HP3 -Mole.
9
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3.3

Results & Verification

The proposed method has been successfully applied to accurately model the penetration of InSight’s [16] HP3 -Mole [17] by Lichtenheldt in [1, 18]. Figure 7 shows the soil
part of the three-stage validation process. Therefore, the DEM soil model including the
parameter estimation approach, the mechanism model and the full system co-simulation
model were validated in individual steps. As shown in Figure 7 on the left, the penetromPenetration force for one stroke cycle (PFM)
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Figure 7: Comparison of the penetrometer measurement and respective DEM simulation
(left) and penetration depth for one stroke cycle of the Mole co-simulation (right), [1]
eter measurement can be reproduced and the simulation results are well situated within
the measurements confidence interval in the range of 0.1 m to 1 m depth. Regarding the
full co-simulation process [1], Figure 7 shows the displacement of the Mole over one stroke
cycle. Thereby, the reached per stroke penetration depth is 2.2 mm, which leads to a deviation of 15.8% to the depth of 1.9 mm in the measurement.
Additionally, the models and approaches have been verified using the DLR-RMC Bevameter test in measurement and simulation as well as for qualitative verification using
planetary rover wheels. Additional verification and validation is currently carried out in
order to further proof the applicability of the models and presented parameter estimation
method.
4

CONCLUSION

In order to omit long parameter calibration processes, a novel systematic approach
to determine the DEM contact parameters was presented. This approach classifies the
parameters as either dependent or independent parameters based on their influence on
the shear strength. Using this method most parameters can be chosen based on sufficient
constraints. The parameters directly influencing the shear stiffness are either measured
10
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directly or estimated using pre computed look up tables. Therein these tables need only to
be computed once and can be reused for every new soil type. Thus, the need of calibration
using material test or application simulations are totally omitted.
The method was implemented into the DEM framework DEMETRIA at DLR-SR in
order to determine the parameters without a priori simulations. The applicability of the
method is shown for InSight’s HP3 -Mole and further verification was carried out using the
Bevameter test. Further work will focus on additional validation using planetary rover
wheel tests, as well as on deeper investigation of the relation of inter-particle friction on
the shear strength in order to omit the necessity of look up tables. Additionally, further
research on the particle size distribution using the available scaling based on the tool
resolution is needed.
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Summary. We propose a numerical model of liquid-saturated porous material, based on a
coupled approach combining a discrete elements method and finite difference method. An
ensemble of discrete elements simulates processes of deformation of a porous solid and
filtration of single-phase liquid in an interconnected network of "micropores". Mass transfer
of a fluid between the "micropores" and "macropores" (the latter are considered as the areas
between spatially separated and non-interacting discrete elements) is calculated on a finer grid
superimposed on an ensemble of movable discrete elements. The developed model was
applied to study a mechanical response of brittle samples with water-saturated pore volume. It
has been shown that the strength of liquid-saturated samples is determined not only by
strength properties of "dry" material and a pore pressure, but largely by sample geometry,
deformation rate and characteristics of porosity of a material. We suggest a generalizing
dependence of the uniaxial compressive strength of water-saturated permeable brittle material
on the specific diameter of filtration channels, which is the ratio of the characteristic diameter
of the filtration channels to the square root of the strain rate. Values of parameters of
mentioned dependence are strongly connected with the character of the relation between pore
volume and pressure of a liquid.
1 INTRODUCTION
Porous media, saturated with a fluid, represent a wide class of natural objects, like a
geological media, including coal seams, oil vessels etc, a biological media, such as a bone
tissue, and artificial ones of a different purpose, including filtering materials, endoprostheses
etc [1-3]. At that, the study of the response of such media to mechanical loading, including
their deformation and fracture, remains the problem of high importance. In the paper we
propose the method of theoretical study of fluid-saturated porous media, namely the method
of hybrid cellular automaton, and the results of its application to study strength properties of
brittle porous specimens, filled with a liquid.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPED MODEL
The method of hybrid cellular automaton is based on the decomposition of a considered
problem into two ones: 1) a description of a mechanical behavior of a solid skeleton and 2) a
simulation of a mass transfer of a liquid within a filtration volume (a system of interconnected
channels, pores, cracks etc). For the solution of the first sub-problem we apply the method of
movable cellular automaton (MCA) that represents an implementation of discrete element
method [4]. Also the problem of mass transfer of a fluid in a filtration volume is solved within
a MCA layer. We suppose, following the ideas of Biot [5-6], that stress-strain state of a
discrete element is directly interconnected with a change of a volume of pores and pore
pressure of a fluid in the "micropores". A calculation of a mass transfer of a fluid between
pores inside a solid skeleton and external macroscopic voids is performed on a finer finitedifference net, “frozen” into a laboratory coordinate system. The finite-difference net is also
used to calculate volumes of macropores by means of integration over nodes belonging to a
macropore.
For simulation of a mechanical response of fractured porous brittle materials we have
implemented the model of rock plasticity with non-associated flow law and yield criterion of
von Mises (the Nikolaevsky model) [7-8]. This model adequately describes a response of a
wide class of brittle materials (geological materials, ceramics etc) at different scales with
taking into account of influence of lower-scale structure. The Nikolaevsky model postulates a
linear relationship between volume and shear deformation rates of plastic deformation with
coefficient  named the coefficient of dilatancy. We adopted the Nikolaevsky model to the
MCA method with use of so called Wilkins algorithm [9]. In the framework of this algorithm
a solution of elastic-plastic problem is reduced to a solution of an elastic problem in
increments and following correction of potential forces between particles (discrete elements)
in accordance with the requirements of Nikolaevsky model, applied to values of local pressure
and stress deviator [9].
In the framework of the proposed approach a solution of an elastic problem represents a
calculation of normal and tangential forces acting from discrete element i as a result of
interaction with a discrete element j. The corresponding equations are formulated based on a
generalized Hooke’s law in hypoelastic form [10]:

 2G
Fi centr
Sij 
2Gi  i  j   1  i
 i  j  
j
Ki


tang
 
Fi  j  Sij 
2Gi  i  j 
 i j 


mean
  i
,


(1)

where symbol  indicates an increment of corresponding parameter during a time step t of
numerical scheme; i(j) and  i(j) – are specific values of pair-wise central Fi centr
and tangential
j
Fi tanj  g components of reaction force of i-th discrete element to j-th neighbour; Sij – a contact

square; Gi and Ki – shear and bulk moduli, correspondingly;  i ( j ) and  i ( j ) – increments of
normal and shear strain of element i in pair i-j; imean – average volume stress in element i [10,
11].
A stress state of a porous solid skeleton, containing a system of interconnected pores,
channels and cracks, is rather complicated and depends both on a specific porosity and
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geometry of pores and cracks and their spatial distribution [12]. In the absence of a
pronounced orientation of cracks in a solid skeleton, the fluid pressure in a pore volume
contributes only into a hydrostatic pressure in a solid skeleton (namely, into a hydrostatic
tension). In this approximation the influence of a fluid in “micropores” can be taken into
consideration by means of including of fluid pore pressure into a relation for a central force:

P fluid
 i  j  
Ficentr
Sij 
2Gi   i j   i
j
Ki


  2Gi
  1 
Ki
 


mean
  i ,


(2)

where Pi fluid – contribution of a fluid pore pressure (in “micropores”) into a mean stress in a
volume of discrete element i. Note that the equation (2) is equal to the Hooke’s law in a model
of linear poroelasticity.
The value of Pi fluid is linearly related with average pore pressure Pi pore of a fluid in
micropores of discrete element i:
Pi fluid  ai Pi pore ,

(3)

where ai  1  K i / K s ,i . Here K s ,i is a bulk modulus of non-porous grains of a solid skeleton
of discrete element i. After solution of the elastic problem for an element i At current time
step, an achievement of the yield criterion (namely the von Mises criterion) is checked, with
explicit taking into account of pore pressure of a fluid:





 i  i imean  bi Pi pore  ieq

3  Yi ,

(4)

where Yi is a shear yield stress of a material of element i, i is a coefficient of internal friction,
ieq – von Mises stress, averaged over a volume of a discrete element i, bi – dimensionless
coefficient. A value of the coefficient bi is determined by geometry of pores, channels and
cracks in a solid skeleton. When a configuration of a pore volume allows an uniform
distribution of a hydrostatic pressure in a local volume of a solid skeleton, the value of bi is
suggested to be equal to 1 [13,14]. At that, new cracks are assumed to appear from existing
micropores/cracks. In the opposite case, when microscopic structure of a solid skeleton
provides a more complicated interconnection between a pore pressure and fracture generation,
the value of bi is usually less than unity and depends on a porosity and pore pressure. The
lower boundary of bi is usually equal to initial porosity 0 of non-deformed material [13].
When the yield condition (4) is satisfied, the reduction of components of stress tensor in
a volume of discrete element i to a yield surface is performed. In accordance with [11], the
mentioned reduction can be performed by means of the following correction of specific
normal and tangential forces of interaction between i-th element and j-th neighbor:





    mean M  (mean  N )
i
i
i
i
 i j
i j 

,
i  j  M i
i j  

  ,    – are reduced
 1   3  3G   Y  K    3G 

where
Mi

i j

i j

int
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

values

of

specific

(5)

reaction

forces;

– coefficient of reduction of stress deviator;
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N i  K i  i  i  Yi   K i  ii  Gi  – correction to a local mean stress, calculated after solving
an elastic problem; i – dilation coefficient of material of element i.
A volume of a solid skeleton and, correspondingly, a pore volume changes under the
influence of internal and external stresses. At that, a specific volume of pores ϕ (or so called
“microscopic” porosity) can be defined as follows:


elast
plast
V pore
 V pore

Velem

,

(6)

elast
where V pore
is a part of pore volume, which develops due to elastic deformations of material;
plast
and V pore
is a part of pore volume, that appears as a result of “quasi-plastic” deformation of a
material, namely as a result of opening of microscopic pores, cracks and other defects because
of dilation of a material.
“Elastic” change of pore volume is determined by the relation of bulk moduli of porous
solid skeleton K and of non-porous monolithic grains that constitute the solid skeleton K s :


aPpore 
1
1 
elast
init
 Velem
V pore
0  3 mean  
,
  30
K 

 K Ks 

(7)

In turn, “inelastic” change of pore volume due to dilation of a material is given by the
following relation:
plast
init
V pore
 Velem
 plast ,

elast

(8)

plast

where i
and i
represent elastic and inelastic parts of volume deformation of a
discrete element, that are formally determined as follows:






ielast 3 imean  Pi fluid K i

 plast
,
 ixx  iyy  izz  ielast
i



(9)



Here i
are diagonal components of strain tensor in a volume of a discrete element i
[10,11].
In the paper we use the modified fracture criterion of Drucker-Prager that takes into
account the contribution of a local pore pressure of a fluid in the following way:
 DP  0.5    1  eq  1.5    1  mean  bP pore    c ,

(10)

where    c  t is the relation of compression (c) and tensile (t) strengths of a link
between a pair of discrete elements, the coefficient b is the same as in equation (4).
In the framework of the developed model of fluid transfer we use the following
assumptions: 1) a fluid may occupy a pore volume completely or partially; 2) a fluid is
compressible; 3) adsorption of a fluid on internal walls of pores, capillary effects and the
effect of adsorption reduction of strength (Rehbinder effect) are not taken into account; and
4) a variation of sizes of micropores is not taken into account. In the framework of the latter
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assumption the pore volume is completely described by the following two parameters: the
value of open “microscopic” porosity ϕ and characteristic diameter of filtration channel dch.
Note that the value of dch is defined by a size of smallest channels that determine the filtration
rate of a fluid through a solid porous skeleton. An adequate choice of the value of dch allows
correct description of a mass transfer of a fluid, despite simplicity of the assumptions given
above.
A state of a compressible fluid (both in microscopic pores and macroscopic voids) can
be described by the following equation [15]:
( P ) 
 0 1   P  P0  / K fl  ,

(11)

where  and P are the current values of density and pressure of a fluid, 0 and P0 are the
values of density and pressure under atmospheric conditions, Kfl – bulk modulus of a fluid.
When the fluid occupies a pore volume only partially, we assume the fluid pressure is equal to
the atmospheric pressure P0 . Neglecting the influence of gravity, the equation of filtration
transfer of a fluid can be written in the following form [16]:

k

  K fl     ,
t
 

(12)

where η – fluid viscosity, k – coefficient of permeability of a solid skeleton that can be
estimated as follows [16]:
k   dch2 ,

(13)

Note that, in the framework of the used assumptions, there is no mass transfer between
elements with fluid pressure ≤0.
In order to simulate a mass transfer between a solid skeleton and a macroscopic pores,
we find nodes of finite-difference net, that belong to a boundary “solid skeleton –
macropore”. Number of these nodes for each discrete element determines a length of a border
between an element and a macropore (or several macropores). Having this length (or lengths
for each macropore in contact), the calculation of mass transfer between a discrete element
and a macropore(s) is performed basing on the equation (12). In order to describe a
redistribution of a fluid in a volume of a micropores in a discrete element or in a macroscopic
pore we use the approximation of equal pressure. Following this assumption, in every closed
volume at each time step a density of a fluid and a pressure are distributed uniformly. This
simplification remains adequate for relatively slow processes under consideration.
3 STUDY OF THE STRENGTH OF WATER-SATURATED BRITTLE SPECIMENS
UNDER UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION
The developed model has been applied for the theoretical study of uniaxial compression
of porous water-saturated specimens mounted between immovable matrix and piston, moving
downwards with constant velocity Vy. (fig. 1a). The problem has been solved in a twodimensional formulation in plain-strain approximation. A specimen had the uniform structure
without any initial defects or inclusions. The value of the coefficient b was varied from
b = ϕ = 0.1 to b = 1.
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The results of simulation demonstrate the significant influence of water pore pressure on
the strength of specimens. Besides that, the strength of the specimens is influenced by the
compression rate, permeability of the material and the geometry of the specimen.
Under the uniaxial compression, the water pressure in pores is determined by the
competition of the following processes: 1) deformation of solid skeleton, accompanied with
decreasing of pore volume; and 2) outflow of a fluid into outer space. While the first process
leads to an increase of pore pressure, the second one leads to the decrease of the same. The
balance of the mentioned processes is determined, in particular, by the value of permeability
of a material that, in turn, depends on a characteristic size of a filtration channel d ch . A
typical dependence of strength of a specimen on a value of d ch is shown in fig. 1b. This
dependence has three characteristic regions. In the region I (at relatively low permeability) an
outflow of a liquid from a specimen doesn’t compensate a growth of pore pressure due to
deformation of pores. In the result, a pore pressure in a specimen increases during the
compression that results in the decrease of effective strength a specimen (see equation (4)). At
relatively high values of permeability (region III) the outflow rate is high enough to provide a
stable internal pressure of a liquid about the atmospheric pressure. In this case the influence of
a pore pressure on the strength of a specimen is virtually absent, and strength of specimens
tends to the strength of “dry” specimen. In the transition region II the outflow rate of a liquid
is comparable with the rate of increase of pore pressure.

a)

b)

Figure 1. Scheme of the simulated specimen (а); typical dependence of compressive strength on
characteristic size of a filtration channel of a brittle water-saturated porous specimen under uni-axial
compression with constant velocity Vy = 0,01 m/sec and initial atmospheric pressure of a fluid (b).

In order to obtain a generalized dependence of strength of fluid-saturated specimens on
material parameters and parameters of loading we have performed the series of numerical
calculations with variation of characteristic size of filtration channel d ch , deformation rate
 y , coefficient b and width of a specimen W. At that, we have considered two limiting
hypotheses about the character of influence of pore pressure on a strength of a material.
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1. Micropores are distributed nearly uniformly and size of a micropore is much smaller
than characteristic size of a fracture. In this case for relatively small values of porosity it is
possible to suggest that damages generation is not connected with spatial location of
micropores and more determined by higher-scale defects (in comparison with micropores). At
that, an influence of pore pressure to a strength of solid skeleton is determined by the value of
porosity, so that we assume b = ϕ.
2. Micropores are distributed non-uniformly and damages originate by means of
interconnection of several micropores by a crack. In this case, an influence of pore fluid is
directly determined by the value of pore pressure: b = 1.
The dependencies of strength of a specimen on characteristic size of filtration channel
under variation of deformation rate are shown in fig. 2. One can see that the value of the
coefficient b produces a significant influence on the strength of fluid-saturated specimens. In
the approximation of uniform distribution of micropores in solid skeleton (b = ϕ = 0.1, fig. 2a)
an influence of pore pressure on the strength is relatively weak (maximal decrease of strength
doesn’t exceed 25%). In the framework of the second approximation (b = 1, fig. 2b) a strength
of water-saturated specimens may decrease by several times at low values of permeability. At
that, a slope of dependencies of a strength on characteristic diameter of filtration channel
decreases with the increase of b that is the result of stronger influence of a liquid, remaining
in a pore volume, on the strength of specimens.

a)

b)

Figure 2. Generalized dependence of the strength of water-saturated specimens on characteristic
diameter of filtration channel under various deformation rates: а) in the approximation of uniformly
distributed micropores (b = ϕ = 0.1); б) in the approximation of relatively big micropores that
determine cracks nucleation (b = 1). Initial fluid pressure in solid skeleton is Pinit=P0. Relation of the
width to the height of specimen is W / H  0.5 .

Basing on the analysis of the obtained dependencies of strength of specimens on
characteristic diameter of filtration channel d ch under various deformation rates, we have
proposed a generalized curve of strength dependent on reduced diameter of filtration channel:
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d ch

W / H 



 yy  0yy ,

(14)

where  yy 
V y / H is deformation rate,  0yy is a normalizing parameter, having a dimension
of deformation rate. Curves, shown in fig 2, have been plotted in reduced coordinates (14).
It is well-known that processes, which flow is determined by a competition of several
factors or phenomena (for instance, growth of biological populations etc), are often described
by logistic function [17]. Basing on the mentioned above assumption on the determining role
of competition of pore pressure growth and fluid outflow, we have suggested the logistic
function for approximation of the obtained dependencies of compression strength on reduced
diameter of filtration channel:
 c (d ch ,  yy ) 
 cmin 

 

 0c   min
c

1  d ch / d 0 W / H   yy  0yy



p

,

(15)

where  0c is a compression strength of “dry” specimen (without a liquid in pores),  min
is a
c
strength of water-saturated specimen with water “locked” in micropores (i.e. without a
filtration transfer of a liquid in a solid skeleton), d 0 is a parameter of the approximation
dependence, having the dimension of length, ε yy is the deformation rate of the specimen. The
parameters of the dependence (19) are determined by elastic moduli of a solid skeleton and a
liquid, by viscosity of a liquid, porosity etc. As one can see, the dependence (15) allows
accurately approximate the results of numerical calculations (fig. 2). The value of  min
may
c
be estimated based on the relations (7, 10) in the following way:
bK fl  1

1
 cmin   c0 1  1, 5    1
 
0 K Ks



 ,


(16)

As follows from (16), the strength of fluid-saturated specimens depends both on
physical-mechanical properties of a solid skeleton and of a liquid, as well as on the value and
character of spatial distribution of porosity (the latter determines a contribution of pore
pressure into stress state and fracture of a solid skeleton). For the model parameters of the
solid skeleton and liquid, used in the presented work, the estimation (16) of  min
is
c
 cmin 
52.23 MPa for b = 0.1, and  cmin 
15.83 MPa for b = 1, that is in the good

agreement with the results of simulation for d ch 0 (fig. 2). The slight difference between
the numerical results and estimation (16) is conditioned by the absence of taking into account
of inhomogeneity of stress field near the matrix and the punch.
In general, the complicated character of the interrelations between the parameters of
mechanical response of solid skeleton, physical-mechanical properties of a liquid and
dynamics of its mass transfer etc., determines the nonlinear dependence of the strength of
fluid-saturated specimens on the mentioned values and demonstrates the necessity of
application of numerical methods for a study of a mechanical response of fluid-saturated
media.
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Abstract. In 2011, Tohoku-Kanto earthquake tsunami caused serious damage to the port
structures such as a breakwater and seawalls. Damage mechanisms of these structures have
been studied in the past, and there are some causes. In this study, Soil scour and seepage flow
are focused on. A particle simulation tool based on a stabilized ISPH method [1] has been
extended to solve the different soil damage mechanisms; soil sour and seepage flow problem
at the same time.
1

INTRODUCTION

In 2011, huge tsunami given by the Tohoku-Kanto earthquake tsunami caused serious
damage to the port structures such as a breakwater and seawalls. Damage mechanisms of
breakwater have been studied in the past, and there are mainly three causes; I. Horizontal
force due to the water level difference between the front and rear breakwater, II. Soil scour
and erosion behind the seawall during overflow and III. Piping destruction associated with the
decline of the bearing capacity by seepage flow. Fluid-Structure-Soil coupling simulation is
desired for a systematic comprehension of the seawall collapse mechanism, and it may help to
develop next disaster prevention method. In this study, II. Soil scour and III. seepage flow are
focused on. A particle simulation tool based on a stabilized ISPH has been extended to solve
the different soil damage mechanisms; soil sour and seepage flow problem at the same time.
In seepage flow analysis, surface flow and seepage flow are described by the same governing
equations. In scour analysis, soil scour is judged based on quicksand quantity formula.
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2 SEEPAGE FLOW ANALYSIS
In this chapter, s a first step, surface flow and seepage flow are described by the same
governing equations, and an SPH formulation has been developed. After that, efficiency and
adequacy of the proposed simulation technique has been validated through an application to
two tests.
2.1 GOVERNING EQUATION
Fluid flowing outside the soil is generally modeled as Newtonian fluid, and described
Navier-Stokes equation as
Dv
1
(1)
 P   w g   w  T  2 v

w
Dt

ρ

In addition to the above equation, the mass conservation law was also used as governing
equation.
Dρ
 ρ  v  0
Dt

(2)

Here, v, P , g is water’s velocity, pressure, gravitational acceleration. ν w is the kinematic
viscosity coefficient of water and ρ w is specific density. ν T is the kinematic eddy viscosity
coefficient of water, and in this study, ν T is modeled as the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity
model and can be written as following equation
νT  C S Δ2 S

(3)

On the other hand, the soil is generally described Darcy’s law as
μ
v  P  ρ w g
K

(4)

Here, K is a specific permeability coefficient in soil mound and μ is viscosity. In a field of
the hydrology, the Darcy’s law has been used as an equation of motion widely. However, it is
reported that Darcy’s law is not established in a flow field with a low Reynolds number, and
then the non-Darcy flow rule is adapted as a model of seepage flow in this study.
Here, the traditional Extended Darcy’s law suggested by Forchheimer is given by
μ
ρ wC
v
v v  P  ρ w g
K
K

(5)

The above equation is not enough to simulate collapse behavior of seawall and breakwater
structure, and it is necessary to unify the governing equations both for the free surface flow
and seepage flow. Akbari equation [3],[4](Akbari, H.,2014/2013) is introduced as an unified
governing equation as follows
C r ε  Dv D
1
  0 P  ν E ε  2 v D  aε v D  bε v D v D  g
ε
Dt
ρ

(6)

Here, vD is Darcian velocity or average velocity, and it has a relationship with the regular
velocity v as v D  v . Meanwhile,  is porosity in the ground. Various coefficients in the
Akbari’s equation are given as a function of the porosity and their expressions of relations are
as follows.
1 
Cr    1  0.34
: inertia coefficient
 (7)
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 E   
a    c

 w T


: effective viscosity coefficient

(8)

: linear coefficient

(9)

1    : nonlinear coefficient

(10)

 w 1   2
 3D502

b   c

 3D50

is expressed the average particle size of ground materials and the value of  c , c set
c  1000, c  1.1 .
D50

2.2 FORMULATION WITH ISPH METHOD
In this paper, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method was adopted to solve the
Akbari’s unified equation for free surface and seepage flow. The basic concept in SPH
method is that any function  attached to particle “i” at a position ri is written as a
summation of contributions from neighbor particles.
φri   φi 

mj

ρ
j

j



φ j W rij , h



(11)

Note that, the triangle bracket  i means SPH approximation of a function  . The
divergence of a vector function and the gradient can be assumed by using the above defined
SPH approximation as follows
1
  φ ri     φi 
(12)
 m j φ j  φ  W rij , h
ρi

φri   φi  ρi

j


j

 φj φ 
m j 
 i W rij , h
 ρ 2j ρi2 







(13)

The Laplacian of the function adopts the following
 2 φi 


j



 ρi  ρ j rij  W rij , h
m j 
 ρi ρ j
rij2  η 2


 

(φi   j )


W
h

i
j

Figure 1. Particle placement and influence radius in the SPH method
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The main concept in an incompressible SPH method (M. Asai et al.,2012) for NavierStokes equation is to separate the governing equations of the incompressible fluid by using
projection method. In this method, the pressure is calculated implicitly and the velocity fields
are updated explicitly. In this study, the same idea of ISPH for the Navier-Stoke equation is
applied to solve the unified equation as follows,
v
Dρ
 ρ  D  0
Dt
ε

(15)

C r ε  Dv D
g
1
  P   ν E ε   2 v D  aε v D  bε v D v D
ε
Dt
ρ
ε

(16)

Here, the density can be assumed as a constant value because of the incompressible
assumption. Equation (15) can change as follows

(17)

vD  0

In the incompressible SPH method and treatment, the final pressure Poisson equation is
given by
C ε  ρ 0
(18)
 2 P n 1  r i i   v 
i

εi

Δt

Di

During numerical simulation, the ‘particle’ density may change slightly from the initial
value because the particle density is strongly dependent on particle locations in the SPH
method. If the particle distribution can keep almost uniformity, the difference between
‘physical’ and ‘particle’ density may be vanishingly small. In other words, accurate SPH
results in incompressible flow need to keep the uniform particle distribution. For this purpose,
the different source term in the pressure Poisson equation can be derived using the ‘particle’
density. In stabilized ISPH method, the pressure Poisson equation (18) reformulated as:
2 Pi n 1 


ρi0  ρi n
Cr εi   ρi0




v
αε

Di
i
εi  Δt
Δt 2








(19)

where  is relaxation coefficient, u *i is temporal velocity and triangle bracket < > means SPH
approximation. Note that this relaxation coefficient is dependent on the time increment and
the particle resolution. Then, the reasonable value can be estimated by the simple hydrostatic
pressure test using the same settings on its time increment and the resolution. In this study,
α=0.01.
2.3 VERIFICATION TEST
As a verification test of Fluid-Seepage flow interaction analysis, a simple free falling
behavior of water throgh porous media was adopted. Fig.2. presents the schematic diagram
for the analysis model. With three cases having different specific porosity, verification of this
research formulation is carried out. The particle distance = 1cm, time increment = 0.001s
and the total number of particles is 60798. Fig.3 shows analysis result when water mass
arrived at the bottom of soil layer and contour shows pressure.
Analysis result shows that when porosity is high, the speed which water mass arrive at the
air layer is fast. The velocity is also changed by the volume of porosity and soil layer is filled
with water mass of the ratio of ε0. In this verification test, the effect of porosity is expressed
correctly.
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Figure 2. Analysis model

Figure 3. Analysis result

2.4 VALIDATION TEST
In validation, the experimental test ralated to seepage problem in breakwater structure is
simulated. This experiment was conducted by Kasama et al. [5](2013). The penetration
collapse of the breakwater in case given water level difference was observed.
The water level differenceΔh is selected as 40mm, 80mm, 120mm, 145mm, and only in
case of 145mm the mound collapsed. Experimental outline and analysis model is shown in
Fig.4 and Fig 5. In Fig.4, blue points are water pressure gauge and Fig.6 shows their number.
In this analysis, the particle distance d 0 = 1cm, time increment t = 0.001s and the total
numbers of particles are about 8 hundred thousand. Piezo water head shown below was used
for a comparison between experimental and analysis.
Piezo 

P
 Δz
ρg

(20)

In analysis, Δh is selected 145mm as the biggest water level. The analysis result of
comparison of piezo water head in case of 145mm is shown in Fig.7. From this comparison,
the value of the analysis is slightly different, however, analysis result behaviors shows a good
agreement with the hydraulic experiment test. Finally, the seepage failure can be estimated by
using our simulated hydroulic gradient by refering to its limitation as shown in Fig.8. In the
figure, red color region shows the possible domain for failure by seepage flow.

Figure 4. Experimental outline

Figure 5. Analysis model
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Figure 6. Water pressure gauge number

Figure 7. Analysis result (Piezo water head)

Figure 8. Analysis result (hydraulic gradient)

3 SCOURING ANALYSIS
3.1 SCOURING JUDGING FORMULA
Soil scour depends on velocity of fluid of flow and particle size of the sand. In this study,
soil scour is judged by an experimental criteria based on quicksand quantity formula [6](H,
Gotoh.,2004). The velocity Soil scour depends on velocity of fluid of flow and particle size of
the sand. The velocity of threshold of sediment movement is shown below.
ρ

2A3 μ f cos θ  sin θ  sp  1 gd
ρ
l


ubc 
 C D  μ f C L A2

(21)

Here, A3 is three-dimensional shape coefficient of the soil particle,  f is coefficient of
static friction,  sp is density of soil particle, C D is drag coefficient, C L is lift coefficient, 
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is screening coefficient,

A2

is two-dimensional shape coefficient of the soil particle.

3.2 VERIFICATION TEST
It is necessary to reproduce scouring phenomenon of the fall type to enable simulation of
scouring phenomenon with overflow caused by the tsunami. A vertical jet flow problem was
adopted as the verification and validation test for soil scouring simulation. Fig.9. presents
experimental outline, and analysis model is shown in Fig.10. Water with constant jetting
speed u0 (=74cm/s) inflows from exhaust nozzle of width B in downward. The distance from
exhaust nozzle to soil surface is set as h/B=5 with reference to the experiment [7](N,
Akashi.,1980).
with comparison between experiment and analysis, verification of this research formulation is
carried out. The particle distance = 1cm, time increment = 0.001s and the total number of
particles is 113766. In addition, the parameter of the velocity of threshold of sediment
movement that was explained in a foregoing chapter set a value of Tab.1 as same as the
experiment.
Tab 1. Parameter of velocity of threshold of sediment movement

The scouring shape in analysis is shown in Fig. 11. Soil movement can be confirmed by
the collision of soil and water from infrow boundary. To occur the share velosity over
velocity of threshold of sediment movement on the soil surface let soil phenomenon progress
and this can be consider as phenomenon according to formality. The comparison between
experiment and analysis is shown in Fig.12. Fig.12 is comparison of the right half scouring
shape from the center of exhaust nozzle after 15s from the starting of jet. From this
comparison, the value of the analysis is slightly different, but analysis result behaviors can
represent the tencency of this experimental response qualitetively. The current scouring
criteria is given only by shear speed. It may need to discuss again because the vertical velocity
in the center generates the first initiation of sourring behavior in this example.

Figure 9. Experimental outline

Figure 10. Analysis mode
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Figure 11. Analysis result (scouring shape)

Figure 12. Comparison of scouring shape

3.2 SCOURING TEST OF BREAKWATER
The same algorithm can be appried to simulate the soil scouring behild the breakwater
during the overflow. Fig. 13 shows one of the snapshot of this simulation. In the future,
validation of this simply test will be conducted compared with its experimental test.

Figure 13. Simply scouring model

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a particle simulation tool based on the SPH has been developed to solve both of
the seepage failure problem and the soil scour problem. In seepage flow analysis, a unified
government equation which can model both of free surface flow and seepage flow is applied
to a particle simulation. From the verification and validation test, the effect of porosity and
reasonable surface flow and seepage flow behavior has been given. In scouring analysis,
scouring phenomenon was reproduced by using the scouring judging formula. In verification
test, analysis result behaviors shows a good agreement with the experiment test. In the future
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works, validation test for soil scouring will be conducted again with reasonable example, and
finally this analysis method would be expanded to soil scour and seepage flow coupling
simulator.
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Abstract. This paper presents the two direct shear tests used to measure shear strength of
particulate materials with large particles. These tests have been numerically simulated using
discrete element method. Due to different packing methods in numerical modelling, three
different simulations were performed which varying the material parameters of particles (i.e.
friction and rolling friction of particles and between particles and walls). Numerical results
are compared with laboratory tests results. The reasons for discrepancies of results between
numerical and laboratory tests are analyzed in this paper. Moreover a reasonable method to
minimize the effects of these differences is presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

Shear strength are very important properties of granular materials in geotechnical design
and analysis. They can be defined by standardized laboratory tests such as the triaxial test and
the direct shear test. Though using the triaxial test can yield more reliable values of shear
strength, the direct shear test is mostly performed to determine shear strength of granular
materials, especially in the design of storage and processing equipment that handle bulk
materials because its simplicity and repeatability. Furthermore, in this study, the bulk material
is an assembly of man-made ceramic balls with two diameters ranges, e.g. 14 - 17 mm and 29
– 35 mm. For measuring the shear strength of such particulate materials with such large
particles, the direct shear test is more suitable than the triaxial test. Therefore in our study the
direct shear test is used to measure shear strength of particulate materials with large particles.
Meanwhile the numerical studies are performed by using discrete element methods instead
of finite element methods. In recent years, the discrete element method (DEM) ([1]) has been
used extensively to investigate the behaviour of granular materials. With rapid development
of computer techniques, 3D simulations become common and simulation time have
significantly shortened. This paper presents the DEM simulations of the direct shear tests in
3D with spheres and the comparisons between the numerical simulations and laboratory tests
to verify the predictive capability of DEM method.
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2 DIRECT SHEAR TEST IN LABORATORY
2.1 Direct shear tests set-up
In this study, the particles used in the tests are ceramic balls with two types of diameter,
e.g. 11 - 14mm and 29 - 35 mm, and the roundness (dmax/dmin) of ceramic balls is between 1
and 1.25. Ceramic balls have very high compression strength and the main component is
SiO2. For obtaining valid results, there are some requirements for the apparatus dimensions of
direct shear tests to measure the shear strength of particulate materials with such large
particles, e.g. the shear cell diameter D should be at least 20 times the maximum particle size
and not less than 40 times the mean particle size, and the height H should be between 0.3D
and 0.4D. The diameter of the shear cell should be at least 1.30 m in order to suit the tested
particles with diameters between 29 mm and 35 mm, however in reality such large shear cell
is uncommon. In the current study a metal box of square cross section with 1 m width is used
in the shear tests, though it does not satisfy the requirement in Eurocode 1 ([2]) for the
particles with diameters between 29 mm and 35 mm, it is the closest apparatus which is
available for the study.
The schematic diagram of the direct shear test set-up is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen
that the shear box is divided into two parts. The upper part of the box is moved horizontally at
a constant velocity (1 mm/min), while the lower part is remained stationary. Due to the large
dimension of particles, there was a 1 cm gap between the upper part and the lower part to
reduce the effect of the boundaries of shear box on shear forces, especial initial shear force.
The 10 cm thickness of shear box walls can minimize the loss of particles during shearing.
Hp,t in Figure 1 represents the height of tested particulate material, and F represents the shear
force applied to move the upper part of shear box.
There were two shear tests performed. One was performed on the assemblies of ceramic
balls with diameters between 29 mm and 35 mm, another one was performed on the
assemblies of ceramic balls with diameters between 14 mm and 17 mm. The total shear
displacements for both shear tests were about 60mm. The shear processes were divided into
three phases, which in every phase the shearing displacement was about 20 mm and the
normal forces applied on the top cover were about 220 kN, 440 kN, and 660 kN
correspondingly in the three phases. It means that three shear phases were performed on the
same test sample. This arrangement of shear process was made due to consideration of
consuming time, costs and the amount of tested particles for such shear tests with large
dimension shear boxes.
During shearing the relative lateral displacement, normal force on the top cover, and
applied shear force were monitored automatically. The relative vertical displacement was also
measured by setting two sensors in the top cover.
It is already known that the methods of particle packing have a significant influence on the
bulk behavior of the assembly ([3]). Many related researches have been presented ([4,5,6]),
hence the current study did not focus on the packing influence. In the shear tests, the
compacted filling method was used to achieve a dense packing. The shear box was filled in
three layers and each layer was manually compacted by applying vertical pressure. Table 1
shows the set-up details of particles in the shear tests.
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Normal Force
12.5cm

top cover - wood

10cm

upper part of shear box

F

ceramic particles

Hp,t

1cm
lower part of shear box
24.5cm

100 cm

16.5cm

concrete block

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the direct shear test set-up
Table 1: Set-up details of particles in the shear tests

Diameters of ceramic balls [mm]
Material density of ceramic balls [kg/m³]
Total weight [kg]
Height of sample Hp,t [m]
Density [kg/m³]
Initial void ratio

14 -17
2400
937.85
0.615
1530
0.5738

29 – 35
2400
973.5
0.62
1570
0.5285

2.2 Test results
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the results of forces versus horizontal relative displacement
between the two parts of the shear box obtained from these two shear tests.
Force-shear displacement (29 - 35 mm ceramic balls)

Force [kN]

800

700

shear force

600

normal force

500
400
300
200

100
0
0

10

20
30
40
Shear displacement [mm]

50

60

Figure 2: Force-Displacement for ceramic balls with 29 - 35 mm diameters
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Force-shear displacement (14 - 17 mm ceramic balls)
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30
40
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Shear displacement [mm]

60

70

Figure 3: Force-Displacement for ceramic balls with 14 -17 mm diameters

Based on Figure 2 and Figure 3, the vertical stress and shear stress can be calculated using
the traditional method by dividing the applied normal force and horizontal forces respectively
with the tested particulate material’s cross-section area, e.g. the area of cross-section of the
shear box in this study was 1 m². Thus the results of stresses can be summarized in Table 2.
Figure 4 presents the strength envelopes from the tests results based on the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion in soil mechanics.
Table 2. Summary of laboratory tests results

Ceramic balls
14 – 17 mm
29 – 35 mm

Stress [kPa]

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Normal stress 
Peak shear stress 
Stress ratio 
Normal stress 
Peak shear stress 
Stress ratio 

223.2
174.9
0.7836
223.6
233.7
1.0452

443.7
303.4
0.6838
442.8
420
0.9485

667.3
376.1
0.5636
665.7
521.9
0.7840
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Figure 4: Strength envelopes from test results

2.3 Discussions
Comparing the strength envelopes of ceramic with 14 - 17 mm and with 29 - 35 mm (as
Figure 4 shown), it is noticed that the friction angle of particulate materials with 29 - 35 mm
ceramic balls is larger than that of particulate materials with 14 -17 mm ceramic balls, though
they are made of same chemical compositions. This difference in friction angle is due to the
shear specimen scale effects. Many researches about the effects of specimen scale show that
friction angles increased with decreasing the shear box size ([7,8,9,10]). The results from the
tests show the consistence with these researches e.g. the shear box size is considered as being
decreased for assemblies of ceramic 29 - 35 mm balls comparing with the assemblies of
ceramic 14 - 17 mm balls.
Furthermore, it is noted that there were obvious cohesions for both ceramic balls according
to the strength envelopes based on tests results, though as particulate materials, theoretically
they should be cohesionless. In this study the particulate materials with ceramic balls have
quite larger cohesion than expected, while it can be explained. In soil mechanics, the normal
stress on the shear failure plane is zero. However, the shear failure plane in this particulate
material is not a smooth plane as shown in Figure 5. It is similar to move an object along
planes with different shape. It is clear that it is more difficult to move an object along a wavy
plane than along a smooth plane. That means that larger forces are needed to move an object
along a wavy plane. In the tests, it means that larger shear forces will be needed to show that
the particles climb over the contacting particles during the shearing. It is believed to be the
main reason of the apparent cohesion shown in laboratory direct shear tests.
Moreover, if we compare the cohesions from both direct shear tests, apparently the
cohesion of particulate material with smaller ceramic balls (14 - 17 mm) is smaller than the
cohesion of particulate material with larger ceramic balls (29 - 35 mm). It is because the shear
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plane in the particulate material with 14 - 17 mm balls is slightly smoother than the shear
plane in the particulate material with 29 - 35 mm balls. It can be expected that the cohesion
would vanish eventually if the particles in the particulate material are small enough.

Figure 5: Shear plane in particulate material

At the end, it should be pointed out that only one shear test has been performed on each
sample of particulate materials with ceramic balls, beside these two shear tests are slight
different with the standard shear test. Therefore more repetitive shear tests are necessary.
3

DEM (DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD) SIMULATIONS

3.1 Numerical program
The Discrete Element Method was introduced by Cundall and Strack ([1]). In the frame of
the DEM, all particles in the computational domain are tracked in a Lagrangian way,
explicitly solving each particle’s trajectory. It is based on the use of an explicit numerical
scheme in which the interaction of particles is monitored contact by contact and the motion of
the particles modelled particle by particle.
In this study, an Open Source Discrete Element Method Particle Simulation Software –
LIGGGHTS ([11]) is used. LIGGGHTS stands for LAMMPS Improved for General Granular
and Granular Heat Transfer Simulations and is based on LAMMPS (Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator), a successful open source Molecular
Dynamics code by Sandia National Laboratories for massively parallel computing on
distributed memory machines. LAMMPS is a classical molecular dynamics simulator and is a
very good platform for DEM simulations. LAMMPS offers a GRANULAR package to
perform these kinds of simulations. LIGGGHTS aims to improve this capability with the goal
to apply it to industrial applications. LAMMPS offers implementation for both linear (Hooke)
and non-linear (Hertz) granular potentials. It also provides efficient algorithms for detecting
and calculating the pair-wise interaction forces, while LIGGGHTS brings these features for
granular simulations to a new level, implementing the following features on top of what is
possible with LAMMPS:
• A re-write of the granular pair- and wall contact laws, including a macroscopic
cohesion model
• Wall import of CAD, including stress analysis
• A moving mesh feature
• A 6 degree of freedom solver for bodies represented by a surface mesh
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3.2 Numerical models
As described in section 2, the shear box is modeled as shown in Figure 6. The height of
shear box in numerical simulations (Hs) is about 1 m and larger than the height of particle
samples in the shear tests. It is because that the packing method used in numerical simulations
was different with the packing method used in shear tests. In numerical simulations, all the
particles were randomly placed into the shear box at one time, then particles were dropped
into the shear box under gravity; if the model of shear box was not high enough, some of
particles would be dropped out of the shear box, therefore the numerical model of shear box
was higher than the shear box in tests.
100 cm
top cover

Hs

Hp,n

upper part

Hp,t
lower part

24.5cm

Figure 6: Numerical model of shear box

In the numerical simulations, the ceramic balls were simulated as spherical particles which
were generated randomly. The total mass of these spherical particles and the range of
diameters were same as in the tests, total 937.38 kg spheres with diameters between 14 mm
and 17 mm, total 974.74 kg spheres with diameters between 29 mm and 35 mm. Table 3
shows the numerical parameters for the particles used in the numerical simulations.
Table 3. Numerical parameters for the particles used in the numerical simulations

Young’s modulus of particles E p [GPa]
Young’s modulus of shear box E w [GPa]
Poisson’s ratio (particles and shear box)
Coefficient of friction of particles* pp
Coefficient of friction between particles and shear box pw
Coefficient of friction of shear box w
Coefficient of restitution of particles*
Coefficient of restitution between particles and shear box
Coefficient of restitution of shear box
Coefficient of rolling friction of particles* c pp
Coefficient of rolling friction between particles and shear box c pw

10
200
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.22
0.22

Note: The parameters marked with * were determined by laboratory tests performed on ceramic balls. Others
were defined empirically.
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It should be noted that the particles in the numerical model were spheres, while the ceramic
balls used in the tests were not. Previous experimental and numerical studies have shown that
the particle shape strongly affects the quasi-static mechanical behavior of granular materials
([12,13,14,15,16,17]). It has been known that rolling at the contacts between the particles can
be resisted due to the irregularities or asperities of particles’ surfaces. Hence it is important to
take into account the effects of rolling resistance (or rolling friction) due to particle shape.
Rolling friction means a mechanical property which produces a resisting moment to the
rolling at each contact. The numerical program LIGGGHTS has provided three rolling friction
models ([18]). In this study, the constant directional torque (CDT) model ([19]) was used, e.g.
a material parameter – coefficient of rolling friction was introduced. Previous researches
([20,21,22]) have presented the effects and applications of rolling friction in DEM
simulations. And it is believed that the use of spherical particles introduced with the rolling
friction as a shape parameter is suitable and adequate for our study.
In the numerical simulations it is known that the frictions of particles and between particles
and wall play a very important role. Based on the theory of discrete element method, we know
that the friction at contacts used in DEM is assumed to be fully mobilized ([2]). While, as
mentioned previously, the particles in laboratory were packed three layers, thus it should be
considered that friction of particles and between particles and shear box may not be fully
mobilized. Therefore, in this numerical study, three simulations were performed for different
selection of values for frictions and rolling resistance (as shown in Table 4). In simulation 1, it
was assumed the frictions and rolling resistances of particles and between particles and shear
box were fully activated, e.g. pp (coefficient of friction of particles) = 0.5, pw (coefficient of
friction between particles and shear box) = 0.3, cpp (coefficient of rolling friction of particles)
= cpw (coefficient of rolling friction between particles and shear box) = 0.22. In the simulation
2, the particles were packed with partially activated rolling friction, but fully mobilized
friction, e.g. during packing cpp = 0.01, while in the shearing phase cpp = cpw = 0.22. In the
simulation 3, the particles were packed with partially activated friction, but fully activated
rolling friction, e.g. during packing pp = pw = 0.1, while during shearing they are same with
in the simulation 1. Table 5 presents the summary of initial conditions in the three
simulations.
Table 4. Summary of selection of values for frictions in the three simulations

Simulation 1
Simulation 2
Simulation 3

pp
0.5
0.5
0.1

During packing
cpp
pw
0.3
0.22
0.3
0.01
0.1
0.22

cpw
0.22
0.01
0.22
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pp
0.5
0.5
0.5

During shearing
cpp
pw
0.3
0.22
0.3
0.22
0.3
0.22

cpw
0.22
0.22
0.22
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Table 5. Summary of initial conditions of the three simulations

Ceramic balls
14 – 17 mm
29 – 35 mm

Simulation 1

Simulation 2

Simulation 3

0.8383
0.718
937.382
0.7063
0.693
974.74

0.7097
0.668
937.7115
0.6695
0.682
963.1172

0.7148
0.67
937.7115
0.6945
0.68
963.1172

Initial void ratio
Height after packing [m]
Weight of particles [kg]
Initial void ratio
Height after packing [m]
Weight of particles [kg]

In the numerical simulations it has been found that the heights of particle samples (Table
5) were slightly higher than in the shear tests (Table 1), while the masses of particles were
same as in the shear tests. It was believed that this is due to two discrepancies between the
laboratory tests and numerical simulations, which they are packing method and particles
shape. As described in 2.1, the sample of particles filled in the shear box was manually
compacted by applying vertical pressure, but in numerical simulations the current DEM
programs have difficulty to perform this kind of compacted packing method, furthermore the
ceramic balls as non-spherical particles were modelled as spheres. As a result of these two
differences between numerical simulations and the laboratory test, the heights of samples
(Hp,n) in numerical simulations were larger than in laboratory tests. These discrepancies
between numerical simulations and laboratory tests indicate that it is very difficult to replicate
the exact details of the laboratory tests in the numerical simulations. It has been described by
previous researchers ([4,23]).
3.3 Numerical results
The results of numerical simulations are presented in Table 6. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show
the numerical results of force-displacement. Meantime, the corresponding results of forcedisplacement measured in the tests (see dash curves in Figure 7 and Figure 8) are presented
for comparison. Figure 9 and Figure 10 presents the strength envelopes from the numerical
results based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion.
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Figure 7. Numerical results of force-displacement for 29 – 35 mm spheres

Shear force-displacment (14 - 17 mm ceramic balls)
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Figure 8. Numerical results of force-displacement for 14 – 17 mm spheres
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Table 6. Summary of numerical simulations results

Simulation 1
14 - 17 mm

Simulation 2
Simulation 3
Simulation 1

29 - 35 mm

Simulation 2
Simulation 3

800

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

[kPa]
[kPa]

[kPa]
[kPa]

[kPa]
[kPa]

[kPa]
[kPa]

[kPa]
[kPa]

[kPa]
[kPa]


222.8553
80.2361
0.3600
223.3016
160.785
0.7200
223.4282
173.2159
0.7753
223.4764
186.9160
0.8364
223.5604
194.9730
0.8721
223.6203
247.594
1.1072

442.8733
164.6970
0.3719
443.4027
291.9608
0.6585
443.5256
292.1763
0.6588
443.4103
369.2163
0.8327
443.4889
358.4814
0.8309
443.8192
457.1260
1.0300

665.4004
249.6725
0.3752
665.7724
377.4685
0.5670
665.8775
378.8720
0.5690
665.4126
494.5710
0.7433
665.5502
498.1005
0.7484
665.8133
499.6693
0.9007
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Normal stress [kPa]
Figure 9. Strength envelopes from numerical simulations for 29 - 35 mm ceramic balls
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Figure 10. Strength envelopes from numerical simulations for 14 - 17 mm ceramic balls

3.4 Discussion
First, the numerical results of friction angle for 29 - 35 mm and 14 - 17 mm ceramic balls
calculated from the numerical simulations (Figure 9 and Figure 10) have proved the effect of
shear box scale on friction angle, that friction angle is decrease with the increasing of size
scale of shear box.
And for ceramic balls with diameters between 29 - 35 mm, as Figure 9 shown, it can be
seen that the numerical results of friction angle calculated from Simulation 1 and Simulation 2
show accordance with the laboratory tests, though the numerical results of cohesions obtained
from these two simulations are only about half of the cohesion obtained from the laboratory
tests. While the numerical results calculated from Simulation 3 show that the friction angle is
about 10% larger than that from laboratory tests, but the cohesion is much close to the
cohesion obtained from laboratory tests compared to the other two simulations.
As for ceramic balls with diameters between 14 - 17 mm, from Figure 10 it can be seen
that the numerical results of friction angle calculated from Simulation 2 and 3 match well with
the friction angle obtained from laboratory tests, and the difference of the cohesions
calculated from these simulations and laboratory test are about 40% (Simulation 2) and 24%
(Simulation 3). However the results of Simulation 1 shows no cohesion and the friction angle
is about 17% smaller than the friction angle obtained from laboratory tests.
A reasonable explanation of the apparent difference of cohesion obtained between
numerical simulations and laboratory tests is due to the discrepancies between numerical
simulations and the laboratory tests as described in 3.2. It is known that the particles
movement in particulate materials under shearing is complicated; it has always been hot topic
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for DEM simulations. Nevertheless despite of the difficulty of modelling exact details of
laboratory tests, the results of this study shows a possible method to minimize the effect of
discrepancies between numerical simulations and laboratory tests , e.g. adjusting the material
parameters of particles (for example, friction and rolling friction of particles and between
particles and walls) during packing. Furthermore in order to better understand these
differences between numerical simulations and laboratory tests, further laboratory tests are
required.
4

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

-

To study the shear strength of particulate materials with large particles, which are
used in design of storage, two direct shear tests have been performed in the
laboratory.
These tests have been numerically simulated using discrete element method. Due to
the different packing methods in numerical simulations, three different simulations
were performed where the material parameters of particles (friction and rolling
friction of particles and between particles and walls) were adjusted during packing.
Though the agreement between the laboratory tests and numerical simulations was
not completely satisfactory, the results of friction angle obtained from numerical
simulations matched the laboratory tests well.
It is noticeable that the numerical results from all three simulations for 29 - 35 mm
ceramic balls have shown certain cohesion though all were less than the cohesion
obtained from laboratory tests, and as for 14 - 17 mm ceramic balls, the cohesion
obtained from numerical simulation 1 (which the material parameters of particles
were not adjusted during packing) was zero. It is believed that it is due to the general
challenge in DEM simulations, e.g. the difficulty of modeling the exact details of
laboratory tests. As described in previous sections, the models of particles and
sample packing method in numerical simulations were not exactly the same in
laboratory tests. In view of these differences, this paper presents a possible method to
minimize the effects of these differences, which adjusts the material parameters of
particles during packing.
Further laboratory tests are necessary for the further research.
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$EVWUDFW 7KUHHGLPHQVLRQDO '(0 VLPXODWLRQV RI VL]H VHJUHJDWLRQ LQ JUDQXODU IORZV GRZQ
FKXWH DUH SUHVHQWHG 'LIIHUHQW FXELF ELGLVSHUVH VDPSOHV DUH JHQHUDWHG E\ SOXYLDWLRQ RQ WKH
URXJKEDVHIRUPHGE\UDQGRPO\SODFHGSDUWLFOHV3HULRGLFERXQGDULHVDUHDSSOLHGWRWKHIORZ
GLUHFWLRQDQGWKHWZRVLGHV3DUDPHWULFVWXGLHVLQYROYLQJVORSHDQJOHZLGWKYROXPHIUDFWLRQ
DQGWKHFRHIILFLHQWRIIULFWLRQDUHV\VWHPLFDOO\SHUIRUPHG,QDOOSUHVHQWHGFDVHVWKHVWHDG\
IXOO\ GHYHORSHG 6)'  VWDWH LV DFKLHYHG ZKHUH WKH NLQHWLF HQHUJ\ DQG IUDFWLRQDO YROXPH
GLVWULEXWLRQUHPDLQFRQVWDQW)URPWKHPDFURVFRSLFYLHZVHJUHJDWLRQVDUHFRPSOHWHGSULRUWR
WKH6)'VWDWHZLWKVOLJKWO\GLIIHUHQWH[WHQWVDQGDWKLFNOD\HURIFRDUVHJUDLQVDSSHDUVRQWKH
WRSRIWKHIORZ7KHSURILOHVRIYROXPHIUDFWLRQDUHFDOFXODWHGDQGSUHVHQWHGE\VKHDUOD\HUV,Q
DGGLWLRQWKHWUDMHFWRULHVRILQGLYLGXDOSDUWLFOHVDUHWUDFNHGDQGDQDO\VHGVKRZLQJFOHDUO\WKH
FRQWDFW FRQGLWLRQVDQG VKHDU KLVWRU\ H[SHULHQFHG E\ LQGLYLGXDOSDUWLFOHV,W LV IRXQG WKDW WKH
FRQQHFWLYLW\RIVPDOOSDUWLFOHVLVJHQHUDOO\DWDORZHUOHYHOWKDQWKDWRIWKHODUJHRQHVLQGLFDWLQJ
DKLJKSUREDELOLW\RIVPDOOSDUWLFOHVGURSSLQJLQWRYRLGVXQGHUJUDYLW\2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWKH
ODUJH SDUWLFOHV H[SHULHQFH D VLJQLILFDQW LQFUHDVH RI FRQQHFWLYLW\ DV WKH\ PLJUDWH WKURXJK WKH
OD\HURIVPDOOSDUWLFOHV




 ,1752'8&7,21
*UDLQVHJUHJDWLRQGXHWRWKHYDULDWLRQRISDUWLFOHVL]HVKDSHGHQVLW\RURWKHUSURSHUWLHVLV
FRPPRQO\ IRXQG LQ LQGXVWULDO SURFHVVHV DQG LQ QDWXUH *UDLQ VL]H VHJUHJDWLRQ LV WKH PRVW
HIIHFWLYH RQH DPRQJ DOO W\SHV RI VHJUHJDWLRQ >@ ZKLFK FDQ EH YLWDO LQ PLQHUDO SURFHVVLQJ
SURFHGXUHVEXWLWKDVDQDGYHUVHHIIHFWRQSKDUPDFHXWLFDOPDQXIDFWXUHDQGSRZGHUSURGXFWLRQ
ZKHUHXQLIRUPPL[LQJLVGHVLUHG>@([DPSOHVRIVL]HVHJUHJDWLRQLQQDWXUHLQFOXGHWKHUHYHUVH
JUDGLQJ RI JHRPDWHULDOV IRXQG LQ DYDODQFKHV DQG GHEULV IORZV >@ ,W PD\ H[DFHUEDWH WKH
GHVWUXFWLYHQHVVRIVXFKQDWXUDOKD]DUGVDVLWSURGXFHVKLJKHUGHEULVHURVLYHSRZHUVORQJHUUXQ
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RXWGLVWDQFHVDQGSRWHQWLDOO\KLJKHULPSDFWIRUFHV>±@
6L]H VHJUHJDWLRQ RFFXUV LQ PDQ\ GLIIHUHQW VFHQDULRV DQG GLIIHUHQW PHFKDQLVPV KDYH EHHQ
SURSRVHG LQ H[SHULPHQWDO DQG QXPHULFDO VWXGLHV )RU LQVWDQFH WKH WKUHH PDLQ PHFKDQLVPV
LGHQWLILHGLQYLEUDWLRQLQGXFHGVHJUHJDWLRQDUHFRQYHFWLRQLQHUWLDDQGEXR\DQF\>±@)RU
VKHDULQGXFHGVHJUHJDWLRQXQGHUJUDYLW\HJLQDURWDWLQJGUXPRUWXPEOHUSHUFRODWLRQEDVHG
K\SRWKHVLVVWDWHVWKDWVPDOOSDUWLFOHVIDOOSUHIHUHQWLDOO\XQGHUJUDYLW\WKURXJKWKHVKHDUIORZDV
DVLHYH>±@2WKHUGULYLQJIDFWRUVLQFOXGHSRURVLW\JUDGLHQWVDQGYHORFLW\JUDGLHQWV>@
$QRWKHUFRPPRQVLWXDWLRQIRUJUDYLW\GULYHQVHJUHJDWLRQLVWKHFKXWHIORZRQDVORSHRUDKHDS
>@$SDUWIURPWKHNLQHWLFVLHYLQJPHFKDQLVPLQWKHGLUHFWLRQQRUPDOWRWKHEDVHVHFRQGDU\
FLUFXODWLRQLQODWHUDOGLUHFWLRQV>@DQGUHFLUFXODWLRQQHDUWKHERXOGHU\IURQWRIWKHFKXWHIORZ
>@DUHDOVRUHSRUWHGLQERWKVPDOODQGODUJHVFDOHH[SHULPHQWV7KHUHFLUFXODWLRQDQGODWHUDO
WUDQVSRUWRIFRDUVHJUDLQVPD\H[SODLQWKHIRUPDWLRQRIOHYHHVLQWKHUXQRXWRIGHEULVIORZV
DQGDYDODQFKHV>@,QJUDQXODUIORZVGRZQDURXJKLQFOLQHGSODQHILQJHULQJLQVWDELOLW\
DV D FRQVHTXHQFH RI WKH IURQWDO DFFXPXODWLRQ RI FRDUVH JUDLQV KDV EHHQ UHSRUWHG >±@
6WUDWLILFDWLRQLVDQRWKHUSKHQRPHQRQUHODWHGWRVL]HVHJUHJDWLRQZKLFKFDQEHREVHUYHGRQWKH
VXUIDFHRIDSLOHLQWKHRFFXUUHQFHRIDYDODQFKHV>±@0RUHRYHUVRPHUHVHDUFKHUVKDYH
VWXGLHGWKHLQIOXHQFHRILQWHUVWLWLDOZDWHUDQGRWKHUYLVFRXVIOXLGVDQGUHYHDOHGWKDWWKHYLVFRXV
DQGEXR\DQF\HIIHFWVKLQGHUWKHVHSDUDWLRQRIGLIIHUHQWVL]HV>@
7KH IRFXV RI WKH FXUUHQW ZRUN LV RQ WKH VL]H VHJUHJDWLRQ LQ GHQVH JUDQXODU FKXWH IORZV
*HQHUDOO\LWLVH[SODLQHGE\NLQHWLFVLHYLQJDQGVTXHH]HH[SXOVLRQ DIWHU>@ 7KHEDVLFLGHD
RIWKHWZRPHFKDQLVPVLVWKDWVPDOOJUDLQVSUHIHUHQWLDOO\IDOOWKURXJKWKHORFDOYRLGVXQGHUQHDWK
ZKLFKDUHUDQGRPO\RSHQHGE\WKHVKHDULQJIORZ7KHLPEDODQFHLQFRQWDFWIRUFHDQGWKHPDVV
FRQVHUYDWLRQQRUPDOWRWKHEDVHOHDGWKHODUJHUJUDLQVWRGULIWWRZDUGVWKHWRSRIWKHIORZ2YHU
GHFDGHV H[SHULPHQWDO VWXGLHV KDYH EHHQ FDUULHG RXW DQG KDYH SURYLGHG HYLGHQFHV IRU WKHVH
K\SRWKHVHV >±@ 7KH PDMRU PHDVXUHPHQWV LQ H[SHULPHQWV DUH WKH SURILOHV RI VROLG
IUDFWLRQDQGYHORFLW\IURPWKHVLGHYLHZDQGWKHGHSRVLWJUDQXORPHWU\+RZHYHUDWSUHVHQWWKH
PHDVXUHPHQWV RI SKDVH IUDFWLRQV DQG YHORFLWLHV LQ WKH EXON RI G\QDPLF IORZV VWLOO UHPDLQ D
FKDOOHQJHZKLFKKLQGHUVWKHFROOHFWLRQRIHYLGHQFHVWRVXSSRUWWKHSURSRVHGPHFKDQLVPV
5HFHQWO\GLVFUHWHHOHPHQW SDUWLFOH PRGHOOLQJ '(0RU'30 RIELGLVSHUVHJUDQXODUIORZV
KDV EHHQ UHSRUWHG ZKLFK DOORZV D PRUH GHWDLOHG GHVFULSWLRQ RI SDUWLFOH YHORFLWLHV YROXPH
IUDFWLRQVDQGFRQWDFWIRUFHV7KHUHVXOWVIURPWKLVVRUWRIPRGHOOLQJDUHDOVRLQWHUSUHWHGLQWKH
PDFURVFRSLFSHUVSHFWLYHVHJWKHUKHRORJ\RIWKHIORZ>@WKHSURILOHRISKDVHIUDFWLRQV
>±@WKHNLQHWLFHQHUJ\>@DQGWKHFHQWUHRIPDVVIRUHDFKVSHFLHV>@:KLOHPRVWRI
WKH SXEOLVKHG QXPHULFDO VLPXODWLRQV ZHUH SHUIRUPHG LQ WZR GLPHQVLRQV >@ WKUHH
GLPHQVLRQDO PRGHOOLQJ PD\ EH DEOH WR SURYLGH PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ LQ WKH ODWHUDO GLUHFWLRQ DV
VHJUHJDWLRQLVQRWDSXUHJUDYLW\GULYHQSURFHVV>@2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWKHLQWHUSDUWLFOH
LQWHUDFWLRQVJUDLQSDFNLQJSDWWHUQVDQGWKHIORZUKHRORJ\DUHLQKHUHQWO\GLIIHUHQWLQDWKUHH
GLPHQVLRQFRQILJXUDWLRQ
,QWKLVSDSHUWKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO'(0VLPXODWLRQVRIJUDLQVL]HVHJUHJDWLRQDUHSHUIRUPHG
WRVWXG\WKHPLFURPHFKDQLFDOEHKDYLRXURIVHJUHJDWLRQSURFHVV,WLVLPSRUWDQWWREHDEOHWR
LGHQWLI\ KRZ WKH VHJUHJDWLRQ GHYHORSV DQG WR XQGHUVWDQG WKH HIIHFW RI VORSH DQJOH ZLGWK
YROXPHIUDFWLRQDQGFRHIILFLHQWRIIULFWLRQRQWKHGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQ6DPSOHFUHDWLRQDQG
WKHDSSURDFKWRPRGHOOLQJDVWHDG\IXOO\GHYHORSHGIORZDUHLQWURGXFHGLQ6HFWLRQ$QHZ
IXQFWLRQLVGHILQHGWRPHDVXUHWKHGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQLQWKHVKHDUGLODWHGIORZV,Q6HFWLRQ
DQGVLPXODWLRQUHVXOWVDUHLQWHUSUHWHGLQERWKPDFURVFRSLFDQGPLFURVFRSLFSHUVSHFWLYHV
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7KHSDUDPHWULFVWXGLHVWKHIUDFWLRQSURILOHRIODUJHJUDLQVE\GLIIHUHQWOD\HUVDQGWKHWUDMHFWRULHV
RILQGLYLGXDOSDUWLFOHVDUHSUHVHQWHGLQVHTXHQFH
 '(06,08/$7,216
7KH'(0VLPXODWLRQVSUHVHQWHGKHUHDUHSHUIRUPHGXVLQJWKHRSHQVRXUFH/,***+76FRGH
>@DGRSWLQJWKH+HUW]PRGHOIRULQWHUSDUWLFOHFRQWDFWV<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXVE3RLVVRQUDWLR߭
WKH FRHIILFLHQW RI IULFWLRQ ߤ DQG WKH FRHIILFLHQW RI UHVWLWXWLRQ e DUH WKH PDMRU SDUDPHWHUV
VSHFLILHGLQPDWHULDOSURSHUWLHV%LGLVSHUVHFXELFVDPSOHVLQSHULRGLFFHOOVDUHFUHDWHGWRVWXG\
LQILQLWHO\ORQJDQGZLGHFKXWHIORZV>@2QHW\SLFDOVDPSOHLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHZKHUHD
OD\HURIODUJHSDUWLFOHVDQGVPDOOSDUWLFOHVDUHSRXUHGLQWRWKHERXQGDU\ER[LQVHTXHQFHXQGHU
JUDYLW\KHQFHWKHGLVWULEXWLRQRIJHRVWDWLFVWUHVVDVLQGLFDWHGE\FRORXUV WKHWUDQVLWLRQIURP
UHGWREOXH UHSUHVHQWV WKHKLJKHVW WRWKH ORZHVWVWUHVV 7KHURXJKEDVH EURZQLQFRORXU  LV
FRQVWUXFWHG E\ IL[LQJ VSKHUHV ZKLFK DUH LGHQWLFDO WR D VOLFH RI UDQGRPO\ GLVWULEXWHG VPDOO
SDUWLFOHVLQWKHEXONRQWKHERWWRPRIWKHER[3HULRGLFERXQGDULHVDUHLPSRVHGWRWKHIORZ
GLUHFWLRQVDQGWKHWZRVLGHVZKLOHWKHWRSRIWKHER[LVXQERXQGHGDOORZLQJDIUHHVXUIDFHRI
WKHIORZ7RDFKLHYHIORZVGRZQDQLQFOLQHGSODQHWKHVDPSOHLVWLOWHGLQxySODQHWRWKHWDUJHW
VORSHDQJOHߠ7KHORFDOFRRUGLQDWHVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHLQGLFDWHWKDWWKHxGLUHFWLRQLVWKHIORZ
GLUHFWLRQDORQJWKHVORSHZKLOHWKHyGLUHFWLRQLVQRUPDOWRWKHLQFOLQHGSODQH
,Q DOO JHQHUDWHG IORZV LQ WKLV VWXG\ WKH VWHDG\ IXOO\ GHYHORSHG 6)'  VWDWH LV DFKLHYHG
ZKHUHWKHNLQHWLFHQHUJ\DQGIUDFWLRQDOYROXPHGLVWULEXWLRQUHPDLQFRQVWDQW6HJUHJDWLRQVDUH
FRPSOHWHGEHIRUHWKH6)'VWDWHZLWKVOLJKWO\GLIIHUHQWH[WHQWVDQGDWKLFNOD\HURIFRDUVHJUDLQV
DSSHDUVRQWKHWRSRIWKHIORZ,QRUGHUWRPHDVXUHWKHGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQEHLQJFRPSOHWHG
LQWKHILQDOVWHDG\VWDWHDIXQFWLRQRIWLPHLVGHILQHGE\FRQVLGHULQJWKHHYROXWLRQRIWKHFHQWUHV
RIPDVVIRUWKHWZRW\SHVRISDUWLFOHV7KHGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQߙሺݐሻLVJLYHQE\
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ZKHUHtLVWLPHDQGccDUHWKHyFRRUGLQDWHVRIWKHFHQWUHVRIPDVVIRUVPDOOSDUWLFOHVDQG
ODUJHSDUWLFOHVUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHVXIIL[HVDQGtGHQRWHVWKHLQLWLDOVWDWHDQGWKHWLPHtXQGHU
FRQVLGHUDWLRQUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHGHILQLWLRQRIߙሺݐሻFRQVLGHUVWKHUHODWLYHFKDQJHVRIcDQG c
DVWKHVDPSOHPD\EHGLODWHGXQGHUVKHDUDQGERWKcDQG cPD\LQFUHDVHGXHWRWKHGLODWLRQ
7KHLQLWLDOFRQGLWLRQLVߙ ൌ ߙሺͲሻ ൌ,IDWVRPHPRPHQWܿଵ ൌ ܿଶ WKHQߙ ൌPHDQLQJWKDW
WKHWZRJURXSVRISDUWLFOHVDUHXQLIRUPO\PL[HG7KHILQDOVWDWHLVGHQRWHGDVߙஶ ൌ ߙሺλሻDQG
ߙஶ ൌLIWRWDOO\FRPSOHWHVHJUHJDWLRQRFFXUV+RZHYHUWKLVZLOOQRWKDSSHQHLWKHULQUHDOLW\
RU LQ WKH QXPHULFDO VLPXODWLRQV EHFDXVH WKH GLIIXVLYH PL[LQJ IRXQG LQ ELGLVSHUVH JUDQXODU
IORZVZRXOGSUHYHQWWKHIXOO\FRPSOHWHGVHJUHJDWLRQ>@
$IWHUGHILQLQJWKHGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQSDUDPHWULFVWXGLHVRQVDPSOHVL]HVORSHDQJOHWKH
YROXPHIUDFWLRQRIVPDOOSDUWLFOHVDQGWKHFRHIILFLHQWRIIULFWLRQDUHV\VWHPLFDOO\SHUIRUPHG
7KHOHQJWKLDQGWKHKHLJKWHRIWKHVDPSOHKDYHEHHQVWXGLHGLQ>@IROORZLQJZKLFKL = H
dLVFKRVHQLQWKHFXUUHQWZRUN+HUHdLVWKHGLDPHWHURIVPDOOSDUWLFOHV,QDGGLWLRQLW
KDVEHHQIRXQGLQWKLVVWXG\WKDWVDPSOHVL]HHIIHFWVFDQEHLJQRUHGZLWKDVDPSOHPHDVXULQJ
W dLQZLGWK2QWKHRWKHUKDQGVLQFHWKHLQIOXHQFHRI<RXQJ¶VPRGXOXVDQG3RLVVRQ
UDWLRDUHQRWWKHIRFXVRIWKHFXUUHQWVWXG\DQGWKHLQIOXHQFHRIWKHFRHIILFLHQWRIUHVWLWXWLRQ
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)LJXUH$ELGLVSHUVHVDPSOHZLWKDURXJKEDVHDQGSHULRGLFERXQGDULHV

LVQRWVLJQLILFDQWLQGHQVHJUDQXODUIORZV >@WKHVH WKUHHSDUDPHWHUVDUHIL[HGLQWKHSUHVHQWHG
FDVHVLHE 03D߭ DQGe  7KHGLDPHWHUVRIVPDOODQGODUJHSDUWLFOHVDGRSWHG
LQDOOVLPXODWLRQV DUHd PDQGd PUHVSHFWLYHO\
7KH PRGHOOHG FDVHV DUH GLYLGHG LQWR WKUHH JURXSV IRU GLIIHUHQW VORSH DQJOHV ߠ  IULFWLRQ
FRHIILFLHQWV ߤ DQGYROXPHIUDFWLRQVRIVPDOOSDUWLFOHV߶ଵ 7DEOH  ߶ଵ LVFDOFXODWHGIURP WKH
KHLJKWUDWLRRIWKHWZROD\HUVLHhh7KHQXPEHUV RI WKH WZRW\SHVRISDUWLFOHV n DQG n
DUHDOVROLVWHG
7DEOH 6LPXODWLRQVSHUIRUPHG
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 'HJUHHRI VHJUHJDWLRQ
)RUWKHFDVHVLQ *URXS,WKHGHJUHHV RIVHJUHJDWLRQZLWKLQFUHDVLQJVORSHDQJOHDUH VKRZQ
DJDLQVWWLPHLQ)LJXUH,WLVREVHUYHG WKDWDIWHU DVKRUWSHULRGRIGHOD\VHJUHJDWLRQVWDUWVDW
± VHFRQGV %\ FKHFNLQJ WKH VQDSVKRWV RI WKH VLPXODWLRQV WKH GHOD\ LV DWWULEXWHG WR WKH
UHDUUDQJHPHQW RI SDUWLFOHV DQG WKH GLODWLRQ RI WKH VDPSOH DV D ZKROH 7KH VHJUHJDWLRQ LV
FRPSOHWHGIDVWHUZLWK D KLJKHUVORSHDQJOHEHFDXVHWKHxFRPSRQHQWRIJUDYLW\LVKLJKHUDQGLW
DFFHOHUDWHV WKH IORZ ,Q DOO FDVHV WKH VHJUHJDWLRQ SURFHVV JHWV VORZHU DW D ODWHU VWDJH DQG
DSSURDFKHVWRDVWHDG\VWDWHZKHUHߙ UHPDLQV FRQVWDQW7KHILQDOGHJUHHVRIVHJUHJDWLRQ ߙஶ 
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DUHQHDUO\FRQYHUJHGDWDURXQGV
)RU *URXS ,, NHHSLQJ WKH VDPH VORSH DQJOH ι  WKH GHJUHHV RI VHJUHJDWLRQ DUH SORWWHG
DJDLQVWWLPHIRUGLIIHUHQWFRHIILFLHQWVRIIULFWLRQDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH6LPLODUUHVXOWVFDQEH
IRXQGIRURWKHUVORSHDQJOHV,WLVREVHUYHGWKDWDKLQJHSRLQWDSSHDUVDWDURXQGVEHIRUH
ZKLFK WKH FDVH ZLWK ORZHUߤHYROYHV VOLJKWO\ IDVWHU ZKLOH DIWHU WKDW WKH FDVH ZLWK KLJKHUߤ
FOLPEVKLJKHU7KHK\SRWKHVLVLVWKDWIRUWKHORZIULFWLRQFDVHWKHUHDUUDQJHPHQWRISDUWLFOHV
RFFXUVIDVWHULQWKHILUVWVWDJHDQGWKHVPDOOSDUWLFOHVFDQSHUFRODWHWKURXJKWKHRSHQHGYRLGV
PRUHHDVLO\DVWKHUHDUHPRUHVOLGLQJRFFXUULQJ0HDQZKLOHWKHUHDVRQEHKLQGWKHFRUUHODWLRQ
RIߤDQGߙஶ LV\HWXQGHULQYHVWLJDWLRQ
$IWHUDQDO\VLQJWKHVLPXODWLRQUHVXOWVRI*URXS,,,LWLVIRXQGWKDWߙஶ GRHVQRWFKDQJHZLWK
GLIIHUHQW YROXPH IUDFWLRQV RI VPDOO SDUWLFOHV ߶ଵ  7KH UHVXOWV DUH SORWWHG LQ )LJXUH  LQ
FRPSDULVRQ ZLWK WKH GDWD IURP SUHYLRXV ' VLPXODWLRQV >@ 7KH yD[LV ܿஶ െ ܿ + LV WKH
QRUPDOLVHGPLJUDWLRQGLVWDQFHRIWKHFHQWUHRIPDVVRIODUJHSDUWLFOHV7KHVORSHRIWKHVROLG
DQGGDVKHGOLQHVWKHQUHSUHVHQWVWKHILQDOGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQIROORZLQJWKHGHILQLWLRQLQ>@
ZKLFKLVHTXLYDOHQWWR(TXDWLRQ  LIWKHGLODWLRQRIVDPSOHLQWKH6)'VWDJHLVQHJOHFWHG7KH
VROLG OLQH LV UHSURGXFHG XVLQJ H[WUDSRODWHG YDOXHV LQ >@ IRU FRPSDULVRQ VLQFH WKHUH LV QR
GLVWULEXWLRQZLGWKIRUWKHWZRVL]HVLQWKHFXUUHQWVWXG\7KHEOXHGDVKHGOLQHLVWKHILWWLQJOLQH
RIWKH'VLPXODWLRQUHVXOWVIURPDOOߤ ൌFDVHVLHDOOWKHUHGKROORZFLUFOHV WKHUHGVROLG
FLUFOH LV UHFRJQLVHG DV DQ RXWOLHU  ,W LV IRXQG WKDW LQ ' VLPXODWLRQV WKH ILQDO GHJUHH RI
VHJUHJDWLRQߙஶ   LVORZHUWKDQWKDWLQ'  ,WLQGLFDWHVWKDWLQ'VHJUHJDWLRQLV
FRPSOHWHGPRUHHDVLO\,WLVDWWULEXWHGWRWKHIDFWWKDWLQDWZRGLPHQVLRQDOFRQILJXUDWLRQWKH
ORFDO YRLGV IUDFWLRQV DUH KLJKHU DQG WKH PRYHPHQWV LQ WKH RWKHU GLUHFWLRQ DUH FRQVWUDLQHG
SURPRWLQJWKHXSZDUGPLJUDWLRQV$OWKRXJKWKHUHVXOWVIRUGLIIHUHQWYROXPHIUDFWLRQVDQGVORSH
DQJOHVFRQYHUJHWRDVLQJOHVWUDLJKWOLQHߙஶ LQFUHDVHVZLWKLQFUHDVLQJߤIRUDOOGLIIHUHQWYDOXHV
RI߶ଵ  DOOV\PEROVLQEODFNLQ)LJ ZKLFKDJUHHVZLWKWKHILQGLQJVLQ)LJXUH
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)LJXUH)LQDOGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQIRUYDULRXVFDVHVFRPSDUHGWR'VLPXODWLRQV

 3URILOHRIYROXPHIUDFWLRQV
*UDQXODU IORZV XQGHU VKHDU H[KLELW OD\HUHG EHKDYLRXUV EHFDXVH RI WKH YHORFLW\ JUDGLHQWV
EHWZHHQ GLIIHUHQW OD\HUV >@ ,Q ELGLVSHUVH IORZV WKH HYROXWLRQ RI WKH YROXPH IUDFWLRQV RI
GLIIHUHQWVSHFLHVGXULQJPL[LQJDQGVHJUHJDWLRQLVDOVRRILQWHUHVW+HUHWKHYROXPHIUDFWLRQV
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RI ODUJH SDUWLFOHV DUH DYHUDJHG RYHU GLIIHUHQW KRUL]RQWDO VKHDU OD\HUV DORQJ WKH KHLJKW RI WKH
VDPSOH7KHFDVHZLWKߤ ൌߠ ൌιDQG߶ଵ ൌLVSUHVHQWHGLQWKHIROORZHGVHFWLRQVDV
DQH[DPSOH7KHSURILOHVRIYROXPHIUDFWLRQVIRUGLIIHUHQWWLPHVWHSVDUHVKRZQLQ)LJXUH
%DVLFDOO\WKUHHPDLQVWDJHVFDQEHLGHQWLILHGLHWKHLQLWLDOVWDJH t V ZKHUHODUJHSDUWLFOHV
RQO\DSSHDULQWKHORZHUKDOIRIWKHVDPSOHWKHPL[LQJVHJUHJDWLRQVWDJH tV DQGWKH
VWHDG\VWDJH t!V ZKHUHWKHSURILOHVJHWFRQYHUJHG7KHSURILOHDWt VLVQHDUO\YHUWLFDO
LQWKHEXONLQGLFDWLQJWKDWWKHWZRJURXSVDUHIXOO\PL[HG LHߙ ൌDVLQ)LJ 7KH6VKDSH
SURILOHLQWKH6)'VWDWHLVFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHILQGLQJVLQ>@

)LJXUH3URILOHVRIYROXPHIUDFWLRQRIODUJHJUDLQVDWGLIIHUHQWWLPH

 5(68/760,&526&23,&3(563(&7,9(
)RUDUDQGRPO\SLFNHGVPDOOSDUWLFOHWKDWLVLQLWLDOO\LQWKHWRSOD\HURIWKHIORZWKHFRQWDFW
KLVWRU\DQGWUDMHFWRU\LQyGLUHFWLRQDUHWUDFNHGDQGDQDO\VHG )LJXUH 7KHUHGOLQHVKRZVWKDW
DIWHUEHLQJOLIWHGE\WKHRYHUDOOGLODWLRQRIWKHVDPSOHEHIRUHVWKHSDUWLFOHLVFRQWLQXRXVO\
GURSSLQJ GHVSLWHWKHUDQGRPIOXFWXDWLRQ WKURXJKRXWWKHZKROHVLPXODWLRQDQGILQDOO\UHDFKHV
WKHEDVH2QWKHRWKHUKDQGWKHFRQQHFWLYLW\ LHWKHQXPEHURIFRQWDFWVDFWLQJRQWKHSDUWLFOH 
UHPDLQVORZ RUDWDQRUPDOOHYHO GXULQJWKHZKROHSURFHVVZLWKDQDYHUDJHYDOXHDERXW,W
LQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHVPDOOSDUWLFOHLVVXEMHFWHGWROHVVFRQWDFWVDQGKDVDKLJKHUFKDQFHWRILQG
YRLGV RSHQHG E\ WKH VKHDULQJ IORZ 7KHVH ILQGLQJV SURYLGHV PLFURVFRSLF HYLGHQFH IRU WKH
SURSRVHG NLQHWLF VLHYLQJ PHFKDQLVP ZKLFK VWDWHV WKDW WKH VPDOO SDUWLFOHV FDQ SUHIHUHQWLDOO\
SHUFRODWHWKURXJKWKHYRLGV>@
$VLPLODUDQDO\VLVLVGRQHIRUDW\SLFDOODUJHSDUWLFOHWKDWLVLQLWLDOO\ORFDWHGDWWKHEDVH7KH
HYROXWLRQRILWVHOHYDWLRQLQ)LJXUHVKRZVWKDWWKHXSZDUGPLJUDWLRQLVLQLWLDWHGDWt VDQG
LWWKHQPLJUDWHVUDSLGO\WRWKHWRSRIWKHIORZ)OXFWXDWLRQVDUHREVHUYHGZKHQLWVWD\VLQWKHWRS
OD\HULQWKH6)'VWDWH&RUUHVSRQGLQJO\DFOHDUWUHQGRIFRQQHFWLYLW\LVLGHQWLILHG )LJ :KHQ
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)LJXUH7UDMHFWRU\DQGFRQQHFWLYLW\KLVWRU\RIDVLQJOHVPDOOJUDLQ

)LJXUH7UDMHFWRU\DQGFRQQHFWLYLW\KLVWRU\RIDVLQJOHODUJHJUDLQ
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WKH SDUWLFOH LV PRYLQJ XSZDUG WKH FRQQHFWLYLW\EHFRPHV VLJQLILFDQWO\ KLJKHU  RQ DYHUDJH
ZLWKSHDNVDWQHDUO\ LPSO\LQJWKDWWKHODUJHJUDLQLVPDLQO\VXUURXQGHGE\WKHVPDOORQHV
7KHFRQQHFWLYLW\UHWXUQVWRDORZHUOHYHOLQWKH6)'VWDWHDVWKHSDUWLFOHVWD\VZLWKRWKHUODUJH
SDUWLFOHV7KHKLJKFRQQHFWLYLW\RIWKHODUJHSDUWLFOHPRYLQJWKURXJKWKHOD\HURIVPDOOSDUWLFOHV
LQ FRQMXQFWLRQ ZLWK WKH UDSLG XSZDUG PRYHPHQW RIIHUV D PLFURVFRSLF LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ RI WKH
VTXHH]HH[SXOVLRQPHFKDQLVP>@
 &21&/8',1*5(0$5.6
,Q WKLV SDSHU WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO '(0 VLPXODWLRQV RI VL]H VHJUHJDWLRQ DUH SUHVHQWHG
3DUDPHWULFVWXGLHVKDYHEHHQSHUIRUPHGDLPLQJWRSURYLGHJXLGDQFHIRUVLPLODUPRGHOOLQJRQ
VHWWLQJVDPSOHVL]HVORSHDQJOHDQGWKHFRHIILFLHQWRIIULFWLRQ7KHHIIHFWVRIWKHVHSDUDPHWHUV
RQ WKH VHJUHJDWLRQ SURFHVV DUH DQDO\VHG ,W LV IRXQG WKDW KLJKHU VORSH DQJOH OHDGV WR IDVWHU
VHJUHJDWLRQZKLOHKLJKHUIULFWLRQFRHIILFLHQWUHVXOWVLQKLJKHUGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQ7KHUHVXOWV
SUHVHQWHG ZLWK D QHZO\ GHILQHG GHJUHH RI VHJUHJDWLRQߙஶ  DUH JHQHUDOO\ LQ JRRG DJUHHPHQW
ZLWKWKHSUHYLRXV'VWXGLHVDVLWLVFRQYHUJHGWRDFHUWDLQYDOXHIRUVHYHUDOGLIIHUHQWFRQGLWLRQV
7KLVFRPSDULVRQDOVRUHYHDOVWKDWWKHGHJUHHRIVHJUHJDWLRQLVKLJKHULQWKH'FRQILJXUDWLRQ
DVWKHYRLGIUDFWLRQVDUHKLJKHUDQGWKHPRYHPHQWVLQWKHRWKHUGLUHFWLRQDUHFRQVWUDLQHG,QWKH
PDFURVFRSLFSHUVSHFWLYHWKHSURILOHVRIYROXPHIUDFWLRQDUHSUHVHQWHG2QWKHRWKHUKDQGRQH
RI WKH PDMRU FRQWULEXWLRQ RI WKH FXUUHQW VWXG\ LV WR SURYLGH PLFURVFRSLF HYLGHQFHV IRU WKH
UHYLHZHG PHFKDQLVPV LH NLQHWLF VLHYLQJ DQG VTXHH]H H[SXOVLRQ  VLQFH GLVFUHWH HOHPHQW
PRGHOOLQJ SURGXFHV PRUH GHWDLOHG LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ WKH EHKDYLRXU DQG FRQWDFW FRQGLWLRQV RI
LQGLYLGXDOSDUWLFOHV7KHWUDMHFWRU\RIHDFKSDUWLFOHLVWUDFNHGDQGDQDO\VHGVKRZLQJFOHDUO\WKH
FRQWDFWFRQGLWLRQVH[SHULHQFHGE\HDFKVLQJOHSDUWLFOH,WLVIRXQGWKDWWKHFRQQHFWLYLW\RIVPDOO
SDUWLFOHVDUHDWDORZHUOHYHOWKDQWKDWRIWKHODUJHRQHVLQGLFDWLQJDKLJKHUSUREDELOLW\RIVPDOO
SDUWLFOHVGURSSLQJLQWRYRLGVXQGHUJUDYLW\7KHODUJHSDUWLFOHVH[SHULHQFHDVLJQLILFDQWLQFUHDVH
RIFRQQHFWLYLW\ZKHQWKH\DUHPLJUDWLQJWKURXJKWKHOD\HURIVPDOOSDUWLFOHV
 $&.12:/('*0(17
7KH ZRUN ZDV VXSSRUWHG E\ 5HVHDUFK *UDQWV &RXQFLO RI +RQJ .RQJ XQGHU 5*&*5)
 DQGWKH5HVHDUFK,QVWLWXWHIRU6XVWDLQDEOH8UEDQ'HYHORSPHQWDW7KH+RQJ.RQJ
3RO\WHFKQLF 8QLYHUVLW\ 7KH FRPSXWDWLRQ ZDV SHUIRUPHG XVLQJ WKH +.8 ,QIRUPDWLRQ
7HFKQRORJ\6HUYLFHVUHVHDUFKFRPSXWLQJIDFLOLWLHVWKDWDUHVXSSRUWHGLQSDUWE\WKH+RQJ.RQJ
8*&6SHFLDO(TXLSPHQW*UDQW 6(*+.8 

5()(5(1&(6
>@ $QGUHRWWL % )RUWHUUH < 3RXOLTXHQ 2 Granular Media: Between Fluid and Solid
&DPEULGJH8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
>@ 9DOODQFH -: 6DYDJH 6% LQ 5RVDWR 3$' %ODFNPRUH 3'/ (GV  IUTAM Symp.
Segreg. Granul. Flows6SULQJHU1HWKHUODQGVSS±
>@ .RNHODDU %3 *UDKDP 5/ *UD\ -017 9DOODQFH -: )LQHJUDLQHG OLQLQJV RI
OHYHHG FKDQQHOV IDFLOLWDWH UXQRXW RI JUDQXODU IORZV Earth Planet. Sci. Lett.  
±
>@ ,YHUVRQ507KHSK\VLFVRIGHEULVIORZVRev. Geophys.±
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Abstract. Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) is widely used in infrastructure projects such
as retaining wall and road/railway subgrade for technical and economical reasons. Despite of
the worldwide usage, the basic mechanism of such reinforcement remains obscure, owing to
its discontinuous and heterogeneous nature. Instead of being layered by planar geosynthetic
sheets, soil can be wrapped entirely in geosynthetic containers as soilbags, which improves
bearing capacity and contains the dilatancy of soil. To gain insights into soilbag reinforcement
mechanisms and facilitate the development of soilbag’s constitutive relation, the authors
numerically investigated the micromechanical behavior of the GRS inside a woven geotextile
soilbag under simple shear, by using the Discrete Element Method (DEM). Global and local
stress states and fabric anisotropies in the GRS were investigated. With sustained shear, the
global stress path first approaches the critical state line of the GRS and then turns to soilbag’s
compression line. Meanwhile, local loading-unloading stress paths are experienced, which
may account for high damping of soilbags in cyclic shear. The reducing fabric anisotropies of
normal and tangential force chains suggest greater confinement from the lateral sides of the
geotextile container during simple shear. With new findings in the stress states and the fabric
anisotropies of the wrapped GRS, the confinement mechanism of soilbag is better understood.
1

INTRODUCTION

Our knowledge of geotechnical engineering has been examined and advanced by the
increasing need for countermeasures against ground disasters such as earthquake, slope failure
and landslide. On the other hand, the raising awareness of sustainable development demands
geotechnical engineers of cost-effective and environmental-friendly solutions to geotechnical
problems. In recent decades, Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil (GRS) has manifested itself as one
of the most effective earth/subgrade reinforcement methods ([1], [2]) that deal with both
concerns, e.g. geotextile sheets for soil nailing in retaining wall. Instead of being layered
by planar geosynthetic sheets, soil can be wrapped entirely in geosynthetic containers as
soilbags [3], [4], which brings astonishing rise in bearing capacity, taking advantage of the
straining geosynthetic fabrics that inhibit the dilatancy of soil. Regardless of different ways of
including geosynthetics in the ground, the GRS is fabricated more heterogeneous than natural
soils. Adding to this the discontinuity and anisotropy at the soil-to-geosynthetic interface, it is
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difficult to conduct a comprehensive evaluation on the performance and the mechanisms of
the GRS from the onset of external load until the global/local failure of geosynthetic
reinforcement in conventional continuum approach. On the other hand, the design of the GRS
as road/railway subgrade or foundation reinforcement are mostly based on laboratory testing
and empirical assumptions, thus presenting a great need of developing efficient numerical
tools to model the GRS in various forms and types.
Several attempts on the finite modeling of the soilbag-wrapped GRS were made using truss
elements for modeling the tensile behavior of geosynthetic fabric. The performance of soilbag
reinforcement was examined at different scales, ranging from the soilbag-assembly level [5]
to the soil-to-bag interface level where slip, surface separation and reclosure were dealt with
explicitly by using master/slave surface concept [6], [7]. Discontinuity and large deformation
at the interface can be effectively tackled by implement this concept in the finite element
scheme, but they could be more straightforwardly handled using discrete approaches like the
Discrete Element Method (DEM).
In present study, woven geotextile was considered as the wrapping material of soilbag. It
has peculiar mechanical behaviors owing to ease relative motion between yarns, fabric
abrasion and impregnation (e.g. resin matrix) [8]. The structural mechanics of this woven
system can be well represented by orthogonal bars with nodes linked by diagonal and
rotational springs. A simplified version was initiated by Thoeni et al. [9] using the DEM [10],
considering only the stretching springs with a stochastically distorted law which accounts for
the initial distortion of hexagonal wire mesh. Their approaches generally suit any woven
system. In this work, the 3D woven structure of a DEM woven geotextile container was
constructed in a similar manner. The filling material was prepared using a polydisperse
packing with a scaled particle size distribution (PSD) of Toyoura sand. The macroscopic
response of the geotextile and the sand were calibrated against laboratory results separately.
Following the previous work [11] which validated the DEM soilbag in compression loading
condition, this work aims to clarify the reinforcement mechanism of soilbag enclosure under
simple shear, with the knowledge of fabric and stress state evolution attained from the
micromechanical behavior of the GRS inside soilbag. This numerical study is conducted
using an open-source frame work YADE [10].
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Characteristics of PP geotextile: (a) Woven fabric structure and (b) Tensile behavior according to [12]

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF WOVEN GEOTEXTILE BAG
The woven geotextile has a fabric structure that consists of polypropylene (PP) yarns
overlapping one and another orthogonally, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This regular interlocked
fabric ensures the stability of the woven system and reduces the dilatancy of the GRS
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(affected by the aperture size ratio) [13]. In the previous shear tests [14], the PP (0.39mm in
thickness) geotextile (see Fig. 1) was used as the wrapping material. Prior to shear, a woven
geotextile soilbag was thoroughly compacted until 80 mm height was reached approximately,
as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Because curved lateral faces appeared after the initial compaction
and the geotextile container was cuboid-shaped initially (400 mm in length and width, and
100 mm in height), the soilbag’s cross sections perpendicular to long/short axis after the
compaction are assumed as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). From these cross sections, the 3D mesh of
the woven geotextile soilbag is derived as shown in Fig. 2(c).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Representative laboratory soilbag under shear and assumed (b) cross sections, (c) 3D mesh

3

DISCRETE MODELING OF SOILBAG

Discrete element modeling of soilbag needs to deal with not only discontinuity in particles,
but anisotropy and heterogeneous caused by the geotextile enclosure as well. These problems
can be solved radically by discretizing the GRS as an assembly of polydisperse particles that
are capable of transferring loads and getting mobilized by sliding and rolling/twisting. In
present work, the nodes where the woven fabric’s warp and weft meet were idealized as
imaginary spheres in an orthogonal grid, connected with each other by remote springs [9].
These geotextile nodes and springs were configured on the soilbag mesh as shown in Fig 2(c).
The macro response of the sand and the woven PP geotextile fabric are separately calibrated.
With the sand’s representative volume (RV) properly prepared, a packing satisfying soilbag’s
boundary was generated, having a specified initial void ratio e0 = 0.68.
3.1 Determination of local parameters
The materials considered in the DEM are usually calibrated against their macroscopic
responses in laboratory. Results from triaxial/biaxial testing on soil specimen under different
confining pressure are commonly compared with those replicated by the DEM models. In this
work, the simplified Hertz-Mindlin non slip contact model [15] with the Moment Transfer
Law (MTL) [16] was adopted for describing the local behaviors between spherical particles.
Modeling tensile behavior of geotextile requires the tensile constitutive relations extracted
from tensile tests and the interface frictional angle calibrated in pullout or shear tests. The
tensile behavior of the PP geotextile was examined in laboratory (see Fig. 1(b)) and then
represented by nonlinear remote springs in the DEM. Both the constitutive laws have been
implemented in YADE by Modenese [17] and Thoeni [9] respectively.
The Toyoura sand inside the soilbag weighs 24 kg as in the previous tests [14]. The sand is
uniformly graded (D60/D10 = 1.3) with the average diameter rmean = 0.2 mm and the specific
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gravity Gs = 2.65 g/cm3. However, in the simulations, the DEM sand specimen was
represented by a packing made of 1,000 particles with a scaled PSD with rmean = 3 mm and Gs
= 2.65g/cm3, prepared in the periodic boundary condition (PBC). The same initial void ratio
(e0 = 0.68) as in the real sand specimen [18] was attained in the DEM packing before used for
calibrating the parameters of the simplified Hertz-Mindlin contact model. Fig. 3 compares the
response of the DEM packing and the Toyoura sand specimen (50mm in diameter and 100
mm in height) in drained triaxial compression conditions. Local behaviors of the DEM
packing were controlled using the soil parameters listed in Table 1. Note that if the 3D
geometry illustrated in Fig. 2(c) holds perfectly in laboratory, the volume of one soilbag after
initial compaction would be 0.015 m3, i.e. an initial void ratio of 0.68 approximately after the
initial compaction. Therefore it is reasonable to use the same PBC packing (e0 = 0.68) as the
representative volume to generate the GRS packing inside the soilbag.

Figure 3: Response of dense Toyoura sand (e0 = 0.68) in drained triaxial tests and simulations
Table 1: Local parameters for Hertz-Mindlin contacts

Young’s
modulus (GPa)
Soil/Soil
4/4
Soil/Geotextile 4/8
Geotextile/Plate 8/200

Poisson
ratio
0.33
0.33
0.33

Rolling/ twisting
stiffness
0.13
0.13
0.13

Density
(kg/m3)
2650
444
7850

Frictional
angle (°)
29
21
90

The current modeling purpose is to investigate dry woven fabric’s interactions with soil.
Therefore, the woven fabric was modeled in such a scale where the fabric’s structural
mechanics can be described. This is done by linking with remote springs the orthogonal
placed physical nodes where the warp and the weft meet, as shown in Fig 1(a). Because the
fabric is constantly strained with great tensile force during tests, sliding between warp and
weft was excluded in the current modeling scheme. Though the authors are aware of the
irregularities in yarn properties and fabric organization, the stochastically shift of forcedisplacement curve as formulated in [9] was not considered. Instead, the tensile behavior was
solely governed by the constitutive relation shown in Fig. 1(b). The interface behavior was
calibrated by shearing a sand box on a fixed geotextile sheet, considering a variety of normal
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load. A series of DEM simulations were run under the same conditions. The best agreement
against the test data was obtained when 21° was used as the interface frictional angle for the
soil-geotextile contact. Detailed explanation on the calibration process can be found in [11].
3.2 Soilbag-wrapped GRS packing generation
With the 3D boundary of soilbag assumed in Fig 2(c), it is easy to fill the volume with a
properly generated sphere packing by the radius expansion method. The primary concern is to
prepare a soilbag-wrapped GRS packing which fits well into the soilbag boundary, and in the
meantime preserves the same fabric structure as in the tests. Because void ratio is the most
conventional and handy indicator to describe the structure of an isotropic specimen and also
of great significance in classical soil models, the authors seek a packing generation process
that eventually makes the packing attain at a preferred void ratio and sufficiently conform to
the 3D boundary, without inducing large internal force.
For this purpose, the PBC packing in section 3.1 was used as the RV to generate the GRS
packing. The assembled cuboid-shaped packing using 100 RV duplicates (10 along both xand y-axis) has intrinsic fabric consistency, owing to the compatible contacts along the
boundaries of the neighboring RV copies. Because the response of the RV packing was
rigorously calibrated against a series of triaxial tests (though not precisely for volumetric
strain at high confining stress), the cuboid packing is capable of quantitatively reproducing
the macro response and providing insights into the fabric characteristics of the wrapped GRS.

Figure 4: Filtered soilbag packing by assumed 3D boundary (x-y plane cross section)

The cuboid GRS packing was filtered to satisfy the 3D soilbag boundary (the thick black
envelope in Fig. 4). The key components representing the soilbag on the cross section plane
before the radius expansion is shown in Fig. 4. To make the filtered packing sufficiently
conform to the boundary, each soil sphere was allowed to grow with a small multiplier (Er =
1.0001) simultaneously whenever the unbalanced force was sufficiently dissipated (less than
10-3). At this stage, the geotextile nodes (black spheres in Fig. 4) were fixed in space. While
searching for the equilibrium state, the system was given a 0.9 damping coefficient so that the
induced numerical viscosity could prevent the packing from deviating too much from the
original fabric configuration. The expansion finished when the packing’s Delaunay cells (2D
triangles of Fig. 4 in 2D but tetrahedron in 3D) ceased to grow and the mean relative overlap
ratio dropped down to 2.0 × 10-8 (same value as in the initial RV packing). At last the packing
consists of 68,883 spheres with e0 = 0.675 was gained as the GRS packing inside the bag. It
should be noted that in the PBC the void ratio is computed using the periodic cell volume.
Analogously, the void ratio of soilbag is based on the total volume of the Delaunay cells.
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Validation of the soilbag model
The macro responses obtained from the unconfined compression and the simple shear (SS)
tests were used to validate the proposed DEM soilbag model [11]. Due to page limitation, this
paper only focuses on the SS cases. Shearing (with vertical dead load P = 1.33, 1.87, 2.41 kN)
on a single-layered PP soilbag were performed by horizontally pulling a steel loading plate
with tensile force Q at a 0.02%/s shear strain rate. To minimize the interface sliding, abrasive
paper (grit 40) was firmly attached to the bottom of the loading plate and the top of the test
platform. In the simulation, the geotextile-plate contacts were given a 90° frictional angle to
eradicate the interfacial sliding. To lower computational cost, only one soilbag was modeled
in the simulations and the initial compaction was left out. The compaction’s effect on e0 has
been taken into account as stated in section 3.1. The strain rate was set constant at 10%/sec in
the simulations. At this rate, the unbalanced force was kept at a negligible level (lower than
10-3). Though not shown here, consistent macro response was gained by using 1%/sec and
0.1%/sec strain rates.

Figure 5: Response of soilbag under simple shear (a) tangential-normal stress ratio, (b) normal strain

Good agreement was gained between the responses from the tests and the simulations with
the parameters given in Table 1. Fig. 5 gives the evolutions of two shear-to-tangential stress
ratios on the loading plate τ/σn = Q/P and the x-y plane of the wrapped GRS τzx/σz, computed
from the average stress tensor σ over the GRS domain using equation (1). In the simulation,
the maximum of normal strain εn was reproduced higher than in the tests. This is possibly due
to the lack of the initial compaction in the simulations. As stated in [19], cyclic loading (initial
compaction) rearranges the strong force chain being increasingly anisotropic, which in return
leads to the hardening of granular material. The response of τ/σn accurately matches with the
test data. τzx/σz was found falling progressively behind τ/σn, owing to increasing σz in the GRS
(see Fig. 6) due to the confinement effect from the soilbag enclosure. A closer look at the
components of the average stress tensor σ in Fig. 6 further clarifies the contribution of soilbag
confinement. It can be seen that when the wrapped GRS approached its shear strength the
lateral stress σx and σy almost doubled. However it should be noted that because σz grows
steadily with sustained shear, there should be neither maximum nor softening in the τzx
response. It seems that upon reaching the critical condition, the stress state of the soilbag-
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wrapped GRS can be approximated as an isotropic pressure coupled with a pair of shear
stresses in the shear (x-z) plain.

Figure 6: Average stress components over soil domain under simple shear with P = (a) 1.33 (b) 1.87 (c) 2.41 kN

4.2 Stress states in soilbag
The particle-based stress tensor can be computed using equation (1) where σ is the bulk
stress tenor, d c and f c are the branch vector and the contact force vector. V is the volume of a
Voronoi cell containing one particle. Averaging over the stress tensors in a preferred domain,
one can easily acquire the corresponding global/local macro stress tensor and thus the mean
stress p and deviatoric stress q. As the soilbag packing is derived from the original RV
packing in PBC cells, it is reasonable to base the local p, q values on these RV duplicates. The
stress components in Fig. 5 and 6 are computed in such an averaging manner.
σ

1
d c  f c
V Nc

(1)

Stress tensors were averaged in five volumes #1 ~ #5 aligning along x axis. Each consists
of four neighboring RVs as shown in Fig. 7. #0 represents the overall Delaunay volume of the
soilbag from which the void ratio e is computed.

Figure 7: Illustration of five selected volumes for probing local stress path

The stress paths of the PP soilbag under SS are plotted in Fig. 8. Due to the page limitation，
only four cases (P = 2.41, 12.05, 24.1 and 36.15 kN) are reported in here. In each case, the
global stress path initially deviated from the compression path, approaching the critical state
line (CSL). Because greater confinement comes with higher vertical load (as will be detailed
in section 4.3), the GRS’s CSL slope reduces as the vertical dead load increases. In all cases,
interesting loading-unloading local stress paths were found in the middle part (#2 ~ #4) of the
GRS. After passing the Phase Transformation Stage (PTS) which coincides with the transition
of εn from compressive to dilative, further shear deformation resulted in persistent drop in
both p and q levels along the CSL. With the soil in the middle flowing with almost constant
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volume, the soil neighboring the lateral boundaries (#1, #5) was constantly compressed with
stress states along the compression line. At global scale, stress states in the GRS evolved
towards a uniform state after the PTS. Soilbag’s high damping ratio [5] could be attributed to
the hysteresis effect induced by the partial loading-unloading stress paths during each
monotonic stage of cyclic shear. These absorbing local loading paths could be attributed to the
redistribution of internal forces induced by SS loading. The transfer of concentrated forces
into the domain in the vicinity of lateral boundary is visualized in the force chain of Fig. 9 (P
= 12.05 kN). The chain’s radii and color represent the magnitudes of normal and the
tangential force vector respectively. Upon the soilbag reaching its shear strength, the tension
distribution exhibited the opposite pattern as in the unconfined compression condition: tensile
force on the lateral faces was higher than on the top and bottom surface of the geotextile bag.

Figure 8: Global and local stress paths under SS with vertical load: (a) 2.41, (b) 12.05, (c) 24.1 and (d) 36.15 kN

P

P
Q

Figure 9: Force chain, p distribution in GRS and T distribution on geotextile at (a) initial state and (b) final state.
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4.3 On fabric anisotropies of soilbag
Using the measurement of fabric configuration [20] the authors seek the characteristics of
the fabric anisotropies in the soilbag-wrapped GRS. Getting this knowledge may help
understand the soilbag confinement mechanism from a microscopic perspective. With the
information on particles’ spatial configuration and internal force chain, equation (2) ~ (4) give
the corresponding fabric tensors namely φc, χ n, and χ t.
c 
χn 

χt 

1
Nc

n

c

 nc

(2)

Nc

1
Nc

1 a

f nc n c  n c
c
: (n c  n c )

(3)

1
Nc

ftc t c  nc

c
c
c
N c 1  a : (n  n )

(4)

Nc

where n c, t c = the unit vectors normal and tangential to the contact plane, Nc = the total
number of the possible contacts which include: (a) soil-to-soil, (b) soil-to-geotextile, (c) soilto-plate (only definable after geotextile failure); fn c and ft c are the length of inter-particle
contact force along normal and tangential direction. ac = 15devφc/2 is the fabric anisotropy
tensor due to geometrical change. Analogously using the averaged contact normal force f 0 =
trχ n, the other two mechanical induced anisotropy tensors can be defined as an = 15devχ n/(2 f
0
), a t = 15devχ t/(3 f 0). The second invariants of these tensors can be used to measure the
magnitudes of anisotropies using equation (5).
a *  sign( S r )

3 * *
a :a
2

(5)

where * stand for c, n, t accordingly, Sr calculates the inclination between a specific
anisotropy tensor with the stress deviator devσ. The following sections will discuss the
relation of these fabric anisotropies with the confinement effect and the shear strength.

Figure 10: Evolution of fabric anisotropies an and ac of soilbag during SS under different vertical dead loads

Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the fabric anisotropies an and ac with shear strain γ under SS.
For all the considered SS cases, an dropped gradually with sustained γ after passing the PTS,
indicating increasing normal and tangential force chains built along the lateral directions.
Macroscopically, this resulted in rising lateral stress σx and σy. Under SS, the fabric anisotropy
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due to the geometrical configuration of the wrapped GRS has a similar tendency to that of soil
specimen in triaxial compression DEM simulations. In both cases, ac becomes stagnant when
the soil reaches its shear strength. It is obvious that the critical value of ac in granular material
is closely related to the material’s shear strength and frictional constant. For soilbag-wrapped
GRS, the critical ac should be determined from both the geotextile’s tensile stiffness and the
soil property. Fig. 10 also gives a group of fabric anisotropy responses under a variety of
vertical dead loads. In addition to ac’s variation with respect to shear, the critical ac was found
reducing with higher levels of normal load, indicating ac as a state parameter related to the
stress state of the wrapped GRS. Similar pattern exists among the response of the mechanical
fabric anisotropy an under different vertical loads. However, as the vertical load increases, the
curve of an in Fig. 10 is shifted downward. Though not shown in here, similar trend for at was
obtained as well. It can be concluded that the confinement on the soilbag-wrapped GRS does
not only develop under compression, but during shear as well. The greater the compression
prior to shear, the greater attainable confinement presents in soilbag during shear. It is worth
noticing that with higher vertical load, the slope of the CSL of the GRS decreases gradually.
Because deviatoric stress in the GRS becomes comparatively lower than in soil specimen
under the same loading condition, less distortion is anticipated in the GRS. As a result, the
dilatancy of soil is better contained by using soilbag earth reinforcement method.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In present study, the polypropylene soilbag is modeled using the discrete element method
under simple shear condition. The parameters for contact laws were calibrated against the
response of triaxial, width-wide tensile and shearing box tests. With a properly assumed 3D
geometry, the soilbag model was rigorously prepared by using the representative volumes
generated in the periodic boundary condition which was also used for calibrating the contact
model. The filtered packing’s radii were expanded to conform to the soilbag boundary. The
proposed model has been validated by a group of simple shear tests. Some interesting findings
of the geosynthetic reinforced soil wrapped by soilbag are stated as follows.
 Global stress path during simple shear firstly approaches the critical state line then
heads away towards soilbag’s compression line. Interesting loading-reloading paths were
observed in the middle part of the soilbag, which could result in partial hysteresis behavior,
explaining high damping inside soilbag.
 Confinement is the soilbag reinforcement’s primary mechanism which is measurable
by using the mechanically induced fabric anisotropies. After passing the phase transformation
stage, the confinement effect was found increasing with sustained shear.
 It can be concluded that soilbag’s confinement does not only take place during loading
at normal direction (unconfined and triaxial compression), shear loading facilitates the
development of the confinement effect as well, resulting in the reduced slope of the critical
state line of the geosynthetic reinforced soil and better control on the dilatancy of soil.
The current work is a part of an ongoing research project, aiming at the scientific design of
soilbag earth reinforcement as sustainable solutions to geotechnical problems. The validated
model will be examined in a variety of loads mostly encountered in infrastructure foundations
and subgrades. Future work will cover a comparative study on the behavior and mechanism of
the geosynthetic reinforced soil in the form of soilbag and in other types and forms.
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Summary: This paper deals with the behavior of packed spherical particles sheared on
rough surfaces. The discrete element method (DEM) is used to model the granular material.
Likewise, the roughness is modeled by spherical boundary conditions. From the simulations
the effect of surface roughness on the shear strength and the granular material behavior near
the interface is reported for various shearing conditions. The results of the numerical
simulations showed that, for a particles roughness diameter larger than the average particles
diameter of the granular material, the medium is uniformly sheared and the shear strength
reaches a constant value. For smaller diameter of the particles roughness, the interface shear
strength and the shear strip thickness increased with the diameter of the particles roughness.
1

INTRODUCTION

There are many examples illustrating the importance of predicting shear strength and
granular behaviour at the interface between granular material and rough surface. When fresh
concrete is being placed into the forms or during concrete pumping, a lubrication layer [1],
called “boundary layer” is formed at the interface as illustrated in Figure1.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the interface concrete – rough surface.
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The understanding of the mechanisms leading to the formation of the boundary layer is
important for the ability to ensure a good concrete placement in forms. As well, the concrete
flow in the pipe is closely linked to the friction between the concrete and the wall [2].
Previous experimental work has been conducted on fresh concrete by using a plane
tribometer, the results showed that many parameters related to the properties of the granular
material and the surface characteristics play a crucial role in determining the shear strength at
the interface [1]. Moreover, several studies in geotechnical engineering using different testing
devices showed that the behaviour of the granular materials such as soils near the interface is
closely related to soil deformations experienced by structures [3,4]. These two examples
(interface concrete-wall and interface soil-structure) show that the interface behaviour plays
an important role. This is why, understanding and characterizing the mechanisms at the
interface, which is impossible by experiments due to difficulty in collecting microscopic
information, is becoming increasingly important.
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a useful tool to model at grain scale the interface
granular material – rough wall. To simulate such as interface, the main challenge is to be able
to simplify its complexity and focuse on determining the effect of roughness on the granular
behaviour. At micro scale, the real surface roughness is represented by asperities. The shapes
of asperities are irregular. In order to ease the roughness modeling, most of the previous
studies have been conducted on regular roughness made of grains similar to the flowing
grains. The results showed that the surface roughness has an effect on the behaviour of the
granular material near the interface [5,6]. In this paper, an irregular roughness is modelled by
monodispersed spherical particles spread arbitrarily on a horizontal plan. Regarding the real
granular material which is composed of particles with different sizes and shapes, it is
simplified by slightly polydispersed spheres, while the effects of particles rolling result from
their shapes are taken into account by introducing a rolling resistance coefficient.
Until now, the influence of the roughness on the development of shear banding occurring
near the interface and the shear strength is still not fully known. This paper presents a study
on the effect of irregular roughness on interface behavior of DEM-simulated granular
materials. The paper is organised as follows. The numerical model and the contact laws used
are described in Sec.2. The simulation method is developed and described in Sec.3. The
analysis of the data is given in Sec.4. In Sec. 5, the results of discrete particles simulations are
discussed, while conclusions and perspectives are formulated in Sec.6.
2 NUMERICAL MODEL
Using DEM simulations, the understanding of the macroscopic behavior can be obtained
from microscopic information. The Discrete Element Method (DEM) introduced by Cundall
and Strack [7] is used here. In the DEM, the motion of each individual particle and its
interactions with neighbouring particles and other objects over time are described. All the
simulations presented here have been performed with an in-house DEM code (DemGCE)
developed at Mines Douai [8,9,10,11]. The contact laws used in this study and presented
below have been developed and tested in the silo configuration in previous works [11]. The
semi-implicit Euler method is used for solving the differential equations of motion for each
particle. In the smooth-DEM method, penetration between two particles in contact is allowed,
and it is used as the basis of the force contact calculation. For instance, two adjoining particles
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1 and 2 experience at contact point a relative overlap δn (1) which results in a contact force
F12 (2) :
⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛 = (|𝑋𝑋1 − 𝑋𝑋2 | − 𝑅𝑅1 − 𝑅𝑅2 ) ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑛𝑛12

(1)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐹𝐹12 = 𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛⃗ + 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡

(2)

with the normal vector between both particles, n12, being parallel to the line connecting
their centers and pointing from 2 to 1. Here, X1 and X2 are the particles positions, while R1 and
R2 are their radii.
The force between particles 1 and 2 acting at the contact point is decomposed into a normal
(Fn) and tangential (Ft) components. The vectors n and t are respectively the unit vectors of
the local reference system in the normal and tangential directions.
The normal contact force (3) shares between a nonlinear elastic force (Hertz model) and a
dissipative force (Pöschel and Schwager model) [12,13]. The parameters of the elastic part are
the Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν and the overlap δn while for the dissipative part, the
model involves a damping coefficient A and the overlap δn.
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
F
n,2→1 = −

4√R∗ 1 − v12 1 − v22
(
+
)
3
E1
E2

−1

3

(δ2n +

A1 + A 2
δ̇n √δn ) . n
⃗
2

(3)

where R* is the effective radius R*= (R1xR2) / (R1+R2).

The tangential contact force (4) is described by the Mindlin model (micro-slip) [14] (4) and
limited by Coulomb criterion (entire slip) (8) which is characterized by the incremental linear
force-displacement relationship in the elastic range.
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗t 
Ft,2→1 (𝑡𝑡) = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
Ft,2→1 (𝑡𝑡 − 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) + ∆F

(4)

⃗⃗⃗⃗t = K t ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
∆F
V12 (𝑡𝑡) ∆t

(5)

K t = 8 G12 √δn R∗

(6)

The tangential stiffness Kt is given by equation (6), V12 is the relative velocity (V1 – V2) in
the tangential direction and Δt is the time-step.

G12 represents the shear modulus (7).

G12 =

1
E1
E2
(
)(
)
2 (2 − v1 )(1 + v1 ) (2 − v2 )(1 + v2 )

(7)

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
Ft = min (|F
t,2→1 (𝑡𝑡)| ; |μ Fn,2→1 |)

(8)

Thereby the tangential contact force is represented by (8)
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The energy loss during the rolling is taken into account in our model by the rolling
resistance torque defined in (9). Where μrolling is the rolling coefficient.
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
M12 = −R∗ μrolling |F12,n |
ω12 = ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
ω1 − ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
ω2 

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
ω12
|ω12 |

(9)
(10)

The relative angular velocity, ω12, is calculated from the difference between the angular
velocities of both particles.
The parameters used for the simulations are mentioned in Table 1. A parametric analysis
was performed to elucidate the influence of the rolling and friction coefficients. The values of
Young’s modulus and time step were chosen to reduce the computational expense of
simulation, while the values of the other parameters were fixed according to the most used
values in the literature for glass beads which were used for an experimental approach and
introduced in an earlier paper [15].
Table 1: Material and simulations parameters.

Parameter symbol (units)
Young’s modulus E (Pa)
Poisson’s ratio ν (-)
Rolling coefficient μrolling (-)
Damping coefficient A (s-1)
Friction coefficient μ (-)
Time-step Δt (s)

Value
1.0 E+8
0.29
0.002
4.5 E-5
0.15
1.0 E-6

3 SIMULATION METHOD
The discrete element simulations of dry spherical particles have been carried out in the
plane shear geometry without gravity. Previous numerical investigations on this simple
geometry were conducted for several purposes, e.g: Da Cruz et al [16] studied the third body
flow inside a contact and the particle detachments have been modelled by Fillot et al [17].
In this study, to perform a simulation, two stages are requested: preparation of a confined
packing and shearing stage. As a first stage, random sequential addition (RSA) algorithm [18]
is used. 10000 spherical particles are randomly distributed without any overlap in a box with
periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions [Figure 2-a]. The particles are slightly
polydisperse in order to prevent crystallization, their size distribution lies within ± 10 % of the
mean diameter d which is equal to 1.0 cm. The particles density ρ is 2.5 g/cm3. The box
dimensions are 15d ; 20d ; 30d respectively in x, y and z directions. In order to prepare a
confined packing, after the initial particles positions are determined, with no gravity, the
rough walls move vertically at controlled velocity Vc (11).
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃) ∗ 𝑐𝑐

(11)

where stresst represents the confining pressure exerted by the particles on each rough wall at
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instant t , P is the required confining pressure and c is a constant but influenced by the rigidity
of the boundary condition.
During walls movement, the packing height changes [Figure 2-b]. The initial volume
fraction was around 0.35 and the volume fraction of the confined packing reaches 0.62
[Figure 1-c].

Figure 2: Preparation of confined packing.

The simulation was run until the confining pressure reaches the required confining pressure
“P”. Figure 3-a depicts an example of the evolution of the confining pressure during the first
stage for a desired value of 50 kPa. In the shearing stage [Figure 3-b], the confined packing is
sheared between the two rough walls without gravity, y is the shear direction. As shown in
figure 3-b the walls are moving horizontally in opposite direction at a velocity V0. During this
stage, the confining pressure on each wall is controlled. Then, the normal velocity of the
moving walls is given by (11).

Figure 3: (a) Evolution of the confining pressure during the preparation of a confined packing and (b) Plane
shear simulation.
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The moving walls are roughened by coating their surface with a layer of monodispersed
spheres (the spheres all have the same diameter). Wall roughness is thus defined as the
diameter of the spheres. Indeed, actual surfaces are covered with hills and valleys of various
sizes and shapes. To model an irregular roughness, the 2D RSA algorithm was used to
distribute randomly the spheres on the wall. The spheres used for the roughness have
diameters 0.5d; 0.75; 1d; 1.25d; 1.5d and 2d respectively, where d is the mean diameter of the
particles in the granular material.

Figure 4: Roughness surfaces modeled by a packing of spherical boundary conditions.

Table 2 summarises the performed simulations.
Table 2: Summary of simulations.

Wall roughness
Confining pressure P (kPa)
Velocity V0 (d/s)

0.5d  2d
50 ; 100 ; 200
10

The values mentioned in Table 2 are chosen for an inertial number I (12) smaller than 10-2.
Indeed, the results of discrete simulations conducted on regular roughness showed that the
profile of mean velocity depends on I [19]. For small I (<0.1), the velocity profile is linear
(absence of localization of the shear near the interface). However, the results obtained by Da
Cruz et al [20] showed that localization may occur for very small I, small polydispersity, less
rigid grains and with gravity which breaks homogeneity of the stress tensor.
𝐼𝐼 = 𝛾𝛾̇ 𝑑𝑑 √

𝜌𝜌
𝑃𝑃

(12)

where 𝛾𝛾̇ is the shear rate (s-1), d is the mean diameter of the particles in the granular
material (m), ρ is the particles density (kg/m3) and P is the confining pressure (Pa).
4 STEADY SHEAR STATE
During the rough walls movement, the particles of the granular material exert a force on
each rough wall. The component of this force in the shear direction is called shear strength.
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The Figure 5 shows an example of the shear strength evolution on the upper and the lower
rough wall. The shear strength reaches a maximum “peak” and then decreases to a plateau.
The peak corresponds to the necessary strength to interlock the irregularities of two surfaces
in contact until motion occurs (static friction).The steady shear state is characterized by a
kinetic regime (kinetic friction) where the fluctuations of the shear strength around the
average are less than 10%. In this paper the term “shear stress” refers to the ratio of the
average shear strength exerted on the two walls calculated in the plateau (steady shear state)
to the rough wall surfaces. In each simulation, same upper and lower absolute value of the
shear stress is obtained.

Figure 5: Evolution of the shear strength on the upper and the lower rough walls (roughness 2d ; P = 100 kPa
and V0 = 10 d/s).

As well, in the steady shear state, the velocity profile averaged in time has been plotted.
This profile presents the variation of the particles velocities in the shear direction as a function
of the simulated system height. For each momentary velocity profile (pr), the system is sliced
into n horizontal layer with a thickness equal to mean particles diameter d [Figure 6-a]. The
mean velocity Vm,j in the layer j is then calculated : it is the sum of the ratio between particles
velocities in the layer j, of all profiles (pr) and the particles number in the layer j.
pr=𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 i= nj(pr)

Vm,j = ∑

∑

pr =1

i=1

Vi,j (pr)
nj (pr)

(13)

Vi,j(pr) is the momentary velocity in the shear direction of particle (i) in the layer (j) for
profile (pr). And nj(pr) is the particles number in layer (j) for profile (pr).
Thus, the profile of mean velocity is described as the set of points which represent the
mean velocities calculated in layer j (j = 1  n) [Figure 6-b].
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Figure 6: (a) slicing of the granular medium into n layers and (b) mean velocity profile.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Figure 7-a shows the influence of the roughness on the shear stress and mean velocity
profile. In contrast of results obtained on regular roughness, the simulations of irregular
roughness showed that for very small I (< 10-2), the roughness has a significant effect on the
shear stress and the mean velocity profile.

Figure 7: Shear stress as a function of roughness: mean velocity profile (dotted lines); V0 = 10 d/s (Shear time =
10 seconds).

For each confining pressure P, the curve can be divided into two zones A and B [Figure 7b]. The vertical line between both zones corresponds to a roughness diameter around 0.75d. In
zone A, it is revealed that for increasing roughness particles diameter, the shear stress
increases. In addition, it can be observed that for a roughness of 0.5d the velocity profile has a
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localization shear in one zone near the rough surface. In such cases, sliding occurs and the
mean velocity profile has “L” shape. With increase in confining pressure and diameter of
particles roughness, sliding decreases and the shape of the mean velocity profile passes from
“L” to “S”. Whereas, in zone B, with the increase of the roughness particles diameter (≥ 1d),
the shear stress remains constant and the velocity profile becomes linear. The transition from
zone A to zone B shows that there is a critical diameter; in our case it is between 0.75d and
1d, for which the roughness does not affect neither the shear stress, nor the velocity profile.
Such findings may be explained as following: with the wall movement and for bigger
roughness diameter, the asperities created between the roughness particles enhance the
hanging of the granular material particles near the wall. Thus, shear can develop in the
granular body and along the interface between granular material and rough wall (absence of
shear localization). While for smaller roughness diameter (< 1d), the asperities of the rough
wall are not large enough to allow shear development in the granular body.
5 CONSLUSIONS
The plane shear of spherical particles between two rough walls has been modeled with an
in-house Discrete Element Method code (DemGCE) developed at Mines Douai. To generate a
friction, both rough walls were moved in opposite directions, while the confining pressure is
controlled. All simulations were performed with no gravity. In each simulation, the shear
stress in the kinetic regime has been measured and the mean velocity profile has been plotted.
Then, the effect on the wall roughness on each parameter has been studied.
In contrast with previous studies, the results showed that for small I (< 0.1), the roughness
is an essential parameter which affects the shear stress and the mean velocity profile. Shear
localization was observed for particles roughness diameter less than the mean particles
diameter of the granular material. In this case, the shear stress increases with increasing
roughness particles diameter. On the contrary, for bigger roughness particles diameter, the
roughness has no effect on the shear stress nor mean velocity profile. The main outcome of
this study was that the behavior of granular material near the interface depends essentially on
the roughness asperities.
The effect of roughness on the granular behavior has been studied. A proper investigation
on the understanding of the interlocking mechanisms near the interface should be carried out.
Such a study leads to determine the critical depth of interlocking particles in the asperities
from which the roughness does not affect the results.
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Abstract. The evolution of shear zones in initially medium dense cohesionless sand for quasistatic earth pressure problems of a retaining wall was analysed with a 3D discrete element
method DEM using spheres with contact moments. The passive sand failure for a very rough
retaining wall undergoing horizontal translation was discussed. Attention was paid to vortex
and anti-vortex structures appearing in granular shear zones. Three different methods were
introduced to find granular vortices.
1

INTRODUCTION

The granular vortex structures (swirling motion of several grains around its central point)
are frequently observed in experiments on dense granular materials - they are a direct
manifestation of grain rearrangement and therefore they can be thought of as a basic
mechanism of irreversible deformation [1-3]. They become apparent when the motion
associated with uniform (affine) strain is subtracted from the actual granular deformation.
They are reminiscent of turbulence in fluid dynamics (Radjai and Roux) [4], however the
amount of the grain rotation is several ranges of magnitude smaller (~0.01o - 0.1o) than the
fluid vortex rotation and granular flow is too slow to induce inertial force characteristic for
turbulences in fluid. They were studied by means of the discrete element method (DEM) by
many researchers. The vortices are regarded as playing a strong role in heat convection in dry
granular flows [5] and in reducing the amount of frictional dissipation in fault gouges [6].
According to Peters and Walizer [7] vortices represent an independent flow field following its
own governing equations and satisfying its own (null) boundary conditions. The dominant
mechanism responsible for vortex formation was the buckling of force chains [8], [9]. The
collapse of main force chains leads to the formation of larger voids and their build-up to the
formation of smaller voids [9].
In general, it is difficult to say at this stage of research whether vortex structures have any
significant impact on the granular matter and how they could be taken into account in
calculations. The reason is that the mechanisms ruling the creation and reduction of vortices
are not fully recognized yet. The vortex structures were mainly observed in shear zones (they
appear prior to shear banding) which are fundamental phenomena observed in granular soils
under drained and undrained conditions [10-14]. Since the micromechanical behaviour and
fabric properties of granular materials are inherently discontinuous, heterogeneous and nonlinear, the application of the discrete element method DEM, which represents the material as
an assemblage of independent grains interacting with one another, has immediate physical
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appeal. DEM became more and more popular nowadays for modelling granular materials due
to an increasing speed of computers, a connection to the finite element method [15], its
usefulness in multi-scale approaches [16] and a realistic reproduction of micro-scale
phenomena such as: vortices, periodic volume changes, micro-bands, force chains. Their
disadvantages are: high computational cost, inability to model grain shape accurately and
difficulty to validate it experimentally.
The objective of this paper is to present the comprehensive 2D studies by DEM of vortex
and anti-vortex-structures in sand behind a rigid wall during its quasi-static passive translation
by taking shear localization into account. We developed 3 different methods to identify
swirling patterns of particle motions in the form of vortex- and anti-vortex-structuresstructures from a displacement field in two dimensions. In order to accelerate the computation
time, some simplifications were assumed: large cylindrical elements with contact moments,
linear sphere distribution, linear normal contact model and no particle breakage. A threedimensional discrete model YADE developed at University of Grenoble was applied [17,18].
The discrete calculations were solely carried out with initially dense sand. The paper consists
of two main parts. In the first part, discrete elements results of a passive earth pressure were
summarized to show the capability of DEM to realistically simulate shear localization in sand.
In the second part, the formation of vortex structures was discussed. The evolution of these
structures was compared with the evolution of force chains, contact forces, sphere contacts,
local void ratio, grain rotations and grain displacements.
2 DISCRETE MODEL
In order to simulate the behaviour of real sand, a three-dimensional spherical discrete
model YADE was developed at University of Grenoble [17,18] by taking advantage of the socalled soft-particle approach (i.e. the model allows for particle deformation which is modelled
as an overlap of particles). A linear elastic normal contact model was used only. A choice of a
very simple linear elastic normal contact was intended to capture on average various contacts
possible in real sands. The normal and tangential forces were linked to the displacements
through the normal stiffness Kn and tangential stiffness Ks (Fig.1A). The unloading was
assumed to be purely elastic (Fig.1C). The frictional sliding starts at the contact point when
the contact forces ⃗ and ⃗ satisfy the limit Coulomb condition (Fig.1Aa). No forces were
transmitted when grains were separated. The elastic contact constants were specified from the
experimental data of a triaxial compression sand test and could be related to the modulus of
elasticity of grain material E and its Poisson ratio  [19,20].
In order to increase the rolling resistance of pure spheres to better describe the grain
kinematics encountered in real irregularly shaped grains (e.g. sand), contact moments were
introduced [21-23]. The normal force was assumed to contribute to the rolling resistance. The
contact moment increments were calculated by means of the rolling stiffness Kr multiplied by
the angular rotational increment vectors ∆ ⃗⃗ (Fig.1B). To dissipate excessive kinetic energy in
the discrete system, a simple local non-viscous damping scheme was adopted [24], by
assuming a change of forces and moment reduced due to the damping effect specified by the
parameter Note that the effect of damping is insignificant in quasi-static calculations [20].
Although a non-linear contact law is more realistic, a linear contact law provides similar
results with the significantly reduced computation time [20] and therefore was used in the
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present simulations. The five main local material parameters are necessary in our discrete
simulations: Ec (modulus of elasticity of the grain contact), c (Poisson’s ratio of the grain
contact), � (inter-particle friction angle), � (rolling stiffness coefficient) and η (limit rolling
coefficient). In addition, a particle radius R, particle mass density  and numerical damping
parameter α are required.
The discrete material parameters of DEM (Ec,c, �, �, η and α) were calibrated using the
corresponding homogeneous axisymmetric triaxial laboratory test results on Karlsruhe sand
with the different initial void ratio and lateral pressure by Wu [25]. The index properties of
Karlsruhe sand are: mean grain diameter d50=0.50 mm, grain size between 0.08 mm and 1.8
mm, uniformity coefficient Uc=2, maximum specific weight dmax=17.4 kN/m3, minimum void
ratio emin=0.53, minimum specific weight dmin=14.6 kN/m3 and maximum void ratio
emax=0.84. The sand grains are classified as sub-rounded/sub-angular. The procedure for
determining the discrete material parameters was described by Kozicki et al. [19,20].

Figure 1: Mechanical response of linear contact model without (A) and with contact moments (A+B): a)
tangential contact model, b) normal contact model and c) rolling contact model and C) loading and unloading
path (tangential and rolling contact) wherein ⃗ - tangential force vector between elements, ⃗ - normal force
vector between element, ⃗⃗⃗ - contact moment vector, Ks - tangential stiffness, Kn - normal stiffness, Kr - rolling
stiffness, U - penetration depth, ⃗ - tangential displacement vector, ⃗⃗- angular rotation vector, µ - inter-particle
friction angle, η - limit rolling coefficient [17], [18].
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3 DISCRETE MODELLING RESULTS OF PASSIVE EARTH PRESSURE MODEL
TESTS
The DEM calculations were performed for a sand body of 0.40 m length and 0.20 m height
in order to compare with experiments with Karlsruhe sand (d50=0.5 mm) [26,27]. The vertical
retaining wall and the bottom of the granular specimen were assumed to be stiff and very
rough, i.e. there was no relative displacement along vertical and bottom surface [9,27]. Since
the experiments were idealized as a 2D boundary value problem [26] and the effect of the
specimen depth in out of plane direction turned out to be almost negligible during direct
shearing in DEM calculations [28], in order to significantly accelerate simulations, the
computations were performed mainly with the specimen depth equal to the grain size (i.e. one
layer of spheres was simulated only).
The spheres with d50=1.0 mm, characterized by a linear grain size distribution, were
assumed (grain size range 0.5-1.5 mm, 62’600 spheres). The initial void ratio of sand,
obtained by generating random spheres above a box and then allowing them to fall down by
gravity, was eo=0.62. The loading speed was slow enough to ensure that the tests were
conducted under quasi-static conditions. The calculated inertial number (which quantifies the
significance of dynamic effects) in the analyses was below ��−3, what corresponds to a quasistatic regime [29]. The calculations were carried out using parameters based on triaxial
compression: Ec=0.3 GPa, Ȟc=0.3, ȝ=18o, =0.7, =0.4, =2.55 g/cm3 and a=0.08. The CPU
computation time was about 30 days using PC 3 GHz.
Figure 2A shows the evolution of the resultant normalized horizontal earth pressure force
(earth pressure coefficient) Kp=2Eh ȖK2d50) versus the normalized horizontal wall
displacement u/h (h=0.2 m, Eh – the horizontal force acting on the wall) from plane DEM
simulation. The normalized horizontal earth pressure force evolves typically for initially
dense granulates in biaxial compression, triaxial compression and shearing. The specimen
exhibits on average the initial strain hardening up to the peak (u/h=0.04), followed by some
softening before the common asymptote is reached. The force strongly fluctuates after the
peak that can be attributed to the build-up and collapse of force chains - the main carrier of
stresses transferred within the granular assembly [9]. The earth pressure coefficient is
Kpmax=3. It can be thus anticipated that for d50=0.5 mm (real sand), Kpmax should be about 2527. The value of Kpmax=30 for d50=1 mm is a little bit smaller than Kpmax=31 obtained by FEM
(d50=0.5 mm) [27] and closer to the engineering earth pressure coefficients [30].
The distribution of single sphere rotations  during wall translation is presented in Fig.2B
(red denotes the sphere rotation >+30o and blue <-30o, dark grey is related to the sphere
rotation in the range 5o30o and light grey to the range -30o-5o, positive sign means
clockwise rotation). All grains rotating within the range -5o5o are medium grey.
Accepting such colour convention makes shear zones clearly observable (only particles within
shear zones significantly rotate). There exists a clear grain separation regarding clockwise
(red) and anti-clockwise (blue) rotation; the vast majority of ‘red grains’ is located within the
dominant shear zone, while the vast majority of ‘blue grains’ is placed within the secondary
radial shear zone (however there exists also a small amount of blue grains within the ‘red
shear zone’ and vice versa). There is a qualitative agreement between DEM simulations and
real experiments [27,31,32].
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In order to determine the thickness of the shear zone, the assumption was made in this
paper that the edges of a shear band are defined by an arbitrarily chosen amount of grain
rotation, namely by the condition ||>5o. The shear zone thickness measured along the main
curved shear zone at the mid-region at the residual state is: ts20 mm (20d50) for d50=1.0
mm. The mean inclination of the main curved shear zone to the horizontal is about 40o in the
case of DEM results, and is close to the experimental values of 35 o-40o [27]. The maximum
calculated single sphere rotation  is about 75o at u/h=0.15 (Fig.2B). The inclination of the
radial shear zone to the vertical is 50o. Except of the main shear zones, there exist also other
faintly visible localized zones. The detailed DEM outcomes may be found in [16].

A)

B)

Figure 2: DEM results (passive case, translating wall): A) evolution of resultant normalized horizontal earth
pressure force 2Eh/(h2d50) versus normalized horizontal wall displacement u/h and B) deformed granular body
0.20.4 m2 with distribution of rotation for initially medium dense sand (=25.5 kN/m3, h=0.2 m, eo=0.62, d50=1.0
mm, red colour denotes clockwise rotation >+30o, blue colour denotes anticlockwise rotation <-30o)

4

DETECTION OF VORTEX STRUCTURES

The vortex structures are equivalent with the fluctuation of the grain displacements which are
usually calculated from the difference ⃗⃗ − ⃗⃗��� between the displacement vector of each sphere
and the average background translation corresponding to the homogeneous (affine) strain in the
specimen. The vector ⃗⃗ represents the increment of sphere displacements and ⃗⃗��� is the
average sphere displacement in the granular specimen.
The difference ⃗⃗ − ⃗⃗��� was assumed to be equal to 10’000 iteration increments (that
corresponded to the normalized wall horizontal displacement increment u/h=0.002). The
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structures of vortices had the tendency to occur and to disappear in the course of deformation.
The vortices along the radial shear zone were not calculated because of an insufficient magnitude
of displacements within this zone (Fig.3). Looking at the curved shear zone, several clockwise
rotating vortices (k=13) occurred along the shear zone (in agreement with the zone shear
direction) having the diameter of about the shear zone width ts (ts=20×d50). The distance between
the vortices was variable – some of them were close to each other (at the distance of ts) or far
from each other (at the distance of about 4ts).

Figure 3: DEM results of displacement fluctuations of single spheres in granular specimen for u/h=0.084 (well
visible vortex formation in curved shear zone in marked region) (vectors are multiplied by 50)

In order to detect vortex-structures, 3 different methods were used: 1) based on the mean pure
rigid body rotation (called method '1'), 2) based on tangential displacement fluctuation vectors of
spheres (called method '2'),3) based on orientation angles of displacement fluctuation vectors of
spheres (called method '3').
4.1 Method “1”
It was assumed that a vortex was connected with the rigid body rotation (spin) which was
calculated by the usual formula (Fig.4):
���

=

��� −���

+

��� −���
−

and

���

=

�

= ���� �� −

��� −���

+

��
�

��� −���
−

� = ���� �� � −

. The component 

�� �� with
�

denotes the

mean displacement increment in the direction ‘X’ (parallel to the shear zone),  � denotes the
mean displacement increment in the direction ‘Y’ (perpendicular to the shear zone) between
two neighbouring square cells and uxi and uyi, the displacements in these cells and ac - the
square cell side size. The average background translation vanishe in this method. The field of
the rigid body rotation (equivalent to the vortex-structures) was solely calculated for the
curved shear zone inclined under the angle α to the horizontal (Fig.4). In general it may be
calculated for each shear zone on condition that the inclination angle of the shear zone α is
known in advance. The calculation algorithm was the following:
1. The displacement field of all single spheres was changed into a regular orthogonal lattice to
calculate the mean displacement of spheres in the square cells Ac=ac×ac at the distance of d50.
The cell dimension was assumed to be smaller than the shear zone thickness ts in order to capture
the entire vortex whose diameter usually was ts).
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2. In order to eliminate the rigid body rotation due to pure shear (e.g. Rx,y0 and Ry,x=0 or Rx,y=0
and Ry,x0 in Eq.10), the limitation was imposed on the shear components Rx,y and Ry,x in the
following form: Rx,y/Ry,xm.
The field of the rigid body motion limited to the curved shear zone is shown in Fig.5 with the
cell area of Ac=0.33ts×0.33ts and m=3. There were detected 7 vortices whose location was similar
as in Fig.3. However their number was smaller than in Fig.3. The small vortices were not
detected or they were connected to each other.

Figure 4: Schema for calculations of rigid body rotation in localized shear zone (ui – mean displacement
vector in cell area × (α – inclination angle of shear zone to horizontal, ts - width of shear zone)

4.2 Method “2”
The vortices were calculated based directly on the displacement fluctuations of single
spheres. The mean displacement fluctuation vector of sphere displacements in the square cell
Ac=ac×ac (green spheres in Fig.6) in the neighbourhood of each central sphere (blue sphere in
Fig.6) was decomposed into 2 vectors: the normal n and tangential t with respect to its
movement direction. If the neighbouring spheres had a tangential displacement fluctuation
component only, the blue sphere was assumed to be the vortex mid-point. The movement
normal component moved solely the spheres closer or further from each other.
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a)

b)

Figure 5: Map of spin A (Eqs.10-11) in curved shear zone using method '1' (u/h=0.084): a) entire specimen and
b) zoom on marked region (red colour correspond to high rigid body rotation)

The vortex strength was determined as the sum of the tangential displacement fluctuation
vectors of surrounding spheres for each single sphere. The anti-vortex strength was described
as the sum of the absolute value of the tangential vectors of surrounding spheres. In order to
avoid pure shear, the sum of the tangential displacement vectors was assumed to be higher
than the sum of the normal displacement vectors: ut/un>m. The average background
translation was calculated for the entire granular specimen (ac=ts, m=2). There were 13 clockwise vortices (as in Fig.3) and 2 anti-clock-wise vortices in the curved shear zone (Fig.7). The
vortex size varied between 10-26 mm (the mean value was 18 mmts).

Figure 6: Decomposition of displacement vector v of green spheres surrounding main blue sphere into
normal n and tangential t vector to its movement
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a)
b)
Figure 7: Displacement fluctuation vector field with marked vortices from DEM using method '2' (u/h=0.084):
a) entire specimen and b) zoom on marked region (red circles correspond to clock-wise vortices, blue circles to
anti-clock-wise and green circle to anti-vortices)(vectors are multiplied by 50)

4.3 Method “3”
A special method used in the physics was applied, based on the orientation angles of the
displacement fluctuation vectors of neighbouring single spheres was used [33]. Initially the
displacement fluctuation field of irregularly distributed spheres was changed into a regular
orthogonal lattice by calculating the mean displacement fluctuations of spheres inside the square
cell 5d50×5d50 at the points spaced by the d50-distance in the both directions on the 2D grid. In
order to find the centre of a vortex, a group of 4 angles (spins) was chosen which were the
corners of the square d50×d50 on the 2D grid. Each corner was the result of the average
displacement fluctuation from the square Ac=5d50×5d50. The set of 4 spins was chosen to
determine whether they rotated by ±2π as the eye went from one spin to the next in a clockwise
or an anti-clockwise direction around the square (Fig.8). The vortex was detected in the lattice
when the spins of the normalized displacement fluctuation vectors rotated by at least 2π, i.e.
-2.01π < i=1+2+3+4 < -1.99π

(1)

as the eye moved clockwise around the closed path (Fig8a) or 2π, i.e.
1.99π < i=1+2+3+4 < 2.01π

(2)

in the anti-clockwise direction (Fig.8n). Note that the vector length was ignored. In turn, the antivortex (equivalent with shear, Fig.8d) might occur if αi=-2π as the eye moved in an anticlockwise direction or αi=2π as the eye moved in a clockwise direction (it could also be leftand right-handed). In order to describe the vortex type, two checks were always carried out; one
in the clockwise and one in the anti-clockwise direction. Usually, only one check satisfied the
conditions in Eqs.1 and 2However very rarely this condition was twice satisfied due to the
assumed range equal to 0.02. In order to eliminate the frequency noise (caused by the fact that
spins rapidly and chaotically changed their directions as the eye moved to the next one), the
maximum allowed angle which varied between the neighbouring corners was taken as 160o
(Fig8a), If any angle between two neighbours was larger than 160o , the check in the cell was
aborted. One may also use the approach with a higher number of vectors around the selected
point 'p' - e.g. with 8 vectors (Figs.8c and 8d) that allows for determining more vortices.
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The results are shown in Fig.9 (for 4-vector approach). This method allows for capturing for
very small vortices. In the curved shear zone 22 vortex-structures were found for the average
background translation calculated for entire granular specimen (Fig.9) against 13 in Fig.3. Some
vortices were close to each other and create a large structure composed of 2-4 vortices.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8: The displacement fluctuation vectors of single spheres using method '3' (p - sphere in mid-point):
a) orientation angles αi, b) 4-vector approach to determine left-handed vortex, c) 8-vector approach to determine
right-handed vortex and d) 8-vector approach to determine right-handed anti-vortex
(distance between spins is d50)

a)

b)

Figure 9: Displacement fluctuation vector field with marked vortices from DEM using method '3' (u/h=0.084): a)
entire specimen and b) zoom on marked region (circles correspond to vortices and stars correspond to anti-vortices,
black arrows correspond to mean displacement fluctuation field)

5

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from our DEM analyses of a pattern of shear
zones during a passive earth pressure problem:
DEM, which directly takes micro-structures of granular bodies into account,
realistically predicts the experimental results of a pattern of shear zones in the interior of
initially medium dense sand behind a retaining wall. Grain rotations are noticeable only in
shear zones.
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In shear zones, vortex structures systematically occur which are a direct
manifestation of grain rearrangement. The number of the detected vortices was the highest in
the method “3” which did not take into account the length of the displacement vector.
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Abstract. The elementary mechanisms driving the ubiquitous surface erosion of cohesive
geomaterials can be analysed from a micromechanical perspective combining well-known
numerical techniques. Here, a coupled model combining the Discrete Element and Lattice
Boltzmann methods (DEM-LBM) provides an insight into the solid-fluid interaction during
the transient erosion caused by a vertical fluid jet impinging on the surface of a granular
assembly. The brittle cementation providing cohesion between the solid grains is described
here by means of a simple bond model with a single-parameter yield surface. The initial
topology of the surface erosion tends to mimic the profile of fluid velocity directly above the
soil surface. We find that both the rate of erosion and the magnitude of eroded mass depend
directly on the micromechanical strength of the single solid bonds.
1

INTRODUCTION

The geomechanical assessment of the surface erodibility of soils is usually performed
empirically, often by means of standard experimental tests such as the Jet Erosion Test (JET,
see e.g. [1]) and the Hole Erosion Test (HET, see e.g. [2] and [3]). The soils analysed by
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means of these tests are generally cohesive geomaterials, while the water flowing on their
surface behaves as eroding agent.
The erodibility is commonly quantified in terms of the average hydrodynamic shear stress
at the soil surface with respect to a threshold, the critical shear stress, for the initiation of
erosion. However, in practice the eroding process is much more complex and involves local
transient flows such as turbulent jets with intermittent spikes of local hydrodynamic stress. On
the other hand, the derivation of a reliable empirical expression for the critical stress has been
hindered by the large variety of sediment properties that are relevant for the inter-particle
forces of cohesive soils and their complex relationships [4]. All this has led to a general lack
of consensus over the robustness of the different testing procedures as well as on the analysis
methods, in particular on the assumptions for the assessment of the critical shear stress [5].
From the theoretical side, the starting point of most numerical approaches employed so far
to study the erosion of geomaterials is merely macromechanical with both water and soil
described as continuous media. Different techniques have therefore been proposed in order to
track the transient evolution of their interface, where mass exchange between phases (i.e. the
actual erosion) takes place [6]. On the one hand, the purely Eulerian approaches permit the
use of a fixed mesh but they do not allow for a precise definition of hydro-mechanical
variables at the interface. In a similar vein, hybrid Eulerian-Lagrangian methods may show a
good precision at the interface but they often lead to severe and time-consuming remeshing
issues [6].
The aim of the present work is to introduce an alternative approach based on discreteelement simulations of a cohesive granular bed impacted by a fluid jet modelled by the Lattice
Boltzmann method. This is a micro-mechanical approach, which allows for the investigation
of different factors driving the elementary mechanisms of erosion, such as the detachment of
particle aggregates at the soil surface (surface erosion) or the dislodgement of lumps of
material below the free surface (mass erosion) [7].
We introduce below our numerical approach and its application to a JET test on a granular
bed with increasing cohesion between grains. A simple model of inter-particle cohesion will
be considered, and its consequences for the bed’s erodibility will be discussed.
2 NUMERICAL METHOD
There are various coupled methods developed so far for the numerical simulation of fluidsolid interactions at the particle-scale. The approach adopted here combines the computational
efficiency of the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) for the simulation of fluids with the
relative simplicity of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) for the simulation of solid
particles. This approach has already been applied to several geomechanical problems (see e.g.
[8-10]).
2.1 Solid phase. A DEM approach
The granular soil is described here by means of a smooth discrete element approach based
on the Molecular Dynamics method [11]. We use a two-dimensional assembly of circular
particles whose trajectories are computed by simple integration of Newton’s equations of
motion. The smooth inter-particle contact and friction laws are supplemented by cohesive
interactions (see e.g. [12-14]). Here, we consider a simple cohesive law depicted in Figure 1
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for contact interactions [12].

Figure 1: Left: Rheological model of solid contacts, after [14]; Right: Yield surface of cohesive bonds in the
space of interaction forces

The interaction between two particles is thus formulated in terms of an interaction force F
and an interaction moment M applied at the contact point. The interaction force is
decomposed into its normal and shear components, Fn and Fs respectively, corresponding to
the normal and tangential directions at the contact. The normal force Fn is described in terms
of the local interpenetration δn by means of a classical Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic relationship
defined by the normal stiffness and damping coefficients, kn and ηn. On the other hand, the
shear force arising at a frictional (non-cohesive) contact is defined here by a viscousregularized Coulomb law [15, 16] characterized by a static friction coefficient µ and a viscous
coefficient of shear regularization ks. In this way, the shear force is computed as a function of
the sliding velocity  s, which in practice never really vanishes. Due to the small time steps
considered here (in the order of 10-6 s), the quasi-static equilibrium of particles under the
action of static friction forces is reached through residual micro-slips. The force moment
acting on each particle’s centre is defined from the shear force with the particle’s radius as
lever arm, and a rolling friction component that governs the rolling motion of the particles
(relative rotation without sliding). The latter is analogous to the sliding friction in which the
relative velocity of rotation replaces the sliding velocity, and the rolling friction coefficient µω
and the coefficient of regularization kω replace the sliding friction coefficient and its
regularization factor [13, 15].
The ingredients presented so far describe the purely frictional contacts. In order to
introduce cohesion allowing for tensile normal forces between the solid particles, a simple
elastoplastic model with parabolic yield surface in the space of contact forces has been
employed (Figure 1). In this way, a solid bond is defined for all particles initially at contact,
featuring a linear elastic rheology characterized by the normal and shear bond stiffnesses kn,b
and ks,b. When a contact force reaches the yield surface, the bond is broken and the contact
becomes purely frictional. For convenience, the normal and shear yield thresholds Cn and Cs
are assumed to depend only on a single parameter C = Cn = 2·Cs, which represents the
strength or degree of cementation of the solid bond. The relative strength of the bonds in the
polydisperse assembly can be characterized by a dimensionless number defined as the ratio of
bond cohesion to the particle’s own buoyant weight. This cohesive Bond number would then
be expressed as:
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=


∆  

(1)

where ∆ρ is the submerged apparent density of the solid grains, g is the gravitational
acceleration and V is the volume of the particle. In general it can be noted that B ≥ 0 and that
solid bonds with B < 1 are unstable and short-lived since any slight rearrangement of the
assembly under its own weight has the potential to cause bond rupture. Our numerical tests
show that the granular bed remains completely bonded under gravity for B ≥ 3 for all particles
in the sample.
2.2 Fluid phase. The LBM method
The transient flow of the fluid phase is described here by means of a classical D2Q9
scheme of the lattice Boltzman method, which is an explicit finite difference scheme of the
continuous Boltzmann equation [18, 19]. The LBM is based on a Cartesian lattice grid in the
space and a discrete set of probability density functions and velocities of fluid particles at
each grid point. The fluid dynamics are then computed in just two basic steps for the collision
and advection of the fluid particles following a set of rules that ensure the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy (i.e. the incompressible Navier-Stokes behaviour). However this
only holds for low Mach numbers, i.e. when fluid velocity is much lower than the lattice
speed. We used the generalized formulation of d’Humières with a multiple relaxation time
(MRT) in order to overcome the well-known shortcomings of the classical Bhatnaggar-GrossKrook scheme (single relaxation time) [20, 21]. Hence, the fluid phase is fully defined by
specifying the lattice grid size ∆x and lattice speed cs, the components sα of the diagonal
relaxation matrix S (inverse of the different relaxation times) and the fluid material
parameters of density ρf and kinematic viscosity ν [10].
2.3 Solid-fluid coupling
The coupling between the fluid and solid phases and the computation of hydrodynamic
forces on the particles are performed by means of the simple method for momentum exchange
proposed by Bouzidi et al [22], which relies on a generalized bounce-back and linear
interpolation strategy for arbitrary geometries in the LBM. The sub-cycling time integration
technique proposed by Feng et al [23] was used to exploit the fact that the time step required
for the fluid computation is generally much larger than that for particle dynamics. The number
of DEM subcycles for each LBM step was nevertheless restricted to 2 in order to preserve the
accuracy of the computed hydrodynamic forces on the solid particles. In order to account for
fluid flow across a densely packed assembly of particles in two dimensions, a “hydraulic”
radius slightly smaller than the particle radius was used [24, 25].
3

ANALYSIS OF JET EROSION

Figure 2 illustrates the general configuration of a jet erosion test and its relevant
dimensions. The dimensions of the system were chosen to mimic our on-going physical tests
[26] for a later comparison. We have an initial jet-bed distance H = 70 mm, a nozzle diameter
of d0 = 5 mm and average grain size Dmean = 3 mm. A size polydispersity (Dmax/Dmin = 1.5)
was introduced in order to avoid crystalline configurations of the two-dimensional granular
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sample.

Figure 2: Left: Conceptual sketch of jet erosion test (source: [1]); Right: Spatial disposition of granular
assembly, jet’s nozzle and control section for fluid variables

The geometrical, material and rheological parameters of the system employed for these
simulations are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Geometrical, material and model parameters adopted for the simulations

Solid phase

Fluid phase
-3

Particle mean size, Dmean
Polydispersity, Dmax / Dmin
Length of granular sample, L
Height of granular sample, Hs

3x10 m
1.5
2.63x10-1 m
8x10-2 m

Particle density, ρs
Normal contact stiffness, kn
Shear contact stiffness, ks
Rolling stiffness, kω
Friction coefficients, µ=3·µω

2230 kg/m3
1.1x105 N/m
1.1x105 N/m
0.1kn
0.3

Normal bond stiffness, kn,b
Shear bond stiffness, ks,b
Bond strength, C=Cn=2Cs

0.5kn
0.2kn
[0-2.5] N

Jet’s distance to surface, H
Jet’s nozzle size, d0

7x10-2 m
5x10-3 m

Kinematic fluid viscosity, ν
Fluid density, ρf

5x10-5 m2/s
847 kg/m3

Lattice grid size, ∆x
Lattice speed, cs
Hydraulic radius factor, Rh

2.3x10-4 m
10 m/s
0.8

Inlet fluid velocity, uj

[0.8-1.5] m/s

The fluid flow may be described as an inertial laminar flow (ReJET ~ 80 to 160), i.e. a flow
in the transition from a laminar to a turbulent regime.
3.1 Jet analysis
The transversal profile of fluid velocity right above the soil surface shows a typical shape
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with a stagnation point under the jet’s axis and the two local maxima at some distance from it
(r/H ~ 0.25). These features are nevertheless strongly conditioned by the actual shape and
roughness of the bed surface.

A

A’

a)

b)
Figure 3: a) Transversal profiles of fluid velocity and pressure at control section A-A’; b) Integrated resultant of
hydraulic forces acting on the solid particles at the soil’s surface

The viscous drag forces acting on the soil surface are proportional to the fluid velocity and
thus show a similar pattern of stagnation under the jet’s axis and local maxima at r/H ~ 0.25
(Figure 3b).
3.2 Erosion process
The erosion process begins when the hydraulic shear stress at the soil surface exceeds a
critical shear stress. For our configuration, this limit was reached for jet velocities equal to or
greater than 0.6 m/s, in good agreement with our on-going experimental results [26]. As
expected, the mobilization of solid particles then follows a pattern that is similar to the
profiles of fluid velocity and hydraulic drag forces. Figure 4a shows the eroded profile of a
cohesionless sample for a jet velocity of 0.8 m/s after 1.6 seconds of jet flow. At higher jet
velocities and in the absence of cohesion, the picture becomes less clear due to the increased
scouring depth, the ejection of solid particles and frequent avalanches of the scour pit walls.
In the presence of cohesive forces between particles, the erosion kinetics becomes slower
but the initial topology of erosion does not change. Figure 4b shows the state of the granular
sample for a cohesive strength of C = 2.0 N and a jet velocity of 1.5 m/s after roughly
0.5 seconds of jet flow. We observe a characteristic stagnation zone at the jet’s axis and the
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contiguous local maxima of scour depth. It is also observed that the grains are now detached
either as single particles or in multi-grain clusters preserving a number of internal bonds.

a)

b)
Figure 4: Initial topology of surface erosion; a) Cohesionless sample (bond strength C = 0 N), jet velocity
uj = 0.8 m/s; b) Cohesive sample (C = 2 N), jet velocity uj = 1.5 m/s

In order to quantify and evaluate the erosion kinetics in a consistent manner for both the
cohesive and cohesionless samples, it is necessary to specify an erosion criterion allowing us
to distinguish between eroded and non-eroded particles. The cumulative particle displacement
can be misleading for this purpose since it integrates the persistent residual microdisplacements of the particles, which can add up to significant magnitudes. Therefore it seems
more appropriate to differentiate the particles as a function of an instantaneous quantity such
as the kinetic energy:
 =

1
1
  
2
2
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where m, I, vi and ωi are the particle’s mass, moment of inertia, translational velocity and
angular velocity, respectively. In this way, if a particle attains at any moment a kinetic energy
above a given threshold, it is classified as eroded. In this study, a threshold of 2x10-5 Joules
allowed us to discriminate well the particles at the debonding front separating the cohesive
assembly from the detached and re-settled particles (see Figure 5a), and thus was adopted as
erosion criterion.
Figure 5b shows the time evolution of the relative eroded mass (i.e. the proportion of
eroded particles compared to the total mass of the granular assembly) for different strengths
of the cohesive bonds and a jet velocity of 1.5 m/s.

a)

b)
Figure 5: a) Eroded state of soil surface for C = 2 N after t = 5 s, with particle discrimination in terms of kinetic
energy (red: eroded particles; blue: intact particles); b) Erosion kinetics in dependence of the bond strength

The purely frictional sample (C = 0 N) shows a sharp increase of eroded mass when the
fluid jet reaches the soil surface and after 5 seconds half of the assembly has already been
eroded. This proportion is significantly reduced by the introduction of cohesion, while the
complete absence of erosion is achieved when the bond strength is C = 2.5 N. Therefore, the
critical cementation degree for the beginning of erosion in the presented conditions should
feature a micromechanical bond strength somewhere between 2 and 2.5 N.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

We used a coupled DEM-LBM model to investigate the micromechanics of surface erosion
of cohesive geomaterials under the action of a fluid jet flow. We showed that for a given jet
flow, there is a critical value of inter-particle cohesion for which surface erosion occurs. We
presently work on the influence of more complex cohesion laws and the relation between the
micromechanical and macroscopic yield thresholds.
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Abstract. In this paper we present numerical simulations of free surface seepage in saturated soil using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics. The modeling of the water seepage
is based on mixture theory. Soil skeleton and water are depicted by different kinds of
particles. The water particles move according to momentum equations while the soil particles are fixed in position. The interactions between these two phases, consisting of drag
force and buoyancy force, are added to the governing equations of the water phase. A
non-linear drag force model is adopted. Numerical results are compared with that from
literature. It is demonstrated that seepage surface and pressure field can be obtained with
satisfactory accuracy with the present model.

1

INTRODUCTION

Strong soil water coupling is common in natural environment and engineering practices.
For example, landslide and debris flow are natural hazards mainly caused by the motion
of soil-water mixture. Other examples are bed erosion, dam break, water jet excavation,
etc. In these phenomenons coupling models usually used in soil mechanics, i.e., Biot
consolidation theory, are no longer appropriate, because there is high relative velocity
between soil and water, and the flow is mainly in turbulent regime. Moreover, numerical
simulation of these problems is challenging, because free surface flow of fluid phase and
large deformation of soil phase are difficult to model in the FEM method.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics is a meshless method widely used in astrophysics
and computational fluid dynamics. With an update Lagrangian scheme, it models large
1
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deformation and material boundary conveniently. Owing to this property, it is a promising
tool in the problems involving strong soil water coupling. In this paper we present the
simulation of free surface seepage in saturated soil, which is a essential and preliminary
step of the complete simulation of coupling problems. First we present our free seepage
model based on SPH and then numerical examples are performed to validate it.
2
2.1

SEEPAGE MODEL
Governing equations

Mixture theory [1, 2] is a model category involves all phases presenting in soil mixture,
i.e., soil, water and gas. It describes the conservation laws of each constituent while taking
the inter-constituent interaction into consideration. In this work we consider soil as undeformable so the governing equations consisting only of mass and momentum conservation
for water:
∂(ρ̃f φf )
= −∇ · (ρ̃f φf v f )
∂t

(1)

∂(ρ̃f φf v f )
+ ∇ · (ρ̃f φf v f ⊗ v f ) = ∇ · σ f + ρ̃f φf g − f s
(2)
∂t
where ρ̃f is the intrinsic density of water; φf is the volume fraction of water; v f is the
Darcy velocity, also called unit discharge; g is the gravity and f s is the force between fluid
phase and soil phase. The stress tensor of fluid has the form σ = −pI + φf τ f , where p
is the pressure, I an identity tensor and τ f the shear stress tensor. The interaction force
f s consists of drag force D and buoyancy force −φs ∇p. For simplicity, time and spatial
derivatives of volume fraction are neglected. Substituting interaction force f s in Eq. (2),
omitting the subscript f and rewriting the equations in material derivatives, we have
dρ
= −ρ∇ · v
dt
dv
∇p τ
D
=−
+ −
+g
dt
ρ
ρ φρ

(3)
(4)

where ρ is the intrinsic density of water and the over-bar is omitted. We can see that
by neglecting the time and spatial derivatives of φ Eq. (1) and (2) are greatly simplified.
The form of equation (4) is similar to the momentum equation used by Lasere et al [3]
and Shao [4]. But if fully coupled simulation with deformable soil is performed, the Eq.
(2) should be used.
2.2

Constitutive relations

There are two ways to calculate pressure in SPH: one is to treat water as a weaklycompressible fluid (WCSPH), the other is incompressible SPH (ISPH) [4]. It is reported

2
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that the ISPH results in better pressure results. However, in the ISPH, the Poisson equation has to be solved, so the computation is more complex and time consuming. Recent
researches show that, if density diffusion term, like δ-SPH, is applied in the WCSPH,
good results of pressure can be obtained [5]. Therefore, we use weakly-compressible formulation. The pressure of water is calculated from an equation of state
 γ

ρ
p=B
−1
(5)
ρ0
where ρ0 denotes the reference density of water, i.e., ρ0 = 1000kg/m3 ; B is a pressure
coefficient related to the configuration of the problem; γ is taken as γ = 7 for water.
The shear stress τ is calculated from the velocity gradient
τ = µ(∇v + (∇v)T )

(6)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of water and ∇v is the velocity gradient.
2.3

Drag force

The most used drag force model is the Darcy’s law which is linear, valid in laminar
flow. Based on experiment data, non-linear models have been proposed and proven to
be more realistic. A quadratic form of non-linear drag force [3] is adopted in this work,
which has the following form
µφ
1.75φρ
v+√
vv
(7)
k
150kn3/2
where k is the intrinsic permeability related only to the property of the soil material
D=

k=

2
φ3 D50
150(1 − φ)2

(8)

where D50 is used as an equivalent diameter of soil. One advantage of the adopted form of
drag force is that in free flow area, where φ = 1, the drag force drops to zero automatically.
Therefore, the Eq. (4) can be applied to whole computational domain. There is no need
to divide flow domain into free flow area and seepage area.
3

SPH FORMULATIONS

Conventional numerical methods based on mesh, such as FEM and FVM, have difficulty
in solving Eq. (3) and (4) in seepage problems due to the presence of free surface.
Additional numerical techniques, like level set method, have to be applied [3]. SPH
is widely used to model free surface flow. Therefore it is applied here to solve the system
of equations. In SPH the material is represented by particles carrying physical variables
moving with material velocity. By using an update Lagrangian scheme, we track the

3
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position change of the particle system and the carried variables, hence the problem is
numerically solved.
3.1

Fundamentals

In SPH, a field function can be approximated by the following integral interpolation

f (x) =
f (x )W (r, h)dΩ
(9)
Ω

where Ω is the integral domain; W is the weighting function, usually called kernel function
in SPH literature; r denotes the Euclidean distance between x and x , i.e., r = x − x .
Finally, h is called smoothing length determining the size of the kernel. The Wendland
C6 function is used as kernel function in this work
25
1
(10)
W (r, h) = αd (1 − q)8 (1 + 4q + q 2 + 4q 3 )
2
4
where q = r/h. αd is a coefficient chosen to fulfill the normalization condition. The chosen
kernel function is compactly supported. It is obvious that W = 0 when q ≥ 2.
By particle summation, Eq. (9) can be written in the following form
f (xi ) =

n


f (xj )Wij mj /ρj

(11)

j=1

where n is the number of particles in the support domain of kernel Wij centered at particle
xi . Following a similar way, the gradient of f (x) can be calculated as
∇f (x) =
3.2

n


f (xj )∇i Wij mj /ρj

(12)

j=1

Discretization of governing equations

We use subscript a and b to denote fluid particles and i and j for soil particles in the
subsequent content. The mass conservation equation is discretized as
 mb
dρa 
=
mb (v a − v b ) · ∇a Wab + δhc0
ψ · ∇a Wab
dt
ρb ab
b
b

(13)

In the right side of Eq. (13), the second term is the density diffusion named δ term. It
is the key point to obtain a smooth pressure results in our simulation. In Eq. (13), c0 is
the reference speed of sound, δ is a constant determining the diffusion effect, and ψ ab is
ψ ab = 2(ρa − ρb )
where r ab = xa − xb is the vector from xb to xa .
4
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The discretized momentum equation is



 2mb µr ab · ∇a Wab
pa p b
dv a
=−
v ab
∇
mb
+
W
+
a
ab
dt
ρ2a ρ2b
ρa ρb ( r ab 2 +0.01h2 )
b
b
 mj
A
B
(Kaj
−
v aj + Kaj
 v aj  v aj )Waj
φ
ρ
ρ
a
a
j
j

(15)

where v aj is the relative velocity between fluid particle a and soil particle j; ρj is the
A
B
partial density of soil particle j. the coefficients Kaj
and Kaj
are
A
=
Kaj

µφa
,
ka

1.75φa ρa
B
Kaj
= √
3/2
ka φ a

(16)

representing respectively linear and non-linear effect. In Eq. (15) the discretization of
the gradient of shear stresses follows the treatment in [4]. The volume fraction of fluid
particle is interpolated over the neighboring soil particles
 mj
 mj
φa =
(1 − φj )Waj /
Waj
(17)
ρ
ρ
j
j
j
j
where φj is the volume fraction of soil at particle j.

Figure 1: Simulation setup: (a) Geometry of the rectangular dam; (b) Boundary conditions and initial
particle configuration used in the simulation. The blue particles denote water and red particles denote
soil.

4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The free surface seepage in a rectangular dam with tail water is investigated. The
geometry and boundary condition is shown in Figure 1(a). The dam is 10 m in height
5
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and 5 m in width. The upstream water level is 10 m and downstream tail water is 2 m deep.
Figure 1(b) shows the configuration of simulation. The dam and water are discretized
by soil particles and water particles respectively. The inlet boundary condition is set 7
m away from the dam, while outlet boundary condition is 3 m away. The impermeable
bottom boundary is modeled by dummy particles fixed in position. Initially there is no
particle downstream. The soil particles are fixed in position, thus they are only used in
the calculation of fluid volume fraction and drag force.
The following material parameters are used in the simulation: soil partial density
1350 kg/m3 ; soil intrinsic density ρ̃s = 2700 kg/m3 ; D50 = 10 mm; dynamic viscosity
µ = 1 × 10−3 Pa·s. The chosen material constants results in relatively large permeability.
However, the permeability only affects the seepage velocity, not the shape and position
of the seepage surface.

Figure 2: Seepage in the rectangular dam. The colored legend applies to all four figures.

Figure 2 shows the seepage process in the rectangular dam. The free surface is captured
clearly and reasonably. No additional surface detection is needed. The obtained pressure
field is smooth and accurate. The results are comparable to results obtained using more
complicated and time consuming Imcompressible SPH [4]. The accuracy of pressure is
significant, because when solving water-soil coupling problem, the pressure field affects
the motion of the mixture a lot.
In Figure 3 we compare the free surface obtained using the present model to that
6
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Figure 3: Comparasion of the free surface.

in literature [6, 7]. Good agreement is observed. Iteration or level set are required in
obtaining the seepage surface in grid based methods. However, here no special treatment
is needed, SPH computes the surface in a natural way. It is demonstrate that with
the proposed SPH model, free surface seepage as well as pressure field, are modeled
conveniently and with good quality.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a model to simulate free surface seepage in saturated soil using
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics. The mixture theory is used to derive the governing
equation of the seepage. Density diffusion, i.e., δ-SPH is applied to assure the accuracy
of the pressure. Numerical examples are performed. It is shown that the present model
is able to model free surface seepage conveniently and accurately.
In soils with very low permeability, the present method suffers long computational
time because SPH is an explicit method. It is not suitable for seepage in clay. However,
based on the mixture theory, the present model has the potential to be extended to solve
problems involving strong water-soil coupling, if the mass and momentum conservation
of soil phase is considered and soil constitutive models are provided.
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Abstract. We proposed a direct numerical simulation model of granular soils and seepage
flow by combining the discrete element method and the lattice Boltzmann method. The MRT
model was introduced in order to obtain stable solutions of fluid flow under high Reynolds
number condition. The PS model, which retains a local operation at each fluid node and keep
from intensive increasing the computational costs for the calculation of collision term, was
also introduced as a solid-fluid coupled model. We show the effectiveness of the PS-MRT
lattice Boltzmann model through several validation tests.
1

INTRODUCTION

The solid particle-fluid multiphase flow and its multi-physics phenomena can be found in
a lot of scientific fields: fluidization in chemical engineering, transport of blood cell in bioengineering, sedimentation and erosion in environmental sciences, sand production in
resource engineering and so on. These physical phenomena are not well understood because
of the wide variety and the complexity of the particle-fluid or the particle-particle interactions.
The particle-fluid systems are often experimentally observed by using an X-ray tomography
[1] [2] and a high speed camera [3], but observation capacity and available information at
particle-resolution by using such apparatuses are still limited.
In addition to experimental approaches, the development of numerical simulation can help
our understanding of such complex particle-fluid systems. Because of the importance of
capturing properly the interactions between particle and fluid, micro-scale numerical method
which can deal with the fluid flow at less particle scale is needed. In contrast, macro-scale
methods have less computationally load and are suitable for an industrial application, but
require a local averaging which loses the essential details of the fluid flow. The former type of
the direct methods is intently improved and new findings are obtained mainly in research
fields such as chemical engineering, bio-engineering and soft matter physics.
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In geo-mechanics, a particle-fluid system also exists in the form of solid particles and pore
liquids or gases, which are characteristic of non-Brownian and highly concentrated
suspensions. A deep understanding of such a system is a key to predict and control the various
phenomena, such as sand boiling, weathering of rocks, internal erosion and liquefaction of
foundation. However, compared to other research fields, there are still a few 3-D applications
of a direct particle-fluid solution in geotechnical engineering or civil engineering, despite the
importance of consideration of the particle-fluid interaction. The 3-D condition is especially
important for the soil structure because an additional special treatment to handle the zero
permeability is required for a 2-D congested granular system.
In this study, we proposed an effective direct simulation method in three dimensions for
both soils and seepage flow by using the DEM (Discrete Element Method) and the LBM
(Lattice Boltzmann Method). Firstly, in order to stabilize the flow analysis and to improve
the accuracy of the non-slip boundary condition, the MRT (Multiple Relaxation Time) model
[4] was introduced into the LBGK equation, which is also called the SRT (Single Relaxation
Time) model and is standard solution of the non-compressible fluids. Secondlly, PS (Partially
Saturated) model [5] was chosen as a solution of the moving boundary, which can maintain
the inherent parallel nature of the lattice Boltzmann equation. These two LB models and the
DEM were combined, and the validation of the PS-MRT LB model was performed through
several types of simulations.
2 MRT LB MODEL FOR SEEPAGE FLOW
The lattice Boltzmann method is one of the CFD methods and an alternative to the N-S
equation. In the LBM, the velocity moments of the virtual fluid particles, f, having finite
directions are placed at each node, and the behaviors of them are governed by a propagation
phase and a collision phase from node to node. When the velocity moments have Q directions,
f is defined as {f | =0,1,…Q-1}, where  is the number of the discrete velocities depending
on the choice of the model for the velocity moment. With the consideration of the precision
and the numerical efficiency, the D3Q19 model for the three dimensions is used in this study.
The solution of the LBM is governed by the following lattice Boltzmann equation.
f x  c t , t   t  f x, t   Ωx, t   G t .

(1)

The value for x is the position of the node which is being calculated, t is the time, t is the
discrete time and x is the grid space. c is the grid velocity, which is calculated by x/t. One
of the right term for  indicates the collision operator and G indicates the forcing term. For
the SRT (single relaxation time) LB model [6], which is a standard solution of the LBM,  is
given as



Ωx, t     1 I f x, t   f

eq

x, t  ,

(2)

where  is the relaxation time coefficient, I is the identity matrix and feq is the equilibrium
distribution function in the velocity space. The kinetic viscosity of the fluid  is calculated by
c2t (-0.5)/3.
Here, it is well known that the SRT model often results in numerical instability when
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fluids have relatively low viscosities. Especially, serious instability problemes occur in three
dimensional flows in the case where physics may not be adequately resolved due to
compurtational constraints. In order to obtain the numerical stability, we introduce the MRT
(multiple relaxation time) model [4] as an alternative to the SRT model. In the MRT model,
by choosing different time scales to represent changes in the various physical processes due
to collisions, the stability of the LBM can be significantly improved. The collision operator
for the MRT model is as follows.



Ωx, t   M 1 Sˆ mx, t  m

eq

x, t  ,

(3)

where M is a Q×Q matrix which linearly transform the velocity space, f, to the moment
space, m: f = M-1 m, m = M f. Ŝ is the diagonal matrix where Ŝ = diag (0, s1, s2, , s4, 0, s4,
0, s4, s9, s2, s9, s2, s9, s9, s9, s9, s16, s16, s16). meq is the equilibrium distribution function in
the moment space. It should be noted here that the value for s9 is equal to , and other
diagonal components of Ŝ is arbitrarily-assigned.
3

PS-MRT LB MODEL FOR PARTICLE-FLUID COUPLING

In order to perform the coupled particle-fluid simulations in the framework of the LBM,
the PS (partially saturated) model allowing momentum transfer inside the solid phase, whose
concept is originally suggested by Noble and Torczynski [5], is used. This model enables to
deal with moving solid-liquid boundary and to calculate the hydrodynamic force acting on the
solid obstacle. Compared to other coupled model [7] [8] [9], this method has advantages of
being able to retain a local operation at each node and of keeping from intensive increasing
the computational costs for the calculation of collision term. In this approach, the collision
operator in the SRT model as shown in Equation (1) is reformulated to account for the solid
fraction at a node, B, and the additional term, Λ .
(4)
ˆ f x, t  f eq x, t   B
ˆ Λx, t  ,
Ωx, t   I  B







where B̂ is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal components are B and Λ is the additional
term considering the velocities of the nodes inside the solid phase. Then, the value for Λ  ,
which is the -th component of Λ , is given as follows.

  f  (x, t )  f eq (  , u)  feq (  , u p )  f (x, t ),

(5)

where up is the velocity of the solid including both translation and rotation motion of the
corresponding particle. The notation - is the opposite direction of . According to above
equations, when | up | = 0 and B = 1, the bounce-back rule, i.e., the non-slip condition at solidfluid boundary is obtained.
When the PS model is introduced into the MRT model, the collision operator is given as
the following equation.









ˆ M 1 Sˆ mx, t   m eq x, t   B
ˆ Λx, t  .
Ωx, t    I  B

(6)

We call this equation PS-MRT LB model in this study. Equation (6) also retains a local
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operation at each node in the same as Equation (4). For this reason, it is easy to parallelize the
LB solution in the frame of PS-MRT LB model.
4

COLLISION LAW AND MOTION OF SOIL PARTICLE

The handling of the collision law and the motion of the soil particle are presented in this
subsection. The collision law for a contact force Fcon and a contact torque Tcon is governed by
the DEM, where the contact logic is followed by the Voigt model. The normal repulsive force
is assumed to be proportional to the overlap distance, and a dissipative component is set to be
proportional to the relative normal velocity between particles. For the calculation of the
tangential force, in addition to the same way as the normal force, the Coulomb law of friction
is also considered. The value for Fcon and Tcon are given by summing up the change of
momentum inside the solid phase
All of the calculations in the following subsections are performed on the graphic
processing unit (NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN). Parallelized algorithm for the DEM
suggested by Nishiura and Sakaguchi [10] is incorporated into the coupled particle-fluid code.
Detailed parallelization methods relative to the coupling scheme on a many core architecture
is not discussed in this literature.
5

DRAG FORCE ON SOIL PARTCLE

At the first step in the validation of the PS-MRT LB model, we simulate the obstacle flow,
as shown in Figure 1, and obtain the correlation between drag force coefficient CD and
Reynolds number Re. Fluid flows are generated in positive direction of y-coordinate by
imposing a constant velocity boundary condition on one side of zx plane, while the other side
of zx plane is free outflow boundary. Grid space x is 1.0×10-5 m and the system size is 150x
×300x ×150x . Diameter of the sphere d is 30x. The density of the fluid f is 1000 kg/m3
and the kinetic viscosity of the fluid  is 1.0×10-6 m2/s.

Figure 1: Model setup for the drag force acting on the sphere

As a result of the analysis, the relationships between CD and Re for the PS-SRT model and
the PS-MRT model are plotted in Figure 2. From this figure, it is shown that drag force
coefficient CD obtained from the numerical simulation is corresponding with the empirical
equation: CD = 24/Re + 6/ (1+Re-0.5) + 0.4. Compared with two models, stability solution can
be obtained in the range of Re < 150 in both cases, and remarkable differences between two
models are not observed.
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Figure 2: Drag force coefficient CD vs. Reynolds number Re

6

SEEPAGE FLOW IN GRANULAR SOILS

At the next step in the validation of the PS-MRT LB model, we obtain the correlation
between friction factor in porous media  and Reynolds number Re. Figure 3 shows the
model setup for the seepage flow in granular soils, which are prepared by the packing analysis
by using the DEM. The number of soil particles consisting of the porous media is about 1,000
and the diameter of the soil particle d is 16x. Fluid flows are generated in positive direction
of y-coordinate by imposing a constant velocity boundary condition on one side of zx plane,
while the other side of zx plane is free outflow boundary, in the same manner as the analysis
of the previous subsection. Grid space x is 1.0×10-5 m and the system size is 128x ×196x
×128x . The area occupied with the soil particles is 128x ×128x ×128x . The density of
the fluid f is 1000 kg/m3 and the kinetic viscosity of the fluid  is 1.0×10-6 m2/s.

Figure 3: Model setup for the seepage flow in granular soils

Figure 4 shows the relationships between  and Re with the empirical equations:  =
150/Re (Re<10, Blake-Kozeny eq.),  = 150/Re+1.75 (10<Re<103, Ergun eq.). From the
figure, the PS-MRT LB model can simulate the flow in the porous media in the range of Re <
30. By contrast, the PS-SRT LB model cannot obtain stability solution more than Re = 2.
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Thus, the PS-MRT LB model has an adavantages to stably simulate in the flow inside the
complex boundary.

Figure 4: Model setup for the drag force acting on the sphere

7

PARTICLE SETTLING

The last simulation, as shown in Figure 5, illustrates the ability of the PS-MRT LB model
to handle large systems of (104). The number of the soil particles is 12,000 and the particle
diameter d is 4x. Grid space x is 4.0×10-5 m and the system size is 160x ×160x ×250x .
The density of the fluid f is 1000 kg/m3, the density ratio of the solid to the fluid is 2.5, and
the kinetic viscosity of the fluid  is 1.0×10-5 m2/s. The Stokes settling velocity is 2.1×10-3
m/s and Reynolds number Re is about 0.3.

Figure 5: Snapshots of the simulation of particle settling
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Figure 5 shows some snapshots during the settling simulation for different elapsed time.
The core of the soil particles first swiftly settles followed by the rest of the particles. On the
other hand, particles near the vertical walls fall very slowly because the strong interaction
occurs between particles and walls. This type of particle settling can be observed in the
previous research [11], in which a fictitious domain approach is employed for the coupling
method. Therefore, the PS-MRT LB model also can obtain qualitative numerical results in
such a large particle-fluid system.
8

CONCLUSIONS

In geo-mechanics, a particle-fluid system exists in the form of solid particles and pore
liquids or gases, which are characteristic of non-Brownian and highly concentrated
suspensions. For such complex particle-fluid systems, the PS-MRT LB model can be one of
the effective way to directly solve both the soil particles and the seepage flow at pore scale. If
some parallelization schemes are installed into the simulation code, we can apply the direct
numerical model to not only the two-dimensional but also the three-dimensional phenomena.
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Abstract. Grain shape significantly influences the mechanical properties of granular media.
In order to explore this effect and to simulate realistic material morphology, we designed a
method which well characterizes real grains shape. Starting from a representation of the
particle surfaces as a points cloud, this paper presents a method to generate a set of virtual
grains that are morphologically representative of real ballast grains. The model relies on a
statistical modelling of the ballast grain morphology based on a dimensionality reduction
approach (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) leading to an optimal and nearly exhaustive
shape characterization by extracting a hierarchy of shape functions that fully describe the
grain sample. We will show the efficiency of the both characterizing and generating methods
and describe their advantages, as well as a future outlook
1

INTRODUCTION

Granular materials are widely used in different applications ranging from food industry to
civil engineering. Therefore, a better understanding of the overall behaviour of these materials
is pivotal to improve and control their performance. Numerous studies have been carried out
and enriched over the last years, about the impact of particle size, shape and mineralogy on
the mechanical behaviour of the granular media. As for shape properties, several experimental
analyses as well as numerical studies using Discrete Element Methods (DEM) [1] have shown
the significant influence of particle shape on the evolution of granular assemblies [2-6, 11-13,
16, 17, 24, 26]. Understanding this influence is then a topic of interest in this study.
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For DEM simulations, representing particle shape is a real challenge. Most discrete element
codes represent particles as discs (2D) or spheres (3D), because of implementation simplicity
and computational efficiency. However, it has been proved that these simple geometries fail
to reproduce realistic material behaviour for an individual grain, as well as for a granular
assembly [7, 14, 20]. Other attempts have then been made to take into account complexity
that falls roughly in two classes: 1) parametric model based on given geometric construction
rules and 2) fitted model based on real grain shapes. Both approaches can be fulfilled with
simple primitive (sphere, ellipsoid, plane, clumps...) or with more versatile geometric shape as
polyhedron [8, 10]. Over the last decades, SNCF (French railway company) has chosen the
second approach to simulate the behaviour of the ballast with DEM based on polyhedron
shaped particles. Railway ballast is a granular layer formed by irregular rock grains of a
centimetric size extracted from hard stone quarries by crushing ((BS EN 13450, 2003) [1]).
Currently, virtual grains used in simulations are sets of nearly 1000 sampled grains that have
been 3D digitalized and meshed.
In order to properly study the impact of the ballast shape on the mechanical behaviour with
DEM, a generator of virtual grains is needed, apt to produce large sets of virtual grains that
are representative of a limited set of real grain, and that also allows to reach an accurate
characterization of the grain shape. In this paper, we propose a method to achieve these goals.
In Section 2, the proposed approach of real ballast grain shape modelling as well as its
validation are presented and analysed. Some illustrations are presented in Section 3.
2

REAL BALLAST GRAINS MODELLING

2.1 Global view
In the literature, generation methods were presented, such as Fourier-Shape-Descriptors
[19, 22], and spherical-based random fields [9, 18, 29]. These approaches have given good
results in terms of similarity of generated grains and real ones, but introduce shape functions
that are imposed.
We present in this paper an innovative approach based on a dimensionality reduction
method leading to an optimal and nearly exhaustive shape characterization of real grains.
By means of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [15], we identify the optimal
hierarchy of shape functions that describe the grain set. The main advantage of this approach
is to reduce the number of needed shape functions to represent the grain shape with a
quantitative controlled approximation (error based), such that we reduce the parametric space
to the optimal one.
2.2 Pre-processing: Sample preparation
A database of 121 different ballast grains is provided by SNCF. Ballast materials in France
are selected based on the European railway ballast specification. The grains are represented
by point clouds obtained experimentally by 3D digitization (3D scan) of the particle surfaces,
and form irregular polyhedrons of 4000 faces, and about 2000 vertices. Fig.1 shows some of
these grains.
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Figure 1 : Example of real ballast grains represented by dense point clouds - SNCF

The pre-processing is based on the following steps:
 Projection of the experimental points cloud on an imposed basis (B1) with constant
angular step and N directions. Since the experimental point cloud are composed of
many points (up to millions for finer digitalization) with random direction in a
spherical frame, this step aims at reducing the number of point and having the same
direction for each grain.
 Computation for all grains of volume, surface, inertia tensor, and mean radius.
 Centering grains and rotating vertices until the principal directions of the inertia tensor
are parallel to the global coordinate axes, and interpolating (Fig.2)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: A grain of ballast: (a) Raw data (b) After projection and rotation

 Projection on a new basis (B2) with uniform density of number of direction by solid
angle. Indeed, the previous basis, with constant angular step, lead to a high density of
direction near the pole that can bias the statistic. This new basis with 500 directions is
generated with a repulsion point iterative procedure. (Fig. 3)
 By concatenating all grains together, our set of experimental grain is then represented
by a 500 x 121 matrix. Each column represents grain vertices distances along the 500
of the basis B2 (Fig.4). This matrix will be the input data of POD procedure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Basis with 500 direction: (a) basis B1 (b) basis B2

Figure 4: Interpolation on the generated basis with 500 directions and real grain

2.3 Grain characterization
A model reduction method, namely the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition or Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [27] is used. Starting from the data matrix of the Section 2.2, this
multivariate statistical method aims at obtaining a compact representation of the data. It
identifies an optimal and useful set of basic functions that allows to achieve a satisfactory
approximation of the system.
This method serves two purposes, namely order reduction by projecting high-dimensional
data into a lower-dimensional space and feature extraction by revealing relevant, but
unexpected, structure hidden in the data. The first purpose allows to quantify the controlled
approximation (error based), while choosing the dimension of the projection reduced space.
The second purpose allows to characterize the shape features by associating them to POD
outputs, i.e. basis functions (eigenmodes) and coefficients. Eigenmodes, or principal
components, are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to original data,
whereas coefficients are projection coordinates on the reduced space of projection. These two
elements, in addition to eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are the three key elements of the
method. For further explications of the method, see [15].
While applying POD on the data, a corresponding error ε is expressed in terms of the
projection errors that are controlled in the construction of POD bases. In other words, it is
defined as the deviation of the transformed data to the new space from the original data,
normalized by the raw data and induced by the truncation of the POD basis.
While POD error gives an indication of the magnitude of the “missing” information, the
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energy of the system 𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘) = 1 − 𝜀𝜀(𝑘𝑘) represents the quantity of information captured by the
k first POD basis vectors. (Fig. 5) shows the quantities of error/energy as a function of the
dimension of the reduced space.
For zero error we have to keep all 121 modes. We see that with only 12 modes we represent
90% of the information and 99% of the information is represented with roughly 50 modes.
With this precision, we have half-reduce our data.

Figure 5: Error and energy quantification

As the accuracy of the grain approximation depends on the number of modes, it is
important to check if the properties of grains (average radius, surface, volume) are sensitive to
the number of modes. In (Fig.6), we compare those properties distributions for different error
thresholds.
In order to quantify more precisely the comparisons, we perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
tests between original data surfaces/volumes/mean radius and reconstructed grains
characteristics. The results are presented in Table 1.

Error on shape

Table 1: Values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests between original and reconstructed data S, V, Rm distributions

0.1%
1%
5%
10%
15%

KS Surfaces
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.997
0.984

KS Volumes
0.997
0.997
0.997
0.984
0.879
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KS Rayons moyens
0.947
0.879
0.785
0.465
0.223
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Experimental data
ε = 0.1%
ε = 1%
ε = 5%
ε = 10%
ε = 15%

Experimental data
ε = 0.1%
ε = 1%
ε = 5%
ε = 10%
ε = 15%

Experimental data
ε = 0.1%
ε = 1%
ε = 5%
ε = 10%
ε = 15%

Figure 6: Reconstruction of the real grains for different error thresholds – Comparison of (a) Surfaces
distributions (b) Volumes distributions (c) Mean radius distrbutions

We see that even with significant error (more than 10%) we have a very good shape
approximation but with a much more reduced space.
Furthermore, by statistically identifying POD coefficients distributions, we can generate as
many equivalent data as wanted. For a perfectly exhaustive shape characterization, we decide
to keep all of the eigenmodes and therefore an error of 0% is made. The statistical analysis
will concern the coefficients that are uncorrelated. (Fig. 7) shows statistical distributions of
the first 8 coefficients as an example.

Figure 7: Statistic representation of the first 8 coefficients
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The challenge is then to build a model of each distribution. While it is possible to search
the best matching distribution or to fit the CDF, we presently prefer to keep the exact CDFs
corresponding to discrete data, without transforming it to continuous fitted functions (Fig. 8).

Experimental CDF
Fitted CDF

Figure 8: First coefficient CDF

2.4 Generation
Even though the coefficients are uncorrelated (not shown), these coefficients can be
dependent in a more complex way. Therefore, the generation process has to take into account
the dependence. Since the coefficients are of different marginal distributions, this cannot be
done by only using a multivariate distribution, which suffers from the restriction that the
marginal should be of the same type. One efficient way to do this is copula functions [28].
That is, copula functions allow one to model the dependence structure independently of the
marginal distributions. Any multivariate distribution function can serve as a copula. That
offers a good modelling flexibility.
For our generation process, we use the Gaussian copula, since two parameters (Mean and
correlation matrices) are enough to describe it. The algorithm is explained in details in [21,
22, 25].
2.5 Validation
To validate our approach, we generate different sets of 300, 500, 800, 1000, 2000 and
10000 virtual grains. Surfaces, volumes and mean radius distributions are then computed and
compared to those of the original data. (Fig. 9) shows the results, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests results are presented in Table 2.
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Experimental data
Generated data

Experimental data
Generated data

Experimental data
Generated data

Experimental data
Generated data

Figure 9: Sample validation – 10000 grains generated

Number of
generated
grains

Table 2: Values of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests between original generated data S, V, Rm distributions

300
500
800
1000
2000
10000

KS Surfaces
0.949
0.993
0.994
0.998
0.976
0.939

KS Volumes
0.949
0.993
0.994
0.939
0.896
0.968

KS Rayons moyens
0.811
0.831
0.883
0.705
0.870
0.613

By analysing Fig. 9, we see that for surfaces, volumes and average radii, the peaks are the
points that match the least. That can be explained by the fact that the real particle dataset (121
grains) is relatively small, and insufficient for estimating accurately statistics of the grains
shape, and hence capturing all shape features. That was proved by Liu et al. [18] who
analysed the impact of data set size on the accuracy of results using spherical harmonics
approach, and by Grigoriu et al. [9] who also proved the insufficiency of a dataset of 128
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aggregates to exactly represent the concrete grains shape. They showed that a “small data set
was unable to accurately estimate statistics of aggregate geometry beyond second-moment
properties and marginal distribution”.
However, the high values of KS tests obtained and the representations show that we get
satisfactory results, even with a small data set. That confirms the accuracy of the approach
and shows that enriching our data set will certainly allow to get an even better and exhaustive
characterization of ballast shape, and offer an interesting transition between real and virtual
grains in order to incorporate them in DEM simulations.
3

ILLUSTRATION

As shown previously, POD procedure allows to very well approximating the grains shape
through eigenmodes and coefficients. One interesting question would be how to link
eigenmodes and coefficients to shapes features.
One of the advantages of this method is ordering the dominating features by decreasing
order (first modes have the biggest contributions to energy of the system, and the largest
values of variance). We then expect the first mode to hold an important part of shape features
(with 45% of the energy of the system).
To observe the evolution of grains shape through modes, we represent the same grain
reconstructed with the first 1 (energy = 45%) to 20 modes (95%) in Fig. 11. We can see the
progressive emergence of shape details as we add new modes. As the quantity of information
increases (error decreasing), we minimize the sum of the squared differences of the distances
between the point on the real grain and the same one represented with a finite number of basic
functions.
The first fourth modes are shown in Fig.12. We see that the first mode, contributing most to
the energy of the system, has a complete shape of a grain while the rest of the modes
constitute the other details of shape.
Finally, we represent reconstructed grains with only the first mode in Fig. 13. For all 121
grains, we have a “round” shape.

Figure 11: Grain shape evolution through modes 1 to 20 and real grain
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: (a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2 (c) Mode 3 (d) Mode 4

Figure 13: Different grains reconstructed from mode 1
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3

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

An innovative approach, based on dimensionality reduction by means of POD, leading to
an optimal and nearly exhaustive shape characterization of real ballast grains has been
presented. A method to generate sets that are representative of real grains has also been
introduced, and validated by comparing some properties of the grains, such as surfaces and
volumes. The method proved to give satisfactory results, and will give even better results for a
data set of a larger size, as it will more accurately capture shape features. By observing the
grain shape evolution through POD eigenmodes, studying more the link between the latters
and shape features can be an interesting future outlook.
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Abstract. Beyond a given threshold, an upward fluid flow at constant flowrate, injected
through a small size section, is able to generate a fluidization along a vertical chimney over
the entire height of a granular assembly. Fluidization is first initiated in the immediate vicinity
of the injection hole and then the fluidized zone grows gradually until reaching the upper
surface of the granular packing. In this work, we present numerical results on the kinetics of
chimney fluidization in an immersed granular bed produced with two-dimensional
simulations coupling the Discrete Element and Lattice Boltzmann Methods (DEM-LBM). A
parametric study is carried out with 11 different sets of physical parameters and analyzed
based on spatio-temporal diagrams. Then a dimensional analysis allows finding general
scaling laws for both threshold and growth rate of the fluidized zone by use of two
dimensionless numbers, namely Reynolds and Archimedes numbers, while quite simple
empirical relationships can also be proposed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A fluidized state within a granular bed is reached when the upward force exerted by the
flow can balance the buoyant weight of the particles. Fluidization is used extensively in
industry for drying, mixing and agglomeration processes with many applications as
gasification of biomass, ion exchange processes or high efficiency carbon capture. Some
among these industrial processes rely more specifically on a localized state of fluidization as
is the case for spouted beds [1] and tapered beds [2] which are generated by means of an
upward gas flow injected most often at the neck of a conical container. Contrariwise,
channelization, i.e. occurrence of such preferential channels of fluidization, is to be absolutely
avoided for other types of fluidized bed applications. In sedimentology, some geologic
formations of fluid escape structures by localized fluidization through vertical pipe have been
specifically examined [3]. A somehow similar situation is encountered in the context of dike
safety, when a seepage flow through the foundation of an embankment is susceptible to
generate such a local fluidization, commonly called “sandboil”, and possibly initiate a piping
process by backward erosion, which is one of the four basic mechanisms identified for soil
particles removal by internal erosion [4].
Here the focus is put more restrictively on the development and growth of a local fluidized
state within an immersed granular assembly induced at the bottom of the grain bed by an
upward fluid flow passing through a small injection hole. Several previous works have
studied specifically this configuration and analysed the formation of a vertical chimney of
fluidized soil on the basis of either experiments [5, 6] or numerical simulations coupling
Discrete Element Method (DEM) with Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) [7]. It should be
noted, however, that most efforts have been so far dedicated to the steady state rather than to
the transitory development of such fluidized chimney [6]. This transient regime of localized
fluidization is therefore specifically under the scope of the present study. For this purpose, a
numerical model based on a 2D DEM/LBM coupled approach has been implemented to carry
out a systematic analysis of the temporal evolution of the fluidized zone, expanding
progressively from the injection hole to the top of the granular layer. As will be detailed
below, a critical fluid velocity Uc as well as the growth rate of the fluidized cavity above this
threshold can be precisely defined. Using the relevant dimensionless numbers of the problem,
a general collapse of the data can be obtained, which permits the proposal of empirical scaling
laws both for the critical velocity and for the fluidization growth rate.
The following sections first introduce the numerical approach developed in the present
study and then focus specifically on the transient regime to fluidized chimney within an
immersed granular bed subject to a localized fluid injection at its base.
2 NUMERICAL METHODS
Many numerical methods are developed to simulate fluid-particles interactions at the
micro-scale. The crucial point is the approach taken to couple the particles’ dynamics and the
interstitial fluid flow. Here we have chosen to tackle this issue by a simultaneous use of the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) and of the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM). This choice
has the advantage to combine the comparative simplicity of DEM with LBM, one of the most
efficient computational methods for fluid dynamics. Both methods as well as the coupling
strategy are briefly described below.
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2.1 DEM modeling of the solid phase
In this study, the Discrete Element Method (DEM) is implemented through the Molecular
Dynamics modeling, a numerical method originally developed by Cundall and Strack [8] for
rock mechanics applications and which quickly became very popular in many other fields of
application dealing with interacting solid particles [9]. The Molecular Dynamics method
considers the solid material as discrete particles that interact with each other in areas of
mutual contact. The particles are assumed to be rigid with possibly a small overlap at the
contact while the interactions are modelled by appropriate and physically based laws
depending on this overlap. Then, the particles’ motion can be directly described by Newton’s
equations. More details can be found in [10, 11].
2.2 LBM modeling of the fluid phase
A classical D2Q9 scheme is used here for LBM describing the fluid flow within the grains,
allowing for an explicit finite differences calculation of Boltzmann equation on a Cartesian
lattice grid (2D) and using a discrete set of velocity vectors at each grid node (Q9) [12]. The
calculation is related to a probability density function, discretized on the lattice, and computed
in two successive steps: collision and advection, both assuming specific rules to ensure mass,
momentum and energy conservation provided that Mach number is very low or, equivalently,
that fluid velocity remains significantly smaller than the lattice speed. With this condition, the
fluid flow follows the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Note also that, instead of the
classical single relaxation time scheme originally proposed by Bhatnaggar, Gross, and Krook
[12], a multiple relaxation time (MRT) is advantageously implemented here, following the
generalized formulation by d’Humières [13, 14]. Further details on this method can also be
found in [10, 11].
2.3 Solid-fluid coupling
In our modelling, the simple technique proposed by Bouzidi et al. [15] for momentum
exchange is implemented to calculate the hydrodynamic forces on each discrete particle and
couple this way the fluid and solid phases. This computation is based on a generalized
bounce-back condition with a linearly interpolated geometry of the particles boundary inside
the fluid lattice. A key parameter for the fluid-solid coupling is the space resolution, i.e. the
lattice grid size compared to the minimum particle diameter. It is commonly accepted that a
satisfactory result can be obtained with at least 10 grid points per grain diameter, which is the
resolution used in the present study for an affordable computational cost. Moreover, as the
calculation time is much larger for LBM than DEM, we have used the sub-cycling time
integration technique proposed by Feng et al [16] with a number of DEM sub-cycles which is
restricted to 2 for each LBM loop, a good compromise to maintain the accuracy of the
computed hydrodynamic forces on the solid particles. In order to overcome the fact that a real
2D assembly of discs in contact is an occluded space with a zero permeability value, the LBM
calculations are here carried out with a constant reduction of the particles’ radius by a factor
of 0.8, which provides a realistic permeability value [17] and roughly accounts for lubrication
forces [18].
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3

TRANSIENT REGIME TO FLUIDIZED CHIMNEY

3.1 Configuration and parameters
Based on the coupled DEM-LBM technique described above, a two-dimensional numerical
modeling was carried out to simulate an assembly of grains subjected to a localized fluid
injection at its base. Grain sizes have a mean value d and are uniformly distributed from 0.8d
to 1.2d. Two different samples have been used with initial height H0 equal respectively to
approximately 86 mm and 54 mm while the overall domain dimensions are L = 222 mm in
length and H = 160 mm in height. The bottom boundary is a solid wall except for a filtering
orifice of width D = 14mm at its center which allows the fluid to be injected upwards at a
constant velocity U but remains impassable for the grains. A velocity inlet condition is thus
implemented at the injection hole while a periodic condition is set at the top and bottom
boundaries of the domain. A no-slip condition is implemented on all other boundaries,
considered as solid walls. A sketch of the configuration is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Configuration and boundary conditions of the numerical study.

To reach a fluidized state, the drag forces induced by the interstitial flow must overcome
the inter-granular forces within the particles’ sample. In the studied conditions of purely
frictional interactions between grains, the internal granular stress is solely related to the
buoyant weight of the system. Consequently, the physical parameters of the problem are: the
diameter of the grains d, the kinematic viscosity of the fluid f, the density of the fluid f and
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of the grains g, and finally the gravity g. The control parameter used here is the injected fluid
velocity U while the geometry of the system is fixed by the initial height H0, the width of the
domain L and the diameter of the injection hole D. In what follows, L and D remain
unchanged and, since D is much smaller than L (D/L  0.06), it can be reasonably considered
that L plays a minor role.
A parametric study has been carried out using 11 different parameter sets (see Table 1)
enabling some of the physical parameters to be significantly varied, namely f, g, g and d.
Two different values of the initial height H0 has also been used while the injection diameter D
was kept constant (D = 14mm).
Table 1: Sets of parameters

Set number

f (m2.s-1)

g (kg.m-3)

g (m.s-2)

d (mm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

5.10-5
1.10-5
5.10-5
1.10-5
5.10-5
5.10-5
5.10-6
5.10-6
2.10-6
2.10-6
5.10-5

2500
2500
2500
1500
1500
2500
2500
1500
2500
1500
2500

9.81
9.81
1
9.81
9.81
1
9.81
9.81
9.81
9.81
9.81

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4

For all parameter sets, the analysis of the transitory evolution to final fluidized chimney is
performed using space-time diagrams constructed at the injection from the different sequences
obtained for each successive fluid velocity U imposed at the injection hole (Figure 2). From
these diagrams, it is then possible to determine quite accurately the time T0 needed for the
fluidized zone to expand upwards to a height equal to H0.

T0

Figure 2: Typical space-time diagram used to determine the duration T0 of the transient regime and calculated in
the rectangular area (in dotted line) located above the injection hole.
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3.2 Chimney expansion time and growth rate
Plotting the chimney expansion time T0 as a function of the injection velocity U, a
divergence is observed when U tends to a threshold value Uc which can be accurately
determined by use of the following power law adjustment of the curve:
T0(U) = 0(U/Uc – 1)-

(1)

where 0 is a constant equal to T0(U = 2Uc) and  is the opposite of the exponent.
The value of  can be satisfactorily chosen within the range 0.5 <  < 0.7 with a small but
still significant impact on the threshold velocity Uc. Of probably greater interest is V0 = H0/T0,
the characteristic growth rate which quantifies the velocity at which the fluidized zone
expands upwards. Here again, as shown in Figure 3, a power law can be used with the
opposite exponent :
V0(U) = 0(U/Uc – 1)

(2)

where 0 is a constant equal to V0(U = 2Uc) .

Figure 3: Characteristic growth rate V0 of the fluidized zone versus fluid injection velocity U for H0 = 86 mm.
The lines are power law functions given by Equation (2) with  = 0.6.

It can be noted that in the present study  has been arbitrarily fixed equal to 0.6 and,
depending on the parameters in Table 1, the values obtained for Uc vary on several orders of
magnitude as can be noticed in Figure 3.
3.3 Scaling laws
Accounting for buoyancy, the only relevant physical quantities are the fluid kinematic
viscosity f, the fluid injection velocity U, the grain diameter d, and the resultant buoyant
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gravity g* = g(g /f -1). From these magnitudes, two dimensionless numbers can be formed,
namely the Reynolds number Re = Ud/f and the Archimedes number Ar = g*d3/f 2. And
thus, the critical Reynolds number Rec = Uc d/f should consequently be simply dependent on
Ar. As shown in Figure 4, such a relationship is indeed reasonably well obtained for all values
corresponding to the 11 different sets of parameters and a very simple empirical power law
relation can be proposed:
Rec  Ar3/4

(3)

Therefore, the dependencies on the geometrical parameters H0 and D are completely taken
into account by the proportionality factor in Equation (3).

Figure 4: The critical Reynolds number Rec plotted as a function of Archimedes number Ar for H0 = 86 mm.
The line corresponds to Equation (3) with a proportionality factor equal to 0.1.

Such a dimensional analysis can be extended beyond the critical value for chimney
fluidization to account more broadly for the transient behavior obtained once this threshold is
exceeded, i.e. for U > Uc. For this purpose, we now use the general expression of the
Reynolds number, Re=Ud/f, while the characteristic growth rate V0 is also made
dimensionless by introducing a new Reynolds numbers Re0 defined as follows:
Re0 = V0d/f

(4)

Finally, to get rid of the additional dependencies due to the geometry of the system
(mainly through the initial height H0), Re and Re0 are both divided by the critical Reynolds
number Rec. This way, as shown in Figure 5, a global collapse of all the data is obtained,
confirming the previous analysis. Moreover, following Equation (2), a general empirical
scaling law can now be proposed in the form:
Re0 / Rec  (Re / Rec - 1 )3/5
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Note that the proportionality factors obtained for the two values of H0 used in this
study are indeed rather close although slightly different, equal to 0.75 and 0.95
respectively for H0 = 86 mm and H0 = 54 mm.

Figure 5: The ratio Re0/Rec plotted versus Re/Rec-1 for H0 = 86 mm. The line stands for Equation (5) with a
proportionality factor being equal to 0.75.

4

CONCLUSION

A 2D coupled DEM-LBM model has been implemented to produce a realistic
representation of fluid-grains interactions and dynamics. This model has been successfully
applied to study the particular phenomenon of development of a fluidized chimney within an
immersed granular bed from a small fluid injection hole at the base of a grain assembly.
Focusing specifically on the transient regime leading to a steady chimney, a parametric
analysis has been undertaken with 11 different sets of the main physical parameters involved
in the problem. The first outcome of this study shows that the critical fluid velocity Uc needed
for such a chimney fluidization can be clearly interpreted in terms of dimensionless numbers.
The corresponding critical Reynolds Rec = Ucd/f is indeed simply a function of the
Archimedes number Ar = g(g /f -1) d3/f 2 which is fairly compatible with an empirical
power law relation: Rec  Ar3/4.
In addition, the characteristic growth rate V0, i.e. the upward expansion rate of the fluidized
zone, can also be predicted from our dimensional analysis provided that additional Reynolds
numbers are formed using the different velocities of the system: U, Uc and V0. This way, it is
possible to obtain a general collapse of all data from the different parameter sets, allowing the
proposal of a very simple empirical law: Re0 / Rec  (Re/Rec – 1)3/5.
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Abstract. Spheronization is an important process to produce pharmaceutical pellets with a
narrow particle size distribution and a homogeneous outer particle surface. Thereby,
cylindrical extrudates are rounded by different pelletization mechanisms [1]. These
mechanisms are highly dependent on the particle dynamics in the spheronizer. Discrete
Element Method simulations of the particle motions in a spheronizer were performed to study
the particle dynamics. The elastic-plastic contact model used in the simulations was calibrated
by experiments with spheronized pellets. The influence of different process conditions and
particle properties on the particle kinematics and interactions was analyzed. Also a
comparison of the simulation results with PIV measurements was performed.
1

INTRODUCTION

Pharmaceutical pellets are spherical granules with a narrow particle size distribution and a
reproducible outer particle surface. Extrusion and spheronization is a common technique to
produce such pellets. A spheronizer consists of a static cylindrical wall and a rotating disk
with a structured surface (friction plate) as shown in Figure 1. Cylindrical extrudates are
placed on the friction plate and are rounded during the spheronization process by different
formation mechanisms [1].

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the spheronizer (right) and the friction plate viewed from top (left top)
and side (left bottom), (dimensions in mm) [2]
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Describing the spheronization process is complex because these formation mechanisms
take place simultaneously and are highly dependent on the particle dynamic, which is
influenced by process conditions and particle properties. Therefore simulations can be helpful
to predict the formation mechanisms. With Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations the
particle dynamics can be analyzed. Bouffard et al. have simulated the particle dynamics in the
spheronizer using DEM to describe the segregation during spheronization of a bimodal
particle system [3]. Koester et al. have performed DEM simulations of the movement of γAl2O3 particles in a spheronizer and have compared the results with PIV measurements [4].
The focus of the performed study was on the collision rate and collision forces of the
particles, besides the particle motion. Various factors which influence the particle kinematic
and collision characteristics were examined. In addition to process conditions like the
rotational speed of the friction plate and the mass of particles in the spheronizer (loading)
some properties of the particles like diameter, stiffness, coefficient of restitution and
coefficient of static friction were varied. Also the obtained simulation results were compared
with PIV measurements of the spheronization process of MCC pellets in [5].
To consider the particle-particle and particle-wall interactions in the DEM simulations, an
elastic-plastic contact model was used because of the dominantly plastic behavior of the
investigated pellets. The parameters of the contact model were calibrated by comparison with
the performed single particle tests with spheronized pellets.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Experimental Setup
The material parameters for the contact model of the DEM were determined by different
uniaxial compression tests of pellets performed with the Texture Analyzer (TA.XTplus,
Stable Micro Systems, UK). The pellets consist of 20 % (w) microcrystalline cellulose (MCC
102G SANAQ, Pharmatrans Sanaq, Switzerland) and 80 % (w) of α-lactose monohydrate
(Granulac 200, Meggle, Germany) and are spheronized in a lab scale spheronizer (Schlueter
RM300, Schlueter, Germany) [5]. Afterwards they are loaded up to a defined force or strain,
while the force and the displacement are continuously recorded (see Figure 2). From these
force displacement curves, different material parameters like compression strength, breakage
force, stiffness and equivalent coefficient of restitution could be derived. Table 1 shows the
results for pellets extruded with a water dosage rate of 15.5 g/min which have a diameter of
dp = 1 – 3 mm.
Table 1: Results of uniaxial compression tests

F

Parameter
compression
strength / MPa
breakage force / N
equivalent coefficient of
restitution / stiffness / N mm-1

3 mm
Figure 2: Uniaxial compression test of MCC pellets
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arithmetic mean ±
standard deviation
0.11 ± 0.04
0.28 ± 0.07
0.31 ± 0.01
0.87 ± 0.34
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2.2 Simulation Method
The Discrete Element Method (DEM) was introduced in 1979 by Cundall and Strack [6]
and is used mainly for simulating particulate systems. In the DEM solid discrete particles
which can interact via contact forces Fc are modelled. These particles are assumed to be
spherical and indestructible. For each particle the equations of motion (1) and (2) are solved.


dvp
mp
=Fg +  Fc,i
dt

(1)



The translational acceleration of a particle p with a mass mp is calculated from the
gravitational force Fg and the contact forces Fc. The contact force is divided into a normal
component Fc,n and a tangential component Fc,t relative to the direction of the interaction.
With the moments Mp acting on a particle, that are induced by the tangential components of
the contact force, the rotational acceleration can be calculated.
k

dωp
Jp
=  Mp,i
dt

(2)

i

The contact forces Fc needs to be modelled using an appropriate contact model. The
performed compression tests showed that the pellets used have a dominantly plastic material
behavior, which can be good predicted by the model of Walton and Braun [7], [8]:
if K1 ·δn <K2 ·δn -δ0 
if δn >δ0
if δn ≤δ0

K1 · δn
Fc,n = - K2 ·δn - δ0 
0

(3)

As can be seen in Figure 3 (left), the slope of the curve in the unloading case K2 is greater
than the slope in the loading case K1. This allows modeling the large plastic deformations δ0
obtained by the uniaxial compression tests (Figure 3 right).
0,16

Force / N

0,12
0,08
0,04
0,00

0

0,05
0,1
0,15
displacement / mm

0,2

Figure 3: Force-displacement curve of the model of Walton and Braun (left) and experimental results (right)
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The model considers the energy loss due to inelastic impact with a constant restitution
coefficient e. Based on the restitution coefficient the stiffness of the unloading case can be
calculated from the stiffness of the loading case [9]:
e =

K1
K2

(4)

Due to the nearly linear force-displacement curves, obtained by the uniaxial compression
tests (Figure 3 right) the energy dissipation can be modelled only by the ratio between the
stiffness of the loading and unloading case. Additionally, a viscous term is included to prevent
possible un-damped low amplitude oscillations [8], [9]. For the numerical simulations the
DEM software EDEM (DEM Solutions, UK) was used.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The use of a cylindrical coordinate system instead of a Cartesian coordinate system is
expedient, because the particle motion in the spheronizer is rotationally symmetric. Thus the
spatial distribution of various time-averaged parameters can be displayed by discretizing the
poloidal cut (rz-plane). In the evaluation of the collision characteristics, a distinction is made
between interparticle collisions, collisions with the friction plate, and collisions with the
spheronizer wall. All time-averaged distributions are calculated for the steady state, which
was reached after a time of about t = 0.8 s.
3.1 Particle dynamics in the spheronizer
In this section the simulation results of a spheronizer loaded with m = 600 g of particles
with a radius of rp = 2 mm at a rotational speed of the friction plate of n = 1000 rpm are
presented. The geometry used in the simulation corresponds to the physical dimensions of the
spheronizer used for the experiments having a cross hatched friction plate (see Figure 1) with
a diameter of d = 300 mm.

Figure 4: Particle velocities in the spheronizer at n =1000 rpm and m = 600 g
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The evaluation of the particle velocities exhibits rotational movements in poloidal direction
superimposing the toroidal particle motion as shown in Figure 4. Koester et al. [4] describe
five different zones of the particle movements in the poloidal cut. They found two zones V in
which the mixing is limited due to the small poloidal velocities. The simulations performed in
our work agree with these results. In addition they exhibit a counter-rotating movement in the
upper zone V compared with the primary rotational movement (see Figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the time-averaged poloidal velocity field colored by toroidal velocities. As
can be seen, the pellets have the greatest toroidal velocities immediately above the friction
plate in the outer region. With increasing distance from the friction plate, the average toroidal
velocities decrease. The lowest toroidal velocities occur in the upper region of the particle
torus near the wall. The comparison of Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows that the velocities of the
toroidal movement are significantly greater than that in the poloidal direction. The spatial distribution of the particle residence probability in the poloidal cut can be seen in Figure 6. Local
maxima of the particle residence probability occur at regular intervals from the wall. From
simulations with different particle sizes a correlation between the intervals of the maxima and
the particle size was found. The first maximum is located at a distance which approximately
corresponds to the particle radius rp. The further maxima with decreasing intensity roughly
occur at distances of odd multiples of the particle radius. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows a
decrease in the particle residence probability near the friction plate with a local maximum at a
distance of approximately rp that is significantly smaller than the radial maxima. Moreover
there is a significant increase in the intensity where it intersects the outer radial maximum.

Figure 5: Time-averaged poloidal velocity field
colored by toroidal velocities

Figure 6: Particle residence probability in poloidal cut
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In addition to the spatial distribution of the particle residence probability in the spheronizer
and the velocity fields, the interparticle collisions and the collisions with the friction plate and
the wall are analyzed. The obtained interparticle collision rate is defined as the number of
collisions per particle and second within a defined volume of the spheronizer:
N c,p =

2 ∙ Nc,p

(zi - zi-1 ) · π · (r2i - r2i-1 ) · ∆t ·Np,ges

(5)

The particle geometry collision rate is defined as the number of collision per particle and
second within a defined area of the wall or the friction plate:
N c,f =
N c,w =

π·

(r2i

-

Nc,f
2
ri-1 ) ·

∆t ·Np,ges

Nc,w
(zi - zi-1 ) · ra · ∆t ·Np,ges

(6)

(7)

The axial coordinate zi as well as the radial coordinate ri are discretized in 1 mm elements.
Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of the average interparticle collision rate. It can be seen
that the greatest values are reached in a lower region near the wall. The collision rate of the
particle-friction plate and particle-wall interactions is shown in Figure 8. Overall, the rate of
the collisions with the friction plate is an order of magnitude greater than that with the wall. It
is remarkable that there is a significant increase of the values in the outer region of the friction
plate and the lower region of the wall. Furthermore, the average collision forces are evaluated.
The distribution of the interparticle collision forces is shown in Figure 9. It is apparent that
the average collision forces are increasing with decreasing distance to the wall and the friction
plate. The greatest interparticle collision forces occur immediately above the friction plate.
Looking at the average forces of the particle-wall collisions in Figure 10, it can be seen that
there is a maximum at a distance to the friction plate of about one particle diameter. Moreover
Figure 10 shows that the decrease of the average collision forces with the distance to the
friction plate can be described by a power law. The average collision forces of the particle
friction plate interactions exhibit a small but characteristic maximum in the outer region. Due
to a structured surface of the friction plate the mean collision rate curve shows a high
fluctuation.
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Figure 7: Rate of the interparticle collisions in poloidal
cut
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3.2 Influence of various factors on the particle dynamics and the collision
characteristics
The influence of different factors affecting the particle dynamics and collision
characteristics was investigated. For that purpose from the process conditions, the rotational
speed of the friction plate (ROT) and the loading of the spheronizer (LOAD) were varied.
From the material properties, the influences of the particle size (PS), coefficient of restitution
(CoR), stiffness (ST), and coefficient of static friction (CoF) were investigated. The values of
the parameters for the reference case (REF) are given in Table 2. Also, the values for the
variation of each parameter are shown.
Table 2: Parameters varied in the simulations

Parameter

ROT / rpm

LOAD / g

PS / mm

CoR / -

ST / N mm-1

CoF / -

Reference
+
-

1000
1500
500

600
1200
300

2.0
2.4
0.8

0.25
0.50
0.10

0.8
1.6
0.4

1.0
1.5
0.5

In Table 3 the influence of the process conditions on the shape of the torus can be seen.
Moreover, the distribution of the particle velocities in poloidal and toroidal direction, the
collision rates, and the collision forces are characterized by arithmetic mean ± standard
deviation.
Table 3: Influence of different process conditions on the particle dynamics and collision characteristics
ROT +
REF
ROT -

REF

Collision
rate

Velocity

Parameter
poloidal / m s

-1

toroidal / m s-1

ROT -

LOAD +
REF
LOAD -

ROT +

LOAD -

LOAD +

0.186 ± 0.196 0.147 ± 0.135 0.209 ± 0.236 0.214 ± 0.220 0.164 ± 0.172
1.325 ± 0.790 1.166 ± 0.529 1.461 ± 1.092 1.408 ± 0.847 1.209 ± 0.701

N c,p / 10-4 s mm-3 3.368 ± 2.116 3.096 ± 1.890 3.100 ± 2.020 5.462 ± 4.212 1.820 ± 1.014
N c,f / 10-4 s mm-2 18.40 ± 19.04 15.08 ± 11.85 29.70 ± 39.91 23.70 ± 31.47 13.82 ± 8.596
N c,w / 10-4 s mm-2 1.859 ± 2.363 1.353 ± 1.549 2.460 ± 4.125 2.934 ± 4.186 1.121 ± 1.094
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Fc,p / N

0.052 ± 0.082 0.037 ± 0.047 0.065 ± 0.116 0.059 ± 0.087 0.049 ± 0.081

Fc,f / N

0.217 ± 0.171 0.135 ± 0.100 0.333 ± 0.264 0.200 ± 0.168 0.215 ± 0.163

Fc,w / N

0.138 ± 0.149 0.089 ± 0.081 0.237 ± 0.149 0.131 ± 0.137 0.129 ± 0.133

The shape of the particle torus at different rotational speeds of the friction plate is shown in
Table 3. It can be seen that the axial expansion of the torus near the wall is greater and the
radial expansion of the torus near the plate is smaller for higher rotational speeds.
Furthermore, the poloidal and toroidal velocities increase with the rotational speed. The
average collision forces increase with the rotational speed as do the particle-friction plate and
particle-wall collision rates. Especially the maxima of the collision rates of the particles with
the spheronizer geometry, which can be seen in Figure 8, are increasing. In contrast, the interparticle collision rate decreases slightly regardless whether the rotational speed is increased or
decreased. Different loads of the spheronizer barely affect the shape of the torus. Only the volume of the torus varies. Table 3 shows that the particle velocities and collision rates increase
with decreasing loading of the spheronizer. The influence of the loading on the average
collision forces is less significant. In addition to the process conditions, Table 4 shows the
influence of two particle properties on the particle dynamics and collision characteristics.
Table 4: Influence of different particle properties on the particle dynamics and collision characteristics
PS +
REF
PS -

REF

Collision
force

Collision
rate

Velocity

Parameter
poloidal / m s

-1

toroidal / m s-1

PS -

ST +
REF
ST -

PS +

ST -

ST +

0.186 ± 0.196 0.151 ± 0.153 0.209 ± 0.215 0.184 ± 0.185 0.189 ± 0.204
1.325 ± 0.790 1.556 ± 0.801 1.319 ± 0.825 1.404 ± 0.847 1.256 ± 0.732

N c,p / 10-4 s mm-3 3.368 ± 2.116 8.446 ± 5.022 2.834 ± 1.824 2.976 ± 2.106 3.594 ± 2.374
N c,f / 10-4 s mm-2 18.40 ± 19.04 10.09 ± 8.502 23.66 ± 25.20 29.81 ± 26.63 11.22 ± 11.47
N c,w / 10-4 s mm-2 1.859 ± 2.363 1.052 ± 0.981

2.258 ±3.043

1.946 ± 2.797 1.812 ± 1.977

0.084 ±0.126

0.043 ± 0.063 0.064 ± 0.107

Fc,p / N

0.052 ± 0.082 0.006 ±0.011

Fc,f / N

0.217 ± 0.171 0.055 ± 0.039 0.284 ± 0.227 0.149 ± 0.110 0.304 ± 0.257

Fc,w / N

0.138 ± 0.149 0.023 ± 0.025 0.205 ± 0.217 0.110 ± 0.116 0.166 ± 0.176
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For a smaller particle size, the torus is getting slimmer and higher. The average poloidal
velocity decreases, while the average toroidal velocity increases with decreasing particle size.
The average interparticle collision rate decreases with increasing particle size. In contrast, the
collision rates of the particles with the spheronizer geometry increase with the particle size.
Finally, the influence of the stiffness is analyzed. A smaller stiffness leads to a greater axial
expansion of the torus while a larger stiffness causes a wider torus. While the poloidal
velocity is barely affected by the stiffness the toroidal velocity increases with the stiffness.
The interparticle collision rate increases with the stiffness. In contrast, the collision rates of
the particles with the spheronizer geometry increase with decreasing stiffness.
3.3 Comparison of simulation results with PIV measurements
In this section the results of the performed DEM simulation are compared with PIV
measurements by Koester et al. [5]. To obtain comparable results, some aspects need to be
considered in the evaluation of the simulation data: Firstly, only the particles in an area which
is also covered by the high-speed camera [5] should be taken into account (Figure 11). In the
upper region of the wall (z > 6 mm) only the outer particles can be considered due to the close
packing of the particles. Above the friction plate (z < 6 mm) the camera also captures
particles with a greater distance to the wall ∆r because of the low particle density (Figure 6).
As it can be seen in Figure 11 different distances to the wall were used since it is difficult to
assess which is most aptly. Secondly, the camera only captures the axial and circumferential
positions of the particles, therefore the radial component of the velocities must not be taken
into account. Velocity distributions evaluated in this way are compared with the results of the
PIV measurements.

1.5

z / mm

v / m s-1

29

Camera

0.7

6
3

10 14 18 22

∆r/ mm

Figure 11: Evaluation of the velocities obtained by DEM for the comparison with the PIV results

In the experiment and simulation the spheronizer consists of a cross hatched friction plate
with a diameter of d = 300 mm (Figure 1). Also the process conditions like rotational speed of
the friction plate of n = 750 rpm and loading of m = 900 g were the same in the experiment
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and simulations. Only the properties of the pellets used for the PIV measurements are not
known exactly and may differ from the properties of the pellets tested in this work. Figure 12
shows the particle velocity distribution from the simulation for different areas (Figure 11).
Figure 13 shows the averaged particle velocity distribution obtained by Koester et al. [5] in
PIV measurements with MCC pellets. Except one modal value at high velocities in the
simulation results, the distributions are similar. In the experiments as well as in the simulation
there are two modal values at low velocities. These peaks are shifted slightly toward higher
values in the simulation results. This difference can be attributed to uncertainties in the
particle properties.
1,4
density distribution / s m-1

density distribution / s m-1

1,4
1,2

∆r < 10 mm
∆r < 14 mm
∆r < 18 mm
∆r < 22 mm

1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0

0

1

2

3
4
5
velocity / m s-1

6

1,2
1,0
0,8
0,6
0,4
0,2
0,0

7

Figure 12: Particle velocity distribution obtained by
DEM simulation in different areas

0,0

0,5

1,0
1,5
velocity / m s-1

2,0

2,5

Figure 13: Averaged particle velocity distribution
obtained by PIV measurements by Koester [5]

In addition to the PIV measurements with MCC pellets Koester et al. also performed PIV
measurements with γ-Al2O3 particles [4]. They found a trimodal distribution of the particle
velocities. Although pellets of different materials and different process conditions were used,
their results are qualitatively similar to the results of the simulation of the present study with
three modes each. All in all the comparisons indicate that the DEM simulations can reflect the
PIV measurements. To validate this assumption, a consistent set of experiments and
simulations needs to be performed with MCC pellets: The particle dynamics in the
spheronization process must be measured via PIV and the material properties of the
spheronized pellets must be measured immediately. The measured material properties can
then be used for the contact model in the DEM simulation of the spheronization process.
4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the particle dynamics of a spheronization process with MCC pellets was
investigated via DEM simulations. The elastic-plastic contact model used in the simulations
was calibrated via experiments with spheronized pellets. The average particle movements in
the stationary case was displayed as a vector field by spatial discretization of the poloidal cut
and time averaging of the particle velocities. The average residence probability of the pellets
in the poloidal cut was calculated. Therein local maxima at different radial positions and a
decrease near the friction plate were shown. In this area of low residence probability above
the friction plate a maximum at a distance of approximately rp is located. This maximum is
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significantly smaller than the radial maxima but exhibits a huge increase where it intersects
the outer radial maximum. In addition to the particle residence probability and movements,
the collision characteristics were investigated. A maximum in the interparticle and particlewall collision rates in the lower outer region of the spheronizer was shown. The average
collision force also increases with increasing radial and decreasing axial position. Moreover,
the influence of different process conditions and material properties was investigated. The
influence on the shape of the torus of particles was shown qualitatively. Also the influence on
the distribution of the particle velocities, collision rates, and collision forces were determined.
The simulation results were compared with results from PIV measurements. Except one
modal value at high velocities in the simulation results, the results from PIV measurements
with MCC pellets in [5] are similar with 2 modes each at velocities v < 2.5 m/s. Even the
results from PIV measurements with γ-Al2O3 pellets with different properties in [4] are
qualitatively similar because the trimodal distributions also exhibit a modal value at high
velocities. To ensure the simulation results can represent the experimental results, further PIV
measurements and simulations need to be performed with the same MCC pellets. For these
simulations the contact model must be calibrated with the spheronized pellets used in the PIV
experiments.
5
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Abstract. All-Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries (VRFBs) represent a promising technology as a way to store energy because of their high energy efficiency, long cycle life,
independently tunable power/energy size, and lack of contamination from cross-mixing of
electrolytes.However, in order to improve VRFBs performance, some conceptual and technological issues are still open. In particular, a properly designed geometry of flow channels
and porous medium, which guarantees a uniform distribution of the reacting species all
along the electrode, is still under investigation.The ideal configuration aims to minimize
the drag maximising the mixing. This will guarantee an increase of the performance and
of the overall efficiency. In the present work a Lattice Boltzmann tri-dimensional multirelaxation-time model (LBM) has been used to better understand the dependence of mass
and momentum transports on the porosity and carbon fiber preferential orientation. The
LBM has been coupled with a Lagrangian particle tracking algorithm in order to investigate the dispersion mechanisms induced by the porous medium on the species flowing in
a typical VRFB. Results show that the drag measured by the permeability K is considerably reduced when the medium fibers are preferentially oriented along the streamwise
direction, as expected. The fiber orientation also affects the species mixing that needs to
be enhanced to optimize the VRFB performance. Surprisingly, the medium with fibers
preferentially oriented along the streamwise direction, among all the considered medium,
shows also the highest transversal dispersion rate characterized by super-diffusive behavior. In light of these results, this anisotropic medium appears to be optimal to enhance
VRFBs performances by reducing the drag and enhancing the mixing.

1

INTRODUCTION

During the last years, VRFBs have been perceived as one of the most promising technologies to improve electrochemical energy storage. In comparison with other batteries,
VRFBs are characterized by higher energy efficiency, longer cycle life and more flexible
1
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power/energy sizing [1]. Even though the VRFB technology is well-known since the late
1980’s, it is only during recent years that the scientific community has focused on improving VRFBs performance [1, 3]. A cell of a VRFB cell is composed by two porous media
electrodes of carbon fibers. The inner surfaces of the porous media act as active site where
electrochemical reduction and oxidation reactions of the Vanadium electrolytes occur. The
reduction reaction at one electrode extracts electrons and ions from one electrolyte, while
the oxidation at the other electrode recombines them into the other electrolyte. Ions
may migrate from anode to cathode through a ion exchange membrane which separates
the two half-cells. Both half-cells are fed by external storage tanks which pump freshen
electrolyte solutions in the porous media electrode to keep on the reactions. The peak
performance of VRFB is limited by a too slow electrolyte transport in the electrodes [1].
The fluid dynamic optimization of the porous medium which acts both as electrochemical active surface and as a mixing layer of chemical species in VRFBs is one of the main
technological issues to be dealt [2].
Actually, the slow diffusion process of Vanadium species in water often represents a
bottleneck for the peak performance of VRFBs.Specifically, the mass diffusion coefficients
of the Vanadium species in water, D ∼ 10−10 m2 s−1 , are about 10000 smaller than the
water kinematic viscosity, ν = µ/ρ ∼ 10−6 m2 s−1 indicating that the mass diffusion is
10000 times slower than the momentum transport. The fibers constituting the porous
medium enhance the effective mass transport perturbing the flow trajectories at microscales.A proper designed geometry of the porous medium may enhance this effective mass
transport and minimize the drag improving and optimizing the VRFB performances. This
is the topic of the present study.
While the influence of porous medium porosity on the flow drag has been largely
studied [4], the impact of its microscopic design on mixing/transport mechanisms and
drag is still not well assessed [4, 5].
In order to clarify this issue, several simulations varying the preferential orientation
of fibers at different porosity and Reynolds number have been carried out by means of a
Lattice-Boltzmann-based model coupled with a Lagrangian particle tracking algorithm.
The aim of the present paper is to clarify how the nematic properties of the porous medium
affects the mass and momentum transport mechanisms in order to design optimal porous
media with low drag and high effective mass diffusion. The minimization of drag reduces
the required pump power, while the maximization of the mixing improves the uniformity
of reacting species all along the porous medium, resulting in enhanced performances of
VRFBs. We will show that porous media constituted by fibers preferentially oriented
along the flow direction exhibit smaller drag and higher effective diffusion.
2

NUMERICAL METHOD

In recent years the Lattice-Boltzmann Method (LBM) proved to be a good solution
in solving Navier-Stokes Equations, allowing easy implementation and algorithm parallelization, especially in presence of complex geometries [6]. In the present work a
2
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Figure 1: Tri-periodic cubic domain with particle trajectories for the isotropic case with poroisty ε = 0.9.
The domain size is 1603 and the flow is driven by a pressure gradient along x.

three-dimensional multi-relaxation time Lattice-Boltzmann model has been developed
to simulate the fluid flow inside a fiber-composed porous medium. The model has been
successfully validated against theoretical solutions of the Volume Averaged Navier-Stokes
Equations [7]. The multi-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann equation reads as follows:


fi (x + ci , t + 1) − fi (x, t) = −M−1 S mi (x, t) − mei (x, t) ,
(1)

where fi (x, t), is the distribution function x at the time t along the i-th lattice direction,
mi (x, t) and mei (x, t) are the moment and the equilibrium moment obtained by the GramSchmidt orthogonalization procedure; c is the discrete speed vector, S is the collisional
matrix and M the transformation matrix [8].
The typical porosity used in VRFB, ε = 0.7 ÷ 0.9, is considered in a triperiodic box,
see Fig.(1). The flow is driven along the x direction by a mean pressure gradient DP/Dx
which imposes the Reynolds number Re= U df ρ/µ = 0.1 ÷ 1.0 with U the bulk velocity,
df the fiber diameter, ρ the fluid density and µ the dynamic viscosity. The side of
the periodic box is discretized by 160 computational cells, while the fiber diameter df
corresponds to 6 cells. Three different porous medium orientations have been considered:
an isotropic medium, a medium preferentially oriented along the streamwise direction and
a medium preferentially oriented along the transverse direction. The medium is considered
preferentially oriented along the streamwise or transverse direction when all the angles
formed by the axes of the fibers and the x axis are lower or higher than π/4, respectively.
Since the diffusion coefficients of the Vanadium species in water are very small and the
main aim is to characterize the effective diffusion induced by the porous medium microstructure, the mass transport properties are evaluated following non-Brownian tracer
3
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Figure 2: (a) Non-dimensional permeability with varying the porosity, the fiber orientation and the
Reynolds number. The Blake-Kozeny equation is depicted by a black-dashed line. (b) Non-dimensional
Mean Square Displacement plotted against the characteristic observation time for the isotropic case (red
line) and the two-dimensional case (turquoise line).

particles injected in the fluid. The LBM stationary flow field has been used as input of
the Lagrangian Particle tracking algorithm, see Fig.(1), and Lagrangian statistics of ten
thousand particles have been analyzed in order to extract the effective diffusion coefficients in the porous media. Particles are randomly injected in the fluid phase and their
trajectories are stored in time. All the observables shown in the following analysis have
been normalized using the bulk velocity U and the fiber diameter df .
3

RESULTS

In the theoretical framework of flows in porous media, the Darcy’s law is often used
to describe the ability of the fluid to flow through the medium. It considers the bulk
velocity U , which is the mean of the fluid velocity in the whole volume, and relates it to
the pressure gradient by means of the permeability K [4]:

−1
DP
K = εU µ · −
.
(2)
Dx
Fig.(2) shows the values of non-dimensional permeability K with varying the porosity and the porous medium orientation (left panel). The values of K of the isotropic
medium are consistent with experimental values available in literature [4] and can be
approximated using the Blake-Kozeny equation: K/d2e = ε3 /[180 (1 − ε2 )]. It is strictly
valid for packed beds of spheres, but can be used for cylindrical-shaped fibers using the
characteristic length de = 3/2 · df , see [4]. A decreasing behavior with increasing the
porosity ε has been reported also in experimental investigations, see e.g. [4]. The values
of permeability of the medium preferentially oriented along the transverse direction are
4
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similar to the isotropic ones and well captured by Blake-Kozeny equation. On the contrary, the medium preferentially oriented along the streamwise direction presents much
higher values of permeability, which correspond to lower flow drag inside the porous
medium.Moreover, Fig.(2) clearly shows that the influence of finite Reynolds number on
permeability is negligible in the present investigation range.
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Figure 3: Non-dimensional Mean Square Displacement for three different orientation and ε = 0.9.
Insets (a), (b) and (c): Non-dimensional mean square displacement normalized by t1.05 , t1.25 and t0.95 ,
respectively.

The right panel of Fig.(2) instead shows the values of the non-dimensional mean square
displacement M SD∗ along the streamwise and transverse directions with increasing the
observation time t∗ . Two cases are shown: the isotropic medium and a medium fully
oriented along one transversal direction y. This last case corresponds to a 2D porous
medium in the (x, z) plane formed by circular solid being completely homogenous in the
other direction. The non-dimensional values M SD∗ and t∗ are defined as follows:
dxn,t 2 
d2f
U
t∗ ≡ t ·
df

∗
≡
M SDn,t

(3)
(4)

where dxn,t = xn,t − xn,t  is the fluctuation of the displacement xn,t along the streamwise
(subscript n) or transverse (subscript t) direction and  indicates the averaging ensemble
operator. The M SD∗ is initially proportional to t∗ 2 for all the considered cases, denoted
by a slope 2 in the log-log plot of Fig.(2). This is an expected behavior until the particle
5
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motion is still correlated. After a characteristic time t∗ ≈ 10, the behavior of the M SD∗
along the streamwise direction changes as M SD∗ ∝ t∗ α with α = 1.5 for both cases.
This exponent corresponds to a super-diffusive behavior and has been reported also in
the recent paper of [5]. The super-diffusion process denotes an incredibly fast anomalous
diffusion which has been found in biological and peculiar physical systems. While no
significant differences are found in the dispersion along the streamwise direction between
the two cases, the behavior dramatically changes in the transversal direction where the
isotropic case exhibits an unitary exponent denoting a standard diffusion, while the 2D
case shows a constant M SD∗ , i.e. α = 0. This behavior is not strange since the particle
trajectories live in a 2D steady case where chaotic mixing cannot be observed. In other
words, it indicates that the particles follows periodic trajectories of an incompressible
(nearly) Stokes flow. The 3D isotropic porous medium instead acts as a random noise
that perturbs the particle trajectories making them linearly diverging in time as a usual
Brownian diffusion process.
For all the considered cases within a range Re = 0.1 ÷ 1.0, the diffusion behavior of
particles in the porous medium does not depend on the Reynolds number (not shown
here) indicating negligible inertial effects. In contrast, the preferential orientation of the
porous medium affects the transport in the transverse direction.
ε = 0.70
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Figure 4: Non-dimensional Mean Square Displacement for three different orientation and ε = 0.7. Insets
(a), (b) and (c): Compensated Mean Square Displacements obtained dividing M SD∗ by t1.05 , t1.25 and
t0.95 , respectively.

The influence of the medium orientation on particle dispersion is shown in Figs. (3)
and (4) for ε = 0.9 and ε = 0.7, respectively. The isotropic medium and the medium
preferentially oriented along the transverse directions show a normal diffusion with small
6
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differences. Note that the medium preferentially oriented along the transversal directions
is now fully tridimensional cases. The mean square displacement is well represented by a
standard diffusion equation, typical of Brownian processes:
M SD∗ = 4D · t∗ α

(5)

with α = 1 ± 0.05, see the (a) and (c) insets of Figg. (3) and (4). The diffusion coefficient
D is similar in cases at same porosity. Surprisingly, when the medium is preferentially
oriented along the streamwise direction, we observe and exponent α = 1.25, that denotes
once again a superdiffusive behavior (α > 1). It is clear that for sufficiently long observation times t∗ the dispersion of particle trajectories becomes significantly higher than for
the other cases.
An explanation of this anomalous diffusion could be found considering the anisotropic
geometry of the porous medium, in which the fibers are preferentially oriented with small
angles with respect to the x axis. We believe that particles can occasionally follow the
fiber surface along their axes for long distances, pushed by the pressure-gradient force.
This highly correlated motion leads to high transverse displacement enhancing the diffusion process. The process could be modeled as a Levy-flight process where particles
intermittently show long displacement when their trajectory is constrained for long time
by almost aligned fibers.
The influence of the porosity ε on particle diffusion can be highlighted by comparing
Figs. (3) and (4). While the α exponent remains the same, the diffusion coefficients are
slightly higher by decreasing the porosity. Anyway the influence on particles dispersion of
the diffusion coefficients (with α = 1) is subleading compared to effect of a super-diffusive
behavior with α > 1 for long enough observation times t∗ .
Table 1: Diffusion coefficients D, equivalent mass diffusion coefficients Def f , effective viscosities νef f
and Schmidt numbers Sc with ε = 0.9

case
isotropic
isotropic
isotropic
pref.X
pref.X
pref.X
pref.T
pref.T
pref.T

α
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.25
0.95
0.95
0.95

D
∗
Def f
0.09 10
0.12
0.09 100 0.15
0.09 1000 0.19
0.04 10
0.14
0.04 100 0.36
0.04 1000 0.91
0.18 10
0.14
0.18 100 0.11
0.18 1000 0.09

7
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νef f Scef f
0.37 3.03
0.37 2.43
0.37 1.95
0.29 2.03
0.29 0.81
0.29 0.32
0.47 3.28
0.47 4.18
0.47 5.33
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Table 2: Diffusion coefficients D, equivalent mass diffusion coefficients Def f , effective viscosities νef f
and Schmidt numbers Sc with ε = 0.7

case
isotropic
isotropic
isotropic
pref.X
pref.X
pref.X
pref.T
pref.T
pref.T

α
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.25
1.25
1.25
0.95
0.95
0.95

D
∗
Def f
0.12 10
0.15
0.12 100 0.19
0.12 1000 0.24
0.06 10
0.19
0.06 100 0.47
0.06 1000 1.18
0.30 10
0.24
0.30 100 0.19
0.30 1000 0.15

νef f Scef f
3.38 21.82
3.38 17.52
3.38 14.07
2.27 12.12
2.27 4.83
2.27 1.92
4.18 17.57
4.18 22.39
4.18 28.54

When dealing with diffusion of species inside porous media, it is useful to predict the
mass transport via convection-diffusion-reaction Eulerian equations for the homogenized
volume. When a standard diffusion process (α = 1) takes place, the only parameter
needed is the effective mass diffusion coefficient Def f . Unfortunately, when α > 1 the corresponding Eulerian transport equation is constituted by with nontrivial fractional derivatives [9]. In order to overcome this issue, it is convenient for applications to transform the
super-diffusive process in a equivalent standard diffusion process in order to solve a standard convection-diffusion-reaction equation for the Eulerian homogenized mass transport.
However it is necessary to to fix a typical displacement length ∗ ≡ /df that characterizes
the diffusion process of the system. The equivalent system is then obtained matching the
real M SD∗ = ∗ 2 with the equivalent normal diffusion process characterized by Def f .
The effective mass diffusivity can thus be derived by imposing the following equality:
∗ 2 = 4D · t∗ α = 4Def f · t∗ ,

(6)

from which it follows:
Def f (∗ ) = 4

1−α
α

1

· D α · ∗ 2

α−1
α

.

(7)

The Tabs. (1) and (2) report the values of D and Def f for the cases ε = 0.9 and ε = 0.7,
respectively, and for different characteristic displacement ∗ . The dispersion prediction
by means of the equivalent mass diffusion coefficient Def f with varying the characteristic
length ∗ is well depicted in Fig.(5), right panel.
The medium preferentially oriented along the streamwise direction presents the higher
equivalent mass diffusion coefficients, confirming the fast dispersion properties of the
super-diffusive process. The effective diffusivity is higher for the lower porosity (i.e. ε =
0.7). However, even though the effective diffusivity is higher, also the drag exerted by the
8
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Figure 5: (a) Schmidt number plotted against the mean value of the cosine of the angle θ formed by
the fibers axes and the x axis, for ε = 0.9, with varying the fixed characteristic lenght ∗ . (b) Schmidt
number plotted against the mean value of the cosine of the angle θ, for ε = 0.7, with varying the fixed
characteristic lenght ∗ . (c) Mean Square Displacement prediction with the normal effective coefficient
Def f with varying the fixed characateristic lenght ∗ .

fluid is higher, being higher the surface of fibers opposing the flow, see Fig.(2). In order
to take into account the both mechanisms, an effective viscosity νef f has been derived as
the ratio between pressure-gradient force and viscous forces:


DP 1 d2f
νef f =
.
(8)
Dx ρ U
Following this approach, the effective Schmidt number Scef f can be obtained by combining Eq.(7) and Eq.(8):
νef f
Scef f =
.
(9)
Def f
The effective Schmidt number values are reported for all cases in Tabs. (1) and (2) and
the influence of the porous medium orientation on Scef f is depicted in Fig.(5), in the left
and central panel. The lower the Schimdt number, the lower the ratio between the effective
viscosity and the effective diffusion. In other words, low Schmidt numbers indicate low
drag and high diffusivity, which in turn increases the VRFB performances. Thus, the
medium preferentially oriented along the streamwise direction and with high porosity
value (i.e. ε = 0.9), is the best configuration for VRFBs, allowing high diffusion and low
pressure losses. Fig.(5) also shows that the benefits of using an oriented medium along the
streamwise direction are more significant with increasing the characteristic displacement
∗ . Therefore, the orientation of the medium can significantly increase the performances
of VRFBs, specially when the porous medium is thick which corresponds to high typical
transversal length.
9
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4

CONCLUSION

A Lattice-Boltzmann-Method in combination with a Lagrangian Particle Tracking algorithm has been used to investigate the effects of the microscopic properties of porous
media on the mass and momentum transport, i.e. mixing and drag properties. These
features are crucial to optimize and increase the performance of Vanadium-Redox-FlowBattery. The present study shows that the nematic properties of the medium, i.e. the
orientation properties, crucially affect the mass dispersion process. In particular a superdiffusive behavior is observed for all the considered porous media when the mass dispersion
is evaluated along the streamwise direction. On the contrary a normal diffusive behavior
is observed in the transversal direction when the constituting medium fibers are either
isotropically oriented or preferentially oriented along the transversal directions. Surprisingly if the constituting fibers are preferentially oriented along the streamwise direction
the transversal dispersion process is super-diffusive. This greatly enhances the transversal
mixing. An effective model has been proposed to characterize this behavior in standard
convection-diffusion Eulerian equation determining an effective diffusion coefficient which,
however, depends also on the characteristic transversal scale of the system. Finally we
have shown that the porous medium with preferentially oriented fibers along the flow
direction shows also the smallest drag, as expected. Hence this kind of medium appears
to be the optimal solution to enhance the mixing and minimizing the pressure drop in
VRFB cells.
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Abstract. The green water is a highly non linear hydrodynamic phenomenon that occurs
when the wave height exceeds the freeboard of the floating structures in harsh environments,
and may compromise the operation and security of the on deck equipment. In the present
study, in order to assess the effects of the green water phenomenon in FPSO and FLNG
systems, the Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method, which is a fully lagrangian
particle-method for incompressible flow, is adopted to model the complex fluid structure
interaction problem. This article is focused on the recent developments of the MPS based
simulation system of Numerical Offshore Tank (TPN-USP) and its application to the real
scale offshore engineering problem. Results of large scale simulations using distributed
memory architecture for models from 30 million to 100 million particles are presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

The importance of offshore oil and gas exploitation in deepwater and ultra deepwater
increased significantly along the past decade. The deepwater oil production grows from less
than 2% of the worldwide oil production in 2000 to more than 10% ten years later. The oil
exploration in deepwater and ultra deepwater is performed by floating offshore structures . In
severe weather conditions, dangerous hydrodynamic impact phenomena related to large
incoming waves may occur and may compromise the operation and safety of the floating
structures.
One of the hydrodynamic impact phenomena related to the violent waves impact is the
green water. The green water occurs when the sea surface height surpasses the freeboard of
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the floating structures due to the relative motion between the structure and the sea surface,
resulting in water boarding on deck. In case of floating production, storage and offloading
(FPSO) platforms, the water that invades the deck may damage the equipment of the
production plant. The green water is a highly nonlinear hydrodynamic impact phenomenon
very challenging to numerical modeling. The complexity of the phenomenon is related to
strong fluid-structure interaction with violent impulsive loads on structures with a variety of
geometries and large free surface deformation and fragmentation due to wave breaking and
splashing.
In order to study the complex green water phenomenon on FPSO, Moving Particle SemiImplicit (MPS) method is adopted in the present study. The MPS method was developed by
Koshizuka et al. [1] and Koshizuka & Oka [2] to model the incompressible flow based on a
fully lagrangian scheme in which the computational domain is entirely modeled as particles.
The method models very well problems involving large free surface deformations,
fragmentation and merging, as well as complex shaped, moving and deformable structures.
The MPS method was applied to the green water investigation by Shibata & Koshizuka [3]
and Shibata et al. [4] and Shibata et al. [5]. The validation of green water phenomenon for the
MPS-based system developed at TPN-USP is presented by Bellezi et al. [6] based on the
comparison between the numerical results with the experimental data obtained by Lee et al.
[7]. Bellezi et al. [8] study the effect of the bow shaped in the green water phenomenon for
fixed model under head seas.
The main disadvantage of the particle method is its large demand to computational
resources, which limits the size and the resolution of the models. To overcome this challenge,
particle based simulation systems using domain decomposition and distributed memory
techniques were developed [9] [10].
The focus of the present paper is to show the evolvements of a particle-based modeling of
the numerical offshore tank for the investigation of the green water, from the low resolution
fixed reduced scale models to the simulation of large real scale floating models up to 100
million particles. The results presented in this work are divided in three parts: The first part
shows the effects of the model resolution through the comparison of the results of a low
resolution model with 1.6 million particle and a higher resolution model with 12 million
particles . The second part shows the simulation of the 100 million particle model based on
the Lee et al. [7] experiments and the performance of the distributed memory computation is
brief analyzed. Finally, in the third part, a practical engineering application for a real scale
model platform is carried out considering a large FLNG platform at critical weather
conditions at Santos Basin.
2 NUMERICAL METHOD
The Moving Particle Semi-Implicit (MPS) method, also called Moving Particle Simulation,
is a fully lagrangian particle-based CFD method for the incompressible free surface flow.
2.1 Governing equations
The governing equations solved by the MPS method are the continuity equation (eq. 1) and
the Navier Stokes equation (eq. 2).
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𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
= −𝜌𝜌(𝛻𝛻. 𝑢𝑢
⃗)=0
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
𝐷𝐷𝑢𝑢
⃗
1
𝑓𝑓
= − 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 + 𝜗𝜗𝛻𝛻 2𝑢𝑢
⃗ + + 𝑔𝑔
𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡
𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌

(1)
(2)

where 𝜌𝜌 is the fluid density, 𝜗𝜗 is the fluid kinematic viscosity, 𝑃𝑃 the pressure, 𝑔𝑔 the gravity
acceleration, 𝑓𝑓 any other given field force and 𝑢𝑢
⃗ the velocity of a given particle.
The viscous term of the Navier Stokes equation is neglected in the studies carried out
herein because the phenomena involving violent wave impact are often related to gravitational
forces and high Reynold numbers.
2.2 Numerical model
The formulation of the MPS method is based on a weight function ( ) given by.
𝑟𝑟

( ) = { 𝑟𝑟

− 1 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (0 ≤

<

0 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ( 𝑒𝑒 ≤ )

𝑒𝑒 )

,

(3)

where, 𝑒𝑒 is a neighborhood radius and = |⃗ − ⃗ | is the distance between two given
particles and .
An important parameter is the particle number density (pnd). It is given by:
(4)

[𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝]𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖 (|⃗ − ⃗ |) .

The algebraic operators of the MPS method are derived based on the weighted contribution
of the neighbor particles. The gradient operator for a given scalar quantity is presented by
the eq. 5. The laplacian operator for a scalar quantity is given by the eq. 6.
[𝛻𝛻𝛻]𝑖𝑖 =

( 𝑗𝑗 − 𝑖𝑖 )
𝑑𝑑
∑[
2 (⃗ − ⃗ ) (|⃗ − ⃗ |)]
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 0
|⃗ − ⃗ |

[𝛻𝛻 2 ]𝑖𝑖 =

𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖

2𝑑𝑑

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝛿𝛿

∑𝑗𝑗≠𝑖𝑖 [(

𝑗𝑗

−

𝑖𝑖 )

(|⃗ − ⃗ |)]

,

(5)

(6)

where 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0 is the particle number density of regarding to initial particle configuration of a
particle with fulfilled neighborhood, 𝑑𝑑 is the dimension of the problem (2 for two dimensional
modeling and 3 for three dimensional problems). The parameter 𝛿𝛿 is calculated based on the
initial particle configuration and is given by
δ=

2.3 Algorithm

∫𝑉𝑉

∫𝑉𝑉

( ) 2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(7)

( )𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

The algorithm of the MPS method is presented in Figure 1.
The algorithm is divided into two main steps. The first step is the explicit calculation to
estimate velocity, position and particle number density of all fluid particles based on Eq. (2),
except the pressure gradient term. In the second step, a linear system of Poisson equations of
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pressure (eq. 8) is solved to satisfy the mass conservation.
[∇²𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛+1 ]𝑖𝑖 = −𝑘𝑘

𝜌𝜌 [𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ] −𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

∆𝑡𝑡

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

,

(8)

where 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the particle number density calculated in the explicit step. The 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝0 is the
initial particle number density and ∆𝑡𝑡 is the time step. 𝑘𝑘 is the pressure smooth coefficient.
From the pressures obtained implicitly, the pressure gradient is calculated and the velocity
and the position of the fluid particles are corrected.

Figure 1: MPS method algorithm

2.4 Free surface boundary condition
The free surface boundary condition proposed by Lee et al. [11] is adopted in this study.
[𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ]𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽 ∙ 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 0
[𝑁𝑁 ]𝑖𝑖 = 𝛾𝛾 ∙ 𝑁𝑁 0

(9)
(10)

where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of particles inside the neighborhood radius for a given particle and
𝑁𝑁 the reference number of particles in the neighborhood, considering a particle whose
neighborhood is completely fulfilled in the initial configuration. Based on Lee et al. [11]
results, the coefficients are 𝛽𝛽 = 0. and 𝛾𝛾 = 0. .
0

2.5 Free solid modeling

In the MPS method the entire domain is modeled as particles, including the solid surface.
The solid surface is modeled with three rows of particles. The row of solid particles in contact
with the fluid are modeled as wall particles. The other two rows consist of dummy particles.
The dummy particles are used to assure the correct calculation of the particle number density
of the wall particles.
For the numerical offshore tank modeling, three types of solid are considered: fixed solid,
solid with forced motion and a free floating solid. The velocity of the fixed and the forced
motion solids are imposed as Dirichlet boundary conditions. On the other hand, the motion of
the free floating solid are calculated based on forces and moments obtained from the
integration of the pressure on the solid surface. The center of gravity, the mass and the
moment of inertia of each free floating solid are input parameters.
This implementation of the free floating solid is based on Sueyoshi et al. [12] and Sueyoshi
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et al. [13] work. Test and validation of the free floating solid implementation used in the
present work are presented by Tsukamoto et al. [14] and Tsukamoto et al. [15].
3

FPSO NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In the present study the development of the particle-based numerical offshore tank for the
investigation of green water phenomena are illustrated in three parts. The first is the validation
through the comparison between the experimental data of Lee et al. [7] and the numerical
results for a low resolution model of Bellezi et al. [6] with 1.6 million particles, and the
numerical result of a higher resolution model, with 12 million particles, obtained by using the
distributed memory framework for parallel processing developed by Fernandes [9]. The
objective of this first stage is to show how the increase of the model resolution, which was
limited in the previous works by hardware restrictions, could improve the results.
The second part consists of the simulation of a floating model with 100 million particles
and the analysis is focused on the processing performance of the distributed memory version
of MPS-TPN simulation system. Finally, the third part shows a practical engineering
application using a very high resolution model to investigate the green water phenomenon in
head seas on a FLNG system under Santos Basin extreme wave conditions.
3.1 Numerical towing tank
In the present work, the green water occurrences were investigated using a model inside a
numerical towing tank as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Main dimensions of the numerical tank

The waves were generated by a piston type wavemaker positioned in the left end of the
tank. The piston type wavemaker was modeled as a forced solid wall with sinusoidal
horizontal translation motion. A stair shaped beach and small fixed boxes were placed at the
right end of the tank to absorb the waves and the disturbances due the body wave diffraction.
The lateral walls of the tank were modeled as fixed ones. The distance between the model side
and the tank lateral wall are equal to the beam of the model.
The waves conditions used in the sections 3.2 and 3.3 are based on those used by Lee et al.
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[7] and presented in Table 1. After the wave calibration, the distance between the model and
wavemaker ( 0 ) was obtained. The determination of this distance is necessary due the
numerical damping that reduces the wave amplitude along the tank. More details about the
wave calibration are presented in Bellezi et al. [6].
Table 1: Wave parameters
Wave
Condition
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Amplitude

Wave length

4.500 cm
5.625 cm
6.750 cm
6.000 cm
7.500 cm
9.000 cm
7.500 cm
9.375 cm
11.250 cm

Wavemaker
period

225 cm
225 cm
225 cm
300 cm
300 cm
300 cm
375 cm
375 cm
375 cm

1.28 s
1.28 s
1.28 s
1.39 s
1.39 s
1.39 s
1.55 s
1.55 s
1.55 s

Wavemaker
amplitude

Distance between
wavemaker and model
(xo)

0.04 m
0.05 m
0.06 m
0.05 m
0.06 m
0.08 m
0.07 m
0.08 m
0.10 m

2.2 m
2.2 m
2.2 m
2.2 m
2.0 m
2.7 m
3.1 m
2.7 m
3.0 m

3.2 Validation and convergence analysis by fixed model
This section is focused on the validation of the particle based method for the simulation of
green water phenomenon. The numerical results are compared to the experimental ones
obtained by Lee et al. [7], which used a reduced scale fixed model in head seas condition. The
model geometry and the position of the pressure probes are presented in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Model main dimensions (a) and position of pressure probes on deck (b)

In Bellezi et al. [6] the resulted obtained by a low resolution model, with 1.6 million
particle, were compared to the experimental measurements. In the present work, taking the
advantage of a new version of the simulation system for distributed memory architecture, a
higher resolution model, of which the distance between particles is half of those used in the
previous work, is used. The numerical parameters for the simulations using the low and
higher resolution models are given in Table 2.
The Figure 4 shows the pressure histories at the P11 pressure probe. Figure 4-a shows the
unfiltered pressure time series, and Figure 4-b shows filtered data by local mean value.
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Table 2: Numerical parameters of the simulations
Coarse resolution
model
0.02
0.001
≈1,600,000
20
1
0.075

Distance between particles [m]
Time step [s]
Number of particles
Simulation time [s]
Subdomains
Pressure smooth coefficient

High resolution
model
0.01
0.0005
≈12,000,000
20
10
0.05

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Pressure at P11 pressure probe for wave 9 –unfiltered (a) and filtered (b) numerical results

The P11 pressure probe is located in the center of the deck in front of the vertical bulkhead
of the model. It registers the highest pressures of all the pressure probes located at the deck.
The pressures histories shown in Figure 4 present two peaks pattern typical of wave impact
load: The first peak is result of the merging of the water that come from the bow and from
both sides during the ingress phase; The second peak is associated to the collapse of water
column that occurs in the drainage phase of the green water phenomenon. Despite the
oscillations of the computed pressure in P11, as the magnitude of the oscillations is lower than
the magnitude of the peak pressure, in general the behavior of the numerical simulation
matches the behavior of the experimental data. .

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Filtered pressure at P21 (a) and P31 (b)

On the other hand, for the pressure probes in regions where lower pressures are registered,
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such as P21 and P31, the pressure oscillation magnitude gets closer to those of the pressure
peaks. P21 and P31 have a lower embarking water level in relation to P11. The filtered results
for the P21 and P31 region are presented at the Figure 5.
The result presented at Figure 4-b shows relatively small differences between the filtered
results at P11 using the coarse or the finer resolution and both the results fit well with the
experimental curve. However, for the pressure computed at P21 and P31, as shown in Figure
5, the behavior of the curve for the finer resolution is better than the coarse one. At P21
(Figure 5-a), the two peaks observed for the coarse resolution have almost the same value. On
the other and, the first peak is significantly lower than the second peak for the finer resolution,
which agrees well to the measurement. For P33, which involves even lower hydrodynamic
pressures than P21, the coarse model is unable to show the occurrence of the two peaks, while
the higher resolution model reproduced well the experimental result.
The simulation results showed that the coarse model predicts satisfactory the
hydrodynamic impact at the most critical point, where the highest impact pressure occurs.
However, for other regions where the level of embarking water is relatively low, the pressure
oscillation magnitude is close to the magnitude of the pressure peaks and the higher resolution
model is required for accurate assessment of the hydrodynamic loads.
3.3 Analysis of distributed memory parallel processing performance using a very high
resolution free floating model
In this section simulations of the dynamic behavior of a free floating model with 100
million particles in total, including the towing tank, were carried out using the distributed
memory architecture [9]. The reduced scale model used in the previous section was adopted.
Wave condition 9 shown in Table 1 was considered in this section. The numerical parameters
used in the simulation are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Simulation numerical parameters
Distance between particles [m]
Time step [s]
Number of particles
Simulation time [s]
Pressure smooth coefficient

0.005
0.00025
≈100,000,000
10
0.045

The properties of the floating model are presented at Table 4.
Table 4: Properties of the floating model
Mass [kg]
Vertical center of gravity [m] (from kell)
Pitch moment of inertia [kg.m²]

229.5
0.196
30.83

The performance of the parallel processing by the distributed memory architecture were
analyzed through a high resolution model with 100 million particles partitioned in 5 to 40
subdomains. Each subdomain was allocated to a node of computer cluster composed by 20
core AMD Shanghai of 2.66 GHz processors with 128GB of shared memory. When 40
subdomains are used, the 10 second simulation required around 250 hours of processing time.
Figure 6 provides some snapshots of the simulation of the low resolution model with 1.6
million particles, whose distance between particles is 0.02 meters, and the snapshots obtained
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using a very high resolution model with 100 million particles, whose distance between
particles is 0.005 meters.

Figure 6: Snapshots of particle-based simulation of the floating models: Low resolution model with1.6
million particles (left) and very high resolution model with 100 million particles (right)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Processing time (a) and speedup (b) in relation to the number of subdomains

Figure 7-a shows the effect of the increasing in the number of subdomains on the
processing time. The processing time of the two most time consuming parts of the algorithm,
the solution of the linear system and the neighborhood particle search, are also shown. Figure
7-a shows the speedup in relation to the time consumed for the 5 subdomain model. From the
results, when 40 subdomains are used, the processing time required is nearly 10 times lower,
showing relatively good speed up in this case.
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3.4 Real scale model simulations
This section briefly presents results of the application of the particle-based numerical
offshore tank to a practical engineering problem. It consists of a study on the green water
occurrence of a FLNG system for the oil and gas exploitation in Santo Basin, Brazil.
The mooring system of the FLNG consists in a turret positioned at the bow, so the floating
structure could align itself with the most severe weather condition direction. Thus, the FLNG
system will operate aligned in head seas for the most severe weather condition, and the
particle-based simulations were carried out for head seas of the maximum wave height for the
century wave of the worst weather condition of the Santos Basin. The simulations were also
carried out for the average, the maximum and the minimum operational draught of the system.
The particle model used in this analysis, including the numerical offshore tank, has around
30 million particles, and it is enough to describe the geometry of the vessel topside. The wave
condition has approximately 20 seconds of period and the simulation of 200 seconds requires
around 36 hours using 10 subdomains. Figure 8 presents some snapshots of the particle-based
simulations. In the left column the sequence of the images shows the FLNG motion in wave
for the maximum draught and in the right column for the minimum operational draught.

109 s

114 s

119 s

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Snapshots of the particle-based simulations for the FLNG model for the maximum draught
condition (a) and the minimum draught condition (b)

The maximum water levels at the bow, at the stern and at the middle section of the hull
were evaluated in order to verify the occurrence of the green water phenomena. The water
levels were measured in relation to the keel of the hull, in a local coordinate system. The
Figure 9 shows the water level for the maximum and the minimum operational draught.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Maximum water level on the hull side for critical wave condition: Maximum draught (a) and
minimum draught (b)

The FLNG system depth is approximately 33 meters. In Figure 9, when the water levels
reach 33 meters, it indicates the presence of water on deck level and the occurrence of green
water. The Figure 9 shows that the green water occurs only for the maximum draught
condition. This behavior could also be observed at the snapshots of Figure 8, where the wave
crest is very close to the deck level for the maximum operational draught condition.
4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents the recent developments of a particle-based numerical offshore tank for
the study of the green water phenomenon through three section: The first section shows the
validation and convergence study based on a fixed FPSO model. The results show that the use
of higher resolution models is more critical when accuracy is required for the regions where
the level of embarking water is relatively low. The second section shows the importance of
the simulation using floating models that take into account the relative motion between the
floating body and the wave surface. A very high resolution floating model with 100 million
particles was used to evaluate the performance of the distributed memory parallel processing.
Finally, the third section shows an application of the numerical offshore tank. The recent
achievements on the simulation of real scale high resolution models, with up to 100 million
particles using the distributed memory architecture, provided speedup and scalability required
for the application to practical engineering problems involving fluid-structure interaction
problems with complex geometry and free surface.
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Abstract: Spin-stabilized solar sails have been extensively studied in recent years. In this
paper, a DEM-based approach is proposed for dynamic analysis of the centrifugal
deployment of solar sails. In order to validate the proposed approach, the deployment of a
small-scale solar sail similar to “IKAROS” is studied. The membrane is discretised into a
number of particles, with no physical contact between them. Non-contact interaction is
introduced to model in-plane stiffness of the membrane. In order to improve the accuracy,
additional forces are applied to the mass particles to model buckling strength, crease stiffness,
air drag and damping. The predicted results of the membrane deployment are compared with
the experimental data and numerical results in the literature.
1 INTRODUCTION
Solar sails are a form of spacecraft propulsion using the radiation pressure (also called
solar pressure) from stars to push large ultra-thin membranes to high speeds [1]. Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) successfully launched and deployed a solar sail
“IKAROS” in 2010. Later, a deployment experiment of a small-scale solar sail similar to
“IKAROS” is conducted in a vacuum chamber and corresponding dynamic response was
analysed by using a spring-mass model [2].
The dynamic response of solar sail is typically predicted by the finite element methods [4]
and spring-mass system models [2]. This paper introduces a DEM-based approach to analyse
the dynamic deployment of a solar sail membrane structure. It provides a new alternative
approach to effectively analyse the dynamic deployment of solar sails or other membrane
structures.
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2 MODELLING METHOD
2.1 DEM basics
Mass particles are the elementary units in Discrete Element Method (DEM) , which are
indeformable [5]. The interaction forces between the particles are evaluated based on the
overlap between them.
The equation of motion is described as follows:
𝑑𝑑 2
𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 2 𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 = 𝒇𝒇𝑖𝑖 , 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 𝝎𝝎𝑖𝑖 = 𝒕𝒕𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

where:
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 and 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 denote the mass and moment of inertia of particle 𝑖𝑖, repectively;
𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 and 𝝎𝝎𝑖𝑖 denote the position and angular velocity of it, repectively;
𝒇𝒇𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝐶𝐶 𝒇𝒇𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 + 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝒈𝒈 denotes all the forces acting on it;
𝒕𝒕𝑖𝑖 = ∑𝐶𝐶 (𝒍𝒍𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 × 𝒇𝒇𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 + 𝒒𝒒𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 ) denotes all the torques acting on it.
As shown in Figure 1, two spherical particles 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗, with radius 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 and 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 , respectively,
interact with each other when they are in contact (𝛿𝛿 > 0). However, it is possible to establish
an non-contact interaction when 𝛿𝛿 < 0.

Figure 1: Two particles contact with overlap 𝛿𝛿

The overlap 𝛿𝛿 can be described as follows:

𝛿𝛿 = (𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ) − (𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 − 𝒓𝒓𝑗𝑗 ) ∙ 𝒏𝒏

(2)

𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 + 𝑐𝑐𝛿𝛿̇

(3)

where 𝒏𝒏 = (𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 − 𝒓𝒓𝑗𝑗 )/|𝒓𝒓𝑖𝑖 − 𝒓𝒓𝑗𝑗 | denotes the unit vector pointing from 𝑗𝑗 to 𝑖𝑖.
The force on particle 𝑖𝑖, from particle 𝑗𝑗, at contact C, can be decomposed into a normal and
a tangential part as 𝒇𝒇𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛 𝒏𝒏 + 𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡 𝒕𝒕.
In linear normal contact model, 𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛 can be described as follows:
where 𝑐𝑐 denotes damping coefficient.
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In the current work, there is no moment or torque between particles, and therefore the
rotational equation of motion in Equation 1 is not taken into account. Neither the tangential
force 𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡 is considered.
The basic method of DEM is the integration of Newton’s equations of motion for all
degrees of freedoms. Interaction forces are updated based on the positions and velocities of
particles in each time-step.
2.2 Mass and stiffness
A membrane can be discretized into a number of mass particles, with non-contact
interactions between them [3]. As shown in Figure 2, a triangular membrane element is
discretized into 3 particles in the three corners, with interactions between them.

Figure 2: Triangular element

The mass of the three particles can be calculated as follows:
m=

𝜌𝜌ℎ𝑆𝑆
(𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3)
3

(4)

In order to obtain the stiffness of the interactions, assume the starin energy of the element
coincide with an actual membrane when the element is in one-axis stress states parallel to
three sides [6]. Thus, we can obtain the stiffness:
𝑘𝑘1
2 2
1
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗
4(1 + 𝜈𝜈)𝑆𝑆 2
−1
[𝑘𝑘2 ] = 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 [1] , 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
, 𝑝𝑝 = 1 −
(1 − 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
𝐸𝐸ℎ𝑆𝑆 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐿𝐿2𝑖𝑖 𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗2
𝑘𝑘3
1

(5)

where:
𝐸𝐸, 𝜌𝜌, 𝜈𝜈 denote Young’s modulus, density and Poisson’s ratio, respectively;
𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 denotes length of the sides of the triangle;
𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 denotes mass of the particles;
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 denotes stiffness of the interactions;
𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 denotes Kronecker delta.

2.3 Buckling

In order to take buckling effects of the membrane into consideration, assume that the
restoring force of the interactions keeps the same when the distance between two
corresponding particles is less than a specific value 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , as shown in Figure 3. 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 can be
calculated as follows:
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𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝜋𝜋 2 ℎ2
= 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼
12𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖

(6)

where 𝛼𝛼 is a parameter that needs to be calibrated.

Figure 3: Contact force

2.4 Stiffness of crease and contact
Due to the fact that the crease of the folded membrane can generate restoring forces, the
stiffness of the crease should be considered. It can be done by adding some extra restoring
forces to the masses near the crease. Consider two adjacent elements ABC and ABD that
contain a crease, as shown in Figure 4, restoring forces 𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶 and 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 induced by the crease
should be added to the particles. Additionally, forces 𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 and 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 need to be added as well, in
order to cancel rigid-body motion of the elements.

Figure 4: Restoring forces around crease

Forces 𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶 and 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 can be calculated as follows:
𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶 = 𝛽𝛽𝛾𝛾̅

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃0 )
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝜃𝜃 − 𝜃𝜃0 )
1 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜃𝜃 ≥ 0
, 𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷 = 𝛽𝛽𝛾𝛾̅
, 𝛾𝛾̅ = {
2
2
𝛾𝛾 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝜃𝜃 < 0
𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

Forces 𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 and 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 can be calculated as follows:
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𝑭𝑭𝑨𝑨 = −

𝑙𝑙𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝑙𝑙𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑭𝑭𝑪𝑪 −
𝑭𝑭𝑫𝑫 , 𝑭𝑭𝑩𝑩 = −
𝑭𝑭𝑪𝑪 −
𝑭𝑭
𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑫𝑫

(8)

where:
𝜃𝜃 and 𝜃𝜃0 denote angle and natural angle, respectively;
𝛾𝛾 denotes a penalty factor to take account of self contacts around the crease lines;
𝐽𝐽 = ℎ3 ⁄12 denotes geometrical moment of area per unit width.
Note that, the froces calculated in Equation 7 are actually sensitive to mesh density.
Therefore, for different mesh density chosen from the reference [2], the stiffness parameter 𝛽𝛽
needs to be calibrated.
2.5 Damping

In order to take account of structural damping, velocity-proportional damping forces are
added to the interactions. The damping coefficient 𝑐𝑐 is described as follows:
c=2𝜁𝜁√𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚

(9)

where:
𝜁𝜁 denotes damping ratio;
𝑚𝑚 = (𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 + 𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘 )/2 denotes average mass.

2.6 Air Drag

The deployment experiment is conducted in a vacuum chamber, but there is still some air
left. Therefore, air drag is taken into consideration. Air drag forces acting on an triangular
element can be described as:
𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎 =𝜌𝜌𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉 2 /6

(10)

where:
𝑉𝑉 denotes velocity of the mass;
𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 denotes the area projected to the direction of the velocity.

3 DEPLOYMENT MODELLING
3.1 Model introduction

The small-scale solar sail in the experiment is a square membrane, with side length of
10 𝑚𝑚 and thickness of 7.5 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇. The membrane is connected to the central spool by using
tethers, and it has the same material with a real solar sail. The whole membrane consists of
four trapezoidal petals, and each petal can be folded up into a strip. Kapton tapes are used to
connect the four petals. Four tip masses are fixed on the four corners to generate enough
centrifugal forces. Figure 5 shows the sketch of the model. In the figure, solid line represents
mountain folding, and dashed line represents valley folding. The folding and deployment
method can be found in the reference.
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Figure 5: Model sketch

3.2 Model parameters
Table 1 shows the dimensions and material properties of the DEM model.
Table 1: Model parameters

Number of folding lines
Outer width
Inner width
Thickness
Radius of central spool
Crease interval
Young’s modulus (membrane)
Poisson’s ratio (membrane)
Density (membrane)
Tip mass
Rotation speed

3.3 Numerical model

7
455 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
103 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
7.5 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇
25 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
22 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
3.2 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
0.34
1420 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/𝑚𝑚3
0.36 𝑔𝑔
6𝜋𝜋 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝑠𝑠

The YADE Open DEM platform [7] was selected to simulate the centrifugal deployment
of solar sails. Figure 6 shows the geometrical model of the solar sail. The mass of each
triangular element is equally distributed to three masses. Tip masses are added to the
corresponding corner masses. The non-contact interaction force is calculated by the equations
aforementioned. Considering the fact that bucking strength of the crease is relatively high, the
parameter 𝛼𝛼 is set to be relatively large. Ignore physical contacts between the particles.
The central spool is modeled as facet cylinder. Tethers are also discretized into a number
of mass particles. Two adjacent tethers are modeled as one. Tethers cannot bear compressive
forces, therefore the parameter 𝛼𝛼 is set to zero. The contact between tether masses and the
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central spool is modelled. Buckling effects, stiffness of creases, structural damping and air
drag are taken into account, by adding corresponding forces to the masses.
After creating the model of a fully deployed solar sail, the folded model was obtained by
moving the positions of the particles. Then, centrifugal forces were added to the masses. In
order to model the constraints of the four guide bars, the corresponding particles were
attached to the bars. Because the experiment is conducted on the ground, gravity is taken into
account. When the system reached a state of equilibrium, the constraints of guide bars were
removed and the attached particles were released. During the rotation, the membrane
deployed due to centrifugal forces. The time-step ∆𝑡𝑡 was set to be 5 × 10−6 . Simulation
results including deployment rate and phase difference are obtained.

Figure 6: Geometry of the DEM model

3.4 Numerical results
Three cases are studied, with different simulation parameters. Several results are obtained
to study the dynamic response of the membrane, including membrane shapes during
deployment, deployment rate, and phase difference. The simulation parameters are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2: Simulation parameters

Natural angle of crease 𝜃𝜃0
Buckling parameter 𝛼𝛼
Buckling parameter 𝛼𝛼𝐶𝐶 (crease)
Stiffness of crease parameter 𝛽𝛽
Contact penalty factor 𝛾𝛾
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Damping ratio

0.02

Figure 7 shows the membrane shapes during deployment. Figure 8 and 9 plot the
deployment rate and the phase difference comparisons. The results coincide with those
obtained by the reference [2]. As shown in the figures, as the increase of 𝛼𝛼𝐶𝐶 and 𝛽𝛽, the
amplitude and period of the phase differences decrease.
However, the decrease is not as significant as the results shown in the reference, this is
probably because the mesh density is different, and this may affect the interaction mechanism
of the restoring forces of creases. It is possible to calibrate these parameters to tune the
simulation results to the experiment data.

Figure 7: Membrane shapes during deployment (𝛼𝛼 = 1000, 𝛽𝛽 = 30)
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Figure 8: Results comparisons (part I)

Figure 9: Results comparisons (part II)
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a DEM-based approach has been used to analyse the dynamic deployment
behaviour of a small scale solar sail. The current prediction was compared with test data and
the results obtained by using the spring-mass approach. A good correlation has been achieved.
Studies on the deployment of a large scale solar sail by using the DEM method are underway.
The current study provides a new alternative to analyse the membrane deployment of a solar
sail and the mechanical behaviour of other membrane structures.
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Summary. The paper is devoted to development of a new approach to study of friction stir
welding (FSW) process on the mesoscopic scale. This approach is based on computer-aided
simulation by movable cellular automaton (MCA) method. In the framework of developed
formalism of MCA method the dynamics of the friction stir welding process of duralumin
plates was investigated. It was shown that ratio of rotation velocity to velocity of translation
motion of rotating tool greatly influences the quality of welded joint. Optimal choice of the
ratio of these parameters could significantly decrease volume content of pores and
microcracks in the welded joint.
1

INTRODUCTION

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a relatively new method of obtaining non-detachable joints
of materials [1,2]. Recent year studies have shown that FSW is an effective way to obtain
high quality joints for structures of various dimensions and shapes, including sheets, 3D
profile structures, and pipes. Possessing the broad technological capabilities for obtaining
permanent joints of details or units, it can be used as an alternative to riveted joints, electric
arc welding, electron beam and laser welding as well as for welding the dissimilar materials.
Thus, FSW becomes a perspective technology that has a great potential in various industries,
including aerospace area.
The FSW technology is based on the friction of the rotating cylindrical or specially shaped
tool between two connected or overlapped faces (ends) of metal plates [1-3]. The rotating tool
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is introduced into the joint of two metal plates to a depth approximately equal to their
thickness. As a result of sliding friction (while rotating of the tool) a frictional heating the
metal takes place. This leads to plastic deformation, flow and mixing of the material and,
consequently, to formation of welded joint. The main problem when using FSW technology
for producing of welded joints is the determination of an optimal regime (optimal parameters)
of the rotating tool movement (in particular, the ratio of the angular and translational
velocities of the tool). These parameters are determined by a wide range of factors, among
which are the physical and mechanical properties of welded materials, the thickness of the
connected plates, etc. Note, that incorrect determination of welding parameters is likely to
cause of a large amount defects at different scales (pores, microcracks, etc.) in a weld seam
and, consequently, to decrease of the quality of the joint [1-3].
Experimental determination of the parameters of FSW process is quite difficult task,
because it requires obtaining and analysis of large amounts of data. In this regard, it is
promising to use computer-aided simulation of process of formation of the welded joint. Since
FSW processes are inseparably linked with the intensive formation of discontinuities, the
generation of structural defects of different levels, the mass transfer, etc. the most preferable
one is to use methods of discrete description of the simulated technology. In this paper, the
dynamics of the FSW process of duralumin plates was investigated on the base of computeraided simulation by the movable cellular automaton (MCA) method [4-7].
2 FORMALISM OF MOVABLE CELLULAR AUTOMATON METHOD
MCA method is the representative of the class discrete elements methods (DEM) and
refers to subclass of simply deformable discrete elements [8,9]. In the framework of DEM
simulated object on the considered scale is represented by ensemble of interacted elements of
defined size and shape. In the process of loading a form of discrete elements may vary. The
main feature of the method of simply deformable discrete elements is approximation of a
uniform distribution of strains and stresses in the bulk of the discrete elements (in our case of
the movable cellular automata). This approach imposes the requirement of proximity of initial
linear discrete element size in different directions (in 2D case examples are the elements of
round, square or hexagonal shape). In the framework of the described approach description of
the evolution of the ensemble of interacting movable cellular automata is based on the
numerical solution of the equations of Newton-Euler for centers of mass of the elements:

 d 2 Ri N i  ij  ij
m
  Fn  F 
 i

dt 2
j 1

.

2
Ni 

d

i
J
  M ij
 i dt 2
j 1

(1)



Here Ri and  i are radius-vector and rotation angle of the automaton i, mi and Ĵ i are the


mass and moment of inertia of the automaton, Fnij and Fij are the forces of central and

tangential interaction between automaton i and its neighbor j, M ij is the momentum of force,
Ni is the number of interacting neighbors.
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The form of the equations for the interautomata interaction forces is borrowed from the
embedded atom method [10,11] and contains a pair-wise and volume-dependent components:

 
d 2 Ri   Ni  ij
 Fi    Fpair  Fi  .
mi
2
dt
 j 1


(2)

 ij

Here Fi is a total force, acting on automaton i from the surrounding elements, Fpair
and


Fi are its pair-wise (determined by the relative displacement of automata in pairs i-j) and
volume-dependent (determined by the joint influence of the surroundings of the automaton i)
components.
When modeling the FSW process at the mesoscopic scale (10 mm - 10 mm) it is adequate
to consider of simulated metal as an isotropic medium. For locally isotropic materials volume
dependent component Fi in relation (2) can be expressed in terms of the pressure Pi in the
volume the automaton:
Ni


Fi   Ai  Pj Sij nij .

(3)

j 1

Here Sij is the area of interaction of elements i and j (area of plane face), Ai is the material
parameter for the element i (in general case each distinct element simulates a material volume
with unique phase or chemical composition and is characterized by a unique value of material

parameter A), nij is a unit-vector. In this case, the expression for the central and the tangential
forces of interaction of automaton i with the adjacent the automaton j in (1) have the
following general form:
ij
ij

Fn  Fpair,n hij   Ai Pi Sij
,
 ij
ij

F  Fpair, lij 

(4)

ij
ij
where Fpair
,n and Fpair , are the central and tangential components of pair-wise potential
 ij
. These components depend on the values of element i contributions to
interaction force Fpair
pair overlap hij and relative shear displacement lij respectively.
ij
ij
The specific form of dependencies Fpair ,n hij  and Fpair , lij  is directly connected with the
type and parameters of the equation of state of the simulated material. Within the framework
of the used approximation of locally isotropic material elastic interaction of movable cellular
automata is described by linear Hooke's law for isotropic materials. The corresponding
expressions for the forces of the central and the tangential linear-elastic interaction of
movable cellular automata i and j are as follows [4-7]:

 cur
 2Gi
pre
pre
cur
 ij   ji  ij  ij   ij  2Gi  i  j   1  K

i

h   d i   d j
i j 
j i 
 ij
2
2
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j
i
shear
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2

(6)

Here, relations for calculating the central and tangential interaction forces are written in
increments (in hypoelastic form); the upper indexes „„cur‟‟ and „„pre‟‟ denote values of
specific respond forces at the current and previous time steps of integrating the motion
equation (1);  is the increment of corresponding parameter during one time step t,  i(j) and
 j(i) are the central strains of automata i and j in pair i-j; i(j) and j(i) are the shear strains of
automata i and j in the pair; Gi and Ki are the shear and bulk moduli of material filling the
i
element i; mean
  Pi is the average stress in the bulk of automaton i; ij  Fnij Sij and

ij  Fij Sij are the relative values of central ( Fnij ) and tangential ( Fij ) interaction forces.
i
Average stresses mean
in (5) are calculated in terms of the diagonal components of the
i
i
average stress tensor in the volume of automata 
. Components 
are calculated using
forces of interaction of automaton i with surroundings [4-7]:
i










1 Ni
 Sij qij nij  ij nij   ij tij  ,
i j 1

(7)

where , = x,y,z (XYZ is the laboratory coordinate system),  i is the automaton volume,

nij  and tij  are the projection of the normal and tangential unit vectors in a pair on the

axis of  of the laboratory coordinate system.
For the description of inelastic deformation of movable cellular automata theory of plastic
flow with von Mises yield surface criterion is used [4-6]. Implementation of this theory
carried out using the algorithm radial return algorithm of Wilkins [12]. In the framework of
radial return algorithm the calculation of forces interautomaton interaction ij и ij at each
time step of numerical integration of the equations of motion (1) is carried out in two stages.
At the first step the current values of the interaction forces are calculated in the elastic
approach (using equations (5) - (6)). At the end of this stage, the current value of the second
i
i
i
i
i
 
 1 3 kk
 ( 
invariant eq
of the average stress deviator D
are calculated in
accordance with (7), using the current values of ij and ij ) is compared with a threshold
value ipl , which is corresponds to a point on the limit surface. In the case of fulfillment of
i
inequality eq
 ipl the calculated at elastic stage values of specific forces  ij and ij are
corrected:

i
i
ij  ij  mean
M i  mean
,
 
ij  ij M i

(8)

i
i
where M i  ipl eq
. Note that relation (8) provides reduction of average stresses 
in the
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volume of movable cellular automaton to the desired point of the yield surface [4-6].
The rheological properties of the material of the movable cellular automaton i are
i
i
, where eqi is the second invariant of the
 eq
determined by the defined curve eq
average strain deviator in the volume of the automaton [4-6]. This formulation corresponds to
the approximation that plasticity is independent on the strain rate and is correct for the interval
of loading parameters used in numerical modeling of FSW.
The major advantage of the formalism of DEM is the possibility of a discrete element to
change its surrounding. This allows to explicitly consider the processes of fracture and
restoration of the chemical bonds between the fragments of material that are be modeled by
individual elements.
The fracture in the DEM is simulated by switching the state of the pair of interacting
discrete elements from the chemically bound (linked) state to unlinked one. In unlinked pairs
of discrete elements contact interaction is possible only, including force of resistance to
compression and force of dry/viscous friction. Switching from a linked state to unlinked one
is criterial. When modeling FSW process by MCA method the two-parameter fracture
criterion of Drucker-Prager was used in the following form:
ijeq 0.5a  1  ijmean1.5a  1  c ,

(9)

where ijeq and ijmean are invariants of stress tensor ij [4-6]; c is compressive strength of
pair i-j, a  c t is the ratio of compressive strength to tensile one.
Viscous character of fracture of plastic materials is taken into account by the introduction
of the kinetics of bond breaking for pairs of automata, for which the condition
ijeq 0.5a  1  ijmean1.5a  1  c is satisfied. In this kinetic model is assumed that
debonding in the pair of automata occurs gradually and is characterized by a decrease in
ij
linked portion of the interaction surface. The share of linked surface portion klink
(

ij
ij
0  klink
 1 ) defines the current value of the surface area of interaction Sij  Sij0 klink
( Sij0 is
the surface area of the completely linked pair), which is used to calculate forces of
ij
interautomaton interaction and average stress tensor. Dynamics of changes of klink
value is

defined by the kinetic equation

 

ij
dklink
dijeq   f ijeq   0 . In the paper a function

f ijeq  1 max was used, where  max is input parameter of the model.
Simulation of formation or recovery chemical bond in unlinked (contact) pairs of movable
cellular automata also is based on the use of criteria and the kinetic equation bond formation.
In the paper the condition of achieving of the threshold (minimum) value of the compressive
force in the pair was used as a criterion of bonding:
min
 ij   link
,
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min
where link
is input parameter of the model. If the condition (10) is satisfied, then the
ij
dynamics of the bonding is defined by the individual kinetic equation for klink
. The work of

plastic deformation Wij in the pair i and j at time step of numerical integration scheme is
used as a parameter that determines the rate of the pair bonding:
Wij

ij
klink


W

(11)

,

where W is the normalizing value, determined by the input parameters of the model and the
current value of ij:

W 

min
 ij   link
max
min
link
 link

W



(12)

 Wmin  Wmin .
min
link

link

link

Here Wmin is the total value of work of plastic deformation needed for complete bonding of
link

min
; Wmax is the total value of
the pair under the value of normal compression  ij   link
link

work of plastic deformation needed for complete bonding of the pair under the value of
max
max
min
(as a rule, Wmax  Wmin ). Parameters link
, link
, Wmin
normal compression  ij   link
link

and Wmax are the input parameters of the model
link

min
( link

link

max
 link

link

and Wmax  Wmin ). Work of
link

link

plastic deformation in pair i-j per one time step is defined as the sum of works in automata i
and j: Wij  Wi  W j [4-6].
Relations (1)-(12) make it possible to carry out an adequate numerical simulation of
complex processes of elastoplastic deformation, fracture and bonding of fragments of metals
during FSW process at the mesoscopic and macroscopic scales.
3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
To study the dynamics of the FSW process a 2D computer model in the framework of
MCA method. The motion of a rigid non-destructive rotating disk (the working body or tool)
along the interface of two metal plates (Me1 and Me2 in Fig. 1a) was considered. Plate
dimensions were 10×25 mm (Fig. 1а). As working body was used disk of diameter 3 mm. In
the initial position the tool was set at a distance of 8 mm from the left side of the modeled
system (Fig. 1a). This choice of the initial position of the tool is determined by the need to
minimize the influence of the lateral surfaces (in particular, the reflection of the elastic waves)
on the dynamics of the FSW process. The elastic characteristics and the diagram of uniaxial
loading of material were used as the input parameters of movable cellular automata. They
determine the response function of the movable cellular automata. The response function of
cellular automata simulating welded plates, characterized by elastic-plastic loading diagram
with a linear hardening (Fig. 1d), was obtained by fitting of the diagram of uniaxial tension
macroscopic samples of duralumin alloy.
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Three-step loading scheme was used in the paper. In the first stage the initial stress state of
the system was set through its hydrostatic compression with forces Fx and Fy (Fig. 1a). The
necessity of this step is caused by the fact that in the work is modeled relatively small
fragment of real system. In real FSW process movement of the tool lead to a spreading of a
large amount of elastic waves in the plane of joined plates and, as a result, to appearing of
significant elastic strains. Within the framework of the model these stresses were simulated by
setting of the initial pressure, the value of which does not exceed the 20% of the yield stress
of duralumin alloy.
In the second stage lateral, top and bottom surfaces of the modeled system were fixed (Fig.
1b) and the system was kept until the establishment of the force equilibrium.
In the third step simulation of the FSW process was carried out by movement of the tool
with translational velocity Vtrans along the line of the plates joint (Fig. 1c) and its rotation
around the disc center with the angular velocity ω (an instantaneous linear speed to the disk
surface was Vrot=ωR, where R is the radius of the disk).

a)

b)

d)

c)
Figure 1: Loading scheme (a-c) and response function of duralumin plates (d).

4 RESULTS OF COMPUTER-AIDED SIMULATON
The dynamic of the FSW process was analyzed in the paper. In particular, the results of
computer simulations show that at the beginning of the motion of the rotating tool occurs
adhesion of duralumin alloy to the surface of working body, followed by separation of the
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substance in the vicinity of the contact welded plates and tool and active mixing of detached
fragments (Fig. 2b). The subsequent movement of the tool is accompanied by further mixing
of materials of the plates and transfer of the mixed substance from the frontal area (in Fig. 2
region on the right of the rotating tool) to the backcourt (Fig. 2c). This process is
accompanied by formation of a welded joint (Fig. 2d). It is seen in Fig. 2 d that the trace from
the passing of the tool consists of at least two parts. Directly behind the tool is observed an
area in which take place processes of mixing of the substance and which are characterized by
relatively high porosity. At a distance of about 1/6 of the tool radius, starting the area in
which the mixing processes are completed. This zone is characterized by a relatively uniform
distribution of the materials Me1 and Me2. It should be noted that the resulting welded joint is
characterized by a small asymmetry relative to the line of the plates conjugation. Thus the
width of the seam in the area below the conjugation line is approximately 7% higher than in
the upper region (Fig. 2d). This result is in good agreement the experimental data [3].

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: The structure of the material in the region of the rotating tool at various time points , Vtrans =0,2 mps and
Vrot =7,6 mps (ω=800 Hz): a) – t=0 s; b) – t=0,0004 s; c) – t=0,015 s; d) – t=0,07 s.

Analysis of the results of computer simulation showed that the quality of the welded joint
is determined, in particular, by its friability (porosity), uniform volume distribution of
welding materials, etc., is largely determined by the regime of movement of the tool (the ratio
of the instantaneous speed of rotation of the tool surface Vrot to translational velocity Vtrans).
Figure 3 shows the structures of the resulting welded joints for three different regimes of the
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rotating tool movement. The figure shows that the decrease in Vrot/Vtrans value (realized by
increasing of the translational speed of the tool movement Vtrans) leads to a decrease in the
quality of welded joint. Thus, when Vrot/Vtrans=38 (Vrot=7,6 mps, Vtrans=0,2 mps, Fig. 3a),
resulting welded joint is characterized by sufficiently low porosity (4.2 vol.%, Table 1), a
small amount of planar defects (microcracks) and relatively uniform volume distribution of
Me1 and Me2 materials in the upper and lower parts of the joint (Fig. 4a).

a)

b)

c)
Figure 3: The structures of the resulting welded joint: a) - Vrot =7,6 mps (ω=800 Hz) and Vtrans =0,2 mps; b) Vrot =7,6 mps (ω=800 Hz) and Vtrans =0,4 mps; c) - Vrot =7,6 mps (ω=800 Hz) and Vtrans =0,8 mps.
Table 1: The porosity in the welded joint depending on the regime of the tool movement.

No. of regime
1
2
3

Vrot /Vtrans
38 (Vrot =7,6 mps; Vtrans =0,2 mps)
19 (Vrot =7,6 mps; Vtrans =0,4 mps)
9,5 (Vrot =7,6 mps; Vtrans =0,8 mps)

Porosity, vol.%
4,2
6,5
23,4

Twofold decrease of the Vrot/Vtrans value (Vrot=7,6 mps, Vtrans=0,4 mps, Fig. 3b) leads to
increase in porosity of the joint (more than 1.5-fold, Table 1) and to a rather uneven
distribution of Me1 and Me2 materials in the upper and lower parts of the joint (Fig. 4b). In
this case the seam itself (especially the lower part) contains sufficiently large number of
relatively extended microcracks. The consequence of further reducing of the ratio Vrot/Vtrans
(Vrot=7,6 mps, Vtrans=0,8 mps, Fig. 3c) is the loss of continuity of the joint. It could be seen
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from Figure 3c that the seam can contain macropores and macro-cracks, even at a large
distance from the rotating tool and the frontal area (in front of the working body) is
characterizes by a significant seal (jam) of the material. The value of porosity in the backcourt
reaches about 23.4.% (Table 1).
Thus, the synchronization of speeds of rotation and translational motion of rotating tool is
one of the essential conditions for obtaining welded joint with a low content of pores and
mikrocracks and uniform volumetric distribution of the welded materials.

a)

b)

Figure 4: The distribution of the volume fractions of materials Me1 and Me2 in the upper and lower parts of the
welded joint: a) - Vrot =7,6 mps (ω=800 Hz) and Vtrans =0,2 mps; b) - Vrot =7,6 mps (ω=800 Hz) and Vtrans =0,4 mps.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Thus, in the paper adaptation of movable cellular automata method for studying the
dynamics of the process of friction stir welding with a explicit account of the processes of
fracture and formation of new chemical bonds was performed. Using the developed approach
the dynamics of the process of friction stir welding of plates of duralumin alloy was
investigated. It was shown that synchronization of speeds of rotation and translational motion
of rotating tool is one of the essential conditions for obtaining welded joint with a low content
of pores and mikrocracks and uniform volumetric distribution of the welded materials.
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Abstract. The principle objective of the present study is to solve the velocity and temperature
fields using two different distribution functions double species thermal lattice Boltzmann
method (TLBM). The study is carried out for a wide range of Rayleigh numbers, velocity and
temperature distributions as well as Nusselt numbers were obtained for the Rayleigh numbers
ranging from 103 to 106 with the Prandtl number around 0.718 for air. In this simulation, the
Boussinesq approximation applied to the buoyancy force term. Also we evaluate the order of
derivatives' effect on the accuracy of macroscopic values. So, we applied this method for all
of boundary condition types same as no slip, constant temperature and adiabatic walls in two
different TLBM model and macroscopic states. We showed that boundary condition applying
type has not any difference and based on computer code, we can use both of them with
minimum term of derivatives. Results are presented in form of streamline and isothermal plots
as well as the variation of average Nusselt number at the walls and domain and compared
with commercial CFD softwares and other established methods referenced through literature.
A good agreement is obtained between the current solution and the previous works and it
shows that we can use double species TLBM with minimum terms of derivatives on a
macroscopic and TLBM parameters in boundary conditions discretization. Results are in a
good independency from the grids and size of mesh. Finally it is showed that we can solve the
first rows and corners (the nodes on the body) of grid with macroscopic terms then continue
for other lattices with TLBM to improve accuracy and save the time.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade, lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has been demonstrated to be a
very effective numerical tool for a broad variety of complex fluid flow phenomena that are
problematic for conventional methods [1, 2]. Compared with traditional computational fluid
dynamics, LBM algorithms are much easier to be implemented especially in complex
geometries and multi component flows [1]. LBM is an ideal mesoscopic approach to solve
nonlinear macroscopic conservation equations due to its simplicity and parallelization. For
incompressible isothermal flows, the LBM is found to be at least as stable, accurate and
computationally efficient, as traditional computational methods and has achieved excellent
success in different application areas such as multiphase flow and complex fluid phenomena
[3]. Natural convection in a porous enclosure with vertical partitioned walls at different
temperatures is frequently encountered in many practical applications, such as insulation for
buildings, industrial cold-storage installations, electronic cooling and heat exchangers [4].
Peng (2003), evaluated a 3-D incompressible thermal lattice Boltzmann model (TLBM)
and its application to simulate natural convection in a cubic cavity by using two different
particle velocity models of D3Q15 and D3Q19 in thermal models and compared results by
Navier-Stokes solver [3]. Changqing et.al (2007) simulated a transient natural convection in
square cavity with incompressible TLBM. They were shown that as Rayleigh number
increase, the flow field gets more intensively [5]. Anilkumar and Jilani (2008) evaluated a
natural convection heat transfer enhancement in a closed cavity with partition utilizing Nanofluids. Their study was carried out numerically for a range of Rayleigh number (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅), partition
heights and aspect ratio in two dimensional for flow and temperature distributions [2].
Azwadi and Tanahashi (2008) presented relations for development of 2-D and 3-D doublepopulation TLBM and investigated natural convection flows in a cubic cavity and 2-D porous
plate Couette flow. They found a new lattice of four-velocity (2-D) and eight-velocity (3-D)
models for internal energy density distribution function and developed this method for
analyzing problems where the viscous and compressive heating effects were negligible [6].
The objective of this work is to investigate the effect of boundary condition applying type,
macroscopic state and distribution functions, on heat transfer modeling via a lattice model.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In kinetic theory, the evolution of the single-particle density distribution function
[𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡, 𝑥𝑥⃗, 𝑐𝑐⃗)] which represents the probability density of a particle with unit mass moving with
velocity 𝑐𝑐⃗ at point 𝑥𝑥⃗ at time 𝑡𝑡 , is governed by the Boltzmann equation [7]:

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑓
(1)
+ 𝑐𝑐⃗ . ∇𝑓𝑓 =
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
where the term on the right hand side represents the collision operator. An approximation of
this complicated operator is the so-called BGK or the single-relaxation time model [7].
The Boltzmann equation with the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK), or single-relaxationtime approximation [6] with external force is given by
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
1
+ 𝑐𝑐⃗ . ∇𝑓𝑓 = − (𝑓𝑓 − 𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) + 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓
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where 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 is the external force and
distribution function given by
𝑓𝑓

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

is the local Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium

𝐷𝐷

1 2
(𝑐𝑐 − 𝑢𝑢)2
= 𝜌𝜌 (
) 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 {−
}
2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(3)

where R is the ideal gas constant, D is the dimension of the space, and 𝜌𝜌 , 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗, and T are the
macroscopic density, velocity, and temperature respectively. The macroscopic variables 𝜌𝜌 , 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗,
and T can be evaluated as the moment to the distribution function as follow
𝜌𝜌 = ∫ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐⃗

𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ = ∫ 𝑐𝑐⃗𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐⃗

(4)
(5)

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
1
= ∫ 𝑓𝑓(𝑐𝑐⃗ − 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗)2 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐⃗
2
2

(6)

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
1
+ 𝑐𝑐⃗
= − (𝑔𝑔 − 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) + 𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔 + 𝑓𝑓𝑞𝑞
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜏𝜏𝑔𝑔

(8)

The pressure is determined by equation of state P= /3 and the sound speed is 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 = √1/3.
By applying Chapmann-Enskog expansion [8], the above equations can lead to macroscopic
continuity, momentum and energy equation. However the Prandtl number (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) obtained is
fixed to a constant value [9]. This is caused by the use of single relaxation time in the
collision process. The relaxation time of energy carried by the particles to its equilibrium is
different to that of momentum. Therefore we need to use a different two relaxation times to
characterize the momentum and energy transport. This is equivalent in introducing a new
distribution function to define energy. To obtain the new distribution function modeling
energy transport, the internal energy density distribution function is introduced as [6]
(7)
(𝑐𝑐 − 𝑢𝑢)2
𝑔𝑔 =
𝑓𝑓
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2) results in

where

(9)
(𝑐𝑐 − 𝑢𝑢)2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝑓𝑓
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
(10)
(𝑐𝑐 − 𝑢𝑢)2
𝐹𝐹𝑔𝑔 =
𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
Eq. (7) represents the internal energy carried by the particles and therefore Eq. (8) can be
called as the evolution equation of internal energy density distribution function [6]. The
macroscopic variables can thus be redefined in term of distribution function 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑔𝑔 as
𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

𝜌𝜌 = ∫ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐⃗
𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ = ∫ 𝑐𝑐⃗𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐⃗
𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 = ∫ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐⃗
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where a new relaxation time 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 is introduced for simplifying the collision term, and the local
equilibrium distribution function is defined by Eq. (8). We have recently shown that in the
limit of incompressibility (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≪ 1.0) and for the cases when the compression work and
viscous heat dissipation are negligibly small, Eq. (8) can be simplified to [7]
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
1
+ 𝑐𝑐⃗. ∇𝑔𝑔 = − (𝑔𝑔 − 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜏𝜏𝑔𝑔

(14)

The kinetic viscosity (𝜗𝜗) is related to related to the relaxation time through the same
equation of
2𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓 − 1
6
and the thermal diffusivity (𝛼𝛼) is given by [7]
𝜗𝜗 =

𝛼𝛼 = 𝜏𝜏𝑔𝑔 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(15)

(16)

The macroscopic quantities such as density, velocity and temperature are then obtained
through moment integrations of distribution function. We have also shown that the
macroscopic conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy can be recovered from
the Boltzmann BGK equations (2) and (14) through the Chapman-Enskog expansion [7].
3

DISCRETIZATION METHOD

In order to apply the lattice Boltzmann scheme into the digital computer, we need to
discretize the evolution equation of the continuous lattice Boltzmann BGK equation for the
momentum and energy. Expanding both of the equilibrium distribution function up to 𝑢𝑢2
results in
𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

1

1 2
𝑐𝑐 2
𝑐𝑐⃗. 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ (𝑐𝑐⃗. 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗)2
𝑢𝑢2
= 𝜌𝜌 (
) 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 {−
} [1 +
+
−
]
2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 2(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)2 2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

1

1 2
𝑐𝑐 2
𝑐𝑐⃗. 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗
= 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 (
) 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 {−
} [1 +
]
2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
2𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(17)
(18)

The equations are discretized by energy method, reported in literature. The D2Q9 lattice
for 2-D density and internal energy distribution function is shown in Fig.1 [6].

Figure 1: D2Q9 Lattice structure with nine velocities for 2-D distribution function
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Eq. (18) is obtained by assuming that at low Mach number flow (incompressible flow),
the higher order of 𝑂𝑂(𝑢𝑢2 ) and viscous heat dissipation can be neglected [6]. For the two
dimensional case, the resultant discrete velocity and thermal equations are given by [7]
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖
1
+ ⃗⃗⃗
𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 . ∇𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = − (𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜏𝜏𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖
1
+ ⃗⃗⃗
𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 . 𝛻𝛻𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 = − (𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 − 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜏𝜏𝑔𝑔

(19)
(20)

where 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡, 𝑥𝑥⃗, 𝑐𝑐⃗𝑖𝑖 ) , 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 = 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡, 𝑥𝑥⃗, 𝑐𝑐⃗𝑖𝑖 ) and the discrete velocities are given by [10]
𝑐𝑐⃗𝑖𝑖 =

( 0 ,0 )

𝑐𝑐 (cos [

𝜋𝜋(𝑖𝑖−1)

] , sin[

2
𝜋𝜋(2𝑖𝑖−9)

{ √2𝑐𝑐 (cos [

𝜋𝜋(𝑖𝑖−1)

4

2

] , sin[

])

𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3,4

𝜋𝜋(2𝑖𝑖−9)
4

(21)

𝑖𝑖 = 0

])

𝑖𝑖 = 5,6,7,8

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

with = √3𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 . The corresponding discrete equilibrium distribution function, 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 , can be
obtained from Eq. (3) by performing a Taylor expansion up to 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ 2 as follows
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝜌𝜌 [1 +

𝑐𝑐⃗. 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ (𝑐𝑐⃗. 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗)2 𝑢𝑢2
+
− 2]
𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠2
2𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠4
2𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
4

1

where 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 = √𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is the sound speed and 𝑤𝑤0 = 9 , 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 9 for 𝑖𝑖 = 1 − 4 and 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 =
5 − 8. Apparently, a comparison between Eq. (17), Eq. (18) and Eq. (22) lead to
and by neglecting the term 𝑂𝑂(𝑢𝑢2 )

𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑇𝑇 𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇 [1 +

The macroscopic variables are now defined by [7]
8

𝑐𝑐⃗. 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗
]
𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠2

𝜌𝜌 = ∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖

(22)

1

36

for 𝑖𝑖 =
(23)
(24)

(25)

𝑖𝑖=0
8

(26)

𝑖𝑖=0
8

(27)

𝜌𝜌𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ = ∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐⃗𝑖𝑖
𝑇𝑇 = ∑ 𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=0

As a result, the discrete velocity Boltzmann BGK Eq. (19) and (20) recover the continuity
equation, momentum conservation equation and the following temperature equation [7]
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗ . ∇𝑇𝑇 = ∇ . (𝛼𝛼∇𝑇𝑇)

where the thermal diffusivity is 𝛼𝛼 = 𝜏𝜏𝑔𝑔 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 .
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4

SPECIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

In this study, we solve the velocity and temperature fields using two different distribution
functions TLBM for two natural convection heat transfer problems, constant temperature on
the walls and adiabatic walls.
The study is carried out numerically for a range of Rayleigh numbers. The governing Eq.
(1) to Eq. (8) were discretized and simplified resulting in a system of algebraic equations.
In first case, we evaluate the different models for application of boundary conditions in
natural convection phenomena in square cavity.
The thermal conditions applied on the bottom wall is 𝑇𝑇ℎ = 1.0, top wall is 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 = 0.0 and
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
partitioned wall is 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 = 0.0. The other faces being adiabatic, 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 = 0 , where 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 is the
appropriate normal derivative. The temperature difference between the left and right walls
introduces a temperature gradient in a fluid, and the consequent density difference induces a
fluid motion, that is, convection. In the simulation, the Boussinesq approximation is applied
to the buoyancy force term.
(29)

𝜌𝜌𝐺𝐺⃗ = 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔0 (𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 ) 𝑗𝑗⃗

where Boussinesq approximation is given by

1 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝛽𝛽 = − ( )
𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 𝑃𝑃

(30)

and 𝛽𝛽 is the thermal expansion coefficient, 𝑔𝑔0 is the acceleration due to gravity, 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 is the
average temperature and 𝑗𝑗 is the vertical direction opposite to that gravity [6].
The dynamical similarity depends on two dimensionless parameters: the Prandtl number,
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 and the Rayleigh number, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 defined as,

𝜗𝜗
(31)
𝛼𝛼
(32)
𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽0 (𝑇𝑇𝐻𝐻 − 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 )𝐿𝐿3
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 =
𝜗𝜗𝜗𝜗
The Nusselt number (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) is one of the most important dimensionless numbers in
describing the convective transport. The 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 are averaged and evaluated along the length of
cavity which may be expressed as
Pr =

̅̅̅̅ =
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

ℎ̅𝐿𝐿
= 𝑓𝑓 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐿𝐿 , 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓

(33)

Also about applying of boundary conditions on walls in macroscopic state:
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

=0 {

𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗)
1

𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 3 [4𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗) − 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗)]

(34)

and when we want to apply them on distribution functions (Appendix I):
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

=0 {

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘) = 𝑇𝑇(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘)
1

𝑘𝑘 = 0,1,2, … ,9

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘) = 3 [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 𝑘𝑘)]

6
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𝑘𝑘 = 0,1,2, … ,9]

(35)
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where in all simulations Pr = 0.718 , grid sizes are 50x50, 100x100, 150x150 for AR=1,
100x50, 200x100, 300x150 for AR=2 and the fluid in a partitioned cavity is air for Ra = 103 106.
Wall boundary conditions are used at the all walls of the partitioned cavity, and the nonequilibrium bounce back boundary conditions for velocity. The means of this term is 𝑢𝑢 = 0.0
in 𝑥𝑥 direction and 𝑣𝑣 = 0 in 𝑦𝑦 direction for all partitioned cavity walls. The bounce-back rule
of the non-equilibrium distribution function proposed by Zou and He [14] is used for
implementing the boundary condition.
For viscous flows bounce back boundary condition is employed which is equivalent to no
slip condition. This boundary condition is employed on wall nodes. Here in the algorithm for
performing the bounce-back step for D2Q9 Lattice structure:
𝑓𝑓0 = 𝑓𝑓0
𝑓𝑓1 = 𝑓𝑓3 , 𝑓𝑓2 = 𝑓𝑓4 
𝑓𝑓5 = 𝑓𝑓7 , 𝑓𝑓6 = 𝑓𝑓8

The thermal conditions applied on the bottom wall is 𝑇𝑇ℎ = 1.0, top wall is 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 = 0.0 and
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
partitioned wall is 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 = 0.0. The other faces being adiabatic, 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 = 0 , where 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 is the
appropriate normal derivative. 𝐻𝐻 is a height of cavity, 𝑊𝑊 is a length of cavity, ℎ is a height of
𝑊𝑊
partitioned in the cavity, 𝐶𝐶 is a partition position and 𝐻𝐻 means by aspect ratio of the cavity.

Figure 2: Schematic for the physical model function
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5

RESULTS AND DISSCUTION

The considered problem is natural convection in a 2D square cavity and enclosure with
two horizontal side walls maintained at different temperatures. The temperature difference
between the walls introduces a temperature gradient in the fluid, and the consequent density
difference induces fluid motion. The remaining walls are adiabatic. The problem definition
and the boundary conditions are displayed in Fig. 2.
The non-dimensional heat transfer rate at the isothermal walls is a very important
parameter in many engineering applications, such as electronic cooling, transportation, the
environment and national security [2]. Numerical simulations of the natural convection in a
partition cavity with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 at Rayleigh numbers from 103 to 106 are carried out using the
two dimensional particle velocity model of D2Q9.
5.1 Isotherms and Streamlines

𝑊𝑊

ℎ

The streamlines and isothermal contours in the cavity with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 for 𝐶𝐶 = 5 and 𝐻𝐻 =
0.5 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for different Rayleigh numbers from 2 × 104 to 106 and
100x50 uniform mesh cells. In this figures, the effects of Rayleigh numbers in the flow
patterns and isothermals are investigated.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: Isotherms with TLBM (a), Isotherms with CFX (b) and Streamlines with TLBM (c) for 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2 ×
𝑊𝑊 ℎ
104 , 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 , 𝐶𝐶 = , = 0.5 and 100x50 uniform mesh cells
5

𝐻𝐻
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Isotherms with TLBM (a), Isotherms with CFX (b) and Streamlines with TLBM (c) for 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 106 ,
𝑊𝑊 ℎ
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2, 𝐶𝐶 = , = 0.5 and 100x50 uniform mesh cells
5 𝐻𝐻

Table 1 shows the macroscopic values on the partitioned cavity at 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2 × 104 , 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
𝑊𝑊
ℎ
2 , 𝐶𝐶 = 5 , 𝐻𝐻 = 0.5 and 100x50 uniform mesh cells using D2Q9 lattice structure when we
apply boundary conditions on thermal distribution function (method No.1) and macroscopic
temperature directly (method No.2).
Table 1: Properties of some nodes for 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2 × 104 , 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2, 𝐶𝐶 =

𝑥𝑥
0.056
0.344
0.081
0.441
0.715
1.206
1.777

𝑦𝑦
0.0522
0.0488
0.9350
0.3190
0.6030
0.3770
0.4820

𝑢𝑢
0.0012
0.0013
0.0009
0.0005
0.0121
0.0011
0.0088

𝑣𝑣
0.0007
0.0004
0.0006
0.0008
0.0270
0.0001
0.0513

𝑊𝑊
5

,

ℎ

𝐻𝐻

= 0.5 and 100x50 uniform mesh

T (method 1)
𝜌𝜌
1.0361
0.8104
1.0352
0.6084
0.9833
0.0045
1.0034
0.0331
0.9915
0.3864
1.0017
0.0936
0.9963
0.3138

T (method 2)

0.8406
0.6084
0.0045
0.0331
0.3864
0.0936
0.3138

The streamlines in Figs. 3 and 4 show as 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 increases, the flow rate toward partitioned
enclosure increases. The agreement of numerical results of isotherms and streamlines between
TLBM and international previous literature is very good [2, 10].
For small 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 cases, the fluid motion driven by the buoyancy force is very slow, leading to
rather weak natural convection in the enclosure. On the other hand, when 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 number
increase, the buoyancy force accelerates the fluid flow and natural convection is significantly
enhanced. This behavior is clearly similar to the related flow pattern in all ranges of 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and
buoyancy parameter. The above discussed behaviors are also found in the previous
experimental and numerical studies [2, 6].
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5.2 Grid-Independency of the Results
In order to see the influence of the grid size on the ̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 at the isothermal walls, the
numerical simulations for 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2 × 104 using D2Q9 are carried out on three different grid
sizes for all models in the following section, 50x50, 100x100 and 150x150 for portioned
𝑊𝑊 ℎ
cavity with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 1 , 𝑐𝑐 = 2 , 𝐻𝐻 = 0.5 and 100x50, 200x100 and 300x150 for portioned cavity
𝑊𝑊

ℎ

with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 , 𝑐𝑐 = 2 , 𝐻𝐻 = 0.5. Tables 2 and 3 show the values of Average Nusselt number
̅̅̅̅) are independent from the number of mesh cells.
(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
𝑊𝑊

ℎ

Table 2: Ave. Nusselt number values for partitioned cavity with 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2 × 104 , 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 , 𝐶𝐶 = , = 0.5.
5
𝐻𝐻
Grid
50x50
100x100
150x150
̅̅̅̅
1.091
1.085
1.087
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
𝑊𝑊

ℎ

Table 3: Ave. Nusselt number values for partitioned cavity with 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 2 × 104 , 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 , 𝐶𝐶 = , = 0.5.
5
𝐻𝐻
Grid
100x50
200x100
300x150
̅̅̅̅
1.005
1.006
1.005
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

5.3 Comparison of Average Nusselt Number

The 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 obtained in this work, the previous experimental data [11] and the previous
numerical results are compared [2, 12, 13] are compared in Table 4. It is seen that the
numerical results obtained by the present TLBM agree well with those reported in the
previous studies for different 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 numbers mentioned here.
Table 4: Comparison of the average Nusselt number at the isothermal walls between TLBM and previous
𝑊𝑊 ℎ
works partitioned cavity with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 1 , 𝐶𝐶 = , = 0.5 and 50x50 uniform mesh cells

(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 103 )
(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 105 )
(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 106 )

̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

Present study
1.091
4.204
8.526

Anilkumar [2]
1.152
4.636
9.241

2

𝐻𝐻

Barakos [11]
1.114
4.51
8.806

Devahl Davis [12]
1.118
4.519
8.799

Table 5: Average Nusselt number at the isothermal walls for partitioned cavity with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 2 , 𝐶𝐶 =
0.5 and 100x50 uniform mesh cells
(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 103 )
(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 105 )
(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 106 )

Fusegi [13]
1.105
4.646
9.012

𝑊𝑊
2

,

ℎ

𝐻𝐻

=

Present study
1.0004
2.0040
2.8240

̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

̅̅̅̅ at
From the results presented above, we can say that as the 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 number increase, the 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
̅̅̅̅
the isothermal walls of partitioned cavity increase. It is shown that the 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 at the isothermal
walls is increased as the aspect ratio decreased. The numerical results agree well with other
results reported in the previous studies [2].
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6

CONCLUSIONS

A two dimensional incompressible TLBM using D2Q9 lattice structure was proposed in
this work. The study was carried out numerically for a range of Rayleigh numbers, partition
heights and aspect ratio of the cavity. The numerical results of this model for simulation of
2D natural convection heat transfer of air in a partitioned cavity with different aspect ratio
compared well with those from previous works. We have shown that based on computer
codes and mixed program (i.e. TLBM with another methods), we can use both of types of
applying the boundary conditions with minimum term of derivatives that reported in similar
works. Also the results showed that as the 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 number increase, ̅̅̅̅
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 at the isothermal walls of
̅̅̅̅ at the isothermal walls is increased as the aspect ratio decreased.
cavity increased and 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

APPENDIX I

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 0) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 0)

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 1) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 1)

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
=0
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 2) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 2)

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 4) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 4)

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 6) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 6)

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 3) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 3)

𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 5) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 5)
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 7) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 7)

{ 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 8) = 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 8)

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 0) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 0) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 0)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 1) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 1) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 1)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 2) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 2) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 2)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 3) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 3) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 3)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 4) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 4) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 4)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 5) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 5) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 5)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 6) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 6) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 6)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 7) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 7) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 7)]
3
1
𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗, 8) = [4𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑗𝑗, 8) − 𝑔𝑔(𝑖𝑖 + 2, 𝑗𝑗, 8)]
3
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Abstract. Material point method (MPM) is a mesh based particle method which is suitable
to simulate applications with large deformations. MPM adopts two discretisations, one is the
space discretisation where the equation of motion is solved, and the other is the material
discretisation where the continuum is replaced by material points or particles. Particles are
allowed to move through the background computational mesh, which allows MPM to
simulate large displacements and deformations of the material [9].
The effect of the spatial discretisation on the simulation results have been studied by others
e.g. [1] considering a specific application like bending of a cantilevered beam. More
generally, the sensitivity of the MPM solution to the two discretisations specially when
dealing with bench mark problems in the field of geotechnical engineering has not been
considered so far, although the method is applied widely in this area e.g. [2,13].
In this paper, the well-known problem in the field of geotechnical engineering is analyzed
using MPM. In the case of available reference solutions the results are then evaluated. The
effects of the two MPM discretisations on the quality of the final results have been
investigated where some concluding remarks are presented.
1

INTRODUCTION

Since the formulation of Finite Element Method (FEM) is introduced, it has been used in
different fields of engineering especially geotechnical engineering. This method has been
shown its capabilities to simulate different phenomena. Considering applications include large
deformations or displacements, FEM is not able to predict the behaviour of the continuum and
suffers from the mesh distortion. During the simulation the mesh becomes so distorted which
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causes numerical difficulties. In the field of geotechnical engineering, large deformations of
the soil become evident in many applications e.g. sliding of slopes, failure of strip footing,
pile driving, etc. which require other numerical schemes for simulating and studying them.
Available numerical methods for simulating large deformations can be categorized into
three major groups. In the first group, the methods use the advantages of the both Lagrangian
and Eulerian descriptions of motion while avoiding their drawbacks. The Arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method [3] and the Coupled Eulerian Lagrangian (CEL) method
[4] are categorized in this group. Second group includes the mesh free methods like the
Element Free Galerkin (EFG) method [5] and the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH)
method [6]. The last group contains the mesh based particle methods. The Particle in Cell
(PIC) method [7], Fluid Implicit Particle (FLIP) method [8] and the Material Point Method
(MPM) [9,10] are recognized in this group.
MPM discretises the continuum using the material points or particles and discretises the
space using an Eulerian background fixed mesh on which the equations of motion are solved.
This mesh should cover the whole space where the material may go during the simulation
process. Material points are the integration points which can move during the simulation.
Using this property, MPM is able to analyze large deformations where particles carry all the
permanent information (e.g. stresses, strain, etc.) during the simulation process and no
permanent data are stored on the mesh.
Solution procedure of MPM for one time step consists of three phases. First is the
initialization phase where all the data are mapped from particles to the nodes of the
background mesh. Then is the Lagrangian phase in which the equations of motion are solved
on the mesh. At the end is the convective phase in which information are mapped back from
the mesh to the material points and updates the data of the particles. The background mesh
goes back to its original position (as shown in Figure 1).
Sulsky et al. [9] applied the PIC method from fluid to solid mechanics and called it the
material point method [10]. Bardenhagen et al. [11] introduced a frictional contact algorithm
to the method based on the Coulomb friction law. Bardenhagen and Kober [12] presented the
Generalized Interpolation Material Point Method (GIMP) to avoid the grid crossing error
presented in the framework of original MPM. As MPM showed its capability to simulate the
dynamics of large deformation, the method is adopted to investigate many applications in the
field of geotechnical engineering [2,13].
The two discretisations in MPM (space discretization and the material discretization) play
important role in the quality of the final results. The effects of the interpolation order of
discretisation for a cantilevered beam is studied by Anderson and Anderson [1]. They showed
that the best results for the small strain problems can be obtained using the quadratic shape
functions whereas the cubic splines show better results for the large strain cases. The size of
the mesh as well as the number of particles per element can also affect the simulation results.
In this paper the effects of the two discretisations on the strip footing problem are studied.
For the sake of completeness, a short description on the governing equations of MPM are
discussed then the enhanced volumetric strain method to overcome the volumetric locking
that happens in low order elements are briefly explained [2,15]. Next the strip footing
problem is analyzed using different combinations of the meshes. At the end of this paper,
some conclusion remarks are presented.
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Figure 1: MPM discretisations and the solution procedure for one time step

2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The starting point is the Cauchy form of the conservation of linear momentum
𝜌𝜌𝒖𝒖̈ = ∇ ∙ 𝝈𝝈 + 𝜌𝜌𝒈𝒈 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝒕𝒕 = 𝝈𝝈 ∙ 𝒏𝒏

(1)

� 𝑤𝑤𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 𝜌𝜌𝒖𝒖̈ 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 = − � 𝑤𝑤𝜺𝜺𝑇𝑇 𝝈𝝈𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 + � 𝑤𝑤𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 𝜌𝜌𝒈𝒈𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 + � 𝑤𝑤𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 𝒕𝒕𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑

(2)

𝒖𝒖 = 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵

(3)

where ρ is the material density, 𝐮𝐮 is the displacement, a superposed dot declares
differentiation with respect to time, 𝛔𝛔 is the Cauchy stress tensor and 𝐠𝐠 is the gravitational
acceleration vector. The surface traction acting on the external boundary is denoted by 𝐭𝐭 and 𝐧𝐧
is the outward unit normal of the boundary. Applying the virtual work principle on a domain
of volume V surrounded by boundary S yields
𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉

𝑆𝑆

where 𝑤𝑤 denotes a virtual quantity, 𝛆𝛆 is the strain tensor and the superscript T specifies the
transpose.
For space discretization, the displacement field 𝐮𝐮 is approximated in terms of the shape
functions 𝐍𝐍 and nodal displacements 𝐚𝐚. Then displacement and strain can be written as
𝜺𝜺 = 𝑩𝑩𝑵𝑵

𝑩𝑩 = 𝑳𝑳𝑵𝑵

(4)

where 𝐁𝐁 is the strain displacement matrix, 𝐋𝐋 is a linear differential operator. Substituting Eq.
(3) and Eq. (4) into Eq. (2) gives [9,10]
in which

𝑴𝑴𝑵𝑵̈ = 𝑭𝑭𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝑭𝑭𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒

(5)

𝑴𝑴 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑵𝑵𝑇𝑇 𝑵𝑵𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑

(6)

𝑭𝑭𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑵𝑵𝑇𝑇 𝒈𝒈𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 + � 𝑵𝑵𝑇𝑇 𝒕𝒕𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑

(7)

𝑉𝑉

𝑉𝑉

𝑆𝑆
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𝑭𝑭𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒 = � 𝑩𝑩𝑇𝑇 𝝈𝝈𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 .

(8)

𝑉𝑉

Eq. (5) is identical in the context of FEM and MPM.
To increase the computational efficiency, the consistent mass matrix Eq. (6) is lumped. The
drawback of using a lumped mass matrix is a slight dissipation in the kinetic energy [14].
The particle discretization is achieved via approximating the continuous density field using
the Dirac delta function (𝛿𝛿), such that
𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

𝜌𝜌(𝒙𝒙) = � 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 𝛿𝛿(𝒙𝒙 − 𝒙𝒙𝑝𝑝 )
𝑝𝑝

(9)

𝑃𝑃=1

where 𝒙𝒙 is an arbitrary position vector, 𝒙𝒙 is the position vector at particle 𝑝𝑝. By considering
this approximation into account, Eq. (6), Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) can be rewritten as
𝑚𝑚1
𝑴𝑴𝐿𝐿 = � ⋮
0

𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

⋯ 0
⋱
⋮ �
⋯ 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖

(10)

𝑝𝑝

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 = � 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖
𝑝𝑝=1

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒

𝑭𝑭
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑭𝑭

=

𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

= � 𝑩𝑩𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 𝝈𝝈𝑃𝑃 𝑑𝑑𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃=1

� 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃 𝒈𝒈

𝑃𝑃=1

𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

+ � 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 𝒕𝒕𝑃𝑃

(11)

(12)

𝑃𝑃=1

where VP is the volume associated to particle P and 𝐭𝐭 P is the force vector from the surface
traction mapped to the boundary particle P.
Most of the MPM applications are based on the explicit time integration scheme. This
method is conditionally stable and the time step size should be smaller than the critical time
(∆𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ) step value dictated by the CFL condition
∆𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�
𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑

(13)

𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒 = 𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒 + ∆𝑡𝑡𝑵𝑵𝑝𝑝 𝑵𝑵̈ 𝑒𝑒

(14)

where hmin is the minimum representative distance in an element and cd is the compression
wave speed.
Explicit time integration of discretised momentum equation is performed via applying
Euler forward integration scheme such that
𝑵𝑵̈ 𝑒𝑒 = [𝑴𝑴𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿 ]−1 𝑭𝑭𝑒𝑒 ,

where ∆t is the time increment, 𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒 and 𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒 are the particle velocities at time t and t + ∆t
respectively and 𝐚𝐚̈ t is the nodal accelerations at time t.
The nodal velocities 𝐚𝐚̇ t+∆t at time t + ∆t are then calculated from the updated particles
velocities, solving the following equation [9]
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𝑴𝑴𝑒𝑒𝐿𝐿 𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒

𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝

≈ � 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 𝑵𝑵𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒

(15)

𝑝𝑝=1

Vector of nodal displacements is calculated using Euler backward integration method.
Then the position of particles �𝒙𝒙𝑝𝑝 � are updated
∆𝑵𝑵𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒 = ∆𝑡𝑡𝑵𝑵̇ 𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒

3

𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒
= 𝒙𝒙𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 + 𝑵𝑵𝑃𝑃 ∆𝑵𝑵𝑒𝑒+∆𝑒𝑒
𝑃𝑃

(16)

ENHANCED VOLUMETRIC STRAIN METHOD

In order to overcome the locking phenomena appears in low order elements being used
here, the method suggested by Detournay & Dzik [15] and applied in MPM by Jassim et al.
[2] is adopted. This method is based on the nodal volumetric strain averaging. First the strain
is decomposed into the volumetric and deviatoric parts, then nodal volumetric strains are
computed based on the average volumetric strain of the elements
̅ =
𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
∑𝑒𝑒=1
𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 Ω𝑒𝑒

𝑖𝑖

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
∑𝑒𝑒=1
Ω𝑒𝑒

(17)

̅ is the volumetric strain rate on node 𝑖𝑖, 𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒 is the volumetric strain rate of the
where 𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖
element 𝑒𝑒, Ω𝑒𝑒 is the volume of 𝑒𝑒 and 𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 is the number of elements attached to node 𝑖𝑖. The
smooth volumetric strain of the element is the average of the nodal values obtained from
equation (17) in the form
̅
𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒

𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

1
̅
=
� 𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖
𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖

(18)

𝑖𝑖=1

̅ is the enhanced volumetric strain of
where 𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 is the number of nodes in an element and 𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒
element 𝑒𝑒. Then the final strain rate tensor of an element is defined as
1
𝜀𝜀̇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖̅ = 𝜀𝜀̇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − (𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣 − 𝜀𝜀̇𝑣𝑣̅ )𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
3

(19)

where δij is the Kronecker delta. In MPM, equation (19) is applied for all individual material
points.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section the problem of a vertically loaded strip footing for undrained conditions [2]
is solved here by developing a 2D MPM programm. The geometry, mesh and boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 2. Due to the symmetry only one half of the space is
simulated. The analytical solution for this problem is given by Hill [16]
𝑞𝑞�
𝑐𝑐 = 𝜋𝜋 + 2

(20)

in which 𝑞𝑞 is the footing pressure and 𝑐𝑐 is the cohesion of the soil.
The soil is assumed to behave according to the Tresca material model with the elastic
modulus E = 200 MN/m2 , Poisson ratio ν = 0.495, density ρ = 1800 kg/m3 and
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c = 100 kN/m2 . The footing pressure is increased gradually in stepwise with an increment
of 2 𝑘𝑘𝑁𝑁/𝑚𝑚2 .

Figure 2: Geometry and boundary conditions of the strip footing problem

Figure 3: load displacement curve of the strip footing problem

4.1 Effectivity of the enhanced volumetric strain method
To show the effectivity of the enhanced volumetric strain method to mitigate the
volumetric locking, the strip footing problem is solved using one particle per element. Small
strain deformation is assumed, so the positions of the particles are not updated during the
simulation. This problem is solved to evaluate the effect of enhanced volumetric strain
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method. Equilibrium conditions are checked in each loading step and after fulfilling the
equilibrium conditions the load is increased. The results are shown in Figure 3 together with
the analytical solution. From this figure, it can be seen that the enhanced volumetric strain
method is able to relax the elements from locking and the curve is nearer to the analytical
solution. The gap between the enhanced solution and the analytical solution is attributed to
the mesh refinement. By using finer mesh this gap becomes smaller. The same problem is
solved using a finer mesh with cell size 0.2 m instead 0.5 m. The results are shown in Figure
3. It is obvious that the finer mesh reduces the distance between the analytical solution and the
numerical one.
The effect of applying the load on particles (as performed previously) or on the nodes,
furthermore, the effect of updating the location of the particles is analyzed using the mesh of
cell size 0.5 m as shown in Figure 4. Applying the load on particles or as in classical FEM on
nodes does not affect the results here as we do not updated the locations of the particles, but
by updating the particle locations this effect can be seen and the curve deviates from the
classical FEM and becomes more separated from the analytical solution.

Figure 4: load displacement curve to investigate the effect of applying lods on nodes or particles and
updating particle positions

4.2 The effect of the element size
The regular discretization, shown in Figure 2, with 0.5 m cell size has been compared to
coarser mesh (1 m) and an unstructured mesh, see Figure 5. Four particles are placed initially
inside each element. After applying the self-weight of the soil, the pressure of the footing is
increased in stepwise with a value of 2 kN/m2 . After fulfilling the equilibrium conditions,
[2], the loading procedure is continued.
Figure 6 shows the vertical displacement of a particle located immediately below the
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footing on the left. In this figure the results from the three meshes together with the analytical
solution are shown. Results of the cell size 0.5 m and the unstructured mesh are closer to the
analytical solution than the coarse mesh. Figure 7 shows the total displacement of the particles
using the mesh shown in Figure 2. Figure 8 takes a closer look at the particles displacement
below the footing and shows their total displacement. As can be seen from this figure the
particles under the footing start to travel to the other elements. As mentioned before, using
this property MPM can simulate large deformations, but at the same time the grid crossing
error appears which affect the final results.

Figure 5: three-noded unstructured mesh

Figure 6: load displacement curve for the three different meshes
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Figure 7: total displacement of the particles using 0.5 m mesh size

Figure 8: total displacement of the particles using 0.5 m mesh size

4.3 The effect of the number of particles
In this part of the paper, the effect of the initial number of particles per element on the final
results of the footing problem is analyzed. A mesh with the cell size of 1.0 m is used with one,
four and ten particles per element. The simulations are performed by applying the traction on
the boundary particles and allowing the particles to follow the deformation. Figure 9 shows
the vertical displacement of a particle located immediately below the footing on the left. As
can be seen from Figure 9, no difference can be noticed between the ultimate bearing
capacities. Figure 10 but focuses on the displacements between zero and 15 cm of Figure 9.
For the same load, the model with initially 10 particles per element shows the smallest
deformation. Next is the model with initially four particles per element and then the one with
initially one particle per element. It can be concluded that the model with initially ten particles
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per element shows more accurate results for the intermediate loading (before failure) than the
two other models and the one with initially four particles per element is more accurate than
the model with initially one particle per element.
Focused and shown in Figure 10

Figure 9: load displacement curve for the three different meshes

Figure 10: load displacement curve for the three different meshes zoomed on deformations between zero and
0.15 m

5

SUMMERY AND CONCLUSION

In this study the effect of different discretisations on the simulation results of a strip
footing problem is investigated. After a short description of MPM working procedure and
governing equations, the problem of strip footing with large deformation is analyzed using
different meshes and different number of particles per element. Grid crossing of particles
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which happen in the context of MPM influence the quality of the results. In the other side this
particles moving to other elements enables MPM to simulate large deformations of the
material. As shown in this study refining the mesh and increasing the initial number of
particles per element helps to reduce this error.
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Abstract. The paper presents material point method simulations of a dense snow avalanche
replicating the avalanches observed at the Vallée de la Sionne test site. It has been observed
that the dense snow avalanches behaviour is somewhere between the behaviour of very weak
solid and very viscous liquid [1]. That is confirmed by difficulties in replicating such avalanches
behaviour and the impact pressure with theories typical for fluid flows [2]. This paper results
are based on numerical method used mainly for solids, though one allowing for extreme
deformations [3-5]. The avalanche is modelled with a Mohr-Coulomb model, a simple
constitutive model commonly used for modelling soils. The constitutive model has great many
deficiencies and does not allow for modelling of all the complex behaviour of snow, however,
the initial results presented are promising and show some agreement with the observed data. It
is hoped that the presented approach can be refined and will lead to more accurate predictions
of dense snow avalanches behaviour in the future.
1

INTRODUCTION

The snow avalanches may pose a threat to communities and infrastructure. Therefore, the
prediction of avalanches outreach as well as impact pressures when an obstacle is hit are
important problems. To investigate these issues, number of field tests sites monitor speed of
avalanches and forces created by them upon hitting an artificial obstacle. These measurements
are used, among others, to validate small-scale laboratory tests. However, such in-situ
measurements are difficult and may be flawed for several reasons.
A wide range of flow regimes have been observed in avalanches. These span from dry
powder-like avalanches, which generally move quicker to wet snow avalanches which have low
velocity. The pressure recorded for quick avalanches include large number of impulses and
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significant variability. Such avalanches can also be modelled with methods belonging to fluid
dynamics with significant success.
However, it is particularly difficult to model wet snow avalanches as they behave in the
regime transitory between solid and fluid. The paper aim is to model an abstracted wet snow
avalanche hitting an instrumented pylon with Generalized Interpolation Material Point Method
(GIMP), introduced by Bardenhagen & Kober [4].

Figure 1. Instrumented pylon on a slope in the Vallée de la Sionne, Swiss Alps. Photos courtesy of Dr
Emmanuel Thibert (National Research Institute of Science and Technology for Environment and Agriculture
IRSTEA) and Dr Betty Sovilla (WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF).

2 TEST SITE IN THE VALLÉE DE LA SIONNE, SWITZERLAND AND THE
AVALANCHE DATA
The test site in the Vallée de la Sionne, Swiss Alps (for detailed description see [6]) monitors
occuring real-scale avalanches. The avalanches, both of natural origin and man-induced hit a
heavily instrumented pylon (see Fig. 1). The pylon, 20m high, 60 cm wide and 1.5 m long
measures avalanche pressures with high-frequency piezo load cells located at 0.5m, 1.5m, 2.5m,
3.5m, 4.5 and 5.5m above the ground. The optical sensors located on the sides of the pylon
measure avalanche speed. There are also flow depth sensors on the pylon.
The observed avalanches falls into several categories. They can be, for example, dilute /
dense (depending on snow density), or dry / wet (depending on the amount of moisture in snow).
Further qualification of avalanches may be done with respect to their Froude number, see [2].
The piezo pressure sensors mounted on the pylon have either 10 or 25cm diameter. It appears
that size of these sensors does not affect the average pressure measured; however, it seems that
the peak magnitudes of stress decrease with sensor dimension [2].
This paper shows some initial outcomes of simulating of a wet-dense, relatively quick
avalanche with Generalized Interpolation Material Point Method (GIMP).
3

GENERALIZED INTERPOLATION MATERIAL POINT METHOD (GIMP)

The Material Point Method has been developed by Sulsky et al. [3,7] as an evolution of the
Particle in Cell method. This paper uses a Generalized Interpolation Material Point Method
(GIMP [4]) which is an improved version of the classical Material Point Method.
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The Material Point Method as well as GIMP falls into the category of meshless methods,
even though it uses a background (usually static) grid, on which the equations are resolved in
each step. GIMP is usually formulated as a fully explicit method (though implicit formulation
is possible). In explicit formulation, simulation is resolved over time, which is divided into
sufficiently small time-steps. The maximum time-step size is influenced by the grid size as well
as particle velocity (Courant number).
In the Material Point Method the grid is cast over the simulation domain. Subsequently, all
the materials within the simulation domain are discretised into particles (material points). The
material points carry all the material information, as well as have position, mass and velocity.
GIMP improves the classical Material Point Method as it additionally assumes that the material
is smeared over finite particle domain which increases accuracy and reduces numerical issues
in solution.
During calculations, in the beginning of every time step the mass and the momentum of the
material points are transferred to the grid nodes using grid shape function and particle
characteristic function. GIMP introduces these functions in more general way than the Material
Point Method and creates particle domains instead of just having the material concentrated in
points in space, as it is the case in the older formulation.
Subsequently, the nodal internal forces are computed (for which we also get the stresses
from particles), as well as accelerations. These are transferred back and used for updating
particles positions and velocities. From velocity gradients the deformation gradients and finite
strains are computed. These are used for updating stresses and particle volumes. Afterwards,
next time-step may be resolved. The more complete description of the GIMP can be found in
[4] whereas validation of the method for some engineering problems is in [9].
4 NUMERICAL MODEL FOR THE AVALANCHE
Numerical simulation of natural avalanches is difficult. That is because of a great number of
uncertainties which are present in natural avalanches, as well as due to numerical difficulties
due to discontinuities and very large displacements. Few numerical methods can be applied for
even qualitative modelling of an avalanche hitting an obstacle. This paper uses GIMP, as coded
in open source Uintah 1.6.0 software (http://www.uintah.utah.edu/ [8]). The Uintah software
has been enhanced with a Mohr-Coulomb model (for more details see [9-11]).
Table 1: Mohr-Coulomb parameters for snow

cohesion
[kPa]
0.5

friction
angle
[deg]
25

dilation
angle
[deg]
0

shear
modulus
[kPa]
1,800
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bulk
modulus
[kPa]
1,300

density
[kg/m3]
400
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Table 2: Parameters for the contact layers

Material
slope
surface
pylon
surface

cohesion
[kPa]

friction
angle
[deg]

dilation
angle
[deg]

shear
modulus
[kPa]

bulk
modulus
[kPa]

density
[kg / m3]

friction
coefficient
[-]

0.5

25

0

1,800

1,300

400

0.3

-

-

-

75,000

160,000

2,650

0.2

g

v

Figure 2. Schematic for the initial state of simulation: cross section through the pylon (left) and view from the
top (right). All dimensions in meters.

Figure 3. Side and 3D view of the initial state of the simulation. Different materials are shown with different
colours.

4.1 Initial state
The scheme giving the initial state of the simulation is shown in Figure 2 and the initial
actual simulation is given in Figure 3. The total size of the problem modelled is 40 m x 20 m.
The slope angle is 20 degrees.
Only the 15m long, 20m wide part of avalanche is modelled. The thickness was taken as
constant and equal to either 3 or 4m. The snow in the avalanche, as well as on the ground, is
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modelled as a Mohr-Coulomb material (see Table 1 for the model parameters, which were taken
in line with suggestions in [1] and [12] and may be representative for the wet snow).
To reduce the computation time, the snow has been modelled with 2 different densities of
material points. The two 8 m wide sides of the avalanche are approximated with just a single
material point per grid cell, whereas the central 4m of snow is modelled with 2x2x2=8 particles
per grid cell (which is also the density of material points in grid cell used for all other materials).
The simulation begins with avalanche moving with the velocity of 10 m/s.
4.2 Contact
One of the most challenging parts of the calculations was to simulate the contact between
the materials. In the model, the snow is interacting only with the contact layers on the rigid
surface and on the pylon. These contact layers are attached to a rigid skeleton supporting it. The
contact between snow block and contact surfaces is a frictional contact (as coded in Uintah,
[13]). However, snow does not interact with rigid material at all. The material parameters for
the contact layers are given in Table 2.
The contact layer simulating the slope surface is 0.5 m thick. That layer has been modelled
with 2x2x2=8 particles per grid cell. The friction coefficient between the snow and that surface
is taken as 0.3. However, in GIMP, the interaction between particles starts when the particle
domains share common node. As such, to ensure smoother contact, the block of snow is moved
away from the contact surface by 0.3 m.
The friction coefficient between the pylon contact layer and snow is set to 0.2. The pylon
contact layer is single particle thick (thus mesh dependent) and positioned such that the grid
boundary overlap with the boundary between the pylon and the contact layer. That ensures that
the particles in the contact layer can move (and thus have some readable stress). That is
essential, as the readouts from these particles on the pylon is taken as approximation of the
contact pressure. Such approximation has been necessary as no direct way of getting contact
forces exist in the standard Uintah 1.6.0 software.
4.3 Grid densities
It is well known that in problems which involves material separation (that is losing contact
between the material points), the simulation results may significantly depend on the grid
density. Most often, material separation is unwelcome, as it breaks the assumed continuous
material and should be avoided. However, in the simulation of the avalanche, the impact on the
pylon forces the separation of the particles. Therefore, the impact of the grid density on the
simulation results had been carefully investigated. The simulations have been performed with
a wide range of grid densities. They range from 2 grid cells per meter in each direction (2x2x2)
to 4x5x5 cells per meter (4 cells per meter in the x direction). The problem dimensions have
been kept (almost) constant during all the simulations. The number of particles in each grid cell
was unchanged in all the simulation and is independent from the grid density.
5 SIMULATION RESULTS
Number of simulations have been done using different grid densities and two initial depths
of the avalanche (3 & 4 meters). The results have been assessed qualitatively, that is whether
the typical features of avalanche hitting an object are recovered. Additionally, the approximate
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values of contact stresses on the pylon were obtained and compared to the recorded results from
the pylon sensors.

b)

a)

d)

c)

e)

Figure 4. Velocity of the avalanche at simulation time 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5s. Side view. Grid density 3x4x4
(horizontal x height x depth) cells per meter.

a)

c)

b)

e)

d)

Figure 5. Velocity of the avalanche at simulation time 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5s. Intersection through the pylon.
Grid density 3x4x4 (horizontal x height x depth) cells per meter.
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b)

a)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 6. Velocity of the avalanche at simulation time 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5s. View from the top. Note some
particles are stuck on the ground after the simulation (black lines). Grid density 3x4x4 (horizontal x height x
depth) cells per meter.

b)

a)

d)

e)

c)

f)

g)

Figure 7. Velocity of the avalanche at simulation time 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 4.0s. Note some particles are
stuck on the ground after the simulation (black lines). Grid density 3x4x4 (length x height x depth) cells per
meter.

5.1 Qualitative agreement of the results
Before seeking good quantitative agreement between simulation and observed avalanche
behavior, it is important to investigate whether the simulated avalanche exhibit number of
behavior observed in real avalanches. The GIMP simulations perform rather well here. The
wedge (dead zone) is created in front of the pylon, see Figures 5 and 6 a)-c) (all the data
visualized with VisIt [14]). Also, some snow stays behind the pylon, Figure. 5 d), e) (note that
this situation does not last till the end of simulation which is due to limitations of constitutive
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model used). The velocity profiles around the pylon look realistic, see Figure 5 b) – d). Finally,
the avalanche initially divided by the pylon is becoming unity after covering some ground as
evidenced in Figures 6 c)-e) and 7 c)-g).
5.2 Quantitative agreement of the results
It is interesting to see how the available contact pressures compare to these obtained in the
simulation. Unfortunately, such a direct comparison has not been possible at this stage.
Currently, only the values of x-direction components of stress at particles at similar height to
the sensors, but not the contact pressures per se could be obtained from the calculated results.
Presumably, at least initially, stresses in single layer of particles resting on rigid material should
not be very different to the actual contact pressures. That has been partially confirmed by setting
elastic parameters of Pylon contact material: the bulk modulus to 100 MPa and the shear
modulus to 150 MPa which correspond to Poisson ratio of 0. For that case, the stresses were
very similar to these obtained with elastic values given in Table 2. Therefore, the interaction
between the particles in the contact zone is probably not a major source of error (at least for the
stresses in particles close to the middle of the pylon). On the other hand, when the stress is
reduced, the particle will bounce back due to elastic forces. In such case particle inertia will
significantly affect the stresses. As such, only the readout of stresses in the initial time (before
the stress is reduced) could be close to the actual contact forces. However, the particles stress
will be affected by the grid cell size anyway, as the stresses are resolved over whole grid cell,
as well as the particle domain size.
In the simulation the axis of symmetry of the pylon corresponds to the grid boundary. That
smooths the snow flow around the pylon and reduce the stresses. However, it also means that
the particles from which the stress is read are moved somewhat to the side and do not correspond
to the actual sensor position.
The avalanche modelled, with the code number of 6236 had wet-dense core with a powder
layer [2]. That spatial non-uniformity has not been modelled – the material parameters of the
snow may reflect a uniform wet-dense avalanche instead. Also, the 6236 avalanche has been
recorded for approximately 40s, whereas the avalanche modelled impacted the pylon
approximately during 1.5 second period.
To characterize the avalanche 6236 more accurately (recouping data from [2]), it was
recorded as having varied height, rising from a meter to approximately 4 m. The measured
velocity ranged from below 5 m/s (initial part of the avalanche) to approximately 7-10 m/s when
it reached its peak height, which was approximately 4 m. The stresses were significantly
oscillating. At the peak time, with the avalanche having the highest speed, the contact pressures
were between approximately 100 and 300 kPa at the 0.5 m sensor. Higher up, the stresses
reduced to approximately100 kPa (oscillating approximately between 50 and 150 kPa) and at
3.5 m they were mainly between 50 and 100 kPa with peaks reaching above 100 kPa. At 4.5 m,
which was almost certainly above the wet-dense avalanche, the readouts were above 25 kPa
and below 50 kPa.
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Figure 8. Grid density influence on the average stress on the pylon. The bar show averaged stress over the first
0.4 sec after the impact of the avalanche. The stresses shown are at points approximately at 0.5m and 3.5m. Error
bar indicate maximum and minimum stress recorded. Grid cell densities varies between 2 cells per meter in each
direction (2x2x2) to 4 cells per meter in each direction (4x4x4). Values for the pylon contact pressures (indicated
as experiment) are based on [2] and approximate.

For this comparison, a simulation of initially 4m high avalanche were taken which resulted
at acceptable heights of avalanche at the pylon. The results of simulations are given in Figure
8. It can be clearly seen that the modelled maximum and average stresses are too high. That
may be partially due to generally too high speed of the avalanche at the pylon. In the simulation,
the avalanche velocity was mainly between 10 and 15 m/s range, which is higher than the
recorded values. Additionally, the assumption of the uniform snow density corresponding to
the wet snow was incorrect. As the recorded velocity of the avalanche increases with the
avalanche height, the lower recorded pressures are likely due to differences in the snow density.
The grid density does not appear to affect results too significantly. Of course, the results for
the coarsest grid 2x2x2, in which the pylon is modelled by just 2 particles (and is hit by just
two particles of avalanche) are crude, as indicated by the difference by the maximum and
minimum value (Fig. 8). However, for the finer meshes (with cell size of the hitting plane being
1/3m and 1/4m, denoted by the last number being 3 or 4 respectively) the differences between
the results appear to be more acceptable. Still, the differences in stresses in simulations are
probably mainly due to numerical reasons, whereas in the natural avalanches, they are due to
natural factors.
Nonetheless, as GIMP is used in the shown simulations beyond its intended use range as the
avalanche separates upon hitting a pylon and rejoins later, the differences between grids seem
to be acceptable. Nonetheless, more control over separation of the material would be desirable
as some difficult to account for mesh dependency is theoretically unavoidable with GIMP.
6 CONCLUSIONS
The paper presented initial results of simulation of a snow avalanche hitting an obstacle. The
simulation recovered well the behavior of real avalanche qualitatively. In particular, the
qualitative behavior of avalanche and leftover snow at the pylon has been well recovered.
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Additionally, the final joining of the avalanche after hitting the pylon is also observable –
something that would be difficult to achieve with most continuous numerical methods. The
avalanche speed profile around the pylon is also qualitatively agreeing with experimental data.
The paper also compared the stresses on the pylon with the experimental data. The agreement
should be improved further. The differences in the results may be due to number of issues. First,
it appears that the speed of simulated avalanche should be decreased. Additionally, we do not
know what material parameters are correct for given avalanche. The simulations shown are
initial and not adjusted in order to improve the fit of the results. Finally, the avalanche has been
modelled as uniform, whereas the avalanche we compared the results to is indicated as most
likely non-uniform.
There are number of numerical shortcomings in the simulation. In particular, contact law
and retrieval of contact pressures could be tweaked. Furthermore, Mohr-Coulomb is a very
simple material model which is not very well validated for snow. As such, perhaps using a
constitutive model uniquely suited for snow may improve the results. Finally, using a version
of material point method enhanced such that for accurate modelling of separation and joining
of particles would be possible (instead of relying on the hard coded mechanics of GIMP) would
be welcome.
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Abstract. The present work is concerned with the solution of stationary Stokes and
Navier-Stokes flows using the Modified Finite Particle Method for spatial derivative approximations and the Least Square Residual Method for the solution of the linear system
deriving from the collocation procedure. The combination of such approaches permits
to easily handle the numerical difficulty of the inf-sup conditions, without distinguishing
between the discretizations of velocity and pressure fields.
The obtained results, both in the cases of linear and non-linear flows, show the robustness of the proposed algorithm

1

Introduction

The numerical simulation of incompressible fluid flows represents a challenge for many
numerical methods due to the inf-sup condition [1], which imposes limitations in the
discretization of velocity and pressure fields, and therefore in numerical methods some
attention is needed in field discretization.
Among the existing numerical methods an important role has been played in recent
years by meshless methods, which present many potentiality with respect to traditional
mesh-based or grid-based methods. The main characteristic of meshless methods is, in
fact, that nodes are not “rigidly” connected to each other, and therefore they can easily
model large deformation and fluid-dynamics problems.
In the context of meshless methods the Radial Basis Functions (RBF) have been widely
investigated from a theoretical point of view [2, 3] and applied to function approximation
problems [4] and partial differential problems [5], in particular wave propagation [6] and
fluid dynamics [7].
RBF collocation has also been used in combination with a Least Square Residual
Method (LSRM), an algorithm for the solution of linear systems based on error minimiza1
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tion. Such an algorithm is used when the number of equations overcomes the number of
unknowns. In the field of collocation methods for the solution of partial differential problems, such a methodology is needed when the number of collocation points is higher then
the number of nodal unknowns. In [8] it is shown that the combination of a collocation
method with LSRM corresponds to the weak formulation with numerical quadrature. In
[9] the use of LSRM is extended to linear incompressible elasticity, and it is shown that
the different equations have to be properly weighted in order to balance the different
components of the error. An important characteristic of the combination between Radial
Basis Functions and Least Square Residual Method is that in this way pressure does not
undergo any spurious oscillation, even approximating velocity and pressure fields using
the same discrete differential operators.
In the present paper we combine the Least Square Residual Method with the Modified
Finite Particle Method (MFPM), a meshless method for spatial derivative approximation
first introduced in [10] and applied to 1D elasticity static and dynamic problems, to 2D
elliptic problems [11], to 2D elasticity and plasticity [12]. In [13] a novel formulation is
introduced and applied to 2D dynamics and to 3D statics.
The present paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present a version of the
Modified Finite Particle Method where collocation points are decoupled from points where
variables are evaluated; then in Section 3 we recall the governing equations for incompressible fluid flows and present a solution procedure using the Least Square Residual
Method. In Section 4 we solve the problem of a flow in a quarter of annulus under
internal body loads; in Section 5 we recall the stationary Navier-Stokes equations and
introduce a numerical procedure for handling the non-linearity, and then, in Section 6,
we solve the famous benchmark of the lid-driven cavity problem. Finally, in Section 7,
we draw some conclusions.
2

Modified Finite Particle Method

The Modified Finite Particle Method is a numerical procedure for function and derivative approximation introduced in [10]. Here we introduce a novel formulation, where
equations are collocated in a set of points (collocation points) and variables are evaluated
in a different set of points (control points).
The node distributions considered in the MFPM are referred to as x = [x y]T and
ξ = [ξ η]; the first one is the set of collocation points, placed on the physical domain; the
second one is the set of control points, that is, the points where variables are computed.
In general, the node distribution ξ has no physical evidence, and therefore nodes can be
placed in any convenient way, i.e., on a Cartesian equispaced grid. We remark that this
choice does not affect the characteristic of the MFPM of being a meshless method, since
collocation nodes can assume any position within the physical domain.
In a first stage, in order to show the numerical approximation procedure of a function
u = u(x) and its derivatives, we assume to know the nodal values of u in the control
points ξ . The first step of the numerical method is the evaluation of the Taylor series
2
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expansion of the function u(x) in a control point ξ j . The Taylor series is centered in a
collocation point xi and is expanded until second order
1 2
u(xi )(ξj − xi )2
u(ξξ j ) =u(xi ) + Dx u(xi )(ξj − xi ) + Dy u(xi )(ηj − yi ) + Dxx
2
1 2
2
+ Dyy
u(xi )(ηj − yi )2 + Dxy
u(xi )(ξj − xi )(ηj − yi )
2

(1)

Equation (1) contains 6 unknown terms (function and derivative values in the collocation point xi ) and hence 6 equations are needed to compute their value. Therefore
Equation (1) is evaluated in Ni control nodes surrounding xi , that constitute a subset
referred as Xi . We then introduce 6 projection functions Wαi = Wα (ξξ − xi ) and multiply
the evaluations of Equation (1) in the nodes of Xi by the evaluations of Wαi in the same
points, and sum all terms, obtaining
�
�
�
Wαij + Dx ui
(ξj − xi )Wαij + Dy ui
(ηj − yi )Wαij +
ui
j

j

j

1 2
1 2
+ Dxx
ui
(ξj − xi )2 Wαij + Dyy
ui
(ηj − yi )2 Wαij +
2
2
j
j
�
�
2
ij
+ Dxy ui
(ξj − xi )(ηj − yi )Wα =
u(ξξ j )Wαij
α = 1, ..., 6
�

�

j

j

where Wαij = Wα (ξξ j − xi ). Equation (2) can be rearranged in

  � u(ξξ )W ij
j
1
u(xi )
�j

 Dx u(xi )   j u(ξξ j )W2ij

  �

  j u(ξξ j )W3ij
i  Dy u(xi ) 
�
A  2
ij
=
u(x
)
D

i
xx
 2
  �j u(ξξ j )W4
 Dyy u(xi )  
ξ j )W5ij
j u(ξ
�
2
u(xi )
Dxy
ξ j )W6ij
j u(ξ

(2)

matrix form as










(3)

Equation (3) is then rewritten in the form

Ai D(ui ) = Ci u

(4)

where
Ci = [Wi1

| Wi2

| ... | WiNi ]

Wij = [W1ij

| W2ij

| ... | W6ij ]

and

T

(5)
(6)

The vector u collects the known nodal values in the node set ξ . Then, by inverting
(4), we obtain
D(ui ) = Ei Ci u
(7)
3
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−1

where Ei = (Ai ) , and finally
D(ui ) = Di u

(8)

Di = Ei Ci

(9)

with
The 6xNi operator Di , applied to u, gives back a 6x1 vector collecting all the approximations of functions and derivatives of u(x) in the collocation point xi . We are interested
in building 6 linear operators (I, Dx , Dy , Dxx , Dyy , Dxy ) that, applied to the vector
u, return the evaluation of function and derivatives in all collocation points x. These
operators are simply built collecting, for each i, the correct row of Di , where the correct
row is identified through Equation (3).
For example, in order to build the linear operator Dx (the discrete counterpart of
∂/∂x), we simply consider, for each i, the 2-nd row of Di . The final form of Dx is then
 1 
D2
 D22 

Dx = 
(10)
 ... 
DN
2
where Diα is the α-th row of Di .

3

Governing equations for incompressible flows

The governing equations of incompressible fluid flows are the well known Navier-Stokes
equations

 ∂u
ρ
+ u · ∇u = −∇p + µ∆u + b
(11)
 ∂t
∇·u=0

where the first equation is the dynamic equilibrium equation and the second equation is
the incompressibility constraint. The variable ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity field,
p is the pressure field, µ is the dynamic viscosity, b is the vector of internal loads.
Navier-Stokes equations are non-linear equations, due to the presence of the convective
term u · ∇u. Nevertheless, when inertial forces are negligible with respect to viscous
forces, Navier-Stokes Equations can be simplified in the form

 ∂u
= −∇p + µ∆u + b
ρ
(12)
∂t

∇·u=0
known as Stokes equations. Systems (11) and (12) have to be completed with suitable
boundary conditions, that can be imposed on velocity or on the outward stress.
In the present work we restrict to stationary flows, that is, ∂u/∂t = 0. Moreover, the
work is divided in two parts: in the first part we concentrate on Stokes Equations, in
4
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order to study how the Modified Finite Particle Method, in combination with the Least
Square Residual Method, deals with the inf-sup condition; in the second part we focus on
the solution of the complete Navier-Stokes equations, and show a numerical procedure to
handle the non linear term.
3.1

Solution of the Stokes equations

In the spirit of collocation methods the steady Stokes equations are discretized using
the Modified Finite Particle Method. The discrete linear system of equations is

  

µ∆ 0 −Dx
û
f̂x
 0 µ∆ −Dy   v̂  =  f̂y 
(13)
p̂
Dx Dy
0
0
where ∆ = Dxx +Dyy is the discrete Laplace operator, û, v̂, and p̂ are the nodal unknowns
associated to the velocity components u and v and to the pressure p, and f̂x and f̂y are
the components of the internal loads at collocation points.
The required boundary conditions are imposed as linear algebraic equations on boundary collocation points. No boundary conditions are required on the incompressibility
constraint, since incompressibility is imposed both on the interior and on the boundary
of the domain [14]. We remark that this is not common in collocation methods, especially with collocated grids, where particular boundary condition for the incompressibility
constraint are imposed [15, 16].
When collocation and control points coincide, the values of the control unknowns can
be simply retrieved by inverting system (13). Unfortunately this algorithm is not valid
with Stokes equations, due to the non-compliance of the discrete system (13) with the
discrete inf-sup condition.
In order to overcome such a difficulty, we recur to a Least Square Residual Method,
that is, we use a number of collocation points higher than the number of control nodes,
and therefore System (13) is a rectangular, overdetermined system of equations, which
can be solved through an error minimization. The global squared error, defined as
�
E = �e�2 =
(Kij dj − fi )2 = (Kd − f)T (Kd − f)
(14)
i

can be rewritten as the sum of four contributions: (i) the error Eeq associated to equilibrium equations; (ii) the error Einc associated to the discretized incompressibility constraints; (iii) the error Edir associated to Dirichlet boundary conditions; (iv) the error
Eneum associated to Neumann boundary conditions. The total error is therefore written
as
E = Eeq + Einc + Edir + Eneum
(15)
As suggested in [9] the components of such an error have to be properly weighted, since
they contribute differently to the global error. For this reason we introduce a different
5
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definition of the error, referred as Ew , with expression
Ew = Eeq + αinc Einc + αdir Edir + αneum Eneum

(16)

where αinc , αdir , αneum are weights associated to discrete incompressibility conditions,
Dirichlet boundary conditions, and Neumann boundary conditions respectively.
Equation (16) can be rewritten as
Ew = �Keq d − feq �2 + αinc �Kinc d�2 + αdir �Kdir d − ū�2 + αneum �Kneum d − t̄�2

(17)

where Keq , Kinc , Kdir , and Kneum are the rows of the stiffness matrix K associated
to the equilibrium equations, incompressibility constraints, Dirichlet boundary conditions
and Neumann boundary conditions. The vector ū is the known nodal velocity at Dirichlet
boundary, t̄ is the known nodal outward stress at Neumann boundary.
The error (17) can be finally rewritten in compact form as
Ew = (Kd − f)T A(Kd − f)

(18)

where A is a diagonal matrix collecting the weights α associated to the different equations
of system (13). Finally we minimize the error Ew with respect to the nodal unknowns d,
obtaining the linear system
KT AKd = KT Af
(19)
that is a linear, symmetric system of equations, and can be solved using dedicated algorithms for symmetric matrix inversion. Nodal unknowns are therefore computed inverting
System (19).
3.2

Choice of the weights

The choice of the weights to be assigned to the equations of system (13) is an important
topic for the application of LSRM, since a wrong definition of weights may prevent the
convergence of the numerical method.
The rigorous analysis conducted by [9] which takes in account the particular choice of
the shape functions (in this case, Radial Basis Functions are used) leads to the choice of
the following weights
αinc = (µNs )2

αdir = (µNs )2

αneum = 1

(20)

In the present work, we prefer a different approach in order to define the set of weights
to adopt: in fact we base our analysis on the consideration that different equations have
different scales, in particular:
1. The equation of equilibrium has the dimensions of µ∂u/∂x2
2. The equation of incompressibility has the dimensions of ∂u/∂x
6
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3. The Dirichlet boundary conditions have the dimensions of u
4. The Neumann boundary conditions have the dimensions of µ∂u/∂x
The second derivatives scale with 1/h2 , where h is the distance between the control
nodes; the first derivatives scale with 1/h. The distance between particles is
√ related to
the total number of control nodes Ns , in particular we can assume h ≃ 1/ Ns . With
these considerations, we can write the correct scaling of each equation in the form:
1. Equilibrium: o(µ/h2 ) = o(µNs )
√
2. Incompressibility constraint: o(1/h) = o( Ns )
3. Dirichlet boundary conditions: o(1)
√
4. Neumann boundary conditions: o(µ/h) = o(µ Ns )
In order to balance the squared error in Equation (16), all components are requested to
have at least the same dimensions, that are the ones of the squared equation of equilibrium,
(µNs )2 . The other weights, following this principle, are:
αinc = C1 Ns

αdir = C2 Ns2

αneum = C3 Ns

(21)

where C1 , C2 , and C3 are constants that, in a first approximation, we can consider unitary.
4

Solution of the Stokes problem on a quarter of annulus under body loads

In the following we solve the problem of a Stokes flow in a quarter of annulus, clamped
an all its boundary, under a polynomial body load. The problem has been studied in [17]
using a stream line formulation and isogeometric analysis for the spatial discretization,
exploiting the high regularity of isogeometric shape-functions, and also the possibility of
reproducing exactly the geometry of the domain. The analytical solution of this problem
is

u = 10−6 x2 y 4 (x2 + y 2 − 16)(x2 + y 2 − 1)(5x4 + 18x2 y 2 − 85x2 + 13y 4 + 80 − 153y 2)
v = −2 · 10−6 xy 5 (x2 + y 2 − 16)(x2 + y 2 − 1)(5x4 − 51x2 + 6x2 y 2 − 17y 2 + 16 + y 4)
(22)
The internal body loads are obtained using the manufactured solution (22).
In Figure 1(a) we show an example of distribution of collocation points and field nodes.
In particular we underline the fact that collocation points are distributed in the physical
domain, whereas control points are distributed on a regular, Cartesian grid.
For this problem the expected second-order accuracy is achieved, as shown in Figure
1(b)we remark that on the horizontal axis of Figure 1(b) we plot the square root of the
number of control nodes used for the approximation, since they are directly proportional
to the needed computational effort.
7
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Figure 1: Quarter of annulus under body loads

relative error

A numerical test has been performed in order to understand what is the best ratio
between the number of field nodes and the number of collocation points. In particular,
for each amount Ns of control nodes, different analyses have been performed varying the
number of collocation nodes. The results are shown in Figure 2 where we notice that, as
expected, on the right side of the diagram (that is, when the number of collocation points
equals the number of field nodes) the error is great because of the pressure instability.
However, for most ofthe field node densities, a minimum of the error can be appreciated
around the value of Ns /Nc = 0.5.
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Figure 2: Quarter of annulus under body loads: relative error versus the ratio between the number of
field nodes and collocation points
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5

Stationary Navier-Stokes Equations

In the present section we recall the stationary Navier-Stokes Equations, obtained from
Equation (11) cancelling the term ρ∂u/∂t.

ρu · ∇u + ∇p = µ∆u + b
(23)
∇·u=0
The main difficulty of Equations (23), in addition to the need of satisfying the inf-sup
condition, is the handling of the non linear term, which complicates the solution algorithm.
A strategy for its solution is the linearization according to the Newton-Raphson algorithm.
Unfortunately, despite the fast rate of convergence of this method, convergence is achieved
when suitable initial guess solution is given. A guess solution for the Newton-Raphson
algorithm is suitable when it is comprised in a bubble with radius is proportional to 1/Re,
where Re is the Reynold numbers, defined as the ratio between inertial and viscous forces.
This means that the solution of the complete Navier-Stokes equations is more and more
difficult when approaching problems with high Reynolds numbers.
A strategy to reduce this difficulty is the use of the Picard linearization, which consists
in a “partial” linearization of the convective terms. This strategy exhibits a sub-optimal
rate of convergence to the solution, the bubble for the initial guess solution is larger and
it is more easily found (see [18] for details).
In both cases of Picard or Newton-Raphson linearization, the discrete problem can be
rewritten in the form
Kk ∆d̂k = Rk
(24)
where Kk is the tangent (in the case of Newton Raphson) or secant (in the case of Picard)
stiffness matrix, that is suitably assembled using the MFPM discrete differential operators;
∆d̂k = [∆û ∆v̂ ∆p̂]T is the vector of the nodal increment, and Rk is the residual of
the discretized Navier-Stokes system. In all cases, the superscript k reminds that we are
performing an iterative process, and therefore k is the iteration number.
We again discretize equations using the MFPM and adopting Nc > NS , therefore at
each iteration we obtain a rectangular, overdetermined system, that again can be solved
using the LSRM procedure. Therefore, at each iteration a weighted error is computed,
with expression
�e2 � = (Kk ∆d̂k − Rk )T Ak (Kk ∆d̂k − Rk )
(25)
and then we minimize with respect to the control variable increment ∆d̂k
(Kk )T Ak Kk ∆d̂k = (Kk )T Ak Rk

(26)

The main difference with the linear case is that now we are weighting residual equations,
so the dimensions of each equation is not depending on the differential operators, or on

9
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the axis x = 0 and comparison with the
reference solution by [19].

Figure 3: Lid-driven cavity problem (Re = 400)

the material properties; therefore we propose, as weights:
2

3N
i
αik = Ni
k
j=1 Kij

(27)

in order all equations to be of the same order of magnitude. Ni is the number of supporting
nodes of the collocation points to which the i-th row of Kk is referred.
Once the weights have been established, we only have to solve Equation (26), update
the solution, and then repeat until the norm of the weighted residual is less then a preestablished tolerance.
6

Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations on the lid-driven cavity flow

In the following we apply what we have discussed in the previous section to the problem
of the lid-driven cavity flow. The domain of the problem is a square of side L = 1m. On
all boundary, Dirichlet boundary condition are assigned, in particular all sides have no
velocity, while the top side is given a tangential velocity U = 1m/s.
We solved this problem using µ = 1/400kg/m s and ρ = 1kg/m3 , obtaining a Reynolds
number Re = ρLU/µ = 400. The results, in terms of stream-lines, are shown in Figure
3(a). In absence of analytical solution, we compare the results obtained in the present
work with those published in [19] for the same Reynolds number in terms of horizontal
velocity profile at the middle vertical axis (Figure 3(b)) and notice a substantial agreement
between our results and the reference solution.
7

Conclusion

In the present work, we introduce an extension of the Modified Finite Particle Method
that allows the decoupling between collocation points and control nodes. With this modi10
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fication, the method is suitable for a Least Squares Residual Method. The present formulation, in combination with the Least Square Residual Method, shows some advantages
with respect to other collocation methods: the matrix to invert in order to find the discrete solution of partial differential problems is symmetric, allowing the use of appropriate
and faster solvers; the quality of the solution is minimally dependent on the distribution
of collocation points, and also extremely random node distributions are permitted. This
characteristic, in particular, permits the solution also on more complicated geometries,
such as a quarter of annulus, also showing a correct second-order accuracy, when proper
weights are assigned to the different equations. A discussion about weights is conducted,
as well as the best possible ratio to impose between the number of collocation points and
control nodes.
In the final part of the paper we attack the solution of non-linear Navier-Stokes equations and extend the use of LSRM also to non-linear problems. The comparison between
the solution found in the present paper and the one given in the reference literature show
good agreement, confirming the robustness of the present methodology.
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Abstract. Vortex element method (VEM) is very suitable when solving FSI-problems,
especially two-way coupled hydroelastic problems, when it is important to simulate unsteady body motion in incompressible flow [1]. Pure Lagrangian modifications of vortex
methods don’t require mesh generation in the fluid domain and its reconstruction at every
time step due to body’s motion. Vortex methods need much less computational resources
(time of computations, memory and disk space) in comparison with most popular mesh
methods.
Flow simulation using VEM requires the solution of two main problems: vortex wake
evolution simulation and vorticity flux on the body surface computation, which are solved
sequentially, step by step at every time step. In order to simulate vortex wake evolution
there are developed number of approaches: vortex wake approximation with vortex filaments, vortex lattices, vortex points (vortons) of different types etc. The vortex fragmenton model is developed by authors and it has been applied to some FSI-problems [2]. As
to vorticity flux simulation, one of the most important problems is vortex sheet intensity
computation. There are two fundamental approaches, which are based on elimination of
the limit values of normal or tangential velocity components on the body surface [3].
The accuracy of ‘normal’ approach in some FSI-applications is not enough for practice. In 2D-case ‘tangent’ approach allows to obtain much more accurate results, but it
requires more precise discretization and integration schemes usage [3]. Such schemes are
constructed and investigated by authors for 2D-case [4].
In the present research 3D-case is considered. The discretization scheme for ‘tangent’
approach is presented. The body surface is triangulated using arbitrary mesh generator
and vortex sheet intensity assumed to be piecewise constant on the cells. ‘Tangent’
approach includes calculation of two surface integrals: the integral over the ‘influence’
cell and the integral over the ‘control’ cell. For arbitrary triangular mesh ‘influence’
integral can be calculated analytically. Numerical calculation of the ‘control’ integral using
Gaussian points leads to significant errors for neighbor cells. The quadrature formula with
1
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analytical singularity integration is derived. Non-singular part is integrated numerically
by using Gaussian quadratures. All necessary formulae are obtained in invariant form
and can be applied for arbitrary triangular cells.
The original algorithm which is based on the developed approach for vortex influences
computation is developed.

1

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem of 3D incompressible flow simulation around bluff body is considered.
The governing equations are Navier — Stokes equations
∇ · V = 0,

∂V
∇p
+ (V · ∇)V = ν∇2 V −
,
∂t
ρ∞

with boundary conditions
lim V = V ∞ ,

r→∞

lim p = p∞ ,

r→∞



V (r, t)

r∈K

= 0,

where V is flow velocity; p — pressure; ρ∞ = const — density; ν — kinematic viscosity
coefficient; V ∞ and p∞ are parameters of the incident flow; K is body’s surface.
The viscosity assumed to be small, so according to L. Prandtl’s theory it is possible
to take its influence into account only as a cause of vorticity generation on body surface.
The flow can be considered inviscid, with vorticity flux from the surface.
The immovable streamlined body is simulated by vortex sheet γ(r, t) influence, which
is placed on the body surface, r ∈ K. The vorticity flux can be simulated if this vortex
sheet is free; that means that at every time step this sheet is split into separate vortex
elements which form vortex wake around the body.
Vortex wake evolution can be simulated by using one of Lagrangian vortex element
methods [1, 2].
As to vorticity flux simulation, one of the most important problems is vortex sheet
intensity computation. There are two fundamental approaches, which are based on elimination of the limit values of normal or tangential velocity components on the body surface [3]. These approaches are denoted as ‘normal’ and ‘tangent’.
The accuracy of ‘normal’ approach, especially in FSI-applications, when streamlined
bodies are movable and deformable, sometimes is not enough for practice. In 2D-case
‘tangent’ approach allows to obtain much more accurate results, but it requires more
precise discretization and integration schemes usage [3]. Such schemes are constructed
and investigated by authors for 2D-case [4].
The aim of the present research is development of the corresponding numerical schemes
for 3D case.
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2

INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR VORTEX SHEET INTENSITY

Due to vortex sheet on the body surface, velocity field has the discontinuity, and its
limit value from body side is
1
V − (r, t) = V ∞ +
4π


S(t)

Ω(ξ, t) × (r − ξ )
dξ +


r − ξ 3
1
+
4π



K

γ(r, t) × n(r )
γ(ξ, t) × (r − ξ )
,
dξ −

3
r − ξ 
2

r ∈ K.

Here S(t) is vortex wake region; n(r) is unit outer normal vector on body surface K.
In order to satisfy the boundary condition on the body surface, vortex sheet intensity
should satisfy the integral equation V − (r, t) = 0, r ∈ K.
As it proved in [3], it is enough to satisfy this equation only for tangent component of
the velocity:


n(r ) × V − (r, t) × n(r ) = 0.
It leads to Fredholm-type integral equation of the 2-nd kind


n(r )
γ(ξ, t) × (r − ξ )
γ(r, t) × n(r )
×
= f (r, t),
× n(r )dξ −

3
r − ξ 
4π
2

r ∈ K, (1)

K

where

f (r, t) = −n(r) ×



1
V∞+
4π


S(t)

is known vector function.
3

Ω(ξ, t) × (r − ξ )
dξ


r − ξ 3



× n(r )

INTEGRAL EQUATION DISCRETIZATION

In order to find approximate solution of hypersingular integral equation (1), the following assumptions can be made:
1. Body surface is triangulated into N flat cells Ki with areas Ai and normal vectors ni ,
i = 1, . . . , N .
2. The unknown vortex sheet intensity on the i-th cell is constant vector γ i ,
i = 1, . . . , N , which lies in the plane of the i-th cell, i.e. γ i · ni = 0.
3. The integral equation (1) is satisfied on average on the cells.

3
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According to these assumptions the discrete analogue of equation (1) can be derived:

 


N  
γ j × (r − ξ )
γ i × ni 1
1 
=
×ni dξ dr −
f (r, t)dr, i = 1, . . . , N.
ni ×


r − ξ 3
4πAi j=1
2
Ai
Ki

Ki Kj

(2)
To write down (2) in form of linear algebraic system we should choose local orthonormal
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
basis on every cell (τ i , τ i , ni ), where tangent vectors τ i , τ i can be chosen arbitrary
(2)
(1)
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
and τ i × τ i = ni . So γ i = γi τ i + γi τ i and we can project (2) for every i-th
(1)
(2)
panel on directions τ i and τ i :
 N

N
(1)
(2)
 (1) (1) 
bi
γi
1
(1)
(2) (2)
=
τ ·
,
γj ν ij +
γj ν ij
−
4πAi i
2
Ai
j=1
j=1
 N

(3)
N
(2)
(1)


bi
γi
1
(2)
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
=
τ ·
.
γj ν ij +
γj ν ij
+
4πAi i
2
A
i
j=1
j=1
Here
(k)
ν ij =

 

Ki

(k)

τj

Kj


× (r − ξ )
dξ dr,


r − ξ 3

(k)
bi =



(k)

τ i ·f (r, t) dr,

k = 1, 2; i, j = 1, . . . , N.

Ki

Algebraic system (3) has infinite set of solutions; in order to select the unique solution
we should satisfy additional condition

γ(r, t)dr = 0,
K

which can be written down in the following form:
N



(1) (1)
(2) (2)
Ai γi τ i + γi τ i
= 0.

(4)

i=1

System (3)-(4) is overdetermined, it should be regularized, for example, by introducing
T

the 3D-vector R = R1 , R2 , R3 :

 N
N
(2)
(1)


γ
b
1
(1)
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
(2)
− i + R · τi = i ,
τi ·
γj ν ij +
γj ν ij
4πAi
2
Ai
j=1

 j=1
N
N
(1)
(2)


γi
bi
1
(2)
(1) (1)
(2) (2)
(1)
+ R · τi =
+
τ ·
γj ν ij +
γj ν ij
,
(5)
4πAi i
2
Ai
j=1
j=1
N



(1) (1)
(2) (2)
= 0,
i = 1, . . . , N.
Aj γj τ j + γj τ j
j=1

Numerical computations show that system (5) is well-conditioned; its dimension is 2N +3.
4
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4

MATRIX COEFFICIENTS CALCULATION
(k)

The main problem for practical use of the suggested approach is coefficients ν ij calculation for system (5):
(k)
ν ij

=

(k)
τj

×

 

Ki

Kj


r−ξ
(k)

3 dξ dr = τ j × I ij ,
r − ξ 

k = 1, 2,

i, j = 1, . . . , N

Integral I ij is calculated over triangular cells Ki and Kj , where i-th cell we call ‘control’,
j-th cell — ‘influence’ cell.
The simplest way for integrals I ij numerical computation is Gaussian quadrature formula usage. But this approach has high computational cost and leads to numerical
calculation of improper integral when influence and control cells are neighbor (if they has
common edge or common vertex).
The other way is to use some semi-analytical approaches. Firstly, the inner integral
over the influence cell Kj can be calculated exactly:

r−ξ
J j (r ) =
(6)

 dξ
r − ξ 3
Kj

Secondly, the outer integral over the control cell

I ij = J j (r ) dr

(7)

Ki

can be calculated using Gaussian dots in non-neighbor case. If the cells have common
edge, we need to exclude the singularity from the J j (r ) and write down it in form
J j (r ) = J jreg (r ) + J jsing (r ).
where J jreg (r ) has no singularities and can be easily integrated numerically with high
accuracy, while the integral

J jsing (r ) dr
Ki

can be calculated exactly in analytic form.
There is well-known

−1way for analytical calculation of integral (6) via considering of the

integral from r − ξ  with respect to ξ over the triangle Kj :





1
1
1
r−ξ
 dξ = − ∇r 



J j (r ) =

 dξ = ∇ξ 
r − ξ  dξ = −∇r
r − ξ  dξ .
r − ξ 3
r−ξ
Kj

Kj

Kj

5
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The last integral is very usual in potential theory, analytical expression for it can be
found, for example, in [5]. However, that expression is cumbersome and it also should be
differentiated with respect to components of vector r.
Using computational software of symbolic mathematics Wolfram Mathematica and
Handbook of integrals [6] it is possible to integrate (6) straightforwardly if vectors
(j)
sk = r k − r, k = 1, 2, 3, are only known, where r is point for which integral (6) is
(j)
calculated, r k are vertices of Kj triangular cell. Denoting
(j)

(j)
ek

(j)

r
− rk
sk+1 − sk
 =  k+1
= 
,
(j)
(j) 

r
sk+1 − sk
k+1 − r k

sk
σ k =   ,
sk

k = 1, 2, 3,

and assuming all the indices to be calculated using a modulus of 3, we obtain
J j (r ) = Θj nj + Ψj × nj ,
where

j = 1, . . . , N,

  

3
(j)

sk
1 + ek · σ k

Ψj =
ln 
ek ,
sk+1  1 + e (j) · σ
k

k=1

k+1

Θj is solid angle subtended by triangular cell Kj which can be calculated, for example,
by using the formula [7]




s1 s2 s3 














Θj = 2 arctan       
,
s1 · s2 · s3 + s1 · s2 s3  + s2 · s3 s1  + s3 · s1 s2 

here s1 s2 s3 denotes the scalar triple product of the vectors.
The procedure of numerical calculation of the integral (7) depends on relative position
of cells Ki and Kj . Three different cases should be considered: when the cells don’t have
common edges and vertices (non-neighbouring case), when cells have common edge (and
two common vertices) and, finally, when they have common vertex only.
4.1

Non-neighbouring cells case

Calculation of the integral (7) when cells Ki and Kj don’t have common edges and
vertices, is provided numerically by using Gaussian quadrature formula:
I ij =



J j (r ) dr ≈ Ai

Ki

N
GP


ωp J j (η p ),

p=1

where NGP is number of Gaussian points; ωp are weight coefficients; η p are positions
of Gaussian points. Values of ωp and η p for different values of NGP can be found, for
example, in [8].
6
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4.2

Neighbouring cells with common edge case

If cells Ki and Kj have common edge with directing unit vector ec , for example as it
is shown on fig. 1, we should apply Gaussian integration to regular part J jreg (r ), which
has the form

 |a | · |c | − a · c 
a · c
 b · c 
(j)
(j)
reg
J j (r ) = J j (r ) − ec ln
+ e1 ln
+ e2 ln − 2
× nj ,
|b | · |c | − b · c
|c |2
|c |
or, the same written down in the other way,



 |a |(1 − cos α) 
 |b |
 |a |
(j)
(j)
reg
+e1 ln
cos α +e2 ln
cos β ×nj .
J j (r ) = J j (r )− ec ln
|b |(1 − cos β)
|c |
|c |
Where
ec =

c
(j)
= e3 ,
|c |

(j)

c = r1

cos α =

(j)

− r3 ,

a·c
,
|a | · |c |

(j)

a = r1

cos β = −

− r,

(j)

b = r3

− r,

b·c
.
|b | · |c |

Figure 1: Cells Ki and Kj in case of having common edge

Denoting
Ψjsing

|a |(1 − cos α)
= ec ln
|b |(1 − cos β)




+

(j)
e1




|a |
|b |
(j)
cos α + e2 ln
cos β ,
ln
|c |
|c |


we finally obtain
J jreg (r ) = Θj nj + (Ψj − Ψjsing ) × nj ,
7
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All scalar multipliers of Ψjsing can be integrated analytically over the cell Ki :

 
|a |(1 − cos α)
qc = ln
dr =
|b |(1 − cos β)
Ki




|c |2 cos2 ( β2i ) sin αi
|c |2 cos2 ( α2i ) sin βi
|c |2
βi
αi
=
+ sin β ln
−Ai ln tan tan
sin α ln
,
i
i
2
2
2
2Ai cos2 ( αi +β
2Ai cos2 ( αi +β
)
)
2
2




 
Ai
tan βi
|a |
tan αi
q1 = ln
cos α dr = −
3−2
,
ln 1 +
|c |
2
tan αi
tan βi
K




i 
Ai
tan αi
|b |
tan βi
.
cos β dr = −
3−2
ln 1 +
q2 = ln
|c |
2
tan βi
tan αi
Ki

Here αi and βi are angles of the triangle Ki , which adjoin the common edge of the cells
Ki and Kj . Finally,
 N



GP



(j)
(j)
ωp J jreg (η p ) + ec qc +e1 q1 +e2 q2 ×nj .
I ij = J jreg (r ) dr+ J jsing (r ) dr ≈ Ai
Ki

4.3

p=1

Ki

Neighbouring cells with common vertex case

If cells Ki and Kj have common vertex, for example as it is shown on fig. 2, the regular
part J jreg (r ) has the following form (the previous denotation is used):



|a|  (j)
(j)
reg
J j (r) = J j (r) − ln 
e1 + e3
× nj
Aj

Figure 2: Cells Ki and Kj in case of having common vertex

Again, denoting
Ψjsing

=



(j)
e1

+

(j)
e3

8
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we obtain
J jreg (r ) = Θj nj + (Ψj − Ψjsing ) × nj ,

J jsing (r ) = Ψjsing × nj .

The scalar multiplier in Ψjsing can be integrated analytically over the cell Ki :
q=



Ki


|a |
dr =
ln 
Aj



1
Ai
=
2Ai ln
− 3 + 2(π − αi − βi )|ai | · |bi | sin αi sin βi +
4
Aj



2
2
|a
|b
|
|
i
i
+ |ai |2 sin 2αi ln
.
+ |bi |2 sin 2βi ln
Ai
Ai
Here αi and βi are angles of the triangle Ki , which don’t adjoin the common vertex of
the cells Ki and Kj . Finally,

 N


GP



(j)
(j)
reg
reg
sing
× nj .
ωp J j (η p ) + q e1 + e3
I ij = J j (r ) dr + J j (r ) dr ≈ Ai
Ki

5

p=1

Ki

CONCLUSIONS

The dirived formulae for I ij make it possible to construct numerical procedure for solving of the discrete analogue of the integral equation for vortex sheet intensity calculation
in the framework of ‘tangent’ approach. The analogue formulae can be easily obtained for
vortex element upon boundary cells influence calculation as well as cells upon vortex element calculation. It allows to use arbitrary triangular mesh on body surface and to refine
mesh near sharp edges, that is especially important for flow around 3D wings simulation.
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Abstract. The modification of the meshless Vortex Element Method based on the Viscous Vortex Domain Method and non-classical approach to boundary conditions satisfaction is developed for numerical simulation in 2D FSI-problems for incompressible flows.
The developed approach preserves all advantages of meshless lagrangian vortex methods,
however the accuracy of vortex layer computation is much higher than in ‘classical’ realizations of vortex methods. No-slip boundary condition is satisfied through limit value
of tangential velocity vanishing on the airfoil surface while in ‘classical’ approach normal components of velocity are used. These approaches lead to Fredholm-type integral
equation of the second kind and Hilbert-type singular integral equation of the first kind
correspondingly.
The developed method allows to simulate flow around fixed, movable and deformable
airfoils while the computational cost of the algorithm remains nearly the same. The
discretization scheme is constructed in such a way that it provides exactly the same results
in direct and inversed motion of the airfoil (i. e. when the rigid airfoil moves translationally
in still media and when the airfoil is fixed in the unbounded incident flow).
In addition to number of model problems which shows advantages of the developed approach and its accuracy order, the well-known two-way coupled problem of vortex induced
vibrations and wind resonance phenomenon simulation is considered. The obtained dependency of the oscillations amplitude on the eigenfrequency of linear visco-elastic mechanical
system (including hysteresis phenomenon) is in good agreement with experimental data
and other known numerical simulations. It is shown that meshless vortex method allows
to provide numerical simulation in such problems with sufficiently small requirements to
memory and computational time and small numerical viscosity.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Vortex element method [1, 2, 3] is a well-known meshfree lagrangian CFD method for
2D flow simulation around airfoils. Firstly it had been developed for numerical simulation
of inviscid flows, but later it was generalized to newtonian viscous flows. There are several
approaches for taking viscosity influence into account: particle strength exchange method,
combined mesh and meshfree methods et al. We use ‘Viscous Vortex Domain’ (VVD)
method developed by G.Ya. Dynnikova [4, 5] since this approach is purely lagrangian and
due to its high accuracy which proved in number of researches.
When using vortex element method the flow around the fixed airfoil is simulated by
a thin vortex layer on the airfoil surface while for the flow simulation around moving or
deformable airfoil in general case not only vortex layer but also source layer should be
introduced on the airfoil surface. Their intensities depend on time, so they should be
computed every time step. If airfoil motion law is known, source layer intensity and the
so-called ‘attached’ vortex layer intensity can be found explicitly as normal and tangent
projections of airfoil surface velocities. At the same time ‘free’ vortex layer intensity
is a’priory unknown. The accuracy of the vortex layer intensity computation defines the
accuracy of the boundary condition satisfaction on the airfoil surface and consequently the
accuracy of vortex wake simulation around the airfoil. However, the existent well-known
numerical schemes (Discrete Vortex Method), normally being used in vortex element
method, sometimes lead to significant errors.
The aim of this paper is to develop modern numerical scheme for vortex element method
based on alternative approaches to boundary condition satisfaction for movable and deformable airfoil and to compare its accuracy in case of flow simulation around smooth
airfoils and airfoils with sharp edge.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Viscous incompressible flow is described by Navier — Stokes equations
∂ V
∇p
+ (V · ∇)V = ν∆V −
,
∂t
ρ

∇ · V = 0,

where V (r, t) is flow velocity, p(r, t) — pressure, ρ = const — density of the flow, ν —
kinematic viscosity coefficient.
No-slip boundary condition on the movable airfoil surface and boundary conditions of
perturbation decay on infinity should be satisfied:
V (r, t) = VK (r, t),

r ∈ K,

V (r, t) → V∞ ,

p(r, t) → p∞ ,

|r | → ∞.

Here V∞ and p∞ are constant velocity and pressure of the incident flow.
Navier — Stokes equations can be written down in Helmholtz form [6]:

∂Ω
 ×U
 ) = 0.
+ ∇ × (Ω
∂t
2
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 r, t) = ∇ × V (r, t) is vorticity field; U
 (r, t) = V (r, t) + W
 (r, t), W
 (r, t) is the
Here Ω(
so-called ‘diffusive velocity’, which is proportional to viscosity coefficient [4]:


 (r, t) = ν (∇ × Ω) × Ω .
W
 2
|Ω|
.
Equation (1) means that vorticity which exists in the flow moves and its velocity is U
‘New’ vorticity is being generated only on airfoil surface, so we can consider that the
vorticity distribution in the flow Ω(r, t) is always known.
The streamlined airfoil influence is equivalent to superposition of the attached vortex
γatt (r, t) and source qatt (r, t) layers influences and free vortex layer γ(r, t) influence:
γatt (r, t) = VK (r, t) · τ (r, t),

qatt (r, t) = VK (r, t) · n(r, t),

r ∈ K,

where n(r, t) and τ (r, t) are normal and tangent unit vectors on the airfoil surface.
Using generalized Helmholtz decomposition ideas [7] flow velocity can be computed
using Biot — Savart law:


 t) × (r − ξ )
 t) × (r − ξ )
 ξ,
1
1
γ (ξ,
Ω(
V (r, t) = V∞ +
dS +
dlK +
2π S(t)
2π K(t)
|r − ξ |2
|r − ξ |2


 t) × (r − ξ )
 t)(r − ξ )
1
1
γatt (ξ,
qatt (ξ,
+
dlK +
dlK . (2)
2π K(t)
2π K(t)
|r − ξ |2
|r − ξ |2
Here S(t) is current flow region, K(t) is current airfoil surface; attached and free vortex
 = Ω k, where k is
layer intensities vectors are γatt = γatt k and γ = γ k and by analogy Ω
unit vector orthogonal to the flow plane; on the airfoil surface n(r, t) × τ (r, t) = k.
We assume velocity of the airfoil surface VK (r, t) to be known function which is con t) can be found from no-slip boundary condition on
tinuous, so vortex layer intensity γ(ξ,
airfoil surface:
V (r, t) = VK (r, t), r ∈ K.
If the velocity field V (r, t) is considered not only in the flow region, but in the whole
two-dimensional space, it has discontinuity on the airfoil surface. It can be shown [1]
that the limit value of flow velocity from the airfoil side on the airfoil surface is
qatt (r, t)
γ(r, t) − γatt (r, t)
V− (r, t) = V (r, t) −
τ (r, t) +
n(r, t).
2
2

(3)

 t) can be found from no-slip boundary condition on
Free vortex layer intensity γ(ξ,
airfoil surface:
V− (r, t) = VK (r, t), r ∈ K.
3
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3

NUMERICAL SCHEMES FOR VORTEX LAYER INTENSITY COMPUTATION

When solving problem using Vortex Element Method, vortex wakes normally are being
simulated by discrete vortex-type singularities (vortex elements):
Ω(r, t) =

n

i=1



Γi δ r − ri (t) .

(4)

Here n is number or vortex elements, Γi and ri are intensities and positions of vortex
elements correspondingly, δ is Dirac delta function. Taking into account (4) we obtain


n

1
Γw k × (r − ξw ) 1
γ (ξ ) × (r − ξ )
γatt (ξ ) × (r − ξ )


V− (r) = V∞ +
dlξ +
dlξ +

2 +

2


w 

 2



2π
2π
2π
K
K

r
−
ξ

r
−
ξ

r
−
ξ
w=1

qatt (ξ )(r − ξ )
1
qatt (r )
γ (r ) − γatt
+
× n(r ) +
n(r ), r ∈ K. (5)

2 dlξ −
r − ξ 
2π K
2
2

3.1

N -scheme, based on equality between normal components of velocities

Classical approach which is normally being used in Discrete Vortex Method [1], presupposes that the unknown function γ(r ) should be found from the equality between normal
components of the flow velocity limit value and the airfoil surface velocity:
V− (r ) · n(r ) = VK (r ) · n(r ),

r ∈ K.

(6)

This equation leads to singular integral equation and the principal value of the corresponding integral should be understood in Cauchy sense.
The equation (6) has infinitely many solutions; to select the unique solution this equation should be solved together with the following equation:

γ(ξ )dlK = Γ.
(7)
K

Total circulation Γ of the vorticity layer on the airfoil can be found from problem statement; it depends on angular velocity and angular acceleration of the airfoil [8].
In order to find numerical solution of equations (6), (7) the so-called ‘Discrete Vortextype’ quadrature formula is used, which allows to compute numerically Cauchy principal
values but it imposes strong constraints on airfoil discretization: polygon legs (hereinafter
we call them ‘panels’) which approximate curvilinear airfoil surface should have nearly the
same lengthes, integral equation is satisfied only in ‘collocation’ points ki placed precisely
at centers of panels. All the vorticity from vortex layer assumed to be concentrated in
vortex elements with circulations Γj placed in vertices cj of the polygon (i. e., at the ends
of panels).
4
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Such an approach is hereinafter called N -scheme. It should be noted that vortex wake
influence at collocation points can be computed straightforward, however, attached vortex
and source layers influences computation is not a trivial procedure.
Systematic studies of the N -scheme accuracy were carried out for the case of a fixed
rigid (non-deformable) airfoil. Numerical calculations show that this scheme doesn’t allow
to obtain high accuracy of free vortex layer intensity calculation. Moreover, significant
errors were obtained not only for airfoils with sharp edges (it can be explained easily),
but also for circular airfoil when there are vortex elements in the wake near the airfoil —
this situation quite typical. Taking into account these disadvantages and restrictions, we
can admit that N -scheme has limited applicability, and its accuracy can be not sufficient
for correct flow simulation around airfoil. These disadvantages can become unacceptable
in case of movable and deformable airfoils.
3.2

T -scheme, based on equality between tangent components of velocities

In order to solve problems, described in previous subsection, another approach can be
implemented. It is shown [7] that ‘boundary condition’ (6) is equivalent from mathematical point of view to the following condition
V− (r ) · τ (r ) = VK (r ) · τ (r ),

r ∈ K,

(8)

which corresponds to the equality between tangent components of the flow velocity limit
value and the airfoil surface velocity.
The equation (8) in association with (5) leads to the following integral equation

 
1
γ(r)
k × (r − ξ )
=

2 · τ (r ) γ(ξ )dlξ −
r − ξ 
2π K
2

n



Γw k × (r − ξw )


= − V∞ − VK (r ) · τ (r ) +

 · τ (r ) +
2π r − ξw 2
w=1


 

 ) · τ (r )
1
1
γ
(
r
−
ξ
(
r
)
k × (r − ξ )
att
+
qatt (ξ )dlξ +

 · τ (r ) γatt (ξ )dlξ +


r − ξ 2
r − ξ 2
2π K
2π K
2
(9)
It should be noted that in case of smooth airfoils the equation (9) is Fredholm-type
integral equation with bounded kernel. The equation (9) as well as the singular equation
which follows from (6) has infinitely many solutions; in order to select the unique solution
the same equation (7) should be solved together with it.
This approach doesn’t have restrictions of N -scheme. Nevertheless, if we use nearly
the same ideas as in Discrete Vortex Method, the accuracy will remain very low. So it
seems to be rationally to use some other approach: firstly, not to concentrate vorticity
into vortex elements and secondly solve integral equation (9) in weak formulation (i. e.,
on average along the panels) instead of its satisfying at certain collocation points.
5
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Vortex layer intensity is supposed to be piecewise constant function, we denote its
unknown value γi on the ith panel and intensities of attached vortex and sources layers are similarly should be approximated by piecewise constant functions γatt,i and qatt,i
correspondingly. So the integral equation (9) is approximated by the following algebraic
equations:
 N

 γj  k × (r − ξ ) 
γi
1

2 dlξ dlr · τi − =
Li Ki j=1 2π Kj r − ξ 
2


 


 
n
N

γjatt
1
Γw k × (r − rw )
k × (r − ξ )
=−
· τi dlr +



 · τi dlξ dlr +
r − rw 2
r − ξ 2
Li Ki w=1 2π
2π
Ki
j=1



N

qjatt
(r − ξ ) · τi
+

 dlξ dlr
r − ξ 2
2π
Ki


j=1



Kj

− (V∞ − VK,i ) · τi −

γiatt
,
2

i = 1, . . . , N. (10)

Kj

Here Li is the ith panel length which denoted as Ki ; Γw and rw are circulations and
positions of vortex elements which simulate vortex wake, w = 1, . . . , n; γatt,j and qatt,j are
average values of attached vortex and sources layers along the j th panel correspondingly;
VK,i is average velocity of the airfoil surface along the ith panel.
Average values in (10) should be calculated by using the following formulae:



1
1
1
att
att



γi =
γatt (ξ )dlξ , qi =
qatt (ξ )dlξ , VK,i =
VK (ξ )dlξ ,
Li Ki
L i Ki
Li Ki
but in practical calculations approximate equalities are used:
γiatt ≈ γatt (ki ),

qiatt ≈ qatt (ki ),

VK,i ≈ VK (ki ).

We will call the proposed approach T -scheme. For fixed rigid airfoil this approach is
developed in [9]. Coefficients of system (10) can be computed analytically; formulae for
all integrals in this system are also derived in [9].
The equation (7), which allows to obtain the unique solution, in case of using T -scheme
is approximated by equation
N

γ i Li = Γ∗ .
i=1

The T -scheme allows to obtain much more accurate results in comparison with N scheme when simulating flows around fixed rigid airfoils, so it is preferable to use T -scheme
for numerical flow simulation around movable and deformable airfoils.

6
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4

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Now we compare numerical results which can be obtained by using N - and T -schemes.
We consider airfoils to be installed at a certain angle of incidence and we assume that
they move in the flow with constant horizontal velocity V = 1 (direct motion) as well
as the same airfoils being immovable in the horizontal constant incoming flow V∞ = 1
(inverse motion); stationary solutions of these problems are the same. Two possible ways
of airfoils splitting into panels are considered.
4.1

The numerical scheme with splitting using conform mapping

The simplest implementation is to split the airfoil into panels using the conformal
mapping.
Simple shape of some airfoils (circular, elliptical and Zhukovsky airfoils) makes it possible to construct conformal mapping ξ = ζ̂(z) of the airfoil exteriority on the circle
exteriority, that satisfies the necessary conditions at infinity, and the inverse mapping
z = ζ(ξ), transforming the circle exteriority to the airfoil exteriority.
For elliptical and Zhukovsky airfoils these mappings are the following:



√
1
a2
1
2
2
ζ̂(z) =
z+ z −a −H ,
Rξ + H +
.
(11)
ζ(ξ) =
R
2
Rξ + H

For elliptical airfoils a = a21 − b21 , R = a1 + b1 , H 
= 0, a1 and b1 are major and
minor semiaxes of the ellipse. For Zhukovsky airfoil R = (a + d cos φ)2 + (h + d sin φ)2 ,
φ = arctan ha , H = ih − de−iφ , a, d and h are arbitrary parameters, which correspond to
length, width and curvature of the airfoil.
Therefore the circle with radius R is approximated with regular n-gon with vertices
2πi
ξi = Re N , i = 0, . . . , (N − 1), so, vertices of the n-gon which approximates the airfoil are
zi = ζ(ξi ). Ends of panels are considered as points of vortices birth ci , collocation points
ki are placed at centers of the panels.
Using these conformal mapping we obtain panels with different lengthes, and lengthes
of panels are smaller near ends of the major axis of the elliptical airfoil and near forward
part and sharp edge of Zhukovsky airfoil. Significant difference between the lengthes of
the largest and the smallest panels (almost exactly equal to the ratio of the semiaxes of
the ellipse) is not essential, because lengthes of neighbor panels differ slightly. Therefore,
according to the formal criteria for N -scheme applicability, both N -scheme and T -scheme
can be used for vortex layer intensity calculation.
When flow around Zhukovsky airfoil simulating the lengthes ratio of the largest panel
to smallest increases almost proportionally to the number of panels, and there are always
panels (near sharp edge) with significantly different lengthes, which are neighbors (for
Zhukovsky airfoil with parameters a = 3.5, d = 0.4, h = 0.3 this ratio is about 3.
Therefore, N -scheme is unusable for the flow simulation around Zhukovsky airfoil: near
the sharp edge there will be significant error. T -scheme for this problem is preferred.
7
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Model problems of vortex layer intensity calculation for elliptical airfoil (a1 /b1 = 10)
and Zhukovsky airfoil (a = 3.5, d = 0.4, h = 0.3) have been solved. Both airfoils were
installed at the angle of incidence β = π/6. Computations were performed for different
number of panels N in cases of direct motion (the airfoil moves in a stationary media)
and reversed motion (stationary airfoil in the incoming flow).
If there is no vortex wake near the airfoil these problems can be solved analytically
using conformal mappings technique. Using the formulae [9], we can obtain the exact
solution γexact (r ) for the vortex layer intensity.
For error estimation in case of using N -scheme we calculate the value
 Ki
ex,c
ex,c
∗
γexact (ξ )dlξ .
(12)
∆ΓN = max |Γi − Γi | , Γi =
i

Ki−1

Here Γ∗i is calculated circulation of vortex elements, Γex,c
is circulation obtained from the
i
exact value of the vortex layer intensity on the panels around ith point of birth ci .
When using T -scheme for error estimation we use the following formula:

 
 exact
1
exact


∆ΓT = max γi
− γi Li , where γi
=
γexact (ξ )dlξ .
(13)
i
L i Ki

The results of flow simulation around elliptical airfoil in cases of direct and reversed
motion using N -scheme are shown on fig. 1 on double logarithmic scale.
It is seen that in case of elliptical airfoil N -scheme provides second-order accuracy by increasing the number of panels in
both forward and inverse motion; at the
same time for inverse motion (fixed airfoil
in the flow) the error is larger. If we use
conformal mapping for splitting Zhukovsky
airfoil into panels calculated error ∆ΓN of
N -scheme is unacceptably high.
When using T -scheme it is possible to obtain results quite close to the exact solution
for both elliptical and Zhukovsky airfoils. Figure 1: Error ∆ΓN of flow simulation around
The errors ∆ΓT of vortex layer intensity elliptical airfoil (on double logarithmical scale) uscalculations for elliptical and Zhukovsky air- ing N -scheme with different number of panels;
−2
foils using T -scheme are shown on fig. 2 on dashed line corresponds to O(N ) error
double logarithmic scale.
4.2

The numerical scheme with equal lengthes of panels

An alternative approach to splitting airfoil into panels assumes that all panels have
equal (or nearly equal) lengthes.
8
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a

b

Figure 2: Error ∆ΓT of flow simulation around airfoil (on double logarithmical scale) using T -scheme
with conformal mapping usage for airfoil splitting: a — elliptical airfoil, dashed line corresponds to
O(N −3 ) error; b — Zhukovsky airfoil, dashed lines correspond to O(N −2 ) and O(N −3 ) errors

As before, in case of using N -scheme the results of the calculation are different for
direct and inverse motion, in case of using T -scheme solutions coincide.
The dependence of error of flow simulation around an elliptical airfoil using schemes
with equal lengthes of panels is shown in fig. 3. It is seen that simulation for direct motion
using N -scheme allows to obtain the second accuracy order, and for reversed motion —
the third order (fig. 3, a). For large number of panels the simulation of the flow around
an elliptical airfoil using T -scheme allows to get the third accuracy order (fig. 3, b).

a

b

Figure 3: Errors of flow simulation around elliptical airfoil (on double logarithmical scale) using schemes
with equal lengthes of panels: a — N -scheme, dashed lines correspond to O(N −2 ) and O(N −3 ) errors; b
— T -scheme, dashed line corresponds to O(N −3 ) error

When simulating of the flow around Zhukovsky airfoil using N -scheme with uniform
splitting into panels it is possible to obtain correct approximate solution, but only for
inverse motion (fig. 4, a); and the error decreases very slowly (O(N −0.5 )). In case of
direct motion, the error is unacceptably high and it isn’t decrease with increasing of N .
9
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a

b

Figure 4: Errors of flow simulation around Zhukovsky airfoil (on double logarithmical scale) using
schemes with equal lengthes of panels: a — N -scheme, dashed line corresponds to O(N −0.5 ) error; b —
T -scheme, dashed lines correspond to O(N −2 ) and O(N −3 ) errors

It is seen that the T -scheme with uniform splitting of airfoil into panels in case of
flow calculation around Zhukovsky airfoil ensures a close to second order accuracy for
sufficiently large number of panels.
4.3

Wind resonance phenomenon simulation

For verification of the developed scheme for movable
airfoils we consider the motion of the circular airfoil
with diameter D across the stream (with one degree
of freedom) [10]. Constrain of airfoil assumed to be
linear viscoelastic Kelvin — Voigt-type (fig. 5) and its
motion is described by the following equation:
mÿ∗ + bẏ∗ + ky∗ = Fy .

(14)

Here m is the airfoil mass, b is small damping factor, Figure 5: The circular airfoil with
k is the elasticity coefficient of the constraint, Fy is lift Kelvin — Voigt viscoelastic constraint
force, y∗ is the deviation from the equilibrium.
The and vortex wake behind it

natural frequency of the system ω ≈ k/m can be
changed by varying of the coefficient k.
In all numerical simulations with the following values of dimensionless parameters have
been chosen: Re = 1000, V∞ = 3.0, m = 39.15, b = 0.731. The dimensionless natural
frequency of the system is in the following range:
Shω =

ω D
·
= 0.150 . . . 0.280.
2π V∞

(15)

About 80 computations have been produced by using the developed T -scheme for different values of the dimensionless frequency and the unsteady process have been simulated.
10
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At the initial time there were still flow and the airfoil in equilibrium position. Time step
∆t was equal to 0.01, number of panels which approximates the airfoil N = 200. Then
the velocity of the incident flow became greater; at time moment t = 1.0 (after 100 time
steps) it was equal to V∞ = 3.0 and then remained constant. After the transient mode
oscillation of airfoil in all cases became close to periodical, their amplitudes dependency
on the natural frequency Shω is shown on fig. 6, a (dots connected by line).
A /D

A /D
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Figure 6: Maximum amplitude of the circular airfoil oscillations simulated using vortex element method:
a – initial state of airfoil in equilibrium position, b — initial state of airfoil is close to resonance oscillations

The fig. 6, a shows that there is a sharp increase in the amplitude of oscillations at
Shω ≈ 0.198. It’s well known that there is hysteresis-type phenomenon [11] and in order to
simulate it the following computations were performed: from t = 0 to t = 100 (10 000 time
steps) Shω was equal to 0.21; at this time the oscillations become steady with amplitude
A/D ≈ 0.47, then the elasticity coefficient of the constraint was changed abruptly to
the values which correspond to Shω from 0.178 to 0.198 with step 0.00025. In each case
after the transient mode new steady oscillations were generated, and their amplitudes are
shown on fig. 6, b (dots connected by solid line).
The obtained results for maximum amplitude of oscillation, the resonance frequency
and hysteresis properties are in good agreement with the results given in [11, 12].
5

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of numerical simulation of flow around moving and deformable airfoils is
considered. Two different numerical schemes can be used: classic N -scheme and developed
T -scheme. They differ from each other in approaches to boundary condition satisfaction
on the airfoil surface: equality of normal and tangential velocity components of the flow
and airfoil respectively.
The algorithms suitable for the solution of practical problems are developed based on
T -scheme.
It is shown that T -scheme allows to obtain the solution for wider class of problems in
comparison with N -scheme, it it also provides higher accuracy. An important features of
11
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the developed T -scheme is its ‘symmetry’ — in case of translational motion of the airfoil
in the flow, it allows to obtain the same solution in direct and inverse motions.
The model problem of wind resonance of the circular airfoil is considered. The developed approach allows to simulate this phenomenon (including hysteresis) with high
accuracy and small computation cost.
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Abstract. A fully lagrangian numerical method for simulation of 3D nonstationary flow of
viscous and ideal incompressible fluid is developed in this work. This method is based on the
representation of a vortex field as a set of dipole particles [1]. The introduced vector-function
D describes density of dipole momentum. The equation for this function is in accordance with
Navier-Stokes equations [2]. The vorticity is equal to curl of dipole momentum density. Thus
vortex field is always solenoidal. The dipole particles are generated at a body surface and are
moving interacting. The region where function D is essentially non-zero approximately
coincides with the vortex region. Each dipole particle induces the velocity field which is equal
to field of a point dipole at large distance from the particle. But near a particle the induced
velocity field is another taking into account the particle volume and viscosity of the liquid.
The method can be applied for simulation of an ideal and viscous flows.
1

INTRODUCTION

Simulation of 3D vortex flow in 3-D space has the problem of the representation of threedimensional vortex field by discrete elements. This field must be divergence-free as a curl of
velocity field. But when the discrete vortex particles are used, this property can be destroyed.
The velocity field which the vortex particle induces in accordance with Biot-Savart formula
has non-zero vorticity in the whole space but not only in the localization of the particle. If the
set of the vortex particles does not form a divergence-free vector field then the rotor of the
induced velocity field does not coincide with this vector field. This leads to errors in the
calculation if special measures are not taken. Therefore hybrid methods are often applied with
combination of the Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches [3]. After the particles have been
moved, their intensities are recalculated at Euler mesh for recovering the solenoidality at each
step. This procedure returns to the need to build grids, and can increase the numerical
viscosity.
In this work the dipole particles are used for simulating of the 3-D vortex field. This
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representation provides a solenoidality of the vortex field. The fully lagrangian method of
Dipole Domains (DD) is developed in [1]. Dipole distributions are widely used in
hydrodynamics to calculate the potential flows (double-layer potential). The idea to construct
a numerical method based on the dipole particles was suggested by Yanenko, Veretentsev and
Grigoriev [4]. However, numerical realization has not been performed. Chefranov [5] used the
point dipoles to model the vorticity in an ideal fluid for analyzing the mechanisms of
turbulence and turbulent viscosity. It has been shown that interaction of the point dipoles in an
ideal fluid can lead to explosive growth of localized vorticity. The vortex dipoles were applied
in papers [6,7,8] for the simulation of the inviscid vortex flow and analyzing of the
turbulence.
In the method DD the smooth dipole particles are used. Viscous interaction of the particles
can be taken into account.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We use a vector function D, which is described by the equation
∂D
= V × ( ∇ × D ) +ν∇ 2 V − ∇ ( VD −ν∇D )
(1)
∂t
V is the divergence-free function with the same curl as D, i.e. ∇V = 0, ∇ × V = ∇ × D .
Applying rotor to equation (1) one obtains the equation
∂ (∇ × D)
(2)
= ∇ × ( V × ( ∇ × V ) + ν∇ 2 V ) .
∂t
It is evident that if in the infinite space in initial moment the function V is equal to the flow
velocity with undisturbed conditions at infinity then the equality will be held further because
the equation (2) for vector function ∇ × D is identical with equation for Ω = ∇ × V following
from Navier-Stokes equation.
Equation (1) can be transformed as following

∂D
+ ( V∇ ) D = ν∇ 2 D − ( D∇ ) V − D × ( ∇ × V ) .
∂t

(3)

This equation is equivalent to the equation which was used in [6,7] where it was written in
the next form
∂D
T
+ ( V∇ ) D = ν∇ 2 D − ( ∇V ) D .
∂t
Function V can be expressed via D with help of Biot-Savarat formula. In infinite space τ it
has the form
1
r−R
(4)
=
× ( ∇ × D ) d τ + V∞ , r ∈τ .
V (R)
∫
4π r − R 3
Expression (4) can be transformed to following
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V (R)
=

2
1
D(R) +
3
4π


3(r − R ) ((r − R ) ⋅ D) 
D

−
+
 dτ .
5
∫ r − R 3

r
R
−



Here the integral is taken in the principal value. The integrand is the velocity which the
point dipole located in r induces in the point R. That is why we call function D as dipole
density.
Equation (3) can be solved in Lagrangian coordinates. Just as in the method VVD, the flow
region with nonzero dipole density is simulated by the set of the small regions (domains). The
dipole moment of each domain is ζi = Dτi, where τi is the volume of the domain. Such domain
can be considered as the particle which moves and its moment changes in accordance with
equation (3). In the case of ideal fluid all dipoles move at velocity V, and variation of the
vector ζi is described by the equation
d Vi
= − ( V i ∇ ) V − V i × ( ∇ × V ) = −∇ ( V i V ) ,
dt
d ri
= V.
dt
In the case of viscous fluid, the diffusion velocity can be added to the fluid velocity V
or/and redistribution of the dipole moments can be applied.
3

TESTING THE METHOD

3.1 Simulation of a vortex ring motion in an unbounded space of ideal fluid
The following distribution function D was used for simulation of the vortex ring at the
initial time: the components Dx and Dy are zero everywhere, Dz is equal to h–1 in the region
where x2 + y2 < 1 ∩ z> z1 ∩ z < z1 + h, i.e. in the disk of unique radius and thickness h. D is
zero outside this region. This corresponds to the thin vortex layer with the annular vortex lines
at the end surface of the disc. Circulation of this vortex ring is equal to 1. In the discrete
representation the disk volume is divided into domains, with dipole particles located at the
nodes of a cubic grid with step ∆l = 0.05 (see Figure 1. Dipole moment of every domain is
Dz = ∆l 3/n where n = 5 is number of rows, h = n∆l =0.25. All the particles are identical.
Particles near the end surface are highlighted with a darker color. Vorticity is located near this
particles and move with them, because the dipole particles and vortex tubes move in ideal
fluid at velocity V. Each particle is smoothed by function

=
Di ( r )

Vi

 r − ri 
exp  −
,
8πe
e
i


3
i

Hence the distribution of vortisity is

ω = ∇×D =

Vi

∑ 8πe
i

4
i

×

 r − ri 
r − ri
exp  −
.
r − ri
ei 


Distribution of vorticity in the cross section at initial moment is shown in Figure 1d.
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a)

Y

b)

Х

d)

c)

Figure 1. The initial distribution of the dipole particles (a, b); vortex lines (c);
vorticity distribution in cross section (d)

In Figure 2 is presented comparison of the translation velocity of the ring with
experimental and theoretical data from other researchers. There are shown the velocity
calculated from Kelvin and Hicks formulas. Kelvin formula for a thin cored ring with uniform
circulation is [9]
 e 0 
Γ   8 R0  1
U=
(5)
ln 
 − + O  
4π R0   e 0  4
 R0  
where R0 is ring radius and e0 is core radius (e0/R0 << 1). Here e0/R0 = 0.3. In formula of
Hicks the coefficient 1/4 in (5) is replaced by 1/2. This formula is derived for stagnant fluids
inside of the core [10]. Also there are shown the numerical results of Kudela and Kossior
[11], who used the Euler-Lagrange method for the ring with uniform circulation inside the
core at e0/R0 = 0.3. It should be noted that in inviscid fluid the velocity of the vortex ring with
equal geometric characteristics is a linear function of the circulation. If the integration step is
inversely proportional to the circulation then a linear relationship must be in accordance with
the similarity laws. Deviation from linearity of the results [11] is due to the numerical
viscosity probably. Our result is shown by the marker “+”.
Evolution of the distribution of dipoles near plane XZ (– 0.1 < Y < 0.1) at successive
times is presented in Figure 3. Dipole moments are shown by arrows.
The main difficulty of the dipole method is the providing the stability of the numerical
scheme. Chefranov (1987) showed when two point dipoles interact, the infinite growth of the
dipole moments can occur. The spread of the particles inhibits this process but it adds the
numerical viscous. This question should be studied.
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UR0

Figure 2. Comparison of theoretical and numerical velocities of vortex ring

Figure 3. Evolution of the distribution of dipoles near plane XZ (– 0.1 < Y < 0.1)
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3.2 Flow of ideal fluid around the thin rectangular plate at attack angle
The classical task was used for testing the method. As well as it is done by the method of
Discrete Vortices, the plate is modeled by the set of discrete elements – dipole particles. The
boundary condition at the plate is nonpenetration. The free dipoles are shed from the trailing
edge of the plate. The attack angle varies from 1 to 5 degree. The span varies from 2 to 12.
In Figure 4 the lift coefficient dependence on the span at different attack angles is shown.

Figure 4. The lift coefficient dependence on the span at different attack angle

Figure 5 The lift coefficient dependence on the attack angle at different span L
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In Figure 5 the lift coefficient dependence on the attack angle at the different span L is
shown. The dashed line is obtained by method of discreet vortex (MDV) for 2D flow. The
dotted line represents the theoretical curve, obtained by S.A. Chaplygin (1910) for the
potential flow.
The number of discreet elements simulating the 3D plate in Figure 4 is equal to N2L where
N is the Number of particles along the horde, N = 41. In the case of the 2D plate simulated by
MDV the number of elements along the horde is the same.
The convergence of the result with growth of the number N is shown in Figure 6 for the
case L = 6, α = 3°.
One can see that the values of CL in the case L = 12 slightly higher than the values
predicted for L = ∞. But as it seen at the Figure 6 the increasing of N leads to decreasing these
values. Hence the accuracy can be improved by the increasing the number of discrete
elements.

Figure 6. Convergence of the result with growth of the number of points.

4

SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS

In this section the flow pictures without data of forces are presented as the first results
obtained at the personal computer with not enough numbers of the dipole particles.
4.1 The flow of viscous fluid around the sphere
In Figure7 the formation of the separated flow around the sphere after the instant start is
shown. Positions and speed of the dipoles near the plane XY passing through the center of the
sphere are drawn. The Reynolds number Re = 100.
4.2 The ideal fluid flow generated by the propeller with one blade
The one-blade propeller starts rotation in a stationary medium. It generates the flow which
carries away dipole particles generated by the blade. The scheme of the propeller is drawn in
Figure 8a. The shape of the blade is depicted in Figure 8b. It consists of isosceles triangle and
a semicircle. The dipole particles are shed from the trailing edge of the blade (highlighted in
red). Angle of attack of the blade is 7°.
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Figure 7. Formation of the separated flow around the sphere after the instant start

4.3 Oscillating plate in a flow of ideal fluid
The horizontal plate which has the form of Cassini oval performs the vertical oscillations
in a horizontal flow of ideal fluid directed perpendicularly to the long axis of the oval
(see Figure 9a). The Strouhal number St = fa/U = 0.45, where f is the frequency of the
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oscillations, a is the length of the short axis of the oval. The amplitude of oscillations related
to a is equal to 0.085.
The dipole particles are shed from the trailing edge which is highlighted in red in
Figure 9a. In Figure 9b the position of the dipole particles is depicted. The color corresponds
to the height of the point.

π/3

a)

b)

c)
Figure 8. Propeller with one blade: a) scheme of propeller, b) shape of the blade, c) position of the dipole
particles

5

CONCLUSIONS
The method of Dipole Domains is perspective method for meshfree simulating 3D
flow of ideal and viscous incompressible fluid. The method provides solenoidality of
the vortex field and is fully lagrangian. The most important advantages of DDmethod has its basis in modeling of essentially non stationary interactions of
deformable bodies with the fluid.
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a

a)

b)
Figure 9. Oscillating plate in a flow of ideal fluid
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Abstract. Aluminium and magnesium based metal matrix nano-composites (MMNC) with
ceramic nano-reinforcements promise low weight with high durability and superior strength,
desirable properties in aerospace, automobile and other applications. However, due to the small
size of the particles, adhesion force between becomes significant which leads to particle
agglomeration. Large clusters of nano-particles are detrimental for the final properties of the
MMNC. To prevent agglomeration and to break up clusters, ultrasonic processing is used via
an immersed sonotrode, or alternatively via electromagnetic vibration. The collapse of the
cavitation bubbles as a result of ultra-sonication is believed to be the main mechanism of
breaking up the clusters of nano-particles. The complex interaction of flow and co-joint
particles subjected to the shockwave induced by cavitation is addressed in detail using a
discrete-element method (DEM) code. Adhesive, elastic and frictional forces between the
particles are incorporated and various models of adhesion are compared.
1. INTRODUCTION
Metal matrix composites (MMC) form a class of advanced materials typically based on light
metals such as Al and Mg and ceramic reinforcements including but not limited to Al2O3, AlN,
SiC etc. Combining the light weight and ductility of Al and Mg with high strength and high
modulus of ceramic materials makes MMC desirable for applications in aerospace and
automotive industries. A good review of the development of MMCs is given in [1]. Metal
matrix nano-composites (MMNC) is a recently developed subclass of MMCs based on nanoparticle reinforcements.
MMNCs are manufactured by mixing the nano-particles into the metal melt. Recent papers
showed a clear increase in the Young’s modulus (by up to 100%) and in hardness (by up to
50%) of the matrix metal with the addition of carbon or ceramic nano-particles [[2]-[4]]. These
studies however indicate that the nano-particles tend to form large clusters and that an even
distribution of nanoparticles is needed to achieve the beneficial properties of MMNCs. The
effect of the distribution of particles on the final properties of MMNCs is explained by the fact
that large-size clusters no longer act as dislocation anchors, but instead become defects.
The agglomeration of particles in MMNCs is related to the fact that nano-sized inclusions
have a larger ratio of surface area to the volume than e.g. micro-sized particles. This causes
surface forces such as van der Waals interaction and adhesive contact to dominate over the
volume forces such as e.g. inertia or elastic repulsion in the case of nano-particles.
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Various mechanisms of detachment of adhered particles have been reported in the literature
[5], which includes turbulent flow. It is expected that drag and shear forces in turbulent flow
can improve separation of the particles and thus contribute to de-agglomeration. However, the
drag force alone is not sufficient to de-agglomerate the nano-particles. This can be qualitatively
illustrated by comparing the Stokes equation for the drag force with the force required to break
two spherical particles apart, known as the pull off force, given by e.g. Bradley [5]:
6𝜋𝜋𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢𝑓𝑓 = 4𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 𝛾𝛾𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(1)

where μf and uf are the velocity and dynamic viscosity of the melt, and γsl is the solid-liquid
interfacial energy. For the case of aluminium melt the dynamic viscosity is μ f=0.0013 Pa•s.
Assuming the interfacial energy γsl =0.2-2.0 J/m2, equation (1) yields uf =100-1000 m/s. Such
fluid velocity values can be locally achieved as a result of the collapse of cavitation bubbles
induced by ultrasonic field. Indeed, applying an electro-magnetic stirring in combination with
ultrasonic vibrations was found beneficial for nano-particle dispersion in metal melt [[2][5],
[8]-[8]].
This paper concerns the investigation of forces causing the agglomeration of nano-particles
and the conditions favouring breaking up of these agglomerations. A numerical model has been
developed that simulates the response of the cluster of nano-particles to the shockwave induced
by the collapse of cavitation bubbles. The collisions of the particles are treated individually
using the DEM approach, as opposed to the population balance methods where collisions are
using the kinetic theory of granular flow as in e.g. [8]. It is proposed to investigate the behaviour
of NPs in metal melts subjected to electro-magnetic [8] and other external fields using a coupled
CFD-DEM model similar to that developed by Goniva et al [9] and Hager et al [11]. Whilst a
fully coupled CFD-DEM solver is under development, this paper presents results obtained at
the scale of a single nano-particle. Authors of this paper reported the results earlier [12],
however some theoretical aspects of the modelling are explained in more details in this paper.
2. REVIEW OF ADHESION THEORIES
Bradley [5] first described the van der Waals force acting between two rigid spheres in
contact and calculated the pull off force as Pc=4πγR, where γ is interfacial energy of the
contacting materials 1 and R is the radius of the sphere.
Derjaguin [13] pointed out that elastic deformations of the spheres need to be accounted for
as well as the adhesive interactions. He presented the first attempt to consider the problem of
adhesion between elastic spheres: calculating the deformations of the spheres using Hertzian
contact theory, he evaluated the work of adhesion assuming only the pair-wise interactions of
the closest surface elements. The interaction energy between small elements of curved surfaces
was assumed the same as for parallel planes which is known as the Derjaguin approximation.
On the other hand, Johnson [14] made an attempt to solve the adhesive contact problem by
combining the Hertzian spherical contact problem and the problem of a rigid flat-ended punch.
Johnson et al. [15] applied Derjaguin’s idea to equate the work done by the surface attractions
against the work of deformation in the elastic spheres to Johnson’s [14] combined stress
superposition. This resulted in the creation of the famous JKR (Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts)
The formulae for the pull off force of adhered particles are often used with the notation Δ which is the work of adhesion.
For spheres of the same material Δ ≈ /2, therefore Pc=2 ΔR

1
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theory of adhesive contact. According to them the attractive adhesion force is acting only over
the contact area and significantly affects the shapes of the contacting spherical bodies. The pull
off force calculated using JKR model is Pc=3πγR. The contact area is a circle with radius a,
defined as follows:
𝑎𝑎 3 =

3𝑅𝑅
4𝐸𝐸

[𝑃𝑃 + 6𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 + √12𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 36𝜋𝜋 2 𝛾𝛾 2 𝑅𝑅2 ],

(2)

where P is the applied normal load and E is the combined Young’s modulus. Hertzian theory
evaluates the contact radius simply as a3=3PR/4E, therefore JKR theory is reduced to Hertzian
if adhesion is neglected, i.e γ=0.
Derjaguin et al [16] developed a contact theory (DMT – Derjaguin, Müller, Toporov) that
combined Bradley’s adhesion force with Hertz elastic contact theory. The attractive
intermolecular force is assumed applicable in the contact area as well as in the surrounding
annulus zone. The resulting profile of the deformed spheres remains Hertzian and the pull off
force is equal to the one derived by Bradley, Pc=4πγR. The contact radius is then given by
𝑎𝑎 3 =

3𝑅𝑅
4𝐸𝐸

(3)

[𝑃𝑃 + 4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋]

Qualitative analysis of both JKR and DMT models performed by Tabor [17] as well as more
detailed analysis based on the Lennard-Jones potential conducted by Muller et al [18] showed
that the contradiction between the models lies in the physical principles of adhesive contact
assumed by the authors. Both Tabor and Muller concluded that the adhesive contact of larger,
softer bodies with stronger surface interaction can be described by the JKR model, while the
DMT model is applicable to the smaller, harder bodies with weaker surface interaction.
Parameters τ, μ were introduced in [17] and [18] to determine which model is more appropriate:
𝜏𝜏 ≅ [

𝑅𝑅𝛾𝛾2

𝐸𝐸 2𝑧𝑧03

1/3

]

, 𝜇𝜇 =

32

[

2𝑅𝑅𝛾𝛾2

3𝜋𝜋 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 2 𝑧𝑧03

1/3

]

,

(4)

where z0 is the equilibrium separation distance, typically 0.16-0.4 nm [19]. According to Muller
if <1 then DMT is applicable whereas if >>1 it is JKR.
Maugis [20] suggested a smooth transition model between JKR and DMT approaches which
exploits the principles of fracture mechanics. For simplicity, Lennard-Jones interaction
potential is replaced by the step-function, which is known as Dugdale approximation.
Greenwood and Johnson [21] suggested an alternative model to Maugis based on a combination
of two Hertzian profiles that also connect both the JKR and DMT models in one general theory.
These two models use a parameter, which defines the area where the adhesion force is
applicable. The necessity to evaluate this parameter at every time step during particle collision
makes it impractical to use either Maugis [20] or Greenwood and Johnson [21] theories in a
DEM solver. Therefore in the present paper the JKR and DMT models are implemented and
the Müller parameter μ is used to determine which one is more applicable.
3. CONTACT MECHANICS
3.1. Oblique loading without adhesion.
The most commonly used particle contact model was first introduced by Cundall and Strack
[22] in attempt to predict the complex behaviour of sand specimens under loading and
unloading. They suggested treating sand particles as spheres which can move individually and
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interact only at the contact spots. The contact model consisted of linear spring elements as well
and viscous damping elements in both normal and tangential directions, as shown schematically
in Figure 1a. The modifications of this model are reviewed in e.g. [23] [24]. The developments
of this approach can include addition of rolling and twisting resistance [25] which are neglected
in this paper.

Figure 1 (a) Commonly used spring-dashpot and sliding element model; (b) contact traction distribution of two
contacting spherical bodies according to the Mindlin and Deresiewicz model.
- indicates circular zone with
radius a0 where elastic tangential force is applicable,
- indicates the ring-shaped micro-slip area with external
radius a1..

While being extensively used in CFD-DEM simulation codes such as developed by Goniva,
Kloss, Hager, Wierink and colleagues [9], [11], this model has a number of disadvantages.
Firstly, accurate description of the contact between spherical bodies given by Hertz predicts
non-linear normal elastic stiffness as kn=2E*a, where E* is the combined Young’s modulus and
a is the radius of the (circular) contact area. It is noted in [25] that for small deformations
Cundall and Strack model works well, although it is not obvious how to correlate the constant
elastic stiffness values knorm, ktan and viscous damping coefficients cnorm, ctan with properties of
the materials involved. In addition to that, this paper considers nano-particles of sizes 50 nm to
1 μm, and therefore adhesion force must be incorporated. All of the adhesion models mentioned
in the Section 2 of this paper are based on Hertz elastic theory. For these reasons, Hertz theory
is used in this paper to evaluate the relationships between normal force and displacement as
well as contact area.
The tangential contact forces are implemented in this paper by means of the Mindlin and
Deresiewicz theory [26]. It is assumed that two elastic spheres in tangential contact experience
a partial-slip, where the total force is a combination of elastic tangential force in the circular
area in the centre of the contact zone and sliding friction force in the ring shaped exterior of the
contact zone. Once the partial-slip tangential force exceeds the total sliding friction force, the
bodies slide relative to each other. The tangential force in this case is then equivalent to the
sliding friction force Fs=P, where  is the friction coefficient, P is the normal load. The
distribution of contact traction is illustrated in Figure 1b.
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Thornton and Yin [27] combined all the major cases of the loading/unloading conditions
described by Mindlin & Deresievicz [26] and derived the following expression for the
tangential stiffness during oblique loading:
𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡 = 8𝐺𝐺 ∗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ± 𝜂𝜂(1 − 𝜃𝜃)

Δ𝑃𝑃

(5)

Δ𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡

where G* is the combined shear modulus, a is the contact radius,  is the friction coefficient,
ΔP is the increment of the normal load, Δδt is the increment of the tangential displacement and
is a parameter defining the ratio of the elastic force to the micro slip friction force. The
parameter depends on the loading history and is defined as follows:
𝑇𝑇 + 𝜂𝜂Δ𝑃𝑃
;
𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂
for loading

𝜃𝜃 3 = 1 −

𝑇𝑇 ∗ − 𝑇𝑇 + 2𝜂𝜂Δ𝑃𝑃
;
2𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂
for unloading

𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇 ∗∗ + 2𝜂𝜂Δ𝑃𝑃
,
2𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂
for reloading

𝜃𝜃 3 = 1 −

𝜃𝜃 3 = 1 −

(6)

where T is current value of the tangential force and T * and T** are the load reversal points.
Normal elastic stiffness is defined as kn=2E*a according to Hertz theory; see [27] for details.
3.2. Oblique contact with JKR adhesion
Savkoor and Briggs [28] extended the JKR contact theory to consider the effect of adhesion
in the case of oblique loading. It was suggested that applying the tangential force reduces the
potential energy by an amount of Tδt/2. Adding this term to the JKR energy balance equation
modified the contact radius (1) as:
𝑎𝑎 3 =

3𝑅𝑅
4𝐸𝐸

[𝑃𝑃 + 6𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 ± √12𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 36𝜋𝜋 2 𝛾𝛾 2 𝑅𝑅2 −

𝑇𝑇 2 𝐸𝐸
4𝐺𝐺

]

(7)

It was concluded that in the presence of tangential force, the contacting spheres peel off each
other thus reducing the contact area. The peeling process continues until T reaches the critical
value of
𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 = 4√(3𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 9𝜋𝜋 2 𝛾𝛾 2 𝑅𝑅2 )G/E.

(8)

For the normal load Thornton and Yin [21] have adopted the JKT theory. The stiffness is
then evaluated as
𝑛𝑛

∗

𝑘𝑘 = 2𝐸𝐸 𝑎𝑎 [3 −

3

𝑎𝑎 2
3 ( 𝑐𝑐 ) ] / [3
𝑎𝑎

−

3

𝑎𝑎 2
( 𝑐𝑐 ) ]
𝑎𝑎

(9)

where ac=9πγR is the JKR contact radius at the moment of separation (pull off radius).
In the case of oblique loading Thornton and Yin [27] followed [28] in what concerns the
peeling process. They however assumed that once the peeling process is complete, the
contacting bodies operate in the partial slip regime as described before with the difference that
the normal force P is replaced with P+6πγR.
3.3. Oblique contact with DMT adhesion.
In this paper it is suggested to combine the Thornton and Yin [27] partial slip no adhesion
model with DMT adhesion. The DMT theory assumes that the deformed shapes of the
contacting bodies remain within Hertzian elastic theory. Therefore a no-adhesion model [27]
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was adopted where the normal force P is replaced with P+4πγR to account for the adhesion
force. This approach considers instantaneous separation of the particles, as opposed to the JKR
theory, where particles stretch elastically prior to pulling off. The maximum stretching in the
3𝜋𝜋2 𝛾𝛾2 𝑅𝑅

1/3

) whereas δc=0 in the DMT case. The effect of the
JKR case is evaluated as 𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐 = (
16𝐸𝐸2
stretching prior to separation is illustrated in the results section.
4. VISCOUS DRAG
The momentum of the fluid is transferred on the particles via the drag force. Di Felice’s [29]
theory is used to account for the effect of presence of other particles. Drag force on a single
particle in a flow with relative velocity 𝑣𝑣 = 𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 , where vf, vp are the velocities of the fluid
and the particle, can be evaluated as follows:
1

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑣𝑣 2 C𝑑𝑑 𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝2 𝜀𝜀 −𝛽𝛽
2

Cd = (0.63 +

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 =

𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓

4.8

√Rep

𝛼𝛼 𝑅𝑅 |𝑣𝑣
𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑓

)

2

(10)

− 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 |

where Rep is the particle Reynolds number, μf and ρf are dynamic viscosity and density of the
fluid, ε is the void fraction value, Cd is the drag coefficient for spherical particles, and function
𝑔𝑔(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜀𝜀 −𝛽𝛽 is a measure of how much the drag force is affected by the presence of other
particles. Empirical parameter β was evaluated to fit the experimental data for a wide range of
Reynolds numbers (10-2 to 104) and void fraction values (0.4 to 1):
𝛽𝛽 = 3.7 − 0.65𝑒𝑒 −0.5(1.5−𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 )

2

(11)

In the literature, modifications of g(ε) are used, such as 𝑔𝑔(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜀𝜀 1−𝛽𝛽 [24], 𝑔𝑔(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜀𝜀 2−𝛽𝛽 [9][11],
[23], or 𝑔𝑔(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜀𝜀 −1−𝛽𝛽 [30]. Di Felice noted however that in the case of the flow through random
packed spheres (ε≈0.4), Ergun’s equation predicts 𝑔𝑔(0.4) =

14.6

𝜀𝜀 −𝛽𝛽 .

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑

51.4

(1 + 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 ). For a wide range
𝑝𝑝

of Reynolds numbers 𝑔𝑔(0.4) is best predicted by 𝑔𝑔(𝜀𝜀) =
In e.g. [25] Stokes drag formula
−𝛽𝛽
is used multiplied by 𝑔𝑔(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜀𝜀 .
The void fraction value ε is typically evaluated based on the density of particles in a mesh
cell (see e.g. [9], [9][11]). In the present model the CFD mesh is not defined, therefore the void
fraction is evaluated based on the cubic cell 10R p×10Rp×10Rp centred at the particle centre.
5. MODELLING THE BREAKING UP OF NANO-PARTICLE AGGLOMERATES

Two-dimensional densely packed agglomerates of 36 and 37 mono-sized spherical particles
were considered as shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, all the forces were assumed acting in the
X and Z direction only, and the problem was modelled in two dimensions. Mass, volume, void
fraction and contact area were however evaluated assuming that particles are spherical rather
than circular. Both normal and tangential contact forces were modelled based on [27] and both
JKR and DMT models of adhesion were adopted. The particle material properties are those of
SiC and fluid properties are those of liquid aluminium. These and other parameters used in the
simulations are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1 Particle and fluid properties used in the simulations

Property
Radius
Young’s modulus
Poison’s raito
Particle density
Friction coefficient
Fluid density
Dynamic viscosity
Interfacial energy

Value(s)
50 to 1000
450
0.185
3160
0.3
2375
0.0013
0.02 to 2.0

R
E
ν
ρp
η
ρf
μf
γ

Units
nm
GPa
kg/m3
kg/m3
Pa·S
J/m2

Figure 2 (a) Cluster of 36 particles subjected to the spherical velocity pulse V r originating in the centre of the cluster.
(b) Cluster of 37 particles subjected to lateral velocity pulse V x.

5.1. Collapsing of Gas Bubbles.
It is known from various sources that ultrasound has a beneficial effect on de-agglomeration
of the nano-particle clusters [[2][5], [8]-[8]]. This is explained by the phenomenon of acoustic
cavitation, which includes the formation, growth, pulsation and collapse of gas bubbles. These
processes are accompanied by the creation of “hotspots” – zones of high temperature and
pressure which explain the beneficial effect of ultrasonic vibrations on breaking the clusters
and the dispersing of nano-particles [4]. As a result of the implosive collapse of the bubbles
high amplitude shockwaves are generated. In [7] authors compare the pressure peak occurring
as a result of the collapse with the pressure required to separate two individual nano-particles
held together by van der Waals and capillary forces. It is however expected that due to complex
pair-wise contact interactions between the particles in a cluster, it is more difficult to deagglomerate a cluster of particles rather than two individual particles. For this reason the
behaviour of a cluster of nano-particles subjected to the shockwave is investigated in this paper.
5.2. Lateral And Spherical Pulses.
In this paper a possibility is also investigated that the agglomerates of nano-particles contain
gas bubbles inside (typically hydrogen), originating due to poor wettability of the nano-particles
and the specifics of the manufacturing process. In the case of collapsing of a bubble inside of
the agglomerate a spherical shockwave is considered radiating from the centre of the cluster as
shown in Figure 2a. In [12] authors have also considered lateral pulse originating on the side of
the cluster Figure 2b. It was however shown, that lateral pulse causes the cluster to move as a
whole, which makes it more difficult to study the de-agglomeration mechanisms.
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The behaviour of the gas bubbles in the presence of the ultrasonic waves is a complex
problem depending on multiple parameters, and is not studied in this paper. For simplicity it is
assumed that the shockwave generated by the collapse of a gas bubble can be described as a
rapidly decaying disturbance of the local velocity with an exponential time dependency.
Expressing the shockwave as a velocity pulse allows the concentration of the particles to be
1
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑 = 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑣𝑣 2 C𝑑𝑑 𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝2 𝜀𝜀 −𝛽𝛽
taken into account using di Felice’s approach (equation

2

Cd = (0.63 +

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 =

𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓

𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓

4.8

√Rep

2

)

𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑅𝑝𝑝 |𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 |

(10)). The details of the behaviour of the gaseous-fluid interface during the bubble collapse are
not studied in this paper; therefore the duration τ of the pulse is covering a wide range from 5
ns to 5 μs in order to investigate a potential effect of the pulse duration. The magnitude of the
pulse is defined by the maximum value v0 which in this paper is ranging from 1-1000 m/s. In
[7] authors estimated the cavitation pressure peak as 6·10 7 Pa if a bubble of initial size 100 μm
collapses, and 1.5·1010 if initial size is 1 μm. Using Bernoulli’s equation, these peak pressure
values can be correlated with the peak velocities of 225 m/s and 3575 m/s respectively.
5.3. Interfacial Energy.
The interfacial energy γ of the contacting particles can be evaluated from the van der Waals
attraction force acting between two flat surfaces separated by an equilibrium distance z 0 :
𝛾𝛾 =

𝐴𝐴

(12)

24𝜋𝜋𝑧𝑧02

where A is the Hamaker constant of the material. If particles are interacting in a medium, then
Hamaker constant must be modified according to the rule:
𝐴𝐴121 = (√𝐴𝐴1 − √𝐴𝐴2 )

2

(13)

where A1 and A2 are the properties of the particles and the medium respectively [19]. The
average separation distance z0 for contacting solids with close packed atomic structure can be
evaluated as σ/2.5, where σ is the interatomic distance. The typical value of σ=4 Å yields
z0=0.165 nm (see [19], page 277). Equations (12, 13) can be used to compute the interfacial
energy for most solids and liquids. This theory is however not applicable to the system that
involves liquid metals or other highly conducting fluids due to short-range non-additive
electron exchange interaction. For this reason, a series of the interfacial energy values 0.02, 0.2
and 2.0 J/m2 to cover a wide range of interfacial energies. In another paper by authors [12] the
interfacial energy values 2.1 J/m2 and 2.6 J/m2 corresponding to aluminium oxide and silicon
carbide particles in aluminium melt are used.
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1. The Effect Of The Contact Model.
In this section the effect of the adhesion model on breaking up of the nano-particles cluster
via the spherical shockwave is investigated. Figure 3 shows the positions of the particles after
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the incidence of the velocity pulse. The pulse duration is 50 ns, amplitudes 1 to 50 m/s, particles
radius is 50 nm and interfacial energy γsl=0.2 J/m2. Here and henceforth the particles belonging
to the same sub-cluster are coloured and numbered for convenience. Individual particles are
coloured red and have unique numbers. As expected, the no adhesion model (3rd row in Figure
3) predicts that all of the particles become isolated, since particles interact only via friction and
elastic forces. As for adhesion models, it can be visually observed that particles tend to form
chains of particles in the JKR case (2nd row in Figure 3) and more compact sub-clusters when
the DMT model is used (1st row in Figure 3). This can be explained by, firstly, a lower pull off
force of the JKR model and, secondly, by the JKR assumption that bodies do not separate
instantaneously, but stretch while maintaining contact until the stretching becomes critical and
pull off force is reached. This stretching extends the duration of the contact between the
particles thus allowing them to re-agglomerate due to collisions with other particles. The
analysis of the adhesion models clearly demonstrates that choice of the model may significantly
affect the prediction of de-agglomeration.

Figure 3 The effect of the adhesion model on breaking up of nano-particle clusters via spherical shockwave.

6.2. The Effect Of The Interfacial Energy.
In this section the results are shown for particles of radius 500 nm with interfacial energy
values 0, 0.02, 0.2 and 2.0 J/m2. The pulse duration is 500 ns and amplitudes 1.0 to 50.0 m/s. It
can be observed from e.g. 3rd row in Figure 4 that particles with higher interfacial energy tend
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to form large sub clusters during de-agglomeration. Particles with lower interfacial energy (see
e.g. 2nd row in Figure 4) form smaller sub-clusters or individual particles. Same effect has been
reported by authors [12] and terms “local” and “global” de-agglomeration were introduced. It
was noticed that although global de-agglomeration may separate pieces further apart, the locally
de-agglomerated particles can be dispersed by turbulent fluctuations or Brownian motion. For
this reason global and local de-agglomeration should be evaluated separately.

Figure 4 The effect of the interfacial energy on breaking up of nano-particle clusters via spherical shockwave.

7. CONCLUSIONS
A DEM model was developed in order to study the behaviour of a cluster of nano-particles
subjected to the shockwave originating in the centre of the cluster. The model incorporates
Mindlin and Deresiewicz partial-slip tangential contact theory and both JKR and DMT adhesion
force theories. Drag force is implemented using di Felice approach based on the local
concentration of particles. The effect of the adhesion model choice was studied and it was
shown that JKR model predicts catenulate, chain-like structures whereas in the case of DMT
model compact sub-clusters are formed. The behaviour of particles with various interfacial
energies was compared, and it was found, that de-agglomerating particles with lower energies
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result in smaller sub-clusters and more isolated particles, while under similar conditions
particles with higher energies form larger sub-clusters. It is suggested that the effectiveness of
the local and global de-agglomeration must be evaluated separately.
This study of the particle-particle interaction forces under various conditions is a part of an
ongoing investigation of the mechanisms of de-agglomeration and is expected to help
optimizing the electro-magnetic stirring and the ultrasonic processing of the metal melt with
added nano-particles.
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Abstract. To date static blenders have mainly been used for mixing fluids, but recent
research has shown the potential of static blenders for blending powders and granular
materials as well. A problem when using a static blender in conjunction with powders
and granular materials is trajectory induced segregation at the output of the blender. In
order to evaluate the blending process two granular materials exhibiting extreme particle
densities and sizes have been discharged into a static blender. The blend is collected
in a radially compartmentalised receiving container and the blend composition of each
compartment is then analysed. This paper presents a simple counter measure to reduce
the effect of trajectory induced segregation. In addition this research has shown that,
contrary to expectations, an increased number of blending stages does not necessarily
bring improvements in homogeneity of the output stream. The results presented in this
paper are of special interest to anyone blending powders and granular materials in an
industrial environment.

1

INTRODUCTION

The benefits of using static blenders are numerous for industry; low energy consumption, continuous operation, reduced blender wear when handling abrasive materials and
potentially higher time averaged throughput. Despite the numerous benefits, static
1
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blenders are not yet widely used in conjunction with powders and granular materials.
This lack of technology uptake is attributed to a lack of thorough understanding of the
mechanisms of the static blending process. Static blenders usually consist of several
identical blending stages arranged above one another with alternating orientations. Each
stage contains one or more baffles such that the descending particulate material is encouraged to interact and blend. There are many design parameters to be considered when
analysing a static blender; the spatial arrangement of the baffles, the number of stages,
the height of each stage, the relative orientation of consecutive stages, the material bulk
properties, material feeding rate and the discharge location of the feed relative to the first
blending stage. One of the issues which arises when using a static blender in conjunction
with binary mixtures exhibiting extreme particle densities and sizes is trajectory induced
segregation at the output of the blender. Trajectory induced segregation occurs when particles have different energies and/or different drag coefficients. To overcome this issue this
paper proposes a simple counter measure and has analysed the influence of the number
of blending stages on the homogeneity of the output. The presented results are an outcome of an industrial feasibility study to determine the potential of a static blender used
in conjunction with a binary mixture of granular materials exhibiting extreme particle
densities and sizes.
This research made use of a custom designed static blender which has the flexibility to
easily alter the number of blending stages. In order to analyse the lateral homogeneity
at the output of the blender the granular material is collected in a radially compartmentalised receiving container. After each test run, the blend composition of each individual
compartment is analysed. In addition to varying the number of blending stages a combination of funnels is employed at the output of the blender in an attempt to homogenise
the blend. The results show that by using a combination of a conventional funnel and
a slotted funnel together with two blending stages the best results are obtained. Surprisingly it was found that having two blending stages instead of four blending stages
produced the best results in terms of homogeneity around the discharge area.
2

METHOD

Two granular materials which differ extremely in density and size are used in this
research. The first granular material (X) has a density of 0.9 g · cm−3 and the second
granular material (Y ) has a density of 4.6 g · cm−3 . The respective size distributions
are tabulated in Table 1. The tables clearly indicate there is no overlap between both
size distributions which means both granular materials can easily be separated again
by using a single sieve for analysis. Unfortunately due to confidentially restrictions no
further information about the granular materials can be provided. According to the
specifications of the industrial collaborator a blend composition of 20% of material X and
80% of material Y in terms of weight is used. In terms of volume this roughly relates to
equal parts of both materials.
Both granular materials are discharged into the static blender from a split feed pipe
2
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Table 1: Size distributions as % retained
(a) Granular material X

Sieve size
Fines
250 µm
355 µm
500 µm
630 µm
710 µm
850 µm
1.18 mm

(b) Granular material Y

Retained (%)
1
2
36
29
11
18
3
0

Sieve size
Fines
1.40 mm
1.70 mm
2.00 mm
2.80 mm
3.35 mm

Retained (%)
0
0
7
93
0
0

and are collected in a radially compartmentalised receiving container with eight compartments. The split feed pipe has two calibrated orifices at the bottom which are uncovered
simultaneously at the beginning of each test run. The orifices are calibrated such that an
approximate 20/80% weight flow occurs. The contents of each individual compartment
are sieved and the weight ratio as a percentage of granular material X is determined. A
schematic overview of the experimental set-up and the actual realisation can be seen in
Figure 1. The photograph of the actual set-up does not show the funnels but it does show
the compartmentalised receiving container at the bottom.
To influence the blend quality the number of blending stages is varied and a combination
of funnels is used at the output of the blender. Two funnel types are considered, a
conventional funnel and a slot type funnel. The test conditions are given in Table 2, note
that test 1 and 2 are the same and that test 6 and 7 are the same, this is to validate
the repeatability and consistency of the results. All testing is undertaken at ambient
laboratory conditions.
Table 2: Test conditions
Reference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Blending stages
4
4
4
4
3
2
2

Conventional funnel
X
X
X
X
X

3
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Slot type funnel
X
X
X
X
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up
(a) Schematic overview

(b) Actual set-up

split feed pipe

0°
90°

2-4 blending stages

0°
90°

empty pipe

0-2 funnels
convential/slot
compartmentalised
receiving container

The static blender used in this research has been previously applied in a PhD study
at the Wolfson Centre [3]. Each blending stage has an internal diameter of 103 mm and
a height of 100 mm. The static blender has a modular set-up such that the number
of blending stages can be altered easily. Each blending stage contains three baffles in
a configuration similar to the Sulzer [4] type of static liquid blenders. During the tests
the blending stages are stacked with alternating orientations of 0◦ and 90◦ . Two identical blending stages can be seen in Figure 2. The figure shows the configuration of the
three baffles, a central finger protruding at an oblique angle and two perpendicular ridges
attached to the walls.
The outlets of the feed pipe are obscured before completely emptying the feed pipe,
this is to avoid potential granular material collapsing at the end which could lead to a
disrupted flow. Separating both granular materials again is done by using an Endecotts
woven wire laboratory test sieve with an aperture of 1.7 mm. After separation both
granular materials are weighed using a Sartorius MSU14202P-000-D0 balance.
3

RESULTS

The data of each test runs is visualised using a radar graph, each point on the graph
corresponds to the blend composition of granular material X as %wt of one of the eight
compartments. Each radar graph also shows the overall blend composition. The weight
of granular material X discharged during the experiments ranged between 0.8 kg and
1.0 kg and for granular material Y this range was between 2.5 kg and 3.7 kg. The radar
4
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Figure 2: Two identical static blending stages

Figure 3: Content (% wt) of granular material X
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graph in Figure 3a show a strong lateral deviation from the average composition. This
can partially be attributed to the final trajectory imparted by the last blending stage. As
a counter measure, a regular funnel was installed below the static blender to centralise
the deposition of the material. The result can be seen in Figure 3b and shows a slight
improvement compared to the initial condition. It can be seen that the blend composition
has shifted by 180◦ which means the material flow is highly susceptible to the rebound
effect. To further limit the rebound effect, it was decided to interpose a slotted funnel
above the regular funnel. The result of this modification can be seen in Figure 4a, it
shows a slight improvement, but still the blend composition was very inconsistent around
5
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Figure 4: Content (% wt) of granular material X
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the deposition area. Next it was decided to reduce the number of blending stages from
Figure 5: Content (% wt) of granular material X
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four to three, which gave a more controlled deposition as can be seen in Figure 4b. The
number of blending stages was finally reduced to just two, which gave the results shown
in Figure 5. Using this final configuration the composition around the discharge area is
consistent.
4

DISCUSSIONS

The results presented in this paper are preliminary and give rise to many more research
questions. One of the issues with the results presented in this paper is that due to time
6
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constraints some of the test runs have not been repeated. Currently the feeds operate in
core flow which might cause disruptions during discharge due to wall friction [1]. To obtain
more reliable results a feed which operates in mass flow could be used, in addition the
feed rates need to be better controlled as the blend composition varied between 20% and
26%. Another issue regarding the feed is the location where the granular materials will
be discharged relative to the first blending stage. It can be expected that by discharging
materials directly above the protruding finger of the static blender the contribution of the
first blending stage will be small.
The design and geometry of the static blender used in this research is rather arbitrary,
no valid motivation can be provided as why this specific blender has been chosen other
than the fact a similar blender has been used in a previous study [3]. There are a large
number of parameters governing the performance of the blender such as the diameter
of the blender and the configuration of the baffles inside the blender. More research is
needed on how to incorporate these parameters in the design process of a static blender.
The issue of trajectory induced segregation has been noticed in a previous study by
Salter et al. [2]. His paper mentions a diffusive stage to radially homogenise the discharging
mixture stream. In future work it would be interesting to see if this diffusive stage
can also be used in conjunction with extreme particulate blends. Another aspect worth
investigating is the contribution to the blending performance caused the arrangement of
funnels, this can be done by omitting the static blender from the set-up. The research
presented here has focused on a single binary blend of granular materials, further research
is needed to verify if the results obtained are also applicable to other blends of particulates.
It can be argued that by having smaller differences in density of the granular materials
entering the blender the effects of trajectory induced segregation will be smaller.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has shown that the issue of trajectory induced segregation occurring at the
output of a static blender can be controlled using a simple combination of funnels. In
addition this research has shown that, contrary to expectations, an increased number of
blending stages does not necessarily bring improvements in homogeneity of the output
stream. The results presented in this paper are relevant for any industry that blends
powders or granular material as part of their process. The presented method to analyse
the homogeneity around the discharge area is a valuable contribution to enhance the
uptake of static blenders in industrial processes.
As the nature of this research is preliminary there are still many open research questions, such as:
• Is the design and geometry of the static blender used an optimal one ?
• Are the results presented also applicable to blending other particulate materials ?
• How does the material feed rate influence the blend quality ?
7
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• How does the material discharge location influence the blend ?
Finally the effect of material properties such as size, cohesiveness and density on the blend
quality and blending performance should also be considered in future research.
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Abstract. This paper introduces a model in the Discrete Element Method to simulate the
mixing processes of dry materials with major water addition more realistically. The presented
model covers the representation of liquid transfer from fluid particles or moist particles to
dryer ones including increase in volume. Depending on the moisture content of the particles in
contact, the adequate interaction model (friction, liquid bridge or suspension) and its
parameters are applied.
1

INTRODUCTION

Optimising mixing processes of dry granular materials with major water addition (e.g.
concrete mixing) is a challenging task. Reaching the main objective i. e. a homogeneous
distribution of all constituents including the liquid phase is not a straight forward process
since the material behaviour changes dramatically during the mixing. The mixer must handle
first dry material and subsequently moist material and finally suspensions. In all stages, an
adequate movement of the constituents has to be ensured to reach their homogeneous
distribution; otherwise, as an extreme case, some dry materials may not be mixed properly
and can remain in the mixer (
Figure 1). The experimental evaluation of the mixing quality is a time-consuming and
complex task. The estimation of the dry materials’ distribution can only be performed by a
combination of washing, sieving and weighing and is limited to the inherent components with
bigger grain sizes. The distribution of the small size components and the liquid phase can only
be tested indirectly by the comparison of the overall behaviour of the material. Therefore the
optimization of the mixing equipment and the parameter setup is tedious and difficult,
especially for new high viscous material mixes, for which no handling expertise exists.
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Figure 1: Example of an inadequate mixing, some dry constituents remain in the mixer

An alternative analysis tool is numerical process simulation enabling a processaccompanying evaluation of the distribution of all components in all areas of the mixer. Such
tools are already successfully applied for optimising mixing processes. Both fluids and bulk
materials can be modelled using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or the Discrete
Element Method (DEM). Currently, however, dry and fluid phases combined in a mixing
process can be replicated only to a limited extent, particularly if both phases represent high
volume fractions. The approach outlined in this paper aims to simulate this type of mixing
process, reflecting the transition from dry to moist bulk material and eventually to a
suspension whilst considering changes in material behaviour at each of the intermediate
stages. A parametric contact model is necessary for each of the material states and the related
state-transitions in order to represent the specific conditions in a process-oriented manner.
Such a model was developed with focus on fresh concrete using the DEM approach. One of
the key steps of this model replicates how moisture is transferred to and absorbed by, the
individual solid particles.
At the moment of inter-particle contact, the contact model is selected depending on the
moisture variables of the particles and the overlap. A friction model is used for dry particles,
whereas additional liquid bridge forces are considered for moist particles. In the case of a high
portion of liquid phase, a specific model is needed to adequately simulate the suspension
behaviour. For this purpose, particles are represented by a two-layer model, and interact
according to a Bingham model.
The targeted application of the model at hand is the analysis and optimization of complex
wet-mixing processes within a wide range of consistencies, e.g. the concrete production
process. The model shall enable the evaluation of the liquid distribution and the overall
mixing quality with much less effort compared to the experimental approach to detect critical
areas within the mixer and to reveal possible options for improvements.
2

APPROACH

During the mixing process of wet mixing processes like in concrete fabrication, the source
bulk materials pass several phases, from dry, to wet, ending up as a suspension (Figure 2). To
simulate the mixing process, each of these stages has to be represented in the model and
especially the transition of the water causing the stage changes must be implemented.
Therefore a user defined model has to be implemented, representing the transition from the
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early dry state to the final suspension state. The modeling of the transition is based on the
results of experimental investigations and known theoretical models.

Figure 2: Different moisture states of bulk material during wet mixing and associated contact model

The representation of these states for a single particle in the simulation is introduced by an
additional moisture variable. Each particle therefore has its own moisture content. Also the
kind of liquid, present at the particle is noted, whether it is water or an already mixed cement
paste or mortar. Depending on the moisture variable of two contacting particles, the contact
model is chosen at the time of the particle contact. For dry particles a friction model is used,
while for wet particles additional liquid bridge forces are integrated. For the suspension state a
complete new model has been developed at the IAB, on the base of the Bingham model. The
transition between these stages in simulation is triggered by the adsorption and absorption of
moisture by the solid particles. At the beginning water is added as particles. When they get
into contact with dry material, a time and state dependent transfer of the moisture is calculated
and the moisture content of the former dry particle and its volume increases over time, while
the water particle loses volume. The process dependent implementation of the moisture
content also enables simulating different stages of concrete mixing. Since various particles
come in contact with water at various moments in time, also heterogeneity of the mixture and
its transition to a homogenous one can be simulated.
The characteristics of the liquid thereby influence the contact model parameters like
viscosity and surface tension and therefore affect the contact model calculation e.g. for the
liquid bridge force. Thus a smooth transition between all stages is provided.
3

SIMULATING WATER TRANSFER

One of the key issues of the suggested model is to replicate how moisture is transferred
between individual particles. For this purpose additional moisture variables are assigned to
each particle to simulate the moisture content, type of liquid, (i. e. water, cement paste or
mortar) and its exact composition. Initially, water is added as spherical particles. A time- and
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state-dependent transfer of moisture occurs upon contact between water and dry particles. The
volume and moisture content of the initially dry particles increase over time, whereas the
volume of the water particles is decreased (Figure 3). In the first step, the dry particles
become wet and build up a two-layer particle with a solid core and an outer liquid film. When
small particles absorb a sufficient amount of liquid, they will turn to a suspension and can
also be considered as liquid particles. In the concrete mixing process this approach is used to
create suspension particles that simulate mortar or cement paste, which can be adsorbed by
the bigger aggregate particles. This results in new fluid transition regimes. A general
overview of the transfer scenarios is displayed in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Contact of a water particle (top) and a dry particle (bottom), leading to a volume increase and a
moisture transfer. The color of solid particles corresponds to the absolute water content

Figure 4: Different water transfer scenarios depending on the contacting particles

The transfer is based on the models by Darcy used in [8] and Washburn [9], depending on
the real particle size of the absorbing material and the constitution of the absorbed liquid.
 


2

∗
 

  

(1)


where  is the permeability,  the viscosity,  the surface tension,  the ratio betweem the
height difference and the distance of the particle centres,  the fluid density,  gravitational
constant,  the current penetration depth of the fluid. To keep   0 fulfilled at all times
the dry starting condition is set s     5   , accordingly to the initial wetting layer
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thickness defined in the model. The real particle size thereby has to be implemented as a
particle attribute, because for fine materials like cement the particle size in the simulation is
larger by several magnitudes in comparison to the real particle size. One simulation particle
models a representative volume of cement.
If a liquid and a dry particle get in contact the first time, an additional amount of liquid is
transferred to the dry particle. This models the fluid part that sticks to the surface of the dry
particle no matter how long the particle contact was. This is essential for liquids with high
viscosity, since they pass liquid by the described model very slowly. For the mixing process
there exists also another aspect of. A faster relative movement of the particles leads to a
stronger mixing and therefore a faster liquid exchange. To take this effect into account an
additional liquid exchange volume was implemented in the simulation using a heuristic
formula in the following form is used
   





(2)

 Δ 

where  is the minimum volume of the interacting particles,  is the local shear rate, Δ is the

Water adsorption [mm³]

timestep and  is the percentual portion of the liquid exchange per second.
Besides the speed of the liquid exchange, also the maximum amount of liquid a single
particle can adsorb is of interest. This depends mainly on the particle size, surface condition
(roughness, wettability) and the type of liquid. A series of experimental tests were performed
to estimate the maximum liquid amount for several dry material and liquid combinations.
Figure 5 shows exemplarily the dependency of the maximum water adsorption by gravel
depending on the grain size in a complex structure.
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Figure 5: Maximum volume of adsorbed water as a function of average grain radius in a complex structure

4

CONTACT MODELS

At the moment of inter-particle contact, a contact model is selected depending on the
moisture variables (Figure 2) of the particles and the degree of overlap (Figure 6). A friction
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model is used for dry particles, whereas additional liquid bridging forces are considered for
moist particles and a suspension model is used for the suspension state. The friction model is
based on the standard models of the DEM and therefore is not presented in detail here.

Figure 6: Contact types for the interactions of two double-layer particles

4.1 Liquid Bridge Model
The liquid bridge model is chosen when two particles are in contact and the liquid volume
of the contact is in pendular or funicular state or a wet particle interacts with a wall of the
mixer. In this case, an additional cohesion force acts on particles. The liquid bridge forces
depend on the size of particles, liquid volume, surface tension of liquid, liquid type and the
distance between the particles. The model is based on an approach suggested by Mikami [1]:
  2  ∗

(3)

The model was verified with experimental data (the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 7) and showed a good agreement for low liquid volumes (Figure 9). Furthermore the
model was tested on a simple angle of repose test as shown in Figure 8. Additional
experiments were performed to get data for higher liquid volumes and various liquid
viscosities to widen the range of the model.
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Figure 7: Schematic view of the setup for measuring liquid bridge forces

Figure 8: Comparison of dry (left) and wet (right) angles of repose for gravel in the experiment (top) and in the
simulation (bottom)

Figure 9: Comparison of the liquid bridge forces of glass spheres with various radii and water volumes
computed by the theoretical model by Mikami and measured in the experiment
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4.2 Suspension Model
In the case of a high liquid volume at the contact spot of two interacting particles, a
specific model is needed to adequately simulate the suspension behaviour. Modeling
suspensions like concrete in DEM is not trivial and this is not the typical field of application
for this simulation method. Suspensions often have a non-Newtonian material behavior so has
fresh concrete. It is usually abstracted by Bingham-Model or the more general Herschel
Bulkley model [3]. In CFD simulations these models can be used directly neglecting the
phenomena occurring by the direct influence of the granular phase [4]. In the DEM different
approaches are needed due to the discrete manner of modelling heterogeneous maters like
fresh concrete [6], [7]. Most of the existing DEM models developed for concrete use double
layer models to represent the solid aggregates uniformly covered by an imaginary layer of
fluid fine mortar. Figure 6 shows the schematic structure of a two-layer particle as used in the
present approach.
The constitutive relations used in this paper are based on the Bingham model as described
in [2]. Since Bingham model is valid for the continuum mechanics only, it must be adapted to
the DEM approach by several heuristics, for example an approximated contact area and shear
rates (see Figure 10) as well as transformations to extract the contact force from the shear
stress. The basic idea is to approximate the local shear rates by the relative velocity of the
particles and the liquid layer in between. From the consistency of the liquid in the contact
region the rheological Bingham parameters yield stress and viscosity are derived and the shear
stress can be calculated. The shear stress is approximated to a contact force based on equation
(4) from [5]:




4 

(4)

Thereby k is the coordination number and ϕ the solid volume concentration.

Figure 10: Schematic view of the compensational Bingham model in DEM

5

RESULTS

The developed model was tested on a two phase system of cement and water within a
typical mortar mixer. After a mixing phase of one minute the liquid was mostly equally
distributed within the mixer. There was a dry area at the lower bottom of the tank (Figure 11)
where the mixing tool does not directly interact with the material. This observation is
congruent with the experience from the experimental testing.
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Figure 11: Moisture distribution in a DEM simulation of a cement-water mixing process after one minute of
mixing. The color represents the moisture states from dry (white) to completely wetted (blue). The dry parts at
the bottom are highlighted

Furthermore, another mixing process was simulated using gravel as an additional third
phase. After the water addition, the power consumption derived from the total torque showed
the typical curve that can be observed during mixing of concrete (Figure 12). First, an
increase of the power consumption occurs, caused by the additional cohesive forces from the
liquid bridges. After some time the power consumption drops because of the starting
liquefaction of the mixture.

Figure 12: Relative power consumption starting from a dry mix of cement and gravel adding water (time zero)
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6

CONCLUSIONS

A new DEM model was suggested to simulate the mixing process of dry granular materials
with a massive liquid addition. The model includes the transfer of liquid between particles as
a function of their size, moisture state and the liquid’s properties. Depending on the particular
moisture state adequate contact models are chosen using frictional, cohesive or Bingham-like
behavior. The representation of the particles is based on a double layer approach and
additional particle variables storing information related to the liquid. The general applicability
of the model was demonstrated on two examples of mixing. This offers a basis for
investigating more complex mixing processes.
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Abstract. Active-set algorithm for solving inner optimization problem in multi-body
dynamics is presented. The efficiency of our algorithm is demonstrated on the solution of
simple simulation with thousands of moving spherical particles and static box obstacles.
We discuss the solvability and the uniqueness of solution of the problem and the influence
of solution to resulting velocity during time-stepping schema.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we are interested in granular dynamics problems; in particular, namely
simple multibody dynamics problems. These problems that may deal with from hundreds
to billions of discrete rigid bodies interacting through contact, impact, or mutual constraints, such as simulation of the movement of granular matter, are one of the most challenging issue in computer-aided kinematics and dynamics of mechanical systems. Many
real-world systems contain or interact with granular material, as granular material belongs among the most manipulated materials. For instance, such a material is utilized in
a variety of fields, from sand, gravel, or nanoscale powders to large boulders in the civil
industry. Devices consisted of rigid bodies interacting through frictional contacts and
mechanical joints pose numerical solution challenges because of the discontinuous nature
of their motion, see Pfeiffer and Glocker [1].
Usually, these simulations are performed using discrete element method (DEM, see for
instance Cundall [2], Avci and Wriggers [3]; a penalty method where the computation
of interaction force is based on the kinematics of the interaction, some representative
parameters, and an empirical force law.

1
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From our point of view, an other method is more interesting. It is more similar to
the solution of linear elasticity contact problems, because the problem is consisting of
a differential variational inequality (DVI, see Pang and Stewart [4], Renouf and Alart
[5], Heyn [6]). The method is sometimes referred to the Lagrange multiplier approach.
It enforces non-penetration of rigid bodies via a constraint-based approach. In the DVI
method, a linear inequality constrained quadratic optimization problem with symmetric
positive semidefinite Hessian matrix must be solved at each time step of the simulation.
The unknowns in the problem are the normal contact forces between interacting bodies.
The efficient solution of inner optimization problem in DVI brings us to the development
of Quadratic programming (QP) algorithms. Our research in the solution of particle
dynamics simulations is motivated by the results achieved by Heyn et al. [7].
Authors used our Modified Proportioning with Reduced Gradient projection algorithm
(MPRGP) to solve DVI efficiently in spite of the fact that all theoretical results supporting the convergence of MPRGP were valid only for the strictly convex cost functions.
Only recently, we successfully extended the theory and explained the convergence of the
MPRGP for the problems with more general convex quadratic cost function, see Dostál
and Pospı́šil [8].
In the paper, we are interested in simple simulations with sphere and box particles,
but our algorithms can be easily generalized to particle problems with general geometry.
The first subsection consists of short review of the numerical solution concept and timestepping scheme. The aim of the paper is not to develop new simulations techniques or
to modify the mathematical modelling process. However, we are interested in numerical
aspect of the inner QP optimization problem and our proofs of the solvability are based
on the object structures. Therefore, we decided to present short review. We present the
formulation of the problem and derivation of optimization problem. The presented theory
and ideas in these subsections can be considered as a short review of Heyn [6].
In the second section we present own new results in the mathematical aspect of the
optimization problem solvability.
In the next section, we present our active-set based algorithm Modified Proportioning with Reduced Gradient Projection (MPRGP). This algorithm was successfully used
to solve a linear elasticity contact problems with up to more than 40 million of nodal
variables, see Dostál et. al [9]. This method combines the conjugate gradient steps with
the reduced gradient projection steps and adaptive precision control of the solution of
the auxiliary problems. Special attention is paid in the discussion of the solvability of
optimization problem. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated by the solution
of a 3D particle dynamics problem.
The last subsection includes the numerical experiments and results. We have implemented algorithms in C programming language with CUDA library, and we performed
simulations on GPU card. The problem of granular dynamics is suitable for solving on
such a massively parallel architectures. However, the aim of the paper is not to develop
2
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optimal implementation, but the development of algorithms. Much more efficient implementation was presented by the team from Simulation-Based Engineering Lab (SBEL)
University of Wisconsin-Madison in Chrono::Engine software [10].
2

Time-stepping schema and formulation of optimization problem

In this short section, we review the basic of multi-body simulations. For more informations see, for instance, Haug [11] and Heyn [6].
Let us consider the system of nb ∈ N rigid bodies (particles) in vector space {(x, y, z) ∈
R3 }. Each particle has 6 degrees of freedom - location of centre of gravity [rx , ry , rz ]T and
unit quaternion of rotation [e0 , e1 , e2 , e3 ]T . For every body T(i) , i = 1, . . . , nb in the system
t
t
in given time t, let us denote q(i)
∈ R7 as a vector of generalized position and v(i)
∈ R6 as a
vector of generalized velocities. In our simulations, the rotation of the body is represented
by the unit quaternion of rotation and the angular velocity is represented by Euler angles.
The position of bodies in the next time-step can be evaluated using time-stepping schema
q (t+h) = q (t) + h.Qv (t) ,
where h is sufficiently small time step. Here, Q denotes the matrix of linear mapping
between derivative of position vector and vector of velocities, see Haug [11]. This equation
can be considered as a discretized numerical solution of the first Newton law using Euler
method.
The same method is also used for the computation of velocities. The increment in the
next time-step depends on the mass of each body, affecting external forces Fext (t, q, v),
and contacts and other limiting conditions. This situation is described by second Newton
law, i.e.
v (t+h) = v (t) + hM −1 (Fext + FC ) ,
(1)
where M is generalized mass matrix, FC is a vector of forces induced by contact constraints, and Fext is a vector of external forces. In our simple simulation, the vector of
external forces represents the gravity force affecting each body.
The contact between two bodies TA and TB constitutes forces and torques
FA = −γ̃nA (C) ,
MA = C A × FA ,

FB = γ̃nA (C) ,
MB = C B × F B ,

where nA (C) is outward unit normal to the body TA at the contact point C = [Cx , Cy , Cz ]T ∈
R3 in global coordinate system, and γ̃ ≥ 0 is unknown size of the force. Force FB causes
the change of the position of the body TB (the components of the generalized velocity
vector corresponding to the position of gravity center). The change of rotation of the body
TB (the components of the generalized velocity vector corresponding to the rotation) is
effected by associated torque MB . Analogically, forces FA and MA change the position

3
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and rotation of body TA . All forces can be expressed by one vector
 

 
 
−nA (C)
−γ̃nA (C)
FA
−γ̃nA (C)
 MA   C A × FA   −γ̃ C̃ A nA (C)   −C̃ A nA (C)
 
 
 
FC = 
 FB  =  γ̃nA (C)  =  γ̃nA (C)  =  nA (C)
C B × FB
MB
γ̃ C̃ B nA (C)
C̃ B nA (C)


=:D∈R12,1

where we used the matrix representation of the vector product




0
−CzA CyA
0
−CzB CyB
0
−CxB  .
0
−CxA  , C̃ B =  CzB
C̃ B =  CzA
B
B
A
A
−Cy
Cx
0
−Cy
Cx
0




 γ̃ ,


(2)



The unknown size of the force γ̃ is constrained by the non-penetration conditions of the
bodies, which can be described by gap function Φ : R7+7 → R. It holds
• Φ([qA , qB ]) = 0, γ̃ ≥ 0 if the bodies are in contact,

• Φ([qA , qB ]) > 0, γ̃ = 0 if the bodies are not in contact,
• Φ([qA , qB ]) < 0 if the bodies penetrate each other.

Merging these observations, we obtain the complementarity condition
Φ(q) ≥ 0,
γ̃ ≥ 0,
Φ(q) ⊥ γ̃.
Instead of these conditions, we can consider more
itescu [12])
γ̃
1
T (t+h)
Φ(q)
+
D
v
h
1
Φ(q) + DT v (t+h)
h

numerically stable conditions (see An≥ 0,
≥ 0,
⊥ γ̃.

(3)

This problem can be reformulated to the quadratic programming problem with bound
constraints, see next theorem. For simplicity we denote γ = t.γ̃.
Lemma 1. The solution of the optimization problem
1
min γ T N γ + rT γ ,
γ≥0 2

(4)

where
N = DT M −1 D,
1
r = Φ + DT M −1 k,
h
k = M v (t) + h.Fext ,
4
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is equivalent to the solution of original problem
M (v (t+h) − v (t) ) = hFext + DT γ,

1
Φ(q) + DT v (t+h) ≥ 0,
h
1
Φ(q) + DT v (t+h) ⊥ γ,
h
γ ≥ 0.

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
(6d)

Proof. The proof is based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. See Heyn
[6].
The algorithm in every time-step has the form of Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Time-stepping schema.

Given t, h, q (t) , v (t) .
find contacts
if there is a contact
set up N, r from contacts
solve the problem
1
γ = arg min γ T N γ + rT γ
γ≥0 2
v (t+h) = v (t) + M −1 (hFext + Dγ)
else
v (t+h) = v (t) + hM −1 Fext
endif
q (t+h) = q (t) + h.Qv (t)
Return q (t+h) , v (t+h) .

3

The solvability and uniquess of the solution

In this section, we prove that the inner optimization problem has always solution.
However, since kernel of Hessian matrix is non-trivial, it can have infinite number of
solutions. We show that the resulting velocity is independent of the choice of the solution
of inner optimization problem.
Lemma 2. Let A ∈ Rn,n be a symmetric positive definite matrix and let B ∈ Rn,m be a
rectangular matrix.
5
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Then
Ker B T AB = Ker B,

(7a)

Im B T AB = Im B T .

(7b)

Proof. See Laub [13] or Dostál [14].
Lemma 3. The optimization problem (4) is a quadratic programming problem with symmetric positive semidefinite Hessian matrix and right-hand side vector from the image of
Hessian matrix, i.e.
∀x ∈ Rnc : N x, x ≥ 0
r ∈ Im N

(8a)
(8b)

Proof. At first, we prove (8a). It is necessary to show that ∀x ∈ Rnc : N x, x ≥ 0.
We use that M ∈ R6nb ,6nb is symmetric positive definite. Therefore, the inverse is also
symmetric positive definite and it induces the norm in R6nb . Furthermore, we can write
N x, x = DT M −1 Dx, x = M −1 Dx, Dx = Dx2M −1 ≥ 0 .
If we take a look into the formula for the right-hand side vector
r=

1
Φ + DT M −1 k ,
h

we can use Lemma 2 and simplify the proof of (8b) into the proof of
Φ ∈ Im DT .
At first, let














V = span 
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We take a better look into the structure of matrix D ∈ R6nb ,nc whose blocks are given by
(2). This matrix always consists of the pairs of contacts - the contact between the body
TA and the body TB (denoted by contact AB) as well as the contact between body B
and A (denoted by contact BA). For the sake of simplicity we consider the construction
6
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of matrix D ∈ R6nb ,nc with consecutive collocation of the contact pairs. Then each pair
of columns corresponds to the pair of contacts and the nonzero rows corresponding to
the indexes of the bodies in this contact is given by (2). The submatrix for one pair of
contacts AB and BA has the structure


−nA (CAB )
nB (CBA )
A nA (CAB ) C
A nB (CBA ) 
 −C
AB
AB
,
DR,C = 

nA (CAB )
−nB (CBA ) 
(10)
B nB (CBA )
B nA (CAB ) C
C
AB
BA
R = {indexes of vA , indexes of vB },
C = {index of contact AB, index of contact BA} .
The key ingredient of the proof is a small observation − the contact forces in the contact
points CAB = CBA have opposite directions and the outward unit normals of the bodies
in the contact are also opposite. Thus nA = −nB and the submatrix (10) can be written
in simplier form


−nA
−nA
 A nA − C
 A nA 
 −C
 ,
DR,C = 
 nA

nA
 B nA
 B nA
C
C
A
A
= CBA
, and C B =
where we used notations nA = nA (CAB ) = −nB (CBA ), C A = CAB
B
B
CAB
= CBA
.
Using this structure, it is easy to check that

∀v ∈ V : Dv = 0,
∀w ∈ W \ {0} : Dw =
 0.
Furthermore, we proved that V ⊂ Ker D and W ∩ Ker D = {0}. Using this and Im DT ⊥
Ker D, we can write

Ker D ⊃ V ⊥ W
⇒ W ⊥ Ker D ⇒ W ⊂ Im DT .
W ∩ Ker D = {0}
To prove (9), notice that Φ ∈ W because the gap function has the same value for both
contacts AB and BA (the distance between bodies TA and TB is the same as distance
between bodies TB and TA ).
The previous lemma proves that the cost function is bounded from below. Using the
clasical results given by Frank and Wolfe [15], we can conclude that the optimization
problem (4) has always solution.
Lemma 4. The velocity in the next time-step v (t+h) given by Algorithm 1 is independent
of the choice of the solution of the optimization problem (4).
7
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Proof. Let γ̄1 , γ̄2 denote different solutions of optimization problem (4). Then the velocity
in the next time-step given by Algorithm 1 is given by
v (t+h) (γ̄1 ) = v (t) + M −1 (hFext + Dγ̄1 ),
v (t+h) (γ̄2 ) = v (t) + M −1 (hFext + Dγ̄2 ).
Thus the difference of these velocities reads
v (t+h) (γ̄1 ) − v (t+h) (γ̄2 ) = M −1 D(γ̄1 − γ̄2 ) .
Since the solutions of quadratic programming problem differ by the vector from the kernel
of Hessian matrix, see Dostál [14] and Ker N = Ker D (see Lemma 2), we can write
v (t+h) (γ̄1 ) − v (t+h) (γ̄2 ) = M −1 0 = 0.

4

Modified Proportioning with Reduced Gradient Projection

For solving problem (5), we are using an active-set based algorithm. This algorithm is
based on the decomposition of the set of indices of all constraints M = 1, . . . , nc into two
disjoint subsets subject to the value of the constraint function
F(γ) := {j ∈ M : γj > 0},

A(γ) := {j ∈ M : γj = 0}.

Using this decomposition, we decompose the gradient of the cost function g(γ) = ∇f (γ) =
N γ + r in every iteration γ k into free and chopped gradient
ϕj (γ k ) = gj for j ∈ F(γ k ),
βj (γ k ) = 0 for j ∈ F(γ k ),

ϕj (γ k ) = 0 for j ∈ A(γ k ),
βj (γ k ) = min{gj , 0} for j ∈ A(γ k ).

Modified Proportioning with Reduced Gradient Projection (MPRGP, see Algorithm
2) is an efficient algorithm for the solution of convex quadratic programming problems
with simple bounds. The basic version was proposed independently by Dostál [16] and
Friedlander and Martı́nez [17]. It can be considered as a modification of the Polyak
algorithm. Dostál and Schöberl in [18] combine the proportioning algorithm with the
gradient projections [19]. They use the constant Γ > 0, the test to decide about leaving
the face, and three types of steps to generate the sequence of iterates γ k that approximate
the solution.
The precision of the solution of auxiliary problems is controlled by norm of violation
of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition in each inner iterate γ k by


Γϕ(γ k ) ≥ β(γ k ) ,
while Γ > 0 and γ k satisfying this inequality is called as proportional. If γ ∈ Ω, i.e. γ ≥ 0,
we call γ feasible.
8
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Algorithm 2: Modified Proportioning with Reduced Gradient projection (MPRGP).

Step 0

{Initialization of parameters}

γ 0 ∈ Ω, α ∈ 0, N −1 , Γ > 0

Step 1

{Proportioning step - removes indices from A(γ k )}
If γ k is not proportional then define
γ k+1 = γ k − αCG β(γ k ) by proportioning,
T
k )g(γ k )
k
k
αCG = ββT (γ(γk )Aβ(γ
k ) minimizes φ(γ − αβ(γ )) with respect to α

Step 2

Step 3

{CG step}
If γ k is proportional then generate
γ k+1 = γ k − αCG pk by trial cg step,
pk+1 = ϕ(γ k ) − βCG pk , βCG = (ϕT (γ k )Apk )/((pk )T Apk )
{Expansion step - expands A(γ k )}
If γ k ∈ Ω then accept it else generate
γ k+1 = P+ (γ k − αϕ(γ k )) = γ k − αϕ(γ
 k ) by projection to feasible set

Every solution γ of auxiliary problem satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions
expressed by the relation
ϕ(γ) = 0
∧
β(γ) = 0,

hence as a stopping criteria, we are using the Euclidean norm of the projected gradient
g P (γ) = ϕ(γ) + β(γ) =

1
(γ − P+ (x − αg(γ))),
α

where P+ is the projection to set of feasible vectors defined as
P+ (γ)i = max{γi , 0}.
More details about implementation of the algorithm may be found in [18]. A short review
of optimal QP algorithms can be found in Dostál and Pospı́šil [20].
5

Numerical experiment

In this section, we present the numerical results showing the efficiency of our algorithm
on the simulation of 32810 spherical particles. During the first stage of the simulation,
small particles are poured into box represented by five walls. The initial position of the
particles and final position can be found in Fig. 3. Afterwards, in t = 0.3 s, we add large
9
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simulation time [t]

Figure 1: The number of bodies and contacts in the system during the simulation.

spherical particle to study the behaviour of the impact. The material of the bodies is
represented by density ρ = 2800 kg · m−3 . Small particles have radius r = 0.011 m and
the large one r2 = 0.15 m. The stepsize of the time-stepping scheme is h = 8 · 10−4 s.
Algorithm was implemented in C programming language in CUDA environment [21].
For contact detection, we are using our own implementation of the Moving Bounding-Box
algorithm [22]. We demand the relative stopping tolerance
g P (γ) ≤ 10−4 · r.
The number of bodies in the system and the number of contacts can be found in Fig.
1. The number of iterations and the Hessian matrix multiplications (the most timeconsuming operation) depends on the dimension of the inner problem, see Fig. 2.
6

Conclusion

In our paper, we proved the solvability of inner optimization problem in multi-body
dynamics and presented the results of our active-set algorithm for the solution of optimization problem in particle dynamics. Our numerical experiment shows the efficiency of
the algorithm.
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Abstract. The discrete element method was originally designed to handle rigid spherical
particles. In this work, the method is extended to model arbitrary deformable structures,
such as membrane and container structures. The paper focuses on the implementation
of a deformable discrete element called PFacet (particle facet) in the open-source framework YADE. A PFacet element is geometrically constructed by the Minkowsky sum of a
triangular facet and a sphere. Contact detection is based on the three primitives: sphere,
cylinder and facet. It allows the representation of arbitrary deformable structures by using
the standard contact models for spheres. Finally, the model is validated and an example
is presented illustrating the capabilities of the model to simulate arbitrary deformable
structures.

1

INTRODUCTION

The discrete element method (DEM) is broadly used to simulate granular materials.
The method originally considers the interaction between rigid spheres. The modelling
of rounded non-spherical particles allows to take into account the shape of the particles.
Indeed, grains in nature and many important phenomena cannot be reproduced just using
spherical particles. The simplest method for modelling non-spherical particles is to either
bond or clump spheres together [1]. In the first case spheres belonging to the same
aggregate interact via a bond where attractive forces are allowed and bonds can brake.
In the case of a clump, the aggregate is rigid and the forces on all the spheres making
up the clump are added together to obtain the total force. Another way of modelling
rounded non-spherical particles is by superquadratic ellipsoids [2] or rounded polyhedra
1
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and spheropolytopes [3]. The latter are discussed more in detail in the following section
since a similar concept will be used in the present work. Spheropolytopes are generated
from the Minkowski addition of a polytope by a sphere, which is nothing more than
the object resulting from sweeping a sphere around a polytope.The idea appeared in [4]
for flexible objects and in [5] for convex non-spherical particles. In the latest, a linear
triangulation-based contact detection method based on a weighted Delaunay triangulation
was used in order to improve the performance. Numerical experiments indicated that the
overall complexity of the contact detection is proportional to the number of particles.
An extension of the method was published in [6] for simulating non-convex non-spherical
particles in 2D. The particle shape was represented by the classical concept of a Minkowski
sum, which permits the representation of complex shapes without defining the object as a
sum of spherical or convex particles. A well-defined conservative and frictional interaction
between these bodies was derived. The method was then extended to 3D by [3].
Starting from the modelling of deformable chained cylinders in 3D [7], this paper
presents a general method for modelling deformable non-convex structures with the DEM
as published in [8] and implemented into the open-source framework YADE [9]. Firstly,
the three primitives used in the model and their implementation are discussed. Then the
model is validated and some examples are presented.
2

GENERAL FORMULATION

The contact model of two interacting spheres is presented herein since all possible
interactions considered in this work are based on it. The constitutive model used for
the sphere–sphere interaction links the relative displacement and relative rotation to the
#»
#»
contact force F and contact moment M acting at the contact between two interacting
bodies.
#»
#»
The normal contact force F n and the incremental shear force d F s are calculated as:
#»
F n = kn #»
(1)
un
#»
#»
˙
d F s = ks u s dt
(2)
where kn and ks are the contact stiffnesses associated to the normal and shear force, #»
u n is
the normal distance (or overlap) between the two spheres, #»
u˙ s is the relative shear velocity,
and dt is the time step.
Considering two spheres S1 and S2 , the normal and tangential stiffness of the sphere–
sphere contact are defined as follows:
2E1 R1 E2 R2
E 1 R1 + E 2 R2
2E1 R1 ν1 E2 R2 ν2
ks =
E 1 R1 ν 1 + E 2 R2 ν 2
kn =

(3)
(4)

where Ei is the Young’s modulus, Ri the radius and νi the Poisson’s ratio associated to
sphere i with i ∈ {1, 2}.
2
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#»
The relative rotation of the spheres is used to define the twisting moment M t and the
#»
#»
bending moment M b . By adopting a vector representation Ω 12 of the relative rotation,
the moments can be calculated as:
#»
#»
M t = kt Ω t12
(5)
#»b
#»
M b = kb Ω 12
(6)
where kt and kb are the contact stiffness associated to the twisting and bending moment
#»
#»
respectively, and Ω t12 and Ω b12 are the twisting and bending components of the relative
rotation associated to the two spheres.
Plastic deformation is taken into account via the following elastic limits:
#»
� F n � ≤ σnl A
#»
� F s � ≤ Fn tan ϕ + σsl A
σnl Ib
R
σ l It
Mb ≤ s
R

(7)

Mt ≤

where σnl and σsl are the tensile and shear strengths, ϕ = min(ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) is the friction angle,
A = πR2 is the reference surface area, It = πR4 /4 and Ib = πR4 /8 are the reference polar
and bending moments of inertia respectively, and R = min(R1 , R2 ) is the reference radius
of the contact.
3

CYLINDER ELEMENTS

The cylinder element was introduced in [7]. It is the basic entity for the deformable
element described in this paper and, hence, it is summarised in this section.
A cylinder is composed of two nodes and a tube. Geometrically it corresponds to the
Minkowski sum of a sphere and a polyline. The deformation of a cylinder is characterised
by the positions and orientations of its two nodes. The mass of the cylinder element is
lumped into its two nodes.
Three types of interactions are considered: sphere–sphere, sphere–cylinder and cylinder–
cylinder. The sphere–sphere contact model is used to calculate the sphere–cylinder and
cylinder–cylinder interactions. In order to compute the sphere–cylinder interaction, a
virtual sphere is introduced. The virtual sphere is centred at the position of the projection of the contact point between the sphere and the cylinder on the segment connecting
its nodes. The cylinder and virtual sphere have the same radius. The displacements at
the surface of the cylinder are assumed to vary linearly between its nodes. The translational and rotational velocities of the virtual sphere are linearly interpolated between the
cylinder’s nodes. Then, the forces and moments are distributed on the two nodes.
In [7] chained cylinders (or interconnected cylinders) were used. This allows the modelling of elastic perfectly plastic beams that can withstand normal, shearing, bending
3
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and twisting loadings. For a cylinder element with two nodes, N1 and N2 , the contact
stiffnesses are defined as:
Et A
L
Gt I t
kt =
L
12Eb Ib
ks =
L3
E b Ib
kb =
L
kn =

(8)

where Et and Eb are the tensile and bending moduli of the material respectively, Gt is
the shear modulus associated with the twisting moment and L = �N1 − N2 � is the length
of the beam element.
4

GRIDS

A grid can be generated using a series of nodes connected to an arbitrary number
of cylinders. The modelling of a grid involves the implementation of the interaction
between non-adjacent cylinders (no common nodes). In order to handle cylinder–cylinder
interactions, the contact forces between two cylinders C1 and C2 are determined. The
distance between two cylinders C1 and C2 is calculated as the distance between two
segments (Fig. 1), bearing in mind that each cylinder is geometrically represented by the
Minkowski sum of a sphere and a segment.

Fig. 1. Distance between two cylinders.
The segments associated to the cylinder C1 and C2 are A = [N0c1 N1c1 ] and B = [N0c2 N1c2 ]
respectively, where Njci correspond to the position of the nodes j of cylinder Ci with
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i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {1, 2}. The parametric equations of the segments A and B are:
A(s) = N0c1 + s #»
a
#»
c2
B(t) = N0 + t b

∀s ∈ [0, 1]

(9)

∀t ∈ [0, 1]

(10)

#»
with #»
a and b being the direction vectors of the segments A and B. The vector w between
A and B can then be calculated as:
w(s, t) = A(s) − B(t)

∀s, t ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]

(11)

The objective is to find (sC ,tC ) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1] such that:
#» = w(s , t ) = A(s ) − B(t ) =
w
C
C C
C
C

min

(s,t)∈[0,1]×[0,1]

w(s, t)

(12)

The segment [AC BC ] is uniquely defined as simultaneously perpendicular to both lines
if the segments A and B do not intersect or are not parallel. This implies that the vector
#» = w(s , t ) is uniquely perpendicular to the segment vector of the directions of #»
a
w
C
C C
#»
#» #»
#»
#»
and b and the conditions a · w C = 0 and b · w C = 0 are satisfied. Hence, the following
system of equations can be written:
 #»

 w C = A(sC ) − B(tC )
#»
#» = 0
a ·w
(13)
C

 #» #»
b ·w =0
C

The solution of Eq. (13) is given by:

#» #» #»
#» #» #»

( #»
a · b )( b · w
0 ) − � b �( a · w 0 )



#»
#»
 sC =
� #»
a �� b � − ( #»
a · b )2
#» #»
#» #» #» #»

� #»
a �( b · w

0 ) − ( a · b )( a · w 0 )


#»
#»
 tC =
� #»
a �� b � − ( #»
a · b )2

(14)

#» = N C1 − N C2 .
where w
0
0
0
For a cylinder–cylinder contact each cylinder is associated to a virtual sphere at the
contact point. This approach is similar to the sphere–cylinder contact. The virtual
spheres SC1 and SC2 are centred respectively in A(sc ) and B(tc ). Contact laws can then
be inherited, and the force and moment linearly distributed on each cylinder node.
5

PFACET ELEMENTS

The grid model described in Section 4 is extended to model arbitrary deformable objects. To achieve this objective a new element is introduced, the so-called PFacet (particle
5
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facet). The PFacet element is geometrically constructed by the Minkowsky sum of a triangular facet and a sphere. It is composed of 3 nodes (spheres) and 3 connections (cylinders).
The deformation is defined by the set of positions and orientations of its nodes. The constitutive behaviour of the PFacet element is simulated via an ordinary interaction law
acting between the 3 nodes. The mass of the PFacet is equally lumped into the 3 nodes.
The introduction of the PFacet element involves the consideration of the following three
interactions: sphere–PFacet, cylinder–PFacet and PFacet–PFacet.








(a)




(b)








(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Triangular skeleton with the nodes, (b) PFacet geometry where the blue zone
corresponds to the inside of the PFacet element and (c) P ′ projection of the contact point
P on the plane that contains the PFacet nodes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Sphere–PFacet interaction, (b) Cylinder–PFacet interaction, and (c) PFacet–
PFacet interaction.
For a sphere–PFacet interaction (Fig. 3a), the coordinates of the contact point P are
characterised by the position of the 3 PFacet nodes. The point P ′ is the projection of the
contact point P (Fig. 2c) on the plane containing the nodes of the PFacet element. The
barycentric coordinates (p1 ,p2 ,p3 ) of the point P ′ (Fig. 2a) are defined as:

6
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# » # » # »
# » # » # » # »
�N1 N3 �(N1 N2 · N1 P ′ ) − (N1 N2 · N1 N3 )(N1 N3 · N1 P ′ )
p1 =
# » # »
# » # » # » # »
�N1 N2 ��N1 N3 � − (N1 N2 · N1 N3 )(N1 N2 · N1 N3 )
# » # » # » # »
# » # » # »
�N1 N2 �(N1 N3 · N1 P ′ ) − (N1 N2 · N1 N3 )(N1 N2 · N1 P ′ )
p2 =
# » # »
# » # » # » # »
�N1 N2 ��N1 N3 � − (N1 N2 · N1 N3 )(N1 N2 · N1 N3 )
p3 = 1 − p 1 − p 2

(15)

The barycentric coordinates of P ′ are used to distinguish if the contact is inside the
PFacet element (the blue zone in Fig. 2b) or not. If p1 ≥ 0 and p2 ≥ 0 and p3 < 1,
the contact is characterised as inside the PFacet element otherwise a sphere–cylinder
interaction is considered. The virtual sphere s′P is positioned in P ′ . Both, the virtual
sphere and the PFacet element have the same radius. The PFacet element radius is
defined as the radius of the PFacet node located at the ends of each cylinder. The virtual
sphere’s displacement and rotation are linearly interpolated between the 3 nodes of the
PFacet N1 , N2 and N3 .
#»′ ) velocities are then calculated from the
The translational ( #»
v ′P ) and rotational ( ω
P
#»
#»
#» , ω
#» and ω
#» ) velocities of the
#»
translational ( v N1 , v N2 and v N3 ) and rotational ( ω
N1
N2
N3
three nodes:
#»
v N1 + p2 #»
v N2 + p3 #»
v N3
v ′P = p1 #»
′
#»
#»
#»
#»
ω P = p 1 ω N 1 + p2 ω N2 + p 3 ω N3

(16)

Introducing a virtual sphere s′P allows the use of the contact model for a classical
#»
sphere–sphere interaction. The contact force, F , is calculated for the virtual sphere and
then the force is distributed over the nodes as follows:
#»
#»
F Ni = p i F

(17)

#»
where F Ni is the force applied at the node Ni with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
A cylinder–PFacet contact (Fig. 3b) is decomposed into a node–PFacet ( i.e. sphere–
PFacet) contact between the nodes of the cylinder and the PFacet, and a cylinder–cylinder
contact between the cylinder and PFacet cylinders.
A PFacet–PFacet interaction (Fig. 3c), is a combination of node–PFacet and cylinder–
cylinder interactions. All these types of interactions have been described above.
6

VALIDATION

A tube of length l (Fig. 4a) is subjected to a bending moment. The cylinder is fixed at
one end, precisely the nodes initially positioned at x = 0 are only fixed along the x-axis.
The bending momentMb is applied at 
the other end (x = l). A distribution of forces
k=Nl
l
{f1 . . . fNl } such that k=N
f
=
0
and
k
k=1
k=1 xk fk = Mb is applied on each nodes which
7
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are initially positioned at x = l. The forces fk are linear in y in the initial configuration.
The forces are updated constantly during the deformation to reflect the positions xk in
the deformed state. Mb is increased progressively in order to plot the load–displacement
relation. The changes of Mb are sufficiently slow to maintain a quasi-static regime of
deformation.
The hollow cylinder is potentially able to buckle in bending. For the boundary conditions presented above, the relevant buckling limit is defined in [10]. It corresponds to an
ovalisation of the cross section. The maximum bending moment is calculated as:
√
2
2Kn
Mbmax =
d
(18)
9(1 − ν 2 )
where Kn is the stiffness of the beam in tension, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the wall, and
d is the thickness of the wall. This expression is used for comparison in Fig. 4e. In the
calculation of Mbmax , the values of Kn and ν are obtained from a simulated tension test
on the same tube.
When a non-linear displacement is detected in the simulation, the applied moment is
kept constant. The buckling is identified when, for a given moment Mb , the deformation
of the cylinder increase with time. During the buckling phenomenon, the cylinder enters
a dynamic mode of deformation. Finally, the tube reaches an equilibrium via a winding
mechanism (Fig. 4d). In the simulation, buckling is reached for a moment value close
to the theoretical limit. One can observe that the final state involves self-interaction in
the tube (Fig. 4d). It shows that the method developed allows to investigate complex
post-buckling behaviours. In addition, the capability of solving problems involving self
interacting structures and large deformations is as well demonstrated.
7

EXAMPLE

In the following section a potential application of the developed discrete model is
presented. The ability to simulate deformable objects is investigated by simulating a
impact of a sphere on a tube. The tube is deformable and composed of 640 PFacet
elements with a radius of 2 mm. The tube has a radius of R = 0.1 m and a length of
0.8 m. The material parameters used for the tube are: Young’s modulus Et = 1 MPa and
Poisson’s ratio νt = 0.3 .
The impacting sphere is first modelled by a solid sphere (Fig. 5a) and then by a hollow
deformable sphere represented by 128 PFacet elements with a radius of 2 mm (Fig. 5a).
The material parameters of the sphere are: Young’s modulus Es = 100 MPa and Poisson’s
ratio νs = 0.3 . The sphere has a radius R = 0.1 m and an impact velocity of v = 2 m/s.
To focus on the deformation of the impact gravity was not applied during the simulation.
Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c illustrate the final state of the tube after impact of the solid
sphere. The tube is deformed and the sphere is stopped with the creation of a crater.
The deformation of the tube almost corresponds to its radius. Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c show
8
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(a)
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(c)
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Fig. 4. Buckling of a tube subjected to an end bending moment: (a)–(d) deformation
and (e) comparison with theoretical limit.
the final state of the tube after impact of the deformable sphere. It can be seen that the
tube is not as deformed as in the previous case and the impacting sphere deforms itself.
8

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a method for the simulation of arbitrary deformable objects. The
model is an extension of the flexible cylinder element described in [7]. A new element
is introduced into the open-source framework YADE [8]. The so-called PFacet (particle
facet) is an element geometrically constructed by the Minkowsky sum of a triangular
facet and a sphere. Contact detection is based on the three primitives: sphere, cylinder
and facet. It allows the representation of arbitrary deformable structures by using the
standard contact models for spheres. The ability of the model to reproduce the behaviour
of a structure under bending is validated. A tube subjected to an end bending moment
is investigated and an excellent agreement with the theoretical buckling limit is observed.
9
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Solid sphere impacting on tube: (a) initial state before impact, and (b) front
view and (c) side view of final state.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Hollow deformable sphere impacting on tube: (a) initial state before impact, (b)
front view and (c) side view of final state.
Finally, an example of a sphere (solid and hollow) impacting on a tube is presented.
Results show that the model is capable of capturing large deformations and to efficiently
simulate complex deformable shapes and soil inclusion problems.
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Abstract. Molecular dynamics simulations of Argon flow confined between two parallel
graphene sheets are carried out to investigate the effects of some parameters on heat transfer
and thermal properties. These parameters include wall-fluid interaction strength and fluid
density where for constant wall temperature simulations, we show that these two parameters
have influence on near-wall fluid density. As a result, the heat transfer at wall-fluid interfaces
and thus through Argon molecules across the domain will change. To analyze the results, the
density and temperature profiles and two other parameters including temperature gradient of
the bulk of Argon molecules and the Kapitza length are considered. The Kapitza length
represents the thermal resistance at liquid-solid interface. According to the results, the
increase of wall-fluid interaction strength leads to greater number of Argon molecules near
the walls and consequently, the Kapitza length decreases and an enhancement is observed in
temperature gradient and the slope of temperature profile. Furthermore, higher values of fluid
density cause that the thermal resistance at wall-fluid interactions increases. Therefore, greater
temperature jumps are observed in temperature profiles.
1

INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of fluid flows in micro/nano sizes has been widely
developed to extract detailed information on fluid behavior, especially in medicine,
physiology, and nano scale devices [1-4]. Micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) and
Nano-electro-mechanical-systems (NEMS) are such devices which have commercial
applications [5] so it is necessary to have a comprehensive perception of thermal transport in
these systems. As a result, molecular dynamics approach is implemented to model the heat
transfer in nanostructures. In the researches of this field, temperature profile, calculation of
heat flux, interface thermal resistance (ITR), thermal conductivity, and thermal efficiency of
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various structures are subjected to study [6-13]. Most analyses of these results treat
conduction as a diffusion process which can be described by Fourier's law and confirm that
the interface thermal resistance strongly affects the heat transfer.
Two theoretical models lead the interpretation of this phenomenon. Acoustic mismatch
model (AMM) was proposed by Little [14] which predicted the thermal resistance by treating
the phonons as plane waves with assumption that no scattering occurs at the interface. Swartz
and Pohl [15] proposed diffusive mismatch model (DMM) which assumes that diffuse
scattering destroys acoustic effects at interface. In a solid/liquid interface, two parameters of
temperature and near-surface structure of liquid affect the ITR.
Nano scale Poiseuille flows have been subjected to investigate the effects of different
parameters on Interface thermal resistance. Shi et al. studied thermal resistance at argongraphite and argon-silver interfaces [16]. Barisik and Beskok investigated the interface
thermal resistances and represented a range for interface thermal resistance of argon-silver
interface [17] and also investigated the effect of different silicon-water interaction strength
values on the Kapitza length [18]. According to Murad and Puri reports, increase of the fluid
pressure or fluid molecule layers will decrease the Kapitza length [19]. In spite of a wide
range of knowledge in the discussed field, the affecting parameters on interface thermal
resistance of argon flow confined between graphene [20] sheets is not clear.
In this paper, two different parameters including wall-fluid interaction strength and fluid
density which have influence on the heat transfer and the thermal properties of an Argon flow
confined between two parallel graphene sheets are investigated. We are interested to find out
how these parameters affect the thermal properties. The effects of them are represented by
plotting the density and temperature profiles. Heat flux, temperature gradient and the Kapitza
length will be studied to compare the results and make a conclusion. In the following part, the
simulation and the parameters considered in this paper are described and in chapter 3, the
results are presented.
2 MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION DETAILS
A liquid Argon flow confined between two parallel graphene sheets is simulated. Using
LAMMPS solver [21], the mono atomic noble gas molecules of Argon are located in the
domain in a way that the particle density [22] is 0.85. However it will be changed for more
analysis in 3.2. The particle density is calculated as:
ρ* =

N
'
1

L .L'2 .L'3

(1)

where N is the number of molecules and L' is the dimensionless length. It is noteworthy that
the particle density can be calculated for the bins and the whole domain.
Total dimensions of the domain are 3.40, 3.46 and 4.34 nm in X, Y and Z directions
respectively. Periodic boundary conditions are applied on X and Y directions and Z direction
is limited by the graphene sheets. As wall structure, the graphene sheets consist of 448 carbon
atoms arranged in Hexagonal lattice with separation of 0.142 nm. In order to avoid the escape
of the fluid molecules, the wall molecules are attached to their initial positions by a linear
spring with the stiffness of 500ε / σ 2 .Using VMD [23], the initial placement of the molecules
is depicted in figure 1.
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The motions of the molecules are determined by Newton’s second law using Verlet’s
integrating schemes [24-25] with a time step of 1 femtosecond. The intermolecular
interactions of Carbon-Carbon molecules are calculated using Adaptive Intermolecular
Reactive Empirical Bond Order (AIREBO) potential. AIREBO potential includes three
different potentials; REBO, Lennard-Jones and TORSION. The REBO term is a hydrocarbon
potential describing the short-range interactions of carbon-carbon molecules. The longerranged interactions of carbon-carbon molecules are calculated by The Lennard-Jones term and
the TORSION is a 4-body potential which describes the dihedral angle preferences in
graphene structure. Implementing Lennard-Jones (L-J) 6-12 potential function, the
intermolecular forces between the fluid-fluid molecules are calculated as below [26]:
  σ 12  σ 6 
=
U ij 4ε    −   
(2)
  rij   rij  


where U ij is L-J potential, σ is the distance characteristic length, ε is the energy scale and rij
is the distance between two interacting molecules i and j. The derivation of the above
equation respect to rij is applied to calculate the intermolecular forces. The energy scale, ε, for
Argon is 0.0103403 ev. The wall-fluid interactions are calculated by Lennard-Jones as well
as fluid-fluids. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the energy scale and the distance
characteristic length must be changed to appropriate values. Implementing mixing rule, the
distance characteristic length and the energy scale for wall-fluid interactions are 3.268 Å and
0.00557256 ev respectively. This value of ε will be referred as ε b in the next sections.
Initial temperature of 130 K is set for Argon molecules. Applying Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution function on the Argon molecules, the initial thermal velocities are randomized.
To reach thermal equilibrium, we let the system iterate for 106 times (1 ns) while Canonical
(NVT) ensemble with Nose-Hoover thermostat is applied on the whole molecules keeping the
temperature of the system at 130 K. Afterward, in order to induce a heat flux through the
domain, top and bottom wall temperatures are assigned 150 and 110 K, respectively using
Nose-Hoover thermostat while NVE ensemble is applied to the water molecules for 2 × 106
iterations (2 ns) to ensure that the system attains equilibrium with the new heat flux
conditions. Then, 3 × 106 iterations (3 ns) are considered for averaging to obtain macroscopic
properties. The sampling is performed in 29 and 59 slab bins parallel to the graphene sheets to
attain temperature and density profiles respectively. The Lennard-Jones potential predicts
repulsive forces as the distance between two molecules decreases less than the potential
minimum length. Hence, the bins adjacent to the graphene sheets would be unoccupied by the
Argon molecules or the number of Argon molecules is not sufficient for sampling. Therefore
the adjacent bins are left out in local temperature averaging whereas there would be no
omission in the density bins. In other bins with low number of molecules, the results would
not be reliable. So for such a bin, a linear interpolation of temperature between the
corresponding adjacent bins is implemented to make the temperature profiles continuous. The
interpolated temperatures for these bins are calculated and they are marked with a box around
in temperature profiles.
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Different temperatures for graphene sheets will lead to a thermal gradient in Z direction.
As a result, this gradient generates heat flux between the parallel sheets. The rate of heat
transfer can be calculated as below:

=
j

1


 ∑ei vi + ∑ ( fij .v j ) rij 
V i
i< j


(3)

where V is the volume of the domain and ei and vi denote the total energy per atom and the
velocity of particle i while fij and rij represent the force caused by molecule j which acts on
molecule i and the distance between two interacting molecules respectively.
In order to calculate the Kapitza length at the liquid-solid interfaces, an extrapolation is
performed on temperature profile from liquid into the solid where the wall temperature is
reached. The Kapitza length can be calculated using:
∆T =
LK

where

∂T
∂n

∂T
∂n

(4)
liquid

is the temperature gradient on the liquid side and ∆T= Tliquid − Twall . In order to

analyze thermal properties, Kapitza lengths, the heat flux generated between the walls and the
temperature gradient of argon molecules across the domain are studied. In each case, the
particles are distributed uniformly over the simulation domain with the corresponding particle
density. Two parameters of ε CLJ−O and rcut are the major sources of uncertainties in the system
analyzed in this paper. More information about these parameters could be found in Ref [27].
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, two different parameters are investigated to study their influences on thermal
properties of the mentioned Argon flow. These parameters include wall-fluid interaction
strength and fluid density. Temperature and density profiles, temperature gradient plots and
Kapitza lengths are utilized to analyze the thermal properties in each case.
3.1 Effect of wall-fluid interaction strength
To investigate the effect of wall-fluid interaction strength, five different interaction
strength values including 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 × ε b are considered. The density profiles of each
case are depicted in figure 2. Using equation (1), the dimensionless densities are calculated in
all the bins for each case. Although it cannot be seen in the figure 2, the density profiles
across the channel are not totally symmetric. The particle density of the bins near the upper
wall (with higher temperature) is slightly greater than that of the bins adjacent to the lower
wall (with lower temperature). It represents the influence of wall temperature on distribution
of Argon molecules. This is due to the fact that the molecular motions in the upper layers are
greater than those of in the lower layers. Higher molecular motions cause a partial reduction
in number of Argon molecules occupying a bin. So the upper bins contain fewer Argon
molecules rather than the corresponding lower bins.
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According to the Carbon-Argon interactions and their interaction strength, the Argon
molecules are repelled or attracted by the Carbons. As a result, different density profiles are
obtained for different values of wall-fluid interaction strength. The fluctuations in density
profiles are caused by density layering of the Argon molecules near the walls. Getting away
from the walls, the fluctuations are decaying and the density is approaching to the initial value
of 0.85. Increase of wall-fluid interaction causes more attraction of Argon molecules in nearwall bins. Different density profiles for different interaction strengths affect the thermal
properties such as temperature profile, Kapitza length and heat flux of the bulk of Argon
molecules.
The temperature profiles obtained using the mentioned slab bins are plotted in figure 3. It
is noticeable that different values of wall-fluid interaction strength result in different
temperature plots and in all cases, temperature jump can be seen at liquid-solid interfaces.
These jumps can be associated with phonon mismatch at the interfaces. The increase of
interaction strength leads to more concentration of Argon molecules near the walls and
consequently better coupling between the Argon and Carbon molecules. As a result, the
temperature of the near-wall Argon molecules would be closer to the corresponding wall
temperature and thus the temperature gradient of Argon molecules across the channel
increases. The increase in the slope of the temperature profile is the evidence of this
phenomenon. The curvature of the profiles can be attributed to thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature. It was mentioned in section 2 but it is worth pointing out again that
the temperatures marked in a box are the bins with insufficient number of molecules where
their temperatures are obtained by linear interpolation.
For more accurate analysis of the temperature profiles, we consider the other parameters
mentioned above. The results are extracted from the simulations to make a better study of
thermal properties. The temperature gradient of Argon molecules across the channel is plotted
in figure 4 for different values of interaction strength. The temperature gradient is obtained by
calculation of the slope of the temperature profile. The method of least squares is
implemented for curve fitting and the calculation of the slope. The square residuals for all
cases are less than 2.5%. According to figure 4, the increase of ε Ar −C enhances the temperature
gradient of the bulk of Argon molecules. This is because of the enhancement in the slope of
temperature profile which was explained before. Another parameter studied for thermal
properties investigation is the heat flux transported between Argon molecules. The amounts of
heat flux between the walls are also depicted in figure 4. It is noticeable that the heat flux
increases by higher interaction strength as well as the temperature gradient.
As mentioned in section 1, Kapitza length is a parameter representing thermal resistance.
For all cases of different interaction strengths, this length has been calculated for two liquidsolid interfaces and the results are plotted in figure 5. Clearly from this figure, there is an
inverse relationship between ε Ar −C and Kapitza length. The increase of ε Ar −C reduces the
Kapitza length and therefore the thermal resistance at the interfaces as well. Higher amount of
ε Ar −C induces more interactions between the Argon and Carbon molecules at the interfaces.
Hence, better coupling and heat transfer between these molecules occur. Moreover, it is
obvious that the Kapitza length for the upper wall (with higher temperature) is less than that
of the lower wall. This is due to the fact that higher temperature dominates the interface
thermal conductivity and consequently the Kapitza length.
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3.2 Effect of density
The influence of density on thermal properties is investigated in this part. Different values
of particle density including 0.65, 0.75, 0.85 and 0.95 have been considered to study if
particle density affects thermal properties.
A dimensionless particle density is utilized to plot the number of atoms in each bin across
the channel. To investigate the distribution of Argon molecules due to different densities and
compare density profiles, the number of Argon molecules in each bin for all cases has been
calculated. By dividing the number of particles in each bin by the total number of Argon
molecules, we can compare the density profiles. The resultant value is multiplied by 100 and
hence the result indicates the percentage of Argon molecules that each bin contains in each
case of particle density. Now it would be possible to study the effect of density in the bins
across the channel. Figure 6 illustrates the percentage of Argon molecules across the channel
for different particle densities.
As it was mentioned earlier, the distribution and the concentration of fluid molecules near
the walls affect the temperature jump at the interface of wall and fluid. From figure 6, it is
self-evident that increasing density leads to decrease in the percentage of Argon molecules
near walls. In other words, higher fluid density increases the concentration of molecules in the
middle of the domain rather than near the walls. Therefore lower slope of temperature profile
across the domain is expected for higher densities which represents decreasing in temperature
gradient of Argon molecules between the walls and the Kapitza length as well. The
temperature profiles for different values of particle density are plotted in figure 7. The results
for the temperature profiles confirm the fact that increasing fluid density decreases the
temperature slope and temperature gradient.
It was mentioned in previous part that the temperature gradient of Argon molecules
corresponding to each particle density is obtained by the slope of the temperature profiles.
The temperature gradients for different particle densities are depicted in figure 8. As evident
from this figure, higher density accompanies by lower temperature gradient. Furthermore,
increasing the density enhances the Kapitza length at the interface of the fluid and the walls.
Figure 9 shows the variations Kapitza length with particle density. The enhancement in
Kapitza length can interpret as increase in interface thermal resistance between the fluid and
the walls. The reason of the difference between the Kapitza lengths at two interfaces was
mentioned in 3.1.
The amounts of heat flux generated across the channel through Argon molecules for
different particle density are shown in figure 10. According to figure 10, the heat flux through
Argon molecules has a direct relationship with fluid density. This can be interpreted by using
the one-dimensional model of heat conduction, Fourier’s law. Below is the one-dimensional
form of the Fourier’s law:
Qz = − kAc

dT
dZ

(5)

Where Qz is the heat flux induced in the Z direction, k is thermal conductivity, Ac is crosssectional area of the heat flux and

dT
dz

is applied temperature gradient. Due to this equation,
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the two parameters, k and

dT
dz

, have influence on heat flux. According to the temperature

profiles, the temperature gradients and the Kapitza lengths presented above, as fluid density
increases, the interface thermal resistance increases as well. Hence, the temperature gradient
of the bulk of Argon molecules decreases. Nonetheless, the induced heat flux through Argon
molecules increases which is attributed to the enhancement of thermal conductivity of the
bulk of Argon molecules.
4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that heat transfer and thermal properties at wall-fluid interfaces
are as function of near-wall fluid density and wall temperatures. To prove this claim, two
parameters including wall-fluid interaction strength and fluid density were considered to
analyze the thermal properties of an Argon flow through two parallel graphene sheets. We
showed that the these two parameters have influence on fluid density at near wall regions and
consequently the thermal properties
The results clearly showed that increase of wall-fluid interaction strength raises the number
of fluid molecules near the walls. Higher interaction strength creates better coupling between
the Argon and Carbon molecules and thus the slope of temperature profile increases. As a
result, the Kapitza length decreases and the temperature gradient of Argon molecules across
the system rises.
The studies on the effect of fluid density on thermal properties also indicated that
increasing fluid density will change the distribution of fluid molecules near the walls in a way
that the interface thermal resistance increases. As a result, the interface thermal conductivity
decreases and the temperature jump between the wall and the fluid is enhanced. However
higher fluid densities cause an increase in fluid-fluid interactions and thermal conductivity in
the bulk of Argon molecules as a consequence.
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Abstract. It has long been recognised that the macroscopic mechanical behaviour of
a granular material depends, to differing extents, on micro-mechanical properties such
as the particle size distribution, the particle shape, the inter-particle friction angle and
the particle strength. However, a systematic investigation of some of these effects is
still lacking. In this paper we focus on particle shape, which is one of the fundamental
characteristics of a granular material.
We build on previous work that used the axes of an equivalent scalene ellipsoid to
characterise particle form, one of the three aspects that define particle shape. (The other
two being angularity and roughness.) We use DEM simulations to investigate the effect
of particle form, and in particular of particle platyness, on the friction angle of a granular
material at critical state. It is found that a deviation of particle shape from that of
a sphere leads to higher angles of friction; quantities such as fabric, average rates of
particle rotation and interparticle sliding are used to provide insights into the underlying
micromechanics.

1

Introduction

The shape of its particles is one of the fundamental properties of a granular material.
To quantify it, three (assumed) independent aspects of shape are generally considered,
each describing geometrical properties of a particle at a different scale of observation.
These are particle form, angularity and roughness. Form quantifies the overall shape of a
particle, angularity describes the number and sharpness of angles on its perimeter/surface,
and roughness relates to the microscopic variations of the particle surface that are to some
extent responsible for interparticle friction.
Particle form in particular is generally quantified using the longest (L), intermediate
(I) and shortest (S) dimensions of the particle. Whilst a number of different measures
1
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have been proposed to describe form, generally involving combinations of S, I and L, no
consensus exists on whether one has a clear advantage over the others [8].
Here we propose a new way of describing form on the basis of an equivalent scalene
ellipsoid with axes equal to the dimensions S, I and L of the particle. In this framework,
particle form is uniquely defined by two parameters: particle elongation and platyness.
We then perform DEM simulations of triaxial compression on granular assemblies of the
same particle size distribution, each consisting of particles of a single form, to investigate
the effect of particle platyness. We use the method of potential particles, which allows
modelling of particles with (almost) arbitrary shape. Particle size distributions consistent
with those of railway ballast are used, while the number of particles in each simulation is
consistent with the number of ballast particles present in the specimens of corresponding
physical tests.
2

Particle Form

Over the years many different ways to describe particle form have been presented, with
many authors contributing to the debate [2, 13, 7, 27, 26, 25, 24, 23, 17, 16]. One of the
most common methods is to use a simple solid to represent the particle, and assume that
the form of the particle can be determined with reference to the geometry of that solid.
The simplest such solid that can be defined in 3D is a sphere.
The definition of form that we use in this study is detailed in [20]. A scalene ellipsoid
is used as reference solid; such an ellipsoid is the simplest smooth shape that allows three
independent radii, corresponding to a particle’s longest (L), intermediate (I) and shortest
(S) dimensions. If we consider S , I and L to be coordinates in a three dimensional space,
any particle can be represented by a vector f linking the origin of the axes to point (S, I, L).
Clearly the shape (form) of the particle is represented by the orientation of f , whereas
the length of f merely quantifies the size of the particle.
To quantify form we consider the intersection F of f with the S + I + L − 1 = 0
“deviatoric” plane, which is normal to the spherical axis S = I = L along which all
spherical particles plot. The form of each particle is then uniquely defined by the two
in-plane coordinates of F in a frame of reference centered at the intersection P of the
spherical axis. In this way particle form is essentially quantified as the deviation of
a particle’s shape from that of a sphere. These two independent parameters of form,
normalised in the [0, 1] interval for ease of use, are given by Equations 1 and are referred
to as platyness (α) and elongation (ζ) respectively.
2(I − S)
L−I
,
ζ=
(1)
L+I +S
L+I +S
Ellipsoids that share the same values for both α and ζ are geometrically similar, i.e. they
differ only in size but not shape. All possible scalene ellipsoids plot, on the α-ζ plane,
within the triangle shown in Figure 1. The edges and corners of the triangle correspond
to degenerate cases where some of the dimensions are equal and/or zero.
α=

2
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Figure 1: Elongation and Platyness space with description of forms

In [22, 21, 12, 11, 9, 5, 4, 3, 18] the authors showed that any deviation in particle form
from a sphere leads to an increase in the strength of the granular material. Preliminary
results presented in [20] showed that increases in strength are more sensitive to increases
in particle elongation than particle platyness.
In this paper we focus on the effect that particle platyness has on the strength of a
granular material at critical state. To isolate this effect, in the analyses reported here
elongation was kept constant by setting L = I and therefore ζ = 0. Platyness on the
other hand was varied by decreasing S between S = 1 (for L = I = S, a sphere) and
S = 0 (L = I and S = 0, a circular disk). The particle forms considered have dimensions
L = I ≥ S; a summary is given in Table 1.
Form
1
2
3
4
5
6

L:I:S
Platyness α
1: 1: 1
0
1 : 1 : 0.8
0.14
1 : 1 : 0.73
0.2
1 : 1 : 0.6
0.3
1 : 1 : 0.5
0.4
1 : 1 : 0.3
0.6

Elongation ζ
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 1: Table of particle forms considered in the analyses reported here.

3

DEM Modelling

As physical tests on a granular material of a single particle form are very difficult to
carry out, the Distinct Element Method (DEM) is used here to simulate triaxial tests.
DEM has been used extensively in the field of soil mechanics due to its ability to provide
micro-mechanical information on the material at the particle scale. For this paper an
in house DEM code was used, detailed in [14], that can accommodate smooth, convex
particles of arbitrary shape. Hertzian interparticle contact is assumed.
Models were created using particles of a single form and a particle size distribution
3
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(PSD) representative of that of railway ballast. They were then used to simulate triaxial
compression conditions. To determine the PSD, 5 different sizes between the maximum
and minimum gradation curves for railway ballast as defined in [1] were created for each
model, keeping I equal to the respective sieve size.
To help constrain the models and ensure comparability of results, the total volume
contained within each model was kept as close to 0.2m3 as possible. As a result the
number of grains contained within each model varied with particle shape, however this is
also the case with specimens of fixed dimensions used in physical tests.
To create a model, a number of particles were randomly dispersed within 3D space to
a target initial void ratio of 2.0. The particles themselves were given random orientation
to remove any bias in the initial conditions that could affect results.
The model was then subjected to isotropic compression using periodic boundaries,
zero gravity forces and zero inter-particle friction. Once a void ratio of 0.65 was reached,
isotropic stress of 100kP a was applied to the boundaries and the model was allowed to
reach equilibrium. At that point inter-particle friction was reintroduced and the model
was subjected to triaxial loading, where the lateral boundaries were stress controlled at
a constant 100kP a. The top boundary was strain controlled and moved downwards at a
constant axial strain rate.
Table 2 shows the different model parameters that where used.
Properties
Value
Particle Density
2700Kg/m3
Interparticle Friction Angle 30 degrees
Particle Bulk Modulus
50 GPa
Particle Poison’s Ratio
0.3
Table 2: Material Properties

4
4.1

Results
Shear Strength

Mobilisation of shear strength of a granular material can be described by the mobilised
angle of friction φmob , given by Equation 2.


σ1 − σ2
−1
(2)
φmob = sin
σ1 + σ2
where σ1 and σ2 = σ3 are the principal stresses. Figure 2 plots the mobilised angle of
friction against vertical strain for each model. Whilst peak friction angles differ widely,
these are not directly comparable because they may correspond to different initial relative
densities of the granular materials modelled. (Although it could be argued that, due to the
preparation procedure, all models were prepared at or near the densest state possible for
4
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each material and therefore at or near unit relative density, this discussion is reserved for
a future publication.) Due to the presumed difference in relative density among models,
some reach a very dense packing that results to an almost immediate mobilisation of a
very high angle of friction. Other models exhibit a delayed mobilisation of a rather lower
peak.
The difference in relative density arises because varying the shape of the particles
varies the minimum and maximum achievable void ratio. Therefore, even if two models are sheared from the same initial void ratio, their initial relative densities will most
likely differ, precluding meaningful comparisons of peak friction. We note that theoretical estimation of the minimum and maximum void ratios is very difficult; research in the
field of particle packing of different shapes does exist, however this is currently limited to
mono-dispersed particles [15, 10].

Figure 2: Mobilised angle of Friction against Vertical strain

On the other hand, the friction angle at critical state φcrit is independent of the initial
void ratio, allowing valid comparisons. Figure 3 shows that as the shape of the particles
becomes more platy, critical state strength increases roughly linearly with platyness.
4.2

Particle Orientation Fabric

At the start of the test, particles have a random orientation. However, as shearing takes
place, particles will generally reorient themselves and may do so along some preferred
direction. The orientation of each (ellipsoidal) particle can be described by a local system
of orthogonal vectors in the directions of its three radii (L, I and S.) The average particle
orientation with respect to the global model axes can be quantified by a fabric tensor
such as that given by Equation (3) [19]. This describes the average orientation of a set of
1
n unit vectors V k . For randomly oriented vectors the diagonal of Gij will be equal to
3
and off-diagonal values will be zero, indicating lack of a preferential direction.
5
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Figure 3: Friction angle at critical state against Platyness

n

1 k k
Gij =
V V
n k=1 i j

(3)

As there is no single vector that describes the orientation of an ellipsoid, this fabric
tensor can be calculated for the direction of each one of the three radii. Figure 4 shows
how the G33 component of the fabric tensor corresponding to the S-direction of each
particle varies with vertical strain. G33 essentially quantifies the prevalence of particles
choosing to reorient their S-axis parallel to the global z-axis, i.e. with their flatter face
normal to the maximum principal stress.
All tests started off with random particle orientation, shown by a value of G33 ≈ 0.33
in Figure 4. As shear strains increased, however, so did G33 , showing that on average
particles re-oriented their flatter face normal to the maximum principal stress in the course
of shearing. Also, the rate of reorientation progressively decreases as the model approaches
critical state, presumably because a configuration that can accommodate further shearing
is reached. This general behaviour is observed even for relatively small values of platyness.
In contrast, spherical particles do not show any tendency to re-orient and G33 ≈ const.
throughout.
4.3

Particle Rotation and Sliding

As a specimen is strained, the particles will displace and rotate to accommodate this
by rearranging the structure of the granular skeleton. It is expected that, during this
process, particles of different forms will need to translate and rotate in different ways
or proportions. Previous numerical studies of 2D assemblies have shown a link between
particle rotations and sliding contacts; inhibiting rotation led to larger amounts of sliding
and a higher mobilised angle of friction by increasing the amount of energy necessary to
distort the skeleton [6].
6
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Figure 4: Vertical fabric orientation for the particle’s S radius against Vertical Strain

Quantifying rotations and rotation increments in 3D in a meaningful way is more challenging, but can be simplified using the algebra of quaternions: rotation can be considered
a quaternion whose real part quantifies the amount of rotation and its three imaginary
parts the direction of the axis about which that rotation takes place. Here we focus on
differences of the real part between relatively closely spaced time-steps, so that the axis
of rotation can be considered unchanged, and divide rotation by the corresponding true
vertical strain increment to produce a rate of rotation with strain given by Equation 4.
dθquat
(4)
dz
Figure 5 plots the mean rate of particle rotation against the proportion of sliding
contacts for the different particle forms at critical state. Spherical particles rotate much
more compared to platy particles; the rate of rotation decreases with increased platyness.
Also, as particle platyness increases there is a reduction in the proportion of sliding
contacts at critical state. An inverse relationship is seen between rate of rotation and
the proportion of sliding contacts at critical state. Therefore to some extent the higher
critical state strength exhibited by platy particles is due to platyness suppressing particle
rotation and leading to increased interparticle sliding, a mechanism that in comparison
requires more energy to be expended.
θ=

4.4

Contact Distribution

Contact between two ellipsoids can be any one of six types, depending on which side of
one ellipsoid comes into contact with which side of the other. Figure 6 shows the different
types. The type of any given contact in a DEM simulation can be determined using the
geometry of the contacting particles, the location of the contact point on their surfaces
and geometrical arguments. For degenerate cases of ellipsoids, where some of the radii
7
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Figure 5: Mean proportion of sliding contacts against mean rate of rotation

are equal, the independent contact types are fewer: for example only one type of contact
is possible between two spheres, where L = I = S.
L‐I

I‐S

L‐S

I‐I

L‐L

S‐S

Figure 6: Different contact types for ellipsoidal particles

Figure 7 shows how the number of S-S (“flat-to-flat”) as a percentage of the total
number of contacts develops over time for each model. (For spherical particles the difference between L, I and S is simply operational and the data merely confirm that all
“types” of contacts occur with the same probability as expected.) As the particle shape
becomes platier the proportion of S-S type contacts increases, to some extent reflecting
the increasing area of “flat” particle surfaces available for contact. However, although
for near-spherical (Form-2) particles the proportion of S-S contacts remains relatively
constant (i.e. oscillating around the same value between 10% and 50% strain), for the
platier shapes of Form-3, but especially Forms-4, 5 and 6, S-S contacts become even more
8
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Figure 7: Distribution of contact type S-S against Vertical Strain

Figure 8: Distribution of contact type L-S against Vertical Strain

prevalent as the specimen is strained (e.g. varying by 7% over the same strain range for
Form-6). This continuing formation of such contacts coincides with a more pronounced
reorientation of particle flats normal to the maximum principal stress, as seen in Figure 4.
Figure 8 plots the proportion of L-S (“side-to-flat”) contacts over time for all models.
Similarly to S-S, it remains relatively constant for near-spherical particles (Form-2 but
also 3.) In contrast to S-S, however, the proportion of L-S contacts for the platier particles
(Form-4, 5 and 6) reduces with straining. The proportion of L-L (“side-to-side”) type
contacts, on the other hand, remains relatively constant throughout for all models; it is
plotted in Figure 9.
The data suggest that, as the model is strained, platier particles promote a conversion of
less stable L-S to inherently more robust S-S contacts that are less likely to subsequently
break. Finally, there appears to be a threshold value 0.2 ≤ αcr ≤ 0.3 of platyness, where a
9
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Figure 9: Distribution of contact type L-L against Vertical Strain

transition takes place to this type of “platy” behaviour for α ≥ αcr , from “near-spherical”
behaviour for α ≤ αcr .
5

Conclusion

In this paper we used DEM to investigate the effect of particle platyness on granular
material strength.
It was found that as particle platyness increases, so does the strength of the aggregate
at critical state. This is accompanied, or rather is the result of, a reduction of particle
rotation, which is inhibited by particle platyness, and a corresponding increase in the
prevalence of interparticle sliding as the micro-mechanism that accommodates macroscopic straining.
Platier particles also showed a preference for aligning their flatter faces normal to the
major principal stress and for forming “flat-to-flat” contacts, both of which arguably increase stability. A critical platyness value 0.2 ≤ αcr ≤ 0.3 exists, governing the transition
to “platy“ behaviour, where more stable ”flat-to-flat“ contacts continue to develop during
straining at the expense of other types, from ”near-spherical“ behaviour where this is not
the case.
These observations are consistent with particle platyness promoting a more stable configuration of the granular skeleton, thus explaining the increased strength of the aggregate
as measured macroscopically.
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Abstract. This work is devoted to the molecular dynamics calculations of real gases and
mixtures thereof macroparameters at room and low temperatures. Necessity of such
calculations is caused by both the lack of experimental data on the gases properties in selected
parameters ranges and problems of multiscale modeling of technically complex microsystems
that use gas medium as transport agents. In work modern molecular dynamic approach to
calculation of gas macroparameters is set out in a concentrated form, as well as its
approbation is carried out by the example of the calculation of nitrogen macroparameters at
room and lower temperatures. In numerical experiments the temperature dependences of
pressure, kinetic, potential, and total energies, enthalpy, coefficients of compressibility and
heat capacity at constant volume are obtained, which agree well with the theoretical and
experimental data. Further development of the methodology will be related to calculation of
the coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity, as well as a generalization to the case
of a gas mixture.
1

INTRODUCTION

The current stage of scientific evolution is characterized by a large number of studies
carried out for the development and implementation of nanotechnology in the production.
Nanotechnology implies a good knowledge of the properties of materials and media used in
industrial processes. One way to obtain information about the properties of the medium is a
molecular modeling.
This paper deals with the calculation of the properties of gaseous media used as transport
agents in installations of supersonic cold gasdynamic sputtering nanoparticles on the surface
of various materials [1, 2]. Modern computer technology allows to calculate the properties of
the gaseous medium at a molecular level, which makes it possible to determine the
macroscopic parameters of gases from first principles.
The problem of gaseous media macroparameters calculating by molecular dynamics
simulation arises when either no experimental data on the parameters of a real gas or gas
mixture in a range of temperatures and pressures, or when a precise calculation of the gaseous
medium state in a multiscale is required. In this paper, there is the motivation of both types as
the results of numerical experiments are planned to be used as a database for subsequent
multiscale computations of supersonic flows of gas mixtures in installations of supersonic
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cold gasdynamic sputtering of nanoparticles on the substrate. As part of this big theme present
work is a preparatory step for the joint calculation by continuum mechanics and molecular
dynamics of all stages of deposition.
In the work by the method of molecular dynamics [3-7] macroparameters calculation of
real gas (nitrogen) is performed. The first step is to bring the gas dynamic computing system
in equilibrium at the selected temperature, and then from molecular dynamics calculations of
the equation of state of pressure and energy (coefficients of compressibility and heat
capacity), the internal energy of the system and enthalpy are determined. The results are
compared with known experimental data.
2 MATHEMATICAL STATEMENT OF A PROBLEM
Consider a system of nitrogen molecules N 2 , enclosed in a microvolume V , which is a
 Ly
 Lz . The total amount of gas particles depends on the
cube with sides Lx
microvolume’s size, gas density  and particles mass m : N  V m , V  Lx 3 .
The dynamics of particles in a microvolume is described by equations of Newton.

m

d 2ri

Fi , i  1,..., N ,
dt 2

(1)

where i – particle’s number, N – the amount of particles, m – the mass of a single particle
(molecule), ri  rx , ry , rz  – the radius vector of the i - th particle, Fi  Fx , Fy , Fz  – the total
force acting on the particle i .
The interaction forces of the particles are expressed through the gradient of the potential
N

energy U   ui . As the potential for interaction between nitrogen molecules ui a Lennardi 1

Jones potential is [8] in form “n-6” from [9].
6
n
6
1
n  n  n 6       

ui
 
    , i 1,..., N ,

 
2 j i n  6  6   rij   rij  



(2)

where rij ri  r j – the distance between i -th and j -th particles,  – the energy of molecular
interaction,  – the effective radius of interaction.
Initial conditions include starting distribution of particle coordinates and velocities.
Starting coordinates distribution of the gas particles is taken uniform and consistent with the
density corresponding to the selected temperature T0 and pressure P0 . Starting velocity
distribution of the particles in modulus is set according to the selected temperature and
realizes Maxwell distribution. The velocity distribution of the particles on the solid angle is
uniform and such that the total momentum of the system is zero.
Periodicity conditions with periods Lx, Ly, Lz on axes x, y , z are considered as the
boundary conditions.
The system of equations (1) is solved using a Verlet method [10] in the velocity form:
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r

n 1

F n (t )2
F n 1  F n
n 1
n
, v 
 r  v t 
v 
t ,
m 2
2m
n

n

(3)

here t – the integration step, n – the step’s number, F n1 – the force value on the current
step.
Berendsen thermostat is used to achieve the desired temperature of the gas in
thermodynamic equilibrium [11, 12].
The purpose of modeling is to obtain the average values of the gas macroparameters. The
set of macroparameters consist of kinetic, potential, thermal, internal, and total energies;
temperature and pressure; compressibility factors; enthalpy and heat capacity. Formulas
below are for determining these macroparameters.
Kinetic energy of a system EK and kinetic energy of a thermal moving ET are calculated as
sums of every particle energies the following way:
N

EK  
i 1

m vi
2

2

,

N

ET  

m vi  v m
2

i 1

2

,

1
vm 
N

N

v
i 1

i

,

i  1,..., N ,

(4)

where v i – the velocity vector’s v i length of the i -th particle, v m – the velocity of the center
of mass.
Internal energy E I and total energy E represent following sums:
(5)

E EK  U .
E
ET  U , 
I

The temperature of the system is determined by the thermal energy of the system [9, 10]:


T

1
3  N  kb

N

 m vi  v m

2

,

(6)

i 1

where
– the average value on system states, k b – Boltzmann constant.
The system pressure P is determined by the virial theorem [12-14]:

N  kb  T
1
P

3 V
V

N

  r  F 

i 1

j i

ij

ij

,

i  1,..., N ,

(7)

where rij ri  r j , Fij – the interaction force between the i -th and j -th particles.
Compressibility factor ZC describes the deviation of the thermodynamic properties of a
real gas from the ideal gas and is expressed through the calculation result (7):
N
P V
1
ZC 

1
   rij  Fij  , i  1,..., N ,
N  kb  T
3  N  kb  T i 1 j i

(8)

Also in the literature expression describing the deviation of the properties of the gas from
the properties of the same gas under normal conditions, is investigated:
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ZP 

(9)

P V
,
P0 V0

where P0 , V0 – the pressure and the volume of the system under normal conditions.
Enthalpy H is another illustrative macroparameter of real gas, which in case of a real gas
depends not only on the temperature, but also the pressure:
(10)


H NEI  PV .

To calculate the heat capacity CV of the gas at constant volume, there are many ways of
computing [3, 4, 12-17]. In this work calculations were made for the following variants:
2
3  kb  3  N E K  E K
1 
CV

2
2 
2
EK

2
3  kb  3  N T  T
1 
CV

2
2 
2
T


3  N  kb 
2
1
CV 
2
 3  N   kb  T




2

E

2

2

(11)

1


 ,



(12)

1


 ,



2
P

2
3  N  kb 
3 EP  EP
1 
CV

2
2
 2 N
EK


 EP
2


.



2




,



(13)

(14)

Equation (11) showed itself the most robust in the above mentioned conditions of the
problem, so it was used in the preparation of the main results.
The total calculation algorithm is the following sequence of actions. At the initial time
distributions of positions and velocities of all the particles are given, then solved the equations
of motion, forces of the potential interaction (2), the new coordinates and velocities of the
particles taking into account the boundary conditions and external influences on the system
from the thermostat, kinetic (4), the internal and total of energies (5) are calculated at each
step. Calculations are carried out before the stationary values of the temperature (6) and the
pressure (7) which mean the establishment of the thermodynamic equilibrium. Then the rest
macroparameters of the system (8) - (11) are calculated.
3

SIMULATION RESULTS

Among the strategies for calculating the gas macroparameters there are two main. The first
and simplest of these is to fix the volume and number of particles. The result is "frozen" gas
density. In this situation, you can change the pressure and calculate its temperature and other
macroparameters (the first version of calculation), or vice versa, change the temperature and
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calculate pressure and other macroparameters (the second version of calculation). As a result
we obtain dependences of the fundamental gas macroparameters or on the pressure or on the
temperature (below results obtained by the second variant are discussed).
The second strategy is to fix the pressure through the using of the barostat. In this case,
with a fixed number of the particles system volume changes, and thus the gas density
changes. In this strategy also there are two variants of calculations, either at a given
temperature (which is controlled by a thermostat) density and other gas macroparameters are
calculated, or at given number of particles density, temperature and other gas
macroparameters are calculated.
Obviously, the choice of a strategy is linked with the objective function of calculations.
Calculation combining both strategies and the various options will be the most complete. In
this work we restricted ourselves to the first strategy and the second option for calculating. In
this situation, all the temperature dependences of the gas macroparameters are simply
determined.
The method of obtaining the average characteristics within the chosen strategy was as
follows. First, we calculated the starting point on the P-T diagram corresponding to normal
conditions (when the gas pressure is 1 atm., and the temperature of the gas is equal to 273.15
K). For these conditions, the majority of the gas macroparameters, including nitrogen for
example, which was chosen for a numerical experiment is well known. In particular, the
density of nitrogen at these conditions is 1.24979 kg/m3.
The calculation of the starting point was performed for 27000 of nitrogen molecules in the
volume 1004936 nm3. The calculation was performed in 3 stages. First, the system was
equilibrated in the conditions of thermostat using the Berendsen thermostat. Thermostating
time was 8 ns. Fluctuations in pressure and temperature are not more than 0.05% from
average value. Then, also in regulated temperature conditions for 4 ns first calculation of gas
average macroparameters was carried out. Further in conditions off the thermostat for a
further 4 ns second calculation of gas average macroparameters was carried out. Comparison
of the gas macroparameters in the first and the second calculations confirmed the achievement
the gasdynamic equilibrium state of the system.
Further calculations of temperature dependences of the gas macroparameters were carried
out. For this purpose, on the temperature scale reference points 273.15, 263.15, 253.15, ...,
93.15 К were selected, which were used for calculations. For each reference point, different
from 273.15 K, the calculation started from the system state for 273.15 K at the moment of
time 8 ns. At the same time thermostat is at once switched to the reference temperature. This
calculation was carried out for 4 ns. Then the thermostat is turned off and for another 4 ns gas
average macroparameters were calculated.
Fig. 1-5 shows the resulting temperature dependences of the pressure, kinetic and potential
energies and enthalpy, calculated per molecule, the specific heat at constant volume,
compressibility coefficient (shows the actual deviation of the equation of state of a real gas on
pressure from the ideal gas). Analysis of the obtained dependences showed the following.
First, near the start reference point gas is close to ideal gas, and its parameters are close to
the known tabular data.
Secondly, at low temperatures the tendency of gas liquefaction (see. Fig. 5) is clearly
visible, as evidenced by qualitative and quantitative experimental data. In particular, the
specific heat at constant volume close to the point of liquid nitrogen starts to increase
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exponentially and eventually reaches not two, but three or more J/K.
Third, linear character of change of such the macroparameters as pressure, kinetic and total
energy, compressibility factor Z P near the point of liquid nitrogen (77 K), means that the
chosen strategy for calculating in this area no longer reflects the state of the gas, and in this
case it is necessary to move to the second strategy, that is, to use a barostat.
Thus, it can be noted that in general the presented method allows to calculate gas (or gas
mixture) macroparameters in the range of room and low temperatures. At the same time near
the point of gas liquefaction, both the above strategy for calculating with thermo- and
barostats should be used.
To conclude this section, we should mention another issue. The temperature dependences
of two major macroparameters of gas: the viscosity and thermal conductivity are not
considered in the work. This is partly due to the additional processing costs of their receipt,
but the main thing - with the instability of the known computational algorithms to determine
them by using periodic boundary conditions. In connection with this in the future it is
supposed to conduct a separate researching on a detailed study of the problem.

Figure 1: Dependence of pressure from temperature at constant density
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Figure 2: Dependence of average energies and enthalpy (calculated per molecule) from temperature at constant
density

Figure 3: Dependence of heat capacity at constant volume from temperature
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Figure 4: Dependence of compressibility Z C (deviation from ideal) from temperature

Figure 5: Dependence of compressibility Z P from temperature
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The paper considers the problem of calculating the macroparameters of gas media by
molecular dynamics simulation. This issue is relevant for multiscale computing of supersonic
flows of gas mixtures in plants sputtering nanoparticles on the surface of various materials.
Under this theme, the present work is a preparatory step for the joint calculation of continuum
mechanics and molecular dynamics of all stages of sputtering. The results of the work are as a
approbation of calculation methods of basic gas or gas mixture macroparameters and received
specific temperature dependences of the nitrogen macroparameters in the range of room and
low temperatures (typical for gaseous media in installations of supersonic cold gasdynamic
sputtering). Further development of the technique will be associated with the calculations of
the coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity of nitrogen, and with the definition of
macroparameters for nitrogen and hydrogen mixture in various proportions
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Abstract. We use Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations in three dimensions (3D)
to study the quasistatic response of very loose assemblies of frictional spherical grains to
an isotropic compression in the presence of a small amount of an interstitial liquid, which
gives rise to capillary menisci and attractive forces. Previous results obtained in 2D [8] are
generalized to systems that may be observed in the laboratory. We study the influence of
the initial assembling process and of various micromechanical parameters on the plastic
compression curves, from very loose states assembled at low P ∗ to maximally compressed
ones in which capillary cohesion is negligible at large P ∗ . We also show how the plastic
response along those compression curves is influenced by rolling resistance in contacts.

1

INTRODUCTION

Many natural and industrial processes involve granular materials, in which grains are
bonded, due to a variety of physical effects near intergranular contacts: capillary bridges,
solid precipitation, artificial solid bridges. The water menisci joining solid particles in wet
granular soils play a key role in the overall behavior studied in geotechnical engineering.
Capillary cohesion bestows to these materials specific mechanical features that do not
exist with dry grains, such as the ability to form stable structures at very low density,
and a strong sensitivity to stress intensity as well as to stress direction. Published studies
of bonded granular materials investigate the mechanical properties of cohesive soils (clays
and silts) [18, 16], wet beads [6], cohesive powders [7, 8], loessic soils [4, 10], cemented
sands [17, 11, 12, 2], or wet sands [15, 3]. The contact networks are hardly accessible to
experiments, and intergranular forces are also inaccessible to measurements. Generally,
the behavior of materials under a growing external load (oedometric or isotropic tests)
is characterized by a compression curve showing an irreversible density increase with
pressure.
1
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“Discrete element”simulations, as introduced 35 years ago by Cundall & Strack [5],
have become a valuable and efficient tool to investigate the microscopic mechanisms and
to classify mechanical properties of granular systems. Cohesive granular materials, especially in loose states, have less frequently been investigated by numerical simulation
than cohesionless ones. Inspired by the two-dimensional model for cohesive powders of
Gilabert et al. [7, 8], a 3D model is developed to investigate the mechanical behavior of
a model bonded granular soils (glass beads with capillary bonds in the pendular state).
Results are presented for simulations of isotropic compression cycles, both for the macroscopic behaviour (plastic compression curve) and for the evolution of microstructural and
micromechanical parameters.
2
2.1

MODEL MATERIAL
Intergranular forces

We consider assemblies of spherical beads of diameter a and mass m, with the elastic
properties of glass: Young modulus E = 70 GPa, Poisson ratio ν = 0.3. They interact
in their contacts by the Hertz law, relating the elastic normal force FNE to the normal
deflection h as
√ 3/2
E
FNE =
ah .
(1)
3(1 − ν 2 )
√ 1/2
dF H
E
This corresponds to a force-dependent normal stiffness KN = dhN = 2(1−ν
ah . The
2)
tangential force model, combining elasticity and friction, is described by [1]. Tangential stiffness KT (relating increments of tangential elastic force and of tangential elastic
2 − 2ν
displacement is proportional to KN , KT =
KN . Alternatively, a linear contact
2−ν
elasticity might be implemented, with h-independent stiffness coefficients KN , KT . The
Coulomb condition ||FT || ≤ µFNE , involving the sole repulsive elastic part of the normal
force (Fig. 1(b)), is enforced with friction coefficient µ = 0.3.
The attractive capillary force is only present if grains have been in contact and the
meniscus has not broken since. A meniscus of volume Vm remains until separation distance
1/3
reaches its rupture value, Dr  Vm [9]. We use the Maugis approximation [14] for
capillary forces:


1
FNcap = −F0 1 − 
.
(2)
4Vm
1 + πaD2
D denotes here the distance between the surfaces of the particles joined by the liquid
meniscus. F0 = πaγ cos θ is the maximum tensile force, involving surface tension γ of the
water-air interface (7.27 × 10−2 N/m at 20o C), and θ is the wetting angle, with θ = 0
for a perfectly wetting liquid. Most calculations here are carried out with Vm /(a3 ) =
10−3 , and thus the force range extends to Dr = a/10 (corresponding to a very small
capillary force). This ratio of meniscus volume Vm to a3 is one of the dimensionless
2
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(a)

(b)
FNE

Figure 1: (a) Static normal force, FN =
+ F cap , versus deflection h or distance D = −h. (b)
Coulomb cone limiting the value of the tangential force.

control parameters in the present study, determining the number of liquid bonds and the
range of the corresponding capillary attraction. Our work is limited to the pendular state
of isolated menisci [15].
The total static normal force combines the elastic normal force (Hertzian force) and
the capillary force, FNtot = FNE + FNcap , as shown in Fig. 1(a). A viscous force is added in
contacts, opposing the normal relative velocity of grains as in [1], in order to damp the
vibrations about equilibrium states – with no notable influence on quasistatic rheology.
Two particles moving away from each other after a collision will only separate if their
receding relative velocity is large enough to overcome the capillary force, i.e. larger than
a threshold proportional to V ∗ [7], with

F0 Dr
∗
.
(3)
V =
m
The influence of rolling resistance (RR) at contacts, as investigated in 2D in [8], is
also studied. For simplicity, we only implement this feature with linear contact elasticity.
The existence of RR is related to the particle surface roughness, such that contact regions
are larger than the ones deduced from contact elasticity. Four additional parameters
are necessary: (i) a rolling spring constant KR which expresses the proportion between
relative rotation and rolling moment (in the tangential plane), as long as the rolling friction
threshold is not reached; (ii) a pivoting spring constant KP (chosen equal to KR ), relating
similarly the pivoting moment to the pivoting (i.e., along the normal direction) relative
rotation angle; (iii) a rolling friction coefficient µR with the dimension of a length, setting
the maximum norm of the rolling moment ||ΓR || to µR FNE , proportional to the elastic
part of the normal force; and (iv) a pivoting friction coefficient µP (chosen equal to µR ),
requesting similarly the absolute value of the pivoting moment to stay below µP FNE . In
most simulations with RR, we set µR /a=0.02, KR /(KN a2 ) = 2.5 × 10−5 while KT /KN = 1
and KN /a = 4 GPa.
3
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2.2

Stress control and equilibrium

Numerical samples comprise N =4000 equal-sized spherical beads of diameter a and
mass m, with no gravity, within a cuboidal cell with periodic boundary conditions. The
cell edges are parallel to the coordinate axes (xα )α=1,3 . Their lengths (Lα )α=1,3 vary
simultaneously with the grain positions until a mechanical equilibrium state is achieved
for all particles with externally imposed values (Σα )1≤α≤3 of principal stresses:


 (α) (α)
1 
mi viα viα +
Fij rij .
(4)
σαα =
Ω i
i<j
(α)

Here, Ω = L1 L2 L3 is the sample volume, rij is coordinate α of vector rij joining the
(α)
centers of neighbor beads i and j and Fij the corresponding force coordinate. Velocities
vi of grain centers comprise, in addition to a periodic field, an affine term corresponding
to the global strain rate. Equations of motion for dimensions Lα are written in addition
to the ordinary equations for the dynamics of a collection of solid objects, and they drive
the system towards an equilibrium state in which conditions σαα = Σα are satisfied [1]. A
typical intergranular force value F1 =max(F0 , P a2 ) sets the tolerance levels for individual
grain equilibrium, where P is the applied pressure. A configuration is deemed equilibrated
when the following conditions are simultaneously satisfied: (i) the net force (the total
force) on each spherical grain is less than 10−4 F1 ; (ii) the total moment on each sphere
is lower than 10−4 F1 a; (iii) the difference between imposed and measured stresses is less
than 10−4 F1 /a; and (iv) the kinetic energy per grain is less than 10−7 F1 a.
2.3

Dimensionless control parameters

While calculations are carried out with glass beads of diameter a = 0.11 mm, assuming
perfect wetting (θ = 0), it is convenient to express dimensionless results as functions of
dimensionless input parameters, thereby achieving greater generality. Aside from the
friction coefficient, the important dimensionless combinations are the reduced pressure,
P ∗ = a2 P/F0 , comparing the applied pressure to the tensile strength of contacts, and
the stiffness parameter κ = [E/P (1 − ν 2 )]2/3 (for Hertzian contacts), or κ = KN /P (for
linear elasticity). P ∗  1 in cohesion-dominated systems, for which attractive forces
may stabilize loose structures. Confining forces dominate for P ∗  1, and attractive
forces become negligible. For the chosen value of a, P ∗ = 1 corresponds to P = 2 kPa.
κ, on the other hand, sets the typical scale of deflections h under confining forces, as
h/a ∼ κ−1 [1]. The simulation parameters are chosen such that P ∗ reaches large values
before κ−1 decreases to 10−3 . Additional parameters are µR /a = µP /a in systems with
RR, as well as the rotation angles for which rolling and pivoting friction thresholds are
reached (small enough to be irrelevant in our case).
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Table 1: Initial configurations

V0 /V ∗
0.2041
0.4082
1.2247
4.0825
12.2474
40.8248
0.30 0.2041
Φ0
0.30
0.30

0.32
0.35
0.40
0.45
3
3.1

0.2041
0.2041
0.2041
0.2041

Vm /a3
1.00 × 10−3 (reference case)
1.00 × 10−3

5.00 × 10−4 | 2.50 × 10−4
1.25 × 10−4 | 6.25 × 10−5
3.13 × 10−5 | 1.56 × 10−5
7.80 × 10−6
1.00 × 10−3
1.00 × 10−3
1.00 × 10−3
1.00 × 10−3

NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
Specimen preparation

We first use a hard sphere event-driven method to prepare disordered, low density
configurations of 4000 grains. All particles are then launched with Gaussian-distributed
random velocities with quadratic mean V0 . They collide and stick to one another within
a cell of constant size, forming larger and larger aggregates. Finally, all grains are connected to one another by cohesive contacts and reach an equilibrium position. This initial
structure depends on one dimensionless parameter, characterizing the agitation intensity
in the assembling stage. It is defined as the ratio of V0 to the minimum receding velocity
V ∗ introduced in Eq. (3). As in Ref. [7], larger initial agitation levels are observed to
produce better connected structures. The initial parameters are listed in Table 1.
3.2

Compaction process

The final packing structures is compacted under growing external isotropic pressure.
The main objective of the present paper is the study of the effect of a gradual compression,
starting from cohesion-dominated loose states at small P ∗ , and ending in confinementdominated denser states at large P ∗ . A stepwise pressure-controlled loading path is applied. In each compression step, pressure P ∗ is multiplied by a constant factor 101/4 
1.7783, and one waits until the new equilibrium configuration is reached, within the tol∗
erance criteria stated in Sec.2.2. The compression program is pursued until Pmax
, well
∗
beyond complete plastic collapse is obtained. Then, the effect of P back to minimum
value from its highest value is also simulated.
5
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4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

4.1

Reference case

A typical test is run with a low initial solid fraction, Φ0 = 0.30. The results are shown
in the from of the conventional compression curve e − log(P ) in Fig. 2. Three regimes

2.40

2.40
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y = -0.3576x + 0.9727

2.20
2.00

2.00

Void ratio, e

1.80

Void ratio, e
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1.00
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0.60
10-3

10-2

10-1

100

101

102

Pressure, P (kPa)

103
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Figure 2: (a) Compression and decompression curves in reference case, with (b) comparison with cohesionless systems.

can be distinguished in the compression curve, for different pressure ranges. A first
regime, thereafter called regime I, is observed for low reduced pressures P ∗ , in which the
initial structure still sustains the increasing pressure without rearranging, and void ratio
e remains nearly constant. In regime II, roughly corresponding to interval 0.02 ≤ P ∗ ≤ 2,
void ratio strongly decreases, and might be described as linearly varying with log P ∗ . The
loose structures formed at low P ∗ are no longer able to support the increasing confining
pressure, they collapse and restructure. Finally, in regime III, e gradually approaches
some minimum void ratio emin at the end of the loading process. The slight decrease of
e for P ∗ ≥ 100 is similar to the cohesionless result, and due to elastic deflections in a
stable contact network. The chosen parameters are such that κ remains large enough not
to influence the compression process taking place in regime II. Upon decompression, e
increases slightly, remaining very close to emin : the compaction is essentially irreversible,
unlike in the cohesionless granular assembly of Fig. 2(b), for which loading and unloading
branches are not distinguishable. The compression curve is similar to the ones obtained by
Gilabert et al. [8]. An important microstructural characteristic, the coordination number
z, defined as the average number of interactions per grain, is the sum of the contact
coordination number zc and the coordination number of distant interactions, through
menisci joining non-contacting grains, zd . Fig.3 plots zc , zd , and z versus P ∗ in the
compression cycle. Initially, one has zd = 0, as the velocities in the aggregation process, in
6
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Figure 3: Coordination numbers in reference system subjected to the pressure cycle: z (a); and zc and
zd (b), versus P ∗ .

the reference case, are low, and do not allow contact opening. zc and zd remain unchanged
in regime I. Both coordination numbers start to increase as the structure collapses and
reorganizes in regime II. z exhibits little change in regime III, showing that the increase
of the number of contacts is mainly due to the closing of narrow gaps between pairs of
grains joined by a meniscus, as the structure is further compressed – a moderate effect,
partly reversed upon unloading. Further unloading back to small pressures takes place
with nearly constant coordination numbers of both types, reflecting the stability of the
dense structure formed at high P ∗ .
4.2

Effect of initial solid fraction

Among the features affected by the assembling process, the competition between compression and aggregation is the most important one. Fig. 4, obtained with standard values
V0 /V ∗ = 0.2041, Vm /a3 = 10−3 , compares the compression curves of specimens with different initial solid fractions Φ0 (the red arrow denotes the increase of Φ0 ). Denser systems
are able to support larger pressures before rearranging, whence larger regime I plateaus
(see Fig. 4(a)). However, in regime II, these compression curves start to converge and
very nearly coincide in regime III. Coordination numbers zc and zd are and remain almost
equal whatever the initial Φ0 (see Fig. 4(b)).
4.3

Effect of initial agitation intensity

Ratio V0 /V ∗ , characterizing the intensity of initial agitation and its ability to break
adhesive contacts, strongly influences the initial assembling process and the resulting
coordination number. Fig. 5 shows that this parameter mainly affects the beginning of
the compression curve. Six different values of V0 /V ∗ are used, the difference between
7
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Figure 4: (a) Void ratio e and (b) coordination numbers zc and zd versus P ∗ in compression cycle for
different values of Φ0 .

minimum and maximum values is two-hundredfold. Under low P ∗ , the wider regime I
plateaus correspond to the higher initial agitation velocities. I If initial velocity V0 is of
the order of V ∗ , the initial packing structure is strongly perturbed. I n other words, the
larger the velocity, the stronger the initial structure (see Figure 5(a)), with more contacts
– relatively strong increases in initial coordination numbers zc and zd are observed at low
P ∗ (see Figure 5(b)). Conversely, with low agitation velocities (V0 ≤ V ∗ ), grains stick
gently to one another and clusters of aggregated grains are not disturbed. In other words,
lower agitation velocities induce more tenuous aggregates.
4.4

Effect of meniscus volume

We now report on investigations of the influence of meniscus volume Vm /a3 , which is
kept low enough for the material (with a saturation hardly exceeding 1%) is maintained
in the pendular state. Despite the importance of capillary bridges in the stabilization of
loose structures, changing the meniscus volume (or liquid content) seems to have no effect
on the macroscopic behaviour of the granular specimens under isotropic compression (no
apparent change in the compression curve, e versus log P ∗ ). This is corroborated by the
fact that very little change in the coordination number of contacts zc is observed. Only
the coordination number of distant interactions is notably influenced by such a change,
especially in regimes II and III, and in the decompression process, as shown in Fig. 6. As
menisci break at larger interparticle distance with larger meniscus volume, more liquid
bonds are present.
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Figure 5: (a) Compression and decompression curves and (b) coordination numbers zc and zd for the
reference case with different values of V0 /V ∗ .
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Figure 6: Coordination number zc , zd , z = zc + zd for standard values Φ0 = 0.30, V0 /V ∗ = 0.2041 and
for different values of Vm /a3 .

4.5

Effect of rolling resistance

Fig. 7 shows the effect of initial velocities V0 and rolling/pivoting friction coefficients
µR /a = µP /a = 0.02 on the initial assembling process and coordination numbers for
Φ0 =0.30 and Vm /a3 = 10−3 . For the smallest velocities, the appearance of RR in contacts creates denser systems under low P ∗ , with smaller coordination numbers. Unlike
the initial loose structures formed without RR, which can sustain a small non-vanishing
pressure in regime I, the compression curve of the tenuously connected (with coordination number approaching 2, i.e., virtually no loop) initially formed with RR, and a low
9
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agitation velocity, responds by some plastic collapse at the first pressure increment, as
shown in Fig. 7(a). Its regime I, if it exists, is confined to much smaller pressures. It
reappears on the pressure scale of Fig. 7(a) in systems assembled with larger initial agitation velocities, which are better coordinated (Fig. 7(b)), and collapse more abruptly
in plastic compression. Interestingly, the system assembled with the lower coordination
numbers first react by plastic compression without contact loss, as zc is constant and zd
remains equal to zero (no contact opening creating a distant interaction). More complete
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Figure 7: Void ratio e (a) and coordination numbers zc , zd and z = zc + zd (b) versus P ∗ in pressure
cycle for different systems with or without RR (V1 = V0 /V ∗ = 0.2041, V2 = V0 /V ∗ = 40.8248).

analyses of the corresponding structural changes are being carried out, and their results
will be published in forthcoming papers.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Our results show that the simple model of wet granular materials implemented in our
simulations exhibit the familiar plastic compression properties of cohesive soils or powders,
with a well defined limit of gently assembled (minimally coordinated) structures, and low
initial densities, such that the behaviour does not depend on dynamical model ingredients.
A small level of rolling and pivoting friction is enough to produce strong differences in the
plastic behaviour, with the collapse under growing confining pressure becoming notably
more gradual.
The research program developed here can be extended in several directions. For example, the quasistatic behavior of a 3D model accounting for the effect of rolling resistance
under oedometer and triaxial tests, in pendular state, is a straightforward extension of
the present work. The role played by solid bridges instead of capillary bonds could also
be investigated.
10
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Abstract. In this study a laboratory scale fluidized bed is examined experimentally and
numerically through a coupled discrete element method (DEM) and computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) approach. Five differently shaped Geldart D particle groups including
spheres, cylinders and cuboids are considered. Numerically obtained results for the pressure
drop are in good agreement with experiments for most particles. A study on particle
orientations is performed which gives valuable insight into deviations between experiments
and simulations. The DEM-CFD correctly describes preferred orientations taken up by
elongated particles in the fluid flow.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fluidized beds are widely used in process and energy engineering as they possess favourable
characteristics such as fast mixing, uniform temperature distribution and high gas-solid
contact. The pressure drop is a key parameter for the characterization of a fluidized bed and is
subject to fluctuations. Besides experiments and correlations simulations can be used for the
prediction of the pressure drop. With growing computational power numerical simulations
with a coupled discrete element method (DEM) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
approach recently became feasible for the simulation of fluidized systems. Previously most
simulations were conducted with spherical particles only, which cannot precisely predict the
behavior of real, complex shaped particles like encountered in biomass. With the introduction
of new submodels [1, 2] to the DEM-CFD which consider the particle shape and orientation it
has become possible to simulate fluidized beds with complex shaped particles [3–5]. As there
is an ongoing discussion about the validity of certain submodels, experimental validation is
necessary. In this study pressure drops and particle orientations for five differently shaped
Geldart D particle groups, including spheres, cylinders and cuboids are experimentally and
numerically examined.
2 METHODOLOGY
In the coupled DEM-CFD particles are tracked discretely while the fluid phase is represented
through a cell-averaged continuum. In the discrete element method the translational and
rotational particle motion is obtained by integrating Newton’s and Euler’s equations
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𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖

⃗⃗⃗⃗

𝑑𝑑 2 𝑥𝑥⃗𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡 2

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
= 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐 + 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑖𝑖 + 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 𝑔𝑔⃗,

(1)
(2)

𝑑𝑑𝑊𝑊
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖𝑖 × (𝐼𝐼̂𝑖𝑖 𝑊𝑊
⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝛬𝛬−1
⃗⃗⃗
𝐼𝐼̂𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 + 𝑊𝑊
𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 ,
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑



with the particle mass 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 , particle acceleration d 2 xi dt 2 , contact force Fi c , particle/fluid




force Fi pf , gravitational force mi g , angular acceleration dWi dt , angular velocity Wi , external

moment resulting out of contact or particle/fluid forces M i , the inertia tensor along the
principal axis Iˆi and the rotation matrix converting a vector from the inertial into the body
fixed frame  i -1 .

Contact force laws are applied similarly as used for spherical particles [6, 7]. A linear spring
damper model is used to provide the normal component of the contact forces
𝑛𝑛
(3)
𝐹𝐹⃗ 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛⃗⃗ + 𝛾𝛾 𝑛𝑛 𝜈𝜈⃗𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
,

where 𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛 is the spring stiffness, 𝛿𝛿 the virtual overlap, 𝑛𝑛⃗⃗ a normal vector, 𝛾𝛾 𝑛𝑛 a damping
𝑛𝑛
coefficient and 𝜈𝜈⃗𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
the normal velocity in the contact point. Both 𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛 and 𝛾𝛾 𝑛𝑛 determine the
n
n
coefficient of normal restitution between particles ePP
as well as particles and walls ePW
. For
the calculation of the tangential forces a linear spring limited by the Coulomb condition is
used
(4)
𝐹𝐹⃗ 𝑡𝑡 = −𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡 |𝜉𝜉⃗|, 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶 |𝐹𝐹⃗ 𝑛𝑛 |) ∙ 𝑡𝑡⃗,
where 𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡 is the stiffness of a linear spring, 𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶 is the friction coefficient, 𝜉𝜉⃗ is the relative
tangential displacement and 𝑡𝑡⃗ is the tangential unit vector. No rotational friction is considered.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in an Eulerian framework is used to describe the fluid
phase. The fluid velocity is addressed as a spatially averaged quantity in each cell of a
Cartesian grid. The equation of continuity (5) and the equation of momentum (6) are solved
𝜕𝜕(𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 )
(5)
+ ∇(𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗) = 0,
⃗⃗)
𝜕𝜕(𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝑢
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇(𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗) = −𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 ∇p + ∇(𝜀𝜀̿̿̿̿)
⃗ + 𝑓𝑓⃗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,
𝑓𝑓 𝜏𝜏 + 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑔𝑔

(6)

where 𝑢𝑢⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 , 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 and p are the physical fluid velocity, density and pressure. 𝑓𝑓⃗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the volumetric
particle/fluid interaction applied in each CFD cell, 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 is the local fluid porosity and 𝜏𝜏̿ is the
−1
fluid viscous stress tensor 𝜏𝜏̿ = 𝜂𝜂e [(∇𝑢𝑢⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 ) + (∇𝑢𝑢⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 ) ] with 𝜂𝜂e the effective viscosity determined
from the standard k-ε turbulent model. The particle/fluid interaction 𝑓𝑓⃗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is given component
wise as 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖̅ (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣̅𝑖𝑖 ), where 𝑣𝑣̅𝑖𝑖 is the fluid cell averaged particle velocity and 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖̅ is the
fluid cell averaged particle/fluid friction coefficient with i=x, y, z.

The particle/fluid force Fi pf consists of all individual particle/fluid forces including the drag


 p







force Fi d and pressure gradient force Fi acting on a particle i written as Fi pf  Fi d  Fi p . The
approach by Di Felice [1], where the force for an isolated spherical particle is calculated and
altered by the influence of surrounding particles is also suitable for non-spherical particles.
The respective force reads
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1
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
∇𝑝𝑝
𝐹𝐹⃗𝑖𝑖 = 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 + 𝐹𝐹⃗𝑖𝑖 = 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 |𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣⃗𝑖𝑖 |𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴⊥ 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 1−𝜒𝜒 (𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣⃗𝑖𝑖 )
2

(7)

where 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 is the drag coefficient, 𝐴𝐴⊥ is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the flow and 𝜒𝜒
a correction factor. Equation (7) can be rewritten in terms of the particle/fluid friction
coefficient as
1
1
𝛽𝛽⃗𝑖𝑖 = 2 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝐴𝐴⊥ 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 |𝑢𝑢
⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣⃗𝑖𝑖 |(1 − 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 ) 𝑉𝑉 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 (1−𝜒𝜒) .
(8)
𝑖𝑖

with 𝜒𝜒 = 3.7 − 0.65 exp(− (1.5 − log(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅))2 ⁄2) as a function of the particle Reynolds-number
⃗⃗𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣⃗𝑖𝑖 |⁄𝜂𝜂f . Here 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 describes the diameter of a volume equivalent spherical
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 |𝑢𝑢
particle and 𝜂𝜂f the fluid viscosity. The drag coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 of a single particle (including
complex shapes) can be derived from correlations such as Hölzer und Sommerfeld [2] which
can be written as
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 =

8 1
16 1
3
1
0.2 1
+
+
+ 0.42 × 100.4(− log(𝜙𝜙))
3/4
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 √𝜙𝜙⊥ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 √𝜙𝜙 √𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝜙𝜙
𝜙𝜙⊥

(9)

where ϕ⊥ is the crosswise sphericity which is the ratio between the cross-sectional area of the
volume equivalent sphere and the projected cross-sectional area of the considered particle
perpendicular to the flow.
3

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL SETUP

To carry out the experiments a laboratory scale fluidized bed made from antistatic
polycarbonate with the dimensions width = depth = 0.11 m and height = 0.41 m, displayed in
Fig. 1 was used. The solid matter is placed on a porous plate with an open area of 37%. A
pressure tapping point slightly below the porous plate and one in the vessel at h=31 cm are
used to measure the differential pressure with a pressure transducer of the type Newport
Omega PD41X-V-50 mbar. Images of the experiment were taken with a high speed camera
(Optronis CL600x2) at 25 frames per second over a time period of 15 seconds. Geldart-D type
beech wood particles including spherical, cylindrical or cuboidal shapes are used, see Table 1.
Table 1 Particle properties including the particle dimensions, the sphericity 𝜙𝜙, the particle density ρp, the initial bed height Lfb
and the averaged porosity 𝜀𝜀̅ of the fixed bed

Shape

Size [mm]
𝜙𝜙 [-]
ρp [kg/m³]
Lfb [mm] /𝜀𝜀̅ [-]

Sphere

7.2
1.00
772.5
95 0.40

Ideal Cylinder

6.1

6.2
0.87
708.5
98 0.36

Cube

5.2

6.3
6.3
0.80
746.9
103 0.43

Elongated Cylinder

Elongated Cuboid

3.9

4.2

14.0
0.75
764.4
103 0.44

4.2
11.4
0.73
639.7
115 0.40

The combination of beech wood and the antistatic polycarbonate of the vessel ensures that no
electrostatic effects disturb the experiments. Attrition or breakage do not occur.
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a.

b.

Fig. 1 Experimental (a) and numerical (b) setup and its division into a number of DEM-CFD cells larger than
the particle size

The particle mass was kept constant for all experiments at m= 0.535 kg. The superficial
velocity has been increased in steps of 0.1 m/s starting at 0.4 m/s up to 2.4 m/s for all
particles. The numerical setup was chosen so that all dimensions and operation conditions
remain equal. Cylindrical and cuboidal particles are represented through a polyhedron
approximation [8]. The friction and restitution coefficients were determined according to
procedures described by Höhner et al. [9] and Hold [10] on the single particle level,
respectively.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Pressure drop analysis
Mean pressure drops in experiments and corresponding coupled DEM-CFD simulations are
outlined for 5 different particle shapes in Fig. 2. Multiple repetitions have been performed for
the experiments and simulations; the error bars show the obtained variations in terms of
minimal and maximal values.
Fig. 2a shows the results for d=7 mm spherical particles. Good agreement between simulation
and experiment can be observed. For velocities U < 1.4 m/s there is a mean deviation of
̅̅̅̅ = 23 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃, for the fluidized range from U > 1.4 m/s onwards an average deviation of
∆𝑝𝑝
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̅̅̅̅ = 8 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is obtained. Results for ideal cylinders with the dimensions 6 mm x 6 mm are
∆𝑝𝑝
given in Fig. 2b. Good agreement between experiment and simulation can be seen over the
entire velocity range, especially in the fixed bed regime with an average pressure drop
̅̅̅̅ = 15 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.
difference of only ∆𝑝𝑝

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
Fig. 2 Pressure drops of five differently shaped particle groups obtained for increasing superficial gas velocities
in simulations and experiments for (a) 7 mm spheres, (b) 6 mm x 6 mm ideal cylinders, (c) 5 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm
cubes, (d) 4 mm x 14 mm elongated cylinders and (e) 4 mm x 4 mm x 11 mm cuboids

Results for 5 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm cubes are displayed in Fig. 2c. High variations between the
minimum and maximum values can be observed in the fixed bed range of the experiments,
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nonetheless the simulation is in good agreement with the experimental average value.
Different initial bed structures with locally deviating porosities are the reason for the scatter
of the experimental values. Opposite to spheres and cylinders, the porosity in packings of
cubes can reach values of nearly 0 if the particles align themselves with each other. The
deviation of the pressure drop between simulation and experiment increases once the
̅̅̅̅ = 44 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. This is the result
minimum fluidization velocity is passed at Umf > 0.7 m/s with ∆𝑝𝑝
of an incomplete fluidization in the experiment, as stacks of particles are not in motion in the
corners of the vessel. The same occurs in the simulation at higher velocities, so that the
pressure drop declines starting at U= 1.4 m/s.
Results for elongated cylinders with the dimensions 4 mm x 14 mm are displayed in Fig. 2d.
̅̅̅̅ = 120 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 can be observed for the
A deviation between experiment and simulation of ∆𝑝𝑝
fixed bed regime at Umf < 0.9 m/s. Particle shapes that differ strongly from that of a sphere
show the tendency to form channels at low superficial velocities, which is the case for 4 mm x
14 mm cylinders for superficial velocities between 0.9 m/s < U < 1.6 m/s. The simulation does
not reproduce this behavior, as the fluid velocity is only represented through an averaged grid
based velocity. Therefore the differences in the velocities, high in the channels and low in the
surrounding particle structures, cannot be resolved.
In Fig. 2e the outcome for 4 mm x 4 mm x 11 mm elongated cuboids is given. Experiment
and simulation are in good agreement for the entire velocity range with average deviations of
̅̅̅̅ = 20 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. Deviations between two runs of the same experiment are small with an average
∆𝑝𝑝
̅̅̅̅ = 23 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃.
deviation of ∆𝑝𝑝
4.2 Particle orientation analysis

As the particle orientation plays an important role for the fluidization behavior and process
quality of fluidized beds, the simulations are compared with experiments. Therefore, a Matlab
script was written to determine the particle orientations in the experiments based on recorded
images. Particle orientations in the simulations are readily available for comparison. To gain
statistically relevant data between 50,000 to 250,000 particles have been detected and
analyzed per fluid velocity in both DEM-CFD and experiments. Only particles visible through
the x-z plane have been analyzed in the simulations to achieve equal conditions for both
cases. Particle orientation distributions for four different particle shapes, excluding the
spheres, are given in Fig. 3 with numerical results in the left and experimental results being
shown in the right column. The error bars in Fig. 3 show the uncertainty of the developed
script which is gained from the comparison with manually analyzed samples. As the
numerical results have been analyzed based on the calculated data and are therefore exact, no
error bars are shown in the left column of Fig. 3.
Orientations for 4 mm x 14 mm elongated cylinders are given in in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b in the
range from -89° to 90° of the x-z plane. As -90° and 90° express identical orientations and
cannot be distinguished, all affected particles were classified as 90°. An orientation of 0°
represents a particle of which the main axis is horizontal to the x-y plane, while values around
-89° and 90° represent a particle with its main axis vertical to the x-y plane. The fixed bed
shows deviations for the angles that indicate vertical alignment; these are the predominantly
occurring orientations in the experiments, but the least occurring in the simulations.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

Fig. 3 Frequency distribution of the orientation projected onto the x-z plane for simulations (left column) and
experiments (right column) for (a,b) 4 mm x 14 mm elongated cylinders, (c,d) 4 mm x 4 mm x 11 mm elongated
cuboids, (e,f) 5 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm cubes and (g,h) 6 mm x 6 mm ideal cylinders

These deviations can explain the differences in the pressure drop of the fixed bed velocity
range, which occur despite the comparable bed heights and thereby porosities. With an
increase of the superficial velocity the experimental and numerical results fit increasingly
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better to each other. Both, simulation and experiment, show that increasing amounts of
particles orientate themselves vertically with rising superficial velocities. This finding
confirms results indicated in literature [11, 12]. The outcome for 4 mm x 4 mm x 11 mm
elongated cuboids is given in Fig. 3c for the DEM-CFD and Fig. 3d for the experiments. For
the fixed bed some deviations can be observed between simulation and experiment, this
reflects the deviations found in the pressure drop of the fixed bed of the elongated cuboids
displayed in Fig. 2e. In the fluidized state the experimental results show only small variations
between the three analyzed velocities. The simulations show an increase of horizontally
orientated particles with higher velocities, which is the result of particle attachment to the
walls as the particles stack up mostly horizontally. Contrary to the 4 mm x 14 mm elongated
cylinders, the elongated cuboids do not show an increase of the frequency of the vertical
orientations around -89° and 90° with increasing superficial velocities. This confirms the
proposition of Cai et al. [11], that particles below a certain elongation ratio behave
comparable to equidimensional particles. The DEM-CFD is able to reproduce this behavior.
Cuboids with the dimensions 5 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm are displayed in Fig. 3e and Fig. 3f. As
the orientation detection is more difficult for equidimensional particles, they are given in the
range from 0-90°. The edge of the cube that lies in the range of 0-90° is hereby considered in
the analysis. Generally simulation and experiment are in good agreement; both distribution
functions remain mostly unchanged for increasing superficial velocities. In Fig. 3g and Fig.
3h the results for the orientations distributions of 6 mm x 6 mm ideal cylinders are displayed.
Variations between simulations with different superficial velocities are quite small, and with
increasing superficial velocity the orientations become more evenly distributed. Similarly the
experimental data shows only small deviations between different superficial fluid velocities.
5 CONCLUSIONS
Pressure drops of 5 differently shaped Geldart-D particle groups have been examined in a
laboratory scale fluidized bed, both experimentally and numerically. A combined DEM-CFD
approach which considers particle shapes and orientations in the drag force models was used
in the simulations. The analysis of the pressure drops showed that DEM-CFD simulations are
a useful tool in the description of fluidized systems as the results are in good agreement with
the corresponding experiments for most particle types. Minimum fluidization velocities were
accurately described by the DEM-CFD except for elongated cylinders which differ strongly
from a spherical shape. Particles that differ strongly from a spherical shape show the tendency
to form channels for small superficial fluid velocities once the minimum fluidization velocity
is passed. These channels result in a lower overall pressure drop as not all particles are fully
suspended. The DEM-CFD cannot describe this behavior as the flow is not fully resolved
around the particles but only calculated as a cell averaged value. The analysis of the particle
orientation showed that differences in the pressure drop of fixed beds at equal bed heights and
therefore porosities can be explained through differences in the orientation distributions
between experiments and simulations. It was found that elongated cylinders show a tendency
to align themselves with the flow with increasing superficial velocities, which confirms
findings from the literature [11, 12].
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Abstract. The behaviour of a model granular material (an assembly of slightly polydisperse spherical beads, with Hertz-Mindlin elastic and frictional contacts) subjected to
one dimensional (oedometric) compressions is studied by DEM simulations. We systematically investigate the influence of the (idealized) packing process on the microstructure
and stresses in the initial, weakly confined equilibrium state. Such characteristics as density (ranging from maximally dense to moderately loose), coordination number (which
might vary independently of solid fraction, especially in dense systems), fabric and stress
anisotropies are monitored in oedometric loading cycles in which the major principal
stress varies by up to 5 orders of magnitude. The evolution of the solid fraction (or the
void ratio) versus the imposed vertical (principal) stress as observed in the loading and
unloading paths, like in the case of isotropic compression [2] and unlike laboratory tests
on sands, the behaviour shows only very limited plastic strain and is very nearly reversible
in dense samples (which tend nevertheless to lose contacts in a loading cycle if the initial coordination number was large). The irreversibility observed in sands should thus
be attributed to plasticity or damage within inter granular contacts. The anisotropy of
the microstructure is described by the angular distributions of contacts and forces. It is
explicitly linked to the stresses in the loading history, by semi-quantitative relations. One
of the important characteristics measured during the compression is the ratio of lateral
to controlled (‘vertical’) stress, K0 . We discuss conditions in which K0 might be regarded
as constant. We calculate, via a static (matrix) method [1], the complete tensor of elastic moduli, expressing response to very small stress increments about the transversely
isotropic equilibrium states along the loading path.

1

INTRODUCTION

Granular materials are usually studied in soil mechanics at macroscale as a continuum
medium. Recent works tend to investigate more the microstructural mechanism (contact
1
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forces, fabric anisotropy, coordination number...) and relate them to macroscopic behavior. Discrete Element Method (DEM) [4], is a powerful tool to investigate the internal
state of packing, and provides relevant variables such as fabric and coordination number [5]. In this paper we propose to study slightly polydisperse spherical beads under
uni-axial oedometric compression. The evolution of structural parameters of the different
assembly is studied to characterize the internal state during oedemetric compression and
probe the effect of the initial packing process. Strain reversibility and elasticity are also
discussed. Note that other works have covered the oedometric compression by studying
the effect of bead size distribution on internal states [6] or stress anisotropy compared to
sand experiments [7].
2

DEM MODEL

In this study the sample is modeled by an assembly of 4000 spherical beads slightly
polydisperse (from d1 = 1 to d2 = 1.2), which interact through Hertz-Mindlin elastic
and frictional contacts. Glass beads were chosen with Young modulus E = 70 GPa,
Poisson ratio ν = 0.3 and friction coefficient µ = 0.3. Beads are contained in a periodic
cuboidal cell. Both grain positions and cell size are simultaneously determined on solving
dynamical equations, implemented as in Ref. [1] for isotropic compression. In our case
the applied stress and strain tensors describing the oedometric compression are σ1 = σ0
and ε2 = ε3 = 0. The strain rate is controlled during the compression and set to a
constant value until the desired stress is reached. Then we search for the equilibrium
state by allowing the strain rate to vary without exceeding
a maximal value. The value
of strain rate is set through the inertia parameter I = ε̇ m/dσ0 , with m the average
particle mass. We also define a stiffness parameter κ = (Ẽ/σ0 )2/3 , with Ẽ = E/(1 − ν 2 ),
such that the typical contact deflection is of order κ−1 .
3

SAMPLE PREPARATIONS

We investigate the effect of the initial state of the bead assembly on the oedometric
compression response. Different sample preparation methods provide different microstructures characterized by their density (or solid fraction φ), coordination number z and fabric
anisotropies. Bead diameters are randomly chosen according to a distribution uniform by
volume:
(d1 d2 )2 1
p(d) =
,
(1)
2(d22 − d21 ) d3

Random, low density (Φ = 0.55) configurations of non-contacting grains (granular gases)
are then subjected to different packing assembly processes, involving either isotropic or
oedometric (one-dimensional) compression to a solid state in which contact forces balance
the applied stress.

2
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Moderately loose packing. A weakly confined equilibrium state is obtained by applying a stress σ0 of 10 kPa to the granular gas, until an equilibrium configuration is
obtained with contact forces balancing the external load. Samples prepared in these
conditions are moderately loose and will be noted Li or Lo according to whether they
underwent an isotropic compression (all three principal stresses σ1 = σ2 = σ3 set to σ0 )
or an oedometric one (σ1 = σ0 , no strain in directions 2 and 3).
Maximally dense packing with high coordination number. We again confine the
granular gas at a confining pressure of 10 kPa. But this time, to maximize density [1],
we set the friction coefficient µ to zero. This process gives an unrealistically high initial
coordination number (z about 6). In what follows, these configurations will be denoted
DHi and DHo, for isotropic and oedometric compression.
Maximally dense packing with low coordination number. To obtain a more realistic coordination number in a dense packing process, we apply a small isotropic dilation
to the confined maximally dense sample (the high coordination number one prepared
without friction), so that all contacts open, and then confine the dilated configuration
under pressure 10 kPa. A mixing step before the final compression phase [1] is necessary
in the isotropic case. The final coordination numbers are about 4. We will denote these
configurations as DLi (isotropic) and DLo (oedometric).
Tab. 1 characterizes the different initial states, giving values of K0 , the ratio of “horizontal” stress σ2 = σ3 to “vertical” stress σ1 (σ1 denotes the applied stress in this paper),
fraction x0 of rattlers (grains carrying no force in equilibrated packs), coordination number
z
z, and coordination number of non-rattler grains, z  = 1−x
.
0

K0
φ
z
z
x0 (%)

Loose
Dense High Coordination Dense Low Coordination
oedometric isotropic oedometric
isotropic
oedometric
isotropic
0.72
1.0
0.94
1.0
0.51
1.0
0.584
0.589
0.639
0.638
0.634
0.637
4.22
4.14
5.98
5.99
4.06
4.17
4.63
4.63
6.07
6.07
4.54
4.65
8.8
10.3
1.5
1.3
10.4
10.37

Table 1: Structural parameters of different initial states. Values are averaged over 3 configurations
(differences for Φ, z,K0 lie below given accuracy level).

4
4.1

OEDOMETRIC COMPRESSION
Loading and unloading path

The different preparations of Sec. 3, are subjected to oedometric compressions, in
which equilibrium states are obtained at different axial strain σ1 : 31.62 kPa, 100 kPa,
3
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316.2 kPa, 1 MPa, 3.162 MPa, 10 MPa, 31.62 MPa (equidistant on a logarithmic scale).
The calculation involves two steps. First, the system is compressed at a constant strain
rate ˙1 , maintaining inertia parameter I to 10−5 . Then, once the desired stress level σ1
is obtained, it is kept constant until equilibrium criteria are satisfied for particles and
for internal stress (I is meanwhile requested to stay below 10−5 ). Upon unloading, the
corresponding value of I is set to 10−6 .
4.2

Evolution of solid fraction φ and coordination number z

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of solid fraction during the oedometric compression of the
different sample types. The curves present similar behaviours and curves of samples with
the same initial solid fraction almost coincide on this scale – although highly coordinated
systems are less deformable in the initial compression stages. Coordination number z
κ−1
0.66

10−4

10−3

10−2
Lo
Li
DHo
DHi
DLo
DLi

0.65
0.64

φ

0.63
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.59
0.58 1
10

102

103
σ1 (kPa)

104

105

Figure 1: Evolution of φ with the vertical stress during the oedometric compression for samples of
different preparation routines.

(Fig. 2) slightly decreases in the first compression steps for samples DHi and DHo, for
which its initial value is high (∼ 6) due to the absence of friction in the assembling
process. Friction stabilizes grain packs at lower coordination levels. z increases again at
higher pressures, as in all systems: new contacts are formed by closing the gaps between
neighbours in denser structures [2]. Under high pressures, coordination numbers increase
with density. The evolution of the coordination number depends on its initial value and
the value of the solid fraction. Rattler fractions follow the opposite evolution to that of
z except for samples DHi and DHo for which the initial decrease of z does not translate
4
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into an increase of x0 .
κ−1
6.5

10

−4

10−3

10−2
Lo
Li
DHo
DHi
DLo
DLi

6.0

z

5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
12
10
x0 (%)

8
6
4
2
0 1
10

102

103
σ1 (kPa)

104

105

Figure 2: Coordination number z and rattler fraction x0 versus vertical stress σ1 along oedometric
loading path for the different sample preparations.

4.3

Variation of coefficient of lateral pressure K0

In experiments on sands [8, 9, 10], K0 is regarded as constant. As shown in Fig.
3 the variation in K0 in our simulated bead packings strongly depends on the initial
state. Obviously, samples initially confined by an isotropic compression of the granular
gas are first devoid of structural anisotropy. Therefore, K0 varies as the sample becomes
anisotropic during the axial compression. This is the case of the samples Li, DHi and
5
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DLi. Within this group, the denser samples reach higher anisotropy, the faster the larger
the number of contacts (enabling different force distributions in contact networks).
The samples prepared under oedometric compression of the granular gas (such as DLo
and Lo) are anisotropic from the beginning. K0 is then observed to remain almost constant. As to DHo, prepared with no friction, its very small initial anisotropy is typical
of frictionless systems [12]. The anisotropy of contacts and forces also depends on the
preparation and will be detailed in the next section.
κ−1
10−4

1.1

10−3

10−2
Lo
Li
DHo
DHi
DLo
DLi

1.0

K0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4 1
10

102

103
σ1 (kPa)

104

105

Figure 3: K0 versus ”vertical” stress σ1 in oedometric compression.

4.4

Anisotropy characterization

K0 is characteristic of the overall degree of stress anisotropy of the system. At the
microscopic level, stresses are determined by contact forces, which may differently contribute to σ1 and σ2 , depending on their directions and their amplitudes. Anisotropies of
the force network may thus be characterized by the distribution of contact orientations,
and also by the angular dependence of the force distribution. We only consider here the
normal component of the contact forces, as the tangential force contribution to normal
stress components σ1 , σ2 = σ3 is found negligible. We denote as n the normal unit vector
at contacts.
Contact distribution. Due to rotational invariance about the oedometric compression
axis, the density distribution function P (n) on the unit sphere Σ depends on |n1 | only, and
6
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it and can be expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials of even order. The simplest
non-isotropic form is truncated at order 2:
P (|n1 |)  1 +



5
(3c2 − 1) 3n21 − 1 (with c2 = n21 )
4

(2)

Angular distribution of normal force amplitudes. The distribution of the average
force amplitude in the contacts with direction n depends on |n1 | as well, and its expansion
to second order in Legendre polynomials is analogous to (2). We define

1
f2 =
F(|n1 |)n21 d2 n
4π Σ
with notation F(|n1 |) = FN (|n1 |)/FN . Here FN  is the overall average normal contact
force and FN (|n1 |) is the average normal force among contacts with normal direction n.
4.5

Evolution of c2 and f2

Fig. 4 is a plot, versus σ1 , in the oedometric compression, of the second order anisotropy
parameters c2 and f2 respectively characterizing the contact distribution and the force
distribution. c2 and f2 , similarly to K0 , depend on initial state. The large variation of
K0 observed in isotropically assembled samples appears to be due to the evolution of f2 ,
rather than that of c2 . The relation of K0 to both anisotropy parameters c2 and f2 can
be made more explicit, as shown in the following section.
4.6

Estimation of K0 from anisotropy parameters

The normal force contribution to principal stresses is given by:

3zφ < d >
< FN >
σα =
P (n)F(n))nα nα dΩ
π < d3 >
S

(3)

Using second order expansion (2), and neglecting the products of anisotropic terms, we
get the following approximation


3zφ < d >
1
2
2
σα 
< FN > < nα > +FN (|nα |)nα  −
.
(4)
π < d3 >
3
Knowing that < n22 >=< n23 >= 12 (1− < n21 >), one may finally estimate K0 as:
K0 =

σ22
4 − 3(c2 + f2 )
.

σ11
6(c2 + f2 ) − 2

This estimate of K0 agrees well with measured values (see Fig. 5).

7
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Figure 4: Anisotropy parameters c2 and f2 versus applied stress σ1 .

4.7

Elastic moduli

The elastic moduli are computed in equilibrium configurations via the static method of
Ref. [3]. Moduli C11 and C12 , respectively relating increments of strain ε1 to increments
in stresses σ1 and σ2 , are plotted in Fig. 6, as functions of axial stress σ1 . At low pressure
C11 depends on both density and coordination number. At high pressure, the coordination tends itself to be determined by the density, and the curves separate in two groups
according to solid fraction. For C12 only the dependence on the coordination number is
observed. The results along unloading paths appear to depend on solid fraction only for
C11 , and nearly coincide for C12 . This is to be correlated to the evolution of coordination

8
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Figure 5: K0 versus σ1 . Dots joined by solid line: measured values. Dots joined by dashed line: Eq. 5.

number upon unloading, as shown below in Sec. 5.
5
5.1

REVERSIBILITY
Void ratio

The void ratio e = −1 + 1/Φ, as plotted in Fig. 7 versus axial stress in the compression
cycle, appears to be very nearly reversible, especially in dense samples. This behaviour is
quite different from the typical experimental ones. In sands, the initial and final values of
e in such a cycle is of the order of 0.05, and the final value is almost equal to the lowest
one reached in the loading phase [11]. The irreversibility observed in sands should thus
be attributed to phenomena (plasticity or damage at contacts) which are not present in
the present model. Reversiblity, in the simulations, is only apparent, and should not to be
confused with elasticity. The right plot of Fig. 7 shows that coordination numbers change
irreversibly in the compression cycle: samples with high initial z values end up with much
lower final values (as in the isotropic compressions of Ref. [2]). This also justifies the
change in the elastic moduli in unloading observed above.
5.2

Elastic strain

From the curves in Fig. 6 we can fit a function C11 (σ1 ) which allows to estimate a total
elastic deformation as:
 σmax
dσ1
el
(6)
ε =
σmin C11 (σ1 )
9
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Figure 6: C11 (top) and C12 (bottom) versus σ1 in oedometric compression (doubly logarithmic plots),
along loading (left graph) and unloading (right graph) paths. Black dashed line has slope 1/3 .

The value of this elastic strain represents the expected strain in the sample if all the
occurring evolution were governed by elastic mechanisms. Such elastic strains are smaller
than measured strains, as reported in Tab. 2, with larger differences in looser states –
thereby providing new evidence of nonelastic strain mechanisms. In the loose case (Lo)
the difference between observed and elastic strain is somewhat reduced by considering the
unloading stress path, but still of the order as the one obtained in denser systems.

10
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Figure 7: Void ratio e (left) and coordination number z (right) versus σ1 in oedometric compression
cycle.

Lo
DHo
DLo

εel
1.72 %
1.27 %
1.38 %

εld
εuld
3.54 % 2.58 %
2.28 % 2.38 %
2.22 % 2.14 %

Table 2: Total strains computed from elastic moduli (εel ) and measured in simulations along loading
(εld ) and unloading (εuld ) paths .

6

CONCLUSION

This numerical study of granular media under oedometric compression shows that the
evolution of K0 depends on the packing process. It was observed that when care is taken
to establish an initial anisotropy in the sample (thus mimicking such processes as air
pluviation) the coefficient K0 can be regarded as constant during loading. K0 can be
simply related to fabric (contact orientation) and normal force anisotropy parameters.
We also showed that the irreversibility usually obtained for sands in real experiments is
not present in our DEM simulations and hence should be attributed to other phenomena
that were not included in the model such as grains damage and plasticity.
Acknowledgment: This work has benefited from a French government grant managed
by ANR within the frame of the national program Investments for the Future ANR-11LABX-022-01
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Abstract. In this article a tyre is investigated which moves in lateral direction, i.e.
perpendicular to its regular rolling direction, through sand, which is one representative
of a deformable soil. This kind of motion could be a result of skidding of a car where
the vehicle slides laterally over the side verge. In order to investigate this motion in
the first step the influence of the compliance of the tyre is studied; the result is that an
flexible tyre behaves similar to an rigid one. Therefore, in the second step, the simulations
and the experimental investigations of the tyre are restricted to a stiff tyre, the results of
experiments and simulations with an discrete element method are compared, the influence
of some parameters are studied.

1

INTRODUCTION

Different analytical approaches for tyre-soil-interaction are described in literature.
Mostly this approaches are used to predict the traction behaviour and the wheel-soil
rolling resistance. Extensions of this approaches are capable to predict lateral behaviour
and lateral forces during rolling motion with a non-zero slip angle [3].
Often the vertical behaviour of the soil is described by the theory of Bekker [5], whereas
the tangential effects are predicted by the approach of Janosi und Hanamoto [4]. In order
to describe more complicated cases, where a multi-axial state of stress is important,
the Finite Element Method (FEM) can be used. FEM is limited in the case of large
deformations or in the case of disruptions. For large deformations and disruptions a
1
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particle method is appropriate, especially in case of non cohesive soils like sand. Therefore,
the soil-tyre-interactions we consider in this article is simulated with a particle method,
the so-called discrete element method (DEM). In [1, 6] similar situations are simulated
with the discrete element method, where plates moving through granular materials. A
overview about existing tire-terrain models you can find in [7].
2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the experimental investigations of the tyre-soil-interaction a modified crash sled
test facility is used (cf. Fig. 1(b)). The principal test setup is shown in Fig. 2. The
sled 1 with rollers runs on the guide rails 5 . The guidance ensures only one longitudinal
degree of freedom of the sled. The mass of the sled without additional components is
854 kg. On each side of the sled a lever arm 2 is mounted with a revolute joint to the
sled. The left and the right lever arms are connected by a beam 6 . The mass of the
lever arms and the beam is 702 kg. At one end of each lever arm a wheel (195/65 R15) is
mounted. The two wheels interact with sand in two trough fixed on the floor on the right
and the left side. That means, that the whole setup is symmetric and nearly no moments
with respect to the vertical axis and no lateral forces are acting on the sled. This is an
important restriction of the whole construction, because the sled and the guide rails are
not designed for large loads of the mentioned kind. The dimensions of the two troughs
are: length l=4000 mm, width w=800 mm, height h=400 mm.
The sled is accelerated by several bungee ropes. During acceleration the lever arms
are locked by an electromagnet in a horizontal position. Immediately after the wheels are
complete over the sand trough at their beginning, the electromagnet is deactivated and
the lever arms together with the wheels are accelerated by gravitation. The result is, that
the wheels come into contact with the sand and sink into the sand (cf. Fig. 1(a)).
6
2
3

1

4
5

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Interaction between wheel and sand (a) and experimental setup (b)
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(a) side view

(b) top view

Figure 2: Principal drawing of the experimental setup

3

INFLUENCE OF THE TYRE COMPLIANCE

In a first step the influence of the tyre compliance is experimentally investigated. This
is an important aspect for the simulation, because a tyre, which could be assumed rigid
in the particle simulation, is easier and needs less resources.
To obtain a comparison between stiff and deformable tyres, the results of two experimental setups are compared: In the first setup an deformable tyre is used, in the second
one a stiff surrogate tyre made out of aluminium and polyoxymethylene (cf. Fig. 3).
The outer contours of both, deformable and stiff tyre are similar, the tyre patterns are
neglected in the surrogate tyre. To obtain similar friction behaviour, the surface of the surrogate tyre is bonded with abrasive paper. Furthermore, the surrogate tyre is completed
with an additional mass to obtain the same mass of the tyres.
It is known that the mechanical behaviour of soils depends on the consolidation. Therefore, the sand in the troughs is consolidated by a plate vibrator. This ensures small
variations in the experimental results.
To compare the two types of tyre objects (stiff and deformable) we look at the sinkage
h = h(s) and the velocity v = v(s) in dependence of the displacement s of the sled.
The value s = 0m is equivalent to that point in time where the arm is horizontal. The
sinkage which corresponds of first contact between tyre and sand is between nearly zero
sinkage h = 0 mm and approximately h = 10 mm; the sinkage of first contact depends
on the consolidation treatment of the sand. The sinkage h is depicted in Fig. 4(a) for
two experiments with a stiff tyre and one with a deformable one. The initial velocities
differ slightly in the experiments (cf. Fig. 4(b)). It is obvoius, that the sinkage up to a
displacement of s ≈ 0.4 m for both tyre objects are nearly the same, differences are the
result of differences in the initial velocities, the different tyre types and differences in the
characteritics of the soil. Variations in the characteristics of the soil, this means variations
between different experiments and spatial variations within the troughs are one of the most
challenging aspects in order to obtain reliable experimental results. Oscillations occur in
the deformable tyre experiments, whereas no such oscillations can be seen in the stiff tyre
experiments.
3
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This experiments show that there are small differences between a stiff and a deformable
tyre. This is the reason, that for the characterisation and the simulation of sand with
DEM it is sufficient to take the stiff tyre experiments.

Figure 3: Deformable tyre and stiff surrogate tyre
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Figure 4: Comparison of two Measurements of a flexible tire and the stiff surrogate tyre

4
4.1

SIMULATION
DEM

One common method to simulate granular media, e.g., sand, is the DEM, particular if
the dynamical behaviour including inertia effects are important. In this article the open
4
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Figure 5: Interaction model of two elements

source software LIGGGHTS is used; the equations of this section are from the user manual
of LIGGGHTS. The forces between the elements are calculated by force displacement
relations which are illustrated in Fig. 5. The stiffness and damping parameters are given
implicitely, for example by Youngs’s modulus.
For example the normal contact stiffness
4 
(1)
kn = Y ∗ R∗ δn
3
is dependent on a equivalent Young’s modulus Y ∗ , an equivalent radius R∗ of the elements
and the penetration δn . The parameters Y ∗ and R∗ can be calculated similar to Hertz’s
contact theory from Youngs’s moduli Y1 , Y2 , Poisson’s ratios ν1 , ν2 and the radii R1 , R2 ,
of the two bodies in contact:
(1 − ν12 ) (1 − ν22 )
1
+
=
Y∗
Y1
Y2

(2)

1
1
1
=
+
.
∗
R
R1 R2

(3)

The tangential stiffness can calculated by

kt = 8G∗ R∗ δn

(4)

and

using an equivalent shear modulus

2(2 + ν1 )(1 − ν1 ) 2(2 + ν2 )(1 − ν2 )
1
=
+
.
G∗
Y1
Y2

(5)

The coefficients of damping in normal and tangential direction γn and γt , resp., can be
calculated using the coefficient of restitution β

5 
β Sn m∗ ≥ 0
(6)
γn = −2
6
5
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where
Sn = 2Y ∗

R∗ δn

(7)

5 
β St m∗ ≥ 0 ;
6

(8)

and
γn = −2





here
St = 8G∗



R∗ δn .

(9)

Furthermore, it is possible that torques are acting between the grains, which can be
included by friction torques
−
−−→
−−→
ω−
r,scher
(10)
Mrf = µroll kn δn −−−−→ R∗ .
|ω
|
r,scher

−−→
→
−
Here, µroll is a coefficient of rolling resistance, −
ω−
r,scher is the projection of ωr onto the
plane, which is tangential to both elements in the point of contact. The vector of the
→
angular velocity −
ωr is the result of the vectors of angular velocities of the two interacting
elements.
4.2

Generating the porosity

The porosity η is defined by
η=

Vv
V

(11)

where Vv is the volume of the voids and V is the total volume of the bulk material.
In the experiments carried out the values of the porosity differ from 0.35 (consolidated)
to 0.50 (loose). Therefore, it is essential to adjust the porosity in the simulation, too. To
achieve certain values of the porosity the following procedure is applied: In the first
step the positions of the elements are generated randomly one by one. If a new element
intersects with an already existing one, this new element is refused by the algorithm and
a new randomly generated particle is placed (this random generation is repeated until the
new element has no intersection to an existing one). With this first step porosities η > 0.7
can be generated. To reach the goal of smaller porosities ηt ≤ 0.7 a second step is necessary
in which the element distribution generated in the first step wit η0 > 0.7 is modified by
increasing the diameters of all particles during a simulation with full consideration of
contact conditions and movement of the particles. If an increase factor of

1 − η0
ζ= 3
(12)
1 − ηt
is reached, the final porosity is ηt .
6
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4.3

Parametrisation

A direct experimental determination of the DEM parameters is not possible (cf. [2]).
Therefore, different experiments are used in a parameter identification process, in which
the experiments are simulated and the parameters are optimized in order to obtain similar
simulation results compared to the experimental results.
The coefficient of friction µf is measured in a shear tester, which consists of an upper
and a lower box (cf. Fig. 6(a)). The sand in the box is loaded by a normal force Fn . Then
the lower box is moved horizontal with a low shear velocity of vs ≈ 0.08 ms . The shear
force Fs is measured at the upper box. This experimental setup allows the determination
of a coefficient of friction µf by simulating the shear test. The result is µf = 0.8 for the
sand investigated in this paper.
A so-called oedometer allows the determination of the Youngs’s modulus. Fig. 6(b)
shows a principal sketch of the experimental setup. Since the box is closed in both
horizontal directions the vertical load results in a vertical displacement of the load plate,
the lateral strain is zero. This experiments yields a Youngs’s modulus of 500 MPa.
The determination of the coefficient µroll of rolling resistance is possible by investigating
experimentally the angle of repose.The angle of repose is the maximum angle between the
shoulder of a cone-shaped pile of the sand and the horizontal, where the cone-shaped pile
is generated with out slumping of the sand. Fig. 7 shows the pile for the sand used in this
investigation (Test) in the background. In the foreground the simulation results of the
pile are shown for different values of the coefficient µroll . For µroll = 0.3 the experimental
pile and the simulated one corresponds good to each other.
The influence of the coefficient of restitution β and Poisson’s ratio ν are small, values
for β and ν are comprised in Table 1.
Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Description
Young’s modulus
Poissons ratio
Coefficient restitution
Coefficient of friction
Coefficient of rolling friction
Element density
Element radius

4.4

Symbol
Y
ν
β
µf
µroll
ρ
R

Value
500
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.3
2700
6

Unit
MPa
m
s

mm

Comparison of experimental results and simulation

The parameters of the DEM are chosen as described in the previous section. The
porosity η is a crucial parameter for a good agreement between experimental result and
7
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Sketch of the Direct Shear Tester(a) and compression testing device(b)

Figure 7: Comparison between a picture of a sand pile an the result of a simulation with different
coefficient of rolling friction

simulation, furthermore, the results are highly sensitive on this parameter. The porosity
depends strongly on the consolidation of the sand in the trough. Unfortunately, it is
very expensive to determine η in the sand. This is the reason for fitting η in order to
obtain good agreement between experiments and simulation. Doing this, the sinkagedisplacement-function h(s) of the tyre and the velocity-displacement-function v(s) of the
sled of the experiment and the simulation is used.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of h(s) and v(s) for a highly consolidated sand of a porosity
of η = 0.59. A good agreement between the experiments and the simulation is obvious.
More results are shown in Fig. 9 for not highly consolidated sand, the porosity is
η = 0.405. Whereas the agreement of the velocity v(s) is better for η = 0.405 as for
η = 0.59 shown in 8, the agreement of the sinkage s is better for η = 0.59 shown in 8.
4.5

Simulations using optimized parameters

Further investigations and comparisons between experiments and simulations show that
the agreement can be improved. If the coefficient µroll of rolling resistance is increased
compared to the value which is determined using the experiment for determination of the
8
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Figure 8: Comparison of experiment and a simulation with a porosity η of 0.59, which is fitted by the
sinkage-displacement-function

angle of repose, then a better agreement can be achieved. For an increased value of µroll
the sinkage decreases, which is compensated by an increased porosity. Fig. 10 shows the
comparison for µroll = 0.6 and η = 0.4175 and good agreement between experiments and
simulation.
5

CONCLUSION

It is shown that it is possible to obtain a good agreement between experiments and
simulation for the sled test with the rigid tyre. Furthermore, the generation of a specific
porosity for the DEM is shown. Optimized parameters which differ from those advised
by the simple experiment of the angle of repose are recommended.
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Figure 9: Comparison of experiment and a simulation with a porosity η of 0.405, Which is fitted by the
velocity-displacement-function
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Figure 10: Comparison of experiment and a simulation with optimized parameters: η=0.4175 and
µroll =0,60
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Abstract. This paper studies rheological properties of ellipsoidal particles in a model annular
shear cell and compares them with the relevant parameters obtained for spherical particles
under similar conditions using the discrete element method (DEM). Some important
microdynamic variables such as velocity, coordination number, volume fraction and stress
were considered. It was found that there are some differences between the spherical and
ellipsoidal particles in terms of these properties. The feature was explained by the
microscopic structures at particle scale such as those related to particle alignment and interparticle forces.
1

INTRODUCTION

It is of paramount importance to understand the dynamical behaviour of particle flow due
to the fact that it touches our daily lives from all possible directions: from residence materials
like rice and sugar to commercial production facilities like pharmaceutical and food
processing industry, from natural disasters like avalanches and landslides to artificial
activities like transportation of pulverized coals and mixing of gravel with cement. In the
earlier stages of the research field of particle flow, the primary focus was on macro-dynamic
properties of the flow based on physical experiments (e,g. [1]). But it was expensive, and very
much limited to detailed investigation of phenomena. The breakthrough happened with the
ingenious development of numerical models.
One of the most popular methods in this area is the so-called Discrete Element Method
(DEM) [2]. This method gives the best possible theoretical microdynamic description of ideal
mechanical behaviour of particle conglomerate which is either stationary or in flow. The
DEM has been applied in various particulate systems [3]. However, it is still far from practical
function and much work is needed. Majority of earlier works using the DEM was based on
spherical particles. With recent available computational resources, the research objective is
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inclining more in the direction of non-spherical particles due to its closeness towards practical
application.
In this paper, the shear flow of ellipsoidal particles in an annular shear cell is studied, and
compared with that of spherical particles under the similar conditions, in terms of some key
physical properties such as particle velocity, coordination number, volume fraction and
stresses. Particle alignment of the ellipsoidal particles is also examined and used to explain
the difference on these properties for the non-spherical and spherical particles.
2

SIMULATION METHOD AND CONDITIONS

In this work, granular rheological analysis was performed by means of the DEM using
spring dashpot model for soft particle simulation. The software package PFC3D 5.0 was
utilised to simulate the flows of spherical and ellipsoidal particles in a 3D annular shear cell.
The non-linear model based on Hertz-Mindlin and Deresiewicz model [4, 5] was used to
calculate the contact forces between particles. The details on the DEM can be seen elsewhere
[6].
A rectangular segment of widely studied annular shear cell was considered for both
spherical and ellipsoidal particles (Fig. 1) here. For comparison, the cases of spherical and
ellipsoidal particles have the same segment, with a dimension of 12d ×60d × h, where d is the
diameter of spherical particles. The segment has two periodic boundary planes perpendicular
to the x-axis. 320 spherical particles of 1.5d diameter were used to constitute each of the
upper and lower platens of the segment so that the entire area of the platens was filled. The
particles forming the platens possess the same physical properties (such as, density, damping
coefficient, friction coefficient and stiffness) as other particles.

Fig. 1. Model shear cells (left: spherical, right: ellipsoidal)
The ellipsoidal particles considered have an aspect ratio of 2.5:1, and the same volume of
the spherical particles. Bubble-pack algorithm [7] was used to construct these particles (Fig.2)
in this work. The closed surface of the non-spherical particle was first constructed with
triangular meshes of various sizes. Then spherical particles of various sizes were used to fill
the space within the surface to obtain a specific volume. These particles were then glued and
made immobile relative to each other and thus the particle of desired shape was constructed.
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In each simulation, 10000 mono-disperse particles
(spherical or ellipsoidal) are first generated randomly
between the upper and lower platens with an initial volume
fraction of 0.7. The position of the upper platen is then
lowered gradually until the desired pressure acting on the
particle assembly is applied. While the lower platen remains
at the same height, the upper platen height varies to maintain
the constant normal pressure. Shear rate is then gradually
increased to the pre-set value after the loading has been
stabilized. When the system becomes steady, the process of
calculating microdynamic properties starts. The particle
Fig. 2. Ellipsoidal particle
properties and simulation parameters are given in Table 1.
It is worth noting that the gravity was considered to affect
the dynamic behaviours of shear flows and was ignored in some of the previous studies [8]. In
this work, the gravity has been included in the simulations. Our simulations indicate that it
does not have noticeable effect on granular rheology for the configurations considered.
Further work will be conducted to clarify this issue.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are discussed in terms of particle alignment, velocity profile, coordination
number, volume fraction and stress tensor.
3.1 PARTICLE ALIGNMENT
Particle orientation (alignment) is of special interest in
the study of non-spherical particles because of its strong
influence on the dynamic properties of granular assembly.
In this study, we observed that the ellipsoidal particles are
approximately aligned with the direction of the shear
velocity, as shown in Fig. 3. This means that the major
axes of the particles are parallel to the flow. This finding Fig. 3. Particle orientation
is similar to that obtained in earlier studies (e.g., [9]). It is during flow
worth mentioning that the more elongated the particles
are, the more they are aligned towards the shear flow. It has also been identified by studying
the statistical distribution of the particulate inclination angles along the direction of shear
velocity (not included in this paper, for brevity). The sections below will discuss on how this
phenomenon affects the characteristics of flow dynamics of ellipsoidal particulate assemblies.
3.2 VELOCITY PROFILE
The velocity profile was studied for assemblies of spherical and ellipsoidal particles. It was
observed that being in agreement with the previous studies [8, 10], the velocity components in
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the y- and z-axis directions are small and can be ignored. Hence, only the velocities in the xaxis direction (direction of the flow) on the xz-plane are shown in Fig. 4.
Table 1: The particle properties and parameters used in the simulations
Property
Particle friction coefficient, μ
Critical damping ratio, D (normal and shear)

Value
0.3
0.3

Unit
(-)
(-)

Young’s modulus, Ey
Poisson’s ratio, ϑ
Time step
Normal pressure
Shear velocity

2.5x106
0.3
0.00001
1.4x106
6.5

πρdg/6
(-)
√(d/g)
πρdg/6
√(gd)

It can be clearly seen that for both spherical and ellipsoidal particles, there is a symmetric
velocity field with small velocities at the central region, and the velocity gradually increases
towards the moving platens with the maximum shear velocity at the regions near the platens.
The variation of the velocity is due to the dissipative interaction forces between particles at
the adjacent laminar layers. The movements of particles near the platens are mainly driven by
the interaction forces between particles and the platens, causing large velocities. The particles
in the central region move in the two flow directions, counterbalancing each other there,
resulting in negligible velocities.

Fig. 4. Velocity fields for assemblies of particles (left: spherical; right: ellipsoidal with
aspect ratio 2.5:1)
To have a clearer view, the time-averaged velocities of particles at different layers are
analysed in Fig. 5a. Both ellipsoidal and spherical particle assemblies show similar linear
velocity gradient with near-zero value at the central plane. The relative velocity is not 1 or -1,
which indicates that there is a slip near the platens.
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Fig. 5. a) Scaled velocity gradient along scaled height for spherical and ellipsoidal particle
assemblies; b) normal distribution of scaled velocities with spherical and ellipsoidal particles.
Vx and Vs are the average velocity of particles at a layer and shear velocity of the platens
respectively, and h and H are the layer height and segment height respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the velocity gradient for shear cell is still an open question,
even for spherical particles. While some studies [8] suggested there was a linear velocity
profile, others found the velocity profile was non-linear [10]. It is a subject that needs further
work but is beyond the scope of this paper.
Further, the statistical distribution of the particle velocity is shown in Fig. 5b for the two
assemblies of particles. A clear symmetric Gaussian distribution of velocity can be seen with
its peak at the zero velocity for both cases. In addition, the plot suggests that the velocity
distribution of ellipsoidal particles has a higher peak at the mean value (zero) and lower
dispersion away from the mean value, which implies that the number of stationary particles is
higher for ellipsoidal particles. This phenomenon can be explained by particle alignment. As
the particles become aligned with the direction of flow, the more elongated the particles are,
the higher is the frictional surface between two laminar layers of the flow. This causes more
energy dissipated and hence the peak increases at the mean velocity. In other words, the
deviation of individual particle velocities from the mean value reduces with the elongation of
particles.
3.3 COORDINATION NUMBER AND VOLUME FRACTION
In granular rheology analysis, coordination number and volume fraction are the two key
parameters that are often utilized to understand the flow pattern. In this study, we consider the
coordination number and volume fraction on the central plane of the segment perpendicular to
the direction of flow. It was found that ellipsoidal particles have much higher coordination
number and volume fraction than spherical particles.
The relationship between coordination number and volume fraction is of research interest
in the precious studies [10]. The relationship is complex even for spherical particles, and
related to particle properties, and operational and geometrical conditions. In general, it is
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non-linear in a large range. But for some cases, it is linear in a certain range. To study the
feature for the systems considered here, more cases with higher normal pressures have been
considered. As shown in Fig. 6, the two properties maintain positive relationship for spherical
particles, as well as for ellipsoidal particles in the range of coordination number considered,
i.e., between 0.59 and 6.3 for spherical particles, and 10.8 and 12 for ellipsoidal particles.
Further comparison indicates that the variation gradient of the coordination number with
volume fraction is higher for ellipsoidal particles.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between coordination number and particle volume fraction for spherical
(left) and ellipsoidal (right) particles.
3.4 STRESS TENSOR ANALYSIS
In this section, stress tensors are microdynamically investigated for both cases of spherical
and ellipsoidal particles. Fig. 7 shows the distributions of the stresses along the y axis
direction. It can be seen that all stresses vary little along the y axis direction for the two cases.
Of all the normal stresses, Tzz has the highest magnitudes, while Tyy the lowest. These results
are similar to the findings in the previous studies of spherical particles [11]. The difference
between the magnitudes of Tyy and Tzz for the two kinds of particles are not significant, due to
the fact that the inter-particle forces in the y and z axis directions have similar values for the
two cases. It can be clearly observed that Txx for ellipsoidal particles is smaller than that of
spherical particles while Txz for ellipsoidal particles is higher than that of spherical particles.
This is because the values of stresses are not only related to the values of the forces between
particles, but also the directions of the branch vector connecting the mass centers of the
particles in contact. Although the inter-particle forces in the x axis direction are larger for the
case of ellipsoidal particles, the components of the branch vector in the x axis direction are
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much smaller, resulting in smaller stress Txx. The components of the branch vector in the z
axis direction are much larger, so the magnitude of the shear stress Txz is higher for ellipsoidal
particles.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of the stress tensor along the y- axis direction.
These stresses can be further analysed through their statistical distributions, as shown in
Fig. 8. The trends are qualitatively similar to the result found for cohesive spherical particles
in [11]. In all cases, it can be observed that ellipsoidal particle assembly has a higher peak but
has less deviation from the mean. This is due to the particle alignment which orderly fashions
the flow towards the direction of shear producing uniformity, and the force chains in
ellipsoidal particle assembly which are created and destroyed less frequently than spherical
particles. Normally, as the particles get more elongated, the weak force chains grow in
percentage causing the less dispersion [12].
It is also observed that Tyy and Tzz for ellipsoidal particles have relatively higher peak
while Txx the lowest peak. This results from the fact that ellipsoidal particles are aligned with
the flow direction (x-axis direction) and have less movements in the transverse directions (yand z- axis directions), which causes more uniform distribution of Tyy and Tzz. On the other
hand, the lowest peak of Txx is attributed to the large impact of particles shearing in opposite
directions, resulting in more deviation of Txx from its mean value compared to other stresses.
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Fig. 8. Statistic distribution of the scaled stresses Txx, Tyy, Tzz and Txz in the yz-plane
4 CONCLUSION
While results on spherical particles assembly have been found to be qualitatively in
agreement with the well-established knowledge, some interesting points have been identified
demarking spherical and ellipsoidal particles. The major axes of ellipsoidal particles are
approximately aligned with the direction of shear velocity of the flow, which is consistent
with the previous studies. For both spherical and ellipsoidal particles, the linear velocity
distributions are discovered. There is no significant difference for the two kinds of particles in
terms of the velocity profile. Ellipsoidal particles have larger overall coordination number and
volume fraction. Similar to spherical particles, the coordination number for ellipsoidal
particles has a linear relationship with volume fraction. The stresses are also influenced by the
shape of ellipsoidal particles. Especially, the ellipsoidal particle assembly has a much higher
shear stress than spherical particles. Overall, ellipsoidal particle assembly has less dispersion
in the distributions of velocity and stresses compared with spherical particles.
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Abstract. Railway maintenance procedures include the stabilisation of ballasted tracks. The
procedure of dynamic stabilisation which consists in vibrating laterally the rail while applying
a vertical load is analysed using a discrete element code based on non-smooth contact
dynamics. The ballast stones are modelled realistically using polyhedrons based on real
ballast stones scans. The evolution of the compaction level and contact number between
particles is analysed during the dynamic stabilisation process. A model is proposed to predict
settlement. The results of simulation show the effectiveness of this maintenance procedure. It
also points out the relevance of the model to predict settlement.
1

INTRODUCTION

Traffic on railway lines becoming faster, more frequent and with higher loads require very
strict maintenance procedures of railway tracks. The compaction or stabilisation of ballasted
tracks is essential as it impacts the lateral resistance of the track which counters the buckling
force of rails. This is particularly the case of the very common long welded rails along which
build up large forces due to temperature variation of up to seventy degrees in French
standards.
Procedures to stabilise or compact ballasted tracks rely mainly on models based on
empirical observations and the fundamental mechanical phenomena involved in the ballast
during these procedures are not fully understood.
Experimental in-situ or laboratory testing campaigns to analyse the mechanical behaviour
of the ballast during the different types of maintenance procedures are costly both in terms of
time and budget. To avoid these constraints engineers in charge of maintenance have opted
for the numerical approach among which the continuous method is the most popular. In the
case of ballasted track behaviour analysis, this latter presents however limits in representing
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the ballast material as it cannot reproduce the basic mechanics at the scale of the ballast stones
which is essential in explaining the global behaviour of the ballast. The discrete element
method (DEM) which models a granular material as interacting particles [1] is a more
adequate numerical approach to analyse the mechanical behaviour of railway ballast and
particularly the phenomena occurring during ballast stabilisation.
DEM has been developed in multiple variants in which the contact between the particles
can be treated in different ways and where the shape of the particles is modelled in a more or
less realistic way. In this latter the most common shape is the sphere as it facilitates the
interaction treating process between the particles easier. Spheres however usually render the
behaviour of real granular materials only in a qualitative way because of their simple shape.
Efforts have been made to get models giving more quantitatively reliable results leading to
some improvement [2-6] but failing to catch the irregular shape of real particles. In the last
decade, newer models managed to reproduce the shape of real particles and in particular
ballast stones [7-14] but they remained quite demanding in terms of computation time. In
parallel of these recent realistic shape models, emerged a class of DEM taking into account
the polyhedral shapes of ballast stones and based on an approach called non-smooth contact
dynamic (NSCD).
The NSCD method is based on an implicit time integration of the equations of dynamics
and a non-smooth formulation of steric exclusion and friction between particles [15-16]. This
method requires no elastic repulsive potential and no smoothing of the Coulomb friction law
for the determination of the contact forces between the particles as the conventional DEM
models mentioned before would. For this reason, the simulations can be performed with large
time steps compared to molecular dynamics or explicit DEM approaches.
In this paper, we propose an investigation of the process of ballast stabilisation using
NSCD. In this process, the railway sleepers are loaded laterally along their main axis with a
cyclic load and vertically with a constant simultaneous load in order to compact the ballasted
track. A three-sleeper track section is modelled using LMGC90 an NSCD code where the
ballast stones are represented by polyhedrons of irregular shapes based on real ballast
particles scans and the sleepers by polyhedrons also based on regular geometry of real
sleepers. Two different approaches are used to load the middle sleeper: an analytical vibration
model and a sleeper acceleration spectrum measured in situ during a dynamic stabilisation.
The dynamic stabilisation is preceded by a tamping process to prepare the ballast as it would
on a real track. Finally the evolution of the solid fraction or compaction level of the ballast
under the middle sleeper is analysed to verify the efficiency of the whole procedure.
The first section of this paper describes the NSCD approach and the corresponding
LMGC90 code used in the analysis. The second part presents the dynamic stabilisation
process in details and explains the configuration of the simulation. The final part discussed
the results of the simulations in terms of evolution of the solid fraction, settlement and
number of contacts between particles below the sleeper before concluding.
2 NON-SMOOTH CONTACT DYNAMIC MODEL
In this study, the simulations were carried out by means of the non-smooth contact
dynamics (NSCD) method with irregular polyhedral particles. In this section we present the
properties of this numerical method and compare it to the classical numerical approach called
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molecular dynamics (MD).
The NSCD method is based on implicit time integration and non-smooth formulation of
mutual exclusion and dry friction between particles in case of contact [15-17]. The equation
of motion for each particle is written in term of differential inclusions in which velocity jumps
replace accelerations. The unilateral contact interactions and Coulomb friction law are
represented as set-valued force laws according to convex analysis.
The approach is characterized by a time-stepping approximation, and in this work we use a
time integrator like theta-method. The implementation of the time-stepping scheme requires
that the contacts taken into account in the considered step are geometrically described:
definition of contact normal and contact location.
The contact law is defined by a non-smooth relation between normal force and normal
relative velocity and Signorini conditions. The Coulomb friction law friction force and sliding
velocity at a contact are not related together via a mono-valued function. The collision law is
taken into account by introducing a restitution coefficient which relates the relative velocities
before and after contact. In our simulations where we consider a dense packing, we choose
normal and tangent restitution coefficients equal to zero.
In an assembly of particles, for each time step, the aim is to solve the core problem in order
to find for each contact between particles the local relative velocities and the local reactions.
This interaction problem is solved by an iterative solver called non-linear Gauss-Seidel which
consists in solving a single contact problem with other contact forces treated as known and
consequently updating interaction, until a certain convergence criterion is fulfilled.
At a given step of evolution, all kinematics constraints implied by enduring contacts and
the possible rolling of some particles over others are simultaneously taken into account,
together with the equations of dynamics, in order to determine all velocities and contact
forces in the system. The method is thus able to deal properly with the non-local character of
the momentum transfers, resulting from the perfect rigidity of particles in contact. The NSCD
method makes no difference between smooth evolution of a system of rigid particles during
one time step and non-smooth evolutions in time due to collisions or dry friction effects.
The MD-like methods are based on regularisation schemes where impenetrability is
approximated by a steep repulsive potential and Coulomb's law by a viscous or elastic
regularised friction law, to which smooth computation methods can be applied. In this case
the choice of a viscous parameter or elastic properties is not easy in particular with particles
with irregular shape. This regularisation implies the choice of smaller time step in order to
preserve the stability of the integration scheme compared to the NSCD approach. The
uniqueness is not guaranteed by the NSCD approach for perfectly rigid particles in absolute
terms. However, by initialising each step of calculation with the forces calculated in the
preceding step, the set of admissible solutions shrinks to fluctuations which are basically
below the numerical resolution. In MD-based simulations, this ``force history’’ is encoded by
construction in the particle positions.
We used here the NSCD based LMGC90 code which is a multipurpose software developed
in Montpellier (France) and capable of modelling a collection of deformable or nondeformable particles of various shapes (spherical, polyhedral, or polygonal) by different
algorithms [18].
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3

SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC STABILISATION OF BALLASTED TRACK

3.1 Dynamic stabilisation concept
During maintenance, a ballasted track follows a specific sequence of procedures. The first
step usually consists of correcting the geometry of the track by tamping. In the tamping
process, each sleeper is lifted up before a set of vibrating tampers is inserted into the ballast
on each side of the sleeper until their ends are located under the sleeper level. The ballast
under the sleeper is then squeezed by these tampers. The tampers are finally retracted and
moved to the next sleeper. After tamping the lateral resistance of the track is reduced hence
the track requires stabilisation before being operational. This stabilisation can be performed
naturally by relying on successive passages of trains of regular traffic at reduced speed
leading to a relatively long period before the track is fully operational. This phase can
however be speeded up by using the process of dynamic stabilisation.
The dynamic stabilisation is performed using equipment rolling on the rails, vibrating
laterally the track and applying a vertical load simultaneously. The degree of stabilisation can
be controlled by tuning the vibration frequency, vertical load or rolling speed. The objective
of dynamic stabilisation is to reorganise the ballast stones, increase the lateral resistance of the
track and homogenise the compaction of the ballast. It constitutes a faster alternative to the
natural stabilisation using regular traffic.
3.2 Configuration of simulation
The track section sample used to analyse the dynamic stabilisation process is illustrated in
figure 1. It presents a shoulder on one side and a vertical containing wall on the other side as
if a contiguous line existed. 90000 ballast particles, which are represented by polyhedrons
based on real ballast stone scans, are generated in a parallelepiped volume and settled under
gravity. Three sleepers are created inside the ballast at the right positions replacing some of
the ballast stones. The shoulder of the track is then created by removing some of the ballast
stones. The sample obtained this way is a non-dense state. The middle sleeper is then tamped
using a set of sixteen tampers (figure 1) before going through the dynamic stabilisation
process. In this case the outside sleepers act as boundary conditions and are not tamped or
stabilised. The friction coefficient between the particles and between the particles and sleepers
has been determined equal to 0.8, the density of the ballast stone to 2700kg/m3.

0.6 m

4m
1.8 m

Figure 1: Track section sample configuration
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3.3 Loading pattern
Two approaches were used to load the middle sleeper for the dynamic stabilisation. The
first consist of exciting the sleeper using a signal based on the specifications of the stabilising
equipment (figure 2.a). The lateral velocity of the sleeper oscillates with a sinusoidal
amplitude evolution corresponding to the displacement of the stabilising equipment along the
track. Two sinusoidal periods are implemented to represent two successive stabilising
equipments. Simultaneously two vertical loads shaped in a sinusoidal way are applied
corresponding to the displacement of the same two successive stabilising equipments.
The second approach used the lateral acceleration spectrum of a sleeper measured in-situ
during a campaign of dynamic stabilisation. The lateral velocity obtained from the
acceleration spectrum by simple integration is then applied to the middle sleeper as in the first
approach. As for the vertical load, is it similar to the one used in the first approach. For
industrial confidentiality reason, the lateral acceleration spectrum is not divulged in this
paper.
Both approaches are based on a dynamic stabilisation process with a vibration frequency of
25Hz and amplitude of 2.5mm and a rolling speed of 2000m/h.

lateral velocity (m/s)

(a)

time (s)

vertical load (kN)

(b)

time (s)
Figure 2: Lateral velocity of sleeper (a) and applied vertical load (b)
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4

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Compaction level
Compaction level or solid fraction, that is the fraction of solid phase inside the ballast, is
one of the measurable parameters in simulations that help to measure the efficiency of the
stabilisation process: a substantial gain in solid fraction is an indicator of a successful
stabilisation. Solid fraction evolution is measured here under the middle sleeper for the
stabilisation and also the tamping phase beforehand.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the solid fraction gain during the tamping process. At the
beginning of the process the solid fraction presents a slight decrease which is linked to the
insertion of the tampers which disturb the ballast stones arrangement. Then during the
squeezing phase of tamping, the solid fraction is progressively increased to reach a level of
6% approximately. The simulation clearly shows that tamping improves the compaction of
the ballast under the sleeper.

solid fraction gain (%)

10

5

0

-5
0,0

0,5

1,0
time (s)

1,5

2,0

Figure 3: Solid fraction gain evolution during tamping

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the solid fraction in the simulation of the stabilisation
using the first approach to model the vibration of the sleeper, the vibration model represented
on figure 2. During application of both vibration waves, it shows a progressive gain of solid
fraction with a decreasing rate reaching a final gain level of 4%. The first vibration wave
offers a 3% gain higher than the second one only equal to 1%. The action of the vibration
waves is not linear with time. Any additional wave would probably give a solid fraction gain
lower than 1%. These results seems to show that the dynamic stabilisation process as
described above, that is using two waves of vibrations, is enough to stabilise the ballasted
track. Any additional passage of the equipment would not bring any substantial improvement.
The approach using the sleeper lateral acceleration spectrum presents a similar trend but
with slightly lower gains in compaction. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the solid fraction in
the simulation of the stabilisation using this second approach. The total gain reaches a
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maximum of around 3.3%. This difference can be explained by the fact that the acceleration
spectrum was measured with a type of sleeper different from the simulation one. But as for
the first approach, the first vibration wave offers a higher gain than the second wave: 2.5%
compared to less than 1%. These second simulation results confirm that two waves are
enough to stabilise the track.
5

solid fraction gain (%)

4

3

2

1

0
0

1

2
time (s)

3

4

Figure 4: Solid fraction gain evolution during dynamic stabilisation using vibration model
5

solid fraction gain (%)

4

3

2

1

0
0

1

2
time (s)

3

4

Figure 5: Solid fraction gain evolution during dynamic stabilisation using acceleration spectrum

4.2 Settlement
Figures 6 and 7 respectively show the settlement of the middle sleeper for the analytical
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vibration model and the spectrum approach. As expected the first approach, which gives the
higher compaction gain, offers a higher final settlement of approximately 35mm while the
second approach reaches 28mm. In agreement with the compaction, the first vibration wave
gives a higher settlement than the second one. There is a clear correlation between the
settlement and the solid fraction gain. The dynamic stabilisation is associated with a
settlement of the track.
0

settlement (mm)

-10

-20

-30

-40

-50
0

1

2
time (s)

3

4

Figure 6: Settlement during dynamic stabilisation using vibration model
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Figure 7: Settlement during dynamic stabilisation using acceleration spectrum

Previous simulations have been performed at SNCF (main railway company in France) to
establish a model to estimate the settlement z of a track after a dynamic stabilisation which is
based on research performed on pile insertion using vibrations [19]. Under a vertical load F
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and lateral vibration of amplitude a and frequency , the sleeper settlement z is estimated
using the following equation:
𝐹𝐹

(1)

𝐹𝐹

(2)

𝑧𝑧 2 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑘𝑘. 𝑎𝑎. 𝑙𝑙. 𝑡𝑡. . 2𝜋𝜋 𝑚𝑚.𝑔𝑔

where k is a constant function of the sleeper shape, l the width of the sleeper, t the time and m
the mass of ballast below the sleeper. As explained in section 3, the stabilising equipment is
moving along the track at a constant speed. Subsequently each sleeper will actually be subject
to the lateral vibration and vertical load illustrated on figure 2: a 25Hz lateral vibration and
vertical load with varying amplitudes. In the end, the sleeper settlement is actually the
combination of successive settlements due to vibrations of different amplitudes ai and loads of
different levels Fi:
𝑖𝑖
𝑧𝑧 2 (𝑡𝑡) = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑘𝑘. 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 . 𝑙𝑙. 𝑡𝑡. . 2𝜋𝜋 𝑚𝑚.𝑔𝑔

Figure 8 shows a comparison of sleeper settlement during stabilisation obtained from the
settlement model and from the simulation using the analytical lateral vibration and vertical
load models of figure 2. Both curves present very similar trends pointing out the relevance of
the settlement model proposed. It shows that this settlement model can be used to estimate
track settlement assuming parameter k is known for the type of sleeper used on the track.

Figure 8: Comparison of settlement during dynamic stabilisation obtained from settlement model (▬) and
from simulation with analytical vibration model ()

4.3 Number of contacts
The evolution of the number of contact per ballast stone, or coordination number, helps
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understanding the phenomena occurring during the dynamic stabilisation process. Figures 9
and 10 show the evolution of the coordination number during the stabilisation for both
vibration models for the ballast located under the middle sleeper. Each vibration wave clearly
decreases the coordination number from 4 to 3.5. Each wave actually fluidises to a certain
extent the ballast hence reducing the number of contacts between ballast stones. As a vertical
load is applied simultaneously, this fluidised phase promotes the compaction of the ballast
vertically. The rearrangement of the ballast stones is facilitated. The fluidisation temporarily
reduces the resistance to shear of the ballast as a granular material. After stabilisation the
coordination number returns to tis initial value of 4. In its final more compacted state, the
ballast has hence probably reached a higher level of shear strength which in turn translates
into a higher lateral resistance of the sleeper.

average coordination number

5

4

3
0

1

2
time (s)

3

4

Figure 9: Evolution of coordination number during dynamic stabilisation using vibration model

average coordination number
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Figure 10: Evolution of coordination number during dynamic stabilisation using acceleration spectrum
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5

CONCLUSIONS
-

-

Simulations of the procedure of dynamic stabilisation of ballasted railway tracks have
been performed using a DEM code based on NSCD approach which represents the
ballast stones as realistic polyhedrons. The gain in compaction level showed that
dynamic stabilisation is an adequate procedure to stabilise track. The evolution in
compaction gain, settlement and average contact number between ballast stones, also
showed that two waves of lateral vibrations, associated with a vertical load, are
sufficient to fully compact the ballast and that any additional wave does not bring any
substantial improvement.
A sleeper settlement model for dynamic stabilisation is proposed. A comparison with
the simulation settlement shows its relevance for estimation of settlement during
dynamic stabilisation process.
Further simulations are underway to analyse the effect of the stabilisation speed on
the compaction. Additional simulations will also be undertaken to check the effect of
this method of stabilisation on the lateral resistance of the track in order to establish a
model for lateral resistance gain for dynamic stabilisation.
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Abstract. A discrete element method (DEM) using the Hertz-Mindlin and JKR models was
used to model the flowability measurement on a cohesive particulate material in the Freeman
FT4 powder rheometer. An assessment of DEM parameterswas carried out to understand the
operation of this equipment and to study the correlation between inter-particle properties and
flowability. Simulation results indicate that the static and rolling friction coefficients, and
JKR cohesion energy density are all negatively correlated with powder flowability, meaning
that an increase in any of these parameters results in a decrease in powder flowability. At
higher level friction, the force and torque have a larger measurement deviation, which is
possibly due to local jamming in the particle bed. The powder flowability decreases as
particle size increases for the current coarse grained system. Particles size distribution width
has very little effect on the flowability changes. Particles with lower sphericity tend to have
lower flowability possibly due to particle interlocking. It was demonstrated that rolling
friction has a large effect on flowability for a give non-spherical particle shape.
1

INTRODUCTION

Flowability is the ability of granular media and powders to flow, and can influence the
process performance during powder handling, including hopper discharge, powder feeding,
blending, mixing, and die filling. Additionally, this can influence product quality. Flowability
depends on multiple physical properties (for example: particle size, particle size distribution,
shape factors, and surface texture) and environmental variables (temperature, humidity,
pressure, etc.) [1, 2]. Recently, the Freeman FT4 powder rheometer (Freeman Technology,
Malvern, UK) has become an increasingly popular device for measuring the flow energy of
particulate materials. The characterisation consists of a dynamic test regime, in which the
flow resistance encountered for an impeller moving within a powder bed is assessed.
Currently, the FT4 is commonly used for comparative studies and ranking of powder flow
properties, but not yet as a quantitative support tool for process design or a possible
calibration tool for DEM simulation [3]. Bharadwaj et al. [4] studied the effects of particle
size, shape, size distribution and friction on force and torque on the impeller in the FT4. In
this work non-cohesive glass beads were used to understand the operation of the FT4 in
conjunction with a discrete element method (DEM). Hare et al. [ 5 ] showed in DEM
simulations for cohesive salinized glass beads that measured torque had the biggest impact on
flow energy measurement in the FT4. Following this literature precedent, the objectives of
this paper are thus:
(1) To carry out a broader investigation using DEM for a better understanding on the FT4
1
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operation.
(2) To investigate how input DEM interparticle properties govern the bed bulk response
during the downward cycle for the dynamic test. This includes:
 Particle-particle properties such as static and rolling friction coefficients and
cohesion energy density.
 Particle geometrical factors such as particle size, particle size distribution (PSD),
shape.
2

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

2.1 Discrete Element Method (DEM)
In this work, the soft-sphere DEM approach developed by Cundall and Strack [6] using
the Hertz-Mindlin contact model [7, 8] was utilised to calculate the normal and tangential
contact forces. Cohesion of particles was modelled with the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR)
model [9]. An additional term Fcoh= kA was added to normal contact force, where A is the
particle contact area; k is the cohesion energy density in J/m3 [10].
The FT4 DEM simulations were carried out using the open source DEM code,
LIGGGHTS [11].
2.2 Description of the FT4
The FT4 measures the axial force and torque on the impeller blade that is rotated and
moved downwards and upwards through the powder bed [12]. The force and torque reflect
the resistance to powder flow.
The total flow energy is defined as the sum of the work done by both the axial and
rotational motions of the impeller, given by [5],
Flow Energy 



h

0

(

T
 F)dh
R tan α

(1)

where T is the torque on impeller blade; R is the radius of the impeller and α is the helix angle
of impeller movement; F is the downward force acting on the blade; h is the vertical travel
distance of impeller through the powder bed. The flow energy measured during the
downward movement was utilised for the comparisons whereas it is assumed that low energy
represents good flowability and conversely a high energy value represents poor flowability.
2.3 DEM input parameters
The FT4 equipment has the vessel made of borosilicate glass while the impeller blade was
made of stainless steel. The DEM material property inputs for these were selected from the
literature and are listed in the Table 1. While interaction between particle and walls such as
restitution and friction between particles and the walls (blade and vessel) may have an effect
on the bulk flow behaviour, the other material and wall properties were held constant and
assigned with nominal ‘guessed’ values. This was done in order to reduce the numbers of
varied parameters and consequently, simulations. In support of this assertion it is noted that
Bharadwaj et al. [4] reported that the static and rolling friction between particle and wall have
a much weaker impact compared with inter-particle friction in the DEM simulations of the
FT4 using glass beads. Inter-particle properties such as inter-particle particle static (µs-pp) and
rolling (µr-pp) friction coefficients, and cohesion energy density (kpp) were varied to
investigate their effect on the powder flow.
2
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Table 1: DEM input parameters. Underlined the ones varied in this study.

Material parameters
Young modulus vessel (GPa)
Young modulus blade (GPa)
Young modulus particle (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio vessel (-)
Poisson’s ratio blade (-)
Poisson’s ratio particle (-)
Particle density (kg/m3)
Coefficient of restitution particle-blade (-)
Coefficient of restitution particle-vessel (-)
Coefficient of restitution particle-particle (-)
Static friction coefficient particle-blade (-)
Static friction coefficient particle-vessel (-)
Static friction coefficient particle-particle (-)
Rolling friction coefficient particle-blade (-)
Rolling friction coefficient particle-vessel (-)
Rolling friction coefficient particle-particle (-)
Cohesion energy density particle-blade (J/m3)
Cohesion energy density particle-vessel (J/m3)
Cohesion energy density particle-particle (J/m3)

Symbols

Values

Refs.

Ev
Eb
Ep
νv
νb
νp
Ρ
εpb
εpv
εpp
μs-pb
μs-pv
μs-pp
μr-pb
μr-pv
μr-pp
kpb
kpv
kpp

64
190
0.02
0.25
0.30
0.2
2500
0.7
0.7
0.85
0.30
0.30
0.05-0.50
0.05
0.05
0.05-0.45
50
50
10-105

[4]
[13]
[4]
[13]

Due to the computational power limitations, a grain-coarsening scheme was used to reduce
particle number and increase time step in this study, in the same manner as reported by other
researchers [4]. Spheres ranging from 0.6 to 3mm were used in this study.
2.4 Multi-sphere (MS) approach
It is commonplace in DEM simulations to represent non-spherical shapes using the multisphere method wherein the non-spherical particles are approximated by conjoining multiple
spheres and integrating them as one rigid body [14]. In this study the effect of particle shapes
was investigated by looking at particle sphericity. Sphericity (s) is defined as
Φs  π1/3(6Vp ) 2/3 Ap , where Vp is the volume of the object, Ap is its surface area [15].Table 2
reports the details about the MS clumps used in this investigation.
They consist of monosized small spheres, with the same volume equivalent diameter (dv =3
mm), but differing in sphericity values. Vp and Ap were calculated by assuming that a MS
clump has an ideal shape. Vp and Ap were calculated by assuming that a MS clump has an
ideal shape. For example, for a cube clump Vp=a3 and Ap=6a2.
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Table 2: Characteristics of the MS clumps. N is the total number, and d0 is the diameter of the constituent
spheres.

Size
(mm)

N

d0
(mm)

Фs

Sphere

d = 3.0

1

3.0

1.0

Cylinder

l =2.620
H=2.620

27

0.874

0.87

Cube

a=2.418

64

0.644

0.81

Tetrahedron

c=4.932

56

0.940

0.67

Shapes

Geometry
(ideal shape)

MS
clumps

2.5 DEM simulation procedures
Prior to a test in the FT4, a conditioning preparation was conducted to ensure the particle
bed have a reproducible initial condition [12]. Several repeat tests on monosized spherical
particles at μs-pp = 0.50, μr-pp = 0.45, and kpp =105 J/m3 were carried out first. This test
condition was expected to have the worst powder flowability for the parameter range selected
(shown in the following sections), and might experience particle-bridging during natural
packing under gravity. Additionally, a flow energy change due to particle rearrangement was
expected after conditioning. However, it was shown that the conditioning stage has a
negligible effect on the calculation for the flow energy. Therefore for all simulations with
spherical particles, the conditioning step was ignored to reduce the central processing unit
(CPU) time cost; a decision corroborated by other publications [4]. For simulations with nonspherical particles, the clumps consist of too many fine constituent particles, which make the
computation even more CPU and time consuming. Thus the conditioning stage was also
ignored. During the test cycle, the impeller moves downwards whilst being rotated
anticlockwise with a helix angle of 5o and a tip speed of 100 mm/s.
3 PARAMETRIC STUDIES
3.1 Effect of static and rolling friction
Fig. 1 plots the force (Fig.1a) and torque (Fig.1b) on the blade, and the resultant flow
energy (Fig.1c) via Eq. (1) for different friction levels. It is seen that, compared with the
baseline test (μs-pp = 0.05, μr-pp = 0.05), an increase in rolling friction coefficient (μs-pp = 0.05,
μr-pp =0.45) seems to have very little effect on the force, but a very significant effect on the
torque. Therefore torque, compared with force, is more sensitive to rolling friction, which
implies that flow resistance to rotational motion of blade is larger than to axial motion [4]. An
increase in static friction coefficient (μs-pp = 0.50, μr-pp =0.05) has a significant effect on both
the force and torque, resulting in an increase in flow energy. Force and torque at a high level
of static friction show larger deviation than at a high level of rolling friction, possibly due to
the local jamming of the powder as the blade is subject to higher flow resistance. On an
average basis, static friction has a major contribution to flow resistance, and rolling friction
has a lesser one. A more rigorous method combining Design of Simulations (DoS) and
4
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is currently being developed to study the parameter
sensitivity in greater detail.
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Figure 1: The force, torque on blade and flow energy during test cycle with spherical monosized particles (2mm
in diameter). Conditions: Ep=0.02GPa, εp=0.85, and kpp=105 J/m3

3.2 Effect of cohesion energy density
Fig. 2 shows the effect of the cohesion energy density. It is seen that at the low level of
static and rolling friction, the effect of cohesion energy density is small on calculated flow
energy, while its effect is more significant at a high level of static and rolling friction. This
suggests that cohesion energy and the friction are positively cross-correlated. The interaction
5
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of these parameters is something which will require further scrutiny through design of
simulations (DoS) and sensitivity analysis approaches.
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Figure 2: The force, torque on blade and flow energy during test cycle with spherical monosized particles (2mm
in diameter). Conditions: Ep=0.02GPa, and εp=0.85.

3. 3 Effect of particle size
Fig. 3 shows the effect of particle size on the force, torque and flow energy measurement.
It shows that the force and torque increase as the particle size increases. Bharadwaj et al. [4]
found the same trend with non-cohesive glass beads in DEM simulations. Experimental data
in [16] shows that, for a cohesive powder, cohesivity increases as particle size decreases. This
6
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is due to smaller sized powders having larger contact areas, resulting in lower flowability.
Other inter-particle forces such as van der Waals and electrostatic forces also contribute to the
size dependency of flowability for fine powder. However, the role of such forces was not
considered in this study. Thus, the simulations in this study are not comparable with
experimental observations of fine, cohesive materials. In this coarse-grained cohesive system,
the flowability of powder decreases as the particle size increases. This is possibly because the
effect of the cohesion energy density, at the chosen value in this study, was not prominent in a
coarse-grained system. Liu et al. [17] found the flowability of pulverised coal (40-240 μm)
decreased as its mean size increased in the FT4 basic flow energy. However, in their
measurement the cohesivity of the coal was unknown. Fine particles need to be considered
and more comprehensive contact models should be included.
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Figure 3: Effect of particle size on the force, torque and flow energy. Conditions: Ep=0.02GPa, εp=0.85, and
kpp=105 J/m3

3. 4 Effect of particle size distribution (PSD)
Powders with PSD (number based) in a normal distribution f (d ) 

1
σ 2π

exp( 

(d  d 0 ) 2
2σ 2

)

Torque (Nm)

were modelled in this this study. The powders have the same mean size d0 = 2 mm but with
different distribution standard deviation (σ=0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6). Smaller σ value means a
narrower PSD (specially, σ=0 for monosized powder). Particles under 600 μm (diameter)
were cut off as presence of a lot of fine particles is CPU and time costly. Fig. 4 shows the
PSD effect on force, torque and flow energy during the test cycle. It seems in this study, the
particle size distribution width has a very small effect on flow resistance. This indicates that
the uncertainties in the PSD within the current range would not significantly affect the force,
torque and flow energy. For cohesive powders, a broader PSD will impede flowability. This
is due to the fact that a powder with differently sized particles enables more efficient particle
packing. A higher packing density leads to an interlocking effect as the small particles fill in
the gaps between larger ones. Also the higher contact surface area is expected to contribute
larger cohesive force [18]. For particles with a number based normal distribution, the volume
fraction of the small particles is rather low. Furthermore, the fine particles (under 600μm)
were discounted for the aforementioned reason. For these two reasons, the difference in total
contact the surface area is not prominent for different σ values, explaining an insignificant of
effect of PSD on flowability. However, for the sample with monosized particles, force, torque
and flow energy were slightly lower than for samples having a normal distribution in particle
size.
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Figure 4: Effect of particle size distribution on the force, torque and flow energy. Conditions: Ep=0.02GPa,
εp=0.85, and kpp=105 J/m3

3. 5 Effect of shape factors
Fig. 5 plots the results for the bed material consisting of different shaped clumps (see
Table 2); showing the increase in force, torque and flow energy as the sphericity of the
clumps decreases. Considering that the clumps have the same volume equivalent size dv, it
was presumed that the difference in measurements is not due to the difference in clump size
(as shown in Section 3.3 where particle size has an effect) but in the sphericity. Generally, the
sphericity of the particles represents the rolling resistance of the particles; the more angular
the clump, the larger the rolling resistance, and hence the lower the flowability of the powder.
Cleary et al. [19] and Santos et al. [20] both found a lower sphericity of irregular shaped
particles led to lower flowability of powders. Furthermore, when the rolling friction was also
considered for the clumps, it was seen that the presence of rolling friction can play an extra
contribution to the decrease of flowability. Markauskas et al. [21] found both the shape factor
and rolling friction should be considered to model the flow behaviour of the irregular shaped
powders in a hopper.
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Figure 5: Effect of sphericity of non-spherical particles on the force, torque and flow energy. Conditions:
Ep=0.02GPa, εp=0.85, and kpp=105 J/m3

4. CONCLUSIONS
A DEM approach was used to model the flowability of a cohesive powder in the FT4
powder rheometer. A parametric study was carried out to investigate the effect of interparticle properties such as inter-particle static and rolling friction coefficients, cohesion
energy density, particle size, size distribution, and shape factors on flowability in a coarsegrained system. The important findings are as follows:
 An increase of the particle-particle static or rolling friction coefficients, or cohesion
energy density, leads to increase of the force and torque on the blade and flow energy,
10
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indicating a decrease of the flowability of powder. At a high level of friction, the
force and torque have larger measurement deviation, possibly because of local
jamming the material bed. Friction coefficients and the cohesion energy density are
positively cross correlated.
 In the current coarse-grained system, the flowability of particles decreases as particle
size increases. Conversely, a lower flowability for finer powders was observed in
experiments from the cited literature. This is due to the fact that other interparticle
force effects, playing a role for finer real particles, are not considered in this DEM
model.
 Particle with a normal distribution in particle size shows lower flowability than that
with monosized particles; however, it seems that the particle distribution width has a
very small effect on flowability change. This might be due to the volume faction of
smaller particles is rather low for a number based normal PSD in all the simulations
and the contribution of the increased surface area is not prominent.
 A multisphere approach was used to account for the irregular shape of particles by
approximating them as rigid clumps. A powder whose particles have lower
sphericities tends to have lower flowability due to a mechanism of particle
interlocking. It is also shown that rolling friction should be also incorporated to better
predict the flowability of a powder with irregular shapes.
The current proposed DEM has been used to investigate the operation for the FT4
rheometer during the downward cycle. Further work is being carried out to understand:
 The effect of input parameter sensitivity and interactions by using a more rigorous
method combining Design of Simulations (DoS) and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) similarly to the one developed in Ref. [22].
 The inclusion of fine particles and experimental validation to verify the current DEM
and grain coarsening scheme.
 The effect of segregation due to particle size effects.
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Abstract. Powder compaction is a major ingredient in a wide range of production techniques for objects of every day importance. Diverse applications – from pharmaceutical
tablets to metallic and ceramic parts, where compaction is usually a part in the sintering
process – are covered by current technology. The aim of cold compaction is to increase
the relative density of the part.
Due to the granular nature of the powder material compaction is random process which
requires careful mastering and comprehensive understanding. The experimental access to
compaction processes, even as simple ones as uniaxial compaction, are limited. Therefore
simulation of compaction processes offers the opportunity to improve understanding of
powder compaction.
The Direct Element Method (DEM) simulates the powder as individual particles.
These particles are distinct from each other and the forces applied to the entire powder are equilibrated by the contacting force between the particles. Usually, an explicit
time integration, with or without considering dynamic effects, allows the particles to move
and the powder to be compacted.
Especially for metallic powders the plastic deformation of individual particles plays
an important role and has a perceptible influence up to the macroscopic scale of the
whole part. This leads to efforts to formulate a DE method in which individual particles
are discretized as distinct FE models. Yet, such approach is deemed too costly for the
simulation entire parts.
Therefore a new approach for plastic particle deformation has been devised. The particles are simulated as ’hedgehogs’ of one-dimensional frictional devices. The frictional
devices form spikes that extend in a radial way from the center of the particle. The tips
of the spikes are connected and the connections form the edges of the polygonal particles. The contacts between the particles are found by geometric means as intersections
1
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of the spikes of one particle with the edges of the particle’s contact partner. This indents the spike and its frictional device generates forces that act on the two particles.
Multiple contacts between two particles are allowed and concave particles can be treated
intrinsically.
Preliminary results indicate that this new approach to model plastic particles might
bridge the gap between sufficiently realistic behaviour of the plastic particles and low
computational effort. However, for now, the results are based on two-dimensional proofof-concept simulations and, for the sake of simplicity, the springs in the spikes are linear
and the friction is rate-independent and perfectly plastic. These model assumption already
offer considerable liberties to tune the plastic behaviour of the particles to experimental
results.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the simulation of the compaction of metal powder the defining factor is the interparticle contact. Ideally it has to capture the entire physics of real-world particle interaction. It can be easily imagined that the contact involves elastic and plastic behaviour
of the particles and both responses are likely to be highly non-linear.
A feasible concept is based on capturing of the elastic/plastic responses on the level
of contact, as e.g. done by [1]. He uses rigid particles and contacts between them as
separate entities. In fact the paradigm of object oriented programming promotes this
view [2]. Whenever two, otherwise rigid particles come into contact a contact object
between those two particles is constructed. This contact object stores all information
relevant to the interaction between the particles. In particular, this could be information
on the plastic deformation.
Obviously a problem arises once the powder changes its topology. Such topology
changes are more present in uniaxial compaction than in isostatic compaction [3]. Supposing that two particular particles detach, the contact object is deleted and all information
on contact is lost. Should these particles come into contact again, they would start over
unaffected from the previous contact states. Even if the contact object for this particular pair of particles is stored for the case that the two particles should reconnect at a
later time, the plastic deformation in the contact remains exclusive to these two particles.
Should one of the two particles come into a contact with a third particle this would be a
contact between two pristine particles, unaffected by the plastic deformation of the first
particle.
This problem is usually solved by assuming that while new contacts are established,
especially during the early phases of compaction when there is still rearrangement, the
contacts on one particle are not mutually influencing each other [4]. This assumption
will fail when e.g., later during the compaction, sliding planes occur in the powder [5].
Then the particles are already deformed to an extent that the different contacts acting on
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one particle are interacting while new contacts are established between already deformed
particles.
The solution of this problem is obviously that the history of contacts has to remain at
the level of the particles, and not at the level of the contacts. Outside the framework of
DEM it is possible to eliminate the particles and to concentrate on the contacts alone.
This can be achieved by introducting beam networks, see [6]. But inside the framework
of DEM a particle is the central and only entity.
One possible approach is the Meshed Discrete Element Method (MDEM), where each
particle is defined by a distinct finite element mesh [7, 8]. This approach offers the
possibility for each particle to deform and remain in a deformed state after the resolution
of a contact if plastic deformation occurred during the contact. Furthermore different
contacts can interact at one particle. Depending on the mesh-size, the chosen material
model, and the contact behaviour between the finite elements of two discrete meshed
particles nearly every imaginable behaviour can be simulated.
However, there is a considerable drawback to the MDEM. Due to the required number
of finite elements per particle and the contact search between the finite elements, the
overall number of particles that currently can be simulated in a powder with the MDEM
is counted in dozens rather than hundreds or even thousands. Therefore the MDEM is
at the moment no feasible alternative to rigid particles whose plastic deformations are
treated at the levels of the contacts.
This paper presents a novel approach that combines plastic deformation at the level of
the particles at relatively modest computational costs. In this method polygonal particles
are built from radially extending one-dimensional frictional devices or, for short, from
hedgehog particles.
IN the following the concept of hedgehog particles is explained. Starting with a brief
motivation for polygonal particles and it will be described how the frictional devices are
arranged inside the particle. In the next steps the contacts between particles and the
dynamics of the particles are described. In a closing section a proof-of-concept simulation
is presented.
For the time being the hedgehog particles are limited to two dimensions. Thus one can
focus on the main ingredients without the complexity of three-dimensional geometry. The
aim of presenting a proof-of-concept simulation also supports the decision of remaining
in two dimensions. The long term aim is to simulate powder compaction with topology
changes and plastic deformation of the particles.
2
2.1

POLYGONAL PARTICLES BUILT FROM RADIALLY EXTENDING
ONE-DIMENSIONAL FRICTIONAL DEVICES
Polygonal particles

The basic idea of deformable polygonal particles goes back to at least [3]. He and
his co-workers observed experimentally that spherical copper particles deform to become
3
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polyhedra if compacted. Recently [9] revived the concept by formulating a repulsive force
between rigid polygonal shapes. The force is formulated based on a potential in the
overlapping area between two polygonal shapes. This presented work is based on these
investigations and extends rigid polyhedra to deformable, polygonal shaped particles.
2.2

Perfectly plastic spring-friction-element

The spring-friction-elements form the spikes of the “hedgehog”. They determine the
deformation behaviour of the particle. The perfectly plastic spring-friction-element is also
known as Prandtl-body. It can be implemented as a function that returns a force f for a
prescribed displacement ϑ. Its internal state is described by the total deformation ǫ and
the plastic deformation ǫp . The mechanical properties are determined by Young’s modulus
E, the yield stress σ and the flow variable γ. The reader is referred to the introductory
chapter of [10] for more information. The geometrical properties of the spring-frictionelement are described by the initial length l(0) and the area of the cross section A. Thus
the force f can be expressed as E A ǫ. The current length is l = ǫ l(0) at any given time.
The spring-friction element for the “hedgehog” particle includes in its implementation
some additional checks to allow a force-less detachment from another particle during the
resolution of a contact.
2.3

Hedgehog particles

The particle is defined as a “hedgehog” of n spring-friction-elements, each element
forming a “spike”. Figure 1 displays such a particle. The center of the particle is positioned at xpart and ypart . This point is common to all spikes of the particle. The whole
particle can be rotated by an angle of φpart against the x-axis.
Each spring-friction-element is positioned with its own angle φi against the unrotated
position of the particle. The position angle of a spring-friction-element in the global
coordinate frame is φpart + φi . This facilitates the description of the tips of the spikes
for a contact search, because the global coordinate frame is common for all particles.
Each spring-friction-element has its own properties, like e.g. undeformed length l(0) and
mechanical properties.
For the following contact search, all spikes must lie within the polygon of the particle.
But the polygon does not have to be convex.
3

CONTACTS

The contact between two particles, as it is described in the following, will take place
between the spike of a particle Pa and an edge of the particle Pb . For the special case
of a spike-spike-contact a similar approach can be formulated. The methodology consists
in finding an overlap ϑ between the edge and the spike. Then the spring-friction-element
that is forming the spike is subjected to the overlap ϑ. The spike then returns a force
as described in section 2.2. Finally this force is applied to the two particles that are in
4
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Figure 1: The prototypical, undeformed particle

contact.
3.1

Interparticle contact

As an example, the intersection is calculated between the i-th spike of Pa and the edge
of Pb that spans between the spikes j and j + 1. In order to compute possible overlaps
with simple algebra, the spike and the edge are expressed as 2-tuples of points in the
global coordinate frame, which is common for all particles.
This leads for the spike to

�
�
�
�
(0)(a)
(a)
(a)
 x(a)

(a)
cos φpart + φi
part + li
xpart

�

�
�s =
,
,
(1)
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(0)(a)
(a)
(a)
 ypart
ypart 
+l
sin φpart + φ
i

i

It is important to note that the undeformed length of the spike is used. This allows a
direct computation of the overlap ϑ.
For the 2-tuple of the edge the deformed length of the spikes is taken, because the
particle Pb can be deformed. This yields

�
�
�
�

(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
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The overlaps are calculated by solving
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Figure 2: The prototypical spike-edge contact

�
�� � �
�
�s2,x − �s1,x �e1,x − �e2,x ϑa
�e1,x − �s1,x
=
�s2,y − �s1,y �e1,y − �e2,y ϑb
�e1,y − �s1,y

(3)

for ϑa and ϑb .
If 0 < ϑb < 1 a contact might exist and ϑa is passed to the i-th spike to obtain a force
f . This overlap is treated internally by the spring-friction-element. If the returned force
is zero, the contact search is continued with other edges, spikes and particles, depending
on the level the contact search algorithm is currently operating on. If, on the other hand,
the force has a non-zero value f �= 0, the spike i of Pa is indented accordingly in order to
avoid a penetration into Pb . The force that is returned from the indentation of the spike
is aligned along the direction of the spike
 �
�
(a)
(a)
cos φpart + φi
� .
f� = f  � (a)
(4)
(a)
sin φpart + φi

This force can be applied directly to Pa , because the spike passes through the center of
the particle and no moment is generated.
For the particle Pb the force f� is also applied to the center, but in addition a moment has
to be calculated, because the force is applied at the intersection point of the undeformed
spike and the edge. This intersection point is calculated as
�
�
� �
�i = �s1,x + ϑa �s2,x − �s1,x .
(5)
�s1,y
�s2,y − �s1,y
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The generated moment is calculated as
�

�
(b)
� �
xpart
f�
 (b) − �i
|| .
m =||  zpart
×
0
0

(6)

This moment is applied to Pb .
It should be noted, that, with this procedure, no spike of the particle Pb is indented.
The reason for this is phenomenological. If a sharply pointed spike of a particle is pressed
against the flat edge of another particle, it is safe to assume that the spike is indented,
deformed and bent, while the edge receives only a local indentation mark, a scratch, so
to speak, which does not affect the nearby spikes. This assumes similar materials.
3.2

The contact search algorithm

The above procedure is repeated for all na spikes of particle Pa with all nb edges of
particle Pb . Then the roles of Pa and Pb are inverted and the procedure is repeated for
all nb spikes of particle Pb with all na edges of particle Pa . During these calculations the
deformed and undeformed lengths of the particles’ spikes are frozen. The indentations of
the spikes are only applied once the contact calculations are finished. This ensures that
no particle is preferred and all overlaps that stem from the preceeding integration step
are duly treated. Also, with this process, all overlaps are resolved.
On global level the possibilities of contacts between particles are checked with a primitive n2 contact search and the longest spikes of each particle as radius of the enveloping
circle. This approach is taken for the sake of simplicity and has to be abendoned for large
particle assemblies.
4

PARTICLE DYNAMICS

The dynamics of the particles are adapted to the quasistatic nature of the compaction
process. [11] argues that simulations including dynamical effects are better suited to rapid
granular flows, like e.g. pouring, than for quasistatic processes, like e.g. compaction. [12]
proposes an approach which is used for the simulation of Brownian motion. By eliminating
the superposition of the underlying flow, the dynamic model can be formulated as
�x (t + ∆t) = �x (t) + R−1 F� ∆t.

(7)

In this algorithm - based on an explicit Euler integration - the vector �x combines the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom of the particle, the vector F� the forces
acting on these three degrees of freedom and R is a resistance term, which can be different
for each degree of freedom. The dynamic model neglects the inertia of the particles and
is thus suitable for a quasistatic process.
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Figure 3: The initial configuration and the first two states of the proof-of-concept simulation

5

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT

The proof-of-concept simulation aims at establishing a multi-particle simulation. The
main focus is set on contacts between multiple particles at the same time.
For the simulation 15 hedgehog particles are compressed uniaxially in a 2-dimensional
die. The particles are randomly placed and do not contact each other at the beginning.
The figures 3 and 4 show the initial setup and four stages of compaction. The plastic
deformation ǫp of the spikes is shown in colour.
The die consists of rigid walls. The contacts between particles and walls are treated the
same way as the particle-particle contact, see section 3. In case of particle-wall contacts
the walls are treated as edges and the particles’ spikes deform due to contact with the
wall. All contacts are considered as frictionless.
The forces exerted by particles on the walls are summed up. Figure 5 shows the force
histories related to contact with the lower horizontal and the left vertical wall. The forces
at the lower wall depict that the ”powder” actually resists the compaction. The increase
of the forces at the vertical wall shows that the powder produces a lateral pressure due
to the compaction.
The force histories display a great deal of jittering. This jittering is introduced by the
freezing mechanism during the contact search. If a spike comes into contact with an edge
- which might also be a wall - the spike is indented. Then the particle is moved depending
on the force returned from the spike. This can lead to a gap and thus the contact state
is lost. If the amplitude of the force is large enough, the particle might move far enough,
such that the contact is not reestablished for several time steps. Hence the force drops to
8
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Figure 4: The last two states of the proof-of-concept simulation

Figure 5: The vertical and horizontal forces on the wall
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Figure 6: The areas involved

zero. If the contact partners reestablish their contact, the force returns to a high level.
For the movement of particles, which happens generally in a smooth way, this can be
neglected, but for the forces, that are recorded at every time-step, this jittering becomes
very visible.
The transfer from vertical to horizontal forces proves that hedgehog particles can transfer a pressure. This transfer of a pressure is a feature of real powder compaction and is
intuitively understandable. Naturally the curves of vertical and lateral stress obtained
with this simulation do not match the ones obtained from experiments, like e.g. the ones
performed by [13], because the hedgehog particles are not calibrated. But these curves
could be applied to calibrate the properties of the hedgehog particles with respect to the
experimental data. This would then enable the use of hedgehog particles for simulations
with more realistic geometries than a simple die. However, this is beyond the aim of this
proof-of-concept simulation.
6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The presented work offers the hedgehog particle as a novel approach that combines
the plastic deformation of particles with a probably acceptable computational cost. This
should allow for a simulation of powder compaction with topology changes in which the
particles retain their individual plastic deformation. The hedgehog particles consist of
radially extending frictional devices and possess a quasi static behaviour. The contacts
between the particles are defined as intersections of spikes with edges. This allows an
intrinsic treatment of non-convex particles as long as the spikes remain inside the particle.
The hedgehog particles are subjected to a uniaxial compaction as a proof-of-concept
simulation. This simulation demonstrates that the properties of the hedgehog particles
10
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can be calibrated against experiments.
Furthermore, the simulation illustrates the property of the particles of loss of area,
which is not physical. This effect is shown in figure 6. If the area of the particles is
linked by density to a mass, this effect would correspond to a loss of mass. This is neither
desirable nor physically correct. Therefore an an isochoric condition - like det J = 1 has to bes introduced at particle level. If a spike gets indented, the other spikes should
extend to compensate for the loss of area. This part is however ongoing research, because
it is not easily determined how this isochoric condition could be formulated, especially
considering that for some configurations all spikes of a particle could be indented at the
same time. For this proof-of-concept simulation the loss of area is considered to be on
the edge of being negligible on the powder level. However, for individual particles it can
be rather significant and the loss of area is definitely an issue that has to be addressed
during the further development of the hedgehog particles.
Also the absence of friction in the proof-of-concept simulation has to be considered as
a major problem, because, as [14] argues, friction is the dominating mechanism in rather
dense, static packing. Also, a slight friction might remedy the effects of resolving and
reestablishing contacts which cause the observed jittering.
In the far future an extension of the concept to 3 dimensions should follow. There,
the contacts would be the insertion of a spike of one particle with the triangle spanned
between the tips of three spikes of the particle’s contact partners. While the calculation
of intersections in 3 dimensions is more complex.
In conclusion the prospect of simulating powder compaction with plastically deformable
particles, that deform under high stress states and offer a modest computational effort,
warrants the pursuit of the development of hedgehog particles in 2 and ultimately in 3
dimensions.
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Abstract. In the discrete element simulation of granular materials, the modelling of
contacts is crucial for the macroscopic material behaviour. From the tribological point of
view, friction at contacts needs to be modelled carefully, as it depends on several factors,
e.g. contact normal load or temperature to name only two. In discrete element method
(DEM) simulations the usage of Coulomb’s law of friction is state of the art. It reduces
all tribological effects to only one constant coefficient of friction. Motivated by research
on wheel-rail contacts, a pressure dependency of the interparticle coefficient of friction is
introduced in a new DEM model. Direct shear tests are conducted on steel spheres of a
certain size distribution. The strong influence of interparticle friction on the bulk friction
is shown via a variation of the constant interparticle friction coefficient. Simulations with
constant and pressure dependent interparticle friction are compared. For the pressure
dependent interparticle friction a pressure dependency of the bulk friction is seen which
matches qualitatively the behaviour known from testing reported in literature.

1

INTRODUCTION

Solid like granular materials generally comprise a high number of particle-particle and
particle-environment contacts. The frictional behaviour of these contacts has a high influence on the macroscopic behaviour of the material. In the sense of a tribological system
friction is influenced by several parameters like contact normal load, relative motion, surface roughness, contact temperature and contact conditions (dry, wet, lubricated contact
conditions, etc.).
The discrete (distinct) element method (DEM) was introduced by Cundall and Strack,
see [1], and has become a widely used tool for modelling the mechanical behaviour of
solid-like granular materials. While there are several topics of active research regarding
DEM, it is state of the art to consider the frictional behaviour of contacts by application
of Coulomb’s law. At a contact the resulting contact force is decomposed in normal
1
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and tangential direction, Fn and Ft , and contact laws for their calculation are chosen.
In tangential direction the force which can be transferred is bounded. This bound has
a high influence on the behaviour of the granular material and generally consists of a
part depending on the normal force and a part representing cohesion (independent of the
normal force). Coulomb’s law is the simplest way to model the normal force dependent
part of this bound. A constant interparticle friction coefficient, µ, is introduced, which
describes the maximal allowed ratio between tangential and normal force. While the
contact sticks, the ratio is strictly less than the coefficient of interparticle friction. When
the ratio of tangential and normal force grows and equality is reached, the contact slides.
During sliding the ratio remains constant. For cohesionless materials Coulomb’s law can
be written as follows:


Ft = min µFn , F̃t ,
(1)
where F̃t is the pre-sliding shear force calculated using the contact constitutive model.
Coulomb’s law can also be stated using the internal friction angle, φ, which is connected
to the interparticle friction coefficient by µ = tan(φ).
Frequently used tests for the investigation of the shear behaviour of granular materials
are the triaxial test and the direct shear (or shear box) test. Usually the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion is used which reads as:
τf = tan(Φ)σn + c ,

(2)

where τf is the final shear stress, Φ is the bulk friction angle and c is a material parameter
representing cohesion of the granular material, i.e. c = 0 for cohesionless materials. The
bulk friction angle of a granular material is an important characteristic for its shear
behaviour. Alternatively the peak friction angle can be determined, where the maximal
shear stress instead of the final one is used in equation (2).
In the literature there exist several works which state a strong influence of the interparticle friction on the bulk friction angle, see e.g. [2, 3, 4] who simulated direct shear
tests and compared the results to experiments.
It is frequently stated that the bulk/peak friction angle of a granular medium is constant, i.e. independent of the normal stress. This result can be found e.g. in [3] or [4]
who considered equi-sized steel balls and glass beads respectively. Direct shear test with
different normal stresses were conducted. In the regime of applied normal stresses, in both
works a linear relation between the measured shear stress and normal stress was found.
Thus the application of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion was justified and the bulk friction
angle was constant.
On the contrary, [4] states a clearly non-linear relation, i.e. pressure dependency, when
the shear test is performed on paired glass beads instead of single glass beads. Here
the applied normal stress ranges from 3 kPa to 24 kPa and a dependency of the bulk
friction angle on these pressures can be seen. In [5] the same experimental results are
2
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compared to DEM simulation. The pressure dependency of the bulk friction angle found
in the experimental results could not be reproduced in the DEM simulations which used
a constant interparticle friction coefficient for all load cases.
Similar experimental results regarding a pressure dependency of the bulk friction angle
are found in [6] where railway ballast is investigated in direct shear tests. The normal
stress is varied between 15 kPa and 75 kPa and a nonlinear dependency between shear
stress and normal stress is shown. Here also several works on rock-fill materials are
cited which state a non-linear relationship which is significant at low normal stresses and
gradually reduces as the normal stress increases.
This description matches well with the results of [7]. A pressure dependent coefficient
of friction between smooth silo walls and particles was found for small normal stresses. It
seems that depending on the considered material and particle shape a non-linear relation
between bulk friction angle and normal stress can be observed for low normal stresses.
Motivated by the above experimental findings on granular media and results obtained
on the wheel-rail contact for steel, the authors will use a non-constant coefficient of friction
in DEM simulations. In simulations of direct shear tests, the application of this law will
result in a non-linear dependency of the bulk friction angle on the normal stress.
2

PRESSURE DEPENDENT FRICTION COEFFICIENT

Investigations on the frictional behaviour of wheel-rail contacts (steel-steel) showed
that the assumption of a constant coefficient of friction is not sufficient to reproduce
results observed at experiments, see e.g. [8]. In Figure 1 results of High Pressure Torsion
tests (HPT) are shown. In a HPT test two steel discs are rotated against each other,
while the normal stress, σn and the shear stress, τ , are measured. In this case the ratio
between τ and σn is the coefficient of friction. From Figure 1(a) to 1(b) the maximum
normal stress σn is doubled. If the coefficient of friction was constant, then στn would be
constant and thus τ would be doubled. In Figure 1(b) it can be seen that the τ is clearly

(a) normal stress σn = 500 MPa.

(b) normal stress σn = 1000 MPa.

(c) HPT test rig.

Figure 1: High Pressure Torsion (HPT) tests where two steel-discs are rotated against each other;
measurement of normal stress (σn ) and shear stress (τ ) over displacement u; increasing normal stress
reduces ratio τ /σn , comparison to results from model [8].
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Figure 2: Graph of the pressure dependent coefficient of friction as defined in Equation (3).

lower and therefore a significant dependency of the coefficient of friction on the normal
load can be concluded from the experiments.
Similar results as in [8] are also obtained in [9] from Popov et. al. With the method
of Movable Cellular Automata (MCA) the wheel-rail contact is modelled (steel-steel) and
from simulation results a normal pressure dependent coefficient of friction is derived:
0.3243
µ(σn ) = 0.15 +
,
(3)
1 + 0.00212 σσn0E
where σn is the applied normal stress, E is the Young modulus, E = 206 GP a, and σ0 is
the ultimate strength and was varied between 92 and 552 MPa. The graph of the above
function is plotted in Figure 2 for σ0 = 400 MPa.
This pressure dependent coefficient of friction will be used in the following DEM simulations. For the contact forces the frequently used Hertz-Mindlin no slip contact model
will be used, compare e.g. [10]. In normal direction of the contact the Hertz model is as
follows:
4  
Fn = Ê R̂ u3n ,
(4)
3
where Ê is the equivalent Young modulus of the contact, R̂ is the equivalent contact
radius and un is the overlap in normal direction. In the Hertzian contact model the area
of contact is circular (sphere-sphere contact), therefore an averaged pressure, σ̄n can be
calculated by dividing the contact force by the contact area.

 23
Fn
Fn
4Ê
σ̄n := 2 =
,
(5)
aπ
π 3Fn R̂


3Fn R̂
4Ê

 13

where a =
is the radius of the contact patch. In the tangential direction of
the contact the Mindlin no slip model is applied. The trial or pre-sliding shear force is
denoted by Ft,t and can be calculated as:
4
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Ft,t = 8 a Ĝ us ,

(6)

where Ĝ is the equivalent shear modulus and us the shear displacement. Using the
constant coefficient of friction, the shear force is given by:

Ft,t
if Ft,t ≤ µFn
Ft =
.
(7)
µFn otherwise
For the use of the pressure dependent friction coefficient, we now change Equation (7) to:

Ft,t
if Ft,t ≤ µ(σ̄n )Fn
Ft =
,
(8)
µ(σ̄n )Fn otherwise
where σ̄n is given by Equation (5) and µ(σ̄n ) by Equation (3).
3

DEM SIMULATION OF DIRECT SHEAR TESTS

The influence of interparticle friction on the macroscopic behaviour will be investigated
via simulation of direct shear tests. Results of a variation of the constant friction coefficient
will be compared to those obtained with the above introduced pressure dependent friction
coefficient.
All simulations are conducted with the DEM software Yade, [11]. In this software the
soft contact approach is used together with explicit discretization in time. As already
mentioned the main focus of this work is the modification of the tangential contact law,
regarding the friction coefficient. The basis for this work is the Hertz-Mindlin no-slip
contact model as given in Equations (4, 7) . If the modified contact law, (4, 8), is used,
it will be stated explicitly.
The setup of a direct shear test is shown in Figure 3(a). The lower box has the
dimensions 0.3 m × 0.3 m × 0.1 m and the upper box 0.3 m × 0.3 m × 0.2 m. For all
shear tests non-uniform sizes of steel spheres are used. These sphere samples all share the
same size distribution, which can be seen in Figure 3(b). The material of the spheres and
the walls of the shear box is assumed to be equal. The material parameters of steel used
in the DEM simulation are summarized in Table 1.
For sample generation 6000 spheres of the mentioned size distribution are randomly
placed in a box above the shear box. Then the spheres fall under the influence of gravity
and are allowed to come to rest in the shear box. To achieve a dense packing the friction
coefficient is set to 0 in this initial phase of the simulation. For a reduction of computational time the gravity force is enlarged by factor 5. When the spheres came to rest,
a steel plate is inserted above the spheres, the friction coefficient is increased to 0.2 and
gravity force is set to its original value. Now the normal load is applied on the spheres
using a servo control mechanism (P-control). After the specified normal load is reached
and the spheres are at rest, the shearing phase starts by imposing a velocity on the lower
5
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(a) Setup of shear box test.

(b) Size distribution of spheres.

Figure 3: Details on shear box test and size distribution of spheres.

shear box. Variations of the shear velocity showed that shearing with 1 mm
yielded results
s
which can be considered quasi-static, i. e. a lower shearing rate yielded the same result.
The direct shear test will be simulated with three different levels of applied normal
stress, σn = 75 kPa, 225 kPa and 375 kPa. At first the interparticle friction coefficient
is constant, µ = 0.2, and the Hertz-Mindlin no slip contact model (4, 7) is used. In
Figure 4(a) the shear stress over the shear path is shown in the upper plot. For the
calculation of the shear stress, all contact forces belonging to the lower box and the
bottom are summed; then only the component in shear direction is divided by the crosssectional area of the shear box 0.09 m2 . In the lower part of Figure 4(a) the porosity
of the samples is plotted over the shear path. At the beginning of all three tests there
is a short phase where the samples are compressed, while dilation occurs for the rest of
the simulation. Due to problems with the control of the applied normal stress at the
beginning of the simulations sometimes kinks in the shear stress can be seen. As the
duration of these problems is usually very small, the effect on the overall response of the
bulk material is negligible.
To check the influence of the spheres’ initial configuration on the simulation results, five
different configurations were generated with the above described procedure. The results
Table 1: Parameters used in DEM simulations.

Parameter

Diameter

Value

8 - 24 mm

Density
7833.34

Young modulus

kg
m3

200 GPa

6
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Poisson’s friction
ratio
coefficient
0.28
0.2
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(a) Shear stress over shear displacement.

(b) Influence of initial configuration. Solid lines:
σn = 375 kPa, dashed lines: σn = 225 kPa, dotted lines: σn = 75 kPa

Figure 4: Simulation results for direct shear tests with constant interparticle friction µ = 0.2.

can be seen in Figure 4(b). The different initial settings are named S1 till S5. It can be
seen that S2 has a lower initial slope than the other settings and S4 has the smallest final
shear stress for all three levels of applied normal stress. It seems that for the chosen size
distribution of the spheres the sample generation method can not ensure similar initial
packings. Also differences in the initial porosity of the settings occur, which lie between
0.383 and 0.386. The maximal deviations in the final shear stress are 3 % for σn = 75 kPa,
11 % for σn = 225 kPa and 9 % for σn = 375 kPa. Obviously, to some extent the same
problems would occur if tests in the lab were conducted. Nevertheless the reduction of
these deviation via a different method for sample generation will be future work. For the
time being, influences off the different initial settings will be reported, where they are of
interest.
3.1

Influence of constant interparticle friction coefficient

It is well known that interparticle friction is a key factor for the shear behaviour
of granular materials. In the following the interparticle friction coefficient will be varied
between 0.1 and 0.4 to investigate its influence on the bulk friction angle for one considered
initial setting. From the conducted simulations the final shear stress is calculated as the
median of the last hundred readings of the shear stress (over a shear path of 2 mm). Here
the median instead of the mean value is chosen due to its insensitivity with respect to
outliers. Figure 5(a) shows the resulting final shear stresses, τf , over the applied normal
stress, σn , for the different values of the interparticle friction coefficient. The already
mentioned Mohr-Coulomb criterion for cohesionless material is used and the least squares
fit for each value of interparticle friction is shown. The slope of these lines is the tangent of
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(a) Final shear stress, τf , over applied normal
stress, σn .

(b) Bulk friction coefficient over interparticle friction coefficient.

Figure 5: Influence of (constant) interparticle friction on bulk friction.

the bulk friction angle and will be denoted here as bulk friction coefficient. In Figure 5(b)
this bulk friction coefficient is plotted over the interparticle friction coefficient.
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion states a linear relation between normal stress and final
shear stress. The obtained bulk friction coefficient shows no pressure dependency. The
simulation results obtained with constant interparticle friction coefficients agree well with
the linear Mohr-Coulomb criterion. Thus, it can be concluded that constant interparticle
friction can not be used to obtain a pressure dependency in bulk friction.
The strong influence of interparticle friction on the bulk friction coefficient is well shown
with the presented results.
3.2

Usage of pressure dependent interparticle friction

As a next step simulations with the pressure dependent interparticle friction coefficient,
(3) from [9], together with the modified shear force law (8) are presented. The results
will be compared to simulations using µ = 0.2. In the model of pressure dependent
interparticle friction, the Young modulus is set to E = 200 GPa. For the ultimate
strength, σ0 , the interval of 92 to 552 MPa is specified in [9]. In this work σ0 = 400 MPa
is used. In Figure 6(a) the normalized shear stress στn is plotted over the shear path for
µ = 0.2 and the pressure dependent friction coefficient, µ pdf. Considering σn = 375 kPa
in the lower plot, then the simulation results for µ = 0.2 and pressure dependent µ coincide
τ
(calibration of the model via σ0 ). In the upper plot, where σn = 75 kPa , σfn is about 10 %
larger for for pressure dependent µ than for µ = 0.2. For the pressure dependent µ the bulk
friction coefficient decreases with increasing σn until it coincides at σn = 375 kPa with the
value obtained with µ = 0.2, compare Figure 6(a). Thus, the pressure dependency which
is introduced in interparticle friction is also seen in the resulting bulk friction coefficient.

8
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This behaviour of the bulk friction coefficient qualitatively agrees with observations from
direct shear experiments reported in literature.
The pressure dependency in bulk friction, caused by the pressure dependency in interparticle friction, is in a similar range than the scatter of results caused by the different
initial settings, compare Figure 4(b). A comparison of the simulations using µ = 0.2 and
pressure dependent µ for all five initial settings is done. In Figure 6(b) the bulk friction
coefficient is calculated for each simulation individually. The solid bars show the bulk
friction for the simulations with µ = 0.2 and shaded bars belong to pressure dependent
µ. While the extent of pressure dependency of the bulk friction coefficient varies between
the initial settings it is present in all cases.
The authors would like to emphasize that it is not possible to use a higher (constant)
friction coefficient and to obtain the same results as with pressure dependent µ. While it
would be possible to chose a lower value for interparticle friction such that the final shear
stress for σn = 75 kPa is met, then the final shear stress for σn = 225, 375 kPa would be
too high.
For the simulation with pressure dependent µ and σn = 75 kPa the normal forces at
the end of the test are plotted in Figure 7(a). For improved visibility only contacts with
Fn ≥ 70 N are displayed. With this threshold 10 % of all contact are plotted. On the
same contacts the pressure dependent µ is shown in Figure 7(b). The friction coefficient
lies between 0.189 and 0.23 at contacts with Fn ≥ 70 N. As it can be seen in the plot,
most contacts have larger friction coefficients than the value of 0.2 which was used for the
comparison simulation. If all contacts are considered, then the maximal friction coefficient
is 0.46.

(a) Normalized shear stress over shear displacement. Comparison for σn = 375 kPa and σn =
75 kPa.

(b) Final shear stress divided by normal stress over
applied normal stress for five different initial settings. Solid bars: µ = 0.2, shaded bars: µ =pdf.

Figure 6: Comparison of constant interparticle friction and pressure dependent friction (pdf).
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(a) Contact normal forces [N]. Only contacts with
Fn ≥ 70 N are displayed for improved visibility.

(c) Angular distribution of normal forces [N].

(b) Pressure dependent friction coefficient, plotted
on contacts with Fn ≥ 70 N.

(d) Histogram of normal forces [N] and pressure dependent µ. The data is divided in four groups of
equal size with ascending normal force.

Figure 7: Fabric analysis of simulation with pressure dependent friction coefficient and σn = 75 kPa at
shear displacement 10 mm

The angular distribution of normal forces at sphere-sphere contacts is shown in Figure 7(c). The length of each bar represents the number of contacts in the corresponding
direction and the colour of each bar stands for the averaged normal force. Note that the
average forces are low as many contacts have very small normal forces. It can be seen
that the contacts which carry the largest load are clearly directed.
In Figure 7(d) two histograms of the contact normal force and the pressure dependent
µ are shown. The data is divided in four groups of equal size with ascending normal
force. Each group contains 25 % of all contacts, so in the first group Fn ≤ F25 , where
F25 denotes the 25 % quantile of the data and so on. The upper histogram shows the
normal force. Note that nearly half of the data (the first two groups) lies in the first bin,
which illustrates the huge amount of contacts which carry nearly no load. In the lower
histogram the corresponding values of the interparticle friction coefficient are plotted.
10
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Low contact forces belong to high values of interparticle friction, as can be seen for the
red and magenta data group. High contact forces result in lower interparticle friction.
The values of the cyan data group lie in the same interval as those plotted in Figure 7(b).
Note that overlaps between the data groups of the interparticle friction coefficient exist,
as the contact’s equivalents radius also enters its calculation.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution simulations of direct shear tests are conducted. The samples consist
of steel spheres of a certain size distribution and are loaded at three different levels of
normal stress, σn = 75, 225, 375 kPa. The influence of the spheres’ initial configuration is
rather strong. Comparing five different initial settings deviations in the final shear stress
up to 11 % occur. To some extent this problem would also occur when experiments were
conducted in the lab. The reduction of these deviations via a modification of the method
for sample generation will be future work.
The strong influence of interparticle friction on the bulk friction of the granular material
is shown via a variation of a constant interparticle friction coefficient. Motivated by results
on the whee-rail contact of steel a newly developed pressure dependency of interparticle
friction is introduced. Direct shear tests with pressure dependent interparticle friction
and constant µ = 0.2 are compared. The pressure dependency introduced in interparticle
friction is clearly seen in the resulting bulk friction coefficient. Considering one initial
setting and σn = 75 kPa, then the bulk friction coefficient is about 10 % larger for
pressure dependent µ than for µ = 0.2. For the pressure dependent µ the bulk friction
coefficient decreases with increasing σn until it coincides at σn = 375 kPa (where the
model was calibrated) with the value obtained with µ = 0.2. Due to the scatter of
results with different initial configurations it is difficult to quantify the effect on the bulk
friction coefficient in general. Nevertheless the pressure dependency in bulk friction is –
to different extent – seen for all five initial settings. Qualitatively these results matches
the behaviour observed in testing reported in literature.
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Summary. It is now broadly accepted that failure in a granular material is dominated by
buckling failure of strong force chains oriented in the direction of the major principal stress.
In this paper, Delaunay triangulation is used to explore the role of the interparticle friction
coefficient (μ) in stabilising these strong force chains. An isotropic numerical sample was
created in 3D which contains 20,164 polydisperse spherical particles inside a periodic cell. μ
was changed to 0.0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 or 1.0 to create six samples, each of which was
sheared triaxially until critical state was attained. The contact network was obtained at the
end of each simulation by joining the centroids of the contacting particles. The Voro++
software library was used to compute two types of periodic Voronoi tessellation of the
particle centroids: the conventional unweighted tessellation and the radical tessellation which
is weighted by particle diameter. These were converted to their Delaunay duals to facilitate
direct comparison with the associated contact networks. The numbers of edges (i.e., contacts)
that are in the contact networks decrease consistently as μ is increased towards 1. This
contrasts with the numbers of edges, faces or tetrahedra in the Delaunay triangulations, all of
which increase with increasing μ up to μ = 0.25 and become approximately constant
thereafter. Two quantities were defined: the percentage of faces in the triangulation
comprising three contacts (Pfc) and the percentage of tetrahedra comprising six contacts (Ptc).
Pfc shows a linearly-decreasing trend with increasing angle of shearing resistance and both
Pfc and Ptc decrease continuously as μ is increased. This indicates that triangular motifs
become less widespread as friction increases and that the weak supporting network which is
present at low μ values is effectively absent at high μ.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The stress distribution within any granular material subjected to load is highly
heterogeneous. Strong force chains, consisting of contacting particles aligned with the major
principal stress orientation, form upon loading to transmit the majority of the load and carry
the deviatoric stress during shear deformation. These strong force chains are supported by a
weak orthogonal contact network. The formation of strong force chains has been observed
experimentally using image analysis [1], tomography [2] and photoelasticity [3]. The
development of strong force chains supported by a weak orthogonal network has often been
observed in discrete element method (DEM) simulations, e.g., [4-6]. Over the last 15 years, it
has become increasingly widely accepted that the dominant failure mechanism in a granular
material is buckling failure of the strong force chains. Evidence supporting this hypothesis has
been provided by a range of complementary investigation tools such as DEM simulation [7],
photoelasticity experiments [8] and analytical modelling [9-11].
A parametric study was conducted recently [12] in which three-dimensional numerical
samples were sheared triaxially to a critical state using different values of the interparticle
friction coefficient (μ). This was an extension of previous DEM studies on the same subject
[13,14]. It was found that the stability of the strong force chains increases with increasing μ
while the supporting weak contact network has greatest importance for stabilising the strong
force chains at low values of μ [12]. In this paper, the same data set is analysed using
Delaunay triangulation of the particle centroids. The principal aim of this short study is to
investigate whether triangular motifs become less common and linear structures more so as μ
is increased: [15] found this to be the case for two-dimensional packings of disks but this
finding has not been observed in 3D, to the best of the authors’ knowledge.
2

DEM SIMULATIONS

A 3D numerical sample was created by randomly placing 20,164 polydisperse spherical
particles within a periodic cell. These boundary conditions were chosen to avoid
inhomogeneities at the periphery of the sample [16]. The periodic cell was initially cubical,
consisting of three pairs of mutually-orthogonal periodic boundaries. The particle size
distribution of the numerical sample, shown in Figure 1, is representative of Toyoura sand
with a ratio of maximum to minimum particle diameters of around 3.6. A simplified HertzMindlin contact model was used. The particle shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio were set at
29 GPa and 0.12, respectively, to match experimentally-measured properties of quartz [17].
The particle density was set at 2650 kg/m3: a realistic value for a quartz sand. Gravity was
inactive throughout the simulations. A stable isotropic assembly was created at a confining
pressure of 100 kPa by moving opposing pairs of periodic boundaries closer together using a
stress-control algorithm. The interparticle friction coefficient was 0.0 at this stage. Following
isotropic compression, the interparticle friction coefficient was changed to 0.0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75 or 1.0. Each of these six samples was subjected to drained triaxial shearing to an axial
strain of around 54%. This strain level was sufficient to reach the critical state in all
simulations. All of these simulations were run using a version of the open-source LAMMPS
code [18] which has been modified by the authors to include a stress-control algorithm for
periodically-bounded samples and contact models which have been revised substantially to
correspond to those in [19,20].
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Figure 1: Particle size distribution of the numerical simple compared with a digitised size distribution of a real
Toyoura sand measured by sieve analysis [21]

3

DATA ANALYSIS

The six samples were compared only at the end of the triaxial simulations, at around 54%
axial strain, once critical state had been attained. Critical state is characterised by the
continued deformation of a sample under shear without a change in either volume or stress
state. The contact networks were easily obtained by joining the centroids of the contacting
particles. Each interparticle contact corresponds to an edge in the contact network. In
addition, Voronoi tessellations were computed based on the particle centroids. Voro++ [22]
was chosen for this analysis as it is capable of doing periodic tessellations with non-cubical
cells. In these simulations, the samples are almost cubical at the end of isotropic compression
but become highly non-cubical during shearing. Two types of periodic Voronoi tessellation
were computed: the conventional unweighted tessellation which does not take particle
diameter into account and the radical (or Laguerre) tessellation which is weighted by particle
diameter. These were converted to their Delaunay duals using MATLAB [23]. This
conversion facilitated a direct comparison between the edges of the Delaunay tessellations
and the edges of the associated contact networks.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures showing the macro-scale response of five of the six samples (excluding the
frictionless simulation) are provided in [12]. Table 1 summarises the key macro-scale results
�
is the angle of shearing resistance and e
at the critical state of each simulation. In Table 1, 𝜑��
is the void ratio, defined according to the soil mechanics convention as the volume of voids
� � ��� �

divided by the volume of solids. q = 𝜎�� − 𝜎�� is the deviatoric stress and p' = � � is the
�
mean effective stress where 𝜎�� , 𝜎�� and 𝜎�� represent the major, intermediate and minor
principal effective stresses, respectively. 𝜎�� = 𝜎�� for these axisymmetric triaxial simulations.
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Table 1: Macro-scale data at the end of the six simulations after the attainment of critical state

µ
0.0
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1.0

q (kPa)
23.951
61.885
87.794
99.514
90.418
100.49

p' (kPa)
107.99
120.63
129.27
133.18
130.14
133.50

�
𝜑��
(°)

4.98
13.54
18.17
19.97
20.19
20.98

e
0.5344
0.5909
0.6317
0.6504
0.6527
0.6542

The number of particles is constant throughout these simulations; therefore, the
coordination number is directly proportional to the number of edges in a contact network.
Figure 2 shows that the number of edges (or equivalently the coordination number) decreases
with increasing μ from around 57,000 at μ = 0.0 to 32,000 when μ = 1.0. The opposite trend is
observed in the void ratio which increases with increasing μ as shown on the secondary
vertical axis on Figure 2. As μ decreases, particles are packed together more closely and so a
corresponding increase in the number of contacts is unsurprising.

Figure 2: The variations in the number of contacts and the void ratio at the critical state with the interparticle
friction coefficient

Although the number of contacts decreases with increasing μ, Figure 3 shows the opposite
trend for the number of edges in the Delaunay triangulations which increases with μ up to μ =
0.25 and remains approximately constant thereafter. This is the case for both the conventional,
unweighted tessellation based solely on the particle centroids and for the radical tessellation
which is weighted by particle diameter.
The numbers of faces or tetrahedra in the Delaunay triangulations also increase with
increasing μ up to μ = 0.25 as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Further increases in μ beyond 0.25 do
not affect the numbers of faces or tetrahedra in the triangulations. This is perhaps expected
from Figure 3 as each face comprises three edges and each tetrahedron comprises six edges.
The existence of a threshold beyond which the system shows little sensitivity to μ is reported
by [12] who found that the critical-state loci were almost identical for μ = 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0.
However, [12] observed substantial differences between μ = 0.25 and μ = 0.5, exemplified by
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the differences in void ratio in Table 1. Based on Figures 3-5, it seems that triangulations of
the particle centroids ‘saturate’ at lower values of μ than conventional macro-scale measures
such as q, p' or e.

Figure 3: The number of edges in the Delaunay triangulations against the interparticle friction coefficient at the
critical state

Figure 4: The number of faces in the Delaunay triangulations against the interparticle friction coefficient at the
critical state

Two distinct sets of edges connecting particle centroids are available for each simulation:
one set of interparticle contacts and one set of Delaunay triangulation edges. These may be
compared as some edges are common to, or absent from, both sets, while some edges appear
only in the Delaunay set. Every single interparticle contact is present among the associated
Delaunay triangulation edges; hence the interparticle contacts may be regarded as a subset of
the Delaunay triangulation edges. By comparing Figures 2 and 3, it is apparent that there are
between 2.4 and 4.6 times more edges in any Delaunay triangulation than there are in the
corresponding contact network. Figure 6 shows the percentage of triangulation edges which
are contacts for each simulation. These results are very similar for both types of Voronoi
tessellation. As the number of contacts decreases with increasing μ and the number of
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Delaunay edges increases with increasing μ, Figure 6 exhibits a sharp decrease as μ increases.

Figure 5: The number of tetrahedra in the Delaunay triangulations against the interparticle friction coefficient at
the critical state

Figure 6: The percentage of Delaunay triangulation edges which are interparticle contacts for each simulation
against the interparticle friction coefficient

Two quantities were defined: the percentage of faces in the triangulation comprising three
interparticle contacts (Pfc) and the percentage of tetrahedra comprising six contacts (Ptc). Pfc
and Ptc are respectively plotted against the interparticle friction coefficient on Figures 7 and 8.
Both Pfc and Ptc decrease monotonically as μ is increased. These two figures support the
hypothesis of Smart and Ottino [15] that triangular motifs become less widespread as friction
increases. Furthermore, these figures also provide additional evidence for the observation that
a weak supporting network develops during shearing only at low μ values [12]: the support
provided to a strong force chain by weak contacts necessarily creates many triangular
arrangements of particles which are far less prevalent at high μ than at low μ values.
Many DEM simulations have shown that there is a non-linear relationship between the
�
angle of shearing resistance, 𝜑��
, and the interparticle friction coefficient, μ, or equivalently
the interparticle friction angle, 𝜑�� = arctan 𝜇 [7,12-14]. The reason for this non-linear
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relationship remains the subject of some debate and is often poorly captured by analytical
models [24-26]. One explanation is the interplay between rolling and sliding at the particle
contacts [12]; this is not captured correctly by existing analytical models which neglect the
effect of buckling. Prior research has shown that the critical buckling load has a non-linear
relationship with μ and there exists a threshold value of μ beyond which the critical buckling
�
load becomes invariant, as is the case for 𝜑��
[12].

Figure 7: The percentage of Delaunay triangulation faces which are composed of three interparticle contacts
against the interparticle friction coefficient at the critical state

Figure 8: The percentage of Delaunay triangulation tetrahedra which are composed of six interparticle contacts
against the interparticle friction coefficient at the critical state
�
Figure 9 shows that increasing μ reduces Pfc (Figure 7) but increases 𝜑��
. The regressions
�
on Figure 9 show that the relationship between Pfc and 𝜑�� is almost linear. Interestingly, the
shear resistance increases when the proportion of triangular structures is reduced. This is
somewhat counter-intuitive: triangular structures tend to be more robust and tolerant to
variations in the loading direction than columnar structures which are strong only when
subjected to an axial load. It seems that the effect of μ on strength is much more significant
than the proportion of triangular structures; having a relatively large proportion of triangular
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�
structures at low μ does not noticeably affect 𝜑��
. Another way of looking at these results is
that the contribution to strength due to interparticle friction is dominant compared with the
contribution to strength due to micro-scale particle geometry.

Figure 9: The percentage of Delaunay triangulation faces which are composed of three interparticle contacts
against the angle of shearing resistance (°)

5

CONCLUSIONS

Six polydisperse numerical samples with differing interparticle friction coefficients were
sheared triaxially to critical state. Contact networks were obtained and periodic Delaunay
tessellations were computed at the end of each simulation using the particle centroids. The
numbers of edges that are in the contact networks decrease consistently as μ is increased. This
contrasts with the numbers of edges, faces or tetrahedra in the Delaunay triangulations, all of
which increase with increasing μ up to μ = 0.25 and become approximately constant
thereafter. The existence of a threshold beyond which the system shows little sensitivity to μ
is also reported by [12]. Two quantities were defined, both of which decrease monotonically
as μ is increased: the percentage of faces in the triangulation comprising three contacts (Pfc)
and the percentage of tetrahedra comprising six contacts (Ptc). These results provide additional
evidence for the observations that triangular motifs become less widespread as friction
increases [15] and that a mechanically-stable, weak supporting network has greatest
importance for stabilising the strong force chains at low values of μ [12]. Pfc shows a linearlydecreasing trend with increasing angle of shearing resistance, i.e., the shear resistance
increases when the proportion of triangular structures is reduced. This implies that the effect
of having a relatively large proportion of triangular structures at low μ is insignificant
compared to the effect of μ on the rolling/sliding behaviour [12].
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Abstract. Biomass handling industries are transporting and storing huge quantities of biomass

materials. During transportation, wood pellets can be subject to attrition (a process that generates
additional fines and dust). When filling large volume storage silos the fines tend to concentrate in certain
areas within the silo, depending upon the size of the particles and their sensitivity to the method of filling
(Zigan et al. 2008). These particles are easily made airborne when discharged from the storage and can
represent an increased health related hazard as well as dust explosion hazards. The risk of dust
explosions increases with the size of storage. Previous researchers have developed dust explosion
models in order to assist practitioners from industry to minimise the health and safety risks for their
plants[1].

This research studies the significance of airborne fines concentration in different silo locations. The
fines concentrations will be evaluated according to analysis approach described first in Zigan et al. 2008.
The experimental silo is cylindrical and a mixture fines and coarse particles will be fed by gravity
centrally into the silo.
It was found that fines tended to accumulate near the silo wall. This can partly be explained by a
segregation phenomenon called air current segregation (ACS). ACS is present in the silo as an effect of
both circulating air currents generated by the falling particle jet. The fines reach the terminal velocity
before the coarse particles then the fines follow the dominant air flow direction.
This research shows the importance of including a consideration of the fines concentration in any
modelling approach developed to indicate the propagation and mobilisation of fugitive particulate
material during filling operations.

1

INTRODUCTION

Transporting and storing large quantities of bulk materials is common to most of the industries
related to bulk-solids handling. (i.e. Drax Power Station which produces 7% of the UK
electricity and burns ~12m tonnes of wood pellets annually). Among them, the biomass
handling industries are very common. One of the most hazardous incidents which occurs in
biomass industry are dust explosions.
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Fines are generated due to breakage of wood pellets during transportation and filling processes.
During handling dust gets airborne and creates a dust cloud in silos and other enclosed vessels.
The creation of the dust is very hazardous in many aspects. One of the main hazards is the
health issues the operators can face as a cause of inhaling the dusty air[2]. And the other issue
is that concentrated dust can create dust explosions at certain levels of dust concentration.
Although some protection and safety overalls can be worn in order to avoid the health hazard,
the risk of dust explosions remains the same. critical levels of dust concentrations have been
found through a number of experiments and software calculations[3]. Thus the remaining
necessity is to predict the concentrations of dust at different locations in silos and the other
filling vessels.
Therefore this paper introduces an experiment of locating the airborne dust/fines concentrations
through investigating the dust settlement at the bottom of silo. In addition to that there are
findings relating to the behaviour of air-currents in the vessel during the filling process.
The main focus of this paper is on the amount of dust generated due to the air current
segregation during the filling process of biomass storage silos.
There are a number of researches [1] which have focused on investigating the segregation of
fine particles along with the air-currents in silos during the filling procedure which can be
referred to as air current segregation. But most of the researches focused on materials which
have less diversity in terms of particle size.
According to Zigan et al. alumina powder segregates at higher filling rates [1]. Alumina powder
requires a higher filling rates as alumina powder has the characteristics which shows less
separation of fines from the main particle jet during the filling. That experiment shows it is
required to use a mixture of materials with a good diversity of particle sizes.
Therefore this paper is particularly focused on using a mixture of saw dust and wood pallets
consisting of two known particle sizes which have a good diversity of particle sizes.
1.1

Concepts

This experiment is designed on two arguments.
 Concentration of the fines in the collectors at the edge depends on the air flow patterns
created by the falling particle jet.
 As this mixture is consists of particles with two different sizes, a constant flow of the
falling particle jet cannot be expected. Instead a particle jet with a spiral shape can be
expected. This is due to the separation of the fine particles form the coarse particles.
 This effect might depend on size of the opening. Which is not focused in this paper.
Furthermore, the expected settlement of dust at the end of experiment should be a vertical fall
under the terminal velocity. The reason is there should be no interactions or trajectories between
particles.
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2
2.1

METHODOLOGY
The rig

A rig has been built previously for the purpose of investigating the scaling rule of air-current
segregation of alumina powder [1]. I has been preliminary identified that the rig is ideal for the
current experiment after some minor modifications. The modifications that have been added
are:
 Modified feeding mechanism: The current feeder has been designed for use with
alumina powder. But as the mixture of saw dust with wood pallets (broken) that has
been used in this experiment has the characteristics of a mass flow. Therefore the
feeding mechanism has been rebuilt with a gravity feeder designed for a mass flow[4].
 Air extractors: The rig has been originally built with four air extractors and flow meters
attached. In this particular experiment the air extraction has been adjusted to extract
10.575 Litres per minute, which is equal to the volumetric feeding rate of the material.
Material collectors (sample pouches) at the bottom of the rig: As the original design of
the rig was for alumina power, which had the flowability of a core flow could easily
flow through the bottom orifice of collectors. Because the new material a mass flow like
behaviour a set of bags has been used instead of the orifices at the bottom.

Figure 1 : Bottom
(collectors) of the rig
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2.2

Sample Preparation

The aim of the experiment was to investigate the effect of the dust generation due to air-current
segregation when using materials which have different sized particles to fill a silo. Therefore
this experiment has been conducted with a material consisting of two different sized particles
of the same material. Broken wood pellets which have a size range between 3.15 mm to 4.75
mm have been used as the coarse particles of the mixture. These coarse particles were mixed
with the fines of the same material with a size range of 0.1 µm to 500 µm. The mixture consists
the ratio (weight) of 1: 10 between the fines and the coarse material.
Coarse material
(Size: between 3.15 mm
to 4.75 mm)

Fines
(Size: < 500 µm)

Mass Ratio →

10

:

1

Figure 2 : Materials combination

The final mixture which has been used for the experiments had a weight of 1100 grams with
100 grams of fines and 1000 grams of coarse materials.

2.3

Experimental

The mixture has been fed into the rig from the top opening with the aid of a gravity feeder.
Then the air extractors were activated while the filling process to extract the air inside the rig.
The extractors were calibrated to extract air in the same feeding (volumetric) flow-rate as the
biomass mixture. Simultaneously a high-speed video with 224 fps and a resolution of 224x160
of the flow has been captured. The experiment was stopped after feeding 1100 grams of
materials. Then the settled dust at the bottom of the silo has been analysed.
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Hopper / filling mechanism

Air extractors

Air extractors

Camera

The rig

Conductive tape / wire to
ground the static electricity

Bottom collectors

Figure 3 : Schematic overview of the rig and the actual rig

3
3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mass distribution

The total mass distributions are presented in Figure 4 and 5. The weight distribution of the
settled dust was centred in to the middle of the collectors.
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Figure 4 : mass distribution of Test 2

Figure 5 : mass distribution of Test 1

Figure 4 and 5 show the mass distribution is slightly off-centred and the distribution at the
compartment 13 to 17 is very low. Furthermore it is clear that there are more materials dropped
towards to the left side of the collectors. But still the results can be considered as an almost
symmetrical distribution. It shows that the most of the coarse materials dropped straight on the
bottom of silo.
3.2

Particle size distribution
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2.5 2.1 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7

Coares materials (g) 18 9.4
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Figure 6 : Distribution of individual components for Test 1
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2.5 2.1 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7

Coarse materials (g) 22 7.7 1.4 0.8 1.1 4.9 0.8 1.3 1.6 1.4 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5

Figure 7 : Distribution of fines for Test 2

The centre compartment contains 786.06 grams of the coarse materials and 49.76 grams of
fines. As a percentage 5.74% of middle compartment contains fines. Which is a significantly
lower than the initial 10% (something like this…).
Figure 8 shows a higher percentage of fines from collector number 12 to 18 and figure 9 shows
similar results from test 2. From that it is clear that the air currents carried fines away from the
main particle jet to the edge of the silo. Even though the particle jet is slightly off centred a
considerable amount collected at the centre collector.
3.3

Dust concentrations
1.56

1.22

1.41

1.25

11.17

1.82 g

1.04

3.2
853.82

19.95

1.58

1.34 g

2.14
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1.22

9.85

1.34 g

1.14 g

2.68

24.52 g

1.13 g

1.94 g

1.21 g

857.59 g
2.04

4.81

1.48

1.53

1.15

1.72 g

6.28 g
1.24 g

1.01
1.33

2.28 g

1.22 g

1.25 g
1.14 g

Figure 8 : Mass distribution and
potentially explosive areas (red). (Test
2)

Figure 9 : Mass distribution and
potentially explosive areas (red). (Test 1)

Figures 8 and 9 show that there are areas with higher dust concentrations. According to Eckhoff
et al. the range of explosive dust concentration is between 100 g/m3 to few kg/ m3 [5]. Figures
6 and 7 shows that collectors 14 to 17 have more than 50% dust from the total of both coarse
and fines. Therefore there will be a risk of explosion when filling a large scaled silo.
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3.4

Segregation index

The segregation index introduced by Zigan et al. [1] has been used to calculate as shown in the
equation (1).
𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 =

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀
𝐿𝐿

×

𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 − 𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿 2
𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿

(1)
𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖
𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿
𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿

Mass fraction of fines in compartment 𝑖𝑖
Mass of powder in compartment 𝑖𝑖
Mass fraction of fines over all compartments.
Total mass of all compartments.

The segregation index has been calculated for both test 1 and test 2 in order to have an idea
about the segregation.
Segregation index of test 1 =
0.2795
Segregation index of test 2 =
0.3210
(The above results were taken at the discharge rate of 4.91 kg/min (10.57 Liter per minute). The
air extraction rate was the same value as the filling rate.)
4

CONCLUSIONS

It was observed that the fine particles of the material comes to the terminal velocity quickly
while the coarse particles remain under the gravitational acceleration for a longer time. The aircurrents inside the silo take fine particles away from the main jet. This observation was very
clear in the video footage as well as in the pictures, for example (refer to the figure 3).
Therefore it is necessary to do a simulation with two way coupling method. Which will show
this phenomena and it will be useful in further understanding.
The experiment confirms the prediction mentioned in the beginning. Which is the concentration
of fines in the outside compartment depends on the patterns of the air-currents created by the
falling particle jet.
Particle stream is falling slightly off the centre. And the flow shows a spiral pattern consisting
of coarse particles. This can only be examined through a simulation or high speed video footage.
A simulation with two way coupling will help to better understand the physics behind these
observations. Finally it is necessary to focus about shape of falling particle jet.
5
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Summary. For solving the solid heat-conduction problem, the “temperature” concept is
replaced with the original “macro-molecule kinetic energy” concept. The heat-conduction
problem is considered as the solid forced-vibration problem with the transient taken into
account.
The macro-molecules are point particles. Their contact is not available. Interaction of
macro-molecules is determined by their force characteristic. Macro-molecule models of the
solid bars made of different materials (steel, fluoroplastic, aluminium alloys) are tested for
tension, compression and torsion in the laboratory [1-3] and proved their right of existence.
For solving the test problems, the required number of macro-molecules is relatively small
(about a hundred) and there is no need in a supercomputer.
The fact is that the available particle-based methods reveal the contradiction between their
principle finite character and the classic continuous infinitesimal approach. For example, in
the work [4] wee see the attempt to combine the finite particles and the point-stress concept.
The work [5] presents the same attempt to combine the finite particles and the concepts of
point temperature and point heat flux. There is even the attempt to approximate the 2nd-order
spatial derivative of the heat-conduction equation. Let’s take another way. It is time to
overcome the available indecision and hesitance and to meet the original discreet particlebased challenge. We know from the secondary school: there is no temperature, there is kinetic
energy of separate molecules. So, using the well-known proportionality law
E

3
kT
2

(1)

let us go right-to-left back home from the solid temperature to (averaged) kinetic energy of its
macro-molecules.
It is better to take the relative values (2) to dispense with the dimensional quantities like
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the Boltzmann conversion factor k. Hj is the j-th macro-molecule hotness degree, j = 1,…, n.
Tj
E
Hj
 j 
Tmax Emax H max

(2)

It is obtained by averaging (3) kinetic energy of the macro-molecule in the integration time
interval t. The hotness-degree calculation procedure is specified below (see Figure 9).
t

Hj 

 E ( )d
j

0

t

(3)

The considered 0.01×0.01×0.03 (m) solid bar is specified in Figure 1. The bar material

Figure 1: Bar reference temperature field (exact solution) obtained using MSC.Nastran.Thermal

is isotropic. The bar is loaded by applying the three point temperatures to its vertices: the two
0 ºK (frozen) vertices are in the bottom face, the 500 ºK (maximum temperature) vertex is in
the front edge. Figure 1 presents the reference (exact) FEM solution of the steady-state heatconduction problem obtained using MSC.Nastran.Thermal software. This exact temperature
field is compared below with the determined distribution of the established macro-molecule
hotness degree.
There are two important features of the obtained exact FEM solution:
1) uniformity of the temperature field. The colour change is available. But it is not a
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temperature drop. It is just the vicinity of the (167 ºK) temperature-scale level specified in the
Figure 1 right side. Except for the immediate loaded-vertex vicinity, the bar volume
temperature varies by a dozen ºK. That is why the Figures below compare the exact FEM
reference temperature distribution and the obtained macro-molecule hotness-degree
distribution only 1) along the bar front upper edge (containing the maximum-temperature
vertex) and 2) along the bar back lower edge (containing the frozen vertex). Approximate
ratio of the bar volume temperature and the bar maximum temperature is 1/3. The ratio is 1.0
in the maximum-temperature point. It is 0.0 in the frozen point. The fact is that these values
do not depend on the applied maximum temperature. It is the characteristic estimate of the (2)
ratios.
2) independence of the obtained temperature field on thermal properties (specific heat,
density, thermal conductivity factor) of the material. The fact is that the problem is a steadystate one, internal heat sources are not available, material is isotropic. So, the heat-conduction
equation [5] is the homogeneous Laplace equation reduced by the temperature-conductivity
factor. Likewise, this temperature field does not depend on mechanical properties (stiffness
factor) of the material. So, the specified material properties of the macro-molecule model may
be selected arbitrarily in compliance with the established calculation requirements.
The considered macro-molecule model is specified in Figure 2. It is developed using
MSC.Adams software. The macro-molecules are arranged in the nodes of the design lattice.

Figure 2: Bar macro-molecule model made of 3x3x7 = 63 molecules

Their interaction is determined by their force characteristic (specified below). If the macro-
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molecule is hot, then it oscillates in the vicinity of its equilibrium state. The macro-molecules
are fixed (slate-blue ones), if they are frozen. Heating load is applied to the two red points. It
is the internal kinematic excitation. It means that these points move in relation to each other
with the given intensity. This internal excitation may not be a noise one. Mono-harmonic
excitation is sufficient. The 3D transient takes place. It finally converges to a steady-state
kinetic-energy distribution. This distribution is compared with the exact FEM temperature
field specified above.
It is important to trace convergence of the specified distribution in the model macromolecule number. The bar edge ratio is 1:1:3. So, there are three options: 2x2x4 = 16 macromolecules, 3x3x7 = 63 macro-molecules (see Figure 2) and 4x4x10 = 160 macro-molecules.
The main feature of the obtained exact FEM solution is distribution uniformity. The
uniformity origin is understandable, if the particles contact with each other and exchange their
impacts. But the macro-molecules do not contact with each other. They just oscillate in the
vicinity of the lattice nodes. To solve the problem, let’s consider the beam oscillation modes.

Figure 3: Beam oscillation mode No. 2

Figure 3 specifies the beam oscillation mode No. 2. Figure 4 specifies the beam oscillation
mode No. 100. It is evident that the higher the mode No., the more uniform is the mode
distribution. The conclusion is: only higher (molecular) harmonics shall be available in the
heating excitation response. Lower harmonics (bending ones, torsion ones, tension ones, etc.)
shall not be available. Figure 5 illustrates one of the bar lower bending oscillation modes.
Figure 6 illustrates one of the bar higher molecular oscillation modes.
But there is the difficulty. Frequencies of the required molecular harmonics make hundreds
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Figure 4: Beam oscillation mode No. 100

Figure 5: Bending oscillation mode of the bar made of 3x3x7=63 molecules (top view)

of thousands of Hz. It is really impossible to integrate such a transient. The outcome is to take
into account the second important feature of the exact FEM solution: independence of the
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Figure 6: Molecular oscillation mode of the bar made of 4x4x10=160 molecules

solution on the material properties. So, let’s lower the model stiffness factor (A, see below) to
get down the available molecular frequency range and to provide the comfortable integration
conditions. This assumption has the drawback. It makes impossible to solve the coupled
problem of heat-conduction analysis and thermal-stress analysis at the same time for the same
model. It is assumed that the comfortable upper frequency level is 50 Hz.
The macro-molecule interaction mode is “each one with each one except for itself”.
Interactions of the model containing 2x2x4 = 16 macro-molecules are illustrated in Figure 7
using thin lines in the MSC.Adams interface. The available number of combinations is
significant. It requires developing a special program using the built-in MSC.Adams language.
The interactions are determined by the macro-molecule force characteristic. The macromolecules are arranged in the lattice nodes. The material is an isotropic one, 3D centralsymmetry interaction is available. There are many equilibrium positions. Potential of the
Lennard-Jones type provides a single equilibrium position (root) and does not fit here. The
multi-root macro-molecule force characteristic is developed in [2]. It is arranged within the
envelope of the Lennard-Jones type. The required number of roots of the macro-molecule
force characteristic is determined by the number of the macro-molecule essential neighbors
specified in Figure 8. Let the red one be the given macro-molecule and the yellow ones be its
neighbors. Let’s assume that the force characteristic is set to zero, if the distance between the
interacting macro-molecules exceeds 2a, where a is the lattice spacing parameter. (It is the so
called short-range interaction and the most simple one.)
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Figure 7: Bar macro-molecular model made of 2x2x4= 16 molecules in MSC.Adams

Figure 8: Four essential neighbors (yellow) of the given macro-molecule (red)
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In this case, all the neighboring interacting macro-molecules may be subdivided into four
groups. Within each group, distance between the given (red) macro-molecule and the selected
group member is the same. So, the whole group of the neighboring macro-molecules may be
represented by a one of them. This is the essential neighbor. Figure 8 presents four essential
neighbors. So, at least four roots shall be available in the macro-molecule force characteristic.
But that is not all. The required equilibrium state shall not be just available. It shall be
stable as well, and derivative of the force-characteristic curve shall be positive in the
equilibrium point. To obtain the positive derivatives in the two neighboring roots, the curve
shall go up, then go down and then again go up between them. That is why, an additional root
between each pair of the specified ones takes place, and the following seven-root force
characteristic is taken into account for the short-range macro-molecule interaction [2]:
7

Fjk (rjk , rjk )  A(rjk  a1 ) p [ (rjk  ai )]step (rjk ,2 sa,1.0,2a,0.0)  rjk
i 1

(4)

where:
Fjk – interaction force between the j-th and the k-th macro-molecules;
rjk - distance between the j-th and the k-th macro-molecules;
rjk - relative radial velocity of the j-th and the k-th macro-molecules;
A – stiffness factor;
ai, i = 1,…,7 – seven roots of the force-characteristic curve;
p – exponent of the increasing component of the curve envelope;
step(…) – standard (cubic-parabola) function of the built-in MSC.Adams view-command
language (decreasing component of the curve envelope);
s – decrease factor of the curve envelope;
a – lattice spacing parameter;
δ – damping factor.
Formula (4) has two components: positional component with the stiffness factor A and the
damping component with the damping factor δ. A is the factor that shall be lowered (see
above) to get down the available molecular frequency range and to provide the comfortable
integration conditions. δ is the factor providing numerical stability of the available integration
procedure. It may affect the obtained solution of the considered heat-conduction problem.
Thermo-dynamic equations of the considered macro-molecule model (5) are dynamic
n

 m j rj   Fjk  0

, j = 1,…, n

(5)

k 1
k j

equations for point masses mj. The equations include inertia forces and the interaction forces
between macro-molecules determined by their force characteristic (4). Rotations are
forbidden. If time τ = 0, then the entire model rests (is frozen). Two molecules (see slate-blue
ones in Figure 2) remain frozen during the entire integration process in compliance with the
imposed freezing conditions:
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ri  ri 0 ; rl  rl 0

(6)

The red molecules (see Figure 2) move in relation to each other in the vertical direction in
compliance with the imposed heating conditions:
(rm  rq )  e2  a  D sin( 2f )

(7)

where:
a – lattice spacing parameter;
e2 - unit vector of the vertical (Y-coordinate) axis;
D – heating excitation intensity (not exceeding 0.1a);
f – heating excitation frequency (is selected arbitrarily in the 50 Hz vicinity).
So, the problem of the solid heat conduction is reduced to the problem of forced vibrations of
the system of point masses with the transient taken into account. In this system the
temperature concept is replaced with the concept of the macro-molecule hotness degree.
Figure 9 specifies the hotness-degree calculation procedure in compliance with formula
(3). The red curve is kinetic energy of the macro-molecule No. 157 depending on time τ.

Figure 9: Macro-molecule hotness-degree calculation procedure
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Heating excitation is mono-harmonic (7). But the response is a poly-harmonic one.
Integration time interval is t = 15 s. It is long enough to cope with the transient and to obtain
the steady-state process. The blue curve is the integral substituted in the numerator of the
fraction (3). This integral is close to a straight line denoting that the steady-state heating
process is obtained.
The Figures 10-12 present the obtained calculation results. They characterize the macromolecule hotness degree distribution within the solid bar. This distribution has the uniform
character. That is why the results specify only the upper front edge of the bar (see Figures 12) and its lower back edge. Convergence in the number of molecules is important. That is why
there are three options: 16 molecules (Figure 10), 63 molecules (Figure 11) and 160
molecules (Figure 12). Damping factor δ is varied approximately two times in the vicinity of
the obtained solution. Red continuous lines specify the exact finite-element relativetemperature (2) solution obtained using MSC.Nastran.Thermal software (see Figure 1).
Polylines specify the corresponding macro-molecule approach using relative hotness degree.
There are 4 macro-molecules in the Figure 7 edge. That is why there are four vertices in the

Figure 10: Macro-molecule relative hotness degree
distributed along the edges of the model made of 2x2x4=16 molecules

Figure 10 polyline. The dash-dot lines refer to the upper front edge. The solid lines refer to
the lower back edge.
It is evident that the obtained macro-molecule result and the exact finite-element result are
sufficiently close to each other. The higher the number of macro-molecules of the considered
model, the smoother the polylines, the lower the influence of the damping factor.
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Figure 11: Macro-molecule relative hotness degree
distributed along the edges of the model made of 3x3x7=63 molecules

Figure 12: Macro-molecule relative hotness degree
distributed along the edges of the model made of 4x4x10=160 molecules
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CONCLUSIONS
-

Solution of the considered heat-conduction problem may be obtained by replacing the
concept of temperature with the original “macro-molecule kinetic energy” concept.
The approach has a drawback: it can not be used for solving the coupled problem of heatconduction analysis and thermal-stress analysis at the same time for the same model.
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Abstract. Alumina (aluminum oxide, Al2 O3 ) particles are pelletised and fired to produce
high porosity catalyst pellets of complex shapes. These pellets fill cylindrical reactor
columns with particulate packing structures that are key to the in-service performance,
but will suffer breakages which impact on catalyst performance. The combined FiniteDiscrete Element Method (FEMDEM) is ideally suited to the simulation of both the
multi-body pellet dynamic packing and quasi-static interactions as well as the stress
field of each individual pellet, its deformations and fragmentation. The application of
FEMDEM fracture modelling to a fine-grained brittle and porous material is novel. This
paper presents a methodology for a validation study through comparison with three pointbending and Brazilian tests and discusses FEMDEM's potential in modelling multi-body
fragile systems.

1

INTRODUCTION

The combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FEMDEM) [1] has been widely employed
in computational modelling in the last decade, mostly for geomechanical applications. Recently some validation studies have been carried out for both rock fragmentation [2] and
multi-body interactions [3]. The application of FEMDEM simulations to describe the
behaviour of porous ceramics is novel and its employability needs to be assessed. The
methodology for a validation study is now presented. The specimens selected for the validation work are fired at three different temperatures to obtain the three grades of porosity
1
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in the range 0.15-0.36. Their associated properties are characterised by Vickers indentations, and three-point bending tests for the purpose of model calibration. The specimens
are also analysed by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) to investigate the type of porosity and the pore size distribution within the sample cross sections
to evaluate the homogeneity of their microstructure. Laboratory test load-displacement
curves and high-speed video images are compared to the numerical results obtained from
FEMDEM. Digital image correlation and tracking methods are employed to compare the
fracture path and the displacement of the fragments during the experiment with the numerical results. The numerical model describes the entire experimental apparatus as a
multi-body problem with the cross-head impacting on the specimen. This enables more
realistic modelling of the effects of compliant rig components where the sample interacts
with the lower constraint supports and the axial driving punch above and therefore of the
actual forces and displacements during the experiment. The code is fully dynamic and
can represent dynamic effects such as strain waves propagating through the specimens
and the testing apparatus. This paper presents the intriguing post-failure behaviour as
observed in the experiments and as captured by the simulation and discusses the potential
for this methodology to model multi-body fragile systems.
2

SAMPLES

Prismatic and cylindrical specimens have been selected for the validation work. All the
specimens are sintered with a reference alpha-alumina powder, which is compacted at
an initial porosity of 0.45 and then fired at 1200◦ C, 1300◦ C and 1400◦ C respectively
to obtain three sets of bars and pellets with final porosity of 0.36, 0.26 and 0.15. The
0.36 porosity specimens are shown in Figure 1. Porosimetry and densitometry tests are
employed to assess the pore size distribution and density of the specimens for the different
firing temperatures. The specimens are also analysed by field emission scanning electron
microscope to investigate the type of porosity and the pore size distribution within the
sample cross sections to evaluate the homogeneity of their microstructure. The porosity
of the ceramic specimens does not present important variations along the cross section,
allowing them to be considered homogeneous and isotropic. The specimens of each set are
then tested with Vickers indentations and three-point bending tests to infer the Young's
modulus and tensile strength. The mechanical properties are then compared with the
values for porous alumina ceramics found in literature [4] and [5] and the energy release
rate is calculated on the basis of correlation curves presented in literature.
3

THREE-POINT BENDING AND BRAZILIAN TESTS

Two different experiments have been selected for the validation work on ceramic breakage. The three-point bending test consists of placing a specimen on two supports and
applying a vertical load in the middle of the two supports by means of a punch. Before
failure, according to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, a homogeneous bar experiences the

2
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: Final geometry of the 0.36 porosity a) bars and b) cylinders with holes. c) Photograph of the
tested materials.

maximum tensile and compressive stress respectively in its bottom and top surfaces, in
the exact middle of the two supports. Since the tested material fails under tensile stress
before it fails under compression, a fracture will initiate from the bottom side when the
tensile stress reaches the value of the tensile strength of the tested material. By solving
the Euler-Bernoulli differential equation it is possible to express the maximum tensile
stress experienced by the specimen as a function of the applied load and moreover infer
the tensile strength (ft ) and the Young's modulus (E) from the maximum force (F ) and
deflection (w) applied to the beam before failure.

ft =

E=

3F s
2H 3

(1)

F s3
4wH 4

(2)

In equations (1) and (2) s is the span between the two supports and H is the height
and width of a bar with a square cross-section. As mentioned before, the stress field
induced in the specimen by the controlled boundary conditions not only restricts the area
where the fracture can initiate, but also constrains the opening mode when the fracture
is propagating. In fact, neglecting the possible effects of microscale inhomogeneities and
anisotropies, the material points that are failing experience a pure horizontal extension,
3
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a)

b)

Figure 2: a) Photograph of the real three-point flexural test apparatus and b) tetrahedral mesh in its
3D numerical simulation.

which is normal to the plane of the crack, in a mode I opening fashion. The apparatus
in Figure 2 is the one used in the experiments. A metal support with a 20 mm span is
fixed to a steel cylinder. The punch is a steel cross-head instrumented with a load cell
and attached to an actuator. The experiment is executed in displacement control, with a
cross-head velocity of 0.5 mm/min.
The three-point bending apparatus is mounted on actuators of different size, depending on
the velocity of the test. The testing machine can record forces and displacements during
the experiment. A second data logger is connected to the force transducer that has been
fixed on the cross-head. This makes it possible to record the force at a higher frequency
and to have a more consistent set of measurements, for example when the experiment is
performed with different actuators. The experiment is also recorded with a high-speed
camera, which enables the correction of errors in the force-deflection curve resulting from
possible rig compliances and localised plastic deformation at the points of contact. The
deflection is set to zero where the linear extension of the curve intersects the horizontal
axis. The corrected deflection of the beam before failure is then calculated by subtracting
the average of the two displacements in the points of contact with the supports from the
displacement of the midpoint as illustrated in Figure 3. The high-speed video is also
employed to determine the fracture path and velocity of the fragments.
The experiment is modelled with 2D and 3D FEMDEM simulations. The boundary
conditions and the 2D triangular mesh are illustrated in Figure 4. The top of the punch
is constrained with constant velocity. To reduce the run time of the numerical simulation,
the velocity of the constraint is set to 0.1 m/s. Although this loading rate is significantly
higher than the one in the laboratory experiment, it induces a quasi-static response in

4
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a)

b)

d

Figure 3: a) Beam before contact with no deformation and b) immediately before failure with deflection
d calculated as the difference between the displacement of the midpoint and the average of the two
displacements of the points of contact with the supports.

V = 0.1 m / s

b)

V =0

c)

a)

Figure 4: a) Boundary conditions for the three-point flexural experiment and triangular mesh of its
2D numerical simulation. b) Detail of the specimen discretisation and c) corresponding frame from the
high-speed video.
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the bar as there is no significant difference between the force applied by the punch and
the one applied by the two constraints. To further reduce the calculation time, when
the simulation starts, the punch is in contact with the specimen and for this reason an
initial velocity equal to the one applied to the constraint is imposed to the whole punch.
The discretisation of the punch and constraints is refined only where the contact occurs
so as to better represent the geometry of their contours without considerably increasing
the computational burden. The specimen is discretised with an unstructured fine mesh
to correctly represent both the de-bonding stress during the opening of the crack and
the fracture path along the element boundaries. The total number of elements employed
in the model is around 20,000. The material properties used to describe the three-point
bending apparatus are Es =210 GPa, νs =0.3 and ρs =7850 kg/m2 , where Es is the Young's
modulus, νs is the Poisson's ratio and ρs is the density. The material properties used for
the specimens vary depending on the porosity of the tested sample: the reported results
refer to the 0.36 porosity set with Ec =60 GPa, νc =0.22, ρc =2560 kg/m2 and ft =78 MPa.
The interaction between the steel and the alumina sample is modelled using a Coulomb
coefficient of friction equal to 0.01.
σh =

6EH
w
s2

(3)

The mean and horizontal stress fields in the apparatus and in the tested specimen respectively at different time lapses are reported in Figure 5. The simulated stress field in the
bar sample before failure agrees with the theoretical predictions of Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory. Equation (3) represents the relation between beam deflection and the horizontal
stresses experienced by the material point between the two supports in the bottom side
of the beam before failure. In Figure 6a this analytical solution is compared with the horizontal stress calculated in the corresponding FEMDEM simulation. In accordance with
the analytical solution, the horizontal stress extrapolated from the simulation increases
linearly until it reaches the value of the tensile strength (78 MPa) and then, when the
fracture starts to propagate, it drops to zero. The numerical model slightly overestimates
the displacements (and thus underestimate the stiffness) due to the joint element discretisation [6]: this leads to a slightly lower gradient for the numerical curve. In Figure 6b
the force-deflection curve calculated in the numerical simulation is compared with three
experimental results. The maximum value for the contact force is slightly higher in the
numerical results than in the theoretical prediction: this can be because the mesh elements are not all perfectly aligned across the vertical plane where the stress field develops
its maximum tension. The fracture path produced in the numerical simulations is close
to the one observed in the experiments as shown in Figure 5b.
The second experiment used to validate the simulation is a Brazilian disc test on alumina
catalyst supports. The test consists of placing a cylindrical pellet between two plates and
diametrically compressing it to failure. This type of experiment is often used as an indirect
6
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Figure 5: a) Stress field in a 2D numerical model showing a crack propagating at different times during
a three-point flexural test: the mean stress for each time lapse is shown on the image of the apparatus on
the left and the horizontal stress is shown on the magnified beam on the right. b) Comparison between
the model of the specimen after failure in the 2D numerical simulation and a frame from the high-speed
video recording of the actual experiment. c) Horizontal displacement field in a 3D numerical model.
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Figure 6: a) Comparison of the vertical displacement and the horizontal stress experienced by the
material point between the two supports in the bottom side of the beam in a 2D numerical model and in
the analytical solution. b) Force-deflection curves calculated in the numerical simulation and obtained
from three experiments.

testing method to evaluate the tensile strength of brittle materials such as concrete, rock,
and ceramics. The compression induces a stress field with horizontal tensile stress which
according to a linear elastic model has its highest value in the centre of the disc. The
tensile strength can be calculated based on the two-dimensional elastic solution for a disc
with two concentrated forces applied to its vertical extremes. It is then possible to express
the horizontal tensile stress experienced by the specimen in the centre of the disc as a
function of the applied load (F ) and of the geometry of the sample.

ft =

2F
πDt

(4)

Assuming that failure occurs at the point of maximum tensile stress, i.e. at the centre of
the disc, the Brazilian test formula (4) gives an estimate of the indirect tensile strength
(ft ), where D is the diameter of the disc and t its width [7]. Similarly to the threepoint bending experiment, the first material point that is failing experiences a horizontal
extension, normal to the plane of the crack, in a mode I opening fashion. However, this
equation does not take into account defects, local crushing and plastic deformations at
the points of contact, which might affect the stress field induced in the cylinder. The
presence of holes in the disc, such as in a catalyst support, has the effect of generating a
more complex stress field that cannot be precisely described by the equation above. At
failure, the opening mode can also be affected, producing a shear crack. A FEMDEM
simulation is capable not only of representing the stresses and deformations of a disc with
holes before failure, but also of replicating the fracture propagation in a mixed mode
8
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V = 0.1 m / s

V =0

a)
b)

Figure 7: a) Boundary conditions for the Brazilian test of a ceramic pellet with four holes diametrically
compressed against two steel plate and triangular mesh of its 2D numerical simulation. b) Time-lapse
numerical results immediately before failure and after failure.

opening fashion, as shown in Figure 7b, where the test is modelled with a 2D simulation.
The boundary conditions and the triangular mesh are shown in Figure 7a. The top plate
is constrained with a constant vertical velocity of 0.1 m/s. Similarly to the three-point
bending model, the specimen is discretised with an unstructured fine mesh to correctly
represent both the de-bonding stress during the opening of the crack and the fracture path
along the boundaries of elements. The total number of elements employed in the model is
around 70,000. The methodology proposed for this validation work consists of repeating
the test for different orientations of the axes of symmetry defined by the hole positions
and for each of the three porosity sets and then comparing the force displacement curves,
fracture paths and fragment sizes against the numerical results. More precisely, the pellets
are compressed not only in their weak and strong orientations, but also in the other mixed
configurations: the numerical results for the 0.36 porosity set are shown in Figure 8a.
4

MULTI-BODY CERAMIC SYSTEMS

Numerical analyses similar to those presented above can be applied to any type of pellet
geometry and results can be employed for the evaluation of its mechanical performance.
An example could be the shape and porosity analysis for the evaluation of the performance
of catalyst supports, i.e. the ceramic pellets where the actual catalytic metal is dispersed,
employed in fixed bed reactors. On the one hand a support needs to be highly porous
to maximise the total surface area and therefore its catalytic activity, but on the other a
high porosity can make the support too weak and unsuitable for the loading and operating conditions (Figure 8b). Also, during the standard lifecycle of the plant some of the
ceramic pellets are crushed to fragments due to the thermal contractions of the reactors,
reducing their service life and their efficiency. In particular, the accumulation of fine frag9
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a)

b)

Figure 8: a) Pellet fragmentation during compression in different orientations and b) numerical simulation of the loading of alumina cylindrical pellets in a steel tube.

ments may produce localised reductions of permeability in the reactor, causing pressure
drops and potentially reducing the lifetime of the reactor itself. FEMDEM simulations
can be employed for the evaluation of the mechanical performance of catalysts to improve
their strength, reduce the number of fine fragments at failure while meeting the required
geometric surface area. Ultimately more realistic loading conditions, such as the compression applied by neighbouring catalysts due to the thermal shrinkage of the reactor, can be
modelled for an even more precise evaluation of mechanical performances. To do this the
operating conditions need to be replicated by modelling the packed structure of the fixed
bed reactor. The problem of simulating the packing of cylindrical pellets in a tube has
been approached with various computational techniques illustrated in literature. In [8]
the packing process is simulated with both a semi-stochastic approach, where the particle
path is randomly determined on the base of the overlapping of voxels, and a deterministic
approach, where the repulsive forces and torques applied to the particles are calculated
by measuring the number of their overlapping voxels and their voxel-level contact forces.
In [9] these voxel-based methods are compared to discrete element simulations where the
contact forces are calculated between pairs of spheres and the pellets are represented with
clusters of spheres clumped together. A 3D FEMDEM simulation can be employed to
simulate the pellets being cast into a reactor: pellets of any complex shape can be represented with a tetrahedral mesh and their contact forces are calculated with a penalty
method and a Coulomb model of friction. An example is shown in Figure 9. A tube of
100 mm in diameter is filled with 220 ceramic pellets. Each particle is a cylinder of 18.5
mm diameter and 12.6 mm in width with 4 holes. As shown in Figure 9a, each pellet is
discretised with 784 tetrahedra. The container is meshed with around 64,000 tetrahedra
for a total of approximately 240,000 elements for the whole model. The geometries of
the container and pellets have been imported from CAD drawings. All the particles are
introduced in the domain above the container with a random orientation and a zero initial
velocity. This process is completely automated through a pre-processing tool (POSITIT)
that facilitates the control of filling conditions and avoids the need for a manually defined
10
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Figure 9: a) Tetrahedral mesh of a ceramic pellet with 4 holes, b) numerical results of pellet settlement
simulation within a cylindrical container, with contact forces represented in red, and c) final packed
structure after the filling process.

3D space for the initial conditions of each single pellet. In the numerical simulation in
Figure 9b the pellets are modelled as rigid bodies with a density ρc =2560 kg/m2 and the
interaction between them is computed employing a Coulomb coefficient of friction equal
to 0.4. Both the forces transmitted between the pellets and their points of contact can
be extracted and visualised for each time step. The simulation runs in parallel on 10
cores in less then 24 hours. Alternatively, the same model can also be run in parallel
employing deformable bodies to simulate not only the contact forces transmitted between
the catalysts but also the stresses inside each particle.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Codes based on the combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FEMDEM) are now
widely applied in research: for industry applications more validation work needs to be
done to demonstrate their robustness and accuracy in simulating complex dynamic fracture processes, especially in the context of porous ceramics. A novel methodology for the
verification and validation of FEMDEM simulations has been the object of this paper.
Some of the advantages of FEMDEM in modelling complex fragmentations by diametrical compression and multi-body interactions for ceramic materials have been presented.
These include the explicit representation of fractures during the fragmentation process
and the potential to represent complex-shaped bodies. Experimental and numerical results have been compared, confirming that a FEMDEM numerical simulation of mode I
fracture in ceramic bars matches the experimental results of a three-point bending test.
These results give a first confirmation that a FEMDEM code can be used for the evalua11
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tion of catalyst mechanical performance. More confirmation can be obtained in the near
future both by comparing the results obtained above for a Brazilian test simulation with
the results from actual experiments and by employing the data extrapolated from more
complex multi-body simulations of the packed structure inside the reactor.
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Abstract.
This paper presents the higher order extension of Particle Discretization
Scheme (PDS) and its implementation in FEM framework (PDS-FEM) to solve boundary
value problems of linear elastic solids, including brittle cracks. Higher order PDS defines
an approximation f d (x) of a function f (x), defined over domain Ω, as the union of local
polynomial approximation of f (x) over each Voronoi tessellation elements of Ω. The
support of the local polynomial bases being confined to the domain of each Voronoi
element, f d (x) consists of discontinuities along each Voronoi boundaries. Considering local
polynomial approximations over elements of Delaunay tessellation, PDS define bounded
derivatives for this discontinuous f d (x). Utilizing the inherent discontinuities in f d (x),
PDS-FEM proposes a numerically efficient treatment for modeling cracks. This novel use
of local polynomial approximations in FEM is verified with a set of linear elastic problems,
including mode-I crack tip stress field.

1

INTRODUCTION

Particle based numerical methods have been very popular and widely accepted in solid
mechanics and computational fluid mechanics. A salient feature of particle methods is
that they provide relatively simple treatments for modeling crack propagation, which is
one area particle methods are widely used. The movements of crack tip singularity is
highly sensitive to even the minor heterogenities in materials, external loading, etc., and
1
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makes the crack path to produce wide range of behaviours like branching, bending, etc.
Hence, it is essential to perform probabilistic analysis of crack-path variability, based on
methods like statistical model[1] or Monte-Carlo simulation[2]. Construction of probability density function (PDF) of crack paths for a given problem requires a large number of
simulations, skyrocketing the required computational resources. Hence, numerical methods with efficient failure treatments are necessary for realizing the need of constructing
crack path PDF for practical applications.
Particle based numerical tool such as smooth particle method (SPH)[3], element free
Galerkin method (EFGM)[4], reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM)[5] are efficient
methods for failure analysis. Accuracy of these methods is improved by introducing some
additional nodes in domain, where more refinement (h-adaptivity) is needed. However,
these methods are not capable of incorporating the Poison’s effect and encounter problems in enforcing the essential boundary conditions. While FEM has well established
mathematical foundation, it is not numerically efficient in modeling crack propagation;
requires complex treatments like introduction of new nodes, adaptive mesh refinements,
etc. Recent advancement such as element free Galerkin method (EFGM)[4], partition of
unity method (POU)[6], eXtended finite element method and other mesh-less methods
√
enable accurate modeling of crack tip stress singularity, which is a function of r, θ;
(r, θ) is a polar coordinate system at the crack tip. In-spite of higher accuracy, these enhancements are complex to implement and introduce a hefty computational overhead. In
nutshell, particle methods and finite element method have their own positive and negative
features.
Considering the merits of finite element methods and particle methods, Particle Discretization Scheme (PDS) had been proposed[7, 8], and implemented into FEM framework (PDS-FEM). We refer this original work as 0th -order PDS. PDS-FEM provides a
numerically efficient failure treatment which allows one to construct PDF of 3D crack
paths in large scale problems. This paper presents the higher order extension of PDS
and PDS-FEM to simulate brittle elastic cracks. Just as in 0th -order PDS, the higher
order extension also uses the tessellations pair Voronoi and Delaunay, of a domain Ω, to
approximate functions and their derivatives defined over Ω. Higher order PDS extension
defines an approximation f d (x) of a function f (x), defined over Ω, as the union of local
polynomial approximation of f (x) over each Voronoi tessellation elements. The support
of the local polynomial bases being confined to the domain of each Voronoi element, f d (x)
consists of discontinuities along each Voronoi boundaries. Considering local polynomial
approximations over elements of Delaunay tessellation, PDS define bounded derivatives
for this discontinuous f d (x). Further, exploiting the inherent discontinuities in f (x) PDSFEM propose a numerically efficient treatment for modeling cracks. This paper presents
the higher order extension PDS-FEM and its numerically efficient treatment for modeling
brittle elastic cracks. Some benchmark problems, including a mode-I crack tip problem,
are presented to verify the higher order PDS-FEM.
This paper is consist of four other sections along with introduction. The second section
2
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emphasis on the concept of higher order PDS. Implementation of PDS into finite element
framework has been explained in third section. Numerical examples with the results are
discussed in fourth section. Final section includes the concluding remark.
2

HIGHER ORDER PDS

A unique feature of PDS is the use of conjugate tessellations to approximate functions
and their derivatives. In this paper, we use Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations pair for
approximating functions and derivatives, respectively [7, 8]. PDS is not inherently bound
to the tessellation pair Voronoi and Delaunay, and should work with any other conjugate
domain tessellation pair.
Let f (x) be a target function in an analysis domain V ; Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations for V be {Φα } and {Ψβ }; yα and zβ be the mother points of Φα and the center of
gravity of Ψβ , respectively. Denoted by φα (x) and ψ β (x) are the characteristic functions
of Φα and Ψβ , respectively. Here, the characteristics function of {Φα } is defined such that
φα (x) = 1 if x ∈ Ωα and φα (x) = 0 if x �∈ Ωα ; ψ α (x) follows similar definition.
Higher order PDS approximates a function f (x) and its derivatives f (x),i as
α

f (x) ≈ f d (x) =
f (x),i ≈ gid (x) =

α

|P |
N 


f αn P αn ,

(1)

α=1 n=0

Qβ |
N β |


giβm Qβm ,

(2)

β=1 m=0

(x − yα ) ∈ Pα = {1, (x −yα ) , . . . , (x − yα )r , . . .} φα (x) and Qβm (x − zβ ) ∈
where,P αn

r
Qβ = 1, x − zβ , . . . , x − zβ , . . . ψ β (x). N α is a number of Voronoi elements and
N β is a number of Delaunay elements.

The coefficients f αn ’s and giβn ’s are found by minimizing the errors E f = (f (x) −
2

f d (x))2 dv and E g = gd (x) − ∇f d (x) dv, respectively. �.� is the norm of a vector
(.). Minimization of E f and E g produce following pair of linear sets of equations, each of
which can be solved to find f αm ’s and giβm ’s
α

|P |


I

αnm αm

f

=

m

Qβ |
|
m

Aβnm giβm

=



Φα


α,l

f (x)P αn (x − yα ) dv
f

αl



Ψβ



Qβn P αl (x − zβ ) ,i dv.

(3)

(4)



I αnm and Aβnm are defined as I αnm = Φα P αn P αm dv and Aβnm = Ψβ Qβn Qβm dv. According to above formulations, it is straightforward to include the higher order polynomials
3
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(a) f (x, y) = sin(xy/40)

(b)

∂ f (x,y)/∂x

Figure 1: f (x, y) = sin(x y/40) and ∂f (x,y)/∂x approximated with higher order PDS; P α =
{1, (x − xα ), (y − y α )}φα (x) and Qβ = {1, (x − xβ ), (y − y β )}ψ β (x).
in the original PDS[7, 8] that uses the characteristic functions as the basis functions of
discretization.
As seen in Fig. 1(a), an approximation of a function obtained with higher order PDS
contains discontinuities along the boundaries of Φα (i.e. ∂Φα ’s). Hence PDS gets its particle nature. Nevertheless of the discontinuities, PDS defines bounded derivatives, smoothly
connecting the discontinuous function approximation over the conjugate tessellation Ψβ
(see Fig. 1(b)). This allows one to use PDS in solving boundary value problems. As
shown in the latter half of the next section, the discontinuities in f d (x) also contribute to
derivative gid (x), which is conveniently exploited to implement an efficient treatment for
modeling cracks in solids.
Numerical experiments show that the error of approximation diminish at a second order
rate for both the function and derivatives as discussed in previous work [9]. Further, higher
accuracy and convergence rates can be obtained by including higher order polynomials to
the sets P α and Qβ .
3
3.1

HIGHER ORDER PDS-FEM
Formulation

Consider standard Boundary Value Problem (BVP) of infinitesimal deformation of a
linearly elastic body occupying the space V . We ignore body forces for the sake of simplicity. This section presents the implementation of higher order PDS in FEM framework
to solve this BVP. We us the following standard Lagrangian as the weak form for this
BVP.

1
L (ǫ, c) =
ǫ : c : ǫ dv
(5)
2
4
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We approximate the displacement field u and ∇u as
α

ui ≈
ui ,j ≈
The unknown gijβn ’s can
with respect to gijβn .

αm
uαm
i P

(6)

α

|P |




Qβ
 ||

gijβn Qβn

(7)



uαi =

α

gijβ =

β

m

n

β

be found by minimizing the error E =
g

gijβn

=



B



βnn′

Q

βn′

(P

Ψβ

αm

 
β



) ,j dv uαm
i

= bβnαm
uαm
i .
j


2
 β
α
g e ⊗ ej − ∇u  dv
Ψβ  ij i
(8)
(9)



′
′ −1
where B βnn = Aβn n . For the sake of brevity, the above tensor equations can be
expressed as
gβn = bβnαm ⊗ uαm

(10)

With
 Eq. 10, and approximation scheme of PDS, strain: ǫ can be approximated as
ǫ ≈ β,n ǫβn Qβn , where


(11)
ǫβn = sym bβnαm ⊗ uαm

and sym stands for symmetric part of the second order tensor. Further, σ is determined
as σ β = cβ : ǫβ , where cβ is the constitutive tensor for Ψβ .
With the above definitions, implementation of PDS in FEM framework is straightforward. Substituting Eq. 11 into Eq. 5 and setting its first variation δL = 0, following linear
set of equations can be obtained



′ ′
βnn′
βnαm
βn′ α′ m′
b
.uα m = 0.
.c.b
A
α′ m′ n,n′

In the above set of governing equations, the stiffness matrix for a Delaunay tessellation
Ψβ can be readily recognized as
k

β

=


n,n′

βnn′

A



b

βnαm

βn′ α′ m′

.c.b



,

where kβ is a matrix of size (6 |P α |) × (6 |P α |) or (12 |P α |) × (12 |P α |) with triangular
element in 2D or tetrahedral elements in 3D, respectively.
5
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3.2

Modeling brittle fracture with PDS-FEM

As mentioned, a major advantage of PDS-FEM is the simple and numerically efficient
treatment for modelling discontinuities. PDS approximation f d (x) of a function f (x)
inherently consists of discontinuities along each edge of Voronoi elements ∂Φα ’s, which
are clearly visible in Fig. 1(a). When PDS defines bounded derivatives for f d (x) over Ψβ ,
contribution from these discontinuities along ∂Φα ’s are also taken in to account (Eq. 4). In
PDS-FEM, a brittle crack along a segment of a given ∂Φα is modeled by dropping those
contributions from an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the relevant ∂Φα . As explained
below, this failure treatment requires nothing more than recalculation of a single element
stiffness matrix.
According to the definition, P αn can be written as P αn = F αn (x − yα ) φα (x), which
allows to express bβnαm
in Eq. 9 as
j

bβnαm
j

=

Qβ |
|

B

βnn′

n′

=

Qβ |
|
n′

B

βnn′



Q

βn′

Ψβ



Q
Ψβ



F,αm
j

βn′

F,αm
j

α

φ +F

α

αm

φ dv +

φ,αj





dv

Q
∂Φα

βn′

(12)

F

αm



nj ds ,

(13)


′
where, nαj is the unit outward normal along ∂Φα . In Eq. 13, the term ∂Φα Qβn F αm nj ds
is responsible for including the contribution to ǫβij from the discontinuities along ∂Φα in
the approximated displacement field.
What is required to modela brittle crack along a segment of Voronoi boundary, ∂Φα ,
′
is dropping this contribution ∂Φα Qβn F αm nj ds from the corresponding segment of ∂Φα ,
when evaluating bβnαm . As an example, to model a crack along the boundary AG creating a crack surfaces AG and GA′ in Fig. 2(b), all it needs is to exclude the contribu′
βn′ α2 m A′ G
tions AG Qβn F α1 m nAG
nj dl, when evaluating bβnαm , and recalF
j dl and A′ G Q
culate
the element stiffness matrix of corresponding Delaunay element. The integration

βn′ αm
F nj ds can easily be evaluated with numerical integration over lines/planes
Q
∂Φα
in 2D/3D settings, respectively.
Compared with the treatments used in other methods to model propagating cracks,
this treatment is simple and numerically efficient. Most existing numerical methods which
requires introduction of new nodes, enrichment involving complex integration and introduction of new DOFs, etc., while above PDS-FEM treatment require only recalculation
of an element stiffness matrix. Especially, in simulating large scale problems utilizing
high performance computing, this simple crack treatment has a clear advantage over the
existing methods.

6
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Simulation of crack; (a) existing discontinuities in the displacement field approximated with PDS, (b) modeling a crack by dropping contribution from infiniticimally
thin neighborhood of the Vorono boundary to be broken.

r

=

1

σ0

σ0
(a) cylinder geometry

(b) pi = 50MPa, p0 = 100MPa

(c) mode-I edge crack problem

Figure 3: Settings of the thick cylinder and mode-I edge crack problems.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Displacement: ur and (b) strain: ǫrr along radial direction
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we present some numerical results to verify the of higher order extension
of PDS-FEM. Specifically, the analytic solutions and numerical results are compared for
the problem of thick cylinder subjected internal and external pressure, and mode-I crack
subjected to far field loading.
4.1

Thick cylinder under internal and external pressure

A thick cylinder subjected to internal and external pressure, which is a classical problem, is considered to verify the 3D implementation of PDS-FEM. The problem settings
are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The boundary conditions at the cylinder ends are set
to reproduce plain strain conditions. The set of polynomial bases used are
P α = {1, (x − xα ), (y − y α ), (z − z α )}
Qβ = {1, (x − xβ ), (y − y β ), (z − z β ), (x − xβ )2 , (y − y β )2 , (z − z β )2 , (x − xβ )(y − y β ),
(x − xβ )(z − z β ), (y − y β )(z − z β )}
Figure 4 compares the analytic solutions and numerical results of radial displacement
ur and strain component ǫrr , along a radial line. A quick comparison advocates the
improvement in solution with the mesh refinement, and that the numerical solutions are
in good agreement with analytic solution. For this specific setting, ur reaches its maximum
at r = 0.2. Figure 5 shows the error of ur and ǫrr at r = 0.2, for several tessellations with
different element sizes. As is seen, the error diminishes at a second order rate with respect
to the number of degrees of freedoms, which is the expected.
8
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log10(DOFs)

log10(unumerical
− uanalytical
)
r
r

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

−5.5
−6.0
−6.5

2
1

−7.0
−7.5

Figure 5: Error in ur at r = 0.4 for the thick cylinder problem with 1st -order PDS-FEM;
obtained with tessellations of different element sizes.

Figure 6: σyy in the crack tip neighborhood. White lines are broken Voronoi boundaries.
4.2

Stress singularity at a mode-I crack tip

In order to verify the crack treatment proposed in section 3.2, the classical 2D mode-I
edge crack in an infinite domain is considered. Far field tensile stress σ0 = 10MPa is
applied in y-direction, and plane stress state is assumed. The Youngs modulus and the
Poison’s ratio of the plate is assumed to be 1GPa and 0.33, respectively. 3(c) shows the
simulated circular domain; displacement boundary conditions along the circular boundary
is set according the analytic solution. The set of polynomial bases used are given below.
This setting is referred as 1st -order PDS-FEM.
P α = {1, (x − xα ), (y − y α )}
Qβ = {1, (x − xβ ), (y − y β ), (x − xβ )2 , (y − y β )2 , (x − xβ )(y − y β )}
Figure 7 shows σyy in the vicinity of the crack tip. It is found that except at a small
neighbourhood of the crack tip, the stress component are accurate and the error diminishes at a second order rate. However, there is a significant error within the crack tip
9
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Voronoi
tessellation

Delaunay
tessellation

crack tip (xg )

crack

x̄

Figure 7: Change of mother point for the polynomial bases of crack tip element

(a) 1st -order PDS-FEM

(b) 0th -order PDS-FEM

Figure 8: σyy in the vicinity of the crack tip, with polynomial mother points moved to x̄.
element (i.e. element containing
 This deviation is not unexpected since
 the crack tip).
1
θ
θ
crack tip singularity of σ = f √r , Sin 2 , Cos 2 cannot be accurately approximated with
polynomials. Judicious selection of bases function would be most appropriate approach
to restore the stress singularity.
It is of interest to investigate the effect of the location of the mother point xβc of
base polynomial set P βc , where Ψβc is the Delaunay element containing the crack tip.
As mentioned, mother points (i.e. center of area xg ) of Ψβ ’s are used as xβ in P β .
Polynomial bases with xg may have negative effects in approximating singular stress field.
To investigate the effect of setting xβ of the crack tip element to be outside of Ψβc , a set
of simulations are conducted with setting xβc = x̄, where x̄ is the mid of broken edge as
shown in Fig. 7(b).
Figure 8 shows σyy in the vicinity of crack tip with 0th -order PDS-FEM and 1st -order
PDS-FEM. As is seen in Fig. 8(a) that choosing x̄ as polynomial mother point for Ψβc
rectifies the above problem in the crack tip element. Further, 1st -order PDS-FEM has
significant improvement in reproducing traction free condition along the crack surface,
compared to 0th -order. This is clearly visible in Fig. 9.
J-integral along a set of closed paths are evaluated for different sets of tessellation in
order ot verify the crack tip stress singularity of 1st -order PDS-FEM. According to Fig. 10
the error of J-integral diminishes at a rate of 1.4, while 0st -order has first order rate [8].
10
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σy

15
0th order PDS-FEM
Analytic Solution
1st order PDS-FEM
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-10 through the upper crack surface.
Figure 9: σyy along a section passing
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Figure 10: Convergence rate of J-Integral of mode-I edge crack problem with 1st -order
PDS-FEM.
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5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Higher order extension of PDS and PDS-FEM are presented. The verification tests
indicates that second order convergence rate for displacement, strain and stress can be
attained with first and second order polynomial sets for P α and Qβ , respectively. While
crack tip singularity also has higher accuracy, higher order PDS-FEM shows a significant
improvement in reproducing traction free condition along the crack surface, compared to
0th -order PDS-FEM.
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Abstract. Many rock excavation processes occur in a marine environment, like in drilling
for oil/gas, dredging, trenching and deep sea mining. The presence of a fluid in and
surrounding the rock can have a significant influence on the cutting process, through
differences in the ambient (confining) and pore pressure. The cutting motion deforms the
rock matrix, and as a result, local fluid pressure differences will occur. The magnitude of
these pressure differences, and thus its effect on the cutting process, increases with larger
water depths and/or higher cutting velocities. The apparent strength of the rock matrix
increases with higher confining pressures, resulting in a higher cutting force.
The Discrete Element Method is used successfully to simulate the rock cutting process
of dry rock for various applications. In this paper, the authors extend DEM with a fully
coupled fluid pressure model to simulate the mechanics of saturated rock. This is done
by solving a pore pressure diffusion equation with a Smoothed Particle (SP) method.
By using the SP, it is possible to convert the discontinuum properties of the DEM to a
continuum, in which the fluid pressure is modeled and applied as an additional force in
the DEM.
Qualitative results show that the model is able to capture the increase in cutting force
with increasing confining pressure, as well as deformation rate effects applied on saturated
rocks.

1

INTRODUCTION

An important factor in future oil and gas reserves are the costs to drill a well. These
costs are influenced by the rate of penetration (ROP). The ROP becomes increasingly susceptible to the hydrostatic pressure when drilling holes at larger depths. This transition
is likely to occur in the range where the hydrostatic pressure is of the same order of magnitude as the strength of the rock. Proper modeling and understanding of the phenomena
1
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that occur when drilling rock at large depths can help in improving the performance of
the drilling process.
The combination of high pressure and high deformation makes it complicated to model
the cutting of rock. Several empirical and analytical models [1], [2], [3] have been developed to describe the rock cutting process. However, most of these models are specifically
designed for practical purposes and are less suitable for research purposes. Knowledge
about effects like the shape and size of cuttings, the amount and kind of damage to the
virgin (uncut) rock, lay-out of the cutting structure on the drill bit is desired to further
optimize the cutting process. The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a powerful tool
that can help to give a more detailed analysis of the rock cutting process. This has already
been done for various applications: Tunneling [4], [5], dredging/alluvial mining [6], [7], [8]
and (oil/gas) drilling [8], [9], [10], [11].
It is generally accepted that the drilling specific energy (amount of energy required
to drill unit volume of rock), depends on the differential pressure, i.e. on the difference
between the bottom-hole pressure and the virgin pore pressure. However, it has also
been recognized early on that such a conceptual model is probably not applicable to lowpermeability dilatant rocks because the fluid cannot be supplied rapidly enough to the
failed regions, causing the pore pressure in the failed zones to drop or even vanish, as
discussed by Detournay and Atkinson [2]. Results of single cutter experiments by Zijsling
[12] support this view.
The existing DEM models for drilling are thus far based on application of the differential
pressure, automatically assuming dry rock [9], [10], [11]. Therefore, these models lack the
influence of a changing pore pressure. In this paper, an approach that considers the
dynamically changing pore pressures is presented. This paper is a further improvement
of the work presented in [6].
2

PRESSURE EFFECTS

The influence of the fluid pressure on the cutting process can be estimated through the
pore Peclet number, which can be interpreted as the ratio of deformation rate over the
pore pressure dissipation rate. According to Detournay and Atkinson [2], the pore Peclet
number ζP e is given by
vc tc nµCf
vc tc
=
(1)
ζP e =
4D
4κ
with cutting velocity vc , cutting thickness tc , pore pressure diffusivity coefficient D, dynamics fluid viscosity µ, porosity n, fluid compressibility Cf and intrinsic permeability
κ in m2 . In general, it can be assumed that when ζP e < 1, the dynamic pore pressure
changes are negligible and that the process can be considered as drained. In case ζP e > 1,
the effect of the pore pressure changes can significantly influence the cutting process, this
regime is often referred to as the undrained regime. The most profound phenomena that
are observed in uni-axial and tri-axial tests with varying axial strain rates are:
1. Dilative strengthening [13], [14].
2
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2. Compactive weakening [14].
3. Cavitation (complete loss of pore pressure, as observed in Mancos shale [12]).
3
3.1

METHOD
Discrete element method - Rock

In DEM, the solid material is represented as a collection of particles (these can be any
arbitrarily shape, most often spheres in 3D or discs with unit thickness in 2D are used for
the sake of simplicity) that have mutual interactions in normal and tangential directions.
This paper gives the description and results in 2D. The translational and rotational motion
of a particle is governed by the standard equations of rigid body mechanics
miai = Fi
 i = Ti
Ii α

(2)
(3)

F and T are the sums of all forces and moments applied to the particle i due to external
loading, contact interactions with neighboring objects and from damping in the system.
The interaction force between a pair of particles can either consist of a collision type
or a bond type of interaction. In both cases the force is decomposed into normal and
tangential components, with
F = Fn + Ft = nFn + tFt

(4)

where n is the unit vector normal to the particle surface at the point of interaction. The
contact forces Fn and Ft are determined with a constitutive model for the interaction.
At the beginning of each simulation, a bond is installed between neighboring particles.
These bonds are defined by a linear elastic perfect brittle model (see figure 1), meaning
that a bond breaks immediately when its strength is exceeded. Note that a bond can
break either in normal (tension) or in tangential (shear) direction and not in compressive
direction (macroscopic compressive failure is considered as a localization of many microshear and tensile failures). After a bond is broken, the bond will be removed from the
simulation. Broken bonds and new interactions are considered as collisions between two
particles. For stability, numerical damping as in [15] has been applied.
The DEM can be regarded as a micro-mechanical model, with the contact and bond
model parameters being micro-parameters. It is assumed that with the adequate micromechanical parameters macroscopic rock properties are obtained, of which the Young’s
modulus E, Poisson ratio ν, and compressive and tensile strengths σc and σt are the
most relevant. These properties will be used in calibrating the micro-mechanical model
to sufficiently mimic the macroscopic rock mechanics.

3
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Figure 1: Linear elastic perfect brittle bond model: (left) normal direction, (middle) shear direction
with contact after failure and (right) shear direction without contact after failure

3.2

Smoothed particle approach - fluid pressure

The effect of a rapidly changing effective stress is modeled with the use of a pore
pressure diffusion equation, as in [16]. This equation is based on the combination of mass
conservation, Darcy flow and a constitutive equation for the compressibility of the pore
fluid, given respectively by
Dζ
+ ∇ · u = 0
(5)
Dt
κ
(6)
u = − ∇p
µ
p = M (ζ − αv )
(7)
which through substitution results in the pore pressure diffusion equation given by


κ
Dv
Dp
− M∇ ·
∇p = −αM
Dt
µ
Dt

(8)

with pressure p, fluid bulk modulus M , intrinsic permeability κ, dynamic fluid viscosity
µ, effective stress coefficient α and volumetric strain v . The coupling of the discrete data
obtained from the DEM computations with the pore pressure diffusion equation (3.2) is
obtained by using a Smoothed Particle (SP) approach. DEM and SP work in a co-located
fashion, meaning that both methods use the same discretisation points.
In the DEM-SP model, the discretized particles are taken from a particle size distribution and randomly stacked together. The unstructured positions and random size (and
thus mass) of the particles can easily result in numerical instabilities and inaccuracies.
To adjust for the random size and positioning of the particles, the Corrective Smoothed
Particle Approach (CSPM) is used ([17]).
In CSPM, the kernel interpolation of a field quantity A (which can be any arbitrary
parameter) is calculated by

ri − rj , h)
j Aj mj W (
A (ri ) = 
(9)
ri − rj , h)
j mj W (

with particle mass m, kernel function W , position r, smoothing length h, index i for
particle under consideration and index j for neighboring particles (including particle i ).
4
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In a similar fashion, the first order derivative of a function A is determined by

ri − rj , h)
j (Ai − Aj ) mj ∇W (
∇i A (ri ) = 
ri − rj ) mj ∇W (ri − rj , h)
j (

(10)

where ∇i is the gradient with respect to particle i . Higher order derivatives cannot be
calculated directly. The first derivative is necessary to determine the volumetric strain
rate in equation (3.2),
∂vx ∂vy
˙v = ∇ · v =
+
(11)
∂x
∂y
Here the Wendland C2 kernel function is used [18]
7
(1 − R)4 (4R + 1) if R ≤ 1
W = π2
(12)
0
if R > 1
where

||ri − rj ||
h
To calculate the diffusive term in (3.2), we make use of the results of [19]:
 mj (κi + κj )
nij · ∇W (ri − rj , h)
∇ · κ∇p =
(pi − pj )
ρi
||ri − rj ||
j
R=

(13)

(14)

where nij is the normal unit vector of the neighboring particle centers. Note that here κ
is a property of the particles and thus that it can differ throughout the rock sample. In
our case, it is assumed that κ is constant.
Two way coupling is applied every timestep. DEM is advanced half a timestep, based
on the intermediate velocities the volumetric strain rate is calculated with SP. This is
then used to advance the pore pressure diffusion one timestep in a forward Euler scheme.
The local pressure gradient of the fluid is calculated based on the new pore pressure
distribution. The pressure gradient is then added as an interaction force to the sum of
forces acting on the particles through
πd2p
w
(15)
4
with particle diameter dp and unit thickness w. Finally the DEM is advanced the second
half timestep.
It is possible that the fluid pressure drops below the vapor pressure during simulations.
When this happens, the liquid will vaporize and as a result, the compressibility of the
fluid of increases with several orders of magnitude. In the simulations, this is modeled
through a simplified approach. When the pressure drops below the pressure minimum,
the pressure value is fixed at the minimum pressure. From thereon it is only possible to
increase the pressure by having fluid flow towards the cavitated zone, so if


∂pi
∂pi
pi < pmin then pi = pmin and
= max
,0
(16)
∂t
∂t
F = −∇p
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3.3

Boundary conditions

In DEM-SP, boundary conditions have to be applied for both the rock and fluid phase.
For rock this is done by restricting or prescribing the motion of specific particles or walls.
In case of the fluid pressure, the boundary conditions are somewhat harder to set. The
SP discretisation of (3.2) in itself automatically applies Neumann boundary condition
(zero gradient), meaning that it allows no fluid flow across the boundaries of the rock.
This is applicable in the case where equipment is moving through the rock (cutting teeth,
compressive tests, splitting tests, etc.). In case of a rock boundary that is in contact
with clear fluid, like the top layer of the seabed, a Dirichlet boundary condition (fixed
value, such as hydrostatic pressure) is applied. However, the boundaries of the rock may
change during the simulation. Therefore it is necessary to use a method to determine
what particles are part of the rock boundary. To determine this, we make use of the
divergence of position, as suggested by [20].
∇ · r =

∂x ∂y
+
=2
∂x ∂y

(17)

This is applied to the standard Smoothed Particle approach of [21], because otherwise the
CSPM in equation (3.2) automatically corrects for the particle deficiency, always setting
at a value of 2.
 Aj
∇i A (ri ) =
mj ∇W (ri − rj , h)
(18)
ρj
j
In the interior domain of the rock, equation (3.3) is valid. However, at the boundaries
this value differs due to particle deficiency, see figure 2. Here, particles with ∇ · r ≤ 1.5
are considered to be part of the boundary. With this technique, the particles that require
a Dirichlet boundary condition can now be identified.

∇ · r < 2

∇ · r = 2

Figure 2: Schematic overview of particle deficiency

6
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4

RESULTS

We compare the results of our approach with the experiments of Kaitkay and Lei [22].
They performed rock cutting experiments on Carthage marble. The model is calibrated to
match the Youngs’ modulus and the compressive strength of the rock. The used material
properties are shown in table 1. A uniform particle size distribution with sizes ranging
from 0.125 to 0.163 mm is used. In our approach, we used point contact bonds.
Table 1: Properties of Carthage marble and simulation specimen

Property
E [GPa]
ν [-]
σc [MPa]
σc at pc = 34.5 [MPa]
σBT S [MPa]

Carthage marble [22]
44.8
0.24
103
186
not published

DEM-SP
41.9
0.22
97
160
6.3

The model for the cutting experiments is 50 mm in length and 16 mm in height. The
bottom and sides of the specimen are constrained with walls to represent the surrounding
rocks. The top layer is exposed to a hydrostatic pressure and flow of pore fluid through
the top layer to the surrounding (clear) fluid is allowed.
Cutting simulations were performed for three pressure states (0.1, 3.5 and 34.5 MPa)
and two rake angles (α = −15 and α = −25 deg) with cutting speed and depth of cut
kept at 1 m/s and 0.8 mm, respectively.
The averaged cutting forces of our approach are compared with the experimental data
of [22] in figure 3. The calculated cutting forces in our simulations are scaled with the
length of the perimeter of the cutter that is in contact with the virgin rock, which is
estimated as 11.3 mm for the experiments of [22].
In figure 5, it is shown what the influence of the pore Peclet number (here scaled
by adjusting the pore pressure diffusion coefficient) on the cutting forces will be. An
impression of the amount of damage that occurs during cutting is shown in figures 6 and
7. Note that damage here is defined as D = nr of broken bonds . Lastly, snapshots of the
total initial bonds
pressure distribution during the same cutting experiments are shown in figures 8 and 9.
suggest: is apparent from a comparison of figure 3 and 4.
5

DISCUSSION

The trend of the simulated cutting force matches well with the cutting forces measured in the experiments is apparent from a comparison of figures 3 and 4. However, it
must be noted that the horizontal forces show much better resemblance than the vertical
components.
7
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Figure 3: Cutting force vs hydrostatic pressure, simulations with DEM-SP.

Cutting force at 34.5 MPa
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Figure 4: Cutting force vs hydrostatic pressure, experiments [22].
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Figure 5: Cutting force vs pore pressure diffusivity.

In both the experiments and in our approach, a distinction can be noticed between brittle cutting at low hydrostatic pressures and ductile cutting at high hydrostatic pressures.
This transition is also noticable when comparing the amount of damage that occurs to the
DEM particles during cutting. The amount of damage and the number of fully damaged
particles is significantly higher at high hydrostatic pressures, which can be observed by
comparing figures 6 and 7. It also seems that after the material has been cut, some sort
of filter cake is being left. The shape of the filter cake is rather smooth, which seems
more realistic compared to the ’velcro’-like structures that are obtained by the method
of Lei and Kaitkay [9]. Also the size of the filter cake seems to increase with increasing
8
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Figure 6: Damage during cutting with bit at
α = −25 and at ph = 0.1 MPa.

Figure 7: Damage during cutting with bit at
α = −25 and at ph = 34.5 MPa.

Figure 8: Snapshot of pressure distribution
during cutting with bit at α = −25 and at
ph = 3.5 MPa.

Figure 9: Snapshot of pressure distribution
during cutting with bit at α = −25 and at
ph = 34.5 MPa.

confining pressures.
The occurrence of cavitation is clearly shown in figures 8 (ph = 3.5 MPa) and 9 (ph =
34.5 MPa). These figures show typical snapshots of the cutting process. The cavitating
zone is located along the shear failure that occurs between the tip of the drill bit and the
surface of the intact rock. Due to dilation of the particles along the shear failure, locally
the pore pressure drops. The pressure drop is that large that the fluid will cavitate, which
limits the local pressure gradient and effectively also limiting the required cutting force.
It should be noted that the cavitating zone is larger at lower hydrostatic pressure.
In figure 5, results are shown where the pore pressure diffusion coefficient D = M µκ
has been varied. In practice, this can be represented by varying the permeability of the
rock (for instance, compare two rocks that have same strength and stiffness, but different
9
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permeability). This is one approach to vary the pore Peclet number. It is also possible
to alter the pore Peclet number by changing the pore volume deformation rate in the
rock (i.e. many small pores or few bulk pores). An obvious way of changing the pore
Peclet number this way is by changing the process parameters: cutting speed and cutting
depth (effects for the difference between e.g. rotary drilling and mud motor drilling). A
minimum in the cutting force with respect to the pore pressure diffusion coefficient can
be observed. This is most likely due to the mutual interaction of compaction weakening
and dilatant strengthening, of which both might dominant in a different regime of the
pore Peclet number, i.e. dilatant strengthening is especially dominant in the undrained
regime, while compaction weakening is more typical for slower processes, as is shown in
[14].
Quantitatively, the values calculated by DEM-SP underestimate the measured values.
The most profound reasons why the results underestimate the experiments are likely:
• The tensile strength in the simulation might deviate significantly from that of the
experiments. However, the tensile strength in the experiments is not known. Based
on [23] it is expected that the BTS value in the experiments would be approximately
10 MPa in this case of marble.
• Friction of the particles along the drill bit is underestimated. The disc-shaped
particles tend to roll too easily compared to real grains.
• In 2D-DEM it is automatically assumed that the process is plane strain, while in
practice the cutting process is 3D. The same effect was noted by [4].
• A different particle size distribution might improve the results. Now a small distribution is used, but a wider PSD might give a less structured rock and a less
structured damage pattern.
• A cutting thickness of three particles is quite low, especially for the fluid pressure
calculation (three particles thickness is getting close to the minimum number of
neighbors that are required for numerical stability).
• By using parallel bonds instead of contact bonds it might be possible to increase
the post-failure strength of the rock.
• The poro-mechanical properties of the numerical rock may differ significantly with
those of the real rock (e.g. compactant vs. dilative, porosity).
6

CONCLUSION

By using the combination of DEM and SP to simulated the deformation of saturated
rock can help in research for cutting processes. The smoothed particle approach is shown
to be useful to interpolate discrete information of individual DEM particles to a continuum
10
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field, and again the SP can be used to relate continuum properties (e.g. pore pressure, heat
conduction) to the individual DEM particles. Although the results that we have obtained
match qualitatively with experiments, quantitative results require further improvement.
7
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Abstract. A pore-scale model is presented for simulating two-phase flow in granular
materials. The solid phase is idealized as dense random packings of polydisperse spheres,
generated with the discrete element method (DEM). The pore space is conceptualized as
a network of pores connected by throats, which is obtained by using regular triangulation.
Theoretical formulas for calculating geometrical properties and entry capillary pressure
for given pores are developed by extending the Mayer and Stowe-Princen (MS-P) theory
of drainage. Such relationships are employed in the network for defining as local invasion
criteria, so that the drainage can be represented by the replacement of W-phase when the
threshold value is reached. The events of W-phase entrapment are considered during the
coupling procedures. This pore-scale model is verified by comparing simulation results
with experimental data of quasi-static drainage experiments in a synthetic porous medium.
The simulated P c − S w curve in primary drainage is in agreement with the experimental
one.

1

INTRODUCTION

Understanding transport properties of multiphase flow in porous media is of great
importance for many areas of engineering and science, such as oil recovery, agriculture
irrigation and environmental restoration. Although most of these problems describe such
flow process at the macro-scale, pore-scale modeling provides an important means to
improve our understanding of the insight physical processes. In order to simulate large
1
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domains, one often represent the porous medium by a pore-network, in which the void
space of the medium is represented by a lattice of wide pores connected by narrow throats.
By using appropriate physical laws that govern the transport and arrangement of fluids
in system, network can then be made to replicate experimental measurements at the
microscopic scale. The use of network modeling was pioneered by Fatt in the 1950s[9], who
derived capillary pressure curves of primary drainage and computed pore size distributions
in a network of interconnected pores. Since then, numerous researchers have contributed
to our present understanding of multiphase flow in pore-scale with network[16, 19, 2, 14,
17, 11].
The method considered in this study is similarly devoted to the pore-scale modeling
of the transport process of multiphase flow, but important differences are also noticeable
in the geometrical idealization of the pore space and network modeling. These difference
are mainly due to the spherical geometry of the solid particles and to the pore space
decomposition technique. This study represents a first step in the direction of developing a
fully coupled, computationally efficient model combining two-phase flow and deformation
in porous media. In particular, we will focus our effort on the faithful approximation
of the capillary pressures applied by the fluid-fluid interface on solid grains and of the
arrangements of phases displacements, with the aim of incorporate these pressures and
arrangements in the discrete element method (DEM) computation[7].
2

PORE-SCALE NETWORK

We propose a pore-scale network model for simulating two-phase flow in granular materials. The solid phase is idealized as dense random packings of polydisperse spheres,
generated with the discrete element method (DEM)[22]. The decomposition of the pore
space is obtained in three dimensions by a using Regular Triangulation method, in which
the void of porous media is conceptualized as a network of pores connected by throats.
A similar network was introduced recently for the so called the Pore-scale Finite Volume
scheme (PFV) for one-phase flow. It is able to reflect in a natural way the deformation of
the porous material system. Here it will be discussed briefly; a more detailed description
can be found in [5] and [3].
Regular Triangulation (or referred as weighted Delaunay triangulation) generalizes classical Delaunay triangulation to weighted points, where weights account for the size of the
spheres[8]. The dual Voronoi graph of regular triangulation is entirely contained in voids
between solid spheres. Such network scheme can ideally be assigned to solve the flow path
problem within the porous sample. A typical network of Regular Triangulation is shown
in Fig.1. Based on this decomposition, a “pore” in 3D is bounded by four solid spheres
with respective radius R{r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 }, which are arranged forming a simple tetrahedron
packing order. Pore body volume is defined to be the irregular cavity within the tetrahedron(see Fig.2a). The shape of pore throat is considered to be the cross section extending
within tetrahedral facets, thus the volume of throat is assumed to be 0. Specifically, the
geometry of entry pore throat is a critical cross-sectional area quantified by the multiphase
2
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Figure 1: Definition of pore network for packing of spheres, generated by regular triangulation in 3D(a)
and 2D(b).

contact lines(shown in Fig.2b).
Since each pore is a tetrahedron, it has four neighbors, resulting in a lattice of connectivity four. Although the similar network can be found in other models [15, 10], those
decomposition techniques are limited by solid particle size, in which the triangulation can
only be assigned in packing of equal spheres. In this model, the network definition applies
polydisperse sphere packings. The only restriction on this geometrical description is that
the center of one sphere should not lie inside another sphere. As such, contact or even
moderate overlaps between adjacent spheres are allowed.
3
3.1

DRAINAGE MODEL
Local rules

The phenomena of multiphase flow in porous media can be divided into quasi-static
regime and dynamic ones. For two-phase flow, or referred as drainage and imbibition, in
the absence of gravity, the conventional immiscible displacement can be described by two
dimensionless numbers, the viscosity ratio M and the capillary number Ca ,
µinv
µv
M=
, Ca =
(1)
µ
σ
where µinv is the viscosity of invading phase, µ is the viscosity of receding phase, v is the
receding phase average or macroscopic velocity and σ is the interfacial tension between
two fluid phases([13, 12]). The limit of “quasi-static” flow is defined by Ca closed to 0.
The model we propose is aiming to simulate the primary drainage phenomenon of
air-water system, or typically, more generally nonwetting-wetting (NW-W) systems. We
hypothesize the drainage process is in a quasi-static regime, in which dynamic effects is in
absent and the flow is dominated by capillary forces. Thus, we can neglect the effects of
phases viscosity during the process. The porous within a fluid phase is uniform in every
connected domain.
3
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Figure 2: Pore geometry. (a)A pore defined by tetrahedral element of the finite volume decomposition.
(b)Definition of pore throat geometry. rc is the curvature of meniscus; Lnw is the length of contact line
between nonwetting and wetting phases; Lns is the length of contact line between nonwetting and solid
phases.

The drainage process is controlled by the capillary pressure P c , i.e., the pressure difference between NW-phase and W-phase. The invasion of one pore is controlled by the
associated pore throats. Because the entry capillary pressure of pore body is smaller than
that of pore throat, after the invasion of throat, the body is filled by NW-phase spontaneously. In principle, the receding W-phase can be present in the involved domain in
the form of disconnected pendular rings left behind. The relationship between the capillary pressure and volume of liquid bridge can be found in our previous research[20, 21].
However, in this model, we assume this volume is negligible. So there is no saturation
associated with corner W-phase. Thus the state of a local pore unit is in binary condition,
i.e., the pore is either filled with W-phase or with NW-phase.
A relationship between capillary pressure P c , interfacial tension, σ, and curvature of
the NW-W interface, C, is given by the Young-Laplace equation,
P c = σC

(2)

The curvature C is fixed by the boundary conditions of NW-phase, W-phase and solid
particle surface. However, in a complex pore geometry, the curvature is difficult to define.
So a more clearly knowledge of connection among P c , C and pore geometry is required.
3.2

Determination of entry capillary pressure

The drainage process is assumed in quasi-static regime, so P c is applied into porous
media to result in from one equilibrium state to another. The NW-phase invasion is
locally controlled by entry capillary pressure Pec of pore throat. The determination of Pec
4
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is based on MS-P (Mayer-Stowe-Princen) method, which follows the balance of forces for
NW-W interface of pore throat [16, 18].

F = Fp + Tσ = 0
(3)

where, F p is the capillary force acting on pore throat section domain; T σ is the total
tension force along multi-phase contact lines. The same strategy for solving Pec can also
be found in [14] and [11]. For completeness, we recall the generic aspect of the MS-P
method hereafter.
As described in the previous section, the geometry of pore throat has a mixed crosssectional shape extending in the facet of tetrahedral pore. Fig.2b shows the schematic
cross section of a local pore throat formed by solid phase surface and NW-W interface. In
local drainage of pore unit, when NW-phase invades pore body, W-phase will remain in
the corners of throats along the fictious tube. The longitudinal curvature of the resulting
interface inside the tube is zero[11]. The critical curvature of three menisci extending
within throat section, i.e., the curvature of contact lines between NW-phase and Wphase, are equal. Let that radius be denoted by entry capillary radius rc . Then, following
Young-Laplace equation, Pec can be written:
σ nw
(4)
Pec = P n − P w =
rc
in which, P n and P w are pressure of NW-phase and W-phase; σ nw is NW-W interface
tension.
According to the geometry of pore throat we defined in Fig.2b, the forces acting on
interface can be written:
F p = Pec An

(5)

T σ = Lnw σ nw + Lns σ ns − Lns σ ws

(6)

where, An is the area of pore throat section; Lnw and Lns are total length of NW-W contact
lines and NW-Solid contact lines, respectively. The multiphase interfacial tensions, σ ns ,
σ ws and σ nw have a relationship with contact angle θ, defined by Young’s equation,
σ ns − σ ws = σ nw cos θ

(7)

T σ = (Lnw + Lns cos θ)σ nw

(8)

Then Eq.6 will be read,
In a local pore geometry, Eq.5 and Eq.8 can be expressed by the functions of rc (see
Appendix), so the equilibrium state in Eq.3 can be implicitly described by rc :

F (rc ) = F p (rc ) + T σ (rc ) = 0
(9)

Function of
F (rc ) is monotonic; the value boundary of rc can be obtained by following
the geometry of pore throat. Therefore, rc can be solved by numerical technique. Finally,
Pec can be determined by Eq.4.
5
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Figure 3: Demonstration of NW-phase invasion and W-phase trapping in network (in 2D mapping for
clarify).

3.3

Drainage and entrapment of W-phase

Each tetrahedral pore has four neighboring pores, thus the coordination number in
3-D is four. In order to explain the invasion logic of our model, herein we project the
system of 3-D network to a 2-D lattice mapping (see Fig.3). Pore bodies and throats are
represented by squares and line bondings respectively. Different flags are assigned to the
pores for tracking the flow path, which can dynamically record the pore states and the
connectivity of different regions with the reservoirs. A search algorithm is employed for
updating those states during invasion.
Initially, the porous media is saturated, and the top and bottom boundaries are connected to NW and W reservoirs, respectively. Drainage starts by increasing the capillary
pressure P c , in which we increase the local pressure of NW reservoir P n and keep local
pressure of W reservoir P w constant. A search is executed on the pore throats which
are connecting with NW reservoir, to locate the easiest entrance for invasion. The first
displacement of an interface, also referred to as Haines jump, happens when local P c
surpasses the minimum threshold, e.g. the local entry capillary pressure Pec (i) of pore
unit i. After pore i being drained, a recursion algorithm check whether the interface may
progress further to next adjacent pores. Such NW-phase percolation will be performed
until no more pores can be drained. Then a new equilibrium is achieved, and the state
flags are updated for next step of drainage. So the Haines jump events maybe not only
displace the W-phase pore-by-pore, but could also involve pore clusters. Such discontinuous changes of the W-phase content can also be verified by experimental tests[6]. As the
NW-phase is invading, the W-phase may form clusters of pores which are disconnected
from the W reservoir. It is assumed that disconnected regions remain saturated by a fixed
amount of the W-phase throughout subsequence increase of P c . In order to identify this
entrapment events, a dynamic search rule is employed during each step of drainage by
assigning a Trapped Pore flag(as seen in Fig.3).

6
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3.4

Implementation

The network has been implemented in C++[5]. The C++ library CGAL [1] is used
for the regular triangulation procedure. Geometry for determination of entry capillary
pressure and local drainage rules are also implemented in this model with C++. This
pore-scale network is freely available in the open-source software Yade [22].
The CGAL library insures exact predicates and constructions of network. The only
nontrivial operation is the computation of entry phase curvature needed to define the
NW-W phase contact lines and pore throat areas to determine acting forces in Eq.9.
4
4.1

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
Numerical setup

In this section, we verify the pore-network model by comparing the simulation results with experimental data of quasi-static drainage experiment in a synthetic porous
medium[6]. The medium consisted of packed glass beads, with three size classes, 0.6, 0.85
and 1.0-1.4 mm in diameter. The glass beads are contained in a column of 70 mm in
length and 7 mm in diameter, with a porosity of 0.34. Drainage is carried out by pumping water out of the porous medium with a certain flow rate to maintain the system to
equilibrate. A 5 mm section of the column is imaged by using X-ray micro-tomography
to obtain capillary pressure-saturation (P c − S w ) relationship.
In the simulation, it is unachievable to assign the pore-network (Regular Triangulation)
in geometry of circular column, so we compromise by implementing model in cuboid
packings. Following the experimental scene, the simulation packing is connected to the
NW reservoir on the top, and to the W reservoir at the bottom.
In the research, we couldn’t manage to achieve the original positioning data of glass
beads in benchmark experiment[6]. But the porous medium with target PSD and porosity can be emulated by using our DEM software by the growth of spheres after randomly
positioning, using the radius expansion-friction decrease (REFD) growth algorithm, a
dynamic compaction method which lets one control the porosity of dense random packings [4]. So we compromise to simulate a series of repeated test on different randomly
positioning packings with the consistent PSD and porosity of the experiment. In order
to compare conveniently with all simulation cases, the simulation results and experiment
data are both normalized to be dimensionless quantities. We represent the capillary pressure P c by,
P∗ =

P c D̄
σ nw

(10)

in which,D̄ =0.8675 mm is the average size for PSD, σ nw = 7.28 × 10−2 N/m is the Wphase (water) surface tension in contact with NW-phase (air) in 20o C. We also assume
the material of solid particles is perfectly wetting, thus the contact angle θ in simulation
is 0.
7
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Figure 4: Comparison between simulation and experiment for primary drainage P c − S w curves. The
No. of observations of simulation is 100.

4.2

Comparison results and discussion

Using the technique described above, we compute the primary drainage process of 100
random dense packings with the same PSD and porosity. Fig.4 presents the results of
these simulations, in which we gather all scattered (S w , P ∗ ) points of each simulation in
one image. As shown in Fig.4, although all packings share the same macro-mechanics
parameters, the P c − S w curves still have a distinct variety because of micro setup, i.e.,
sphere positioning. Especially, the residual saturation has a great difference. We compare
the average results from 100 repeating simulations with the experimental data. It shows
satisfactory agreement between predicated capillary curve and obtained experimentally by
Culligan et al.[6]. The unremarkable difference is mainly caused by the different specimen
shapes, i.e., the simulation using cuboid column packing and experiment using circular
column one. A more detailed discussion can be found in [23].
We capture one test from the series of simulation and cut a slice to observe the characteristics of invasion as shown in Fig.5. By increasing P c , the invasion starts from the
pores with larger throat, in which the entry capillary pressure is smaller (see slice-a).
By comparing slices-b and c, we can find out that at certain circumstances even a slight
changing in P c can cause a notable NW-W interface movement. So such event, i.e., Haines
jump, can involve a cluster of pores, causing a obvious discontinuous decrease of W-phase
content. In slice-d showing the finish of test, even under a large P c , there is no changing
in saturation, which means such W-phase is entrapped by NW-phase.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A pore-scale network model of quasi-static two-phase flow in dense sphere packings
has been proposed. The model can satisfactorily replicate the phenomenon of primary
drainage in synthetic porous medium. The pore space is efficiently represented by means of
a Regular Triangulation and the entry pore throat geometry is mathematically determined
by the equilibrium of the pore system. The key methods of this model are the calculation
8
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Figure 5: The process of drainage, NW-phase invade from top. Brown (gray) is solid phase, blue (black)
is W-phase, and light cyan (white) is NW-phase, see color version of this figure in the HTML.

of the entry capillary pressure applied by the fluids and the prediction of the displacements
of phases. Expressions of the local capillary force and tension force induced on the NW-W
interface of pore throat have been derived, which are based on Young-Laplace equation
and local pore geometry. The definition of entry capillary pressure is based on MS-P
(Mayer-Stowe-Princen) method, which follows the balance of forces for NW-W interface
in quasi-static regime. The drainage process is represented by the invasion of NW-phase
when the threshold value is reached.
The key feature of the model is its capability to entrap the receding W-phase, indicating
the residual saturation. A dynamic search algorithm is applied to identify whether local
disconnection causes large clusters of wetting pores to get disconnected with wetting
phase reservoir. For validation purpose, the model has been used for simulating primary
drainage experiments carried out in a glass bead packing. The simulated curve is in
agreement with experiment one, which means the capability of the pore-scale network
model for simulating a real porous medium can be verified.
6

Appendix: Calculation of capillary force and tension force for a pore throat

In this appendix, we will explicitly solve the capillary force F p and tension force T σ
acting on pore throat by using pore throat radius.
In a given pore throat (see Fig.2b), the radii and positions of neighboring solid particles
are known. Let’s denote a possible pore throat radius by rc and suppose the porous media
9
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being in perfectly wetting condition, i.e., contact angle θ = 0. The contact line between
NW and W phases would be tangent with solid surface.
In triangulation domain ∆ABC, the area may be written as follows:
1
A∆ABC = bc sin α
2

(11)

Using laws of cosines, we can write the following equations to solve α, β and γ in ∆ABC,
a2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc cos α

(12)

b2 = a2 + c2 − 2ac cos β

(13)

c2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cos γ

(14)

Likewise, the areas and ϕij in ∆AO3 B, ∆BO1 C and ∆AO2 C can be obtained.
To solve F p , the total area of liquid bridge Alb within pore throat section can be
calculated:
Alb = (A∆AO3 B − 0.5R12 ϕ31 − 0.5R22 ϕ32 − 0.5rc2 ϕ33 )
+(A∆BO1 C − 0.5R22 ϕ12 − 0.5R32 ϕ13 − 0.5rc2 ϕ11 )
+(A∆AO2 C − 0.5R12 ϕ21 − 0.5R32 ϕ23 − 0.5rc2 ϕ22 )

(15)

The area of pore throat An may be written as:
An = A∆ABC − Alb − 0.5R12 α − 0.5R22 β − 0.5R32 γ

(16)

Combining Eq.4, 5 and 16, the explicit expression of F p would be obtained.
Because of the perfectly wetting assumption, T σ acting on multi-phase contact lines in
Eq.8 can be simplified by,
T σ (rc ) = (Lnw + Lns )σ nw

(17)

The contact lines Lnw and Lns can be obtained as follows:
Lnw = rc ϕ11 + rc ϕ22 + rc ϕ33

(18)

Lns = R1 (α − ϕ21 − ϕ31 ) + R2 (β − ϕ32 − ϕ12 ) + R3 (γ − ϕ13 − ϕ23 )

(19)

Combining Eq.17, 18 and 19, the explicit expression of T σ would be calculated.

10
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Abstract. Chutes are a linking element of transportation lines used for transfers of
reprocessed materials from one transporting group or equipment to another. The mode of the
chuted material motion and the nature of the associated aerodynamic processes are
determined by the aggregate physical and mechanical properties of the material being
transferred and structural design of chutes. Structurally chutes are subdivided into prismatic,
cylindrical and pyramid-shaped (bin) chutes by shape and into vertical, tip and kinked chutes
by the bottom slope angle. The most common in practice are tip chutes of a prismatic or a
pyramid shape. The purpose of this work was the study of particle movement of granular
materials in the sloping chute. In the result of the research, we revealed the following.
1

INTRODUCTION

Chutes are a linking element of transportation lines used for transfers of reprocessed
materials from one transporting group or equipment to another. Transfer groups can be
technically divided into four groups (Fig.1): conveyer to conveyer loading of material;
conveyer to equipment loading of material; equipment to conveyer loading of material;
equipment to equipment loading of material.
In all cases the material being transferred is first supplied to the funnel adjacent to the
process equipment or mounted at the belt conveyer pully, and then the material is chuted by
gravity to the lower transport conveyer or to the process equipment.
The mode of the chuted material motion and the nature of the associated aerodynamic
processes are determined by the aggregate physical and mechanical properties of the material
being transferred and structural design of chutes [1].
Structurally chutes are subdivided into prismatic, cylindrical and pyramid-shaped (bin)
chutes by shape and into vertical, tip and kinked chutes by the bottom slope angle.
The most common in practice are tip chutes of a prismatic or a pyramid shape.
2 PECULIARITIES OF A BULK MATERIAL MOTION IN CHUTES
A granular material model selected to be used in study of the mechanical properties is a
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flow of crushed granite (ρ1 = 2750 kg/m3) which particles being 1.25-2.5 mm (dэ = 1.56 mm)
and 0.625-1.25 mm (dэ = 0.74 mm) in size are by their shape and aerodynamic properties
close to granular materials widely used in the ore preparation industry (crushed iron ore,
chalk-stone, agglomerate, fines of agglomerated iron ore concentrate, etc.)

Figure 1: Conveyer to conveyer loading pattern (a), conveyer to equipment loading pattern (b), equipment to
conveyer loading pattern (c) equipment to equipment loading pattern (d): 1 - chute; 2 - funnel; 3 - conveyers; 4 bins; 5 - drums (for the material cooling, mixing etc.); 6 - crushers; 7 – disc feeds; 8 - sieve

The study of modes of crushed granite particles motion and distribution in the tip chute
cross-section as well as the measurement of the particles stream velocity was conducted on a
test bench the main element of which was 3 m long chute of rectangular cross-section
installed at various angles to the horizontal plane. The material was supplied to the cute from
the upper bin through pre-tared diaphragms (Fig. 2).
2.1 Modes of Motion
When chuting crushed granite as in the case of grain flows in inclined pipes which for the
first time ever were thoroughly studied by P.N. Platonov [2], there were three modes of
motion observed: constrained motion mode, intermediate mode and unconstrained motion
mode.

2
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The first mode feature is that a material is moved as an indiscrete mass with no noticeable
discontinuity of contact among the particles. There is no bulk concentration gradient. The
intermediate mode features local discontinuities in the indiscrete mass of particles. The third
mode features the total decomposition of the indiscrete mass into separate particles or jets
divorced from each other.

Figure 2: Diagram of the experimental arrangement for the study of physical and mechanical properties of a
bulk material stream: I – upper bin; II - chute; III - coordinate spacer; IV - windows; V - diaphragm; VI – photo
camera; VII - flow divider (1 – body, 2 - shelves, 3 – valve controller, 4 - bins)

Analyzing the motion of grain under high specific loads P.N. Platonov suggested using a
chute inclination angle Θ as the parameter defining the nature of bulk material motion.
For instance, he noticed that the mode of constrained motion takes place if
н    в ,

(1)

while the mode of unconstrained motion occurs when
  в ,

where Θн ,Θв are external and internal friction angles respectively.
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When studying the stream of crushed granite particles in the tip chute we observed the
mode of unconstrained motion at the chute inclination angles less than the internal friction
angle. Therefore, an attempt was made to use the Froude numberх describing the stream
kinetic movement instead of the chute inclination angle as a criterion for a change in the
motion modes: Fr  gh / v12 , where h is a stream depth, m.
In order to clarify the physical meaning of this criterion for a bulk material motion in a
chute under small specific loads we use the similarity of this motion with a motion of water in
inclined drop structures. Let us evaluate the energy of particles in a cross section of the
stream.
The flow strength of a material moving through surface ds (Fig.3) per unit time with
respect to datum 0-0 drawn through the lower point of the cross-section area in question is:

dЭ 1 1v1

v12
dS  1 1v1 gdS  y cos  .
2

Figure 3: To the definition of a bulk material flow
energy in a chute

(3)

Figure 4: Dependence between a bulk concentration of
crushed granite particles and Froude number

Then, the total material flow strength is

Э

  v

1 1 1

S

v12
dS   1 1 gv1 y cos   dS .
2
S

(4)

Dividing the flow strength value by the bulk material weight flow rate

GT 1 1 gv1  S .

х

(5)

There is a good professional practice of applying this criterion in case with a bulk material flow with vertical
chutes fully filled. For instance, when studying the motion of crushed graphite in a vertical pipe Z.R. Gorbis [4]
defined the area of critical values of Froude numbers 1.65 < Frср <5 at which one mode is changed to another.
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and assuming that there is no bulk concentration gradient throughout the chute cross-section
we obtain the energy per weight unit of the material passing through the cross-section area per
time unit.

Э

 v dS
3
1

S



(2 gSv1 )    yv1dS   cos  (Sv1 ) ,.
S


(6)

where v1 is a medium flow speed of the bulk material motion.
For a rectangular chute, when
v1  f ( x, y) , GT  1 g 1вhv1 ,

(7)

we have:
 v2 k h
Э  0 1  0 cos  ,
2g
2

(8)

where в is the chute width, m; h is a bulk material flow depth, m; α0 is the flow momentum
correction factor equal to:


h





0



 0   в  v13 dh 

 вv h  ;
3
1

(9)

k0 is the flow potential energy correction factor equal to:
 h
  h
k0   в  v1 ydy   v1в  .
 0
  2

(10)

It is obvious that in case with a gradientless motion of bulk material α0 = 1 and k0 = 1.
The extreme value of specific energy Э in view of (7) occurs in our case when the flow
depth h = hкр:
dЭ
1
  0GT2  ( 1 g 1вhкр )2 ( ghкр )  k0 cos   0
dh
2

or in the criterion form:
Frкр 

2 0
,
k0 cos 

where Frкр is the critical Froude number value equal to
Frср  ghкр / v12 .

(11)

(12)

(13)

When studying inclined drop structures [3] it was noticed that the critical Froude number
value describes the transition of a subcritical fluid flow into a rapid flow. The latter is
characterized by discontinuity of the fluid jet, especially at its free surface, and by an
abundant aeration of the flow. The transition of the constrained motion of bulk material into
the unconstrained motion is accompanied with a similar phenomenon: discontinuity of the jet
and galloping motion of particles (saltation). Returning to condition (1) we can note that
choosing Fr number as the transition criterion it is possible to consider the material flow rate
in addition to the chute inclination angle. In other words, Fr criterion provides much
information on a bulk material stream.
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Let us refer to the experiment. The research data concerning the nature of motion of a
stream of crushed granite particles in a chute is shown on Fig. 2.4.
As in the case with the vertical motion of material [4], the dependence diagram β1 = f(Fr)
is clearly divided into three areas that correspond to three modes of stream motion. In area Fr
> 1.7 (c), the bulk concentration is constant and virtually equal to the concentration of
material at rest. This area corresponds to the mode of constrained motion. On the interval 0.8
< Fr < 1.7 (area (b)) the bulk concentration is sharply decreased, the material motion is
characterized by local discontinuities among particle groups, and there is a velocity gradient
in the flow depth. This area shall be conventionally called the transition area while the
numbers within this area shall be the critical numbers. At Froude numbers below 0.8 (area а)
dependence β1 = f(Fr) is curvilinear and the lowest Froude number corresponds to the lowest
bulk concentration. This area describes the mode of unconstrained motion. Note that
according to equation (12) the area of the critical Froude numbers at inclination angles in
question is
2  Frср  2,5 ,
(14)
which is in line with the experimental data.
Various modes of bulk material motion complicate the analysis of the portrait of
aerodynamic interaction of bombarding particles. Particles are flown around with air and the
conditions of heat and mass exchange between the material and air change.
2.2 Particle Distribution
Distribution of particles over a chute cross-section in the mode of unconstrained motion is
static. The theoretical prerequisites to the study of static regularities were made by L.
Boltsman [5] who studied a stream of a large quantity of small elastic balls. He demonstrated
that the particles concentration and speed are determined by the F distribution function. This
function pattern is defined by the differential equation:
дF
дF
дF
дF
дF
дF
дF
 ux
 uy
 uz
X
Y
Z

c F ,
дt
дx
дy
дz
дux
дux
дz x

where Х, Y, Z are external force components; ux, uy, uz are projections of particle velocities on
coordinate axes; ΔсF is the rate of change of the fixed point distribution function due to
collision of particles.
However, the reduced equation in general defies solutions. There are approximate methods
of solution known [6] with no regard to external forces that are determinative in our case.
Therefore, in order to determine concentrations of particles we conducted experimental tests.
There was a flow divider with five synchronized vales installed on the material motion path.
Particles caught in the divider during a fixed interval of time were discharged from the divider
bins and weighted. The experiments conducted in association with R.N. Shumilov [7] enabled
to clarify the following pattern of motion of 0.625-1.25 mm crushed granite particles. A
substantial part of particles is moving at the chute bottom. Moreover, the share of “bottom”
particles is increased with the increase in the material flow rate (Fig. 5а) and with the decrease
in the distance to the stream falling point at the chute bottom (l). This is explained by a
superposition of two processes occurring in a stream of airborne particles. The first is saltation
process that is a galloping motion of particles resulting from the periodic impact of particles
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on the chute bottom, and the second process is the intercollision of particles.

Figure 5: Distribution of сrushed granite particles with the chute section height

At small flow rates or at a great distance l, when the concentration of particles is low, there
is mostly a galloping motion with virtually no intercollision of particles. The transverse
gradient of particles concentration is comparatively low.
At high flow rates, the concentration of particles reaches such values when intercollision of
particles becomes so apparent that not every saltating particle having penetrated the thickness
of particles flying above it is capable of leaving the stream. The quantity of particles drawn
out from the stream and moving above it is small. The concentration gradient is high (Fig.5b)
The following quantitative characteristics were established. Distribution of particles with
the channel height is clearly exponential

 0 exp(ay n ) ,

(15)

and the bulk concentration of particles at the chute bottom is subject to the flow continuity
law 0  v1н н / v1 , where βн is a bulk concentration of particles at the point of particles impact
on the chute bottom; v1н is the stream velocity at the chute inlet; v1 is the stream velocity in
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the section in question. Coefficients а and п depend on the material flow rate and the distance
to the section in question, i.e. l. The generalized parameter taken was a modified number that
Fr * 

(16)

G1 g
,
v13 в 1

(if v1  v1 ) is related with the Froude number as follows:
(17)

Fr *  1 Fr .

Figure 6: Variation of а and п coefficients with an increase in

Fr *

The plots of а and п coefficients against Fr * are shown on Fig.6. Here, there are two areas
clearly distinguished. The first area at Fr* 106  40 which we conventionally call the area of
pseudo-uniform distribution of particles features a saltating motion and a comparatively low
bulk concentration gradient (п = 0.1-0.67; пср ≈ 0.3).
The second area, that is, the area of laminar motion, at Fr *  106  40 features a bed in
which the most of colliding particles is moving and a small quantity of particles saltating
above the bed. The concentration gradient is high (п = 0.67-1.2; пср ≈ 1).
This peculiarity of the material motion in a tip chute makes the aerodynamic interaction
pattern even more complicated and significantly changes the conditions of heat exchange.
2.3 Motion Speed
In industrial conditions a bulk material is typically chuted as a non-dense bed. Here, the
effect of solid friction of particles is substituted with the effect of air drag forces, the frictional
force resulting from the contact of particles with the chute walls and the gravity forces.
Unlike the gravity and air drag forces, the frictional force of particles contact is transient
and very hard to determine. In order to obtain design data concerning the bulk material
motion velocities we conducted experimental tests. There was the velocity of a stream of
particles measured in various modes of motion in a tip chute of the experimental arrangement
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(Fig.2.). The velocity value was determined using two methods: the photographic method and
the ballistic one. The first method consisted in measuring of a particle travel path in a time of
the photographic shutter opening. Knowing the time of exposure ∆τ and measuring the
particles path sections obtained on photographic prints it is possible to determine the mean
projection of particles velocity on the chute axis: v1 

1 N xi
 .
N i 1 

Section projections ∆хi were determined using a ruler photographed together with airborne
particles so that it was not necessary to consider the scale in photographing and photocopying.
We used this method at low flow rates of bulk materials when the probability of superposition
of paths could be neglected.
At low flow rates of a material the material velocity was determined using the second
method which consisted in measuring the path of the material stream at the chute outlet. With
the knowledge of the chute inclination angle and coordinates of the stream centerline, the
material final velocity was calculated using a reduced dynamic equation of free settling
particles. The centerline coordinates were determined using a coordinate spacer which
horizontal axis was positioned in the material stream for more accurate measurements.
Solving the dynamic equation for a free-falling body
 
v1  g

(18)

in XОY coordinate system (Fig.7) with some transformations we obtain the following
formula
vк 

xк
g
,
cos  2( yк  xк tg )

(19)

which was used to calculate the velocity of particles at the chute outlet.

Figure7: To the definition of a path of bulk material particles poured from a tip chute

Since dynamic equation (18) does not account for the air drag forces relation (19) gives
rather excessive results.
Experimental tests showed that a chuted stream of bulk material particles is virtually
uniformly accelerated (Fig.8a).
The acceleration rate is:
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аТ g sin  (1  f тр ctg ) .

(20)

Conditional coefficient of the chute walls resistance to particle motion fтр depends on the
modes of motion (Fig.8 b, c).
In case of the unconstrained motion this coefficient is lower than the coefficient of sliding
friction fск, and the relation δ = fтр / fск is: δ = 0.5 for the unconstrained motion, δ = 1 for the
constrained motion.

Figure 8: Chute length variation in particle velocity (a) and the relation of the friction coefficient to the chute
inclination angle in case of the unconstrained (b) and constrained (c) modes of bulk material motion

Considering the fact that fск varies over a wide range and depends on many factors
(physical and mechanical properties of the transferred material, chute wall surface condition,
etc.) practical calculations of local exhausts of transfer groups are recommended to be based
on the assumption that fтр = 0.5.
Now, let us consider peculiarities of a material motion in kinked chutes. We will calculate
the path and velocity of the conveyed bulk material stream (Fig. 9).

Figure 9: To the definition of the settling velocity of particles in the chute receiving funnel
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To this effect we use equation (18). By integrating this equation at the initial conditions

v1 t 0  uк , x t 0  0 , y t 0  0 , we obtain:

a) for a jet trajectory (jet axis equation)
x  uк t , y  gt 2 / 2

(21)

;

(22)

or
y  0,5g ( x / uк )2

b) for velocity


v1

uк2  2 gy

(23)

uк2  ( gx / uк )2 ,

(24)

or, in view of (22),


v1

where uk is the forward velocity of particles that is equal to the velocity of the horizontal
conveyer belt, m/s.
Based on the chute wall position and the conveyer speed the discharged material flow may
either contact the belt wall or not. The first case leads to a sharp change both in the jet
trajectory and speed.
The flow-to-wall contact condition as is clear from relation (22) is determined by the
following inequation:
h0  ( x0 / uк )2 g / 2 .

(25)

In order to find a point of contact (K point having coordinates хк , yк) it is necessary to
jointly solve path equation (22) and the obstacle surface equation. The latter in our case looks
as follows:
y  h0  ( x  x0 )tg .

(26)

Then
h0  x0tg  
uк2 
gx 2
 1 tg  , yк  к2 .
 1  2 g
2

2uк
g 
(uк tg)

If the wall is vertical (    2 ) it is easy to obtain
xк

хк  х0 , ук  g ( x 0 /uк2 ) / 2 .

(27)

(28)

As soon as the coordinates are available formula (24) can be used to determine the bulk
material stream velocity at the moment of contact.
Elastic forces and the wall drag forces make the stream change its direction. An impact of
a stream of irregularly-shaped particles is not an elastic impact in the strict sense, and,
therefore, the angle of reflection is not equal to the angle of incidence for a stream in general
or for single particles within the stream. R.L. Zenkov’s studies [8] show that the angle of
reflection for a bulk material stream is virtually equal to π/2. The stream velocity after the
impact is: v1  Кv1 , where v1 is the stream velocity at the wall contact, m/s; v1 is the stream
velocity after the wall contact, m/s; К is a correction factor accounting for the reduction in
speed at the chute turn.
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Chute turn α, deg
K

0
1.0

10
0.97

20
0.93

30
0.85

40
0.75

45
0.69

50
0.63

60
0.45

In our case angle α is an acute angle between the tangent to the jet path in the contact point
and the wall plane.
The tangent slope is determined after differentiating equation (22): tg  gxк / uк2 ,


Then it is obvious that 
 180     arctg


gxк 
 .
uк2 

The further calculation of the bulk material stream velocity is based on the formula:

v1
2aT l  (v1)2 .
In case with significant drops of a fine material (when h > 0.5) the medium drag force
must be considered.
12 CONCLUSIONS
By its physical and mechanical properties, a bulk material stream in chutes features the
unbound mode of accelerated motion with exponential distribution of particles by the channel
cross-section depth which significantly changes the conditions for the dynamic
intercomponent interaction, heat and mass exchange as compared to physically onedimensional models. By the particles distribution streams may be divided into two classes:
streams featuring pseudo-uniform distribution of particles when a saltating motion of particles
with a light concentration gradient prevails and streams featuring a laminar motion when the
most portion of particles colliding each other is at the chute bottom and a small portion of
saltating particles is above the layer of particles with a heavy concentration gradient.
The reported study was partly supported by RFBR, research project No. 14-4108005r_ofi_m.
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Abstract. Incompressible smoothed particle hydrodynamics method has been used to
simulate the deformation of a two-dimensional liquid droplet suspended in Couette ﬂow in
presence of an external electric ﬁeld. The results show that the elongation and orientation
of the droplet is dependent on permittivity and conductivity ratios.

1

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between liquid droplets with a ﬂuid environment is one of the most
common problems arising in nature and industry, particularly in emulsiﬁcation, mixing
and suspensions. Simulation of the behavior of droplets in linear shear has attracted
much attention where either of the droplet or the background ﬂow may be Newtonian or
non-Newtonain [1–3]. Special attention has been paid to stable rotation of droplets or
their breakup. Evolution of a Newtonian droplet in non-Newtonain background ﬂuid is
studied in [1, 3] while the eﬀects of an external electric ﬁeld in a Newtonian-Newtonian
case is investigated in [2].
In this study, a two-dimensional Incompressible Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(ISPH) scheme is used to simulate the two-phase ﬂow of a droplet in simple shear [4].
Both ﬂuids are modeled as leaky dielectric material [5, 6]. We have carried out numerical
simulations of a Newtonian droplet in non-Newtonian background ﬂow in a recent study
[3]. Here, we extend that study to evolution of droplets in linear shear while they are
exposed to an external electric ﬁeld. Comparison of results with those without electric
ﬁeld shows that it is possible to manipulate the elongation and orientation of the droplets,
as suggested by [2].

1
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2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Equations governing an incompressible ﬂow may be written as
∇ · u = 0,

(1)

Du
1
1
1
= −∇p +
∇·τ +
f(s) + f(e) ,
(2)
Dt
Re
We
Ei
where u is the velocity vector, p is pressure, ρ is density, t is time and D/Dt = ∂/∂t+u·∇
represents the material time derivative. Here, τ is the viscous stress tensor,
[
]
τ = µ ∇u + (∇u)† ,
(3)
ρ

where µ denotes viscosity and superscript † represents the transpose operation. Local
surface tension force is expressed as an equivalent volumetric force according to the CSF
method [7],
(4)
f(s) = γκn̂δ.

Here, surface tension coeﬃcient, γ, is taken to be constant while κ represents interface
curvature, −∇ · n̂, where n̂ is unit surface normal vector. f(e) is the electric force vector
deﬁned as [5]
1
(5)
f(e) = − E · E∇ε + q v E.
2
In the above equation, ε denotes electric permittivity, q v is the volume charge density
near the interface while E is the electric ﬁeld vector. Assuming small dynamic currents
and neglecting magnetic induction eﬀects, the electric ﬁeld is irrotational [8] and may
be represented by gradient of an electric potential ϕ, E = −∇ϕ. Further assumption of
fast electric relaxation time compared to viscous relaxation time leads to the following
relations for electric potential and charge density
∇ · (σ∇ϕ) = 0,

(6)

q v = ∇ · (ε∇ϕ) ,

(7)

where σ is the electrical conductivity.
Dimensionless values are formed using the following scales
x = x∗ /H, ρ = ρ∗ /ρf , µ = µ∗ /µf u = u∗ /Uw , t = t∗ Uw /H,
E = E∗ /E∞ , ϕ = ϕ∗ /E∞ H, p = p∗ /ρf Uw2 ,
R = ρd /ρf , M = µd /µf , P = εd /εf , C = σd /σf ,

(8)

leading to Reynolds, Weber and Electroinertial numbers deﬁned as
Re =

ρf Uw H
,
µf

We =

ρUw2 H
,
γ

2
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Here E∞ is the undisturbed electric ﬁeld intensity, H is the distance between electrodes,
Uw is the wall velocity (ﬁgure 1-a). An asterisk marks dimensional variables whereas
subscripts d and f denote droplet and background ﬂuid phases, respectively.
To distinguish between diﬀerent phases, a color function ĉ is deﬁned such that it assumes a value of zero for one phase and unity for the other. The color function is then
smoothed out across the phase boundaries as
ci =

Jn
∑
ĉj Wij
j=1

ψi

,

(10)

to ensure smooth transition
the properties of each phase when used for their
∑ between
n
Wij , is the number density of SPH particle i, calculated
interpolation. Here, ψi = Jj=1
as the sum of interpolation kernel of neighboring particles i and j over all neighbors of
particle i, Jn . Interpolation kernel, W (rij , h), is a function of the magnitude of distance
vector, rij = ri − rj , between particle of interest i and its neighboring particles j and h, the
smoothing length [9, 10]. Interpolation of phase properties is carried out using Weighted
Harmonic Mean (WHM),
ci
1 − ci
1
=
+
,
(11)
χi
χd
χf
where χ may denote density, viscosity, permittivity or conductivity [11]. The smoothed
color function is also utilized to evaluate δ ≃ |∇c|, κ = −∇ · n̂ and n̂ = ∇c/|∇c| in (4).
In this formulation, a constraint has to be enforced to avoid possible erroneous normals
[12]. In this study, only gradient values exceeding a certain threshold, |∇ci | ≃ β/h, are
used in surface tension force calculations. A β value of 0.08 has been found to provide
accurate results without removing too much detail [4].
A predictor-correcter scheme is employed to advance the governing equations of ﬂow
in time using a ﬁrst-order Euler approach with variable timestep according to CourantFriedrichs-Lewy condition, ∆t = CCF L h/umax , where umax is the largest particle velocity
magnitude and CCF L is taken to be equal to 0.25. In predictor step all the variables are
advanced to their intermediate form using following relations,
(n)

r∗i = ri
u∗i

=

(n)
ui

+

1
(n)

ρi

(

(n)

(n)

+ ui ∆t + δri ,

1
1
1
∇ · τi +
f(s)i + f(e)i
Re
We
Ei
(n)

ψi∗ = ψi

(n)

− ∆tψi

(∇ · u∗i ) ,

(12)
)(n)

∆t,

(13)
(14)

where starred variables represent intermediate values and superscript (n) denotes values
at the nth time step. Artiﬁcial particle displacement vector in (12), δri , is deﬁned as
stated in [3] where a constant value of 0.06 is used.
3
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Using intermediate values, pressure at the next time step is found by solving the Poisson
equation which is then followed by corrections in position and velocity of the particles,
completing the temporal transition.
)
(
∇ · u∗i
1
(n+1)
=
,
(15)
∇p
∇·
i
ρ∗i
∆t
1
(n+1)
∇pi
∆t,
(16)
∗
ρi
)
1 ( (n)
(n+1)
(n)
(n+1)
(n)
ui + ui
= ri +
(17)
∆t + δri .
ri
2
Boundary conditions are enforced through MBT method described in [13] while ﬁrst
derivative and Laplace operator are approximated through following expressions
(n+1)

ui

= u∗i −

)
∂fim kl ∑ 1 ( m
m ∂Wij
a
=
−
f
,
f
i
j
i
ψj
∂xki
∂xli
j

(18)

∑ 1 (
) rijm ∂Wij
∂ 2 fim ml
m
m
a
.
=
8
−
f
f
i
j
2
l
ψ
r
∂xki ∂xki i
∂x
j
ij
i
j

(19)

∑ 1 (
)
) rijk ∂Wij
∂ 2 fim (
kk
m
m
.
2 + ai = 8
f − fj
ψj i
rij2 ∂xki
∂xki ∂xki
j

(20)

∑ rijk ∂Wij
Here, akl
i =
j ψj ∂xli is a corrective second rank tensor that eliminates particle inconsistencies. Left hand side of (15) is discretized as

3

RESULTS

In this study, deformation of a neutrally buoyant droplet suspended in plane Couette
ﬂow is simulated. The droplet is expected to elongate in the direction of ﬂow, possibly
reaching an equilibrium dictated by the balance between the forces acting on the interface
[3]. A schematic of this case is provided in ﬁgure 1-a. Computational domain consists
of an 8 × 32 rectangle discretized by 39973 particles initially arranged in a Cartesian
grid for background ﬂuid and concentric circles for the droplet [14]. A close-up view of
the particle arrangement in the vicinity of the droplet is provided in ﬁgure 1-b. Initial
droplet radius is half of the distance between moving walls, H/2, while the droplet is
placed at the center of the channel. Top and bottom walls abide by the no-slip condition
and are moving in opposite directions at a velocity of Uw /2 while applying a potential
diﬀerence of ∆ϕ = E∞ H. Periodic boundary condition is imposed in streamwise direction.
Particles inside the droplet are at rest while background ﬂuid particles are initialized with
undisturbed Couette ﬂow velocity. Reynolds, Weber and Electroinertial numbers are set
to 1, 0.2 and 50, respectively. The background and droplet ﬂuids have identical density
4
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y

(b)

0.75

0.5

0.25
1.75

2

x

2.25

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the test case. (b) Closeup view of initial particle distribution in the vicinity
of the droplet. Black points denote droplet particles whereas gray points are background fluid particles.

and viscosity while permittivity and conductivity ratios are varied according to table 1.
Equal permittivity and conductivity ratios are not considered here.
Figure 2 provides droplet deformation factor deﬁned as
Df =

Lmax − Lmin
,
Lmax + Lmin

(21)

where Lmax and Lmin denote major and minor axis of an approximated ellipsoid [15].
Denoting the test cases in pairs of permittivity and conductivity ratios as (P, C), cases
(5.0, 0.2) and (5.0, 0.5) do not reach a steady proﬁle during the simulation time. Observing
the deformation rate of case (5.0, 0.2), we predict that the droplet will eventually breakup,
given suﬃcient simulation time. Averaged values of Df are provided in table 1 for better
comparison. At constant P, increasing C results in larger deformation factors for P < 1
while this trend is reversed for P > 1. Similarly, at constant C, a larger P results in larger
Df for C < 1 while increasing P for C > 1 reduces the deformation factor.
Figure 3 provides a better representation of the interface proﬁle at the end of the
simulations. Smoothed color function is used to deﬁne the droplet interface by plotting
its contour at 0.5 level. The droplets are more slender where deformation factor is larger
(refer to table 1). It is notable that the angle between major axis of the elliptic droplet and
streamwise direction becomes smaller with increasing conductivity ratio. The shape of
case (5.0, 0.2) is immediately distinguishable due to its large deformation. As f(e) increases
with P, the extreme elongation happens as a result of suppression of surface tension forces
by electrical forces. It is also notable that the droplet has lost its elliptic shape at this
simulation time.
Figure 4 provides snapshots of interface in red, streamlines in blue and electric ﬁeld
lines in black for the case without electric ﬁeld, case with largest elongation (5.0, 0.2) and
two other cases. The last two cases, (0.2, 2.0) and (2.0, 0.2), are chosen based on their
5
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(0.5,0.2)

(2.0,0.2)

(5.0,0.2)

(0.2,2.0)

(0.5,2.0)

(2.0,0.5)

(5.0,0.5)

(0.2,5.0)

(0.5,5.0)

(2.0,5.0)

(5.0,2.0)

0.8

(b)

0.12

0.6

0.09

0.4

0.06

Df

Df

(a)

(0.2,0.5)

0.2

0

0.03

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

t

0.8

0

1

0

0.2

0.4

t

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 2: Comparison of the deformation factor for all cases (a) and a close up view of the cases with
steady shape (b). Black plus signs denote the case without electric ﬁeld.

Table 1: Deformation factor for diﬀerent permittivity and conductivity ratios. Cases with bold numbers
did not reach a steady proﬁle during the simulation. Deformation factor without electric ﬁeld is Df = 0.09.

P
C

0.2
0.5
2
5
0.2
0.089 0.162 0.675
0.5 0.091
0.115 0.284
2 0.096 0.094
0.093
5 0.107 0.105 0.105
-
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(0.0,0.0)

(0.5,0.2)

(2.0,0.2)

(5.0,0.2)

(0.2,0.5)

(0.0,0.0)

(2.0,0.5)

(5.0,0.5)

(0.2,2.0)

(0.5,2.0)

(0.0,0.0)

(5.0,2.0)

(0.2,5.0)

(0.5,5.0)

(2.0,5.0)

(0.0,0.0)

Figure 3: Interface profiles of droplet at the end of the simulation. Permittivity and conductivity pairs
(P, C) are shown above each case. The case with no electric field, shown in blue, is repeated in each row
marked as (0.0, 0.0).
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(b)
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1.5

2
x

0

2.5

1

(d)

1.5

2
x

2.5

1.5

2
x
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1
0.8

0.6

0.6
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0.8
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(c)

1

0.8

y

(a)

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0

1.5

2
x

0

2.5

Figure 4: Snapshots of droplet interface in red, streamlines in blue and electric field lines in black at
the end of simulation; (a) without electric field; (b) (5.0, 0.2); (c) (0.2, 2.0); (d) (2.0, 0.2).
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ﬁnal orientation when compared to the case without electric ﬁeld. Case (0.2, 2.0) is more
aligned to normal direction wheres (2.0, 0.2) is more aligned to streamwise direction. Case
without electric ﬁeld shows a circulation region inside droplet while two types of streamlines in background ﬂuid are observed. The ﬁrst type traverses the whole domain while
the second type approaches the droplet and then reverses its direction. Case (5.0, 0.2)
shows no circulation inside the droplet while two large vortices are observed near trailing edges of the droplet. These vortices encompass both droplet and background ﬂuid
and rotate in the direction of imposed shear. Since the droplet is less conductive than
the surrounding ﬂuid in this case, the electric ﬁeld lines diverge from the surface of the
droplet. The streamlines in case (0.2, 2.0) resemble those of the case without electric ﬁeld
in general. Electric ﬁeld lines converge toward the droplet as it is more conductive than
surrounding ﬂuid in this case. The streamlines in case (2.0, 0.2) start to show a diﬀerent
pattern than that of the case with no electric ﬁeld. A pattern similar to the case without
shear, that is four vortical structure rotating alternatively in clockwise and counterclockwise rotations [8], is observed here. The vortices rotating in the direction of background
ﬂow’s vorticity are paired, separating the voritces countering the imposed shear. With a
conductivity ratio of C = 0.2, the droplet is less conductive than surrounding ﬂuid and
the electric ﬁeld lines diverge from the droplet surface.
4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we use ISPH to simulate the deformation of a neutrally buoyant droplet
in planar Couette ﬂow under external electric ﬁeld. The deformation factor is compared
for diﬀerent permittivity and conductivity ratios. It is seen that it is possible to overcome
the surface tension forces at suitable permittivity and conductivity ratios, resulting in
droplet elongations that are likely to end in breakup. The eﬀects of permittivity and
conductivity ratios on streamline patterns are also studied. It is seen that the circulation
patterns may change for cases with a preference for aligning with the streamwise direction,
resulting in patterns resembling those observed in the absence of imposed shear.
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Abstract. The models of heat and mass transfer and phase transition for “water droplet –
flame” system have been developed using non-stationary nonlinear partial differential
equations. The system of differential equations was solved by the finite-difference method.
The locally one-dimensional method was used to solve the difference analogous of
differential equations. One-dimensional differential equations were solved using an implicit
four-point difference scheme. Nonlinear equations were solved by the iteration method. The
evaporation rates of water droplets (with sizes from 0.05 mm to 5 mm) in the flame zone (at
the temperatures from 500 K to 1200 K) were determined. Theoretical analysis established
essentially nonlinear (close to exponential) form of dependence of the water droplet
evaporation rate on the temperature of the external gas area and the temperature of a droplet
surface. In particular, the water droplet evaporation rate varies from 0.25 to 0.29 kg/(m2s),
when the temperature of external gas area is about 1100 K. On the other hand, the water
droplet evaporation rate does not exceed 0.01 kg/(m2s) when the temperature of external gas
area is about 350 K. Besides, it has been found out that droplets warm up at different rates
depending on their initial temperature and velocity. As a result, the integral characteristics of
droplet evaporation can increase substantially, when droplets move through the external gas
area at the same temperature. We performed a similar investigation or droplet streams with
droplet concentration 0.001–0.005 m3 in 1 m3 of gas area (typical parameters for modern
spray extinguishing systems).
1

INTRODUCTION

The study of sprayed water phase transitions during the motion in high-temperature gas
environment has been getting more and more attention in recent years [1, 2]. The results of
these studies have a large number of practical applications. For example, they can be used in
the technologies of polydisperse extinguishing, two-phase gas-vapor coolant formation with
the specified parameters, wastewater combustion neutralization, and others [3-5]. Currently,
new optical methods have emerged, that enable visualization and video recording of heat and
mass transfer fast processes during the evaporation of fine liquid flow in high-temperature
gases. Thus, it became possible to develop experimental methods for studying these
processes. However, it is still of topical interest to develop numerical models for calculating
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the parameters of the system “sprayed liquid – high-temperature gas environment” taking into
account the experimental characteristics of liquid spray motion and evaporation (the
deformation and entrainment of droplets, the evaporation rate, etc.).
The aim of this work is to develop the numerical model of heat and mass transfer of water
droplets during their motion in high-temperature gas environment.
1

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In formulating the problem, it was considered that a water droplet moved (in free fall) in
high-temperature gas environment (Figure 1). Under the conditions of phase transition, water
vapor was blown into the near-wall part of the droplet and mixed with combustion products. It
was believed that mass transfer was implemented by diffusion and convection mechanisms in
the external environment. It was assumed that droplet size decreased under the conditions of
intensive evaporation. After some time, the droplet evaporated completely. In formulating the
problem of heat and mass transfer, a cylindrical droplet (elongated in the direction of its
motion) was examined (Figure 1). It was considered that gas environment was binary
(“combustion products – water vapor”). It was also assumed that the thermal characteristics of
reacting substances do not depend on the temperature.

Figure 1: A diagram of the solution area of the problem of heat and mass transfer: 1 – high-temperature gas
mixture, 2 – water droplet

1

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND SOLUTION METHODS

The system of non-stationary nonlinear partial differential equations is derived from the
physical model that has been formulated taking into account convective flows in a mixture of
combustion products and water vapor. The system is as follows (0<τ<τd) [6]:
0<R<RL, 0<Z<Z1, Z2<Z<ZL; R1<R<RL, Z1<Z<Z2
Poisson’s equation:
 2  1   2 


 R
R 2 R R Z 2
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vorticity equation:
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energy equation for the mixture of water vapor and combustion products:
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water vapor diffusion equation:
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balance equation:
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(5)

0<R<R1, Z1<Z<Z2
heat equation for the droplet:
1 2  2 2 1 2  22
 2 

Fo2 
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(6)


vmtm
V z
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λt
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1
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1
ρ 2C2 zm

Initial (τ=0) conditions (Figure 1): Θ=Θ0 at 0<R<R1, Z1<Z<Z2; Θ=Θf, γf=1, γw=0, Ψ=0,
Ω=0 at 0<R<RL, 0<Z<Z1, Z2<Z<ZL; R1<R<RL, Z1<Z<Z2.
Boundary (0<τ<τd) conditions (Figure 1): at the interface “liquid – gas” (R=R1, Z1<Z<Z2;
Z=Z1, Z=Z2, 0<R<R1) – IV type of boundary conditions was assumed for energy equations
taken into account vaporization, II type of boundary conditions was specified for energy
equations taken into account water vapor blowing; at the external borders (R=0, R=RL,
0<Z<ZL; Z=0, Z=ZL, 0<R<RL) – the condition of zero gradients of the respective functions
was assumed for all equations.
Boundary conditions were specified to emphasize the effect of water vapor blowing on the
conditions of heat transfer on all droplet faces for energy equations:
2 1 1
z
z
 QeWe m  3C3ve (3s  2s ) m ,
R=R1, Z1<Z<Z2:
T 2
2
R 2 R
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2 1 1
z
z
 QeWe m  3C3ve (3s  2s ) m .
Z=Z1, Z=Z2, 0<R<R1
,


T


2 Z
2
2
Z

The motion equation of the droplet under the conditions of vaporization taking into
account the forces of resistance and gravity:

dvd
33

c vd  ve vd  ve   g ,
dt 42 2rd
where vd(0)=v0.
The following equation was used for the drag coefficient in numerical simulation taking into
account the nonsphericity of the droplet, its unsteady motion [7], evaporation on the body
surface [8] and movement (of convection flows) inside the droplet:

2 
3 
1
c 24.3kg
( A  1)1.20.03 Re0.635 .


B 1 1 

1

The geometric factor kg characterizes the form deviation from spherical (for cylindrical
disks kg=1.64). The ratio 1/(B+1) is a coefficient that describes the effect of droplet
evaporation on resistance force (B=C2(T3s–T2s)/(Qe+qv/We)) [8]. The ratio
[1+(2μ2/3μ3)]/[(1+μ2/μ3)] is the coefficient taking into account possible convective flows
inside the droplet. The ratio (A+1)1.2±0.03 characterizes the accelerated body motion (A –
d dv
dimensionless complex, which describes the relative acceleration ( A  2 ( d ) ) [7].
vd dt
The following expression was used to determine the mass evaporation rate:

We 

( P n  P)

,
1  k 2RtTe / M

where kβ – dimensionless coefficient (kβ≈0.4).

Wet
.
2
The following scale variables were used to convert the equations into the dimensionless
form: characteristic average droplet size (zm=1 mm); time scale (tm=1 s); temperature scale
(Тm=1000 K); rate scale (vm=1 m/s).
Where: τ – dimensionless time; τd – dimensionless time of droplet existence; Ψ –
dimensionless equivalent of the current function; Ω – dimensionless equivalent of vorticity; Θ
– dimensionless temperature; U, V – dimensionless velocity components of water vapor and
combustion products in the direction of the axis R and Z respectively; γf – dimensionless
concentration of combustion products; γw – dimensionless water vapor concentration; λ –

The layer thickness of the evaporating droplet was determined by the formula le 
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thermal conductivity, W/(m·K); Qe – thermal effect of liquid evaporation, J/kg; We –
evaporation rate, kg/(m2·s); ΔT – temperature difference (ΔT=Tm-T0); C – specific heat
capacity, J/(kg·K); vd – droplet velocity, m/s; ve – linear velocity of vapor outflow from the
droplet surface, m/s; cχ – dimensionless drag coefficient; g – acceleration of gravity, m/s2; β –
dimensionless evaporation coefficient; P – water vapor pressure near the boundary of
evaporation, N/m2; Pn – saturated water vapor pressure, N/m2; Rt – universal gas constant,
J/(mol·K); Te – droplet surface temperature, K; M – molar mass, kg/kmol; indexes: 0 – initial
state, 1 – high-temperature gases, 2 – water droplet, 3 – water vapor, d – droplet, e –
evaporation, f – fuel, m – scale, s – surface, v – vapor, w – water.
The system of non-stationary partial differential equations (1)–(6) was solved by the finite
difference method [9]. The difference analogues of differential equations were solved by the
local one-dimensional method [9]. One-dimensional differential equations were solved by the
sweep method using an implicit four-point difference scheme [9]. Nonlinear equations were
solved by the iteration method. Irregular dimensionless steps in time (10-8÷10-6) and in
coordinate grid (10-4÷10-2) were used to increase the accuracy when solving the system of
non-stationary differential equations (1)–(6). The method for assessing the reliability of the
results of numerical studies was performed, based on the verification of applied difference
scheme conservativeness, similar to [6].
Numerical studies were carried out at the following parameters [10, 11]: initial
temperatures of liquid droplets Θ0=0.3 and gas Θf=0.3÷1.1; thermal effect of evaporation
Qe=2.26 MJ/kg; droplet sizes Rd=0.25, Zd=1 and solution area RL=10, ZL=1000; initial droplet
velocity V0=0.5; water molar mass M=18 kg/kmol.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows the dependence of the mass rate of water droplet evaporation on the
temperature of gas environment. Data in the table was obtained as a result of the calculations
using the developed model of heat and mass transfer. The essentially nonlinear nature of the
relation We=f(Θf) was established from the results of theoretical research.
Table 1: The dependence of the mass rate of water droplet evaporation on the temperature of gas
environment

Θf
We, kg/(m2·s)

0.3
0.005

0.5
0.0116

0.7
0.9
0.065 0.155

1.1
0.214

0.3
0.005

The values have been obtained that correspond to the mass rate of droplet evaporation
during the motion through high-temperature gases. These values correlate well with the
results of previous experiments [12]: the evaporation rate was We=0.006 kg/(m2·s) at the
temperature of fuel combustion products Tf=300 K, and Tf=1100 K, We=0.270 kg/(m2·s).
Figure 2 shows the isotherms at τ=0.02 (correspond to the beginning of the motion) for two
schemes considering the mutual disposition of droplets. In the case of two (Figure 2a), and five
(Figure 2b) droplets moving consecutively, the parameter Ln varied from 0.01 to 5.
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a

b

Figure 2: Isotherms (Θ) for the system with two droplets moving consecutively at τ=0.02, Rd=0.25, Zd=1, Ln=1
(a) and five droplets at τ=0.02, Rd=0.25, Zd=1, Ln=2 (b):
1 – high-temperature gas environment, 2 – water droplet

Figure 2 demonstrates a decrease of the gas temperature in the vicinity of droplets. It can
be seen that the temperature in the droplet track varies considerably. This is primarily due to
the evaporation of droplets. The trajectory of each droplet also plays a decisive role. The
temperature in the track changes slightly (relative to the initial droplet temperature) in contrast
to that in a small neighborhood of the line corresponding to the trajectory when varying Ln in
a wide range.
Satisfactory compliance with the results of theoretical studies and the data obtained in the
experiments allow us to conclude on the adequacy of the developed model of heat and mass
transfer during the motion and evaporation of droplets and droplet liquid flow in hightemperature gas environment.
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The research results have been obtained using established numerical model; they can be
used to develop new and improve existing technologies, providing the implementation of phase
transitions in the system “liquid spray – high-temperature gas environment”.
This work was financially supported by the Russian Science Foundation (Project No. 14-3900003).
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Abstract. The transport of sediment due to the interaction of fluid and solids is a prevalent
geophysical process. The detailed modelling of the interaction between the fluid and the
sediment particles is still a challenging task. In the present study we model the fluid phase by
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) using the classical approach where the fluid is
assumed to be weakly compressible. The sediment, in terms of solid spheres made of granite,
is modelled by the discrete element method (DEM). Both of them are meshfree particle
methods but SPH is a continuum approach and DEM describes the motion and interaction of
discrete solid objects. The interaction between SPH and DEM particles is modelled as
particle-to-particle contact in combination with a boundary condition at the solid interface.
Therefore, a contact law is used to capture the collision process and to ensure balancing of
collision forces. In doing so, two contact types have to be modelled, i.e. sediment-sediment
and fluid-sediment. The approach and properties these contact types are presented in detail.
Advantages and drawbacks of the approaches are discussed based on examples.
1

INTRODUCTION

Sediment transport due to the interaction between fluid and sediment particles is a
prevalent process in the environment as occurring in rivers for example. Common modelling
approaches are mainly based on empirical closure conditions for the estimation of the
transport rate. Numerical simulations for the investigation of the underlying processes in
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detail are rather seldom [1]. This is mainly because of the difficulties that arise from the fluidsediment interaction, especially when complex object geometries and moving boundaries
have to be considered. For fluid-structure interaction, particle methods became a promising
approach that may also be suitable for the simulation of sediment transport. The main
advantage of meshfree particle methods is that there is no need for costly grid generation and
interface tracing or capturing techniques. In the present study we model the fluid phase by
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) using the classical approach where the fluid is
assumed to be weakly compressible. The sediment, in terms of solid spheres made of granite,
is modelled by the discrete element method (DEM). The interactions between the particles are
modelled as particle-to-particle contacts, whereas three different contact types may be
distinguished: sediment-sediment, fluid-sediment and fluid-fluid. The first is the basis of
DEM, where contact laws are used to capture the collision process and to ensure balancing of
collision forces. The latter corresponds to the SPH discretization. For the modelling of the
fluid-sediment interaction, the combination of DEM and SPH is not straight forward, since
SPH is a continuum approach and DEM is based on discrete force models. Thus, the
interaction is considered as SPH-DEM particle contact in combination with a boundary
condition for the SPH particle at the solid interface.
In this contribution the sediment-sediment and fluid-sediment interaction are presented in
detail. The advantages and drawbacks of the approaches are discussed based on three
examples: the collision of two sediment particles, the buoyancy force acting on a sediment
particle and the settling of a sediment particle. It will be shown for the sediment-sediment
interaction that the error of the interaction force strongly depends on time step size and
material properties. For the fluid-sediment interaction the importance of an appropriate
parametrisation of the contact law is pointed out.
2 MODELLING APPROACH
The governing equations used for modelling of the fluid flow are the Euler equations in
Lagrangian form, whereas energy conservation is omitted (isothermal fluid). The simulation
of the sediment particles is based on Newton’s second law and the dynamic Euler equations
that describe the conservation of linear and angular momentum, respectively. For
simplification purposes, the sediment particles are considered to be spherical.
3.1 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
The idea behind SPH can be described as replacing the fluid by a set of points that follow
the motion and carry information about the properties of the fluid. These points can be seen
either as interpolation points for the discretization of the governing equations or as real
material particles [2]. For the present work, the standard SPH method is used that is also
termed “weakly compressible SPH”, where the computation of the pressure is based on an
equation of state for water.
For the discretization of the governing equations, the fluid continuum is approximated by


particles, whereas any quantity or function Ar (r ) at location r can be obtained by


interpolation based on a kernel function W (rab , h ) , where rab = ra - rb is the distance
between two particles a and b, and h is the smoothing length. For the present work the
Gaussian kernel with a cut-off at distance 2h is used..
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Considering particles with mass m, density r and position r identified by indices a and b,
where a identifies the particle of interest and b the neighboring particles within cut-off
 
distance with masses according to a volume element of the fluid mb = rb (rb )drb and

Ab = Ar (rb ) , the summation interpolant can be written as


Aa (ra ) =

A

å mb rb W (rab , h ) .
b

(1)

b

The derivative of Aa can be obtained by ordinary differentiation of the kernel function.
Consequently, the Euler equations can be discretized for particles according to this concept.
The conservation of mass in its discretized form reads


d ra
m 

= ra å b ( ua - ub ) × ÑaWab ,
dt
b rb

(2)

and the conservation of momentum reads

æp
ö÷ 

dua
p
(3)
= -å ma ççç a , b , Pab ( b, b ) ÷÷ ÑaWab , fe ,
dt
rb2
èç ra2
ø÷
b

where Pab ( b, b ) is the artificial viscosity term [3], ua is the velocity, pa is the pressure
(similar for neighboring particles with index b). The particles are moved by

dra

(4)
= ua .
dt
The equation system is closed by an appropriate equation of state for the pressure p:
ææ
ç r
pa = B ççç ççç a
çç çè r f
è

ö÷
ö÷gp
÷÷ - 1 ÷÷÷ ,
÷ø
÷÷
ø

B =

cs2r f
gp

,

(5)

where r f is the reference density of the fluid and usually g p = 7 . The choice of B
determines the speed of sound. Since the time-step size of the simulation may depend on the
speed of sound cs , a rather small value compared to its effective value of ~1500 m/s is
preferred to gain a faster simulation progress. In order to limit density variations to a
maximum of 1%, the sound velocity is chosen so that the Mach number of the flow is 0.1 or
less [3]; this yields cs = 10uref . The reference velocity uref depends on the problem, e.g. the
wave propagation velocity in the case of free surface flow.
For time integration a predictor-corrector method based on the leapfrog scheme is used [4].
The size of the time step t is determined based on three characteristic time scales: the CFL
condition with umax = max (| u |max , cs ) and the maximum of acting internal as well as
external forces, i.e. the viscous forces and the applied forces in terms of the maximum particle
acceleration a max , whereas the former is only relevant for flows with low Reynolds numbers.
For SPH, the relevant length scale is the smoothing length h. According to these
considerations, the size of a time step can be obtained by the assignment
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æ h
h2
t = bs min ççç
,
,
çè umax n

h ÷ö
÷÷ ,
a max ÷ø

(6)

where bs is a safety factor in the range of 0.125 and 0.5 (see e.g. [5]). More recent and
advanced considerations about the maximum time step are given in [6].
3.2 Discrete Element Method
The original concept of the DEM [7] is to allow for a usually small but non-physical
interpenetration of colliding rigid bodies. The interpenetration is regarded to be an equivalent
for the surface deformation and contact forces are related to the displacement or the amount of
interpenetration d in general. With regard to a pair of colliding particles, the penetration
continues until the forces exerted by the particles are balanced by the contact force, i.e. when
maximum penetration is reached. This can be modelled by a spring-damper system (Figure 1),
where the collision force is expressed as the sum of a penalty and a damping force:



(7)
Fc = Fn ( k (d) ) , Fd .

The penalty force Fn ( k (d) ) acts in the direction of the surface normal and is discussed in
the next section. A simple approach for modelling dissipation is the application of a viscous


damper that depends on the collision velocity d = vi - v j in the direction of the spring
damper system axis. The damping force is Fd = -d desd where d is the viscous damping
coefficient. With the depicted spring-damper system tangential forces such as fiction may be
considered. For a general formulation of a nonlinear spring-damper model see [8].

Figure 1: Spring-damper system for the modelling of penalty forces due to overlapping including friction.

The time dependent motion of sediment particles is simulated according to Newton’s
second law that describes the conservation of linear momentum (here for constant mass)
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dv
(8)
m
= Fa ,
dt

where v is the velocity and m is the mass of the particle, and the solution of the dynamic
Euler equations for the conservation the angular momentum


dw


(9)
, w ´ ( I × w ) = Ma
I×
dt
where I = IT is the tensor of moment of inertia in the fixed principal frame of the particle

see e.g. [9].
and w the angular velocity. For the solution of equation (9) using quaternions

The applied force Fa acting on a particle is the sum of contact forces Fc and external forces,
i.e. due to gravity. Consequently, the applied torque Ma is the sum of torque due to contactand external forces.
For the time integration of a dissipative DEM the Newmark-β schemes are appropriate [9].
However, in combination with SPH the same scheme with identical parameters is also used
for the DEM to avoid asynchronism. The size of a time step can be obtained by similar
conditions as for the SPH method. The relevant length scale is the radius of the smallest
sphere rmin . Furthermore, the maximum velocity umax and maximum acceleration a max are
taken into account. Including a safety factor bs , this leads to the following conditions for the
time-step size

ær
t = bs min ççç min ,
çè umax

3

rmin
a max

÷÷ö
÷÷ .
÷ø

(10)

CONTACT LAWS

According to the previously introduced spring-damper system, the contactforces act either
in normal or tangential direction. In normal direction the penalty force Fn ( k (d) ) can be
determined using different approaches, either linear or nonlinear depending on k (d) , i.e.
material properties. In tangential direction different kinds of friction may be considered but in
the current scope only the friction between fluid and sediment particles is discussed (see
section 3.2).
3.1 Sediment-sediment interaction
Linear Force Model
Considering a perfectly elastic spring with stiffness c [N/m], the force to obtain a

displacement d [m] in the direction of the spring-damper system axis esd is



Fs (d) = -cdeij = Fn (k (d)) , i.e. k (d) = cd .
(11)
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Hertz Force Model
A more physically motivated approach for modelling the interaction of two perfectly
elastic spheres with frictionless surfaces is based on the contact theory of Hertz [10]. The
nonlinear force law is written as


Fn (k (d)) = -K d neij , i.e. k (d) = K d n ,
(12)
where K is the generalised stiffness constant and n = 1.5 [10]. For two colliding spheres i
and j , the stiffness parameter depends on the radii and the material properties,

é rirj
4
ê
K =
3(si , s j ) êëê ri , rj

1

ù2
ú ,
ú
ûú

(13)

(k = i, j ) ,

(14)

with material parameters si and s j :

1 - nk2
,
sk =
Ek

where nk is Poisson’s ratio and Ek is Young’s modulus. An in-depth description of the
Hertz contact theory is given by [11], for example.
3.2 Fluid-sediment interaction
Introduction
Universal and robust boundary conditions for the simulation of fluid-structure interaction
with SPH are still an unsolved problem and part of ongoing research, see e.g. [12-14]. There
are different solutions that include the creation of virtual boundary particles to avoid
incomplete SPH interpolants: ghost particles, repulsive particles and dynamic particles [15].
The approach applied in this work is a combination of the first two concepts; thereby the main
goal is to avoid penetration of the solid boundary by fluid particles.
Modified Lennard-Jones Potential
The use of a Lennart-Jones (LJ) potential allows modelling of the interaction of fluid
particles with a rigid body in a similar manner as molecular interaction. Other than the
original LJ potential that leads to an infinitely large force for a particle distance
 towards zero,
[16] propose a force law with a finite value k of the force at the boundary ( Fn (rij = 0) = k
where rij is the distance between two particles). The maximum force value k at the boundary
may be also denoted as stiffness of the boundary.
Furthermore, the influence of the potential

is limited to a given distance R , i.e. Fn (rij ) = 0 for rij ³ R . The point where the force
changes from repulsion to attraction can be set equal to r0 . For the investigation of wall
bounded flows, an approach depending on the particle distance to the boundary dw is
preferable.
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Figure 2: SPH particle Pi with smoothing length h close to the solid surface of a sediment particle (indicated by
“wall”) at equilibrium position dweq . The mirrored particle Pi' is used to obtain appropriate boundary for
pressure and density.

For the interaction of a fluid particle with a sphere of radius rs the following definitions
are introduced:
dw := rij - rs , dw 0 := r0 - rs , Dw := R - rs .

(15)

Consequently, the force exerted by the modified Lennard-Jones (MLJ) potential within a
maximum distance to the solid surface is
ì
ï
(dw - Dw )2 (dw - dw 0 )(dw - 2Dw , dw 0 ) 
ï
k
eij ,
if dw < Dw ,
ï
ï
í (Dw , rs )2 (2Dw - dw 0 , rs )(dw 0 , rs )
ï
ï
otherwise .
0
ï
ï
î
Considering only repulsive forces (Figure 2), i.e. Dw = dw 0 , equation (16) becomes

Fn (dw ) =


æ d - dw
Fn (dw ) = k çç w 0
çè d , r
w0
s

ö÷4 
÷÷ eij ,
ø÷

dw £ dw 0 .

(16)

(17)

To balance a given external force of amount F the equilibrium distance to the wall is

dweq = dw 0 - ( dw 0

æ F ö÷1 4
, rs ) çç ÷÷
çè k ø

(18)

If a certain equilibrium distance to the wall is preferred, the appropriate stiffness could be
obtained by rearranging equation (18),

æ d ,r
s
k = F ççç w 0
èç dw 0 - dweq
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Ghost particle
For an SPH particle in contact with a sediment particle, an incomplete interpolant at the
boundary has to be avoided. This is rudimentary done by creation of a ghost particle Pi' with
the same properties as the original particle Pi (Figure 2). Indeed, this leads to slip conditions
at the boundary. Thus, a fiction law has to be introduced to consider wall effects.
Friction


The tangential force Ft (dw ) that acts on a fluid particle in contact with a sediment particle
is actually a viscous shear force Fv (dw ) plus effects due to the character of the surface. The
tangential force can be written as


ì

ï
F
if dw < Dvisc ,
v (dw ) tanh ( i { vt } )et ,
ï
(20)
Ft (dw ) = í
ï
otherwise ,
0
ï
î

where { vt } is the value of relative tangential velocity vt and Dvisc is the influence
distance
of the force

 with respect to the surface. The viscous shear force can be expressed as
Fv (dw ) = mv (s )2 vt dw , where s is the initial spacing of SPH particles and mv is a
coefficient that is related to the viscosity of the fluid and the surface roughness. To prevent
numerical instabilities, the hyperbolic tangent of the relative tangential velocity is used, i.e.
i { vt } , where i is the friction slope.
4

EXAMPLES

4.1 Role of material properties
The parameters of the Hertz law, i.e. Poisson’s ratio nk and Young’s modulus Ek , are
material properties commonly used in engineering practice. However, this connection to real
materials has to be used with care, since the used approaches for the interaction forces are
approximations that balance momentum but they do not render the contact of real material in
detail. Although, the Hertz law is a reasonable model for the latter, the size of the time step
would be very small already for moderate accuracy when it comes to very stiff materials such
as granite. Thus, use of modified material properties which allow for larger time steps while
still maintaining the accuracy requirements seems to be a useful approach. However, in such a
case a larger penetration, i.e. a larger displacement of the sphere, has to be accepted. To
illustrate this, consider the collision of two identical spheres with opposite velocity. The Hertz
force model is applied as contact law. For varying Young’s modulus E the maximum
penetration depth dmax can be estimated based on the conservation of energy [17] and thus
the correct penalty force is known. The ratio of dmax and the sphere radius rs , a = dmax rs ,
can be used as a measure of displacement. For the present example, a is varied between
0.09% (E = 6.0*1010 N/m2) and 5% (E = 3.44*106 N/m2). In Figure 3 the standard deviation
of the penalty force against the size of the time step is depicted. For the present example it is
shown, that for the same level of accuracy, an approximately five times larger penetration has
to be accepted to gain a magnitude in time-step size. For fluid-sediment simulations this
aspect might be relevant, because the time-step size of SPH is usually larger than that of the
DEM.
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Figure 3: Standard deviation of the penalty force against the time-step size for the given example.

4.2 Buoyancy
Improper representation of the buoyancy force may lead to an incorrect weight of the
submerged body. Thus, the resistance of the body against acting fluid dynamic forces may be
misleading as well. To illustrate the influence of the contact law parameters, a simple
experiment is carried out, where a sediment particle with radius rs = 0.015 m is initially
located in the middle of a small tank of water at height zs = 0.5h f , with h f = 0.1 m.
The interaction of the fluid particles with the sphere is modelled by the MLJ potential. The
distance to the sphere surface where the penalty force is zero is set equal to the smoothing
length, i.e. dw 0 = h , which corresponds to an active penalty force as soon as interaction takes
place. The stiffness of the potential is obtained by evaluating a slightly modified form of
equation (19), namely4

æ h , r ö÷4
÷÷ ,
k = F ççç
çè h ( 1 - yeq ) ÷÷ø

(21)

where yeq = dweq h and the amount of the force is equal to the median pressure acting on
the sphere, i.e. at the middle of the sphere F = ( h f - zs ) r f g s s -1 , where s is the
dimension of the problem and g the gravitational acceleration. The parameter yeq actually
determines the characteristics of the potential and thus the gradient of the repulsive force. For
the given case with almost no fluid motion other force laws would also work, but they may
not be able to prevent particle penetration with the estimated parameters when it comes to
dynamic problems with larger flow velocities.
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For this example, different resolution of fluid particles in terms of the initial particle
distance s =[0.01, 0.005, 0.0025] m, hereafter referred to as particle resolution, are
considered and the parameter yeq is varied until the difference of the exact and simulated
submerged weight is within a few per cent. According to equation (21) the force law depends
on the parameter yeq which actually defines the equilibrium distance between the fluid
particles and the sphere by dweq = h yeq . Thus, the parameter yeq indirectly controls the
amount of displaced fluid and, consequently, the buoyancy force. Furthermore, the mass of
the fluid particles is set according to ma = r0 (s )s wherein the term (s )s corresponds to a
finite volume of fluid and r0 to the initial density. Hence, it could be expected that dweq
converges to s 2 for decreasing values of s and yeq ® 1 3 for the present case with
h = 1.5s . This tendency was quite well reproduced by the experiments.
4.3 Settling of sphere
The influence of the scaling of the contact law on the terminal settling velocity of a sphere
in a water tank with water depth h f is exemplified here. The force law is scaled by varying
dw 0 . Besides the standard configuration with dw 0 = h , three different setups are studied:
dw 0 = 2h and dw 0 = 3h , resulting in a boundary condition with a smaller maximum
repulsive force and slower increase for decreasing particle distance, and dw 0 = 0.5h , which
has the opposite effect.

dw 0 = h

dw 0 = 2h

dw 0 = 3h

dw 0 = 0.5h

Figure 4: Positions of fluid particles for different scaling of the MLJ force law. The pictures show the sphere at a
position of approximately 0.5h f .

The reference for the MLJ is assumed to be equal to the maximum dynamic pressure
F = 0.5r f ws2 s s -1 , where ws is an estimate for the terminal settling velocity. However, the
total pressure acting on the sphere is actually larger, because the a priori unknown ambient
pressure is not considered.
For the case with the standard configuration, dw 0 = h , and the case with dw 0 = 0.5h , the
difference of the reference force and the total effective pressure is less important, since the
deviation is compensated by the force law in terms of a slightly smaller wall distance than the
supposed equilibrium distance. For this configuration, the majority of the fluid particles do
not penetrate the sphere surface, as depicted in Figure 4. In the two cases where dw 0 > h , the
increase of the repulsive force is slower than for the standard configuration and the deviation
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mentioned before becomes more apparent. The fluid particles are now able to penetrate the
surface of the sphere. This has the effect, that the buoyancy force of the sphere is reduced and
the terminal settling velocity becomes larger than for the standard configuration, i.e. the
measured terminal velocity increases from 0.475 m/s ( dw 0 = h ) to 0.593 m/s ( dw 0 = 3h ).
12 CONCLUSIONS
The combination of two meshfree particle methods, namely SPH and DEM, are considered
for the simulation of fluid flow and sediment transport. Thereby, the sediment-sediment and
fluid-sediment interaction is modelled by contact laws.
For the sediment-sediment interaction the Hertz force law is used that relates material
properties to a repulsive contact force depending on penetration. It is shown by the example
of two colliding spheres, that the accuracy of the contact force is strongly related to the
material properties and the time-step size. Maintaining the level of accuracy, the time-step can
be increased while reducing the stiffness of the material. However, the displacement of the
particles also increases. This may become an issue (damping) in the case of simulations where
small variations play a role, e.g. motion and forces due to turbulence quantities.
The proposed contact law for fluid-sediment interaction is computationally efficient, easy
to implement for arbitrary geometries and allows for the creation of multiscale models.
However, the choice of model parameters is not straight forward, since the reference force for
the contact law may not be known a priori. Furthermore, physical properties of the sediment
particles are affected by the contact law such as the buoyancy. For the used approach, this
implies that the contact law depends on the particle resolution and the problem at hand. For
this the adjustment of the repulsive force according to local fluid dynamic properties, e.g. the
local flow depth [18], may be an improvement. However, this approach is limited to situations
where flow conditions are more or less steady.
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Abstract. A single-phase flow, lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is utilized with a
Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) method for the simulation of flow and transport of
nanoparticles in a porous medium. The 3D pore matrix is obtained either as a randomly
packed with spheres porous medium or from images of segments of rock (sandstone) through
micro-computed tomography (-CT). The particles are assumed to be passive. When the
particles collide with the solid matrix, they can either adsorb or continue their motion, based
on the assumption that the deposition process is a pseudo-first order process. Furthermore, the
solid-fluid interface is assumed to be heterogeneous, so that the simulated nanoparticles can
adsorb at different rates at different sites of the interface. Simulations are validated with
theoretically expected results, based on macroscopic filtration equations.
1

INTRODUCTION

Charge heterogeneity of the pore surfaces has been found to be important for colloidal
transport in porous media. In such conditions, the presence of surface charge heterogeneity
generates patchy surface areas, which can be favourable for particle attachment [1, 2]. It is
widely admitted that the surface charge heterogeneity in natural porous media, like rocks in
hydrocarbon reservoirs, originates from metallic oxides (such as iron, aluminum, and
manganese oxide) being present at the porous matrix surface. Naturally, these oxides are
randomly distributed across the porous medium (often called the collector) surfaces, yet they
are usually grouped into patches in mathematical models. This type of modeling results in the
assumption of a patchy distribution of surface charge heterogeneity [3]. It has been claimed so
far in the literature that the pattern of the patchy distributions plays no role in colloidal
retention, yet the fraction of favorable surface, λ, caused by heterogeneity is important [4].
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In this work, we use lattice Boltzmann methods in conjunction with Lagrangian particle
tracking (LBM/LPT) simulations to numerically study the effect of different patterns of
surface charge heterogeneity in packed-sphere beds. We created four different patterns of
surface charge heterogeneity, and conduct parametric investigation of λ and probability of
attachment associated with the heterogeneous surfaces under different pore velocities.
2 LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD AND LAGRANGIAN PARTICLE TRACKING
To simulate the velocity field in the packed-sphere beds, we adopted the lattice Boltzmann
method (LBM), a class of computational fluid dynamics methods with second-order accuracy.
This method has been widely adopted to simulate flow of single phase and multi-phases over
a wide range of Reynolds number flows. Details about the method can be found elsewhere [5,
6], and are not presented herein. The use of the LBM begins with choosing the number of
directions in space and the number of velocity lattice vectors, typically denoted as DmQn,
where m is the former and n is the later. We employ a D3Q15 scheme with a bounce back
boundary condition in this study. The packed-sphere beds were numerically generated by
packing rigid and impermeable spheres in simulation boxes following a modified
Lubachevsky-Stillinger algorithm [7]. Water with a viscosity of 0.001 Pa.s was used as the
working fluid.
Table 1. Simulation parameters

Porosity, 

250µm
0.46

Pore velocity, up
Fraction of attachable surface (pa ≠ 0), λ
Deposition probability, pa
Number of injected pore volume, PV
Particle diameter, dp

0.02, 0.065, and 0.13 cm/s
0.2, 0.5, and 0.8
0.001, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.05
5
10 and 53 nm

Sphere diameter, dS

Figure 1. Different spatial distributions of surface charge heterogeneity. Assuming flow from
left to right, the blue surface areas indicate surfaces where deposition can occur (i.e., pa ≠ 0),
whereas those in gray are non-depositable (pa = 0). From left to right: Entry, Exit, Stripes, and
Mixture.
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In associated with the LBM, the Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) algorithm is employed
to advance passive particles through the packed-sphere beds. This method allows one to
follow the particles and track their trajectories in the Lagrangian framework. As long as dilute
particle solutions are considered in this study, the particles are assumed to be monodisperse
with no particle-particle interactions. At each simulation time step, the particles are
propagated by convection and Brownian motion. When colliding with the solid wall, the
particles can either be returned to their original positions at the previous time step or attached
to the wall with a pre-defined probability of attachment, pa. A particle is retained if the predefined pa is larger than or equal to a random number between 0 and 1, generated at the time
of collision. Notice that irreversible attachment is assumed in the attachment implementation.
Details of the mathematical formulation of the LPT is available in our previous works [8-10].
In this study, we generated four different packed-sphere beds with four different patterns of
surface charge heterogeneity, named Entry, Exit, Stripes, and Mixture (see Figure 1). To
simulate the heterogeneous surface charge, pa was non-zero at λ fraction of the surface area,
and was zero otherwise. The particle injection strategy consisted of 5 pore volume (PV) of
passive particles in each simulation. Other simulation parameters are available in Table 1.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Validation
The precision of the LBM/LPT in conjunction with the probabilistic approach of particle
deposition checking in the presence of chemically heterogeneous collector is validated by
matching simulation results with that predicted from patch-wise model. Due to irreversible
attachment, the patch-wise model is formulated as follows

 C
 2C
C  b S

 D 2 u

x  t
x
 t

 S   k C,
k a  λk a  high  (1  λ)k a low
 t  b a

(1)

where C is the concentration of particles, D is the effective diffusivity of the particles in the
porous media, u is the pore velocity, ρb is the bulk density of the column, ϕ is the porosity of
the column, S is the adsorbed particle concentration, ka is the average attachment coefficient.
Figure 2 presents breakthrough data, obtained from simulation along with prediction from
Equation (1). Simulation conditions can be found in the figure caption. It is evidenced from
Figure 2 that the simulation results are in excellent agreement with the prediction, confirming
the precision of the simulation approach.
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Figure 2. Comparison of particle breakthrough curves obtained from simulation and patchwise model. Simulations was done with dS = 150 µm, dp = 100 nm,  = 0.35, up = 0.0028
cm/s, ka-high = 0.105 1/s, ka-low = 0.01 1/s, and D = 7×10-6 cm2/s.

3.2 Effect of probability of attachment, pa
To look into the effect of pa on particle retention, we isolate the contribution of λ by
fixing its value at 0.5 while pore velocity was varied from 0.02 to 0.13 cm/s. Also, pa took
four different values of 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.05. In our simulation, pa is proportional to
the favorable level of the collector surface, and is correlated to the nominal deposition rate as
follows

k0 

1  1 

ln 
t  1  pa 

(2)

where Δt is the simulation time step. Figure 3 shows the average attachment coefficient, ka, as
a function of Da×Pe. Note that ka was obtained by fitting simulation data with Equation (1),
and Da is the Damkohler number and Pe is the Peclet number, which are dimensionless. It is
apparent from Figure 3 that the pattern effect is noticeable at Da×Pe equal to 400 and beyond,
as ka of the four different heterogeneous patterns start going apart. The difference between ka
is more pronounced at higher Da×Pe, inferring the role of the heterogeneous pattern at high
pa. The fact that the divergence of ka is only visible at a certain Da×Pe, a threshold of Da×Pe
beyond which the pattern effect is notable might exist. Among the four heterogeneous pattern,
beyond the diverging point, ka of the mixture is always the highest.
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Figure 3. Particle deposition rate as a function of the product of Damkohler and Peclet
number at different pa and pore velocities. Other simulation parameters included dp = 10 nm
and λ = 0.5. pa were 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.05, up was varied at 0.02, 0.065, and 0.13 cm/s.
12 CONCLUSIONS
-

Our findings have shown that the effect of surface charge heterogeneity pattern play
an important role in colloidal retention in packed beds. At high deposition rate, the
effect becomes more pronounced.
On the other hand, it diminishes as the deposition rate decays.
At a particular λ, there exists a threshold of Da×Pe beyond which the pattern effect
should be taken under consideration.
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Abstract. The main cause for dust discharge is ejection, i.e. formation of directional air flows
in a stream of a bulk material due to the dynamic interaction of bombarding particles with air.
Discovery of induced air flow occurrence regularities enables both forecasting the level of air
pollutions with aerosol emission and choosing the optimum engineering solutions of air
containment and dedusting. So far we have studied solid particles flowing in a chute and a jet
of loose matter. Both situations represent extreme cases of the more general problem of
material flowing through a duct with different distances between flow boundaries and duct
walls. Without detriment to generality of the problem we shall consider a flat flow limited by
vertical walls.
1

INTRODUCTION

So far we have studied solid particles flowing in a chute and a jet of loose matter [1]. Both
situations represent extreme cases of the more general problem of material flowing through a
duct with different distances between flow boundaries and duct walls. Without detriment to
generality of the problem we shall consider a flat flow limited by vertical walls. The flow
would be symmetrical with respect to centerline axis OX with positive direction of the axis
corresponding to the direction of flowing particles. Owing to the symmetry of aerodynamic
field, we shall only study the airflow pattern in the first quadrant, XOY, of the coordinate
system chosen by us. Basic relations for studying aerodynamic processes will be provided by
dimensionless dynamics equations that could be expressed as follows provided that Nτ >> N:
ux

u y
u y
ux
u
 2ux
P
P   ux  ux u y
 u y x  Fx 
 N
, ux
0.


 uy
 Fy 
  N
,
2
x
y
x
y
x
y
y x 
y  x
y

(1) - (3)

2 PLANE-PARALLEL FLOW
In case of a plane-parallel motion of solid particles the airflow initiated by them inside the
duct could as well be represented by plane-parallel motion (uy = 0). Combined equations (1) –
(3) are thereby greatly simplified. Owing to the continuity equation it holds that

u x
 0 i.e.
x

the velocity ux while remaining constant over the flow line depends only on the ordinate
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(4)

ux  fu ( y).

The first two of the combined equations thus will assume the following form:
d 2ux
P

Fx  N
;
x
dy 2

P

Fy .
y

(5)

Considering that the projection of inter-component interaction force against on OY axis
equals zero (υy = 0; uy= 0), it follows that

P
 0 and the pressure only changes along the duct
y

P  f p  x.

(6)

Then the first of combined equations (5) would transform into an ordinary second-order
differential equation
d 2ux
dP
 Fx  N
,
dx
dy 2

(7)

that, as required by (4) and (6), is equivalent to the following combined equations
dP
 П;
dx

d 2ux
 П,
dy 2

Fx  N

(8)

where П is a constant equal to 
П  Pк  Pн  / l , Pн , Pк is the pressure at the beginning and at the
end of a duct of length l.
It should be noted that, generally,  = f(x) and the projection of the vector of intercomponent interaction force onto OX depends on x and у. This fact contradicts the initial
requirement (4). Hence, there is no sense in the supposition about plane-parallel character of
injected airflow inside the duct with accelerated movement of material particles.
Uniform movement of particles should be supposed in order to eliminate this
inconsistency. As that would significantly restrict the application of findings, let’s consider
just one special case where material velocity  = 0 – const greatly exceeds air velocity, and
or generalized exponential distribution of particles results in
t

Fx  0 e

and the equation (8) becomes

 y
 
b

 02
t

 y

N

 
d 2ux
 0 02 e  b   П.
2
dy

(9)

(10)

Under boundary conditions
dux

0
ux  b0  0;
dy y  0

(11)

the solution has the form
 y  y  
b2  y 2

ux Bk    e  b  dy  dy  Пk 0
,


2
y 0


b0

t

where b0 is a dimensionless duct breadth variable; Bk , Пk are dimensionless complexes
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0 02
П

; Пк
.
N
N


Bk

(13)

In particular, with particles uniformly distributed inside duct ( t → ∞ )

 Bk  Пk 


ux

(14)

b02  y 2
.
2

In this case the airflow direction, being the same across the entire duct, is determined with
a summation sign Bk – Пk. Пk > Bk gives rise to a counterflow while Пk < Bk corresponds to a
direct flow. A perfect analogy could be observed in this case with one-dimensional movement
of material in a chute.
Air flow rate in this case would be determined by an obvious relation
b0

2  Bk  Пk 

qэ 2  u
x dy
0

(15)

b03
.
3

When concentration of material is not constant throughout its cross-section but rather
varies (e.g. according to exponential law, t = 1), at a certain Пk the airflow could delaminate
so that some air would flow downward (along the centerline with its greater concentration of
particles) and the remainder would be displaced upward. Indeed, the solution for (14) at t = 1
would assume the form

ux Bk b  b0  y   Пk

with

b
 0
 y
b02  y 2
 Bk b2  e b  e b
2


b
Пk
 2 
Bk
 b0 

2

b
 0
b
  0  1  e b
b


 .


(16)





(17)

the velocity ux(0) > 0 along the centerline, corresponding to a direct flow zone.
Along the straight line y = y0 where y0 is the ordinate meeting the equation
 y0  Пk
Bk b  b0 

b
 0
  y0
b02  y02
 Bk b2  e b  e b
2


(18)


 ,


the velocity ux becomes equal to zero. Finally, the y0 < y < b0 area manifests countercurrent
airflow (ux < 0).
In this case the straight line y = y0 becomes a dividing line between direct flow and
counterflow. The equality condition determining the first type of airflow is

qэ

y0

Bk b
x dy
 u
0

  y0
2b0 y0  y02
3b 2 y  y03
y  b0
 Пk 0 0
 Bk b3  e b  1  0 e b
2
6
b


(19)


 ,


while, for the second type, it would be
qэ 

b0

 ux dy  Bk b

y0

 b0  y0 
2

2

 Пk  b0  y0 

  b0
2b02  b0 y0  y02
 Bk b3 e b
6
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  b0 
  e .


y

(20)
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3

ONE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Plane-parallel flow pattern considered before is extremely unlikely to appear in practice.
Transverse overflow of air – the key necessary condition for such currents – is hardly
conceivable. Solving the generalized problem analytically would pose insurmountable
difficulties at uy ≠ 0. Nor is it easy to solve hydromechanics equations numerically due to
nonlinearity [2]. A possible alternative approach may involve equations that bind crosssectional averages of various flow parameters. As illustrated earlier, one-dimensional
problems yield satisfactory outcomes often enough. Thus we could formulate a onedimensional problem for a jet of loose matter confined to a duct with its wall set apart by the
distance b0 from the centerline. Let’s denote the half-breadth of such a jet as bn.
Consequently, there would be two flows: air moving together with material inside a band 0 y
 bn corresponding to an inner dual-component flow and air flowing through a gap between
the wall and jet boundary surface corresponding to an outer single-component flow.
Let's suppose that falling particles are distributed uniformly across the jet
For the inner flow (0  y  bn) the equation would appear as
b

bn
 n 2
ux dy  u y ux 

0
x 0

D

bn

   u 
x

2

0

2

b
u
 n
dy   Pdy  N x
y
x 0

bn

(21)

0

For the outer flow (bn  y  b0) the equation would appear as
b

 0 2
ux dy  u y u x
x bn

b0
bn

b
u
 0

  Pdy  N x
y
x bn

(22)

b0

.
bn

To perform the averaging, suppose that pressure remains constant throughout the crosssection of the duct. Thus,
bn

b0

0

bn

P  b  b .
 Pdy 

 Pdy  Pbn ;

n

0

(23)

Air velocity in the inner flow, averaged by flow rate, will be designated using u while that
in the outer flow will be designated using  (positive direction matching the direction of OX
axis):
bn

b0

 u dy  b

 ux dy  bnu;

x

0

 bn .

(24)

 bn  2 ,

(25)

bn

0

Positing that
bn

b0

 u dy  b

2
2
 ux dy  bnu ;

   u 
x

0

bn

0

bn

2
x

2

dy  bn    u 

2

(26)

0

and assuming normal admission of air on the boundary between inner and outer streams i.e.


Due to presence of vertical boundaries along the flow this problem could not be reduced to studying selfsimilar airflow.
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(27)

u x

u x  x, bn  0;
0,
y
y  bn

further considering the consequence to flow symmetry,
(28)

u x

u y  x, 0  0;
0,
y
y 0

and accounting for a frictional shear stress at the duct wall,

cm N 

u x
y

cm
2 c 2


; cm
y  b0

(29)

,

integral relations (21) and (22) would lead us to the following system of ordinary differential
equations:
du 2

dx

dP
at 0  y  bn , ,
dx

(30)

d 2
dP


  at bn  y  b0 , ,
dx
dx
u   r  1 u0  0  r  1 um  const,

(31)

D
2

  u 

where
r b0 / bn ;

2



 cm /  b0  bn  . ,

(32)
(33)

The latter equation expresses a cross-sectional flow rate conservation law in a duct with
impervious walls.
The equation (30) in view of (31) and (32) could be expressed in the following form,
making it easier to integrate:
du 2 2  um  u  du

 

2
dx
 r  1 dx

D
2

2
  u  ,

(34)

or
 2r  r  2 
2um  du
u

 
2
2
  r  1
 r  1  dx

D
2

2
  u    .

(35)

This equation could be applied for analyzing the simplest case when  = 0 – const and
forces of friction against duct walls are negligibly small. Equation (34) would thus become
(36)

D 0  u 
du
;

dx
20  R  r , u 
2

R  r , u  2 r  r  2  u  um  /  r  1 ,
2

and resolve at initial conditions as follows: u = uн at x = xн would assume the form
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 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2  0  u
2um 
u  uн
D

ln

0 


 x  xн  .
2
2
2






u
u
u
20
  r  1
 r  1   0  0 н   r  1
0
н

(38)

Let’s analyze the behavior of u and  along the duct with different b0/bn ratios
characterizing restriction of flow by duct walls. The following values will be assumed as
known initial data:

uн u
н 0 
at xн 0.
0;

(39)

The relation (38) could be transformed into
 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2   0  u
2um 
u  u0


ln
0 
x 

2
2
2




u
u
20
  r  1
 r  1   0  0 0   r  1 0  u0

(40)

 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2  1  u
2um 
u  u0
x 


ln
,

2
2
2
 r  1  1  u 1  u0   r  1 1  u0
  r  1

(41)

D

or

where

um 
um / 0 
u0  0  r  1 ; u0 
u0 / 0 ; 0 
0 / 0 ; u 
u / 0 ; x 
xD /





20 .

(42)-(43)

The distance between the duct origin and a cross-section where the inner air flow velocity
becomes equal to
u  um ,

(45)

will be expressed using xm. This cross-section will henceforth be named critical, and xm will
be regarded as initial run of the duct. In the critical section the continuity equation (32) would
make the outer flow velocity equal to zero. Due to the equality condition (41) the relative
length of the initial run will be
 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2  1  um
2um 
um  u0


xm 
ln
.

2
2
2
1  u0
  r  1
 r  1  1  um 1  u0   r  1

(46)

Fig.1 plots the dependence of this length on r in various initial conditions. As it can be
seen, the value xm will rise both when the flow centerline is moved away from duct walls
(with increasing r) and when initial velocities u 0 and  0 are increased. Additional air volume
is necessary to ensure increased air velocities.

Figure 1: Relative length of the initial run as a function of flow restrictioncat
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Beyond the critical section lies a zone of upward outer flow ( < 0). As air moves further
away from the critical section, the upward outer flow will experience increasing flow rates
until a maximum is reached at a certain spot that will be named the extreme cross-section. As
the equation (37) hints, the presence of an extreme cross-section is conditional on
R  r , ue   0

or

uэ 
um / (r  r  2),

(47)

ue  0 .

(48)

As we can see, in case of a downward initial flow in the duct it would only be possible at
restriction degrees
r2.
(49)
The length of the zone xe  xm, (let’s name it the initial eddy run length) is determined with
the relation (41)
 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2  1  ue
2um 
ue  um


lн  x
ln
.


e  xm
2
2
2
 r  1  1  ue 1  um   r  1 1  um
  r  1

(50)

The equality condition (41) determines changes in velocity on this run. Further velocity
increases u become impossible because the function R(r,u) turns negative and, therefore,
(51)

du
 0,
dx

i.e. air begins to escape the inner flow. Air flow rate in the outer counterflow decreases to
zero in the next critical section.
The differential equation (36) in this case would be rewritten as
D 0  u 
du
 
,
dx
20 R  r , u 
2

(52)

and its in the initial condition u = ue at x=xe would become
 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2  1  u
2um 
u  ue
x  xe 
ln
.




2
2
2
1
u
1
u


  r  1
 r  1    e   r  1 1  ue

(53)

The length xm  xe , to be named the final eddy run length, is determined with the relation
 2r  r  2 
2r  r  2  1  u m
2um 
um  ue
lк  
xm  xe 


ln
.

2
2
2
1  ue
 r  1  1  um 1  ue   r  1
  r  1

(54)

As it could be seen from a comparison of the result with the equality condition (447),
lн  lк ,

(55)

that could be explained by a constant velocity of falling particles. The total length of an eddy,
resulting from an obvious relation

l 2
lн 2lк ,
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decreases with decreasing initial airflow velocity in inner and outer flows (Fig.2) with relative
duct size kept constant. Lower values of r would produce more eddies in the outer flow
(Fig.3). Absolute velocity in a flow of particles fluctuates around average value. At the limit r
→ 1 it becomes equal to u0. We have a case of a one-dimensional problem for a chute. The
other extreme case could be observed with increasing r. Increasing distances between the flow
and duct wall reduces the occurrence of eddies until counterflow could only be observed near
the end of the duct. Finally, further increases of r result in exclusively direct flow of air along
the entire duct with increasing velocities in the inner flow and decreasing velocities in the
outer flow. The limit case of r → ∞ corresponds to a free flow of particles whose air injection
at  0  const could be described in view of (36) and (37) by the equation
du

dx

that resolves at u = u0 at x = 0 as

0



0

0  u 0  u0

D
20



 ln

0  u 
2u

2

,

0  u
D
x.
0  u0 2 20

(57)

(58)

Figure2: Variation in relative eddy length as a function of restricting the
flow of loose matter at

u 0  0 (a) and u 0  0,2 (b)

Figure 3: Variation in relative air velocity inside duct for uniformly distributed falling particles of loose
matter (D = 2 ; 0 = 0.5; u0  0,1 and with 0 0,2 )
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Fig.4 shows how duct breadth may change final velocity of material injected from the duct
with the flow. This change is notably asymptotic in nature. Velocity almost stabilizes when
duct walls become spaced by 5 ÷ 7 bn. Walls produce no braking effect on the velocity of
injected air. As material becomes closer to the flow, the quantity of injected air noticeably
drops. This happens due to impaired conditions for air overflowing from the outer into the
inner flow.

Figure 4: Variation in relative velocity of injected air
at the end of the duct ( x  0,5 ) as a function of flow
restriction ( u is the injected airflow velocity at the
end of the jet at r → ∞)

Figure 5: Variation in relative air velocity inside duct
for linearly accelerated falling particles of loose matter
( D  2 ; 0 = 0.5;

u 0  0,1 ; 0  0,2 )

A similar flow pattern could be observed in case of linearly accelerated particles of loose
matter. The differential equation (46) describing changes in air velocity in the inner flow at
negligibly small frictional forces at duct walls could be rewritten as

 a1u  b1 
Substituting for variables

du
D
2
2
2

  u  , a1 2r  r  b  /  r  1 ; b1 2um /  r  1 .
d
2

ˆ 
D  a1  b1  /





uˆ 
D  ua1  b1  /

2a12 ;





2a12 ,

(59)-(60)

(61)

the equation (59) could be reduced to the form
uˆ

duˆ

d ˆ

 ˆ  uˆ 

2

(62)

,

considered by us when solving the problem of air injection with a free jet.
As an example we can plot calculated ratios using the approximation
2

  u

2

2

 u
  1   ,
 

2

 u  u
1    1   ,
   

2

(63)

producing satisfactory results for a free jet. The equation (59) would be easy to integrate in

u u
н at

x xн it holds that
view of this approximation. At initial conditions
н, 
a1

u 2  uн2
D 3 3
2
 b1  u  uн 
  a  2 н   u  ,  a  1.
2
2 3

Whence we can determine
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u

where


B 
4 AC
 1  2  1 ,
2A 
B

z   a D   3  н3  /

A  a1 / 2  z; B  b1  2z;
C a1uн2 / 2  b1uн  2 z;

(65)





2  3 2 ; 

2 x  02 . (66)-(68)

Calculation should proceed as follows. The change in injected air velocity on the initial run
is determined:
xн 0; xm  x  xн ;  a 1; u н u0 ; н 0 .

(69)

The formula (65) is used to calculate velocity u. Its value grows on this section from u0 to
um. By further increasing x we transition into the initial run of the first eddy. Without
changing initial values of uн, н, xн we end up with xm  x  xe , um  u  ue um / r  r  2 , if r <
2 (the center of the eddy will not be reachable with r≥ 2). Further increases of x lead to a
transition into the final run of the first eddy. Changes in velocity u are determined by the same
relation (65) with different initial values
н 
нe 
2 xe  02 ; uн 
ue ;  a 
1.

(70)

In this area the velocity u decreases from ue down to um (as x increases from xe to xmI ). The
initial run of the second eddy occurs here. Changes in the velocity u on this spot could be
determined using the formula (65), adjusted for different initial conditions

xн xmI ; 
н

2 xmI  02 ; 
uн um ; 
a 1 .

(71)

Velocity increases again from um to ue. After that, the final run of the second eddy begins,
so that initial conditions must be adjusted again in order to calculate velocities.

xн 
xeI ;
н 
2 xeI  02 ; uн 
ue ;  a 1 .

(72)

The calculation procedure is repeated. As it can be seen, γа = +1 should be posited at initial
runs of eddies while γа = 1 should be posited at final runs. These runs differ in length owing
to equal acceleration of the particle flow. Unlike the case of uniform motion considered
earlier, the initial run is longer than the final run and the second eddy is longer overall than
the first one. This becomes evident on Fig.5 showing calculated flow patterns for a jet in a
duct using the same initial parameters that were used to produce the flow pattern for a
uniformly moving flow of loose matter (Fig.3).
For airflows inside a cylindrical duct where a stream of falling particles is located
coaxially, integral dynamics equations could be written based of relations (72), (33) as
follows:
r

n

rn
2  ux2 rdr  2 rur ux 
0
x 0

D
2
r0

rn

2    ux  rdr 
2

0


2 ux2 rdr  2 rur ux
x rn

r0
rn

r

u
 n
2 Prdr  N 2 r x
x 0
r
r0

rn

at 0  r  rn ;

(73)

0

u


 2  Prdr  N 2 r x
x rn
r

r0

(74)

rn

at rn  r  r0, where rn, r0 are dimensionless radii of particles and duct boundaries.
Based on the same assumptions for simplification, namely that the static pressure is
constant throughout the cross-section of the duct
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r

r

n
0
rn2
r02  rn2
P
P
;
P
P
;.

rdr

rdr
0

2
2
rn

(75)

air admission at the boundary of outer and inner channels occurs radially
ux
0; .

ux  x, rn  0;
r r  rn

(76)

owing to axial symmetry of currents and impermeability of duct walls
ux

ur  x, 0  0;
ur  x, r0  0; .
0; 
r r  0

(77)

in presence of shearing stress at duct walls

u x
,  w  w /  2 c 2  .

 w N 
r r  r0

(78)

by introducing averages over cross-sections of the inner and outer flows
rn

r0

0

rn

2  ux rdr 
rn2u; 2  ux rdr 
  r02  rn2  ,
rn

rn

r0

0

rn

2  u 2x rdr  rn2u 2 ; 2  u 2x rdr    r02  rn2  2 , (79)-(80)

2    ux  rdr   rn2   u  .
2

2

(81)

0

integral relations are reduced to differential equations of one-dimensional streams
du 2
D
dP
2

  u   at 0  r  rn ,
dx
dx
2

d 2
dP

  at rn  r  r0 , .
dx
dx

u    n2  1 u0  0  n2  1
 um , .

(82)-(83)
(84)

where n is the ratio between radii of boundaries surrounding the jet of material

n r0
/ rn ;   w 2r0 /  r02  rn2  . .

(85)-(86)

Therefore, combined equations for an axially symmetric flow would differ from similar
equations of a plane problem only in the equation for airflow (84) that depends on relative
duct size, squared. The resulting numerical relationships of the planar problem are valid for
axially symmetric problem as well. In this case it is just enough to replace r with n2 in
formulations.
These findings are in a qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental data.
Indeed, the described turbulent flows were observed for the first time by A.S. Serenko who
researched currents in a sand layer moving along the bottom wall in a one-meter long square
pipe [3]. It was noted that air countercurrents occurred not always but only at certain position
of the upper (with respect to flowing material) duct wall.
With a clearance height of 40 mm unidirectional current of injected air was observed in the
duct. In this case flowing particles fill the entire cross-section of the duct (r → 1).
Countercurrents arise when duct clearance height is increased. Notably, air moves in line with
particle layer at the beginning but reverses into a counterflow toward the end of the duct. A
similar pattern was reported by O.D. Neykov and Ya.I. Zilberberg researching aerodynamics
of streams of iron powder in a tilted chute [4].
A.S. Serenko’s experiments have shown that the distances from duct inlet to the point
where air countercurrent arises could be brought down virtually to zero by obstructing the
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inlet with a gate valve. In other words, the initial run becomes shorter as the original flow rate
of outer flow diminishes – this agrees comfortably with our findings.
It should be noted that circulation inside a duct filled with flowing material throughout the
entire cross-section (such circulation could be named “natural’) is likely only in exceptional
cases. Natural circulation is hindered by a number of factors. First of all, when lumpy and
grainy are handled, particles occupy virtually the entire clearance area of ducts, and the
inherent transverse gradient of particle concentration deforms longitudinal velocity profile of
injected air rather slightly. When aspiration develops in a descending pattern in a hollow duct
area not filled with material, there is an outside positive gradient precluding the occurrence of
a countercurrent. An opposite effect would be observed when handling heated material: a
thermal head produced by inter-component heat exchange will promote formation of natural
circulation.
4

CONCLUSIONS

It was demonstrated that when a free stream of particles is enclosed with impenetrable
walls air inflow is hindered and, hence, closed circulation flows occur in 1 < r <2. As far as
the distance between the walls and the stream surface becomes shorter (r → 1) the length of
these whirls and the velocity variation amplitude in the external stream is reduced to zero
while flow velocity in a stream of particles tends to a constant value equal to the initial
velocity. As far as the distance to the channel walls becomes longer the whirls become longer
too and with r >there is only an external reverse flow which area is decreased inversely as r.
It was demonstrated that when the channel section is partially filled with a stream of
particles averaged integral equations for a boundary layer may be used as a basis for making
one-dimensional equations that describe the motion of two-component stream (internal flow)
and the air flow in a cavity limited to the stream surface and the channel walls (external flow).
The general solutions of these equations may be used to derive particular solutions for onedimensional problems regarding a chute with the pseudo-uniform distribution of particles and
regarding a free jet of freely-falling particles which creates the base for development of a
universal methodology of computation of the induced air volumes.
The reported study was partly supported by RFBR, research project No. 14-4108005r_ofi_m and the President of the Russian Federation, project MK-103.2014.1.
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Abstract. An incremental evolution equation, i.e. a Master equation in statistical mechanics, is introduced for force distributions in polydisperse frictional particle packings.
As basic ingredients of the Master equation, the conditional probability distributions of
particle overlaps are determined by molecular dynamics simulations. Interestingly, tails
of the distributions become much narrower in the case of frictional particles than frictionless particles, implying that correlations of overlaps are strongly reduced by microscopic
friction. Comparing different size distributions, we find that the tails are wider for the
wider distribution.

1

INTRODUCTION

Quasi-static deformations of soft particles, e.g. glasses, colloids, and granular materials, have been widely investigated because of their importance in industry and science.
However, their macroscopic behaviors are still not fully understood due to disordered
configurations and complex dynamics [1]. At the microscopic scale, their mechanical
response is probed as a reconstruction of the force-chain network [2], where non-affine
displacements of particles cause a complicated restructuring of the network including also
opening and closing contacts. If a macroscopic quantity, e.g. stress tensor, is defined as a
statistical average in the force-chain, its response to quasi-static deformations is governed
by the change of probability distribution function (PDF) of forces. Therefore, the PDFs
in soft particle packings have practical importance such that many theoretical studies
[3, 4] have been devoted to determine their functional forms observed in experiments [5]
and simulations [6].
Recently, we have proposed a Master equation for the PDFs as a stochastic approach
towards a microscopic theory for quasi-static deformations of two-dimensional bidisperse
frictionless particles [7]. The Master equation can reproduce stochastic evolution of the
PDFs under isotropic (de)compressions, where the conditional probability distributions
(CPDs) for the Master equation fully encompass the statistics of microscopic changes
1
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of force-chain networks. In addition, any changes of macroscopic quantities constructed
from the moments of forces can be predicted by the Master equation.
In this paper, we generalize our stochastic approach towards wider four-disperse size
distributions and include friction in the contacts. We determine the CPDs from MD
simulations and compare them with the cases of polydisperse frictionless and bidisperse
frictionless particles. First, we explain our MD simulations in Sec. 2. Then, we show our
results in Sec. 3 and conclude in Sec. 4.
2

METHOD

We use MD simulations of two-dimensional four-disperse mixtures of frictional soft
particles. The number of constituents (N1 , N2 , N3 , and N4 ) and the size distribution are
the same with those used in the experiments of wooden cylinders [8] as listed in Table
1, where the mass, m, is identical in simulations to be used for the unit of mass. The
normal force between the particles in contact is given by fijn = kn xij − ηn ẋij with a normal
stiffness, kn , and normal viscosity coefficient, ηn . Here, an overlap between the particles
i and j is introduced as
xij = Ri + Rj − dij
(1)
with an interparticle distance, dij , and the particles’ radii, Ri and Rj . Thus, the relative
speed in the normal direction is given by its time derivative, ẋij . The tangential force is
introduced as fijt = kt yij − ηt ẏij which is switched to the sliding friction, fijs = −µ|fijn |,
when the tangential force exceeds the critical value, i.e. if |fijt | > µ|fijn |, where kt = kn /2,
ηt = ηn /4, and µ are a tangential stiffness, tangential viscosity coefficient, and friction
coefficient, respectively. Here, yij and ẏij are a relative displacement and speed in the
tangential direction, respectively (see the details in Ref. [9]).
To make static packings of N (= N1 + N2 + N3 + N4 ) = 1872 particles, we randomly distribute them in a L × L square periodic box, where no particle touches others
and the friction coefficient is set to zero, µ = 0 (i.e. we use frictionless particles during the preparation of static packings). Then, we rescale every radius as Ri (t + δt) =
[1 + {x̄ − xm (t)} /λ] Ri (t) (i = 1, . . . , N ), where t, δt, x̄, and xm (t) are time, an increment of time, a target value of averaged overlap, and the averaged overlap at time t,
respectively. Here, we use a long length scale λ = 102 σ̄ with the mean diameter in
the final state, σ̄, to rescale each radius gently 1 . During the rescaling, each radius increases if the averaged overlap is smaller than the target value, xm (t) < x̄, and vice
versa, so that the averaged overlap will finally converge to x̄. Note that neither particle masses nor the ratios between different diameters change during the rescaling, i.e.
σi (t + δt)/σj (t + δt) = σi (t)/σj (t). We stop the rescaling when every acceleration of
particles drops below a threshold, 10−6 kn σ̄/m, and assume that the system is static.
1

We confirmed that static packings prepared with longer length scales, λ = 103 σ̄ and 104 σ̄, give the
same results concerning their power-law behaviors, i.e. critical scaling, near jamming [10], while we cannot
obtain the same results with a shorter length scale, λ = 10σ̄.

2
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Figure 1(a) is a snapshot of our simulation, where the system is static with the averaged
overlap, x̄ = 3 × 10−6 σ̄, and each color corresponds to each constituent as listed in Table
1. Figure 1(b) shows the complete Delaunay triangulation (DT) of the same packing in
Fig. 1(a), where the red solid lines represent force-chain networks, while the blue solid
lines connect the nearest neighbors without contacts. In our simulations, the distances
from jamming are determined by the critical scaling of averaged overlap, x̄ = A(φ − φJ )
[10], where the critical amplitude is found to be A ≃ 0.25σ̄ as shown in Fig. 2(a). We
also confirm other critical scalings of the static pressure divided by the normal stiffness
(Fig. 2(b)) and the first peak value in radial distribution function of scaled distance (Fig.
2(c)), where we find that the power law dependence on the distance from jamming are
given by p/kn = 1.25 × (φ − φJ )1.04 and g1 = 0.31(φ − φJ )−1 , respectively 2 [10].
Then, we switch the friction coefficient to µ = 0.5 and apply
 an isotropic compression
to the prepared packings by multiplying every diameter by 1 + δφ/φ such that the area
fraction increases from φ to φ + δφ. After compression, we relax the system until every
acceleration of particles drops below the threshold again.
Table 1: The number of particles per species, Ns , diameters, σs , and masses, ms , of the four kinds of
particles (s = 1, 2, 3, 4) resembling values used in experiments with wooden cylinders in Ref. [8]. Each
color in Fig. 1 are also listed in the last column.

s
1
2
3
4

3

Ns
807
434
414
217

σs /σ4
0.3
0.6
0.8
1.0

ms /m4
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

colors
green
red
blue
gray

RESULTS

In this section, we introduce a Master equation for the PDFs of forces as a stochastic
description of microscopic changes of force-chain networks. First, we study microscopic
responses of force-chain networks to isotropic compressions (Sec. 3.1), where we describe
mean values and fluctuations of overlaps in terms of applied strain increments and distances from jamming (Sec. 3.2). We then introduce a Master equation (Sec. 3.3) and
determine transition rates for the Master equation (Sec. 3.4).
3.1

Microscopic response

At the microscopic scale in soft particle packings, the mechanical response to quasistatic deformations is probed as reconstruction of force-chain networks, where complicated
2
Here, p/kn is dimensionless in two-dimension and the scaled distances in radial distribution functions
are defined as r ≡ dij /(Ri + Rj ).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (Color online) (a) A static particle packing with an averaged overlap, x̄ = 3 × 10−6 σ̄, where
the total number of particles is N = 1872. (b) The complete Delaunay triangulation (DT) of the static
packing in (a): The red solid lines are equivalent to force-chains, where their widths are proportional to
the magnitudes of contact forces. The blue solid lines connect the nearest neighbors without contacts.
The gray circles represent the particles.

particle rearrangements cause the recombination of force-chains including also opening and
closing contacts. To take into account such changes in structure, we employ the complete
Delaunay triangulation (DT) of static packings as shown in Fig. 1(b), where not only the
particles in contacts, but also the nearest neighbors without contacts, i.e. virtual contacts,
are connected by Delaunay edges. We then generalize the definition of “overlaps” from
Eq. (1) to
xij ≡ Ri + Rj − Dij ,
(2)

where Dij is the Delaunay edge length and the overlaps between particles in virtual
contacts (Ri + Rj < Dij ) are defined as negative values. Because the DT is unique for
each packing, contacts and virtual contacts are uniquely determined.
If we apply an isotropic affine compression to the system, every generalized overlap,
Eq. (2), (not only contacts, but also virtual contacts) changes to
xaffine
= xij +
ij

Dij
δφ ,
2φ

(3)

where we neglected the higher order terms proportional to xij δφ and δφ2 . However,
the particles are randomly arranged and the force balance is broken for each particle by
the affine deformation. Therefore, the system relaxes to a new static state, where nonaffine displacements of particles cause complex changes of contacts including opening and
closing contacts. After the relaxation, overlaps change to new values, x′ij �= xaffine
, that is
ij
non-affine responses of overlaps.
4
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Figure 2: (Color online) Double logarithmic plots of the (a) averaged overlap, x̄, (b) static pressure
scaled by the normal stiffness, p/kn , and (c) first peak of radial distribution function for scaled distance,
g1 , where the dotted lines are power law fittings, (a) x̄ = 0.25σ̄(φ − φJ ), (b) p/kn = 1.25 × (φ − φJ )1.04 ,
and (c) g1 = 0.31(φ − φJ )−1 , respectively.
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Figure 3: (Color online) (a) and (b): Sketches of static packings (a) before and (b) after (de)compression,
where the red and blue solid lines represent contacts and virtual contacts, respectively. The four kinds of
transitions, (CC) contact-to-contact, (VV) virtual-to-virtual, (CV) contact-to-virtual, and (VC) virtualto-contact, are displayed. (c) A scatter plot of scaled overlaps, where the red and blue dots are ξ ′ and
ξ affine plotted against ξ, respectively. (d) A schematic picture of affine and non-affine responses of scaled
overlaps, where the blue and red solid lines represent ξ affine (in average) and the linear functions, ms (ξ),
respectively. The slope in (CC), ac , and all the dimensionless lengths, bs and vs , are proportional to γ,
while the slope in (VV) is negligible, av ≃ 0.

As shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), there are only four kinds of transitions from xij to x′ij : A
positive overlap, xij > 0, remains as positive, x′ij > 0, or a negative overlap, xij < 0, stays
in negative, x′ij < 0, where they do not change their signs and thus contacts are neither
generated nor broken. We call these changes “contact-to-contact (CC)” and “virtual-tovirtual (VV)”, respectively. The other cases are that a positive overlap changes to a
negative one and a negative overlap becomes positive, where existing contacts are broken
and new contacts are generated, respectively. We call these changes opening and closing
contacts, or in analogy to the above, “contact-to-virtual (CV)” and “virtual-to-contact
(VC)”, respectively.
In the following, we scale the generalized overlaps by the averaged overlap before compression such that scaled overlaps before compression, after affine deformation, and after
relaxation are introduced as ξ ≡ xij /x̄, ξ affine ≡ xaffine
/x̄, and ξ ′ ≡ x′ij /x̄, respectively
ij
5
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(we omit the subscript, ij, after the scaling). From Eq. (3) and the critical scaling,
x̄ = A(φ − φJ ), the scaled overlap after affine deformation is found to be
ξ affine = ξ + Ba γ

(4)

which is a linear function of ξ with an offset, Ba γ ≡ (Dij /2Aφ) γ, proportional to the
scaled strain increment, γ ≡ δφ/ (φ − φJ ). However, the scaled overlap after non-affine deformation, ξ ′ , fluctuates around mean due to complicated particle rearrangements during
the relaxation.
3.2

Mean and fluctuation

To describe scaled overlaps after non-affine deformation, ξ ′ , we measure their mean
and fluctuations through scatter plots. Figure 3(c) displays the scatter plot, where the
four different transitions under compression are mapped onto four regions: (CC) ξ, ξ ′ > 0,
(VV) ξ, ξ ′ < 0, (CV) ξ > 0, ξ ′ < 0, and (VC) ξ < 0, ξ ′ > 0, respectively. In this figure,
overlaps after affine deformation are described by the deterministic equation (4), while
those after non-affine deformation distribute around mean values with finite fluctuations.
The differences between affine and non-affine responses are always present, but not visible
if the applied strain is small or the system is far from jamming, i.e. if γ ≪ 1, while ξ ′
deviates more from ξ affine and data points are more dispersed if γ ≫ 1.
In the same way as affine response, Eq. (4), we describe the mean values of ξ ′ in (CC)
and (VV) regions by linear functions of ξ,
ms (ξ) = (as + 1)ξ + bs ,

(5)

where the subscripts, s = c and v, represent the mean values in (CC) and (VV), respectively. We also introduce standard deviations of ξ ′ from their means as vs (which
are almost independent of ξ). Then, the systematic deviation from the affine response is
quantified by the coefficients, as , bs , and vs , as summarized in Fig. 3(d). Note that the
affine response, Eq. (4), is obtained if as = vs = 0 and bs = Ba γ. Except for av ≃ 0, all
the coefficients linearly increase with the scaled strain increment (Fig. 4), where all data
with a wide variety of δφ and φ − φJ collapse onto linear scalings,
as = As γ , bs = Bs γ , vs = Vs γ ,

(6)

between the fitting range, 10−6 ≤ γ ≤ 5 × 10−3 , with the scaling amplitudes, As , Bs ,
and Vs , listed in Table 2. We observe that av ≃ 0 and Bv ≈ Ba (≃ 1.3 in average) such
that virtual contacts almost behave affine in average except for their huge fluctuations
(Vv ≫ Vc ). In contrast, Bc is always smaller than Ba such that mc (ξ) intersects ξ affine
at ξ ∗ = (Ba − Bc )/Ac ≃ 1.3, which is independent of γ. This leads to small responses,
ξ ′ < ξaffine , of small overlaps, ξ < ξ ∗ , and vice versa, implying preferred tangential and
hindered normal displacements as a sign of non-affine deformations [11].
6
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Figure 4: (Color online) Double logarithmic plots of the coefficients for mean values and fluctuations of
scaled overlaps as functions of the scaled strain increment, (a) ac , (b) bc , (c) vc , (e) bv , and (f) vv , and a
semi-logarithmic plot of (d) av , where we apply strain increments δφ = 4 × 10−4 , 4 × 10−5 , and 4 × 10−6
(as indicated by the different symbols in the legend of (a)) to the static packings with φ−φJ = 1.2×10−1 ,
4 × 10−2 , 1.2 × 10−2 , 4 × 10−3 , 1.2 × 10−3 , and 4 × 10−4 . The solid lines represent the linear scalings,
Eq. (6), between the fitting range, 10−6 ≤ γ ≤ 5 × 10−3 .

In contrast to (CC) and (VV), the data of ξ ′ in (VC) and (CV) are concentrated in
narrow regions (the inside of the dashed lines in Fig. 3(d)), whereas ξ affine linearly increases
with ξ in (VC) and there is no data of ξ affine in (CV), i.e. affine responses do not generate
opening contacts.
Table 2: Scaling amplitudes in Eq. (6), As , Bs , and Vs , for polydisperse frictional particles. The q-indices
for the CPDs in (CC) and (VV), where qsBL , qsPL , and qsPN are the q-indices for bidisperse frictionless
particles [7], polydisperse frictionless particles, and polydisperse frictional particles, respectively.

s
c
v

3.3

As
Bs
0.39 0.81
0.00 1.32

Vs
qsBL
0.30 1.13
1.22 1.39

qsPL
1.72
1.96

qsPN
1.19
1.09

Master equation

The reconstruction of force-chain networks attributed to the changes, (CC), (VV),
(CV), and (VC), is well captured by the PDFs of scaled overlaps. Here, we introduce
the PDF as Pφ (ξ) with the subscript, φ, representing the area fraction in the system.
Because the total number of Delaunay edges is conserved during deformations, the PDFs
7
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Figure 5: (Color online) The PDFs of scaled overlaps before compression, Pφ (ξ) (the squares), after
affine deformation, Pφ+δφ (ξ affine ) (the triangles), and after non-affine deformation, Pφ+δφ (ξ ′ ) (the circles),
where the inset is a magnification of the PDFs of negative scaled overlaps.

∞
are normalized as −∞ Pφ (ξ)dξ = 1.
In our previous study of bidisperse frictionless particles [7], we found that the affine
deformation, Eq. (4), just shifted the PDF to the positive direction, while the non-affine
deformation broadened the PDF in positive overlaps and generated a discontinuous “gap”
around zero 3 . We also find that the PDF of negative overlaps after non-affine deformation is comparable with that after affine deformation. In our simulations of polydisperse
frictional particles (µ = 0.5), we observe similar results to our previous study. Figure 5
displays the PDFs for polydisperse frictional particles, where the PDF before compression, Pφ (ξ), has a discontinuous gap around zero. The affine deformation pushes the
PDF towards the positive direction as Pφ+δφ (ξ affine ), where the discontinuity is smoothed
out because of the polydispersity in the system. After non-affine deformation, the PDF
widens in positive overlaps as Pφ+δφ (ξ ′ ), while there is no significant difference between
Pφ+δφ (ξ affine ) and Pφ+δφ (ξ ′ ) in negative overlaps (the inset in Fig. 5).
To describe such the non-affine evolution of the PDFs, we connect the PDF after nonaffine deformation to that before compression through the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
[13],

∞

Pφ+δφ (ξ ′ ) =

−∞

W (ξ ′ |ξ)Pφ (ξ)dξ ,

(7)

assuming that transitions between overlaps (from ξ to ξ ′ ) can be regarded as Markov processes. On the right-hand-side of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (7), the conditional
probability distribution (CPD) of scaled overlaps, ξ ′ , which were ξ before compression,
∞
is introduced as W (ξ ′ |ξ). By definition, the CPD is normalized as −∞ W (ξ ′ |ξ)dξ ′ = 1.
Then, the Master equation for the PDFs is derived from Eq. (7) as [13]
3

Such a discontinuity is specific to static packings, where a corresponding gap has been observed in a
radial distribution function of glass with zero-temperature [12].

8
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∂
Pφ (ξ ′ ) =
∂φ



∞
−∞

{T (ξ ′ |ξ)Pφ (ξ) − T (ξ|ξ ′ )Pφ (ξ ′ )} dξ

(8)

with the transition rate defined as T (ξ ′ |ξ) = limδφ→0 W (ξ ′ |ξ)/δφ. The first and second
terms on the right-hand-side of the Master equation (8) represent the gain and loss of new
overlaps, ξ ′ , respectively. Therefore, the transition rates or the CPDs fully determine the
statistics of microscopic responses of force-chain networks.
3.4

Conditional probability distributions

We determine the CPDs of scaled overlaps as the distributions of ξ ′ around their mean
values, ms (ξ). For example, the CPD for affine deformation is given by a delta function,
Waffine (ξ ′ |ξ) = δ(ξ ′ −ξ affine ), which just shifts the PDF by Ba γ, i.e. Pφ+δφ (ξ) = Pφ (ξ −Ba γ).
However, non-affine deformations generate fluctuations of scaled overlaps around their
mean values so that the CPDs must have finite widths. In the following, we determine the
CPDs for polydisperse frictionless particles and those for polydisperse frictional particles
to examine the effect of particle friction (characterized by the friction coefficient, µ) on the
statistics of microscopic responses of force-chain networks. We also compare our results
with our previous work of bidisperse frictionless particles [7] to study the influence of size
distributions.
Figures 6(a) and (c) show the CPDs for polydisperse frictionless particles (µ = 0) in
(CC) and (VV), respectively. As can be seen, all data are symmetric around the mean
values, ms (ξ), and are well collapsed if we multiply the CPDs and the distances from
the mean values defined as Ξs ≡ ξ ′ − ms (ξ) by γ and 1/γ, respectively. In these figures,
the solid lines are given by γWCC (ξ ′ |ξ) = fc (Ξc /γ) and γWV V (ξ ′ |ξ) = fv (Ξv /γ) with the
q-Gaussian distribution [14],
1

 1−q
s
x2
1
fs (x) =
1+
,
2
c(qs )
n(qs )Vs

(9)


where the functions are defined as n(t) = (t−3)/(1−t) and c(t) = Vs n(t)B (1/2, n(t)/2)
with the beta function, B(x, y). In Table 2, we list the q-indices which characterize shapes
of the CPDs. Note that the q-index must be in the range between 1 < qs < 3, where
the normal (Gaussian) distribution corresponds to the limit, q → 1. Figures 6(b) and
(d) are semi-logarithmic plots of Fig. 6(a) and (c), respectively, where the dotted lines
are the CPDs obtained from our previous study on bidisperse frictionless particles [7].
From these results, we observe that the basic properties of CPDs, i.e. their symmetry and
self-similarity for different γ, are not affected by the size distribution. However, we find
that the CPDs for polydisperse particles have much wider tails than those for bidisperse
particles, i.e. qsBL ≪ qsPL in Table 2, implying that the spatial correlation of scaled overlaps
increases with the increase of polydispersity [15].
Figures 7(a) and (c) display the CPDs for polydisperse frictional particles (µ = 0.5
with the same polydispersity as in Fig. 6) for (CC) and (VV) cases, respectively. Note
9
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Figure 6: (Color online) The CPDs for polydisperse frictionless particles multiplied by γ in (a) (CC)
and (c) (VV) plotted against scaled distances from mean values, Ξs /γ (s = c, v). (b) and (d) are semilogarithmic plots of (a) and (c), respectively. The solid lines are the q-Gaussian distributions with the
q-indices, (b) qcPL = 1.19 and (d) qvPL = 1.09, respectively. The dotted lines are the CPDs obtained from
our previous study of two-dimensional bidisperse frictionless particles [7], where the q-indices are given
by (b) qcBL = 1.13 and (d) qvBL = 1.39, respectively.

that all data are symmetric around their mean values and well collapse after the same
scaling as in Fig. 6. Figures 7(b) and (d) are semi-logarithmic plots of Fig. 7(a) and
(c), respectively, where the dotted lines are the CPDs for bidisperse frictionless particles
[7]. Comparing the results in Figs. 6 and 7, we confirm that the basic properties, i.e.
symmetry and self-similarity, of the CPDs do not change by particle friction, while the
tails of CPDs for frictional particles are much narrower than those for frictionless particles,
i.e. qsPN ≪ qsPL in Table 2. Therefore, the microscopic friction at the contact drastically
decrease the spatial correlations of scaled overlaps.
4

SUMMARY

We have introduced a Master equation for the PDFs of forces in two-dimensional
polydisperse frictionless and frictional particle packings. We find that the microscopic
response to isotropic compression increasingly deviates from the affine prediction with
the increase of the scaled strain increment, γ, in agreement with our previous study of
bidisperse frictionless particles [7]. The scaling amplitudes for mean values of scaled
overlaps are almost the same as those for bidisperse frictionless particles [7], implying
10
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Figure 7: (Color online) The CPDs for polydisperse frictional particles multiplied by γ in (a) (CC)
and (c) (VV) plotted against scaled distances from mean values, Ξs /γ (s = c, v). (b) and (d) are semilogarithmic plots of (a) and (c), respectively. The solid lines are the q-Gaussian distributions with the
q-indices, qcPN = 1.19 and qvPN = 1.09, respectively. The dotted lines are the CPDs obtained from our
previous study of two-dimensional bidisperse frictionless particles [7], where the q-indices are given by
(b) qcBL = 1.13 and (d) qvBL = 1.39, respectively.

that the degree of non-affinity depends on neither particle friction nor size distribution
in average. In addition, symmetry and self-similarity of the CPDs, which govern the
statistics of microscopic changes of the force-chain network, are not affected by friction
and size distribution. In contrast, the shapes and widths of the CPDs are different for
different systems: By using the q-indices to describe their shapes in all cases, we observe
that the q-index for polydisperse particles is larger than bidisperse particles, which means
that the spatial correlation of scaled overlaps increases with polydispersity (the q-index
not equal to one means a non-Gaussian distribution). On the other hand, the q-index
becomes nearly equal to one if microscopic friction is considered, implying a dramatic
decrease of spatial correlation.
In conclusion, the basic properties of the Master equation, i.e. linear scalings of mean
values and fluctuations of scaled overlaps, and the symmetry and self-similarity of the
CPDs, are insensitive to particle friction and size distributions, in the cases tested in this
paper, while the shape of CPDs depends on both friction coefficient and polydispersity,
implying different spatial correlations of scaled overlaps for different material properties.
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Abstract. The method of multi-particle finite element involving assemblies of meshed
particles interacting through finite-element contact conditions is adopted to study the
plastic flow of a granular material with highly deformable elastic-plastic grains. In particular, it is investigated whether the flow rule postulate applies for such materials. Using a
spherical stress probing method, the influence of incremental stress on plastic strain increment vectors was assessed for numerical samples compacted along two different loading
paths up to different values of relative density. Results show that the numerical samples studied behave reasonnably well according to an associated flow rule, except in the
vicinity of the loading point where the influence of the stress increment proves to be very
significant. The influence of relative density and initial loading path is discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Powder metallurgy includes several processes for the shaping of ductile metal powder.
Among these, cold compaction of powders followed by sintering is one of the most commonly used in the industry, allowing the manufacturing of complex shaped engineering
components and substantial cost savings. This paper is concerned with the cold compaction stage. During this step, powders undergo large deformation accompanied by a
significant densification. For instance, the initial volume after die filling for iron powder (initial density is about 3.3g/cm3) is reduced by about half (final density is about
7.1g/cm3) at the end of the compaction step [1].
During compaction, failure can occur as a result of a locally highly deviatoric loading
close to singularities of complex-shaped parts. This failure mechanism is poorly understood, such that manufacturers currently undertake long and costly trials and errors
campaigns to obtain defectless parts. There is a need for numerical modelling of the cold
1
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compaction process involving reliable failure criteria for powder materials. But before
getting a failure criterion it is necessary to have a constitutive model for powders so as
to reproduce the evolution of stresses and strains throughout compaction.
Currently available models are variants of the Drucker-Prager Cap model [2] that is
available in commercial finite-element codes, and has been proved to be reliable in the
average sense. But Drucker-Prager Cap model is based on persistent isotropy, which has
been proved to be clearly wrong for powder materials by several experimental studies
involving triaxial experiments, such as [3]. Yet, taking compaction-induced anisotropy
into account is necessary to correctly reproduce the evolution of stresses and strains for
singular loading paths, precisely where failure might occur.
The Drucker-Prager Cap model [2] and its variants are based on so-called classical
elasto-plasticity, i.e., on the concepts of yield surface and flow rule based on plastic potential. Experimental studies such as [1, 3, 4] have given enough data to model the shape
of yield surfaces, but very few of them [4] have given insight about plastic potential, which
requires to separate incremental plastic strain and elastic strain.
To obtain more data about plastic deformation mechansims in powder materials, the
Discrete Element Method (DEM) was introduced for the modeling of granular media in the
fields of geomechanics and granular flow, and were then applied to hard and ductile powder
materials [5, 6]. But this approach is not appropriate to describe grain deformations and
use simplified contact formulations that become highly questionable for ductile particles
when the relative density reaches a significant value [7], because deformable particles
undergo a drastic change in shape.
Following [8, 9, 10], the present work uses the Multi-Particle Finite Element Method
(MPFEM) which is based on finite element simulations of the mechanical behaviour of
an assembly of meshed particles in contact. The use of finite element discretization and
continuum mechanics modelling at particle scale in MPFEM combines discrete behavior
of granular materials with the ability to accurately reproduce large contact deformation
so as to simulate compaction from low (0.5) to high relative densities (0.98). This method
is limited by its computational cost related to the large number of degrees of freedom
required to simulate a relatively small number of particles. Despites this limitation,
recent studies [11, 12] have proved the power of this method. The present paper applies
MPFEM to the study of incremental plastic flow in powder materials.
2
2.1

METHOD
Numerical model

MPFEM simulations of the compaction of an assembly of particles under quasi-static
loading conditions were carried out using an explicit integration scheme (commercial finite
element program ABAQUS/Explicit). The use of this resolution scheme is adopted due
to its capability to solve problems involving complex contact configurations and nonlinear
constitutive behaviour including large strains kinematics. In this study, a polydisperse
2
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assembly of 50 spherical particles was used (Fig. 1). The assembly was obtained using an
algorithm accompanying open source DEM code YADE [13], consisting in generating 50
randomly disposed particles in a 1x1x1 (mm) cubic cell and growing their radii. When
the particles start to touch each other, contact forces are created with respect to classical
DEM algorithms. Particles rearrange and the procedure is stopped when stresses on the
cell walls stabilise.

Figure 1: (a) Mesh for one particle. (b) Assembly of 50 undeformed particles. A section along the z
plane: (c) after isotropic straining and (d) after closed die compaction by the MPFEM.

The model is then built in ABAQUS in the form of 50 meshed spherical particles
surrounded by six rigid planes forming a cubic box of 1x1x1 (mm). Particles were meshed
using approximately 3300 quadratic tetrahedral elements per particle. The mesh is made
up of small elements at the boundary of the particle and larger elements in the center
of the particle (Fig. 1.a). This configuration allowed optimising simulation time while
maintaining a reasonable accuracy in the description of contact surfaces.
individual particles were assigned a constitutive model associating linear, isotropic
elasticity (with elastic modulus E = 10 GPa and Poisson coefficient ν = 0.435) and Mises
plasticity with an isotropic power-law strain-hardening:
σ = k(εpl )n

(1)

Where k = 20.5 MPa and n = 0.24 are material parameters, and σ and εpl are,
respectively, the Mises stress and the equivalent plastic strain. These parametres were
calibrated on a lead alloy corresponding to the experimental tests performed by [10].
Particle/particle and particle/plane contact interactions were modeled by means of a
penalty contact algorithm and a classical Coulomb friction law with a friction coefficient
f = 0.1. No contact cohesion was introduced.
In the present study, the numerical assembly was compacted using either isotropic
straining (referred to as isotropic compaction, Fig. 1.c) and uniaxial straining along x
direction (referred to as closed die compaction, Fig. 1.d). Table 1 shows the order of
magnitude of calculation time required for the two loading paths and three assemblies
involving a different number of particles, up to a relative density D = 0.9. All simulations
were run using parallel computing on with four Intel Xeon E7450 CPUs with 2.4 GHz
using domain-level parallelisation.
3
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Table 1: Calculation time using parallel computing with 4 CPUs

Samples
9 particles
15 particles
50 particles

Loading paths Calculation time
Isotropic
6 hours
Closed die
9 hours
Isotropic
10 hours
Closed die
12 hours
Isotropic
19 hours
Closed die
22 hours

Closed die compaction required more time than isotropic compaction due to larger
displacements involved.
An important feature of the present work is that the numerical sample was limited
to 50 particles to improve computational efficiency. An assembly of 50 particles is not
sufficient to obtain a good representativeness of real powder materials in terms of averaged
response. But it provides a large amount of qualitative but relevant information on the
incremental plastic deformation mechanisms in real materials.
2.2

Probing of yield surfaces

In the present work, the numerical sample is compacted by means of the six rigid planes
translating along their normal, so that initially parallel planes remain parallel throughout
the loading. As a result, distortional strains are all kept to zero. Boundary conditions are
either stress-driven (the total normal force on each plane is controlled to reach desired
stress values) or strain-driven (normal displacements are imposed so that desired elongational strains are controlled). Using such boundary conditions, it can be checked that
tangent force components on the rigid planes are negligible compared to normal components, meaning that no stress or strain rotation is applied. As a result, the numerical
sample being initially isotropic, stress and strain principal directions are assumed to remain coaxial throughout the simulation. The consequence of such an approach is that
the behaviour of the sample is only observed in the 3D principal stress space instead of
the general 6D stress space.
Yield surfaces of the numerical sample were obtained as follows:
Step 1 The sample is compacted with a defined loading path (closed die compaction
or isotropic compaction) up to a defined value of relative density D (Fig. 2.a).
This step involves large deformations.
Step 2 The deformed sample is elastically unloaded to low (compressive) stress values
to avoid any loss of contact between the planes and the sample (Fig. 2.b).

4
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Step 3 The sample is reloaded with a proportional loading path in a defined direction
of the stress space until the onset of plasticity is detected (Fig. 2.c).

Figure 2: Method for probing yield surfaces: (a) First loading (Step 1), (b) unloading (Step 2), (c)
reloading in various directions (Step 3).

For each reloading path (Step 3), this procedure gives one point of the yield surface of
the sample corresponding to the strain-hardening state resulting from the initial loading
(Step 1). To get the yield surface, Step 3 is repeated with a different loading direction,
restarting simulations from Step 2. In the present study, the probing of yield surfaces is
limited to the Rendulic plane of equation σ2 = σ3 .
Step 1 is strain-driven so that rigid body motion of particles in the early rearrangement
stage does not lead to huge displacement values for small applied stresses. Spherical stress
probing simulations need to be conducted using stress control in the subsequent steps, as
will be explained further. Transition from strain control to stress control is made between
Step 2 and Step 3 so that small stress variations that might occur remain within the
elastic range.

Figure 3: Determination of the onset of plasticity during (a) first loading, (b) unloading, and (c)
reloading

Following [11], the detection of yield points during Step 3 is based on the total dissipation Ed , equal to the sum of plastic and frictional dissipation within the numerical model.
5
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The onset of plasticity is defined as the point where the total dissipation in the assembly
reaches a threshold value equal to Ed0 +0.3%Ed0 , Ed0 being the value of the total dissipation
at the end of Step 1. Fig. 3 illustrates the evolution of the total dissipation between Step
1 and Step 3. Upon unloading, the total dissipation remains constant within a very good
approximation (Fig. 3.b).
Fig. 4 shows the yield surfaces in a deviatoric stress/mean stress diagram with various
values of final relative density D for the same assembly (50 particles) that was submitted
to isotropic and closed die compaction. The results were qualitatively similar to known
experimental [3] and numerical [12] results. As pointed out by [12], the evolution of yield
surfaces on a monotonic loading path such as isotropic and closed die compaction was
an approximately homothetic growth. Also, yield surfaces were oriented in the direction
of the loading paths, which differed from the hydrostatic axis in the case of closed die
compaction (Fig. 4.b) as a result of compaction-induced anisotropy.

Figure 4: Evolution of yield surfaces from initial to various final relative density values, D = 0.6, 0.7,
0.9 and 0.98, with a monotonic loading: (a) isotropic compaction and (b) closed die compaction. The
dotted line is the initial loading/unloading path.

2.3

Spherical stress probing method

In classical elasto-plasticity, the incremental plastic strain obeys the flow rule equation:
∂g (σ, χ)
dεpl
(2)
ij = λ
∂σ ij
where dεpl is the increment of plastic strain, σ the stress tensor, χ the strain-hardening
variables, g the plastic potential and λ the plastic multiplier. Assuming g is regular,
6
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equation (2) states that for a given state of stress and strain-hardening, the direction of
the incremental plastic strain dεpl is unique.
In the present work, the existence of a plastic potential, and more generally, the incremental plastic flow could be studied on the numerical sample by using a spherical stress
probing method [14, 15]. This method first consists in loading the numerical sample to a
given state of stress σ 0 on the yield surface (i.e. at the elastic limit, this corresponds to
Step 3 as previously stated). Then, the two following steps are applied (Fig. 5):
Step 4 A small stress increment of magnitude ∆σ in a given direction is applied.
Step 5 The sample is unloaded back to σ 0 .
Assuming that no plastic dissipation occurs during the unloading phase conducted in
Step 5, the incremental plastic strain dεpl was defined as the difference in total strain
between the end of Step 3 and the end of Step 5.
Repeating Step 4 and Step 5 for different directions of the stress increment gives the
incremental plastic strain vectors corresponding to the response of the sample to different
stress increments ∆σ of same magnitude but different directions. The response of the
sample were represented by the plastic strain response envelope, which is a closed surface containing the tips of all the plastic strain response vectors (such a surface for the
stress increments would be a sphere). In the present paper, only stress increments in the
Rendulic plane were applied.

Figure 5: Method for detect the potential: (a) stress probes and (b) plastic strain response

Referring back to equation (2), if the flow rule applies and if a potential function exists,
the plastic strain increment dεpl does not depend on the direction of dσ. In such a case,
the plastic strain response envelope is a line segment (Fig. 6.a), since the direction of dεpl
is unique and entirely defined by σ and χ. If the response envelope of the plastic strain is
not a straight line, then dǫpl depends on the direction of dσ, which means that the flow
rule equation (2) is not valid (Fig. 6.b).
7
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Figure 6: Plastic strain response envelope: (a) according to the flow rule postulate, (b) if the flow rule
postulate is not valid.

3

RESULTS

In this section, plastic strain response envelopes are plotted in deviatoric strain/volumetric strain graphs in arbitrary units and superimposed to deviatoric stress/mean stress
graphs with respect to the yield point they are associated to.
In order to preserve the aspect ratio of yield surfaces and plastic strain response envelopes, so as to visually assess normality of the flow rule, invariants of stress and strain
were defined in a slightly unconventional way:



σM = √13 (σ1 + σ2 + σ3 ) ; σD = 2/3 σ1 − 12 (σ2 + σ3 ) ;
(3)



εV = √13 (ε1 + ε2 + ε3 ) ; εD = 2/3 ε1 − 12 (ε2 + ε3 ) ;

where σM , σD , εM , εD are the mean stress, deviatoric stress, volumetric strain and deviatoric strain, respectively; σ1 , σ2 , σ3 , ε1 , ε2 , ε3 are principal Cauchy stresses and Hencky
strains, respectively. Using definitions (3), yield points represented on following figures
form the intersections of the 3D yield surfaces in the principal stress space and the Rendulic plane, without any scaling.
Fig. 7.a,c shows plastic strain response envelopes for isotropic and closed die compaction of the sample for a constant stress increment magnitude ∆σ. The value of ∆σ
had to be tuned through a trial and error procedure and it is different for each initial
loading path. It was chosen as small as possible, but large enough so that the incremental
plastic strain response was significantly larger than numerical noise. As expected, the
magnitude of plastic strain increment vectors increases with deviatoric stress such that,
keeping a constant value of ∆σ for all the yield points, it is not possible to see all plastic
response envelopes on the same graph. For this reason, plastic strain envelopes were normalised and represented in Fig. 7.b,d. Note that in the case of the closest yield point to
the loadig point, underlined in Fig. 7.a, plastic strain increment vectors were too small
to be detected. This is the reason why no normalised plastic strain envelope was plotted
for this yield point in Fig. 7.b.
8
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Figure 7: Plastic strain response envelopes for some points of the yield surface with final relative density
D = 0.9. (a) and (b) Isotropic compaction. (c) and (d) Closed die compaction. In (b) and (d), plastic
strain response envelopes have been normalised. The dotted line is the initial loading/unloading path.

Fig. 7.b,d show that most plastic strain increment vectors are close to line segments,
and are approximately normal to the yield surface, suggesting the validity of an associated flow rule for such materials. This observation was made in the deviatoric stress
(strain)/mean stress (strain) plane, and it is possible that 3D plastic strain response envelopes were planar surfaces, obviously different from line segments when plotted in the
deviatoric plane, as it was observed for granular assemblies of rigid particles [14].
However, in the vicinity of the tip of the yield surfaces, plastic strain response envelopes
can no more be assimilated to line segments. Such singular behaviour is confirmed by
results presented in Figures 8 and 9. For low values of the final relative density D,
plastic strain response envelopes suggest a highly non-associated behaviour close to the
tips of closed-die-compaction yield surfaces, which becomes very striking at D = 0.6 (Fig.
9
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Figure 8: Normalized plastic strain response envelopes for some points of the yield surface with final
relative density D = 0.7 for (a) isotropic and (b) closed die compaction. The dotted line is the initial
loading/unloading path.

9.d). Results for D = 0.9 (Fig. 7.b,d) are closer to an associated-flow-rule material,
which is probably the consequence of the sample becoming denser and thus, closer to the
associated, Mises elastic-plastic constitutive model of the particles.

Figure 9: Normalized plastic strain response envelope for some points of the yield surface with final
relative density D = 0.6 for (a) isotropic and (b) closed die compaction. The dotted line is the initial
loading/unloading path.

[12] also showed using MPFEM simulations, that in a large deformation context, con10
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tact surfaces between particles are created normal to the direction joining two particles,
this direction remaining more or less constant during a monotonic loading such as isotropic
or closed die compaction. As a result of this very special contact configuration, contact
surfaces that increase in size during densification oppose an increasing resistance to normal stresses; and the particular loading that created the contact structure is precisely a
loading for which contact surfaces essentially undergo normal loading. In the present case,
this phenomenon results in plastic strain increment vectors being very small in magnitude.
The singular behaviour observed on plastic strain response envelopes could be related
to the particular stress state corresponding to the loading point. Fleck et al. [5] obtained yield surfaces in the context of powder densification through a micromechanical
modelling approach. In their results, loading points correspond to singular points of the
yield surfaces, as a result of all the contacts experiencing purely normal loading, so that
the direction of slip is undetermined. In the present case, it is not obvious that slip is
the main mechanisms for plastic strains, but the increased resistance to normal loading
of contacts might block plastic strains resulting from the stress state, leading to an increased significance of the role played by small stress increments in plastic deformation
mechanisms.
4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper is concerned with the incremental plastic behaviour of ductile powder materials, i.e., granular materials with highly deformable elastic-plastic grains. Based on
MPFEM simulations involving an assembly of meshed, deformable particles, the incremental plastic strain response of numerical samples to stress states on the plastic limit
was studied. It was observed that such materials present a singular, highly non-associated
behaviour in the vicinity of loading points, which is an original feature of the behaviour
of ductile powders. In a small region of the principal stress state surrounding the loading
points, the direction of the plastic strain increment vector shows a very significant dependency on the direction of the stress increment. This singular behaviour was attributed to
the effect of contact surfaces resulting from grain deformation.
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Abstract. This paper presents an analysis of the scalability and efficiency of a simulation
framework based on the Vortex Particle Method (VPM). The code is applied for the
numerical aerodynamic analysis of line-like structures. The numerical code runs on multicore CPU and GPU architectures using OpenCL framework. The focus of this paper is
the analysis of the parallel efficiency and scalability of the method being applied to an
engineering test case, namely the aero-elastic response of a long-span bridge girder. The
target is to assess the optimal configuration and the required computer architecture,
such that it becomes feasible to efficiently utilize the method within the computational
resources available for a regular engineering office. The simulations and the scalability
analysis are performed on a regular gaming-type computer.

1

Introduction

The Vortex Particle Methods (VPM) uses a grid free formulation in order to solve
the Navier-Stokes equations of an incompressible fluid flow. The VPM models vorticial
flows typical for aerodynamic applications especially around bluff bodies i.e. moderate
to high Reynolds number via solving the vorticity transport equations in Lagrangian
form [1, 2]. Vortex sheets are modelled as particles with invariant strength which are
transported downstream by convection and diffusion due to the induced velocity field and
the free stream velocity. The vorticity field can be computed as superposition of the local
vorticity created by each particle. Based on the Bio-Savart law the induced velocity field is
computed and accordingly the particles are convected through a suitable time integration
scheme.
1
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Different algorithms are available in literature [3] for solving the Bio-Savart integral.
For N particles discretisation of the domain, the naive particle-particle interaction method
scales as O(N 2 ). Alternatively, within the current implementation of the VPM method, an
enhanced algorithm termed the Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh (P3M) algorithm is used
[4]. This algorithm requires an intermediate correction step that can be efficiently computed in parallel, for which Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) were used in a thread-perparticle implementation. Here, in parallel fashion each thread calculates the contributions
on its local particle due to all the other particles at a given point in time [5].
2

Modelling and Simulation

The simulations of the structural aero-elastic response can be divided into two intertwined aspects. Namely, the structural dynamics problem modelled by the interaction
between the wind induced forces and the dynamic characteristics of the structure. And
the fluid dynamics problem representing the wind flow, modelled by the Navier-Stokes
(N-S) equations. For an incompressible viscous flow N-S equations are given by,
∂u
1
+ (u · ∇) u = − ∇p + ν∇2 u,
∂t
ρ

(1)

∇ · u = 0.

(2)

Where for time t ∈ (0, ∞) the vector velocity field u in three spatial dimensions is u(x, t) :
R3 × [0, t] → R3 , while the scalar pressure field is p(x, t) : R3 × [0, t] → R and ν is the
kinematic viscosity.
Equation [1] represents the conservation of momentum, where to the left hand side is the
material derivative i.e. the rate of change of momentum and to the right hand side are
the pressure and viscous forces. Due to the incompressibility condition, the conservation
of mass implies that velocity u is a solenoidal field i.e divergence free.
The N-S equations in the form presented above, constitutes four equations of the
primitive variables u and p. Analytical solution of the N-S equations exists only for
rare simplified test cases [6]. Hence, simulation of flow phenomena is based primarily on
numerical methods.
2.1

Vortex Particle Method

For solving the N-S equations there are multitude of numerical schemes that differ in
there formulations as well as there underlying computational schemes. The choice of the
suitable scheme is essential for an accurate modelling of the underlying physics, while
efficiently using the computational resources. The Vortex Particle Method is proposed
as an efficient numerical technique for simulations of high Reynolds number, incompressible flows around bluff bodies e.g. in the context of wind engineering. This mesh-less
numerical technique provides an alternative to classical mesh based Eulerian methods
such as finite volume and spectral methods. The formulation and the discretisation of
2
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the N-S equations in the VPM, reflect the natural representation in dominantly vortcial
flow, which is inherent in flows around bluff bodies. Additionally, the method accounts
for free-space boundary conditions, thus providing a robust approach for flows around
structures such as towers, masts and bridges [5].
The VPM method is derived based on describing the fluid dynamic events in the flow in
terms of the evolution of the vorticity field ω [1] such that,
ω(x, t) = ∇ × u(x, t).

(3)

For three dimensional space x ∈ R3 → u ∈ R3 ∧ ω ∈ R3 . Whilst in two dimensional
domain x ∈ R2 → u ∈ R2 ∧ ω ∈ R where the vorticity has only one component namely
the orthogonal component to the R2 .
The motion of an incompressible fluid governed by the momentum and mass conservation equations [1] and [2] might as well be represented in terms of the vorticity transport
equation. By considering equation [3] and applying the curl operator to equation [1] it
becomes,
0

 2 
1 
∂ω
+ ∇ × [(u · ∇) u] = − ∇
(4)
 × ∇p + ν∇ × ∇ u .
∂t
ρ

The pressure term vanishes, because the curl of the gradient of any scalar field is always
zero. Similarly, for the left hand side using the vector identity (u · ∇)u = 12 ∇u · u − u ×
(∇ × u) it follows,
∇ × [(u · ∇) u] = ∇ × (ω × u) .

For the right hand side of equation [4], Considering the vector identity for the Laplacian
ω


of u, where ∇2 u = ∇(∇ · u) − ∇ × 
(∇
u) and considering the vanishing term due to
×
the incompressibility condition in equation [2] it follows,


ν∇ × ∇2 u = −ν∇ × [(∇ × ω)] .

(5)

Thus, the continuty equation ∇ · u = 0 is now implicitly included. Following the same
0


·
vector identity for the Laplacian of ω, where ∇ × (∇ × ω) = ∇
(∇
ω)
− ∇2 ω and since
the divergence of the vorticity ω is always zero. The vorticity transport equation can be
written as,
∂ω
+ ∇ × (ω × u) = ν∇2 ω.
∂t

(6)

∂ω
+ (u · ∇)ω = ν∇2 ω + (ω · ∇)u.
∂t

(7)

0


0




·
·
Since ∇ × (ω × u) = ω
(∇
u)
− u
(∇
ω)
− (ω · ∇)u + (u · ∇)ω, the vorticity transport
equation for x ∈ R3 , t ∈ [0, t∞ ] can be written such that,

3
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In the left hand side the first term is the rate of increase of vorticity by time and the
second term is the convection of vorticity. In the right hand side the viscous diffusion of
vorticity and the rate of vorticity deformation i.e. vortex stretching respectively [1] .
2.2

Simulation framework

The simulation framework is based on a two dimensional cross sectional analysis. In
analogy to section model wind tunnel testing, such approach is particularly used in predominantly two dimensional flow simulations as in line-like structures e.g. bridges and
high-rise buildings. Nevertheless, as an extension to the concept and to capture the three
dimensional flow phenomenon, Pseudo Three-Dimensional simulation proposed by Morgenthal [5] is implemented in the current framework. Which is a numerical approach,
where multiple two-dimensional simulations are carried out such that they are linked together via the dynamical properties of the structure.
In the current framework rewriting equation [7]. Since x ∈ R2 → u =< ux , uy , 0 > ∧
ω =< 0, 0, ωz >, therefore the term corresponding to the vortex stretching (ω · ∇)u
vanishes. The vorticity transport equation becomes,
∂ω
+ (u · ∇)ω = ν∇2 ω.
∂t

(8)

Two benefits of this formulation are the absence of pressure term and the automatic satisfaction of the continuity equation [2]. The equations are now only dependent on vorticity
and velocity field. Thus for solving the vorticity field an analytic expression connecting
vorticity and velocity at each specific point in time and space is essential.
Based on Helmholtz Theorem [1, 4], the velocity field u(x, t) can be resolved into the
sum of an irrotational i.e curl-free vector field up and a solenoidal i.e divergence free vector
field uw i.e. u = up + uw . Assuming a given potential function φ for the irrotational field
and, a divergence free function ψ for the rotational field, u could be written as,
u = ∇φ + ∇ × ψ.

(9)

Using the definition of vorticity in equation [3], the vorticity becomes,
0


0

∇(∇
ψ) − ∇2 ψ.
∇×∇φ
+ ∇ × (∇ × ψ) = 
ω =
·

(10)

Since, the curl of the gradient of the potential function is zero and ψ is defined to be a
divergence free function, the vorticity yields to be the laplacian of the stream function i.e.
Poisson equation.
Considering that, as the domain boundaries extend to infinity the solenodial stream
function ψ decays to zero. Hence, the irrotational component becomes up = u∞ . And
4
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using the Green’s function solution to the above mentioned Poisson equation [10], this
yields the velocity field in terms of the so-called Biot-Savart law. Such that,

1
ω(x0 ) × (x0 − x)
u(x) = U∞ −
dD0 ,
(11)
2π D
|x0 − x|2
where D ∈ R2 and the velocity u(x) at point x in space is the superposition of all the
contributions from the vorticity field in the domain.
2.2.1

Discretisation

The vorticity can be discretized in numerous ways e.g. particles or segments in 2D and
filaments or sheets in 3D [1]. In this implementation by Morgenthal [4], particles are used
for discretisation and are convected with the flow such that the strength of each particle
τp is the local circulation. whereby circulation is a quantity closely related to vorticity, it
is defined as the line integral of the velocity around a closed contour, such that

τ = u.dx.
(12)
Due to this discretisation the vorticity field created by Np vortex particles (circulation
particles) becomes,
Np

ω(x, t) =
δ (x − xp (t)) Γp ,
(13)
p=1

where δ is the Dirac delta function and xp is the position of particle τp contributing to
the vorticity field based on the separation distance. Whereby the strength of each particle
τp = τp ez remains constant. The velocity at point x in space is thus the superposition of
the contributions from all particles in the domain
Np

∂x
= U∞ −
Kσ (xp − x)Γp .
∂t
p=1

(14)

Singularities arise when two particles are at very small separation to each other, those
are mollified by using a smooth function Kσ (x), in the current implementation Gaussian
mollification kernel is applied [4].
2.2.2

Fluid Structure Interaction

Using Boundary Element Method (BEM), the structural cross section is discretised in
R . Generaly the BEM uses a given boundary conditions to fit boundary values into an
integral equation, rather than values throughout the space defined by a partial differential
equation e.g. the Poisson equation equation [10]. Accordingly, the the velocity boundary
2
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conditions of equation [11] are satisfied as well its corresponding surface vorticity. The
local vorticity at each panel is calculated and released to the domain at every time step.
For computation of the resultant integral forces on a rigid body, the pressure gradient
is computed through,
∇p = νρ∇2 u
(15)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity, ρ is the density and u is the velocity field. By integrating
the surface pressures the aerodynamic section forces can be directly calculated, based upon
which the static wind coefficients are calculated. For drag coefficient,
FD
,
2
1/2ρDU∞

CD =

(16)

where FD is the drag force and D is the characteristic depth of the cross section. Similarly
the cooeficents of lift and moment are calculated from the lift force and the moment
respectively.
FL ,h
FD ,d
FM ,α

Figure 1: Schematic of a two dimensional bridge cross section with three degrees of freedom; h for
vertical motion due to lift force Fl . d for lateral motion due to drag force FD and rotation α due to
moment FM .

The two dimensional structural displacement response is achieved by solving the equation of motion for each degree of freedom. For the vertical response,
mḧ + 2mξh ωh ḣ + mωh2 h = Fh (t),

(17)

where m is the mass, ξh is the damping ratio and ωh is the natural frequency. Similarly,
the equation of motion is solved for the lateral and rotational degrees of freedom with
there corresponding damping, natural frequency and mass or inertia.
3

Reference Object

In the following section, the presented numerical method is compared to results from
wind tunnel tests provided from an industrial test case. The dimensions of the cross
section are presented in figure [2].

6
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33.0
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Figure 2: Bridge cross section, dimensions in meter.

1.48 [U/U∞ ]
1.29
1.11
0.93
0.74
0.55
Figure 3: A snapshot of flow field around a bridge cross section using Vortex Particle Method.

3.1

Static wind coefficients

Before pursuing the dynamic response simulations, static section simulations were performed for validation of the basic aerodynamic behaviour e.g. for laminar flow see figure
[3]. The static cross section model of the bridge was simulated for varying wind incidence
angles α in the range of -7 to +7 degree with 1 degree steps. The static wind coefficients
are compared with good agreement against the corresponding wind tunnel results, as in
figure [4].
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Figure 4: Comparison of static wind coefficients (CD , CL , CM ) for different incidence angles α; continues
line for wind tunnel results and dotted line for numerical simulation results. To the left smooth wind; to
the right turbulent wind with Isotropic Turbulence intensity I = 10%. The simulations were performed
at full scale size. The wind tunnel tests for the static cross section were done at the scale of 1:80.

3.2

Aero-elastic response

An aero-elastic model of the bridge at the construction stage of a 216 m long cantiliver
i.e. 108 m from each cantilever side is modelled and simulated by a set of six two dimensional simulation slices. The vibration modes of the structure were computed using
commercial Finite Element software. The four natural modes used in the analysis (two
vertical and two lateral deck modes) are depicted in figure [5].
Simulations of 600s real time were performed for the bridge aero-elastic response due
to turbulent inflow wind configuration. The simulations were performed based on two
8
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−110 −90 −70 −50 −30 −10 10
x[m]

30
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70
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Figure 5: Finite Element model; corresponding vertical and lateral mode shapes, from top to bottom.

methods,
1. CFD using VPM as presented in section [2.2] coupled with modal superposition.
2. For validation, the structural response is computed using a commercial software
based on FEM with time variant forces and admittance function to account for
the turbulence wind effect on the structure, the turbulence admittance function is
presented in [7, 8]. As an input to calculate the wind induced time variant forces,
the wind coefficents as function of incidence angel α are provided. Those coefficents,
are obtained from previous static CFD simulations e.g. as in figure [4] or from wind
tunnel test results.
9
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Model
FEM
CFD + FSI

Lateral [m]

Vertical [m]

rotation [rad]

0.10
0.08

0.39
0.25

0.0006
0.0002

Table 1: Peak displacements at the tip. Comparison between CFD simulation coupled with modal superposition for Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) Vs. FEM model with time variant forces and admittance
function to account for turbulent wind induced forces.

The maximum cantilever tip displacement in vertical, lateral and rotation for both
cases is shown as a comparison with the two different methods in Table [1]. The results
shows a very reasonable agreement. It is crucial to mention that the commercial FEM
software based on modelled wind forces tends to be more conservative (upper estimation
of displacements) in comparision to CFD simulation. Since, as a substitute to resolving
the complete physics of fluid structure interaction as done in the CFD model, it uses the
concept of admittance [7] of the fluctuation spectrum on the structure. A visualisation of
three slices used in the CFD simulation is shown in figure [6]

Figure 6: Three slices CFD simulation of the left cantilever side in figure [5]; Pseudo Three-dimensional
simulation under turbulent wind.

4

Scaling and Parallel Efficiency

Recalling the concept of pseudo three-dimensional simulation, since each slice could be
simulated independently at each time step OpenMP parallelisation is used to compute
each slice in parallel. A synchronization point at the end of the time step is essential
for coherence between the CFD solutions and the structural dynamics solution [5, 9].
For the local particles interaction computations, Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) is
used in a thread per particle manner to compute the heavy arithmetic workload share
of the algorithm. The implementation was realised by Morgental, Corriols and Bendig
using Open Computing Language (OpenCL), allowing to execute the code on different
10
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hardware architectures namely Central Processing Units (CPU) as well as GPU’s. The
memory fetching tasks and less arithmetic intensive operations are done on CPU, whilst
the arithmetic computations are done in parallel using the GPU threads. The OpenMP
strategy is designed such that each simulation slice utilizes one CPU core while the GPU
kernel resources are shared between the different cores.
This section is concerned with evaluating the scalability and parallel efficiency of the
simulation framework. Scalability is the ability of the algorithm to handle a growing
amount of work based on a given parallelisation strategy [10]. Generaly in high performance computing two common scalablity measurements are used. Namely,
• Weak scaling, as a metric to how the solution time varies with the number of cores
for a fixed problem size per CPU core.
• Strong scaling, as a metric to how the solution time varies with the number of cores
for a fixed total problem size i.e. as the number of CPU cores increase, the load per
core decreases.
In order to normalise the absolute run time for different problem size, MPUPS (Million
Particle Updates Per Second) is defined as a measuring quantity. Such that,
nP articles × nIterations
(18)
Calc.T ime × 106
Where nP articles is the total number of particles, nIterations is the number of computational iterations over the simulation kernel and Calc.T ime is the wall clock time
for each simulation run. The number of iterations is kept constant as 1000 steps for all
problem sizes and processor counts.
MP UP S =

4.1

Weak Scaling

For a fixed problem size per CPU core, namely 2.5 ×105 particle per core. The weak
scaling is done for number of CPU cores (Computing slices) from one to four. Corresponding to 2.5 ×105 up to 1 ×106 particles. It is shown in figure [7] a nearly ideal weak
scaling where the performance almost stay constant for a constant problem size per node.
The slight drop in the performance starting from three cores, can be explained due to the
serialization time that is introduced when the CPU’S share the GPU unit for the particle
update computations. This idealisation time happens because after 5 ×105 particles the
GPU needs to be shared in serial manner between the different CPU cores. Using GPU
with more threads and/or Multi GPU’s would postpone the occurrence of the serialization
instance to a higher number of cores i.e. simulation slices, because the increase of the
capacity would allow sharing the GPU kernel for more number of particles.
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0.60
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0.48
0.44
0.40
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5.0

7.5

10.0

nP articles[×105 ]

Figure 7: Weak scaling of simulation framework; representing variation in the computational efficiency
per CPU core (M P U P S/Core) versus total number of particles (nP articles). As the number of particles
increase the number of cores increase as well i.e. fixed problem size per CPU core.

4.2

Strong Scaling

1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70

100
99

η[%]

MP UP S[-]

The strong scaling is performed for a total problem size of 5 ×105 particles. Using
this approach the GPU resources have to carry the same computation once requested by
one CPU core and later on requested by two, three and four cores. It is seen from figure
[8] that the total computation efficiency is increased between one and two cores, later on
slightly reducing. This can be explained by the time spent in moving the data between

98
97
96

1

2

3

4

NCores [-]

95

2

3

NCores [-]

4

Figure 8: Strong scaling (left) and Parallel efficiency η (right) of simulation framework; Strong scaling
represents the total computational efficiency (M P U P S) as the a problem with a fixed size is distributed
on different number of cores (NCores ) i.e. for increasing number of cores the load per core is decreasing.
Computational efficiency is calculated relative to the optimal number of cores for a given problem size,
for this case optimal NCores is 2 for nP articles = 5 × 105 .

the hosting CPU core and the GPU device memory. As the number of cores increase even
for the same number of particles it is expected that the performance would drop due to
the time cost of the data transfer.
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4.3

Parallel Efficiency

Considering two simulation slices i.e. CPU cores as the reference point to evaluate
the computation efficiency with relation to the drop down due to the data transfer. The
parallel efficiency as shown in figure [8] is computed from the strong scaling, showing a
very slight drop as the number of cores increase. It is crucial to remark that strong scaling
as well as the parallel efficiency was done for a problem size 5 × 105 particles, the value
previously concluded from the weak scaling to be optimal before the effect of the serial
sharing of the GPU resources takes place. Hence, Strong scaling and Parallel efficiency
measurements could be used to analyse the computation versus data transfer efficiency.
5

Summary and Conclusion

Vortex method has been presented along with its formulations and assumptions reaching to the vortex transport equation and the two dimensional Particle Vortex Method for
CFD simulations. Based upon this numerical approach a simulation framework efficiently
parallelised for CPU’s and GPU’s using OpenCL was used to simulate a test case the
aeroelastic response of a bridge in the construction stage. The results were compared
versus wind tunnel as well as other simulation approach.
Finaly, the scaling and the parallel efficiency of the utilised simulation framework has
been presented. The simulation approach presents a computationally very efficient yet
accurate method that can be used to study numerous wind engineering problems related
to the behaviour of line-like structures of complex geometries exposed to natural wind
conditions.
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Abstract. Metal cutting is one of the most common metal shaping processes. Specified geometrical

and surface properties are obtained by break-up of material and removal by a cutting edge into a chip.
The chip formation is associated with large strain, high strain rate and locally high temperature due to
adiabatic heating which make the modeling of cutting processes difficult. Furthermore, dissipative
plastic and friction work generate high local temperatures. These phenomena together with numerical
complications make modeling of metal cutting difficult. Material models, which are crucial in metal
cutting simulations, are usually calibrated based on data from material testing. Nevertheless, the
magnitude of strain and strain rate involved in metal cutting are several orders higher than those
generated from conventional material testing. Therefore, a highly desirable feature is a material model
that can be extrapolated outside the calibration range. In this study a physically based plasticity model
based on dislocation density and vacancy concentration is used to simulate orthogonal metal cutting of
AISI 316L. The material model is implemented into an in-house Particle Finite Element Method
software. Numerical simulations are in agreement with experimental results, but also with previous
results obtained with the finite element method.

1

INTRODUCTION

Cutting tool designs and cutting process parameters may be optimized by experimental
measurements or by numerical analysis. In deformation zones in front of the tool and beneath
the cutting edge, the material is deformed plastically by simultaneous action of large
compressive and shearing stresses. The friction forces and dissipative plastic work generate
high temperatures. This makes direct observation in the cutting zone during machining
difficult.
In this study, the particle finite element method (PFEM) using a physical based dislocation
density model is compared with a set of numerical simulations carried out using the finite
element method (FEM).
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2 THE PARTICLE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Let us consider a domain containing a fluid. This domain is characterized by a set of points,
hereafter called particles. The particles contain all the information for defining the geometry
and the material and mechanical properties of the underlying domain.
Summary of the steps
The PFEM is conceived for the solution of fluid-dynamics problems using a Lagrangian
approach based on the formulation of the Navier–Stokes equations in material coordinates[3].
The PFEM, typically, consists of the following steps
1. Fill the fluid domain with a set of points referred to as ‘particles’. The accuracy of the
numerical solution is clearly dependent on the considered number of particles.
2. Generate a finite element mesh using the particles as nodes. This is achieved using a
Delaunay triangulation.
3. Identify the external boundaries to impose the boundary conditions and to compute the
domain integrals.
4. Solve the non-linear Lagrangian form of the governing equations finding velocity and
pressure at every node of the mesh.
5. Update the particle positions using the computed values of velocity and pressure.
6. Go back to step 2 and repeat for the next time step.
In this solution scheme, not only is the numerical solution of the equations critical from the
computational point of view, but so are the generation of a new mesh and the identification of
the boundaries. To this purpose a Delaunay triangulation scheme is adopted together with the
boundary identification method presented in the following section.
Identification of the boundaries
In a Lagrangian framework the external boundary and the reference volume are defined by the
position of the material particles. Every time the mesh is regenerated, the particles belonging
to the boundary may change and the new boundary nodes (and therefore the particles) have to
be identified. The Delaunay triangulation generates the convex hull of the set of particles.
Moreover, the convex hull may not be conformal with the external boundaries. A possibility
to overcome this problem is to correct the generated mesh using the so-called α-shape method
to remove the unnecessary triangles from the mesh using a criterion based on the mesh
distortion. The α-shape method can also be used for the identification of the fluid particles
which separate from the rest of the domain.
2.1 The particle finite element method in the numerical simulation of metal cutting
processes
The standard PFEM presents some weaknesses when applied in orthogonal cutting
simulation. For example, the external surface generated using α-shape may affect the mass
conservation, the chip shape and sometimes generates an unphysical welding of the workpiece
and the chip.
To deal with this problem, in this work we propose the use of a constrained Delaunay
algorithm. Furthermore, addition and remotion of particles are the principal tools, which we
employ for sidestepping the difficulties, associated with deformation-induced element
distortion, and for resolving the different scales of the solution.
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In the numerical simulation of metal cutting process, despite the continuous Delaunay
triangulation, elements arise with unacceptable aspect ratios; for this reason, the mesh is also
subjected to laplacian smoothing. Laplacian smoothing is an algorithm to smooth a mesh. For
each node in a mesh, a new position is chosen based on the position of neighbors and the node
is moved there. In the case that a mesh is topologically a rectangular grid then this operation
produces the Laplacian of the mesh.
3

PHYSICAL BASED MODELS

Physical based models are models where the physical mechanisms are underlying the
deformation in contrast to empirical models which are of a more curve-fitting nature.
However, due to the need for averaging and also limited knowledge about some of the
relations making up the model, physical based models need also be calibrated. Two different
types of physical based models exist. One option is to explicitly include variables from
physics as internal state variables. The other possibility is to determine the format of the
constitutive equation based on knowledge about the physical mechanisms causing the
deformation. The latter is a so-called “model- based-phenomenology” Some advantages of
physical based models is the possibility to link effects from other scales, e.g. via parameters
for grain size or models for microstructure evolution that extends the model validity to a
larger domain. This may extrapolated the validity of the model outside their range of
calibration. This requires that the physical mechanisms implemented in the models still
dominate the deformation in the extended range.
The dislocation density model consider dislocation glide and climb processes contributions to
the plastic straining. The yield limit in this approach is separated into two components
according to


G  *
y

(1)

 G and  * are the long-range athermal component and the short-range contributions to the
flow stress, respectively. The first component  G , is the stress needed to overcome the longrange interactions lattice distortions due to the dislocation substructure. The second
component,  * , is the stress needed for the dislocation to pass through the lattice and to pass
short-range obstacles. Thermal vibrations will then also assist the dislocation when passing an
obstacle. The long-range stress component is commonly written as;

 G  m Gb i
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where m is the Taylor orientation factor, α is a proportionality factor, G is the temperature
dependent shear modulus, b is the magnitude of Burgers vector and i is the immobile
dislocation density. The short-range stress components may be written as,

(3)

where F denote the required free energy needed to overcome the lattice resistance or
obstacles without assistance from external stress, τ denote the athermal flow strength required
to move the dislocation past barriers without assistance of thermal energy,  ref denote the
reference strain rate. The exponent p and q characterize the barrier profiles and usually have
values between 0  p  1 and 0  q  2 respectively.
3.1 Structure evolution
The evolution of the structure is considered to consist of a hardening and a recovery process.
The used model assumes that the mobile dislocation density is stress and strain independent
and much smaller than the immobile ones. Hence the evolution equation is written;
(4)

where index i denotes the immobile dislocations. The increase in immobile dislocation
density is assumed to be related to the plastic strain rate and may therefore be written
according to
(5)

where  denote the mean free path which is a function of the size of the grains and the
dislocation sub-cell diameter. The recovery may occur by dislocation glide and/or climb. The
former is described by
(6)

where  is a recovery function which depends on the temperature and strain rate. Recovery
by climb is describe by
(7)
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where cv is the vacancy fraction, cveq is the thermal equilibrium vacancy concentration, Dv is
the diffusivity and c is a calibration parameter. More details are found in (Lindgren et al).
4 NUMERICAL MODELING OF METAL CUTTING PROCESSES USING PFEM
AND A PHYSICAL BASED CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
The orthogonal cutting process has been analyzed utilizing an in-house particle finite element
method code. This software is based on a Lagrangian formulation combined with an implicit
time integration scheme. A staggered method for coupled transient mechanical and heat
transfer analysis is used. A mixed displacement-pressure linear finite element with one
integration point was used. A continuous Delaunay triangularization of the particle in its
updated configuration facilitates the analysis facing large excessive deformations and shear
localization. The insertion of particles at different deformation zones occurs through a plastic
power error estimator. The physical based material model was implemented inside the code as
a new material model. This was based on a thermo-elasto-plastic model with isotropic
hardening using a multiplicative decomposition plasticity formulation which takes account
high strain rates.
An orthogonal cutting operation was employed to mimic 2D plain strain conditions. The
depth of cut, used for all the test cases, was equal to 3mm. The dimension of the workpiece
was 8*1.6 mm. A horizontal velocity corresponding to the cutting speed was applied to the
particles at the right side of the tool. The particles along the bottom and the left sides of the
workpiece were fixed. Cutting data used for the numerical simulations are the same used in
Svoboda et al (2010).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Comparison of cutting and feed force PFEM-FEM. In (a) results predicted by PFEM and in (b) results
predicted by FEM.
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The loading histories of simulated forces (see figure above), were evaluated at the tool chip
interface. Figure 1 on the left presents the results using PFEM and the figure on the right
present the results using FEM (Svoboda et al 2010). The force time curves are very similar
for both numerical simulations. Average values of the computed forces in the steady state
region are compared with experimental results and numerical results obtained using FEM
presented in Svoboda et al (2010) in the following table.
The table 1 shows that the cutting force was overestimated in all tests by about 15%.
Meanwhile, the feed force was underestimated by about 5%. The results presented in the table
above were compared with the results in Svoboda et al (2010), showing that PFEM is able to
predict results to those obtained using (FEM). Literature overview (Lindgren, 2009) show
that in the industrial production of nominally identical cutting tool as well as variations in
material properties of nominally the same material can cause variations around the 10% in
forces.
Table 1: Simulated cutting and feed forces

Figure 2: Effective plastic strain rate. FEM and FEM
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Figure 2 illustrates distribution of plastic strain rates in the primary and the secondary shear
zones. A comparison of the predicted chip shape using PFEM (below) and FEM (above)
shows that the numerical strategies predict similar chip shapes, although the chip tool contact
length predicted by PFEM a little lower than FEM.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work a dislocation density model have been used together with PFEM to virtually
reproduce orthogonal cutting of AISI 316L steel. Numerical results obtained using PFEM
have been compared with both experimental results and numerical results. The PFEM based
numerical model can also predict similar strain rate distribution and chip shape as the FEM
model. Also, the numerical model developed within this work is in agreement with
experimental results and can predict forces near the wanted precision.
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Abstract. This paper highlights a computational framework for the numerical analysis of saturated soil-structure interaction problems. The variational equations of linear
momentum and mass balance are obtained for the large deformation case. These equations are solved using the Particle Finite Element Method. The paper concludes with a
benchmark test and the analysis of a penetration test.

1

INTRODUCTION

Penetration tests -such as cone penetration test (CPT), T-Bar, and others- are widely
used in geotechnical engineering to determine soil properties. Using a realistic description
of the soil behavior (e.g. elasto-plastic effective stress response) increases both the range
of conditions for and the precision of test interpretation. The downside is that a number
of material non-linearities are added to a problem that already features a severe geometric
non-linearity.
Finite element method is well suited to include all sort of non-linearities. However,
when a Lagrangian formulation is employed -typically when a path dependent material
model is used- the mesh may experience severe distortion, leading to numerical inaccuracies and even rendering the calculation impossible. In order to alleviate this problem
several numerical techniques based on FEM have been proposed (adaptive methods, Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian,...).
In this work, the Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) is employed to simulate
the penetration of a rigid probe into the soil. The method is characterized by a particle
1
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discretization of the domain: every time-step a finite element mesh -whose nodes are the
particles- is build using a Delaunay’s tessellation and the solution is evaluated using well
shaped, low order finite elements [1, 2].
The soil-water mixture is modeled as a two-phase continuum employing a finite deformation formulation. The linear momentum and mass balance equations are written
following the movement of the solid skeleton, where the unknown fields are the solid skeleton displacements and the fluid pressure (u − pw formulation). The water flow is assumed
to obey a generalization of the Darcy’s Law whereas a multiplicative hyperelastic-plastic
constitutive response is assumed for the solid skeleton. The proposed model differs slightly
from previous approaches [3, 4] in the definition of the reference configuration, in the
Darcy’s law and the working unknowns.
The proposed approach is assessed against a numerical benchmark example, an oedometer test, showing a good agreement with the analytical solution. Finally, the effect
of the penetration rate of the CPT on the cone resistance and the excess pore pressure in
a Modified Cam Clay soil is evaluated.
2

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In this section, the governing equations of the porous media are highlighted. First, the
strong form of the mass and momentum balance equations are obtained. After briefly
describing the constitutive equations, the weak form of the residual is presented.
2.1

Strong form

The mass of each phase of the porous media -solid skeleton, ms , and water, mw ,- in an
arbitrary deformed domain Ωn+1
may be expressed as:
i

ms =
ρs (1 − ϕ) dΩn+1
(1)
n+1
Ωi

ρw ϕ dΩn+1
mw =
Ωn+1
i

where ϕ is the porosity and ρs and ρw are the solid and water density respectively.
Since the mass on the control volume is conserved, the material derivative of the integral
is null; therefore:

 ∂(ρ (1 − ϕ)) ∂(ρ (1 − ϕ)v ) 
d(ms )
s
s
i
= 0 =⇒
+
dΩn+1 = 0
(2)
n+1
dt
∂t
∂xi
Ωi

 ∂(ρ ϕ) ∂(ρ ϕv ) 
D(mw )
w
w
i
= 0 =⇒
+
dΩn+1 = 0
n+1
Dt
∂t
∂x
i
Ωi
D
where dtd and Dt
are the material derivatives with respect to the solid and fluid phase and
v and v are the solid and fluid velocities.

2
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After some algebraic manipulation and summing both expressions, an equation for the
conservation of mass in the mixture is obtained:
vd
−ϕ dp
−
· ∇p + ∇ · v + ∇ · v d = 0
Kw dt Kw

(3)

where the Darcy’s velocity, v d , has been introduced: v d = ϕ(v − v), p is the water pressure
and Kw is the water compressiblity.
The problem definition is completed with the balance of linear momentum of the mixture. Excluding inertial effects, the strong form can be expressed as:
∇ · σ + ρg = 0

(4)

where σ is the total Cauchy stress tensor and ρ = (1 − ϕ)ρs + ϕρw is the density of the
mixture.
According to the principle of effective stress, the total stress tensor is equal to the sum
of the pore pressure and the effective stress, σ  :
σij = σij + pδij
2.2

(5)

Constitutive relations

A multiplicative elasto-plastic constitutive response is assumed for the solid skeleton.
The integration of stresses is performed with an explicit integration scheme with adaptive
sub-stepping and a correction for the yield surface drift is applied [5].
A large deformation generalization of the Darcy’s Law, excluding inertial effects, may
be written as:
vd =

K
· (∇p + ρw g)
ρw g

(6)

where K is the spatial permeability tensor and g is the gravity; compressions in the
water pressure are considered negative. In this work, this constitutive law is stated in a
spatial setting; that is, the spatial description of the permeability tensor is assumed to be
constant. On the other hand, the permeability may be considered as a material property
(then, the principal directions of the tensor rotate with the deformation) [4].
2.3

Residual form

The weak form of the mass conservation expression, equation (3), is expressed in the
current deformed configuration; a fully implicit time-marching scheme is used:


 ∂∆un+1 ∆pn+1  1
 ∆t
∂q Kij  ∂pn+1
i
n+1
R=
q
−
dΩ
−
+ ρw gj n+1 dΩn+1 (7)
n+1
∂xi
Kw J 0
∂xj
J0
Ωn+1
Ωn+1 ∂xi ρw g
where q is the virtual Cauchy water pressure, ∆un+1 = un+1 − un and ∆pn+1 = pn+1 − pn .
3
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In the other hand, the residual of the mechanical problem, equation (4), is:


∂wi
n+1
R=
σji dΩ
+
wi gi ρdΩn+1
∂x
n+1
n+1
j
Ω
Ω

(8)

where w is the virtual displacement.
The tangent matrices of the problem are derived performing a pull-back of the residual
to the initial configuration and all large-strains terms are considered. It is worth noting
that the usual small strains equations of computational geomechanics may be obtained
from the presented formulation by neglecting second order terms of the residual and
tangent matrices.
In the present implementation, both equations are solved in a monolithic approach;
the space is discretized with linear triangles and the same shape functions are used both
for displacements and water pressure. This type of element may produce spurious oscillations in the pore pressure field when the fluid is almost incompressible and in the nearly
impermeable situation as a result of failure to satisfy the inf-sup condition. In order to
alleviate these oscillations, a Fluid Pressure Laplacian stabilization term is added to the
mass balance equation [6].
The problem is completed with the contact constraints, that are imposed with a penalty
method.
3

NUMERICAL METHOD

A typical solution algorithm with the Particle Finite Element Method involves the
following steps:
1. Discretize the domain with a Finite Element mesh. Define the shape and movement
of the rigid structure.
2. Identify the external boundaries. Search the nodes that are in contact with the rigid
structure and initialize the contact conditions.
3. Compute some time-steps of the coupled hydro-mechanical problem using a monolithic solver.
4. Construct a new mesh. This step may include introducing new particles on the
domain in areas with large plastic dissipation, generate a new Delaunay’s tessellation
and perform some mesh smoothing; then, state variables are interpolated from the
previous mesh to the new one.
5. Go back to step 2 and repeat the solution process for the next time-steps.

4
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Oedoemeter test. Dissipation curves for two sets of parameters at the center of
the oedometer and (b) isochrones: vertical profiles of the water pressure for E = 2 · 105
kPa (left) and E = 2 · 102 kPa (right).
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, first a benchmark example is presented to assess the implementation;
then, some results on the influence of the penetration velocity of CPT on some geotechnical
quantities of interest are presented.
4.1

Oedometer test

The first example corresponds to an oedometer test in a weightless soil. This test consists on applying a vertical load to a soil sample whose lateral displacements are prevented;
drainage is only allowed through the top of the sample. Small strains analytical solutions
states that the key constitutive parameter that controls the pore pressure dissipation is
E(1−ν)
K
the coefficient of consolidation, cv = (1+ν)(1−2ν)
.
ρw g
Figure 1(a) shows the variation of the water pressure at the bottom of the sample
as a function of time for two sets of parameters (Young’s modulus and permeability)
maintaining constant the coefficient of consolidation cv = 2.7 · 10−3 m2 /s. In the larger
Young’s modulus case, both displacements and deformations are small and the solution
agrees well with the small strains analytical solution. The other case is different due to
the severe geometric non-linearity: as consolidation takes place the height of the domain
decreases; thus, the draining path length reduces, see Figure 1(b).
4.2

Penetration test

The last numerical example consists on the penetration of a smooth CPT in a Modified
Cam Clay soil; the geometry and constitutive soil parameters try to mimic the example
reported by Sheng et al [7].
Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of the net cone resistance in terms of penetration depth
5
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure 2: CPT test. Variation of the net cone resistance in terms of the penetration
depth for different penetrations rates, (a). Effective stress path (ESP) and total stress
path (TSP) at an horizontal distance of R3 to the CPT shaft and a depth of 7 and 9.5 radii
below the cone initial position for a penetration velocity of 20 m/s, (b), and 0.002 m/s,
(c), along with the initial yield surface and the critical state line, in green. Compressions
are assumed positive.
for various penetration velocities. Altough these curves present some oscillations due to
the numerical method, in all cases a steady state is achieved approximately at 6 radii.
These results are in good agreement with the reference solution.
The computed cone resistance varies between two limiting values; the smallest one
coincides with the larger penetration rates whereas the largest one coincides with the
smaller penetration rates. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the stress path of two typical
points for a penetration velocity of 20 m/s and 0.002 m/s respectively. It can be seen
that in the larger penetration velocity the effective mean stress remains approximately
constant whereas large excesses of water pressure are generated; this response may be
idealized as representing undrained conditions. The fact that the mean effective stress
is not constant in the elastic phase is mostly due to the hyperelastic constitutive model,
that couples the volumetric and deviatoric behavior, although some numerical issues (the
interpolation between evolving meshes and the use of a stabilized form) may also play a
role. On the other hand, for a penetration velocity of 0.002 m/s the total and effective
6
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3: CPT Test. Contours of the Cauchy water pressure and contact force after a
penetration of 20 radii for a velocity of 20 m/s, (a), and 0.002 m/s, (b). Compression in
the water pressure field are depicted with negative values.
stress path practically coincide since a limited variations on the water pressure takes place;
thus, this simulation may be interpreted as the drained limit.
The water pressure profile for the larger rate, after a penetration of 20 radii, is depicted
in Figure 3(a). This field exhibits its maximum value near the edge of the tip and the
shaft of the CPT; from this point, it sharply decreases in the horizontal direction and
below the tip; some tractions in the water pressure occur below the cone tip. Large water
pressures are also encountered at the cone shaft, where shearing continues.
In the other hand, for a penetration rate of 0.002 m/s, Figure 3(b), the water pressure
contour hardly varies from the initial state; the maximum (4 kPa) is observed below the
cone tip.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a numerical framework for the analysis of saturated porous media undergoing large deformations has been presented. The basic balance equations and its
linearized form have been described. By means of the analysis of the oedometer test it
has been shown that the obtained results are accurate. Indeed using a large deformation
theory may reflect results that are artificially excluded by the linear theory. Finally, a
parametric analysis of the penetration velocity of a rigid probe into a Modified Cam Clay
soil has been performed.
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Abstract. In this paper a Lagrangian finite element approach for the simulation of
incompressible flows is presented, based on the so-called Particle Finite Element Method
(PFEM). The spatial discretization and the definition of the boundary terms are discussed
in detail with a specific focus on free-surface flows. Additionally, some problems that can
arise from the use of such a method are pointed out. Some numerical examples are given
and discussed in the last section of the paper.

1

INTRODUCTION

In the past decades numerical simulation of fluid flows has been mostly limited to
Eulerian approaches, mainly due to the difficulty to treat extremely large deformations
in a Lagrangian framework. On the other hand, the simulation of free-surface or multiphase flows can become very difficult using an Eulerian description, due to the presence
of interfaces, even if some techniques, such as the Volume Of Fluid (VOF) [4], have been
developed in order to take the presence of interfaces into account.Up to a certain extent,
these problems can be solved thanks to the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation [2]. Nevertheless, when it comes to problems involving complex free-surface flows,
including mixing and separation, and possibly interacting with solid bodies, all the former
approaches reach their limit, especially for industrial applications.
In this paper, we focus on the case of free-surface incompressible flows using a Lagrangian
approach based on the Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) [11]. In the first part of
the paper a general description of the PFEM method is given. In the second part different
1
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expressions of the governing equations are discussed, and spatial and time discretization
are analyzed in more detail, together with some implementation issues. Finally, in the
last part, some numerical examples are given.
2

THE PFEM METHOD

In the PFEM method the fluid is discretized using a set of points, referred to as particles
hereafter, which actually represent material points of the body. In order to evaluate the
forces acting on each particle, a new mesh is built at each time step, based on an Extended
Delaunay Triangulation (EDT) [5], in such a way that the computational cost needed to
evaluate nodal connectivity grows almost linearly with the number of particles [6]. At each
remeshing the contours of the body are identified using the so-called α-shape technique [3].
Based on the new mesh, the Meshless Finite Element Method (MFEM) shape functions [7]
can be defined in order to solve the corresponding weak form of the governing equations.
The main steps of the PFEM method can be summarised as follows:
1. at a given time step, discretize the domain using a set of particles;
2. define the particle connectivity through an Extended Delaunay Triangulation (EDT);
3. identify the domain boundaries using the α-shape technique;
4. solve the governing equations using the MFEM shape functions;
5. use the solution obtained at the end of step 4 to update particles positions;
6. go back to step 2 and repeat the process for the next time step.
For a complete description of the method, refer e.g. to [11].
In the present implementation of the method, limited to 2D, a simple Delaunay triangulation is used, together with classical linear Finite Element shape functions, instead of
MFEM ones.
3

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The Navier-Stokes equations (momentum balance and mass conservation) for an incompressible Newtonian fluid in the current and reference configuration can be written,
in Lagrangian form, as


Du
ρ
= −grad (p) + µdiv (grad (u)) + µdiv grad (u)T + ρb in Ω
(1)
Dt
div (u) = 0 in Ω
(2)
and
ρ


 1

1
DU
= − Div JpF−T + µDiv JGrad (U ) F−1 F−T +
Dt
J
J

−T
JF Grad (U )T F−T + ρb in Ω0
2
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Div JF−1 U = 0 in Ω0

(4)

u (x, t) = ū (x, t) ∀x ∈ ΓD
σ (x, t) · n = t̄ (x, t) ∀x ∈ ΓN ,

(5)
(6)

respectively, where Ω and Ω0 are the volumes occupied by the fluid in the current and
reference configuration, ρ (x, t) is the density, µ (x, t) is the viscosity, u = u (x, t) is the
velocity vector, p (x, t) is the pressure, and ρb (x, t) is a body force, such as gravity for
dx
instance. D(·)/Dt is the Lagrangian, or material, derivative of the quantity (·), F = dX
is the deformation gradient and J =det(F). Capital letters are used to denote quantities
defined in the reference configuration.
These equations have to be complemented with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions:

where ū (x, t) and t̄ (x, t) are imposed velocities and surface tractions respectively, σ =
σ (x, t) is the Cauchy stress tensor, n denotes the unit outward normal to the boundary,
ΓD ∪ ΓN = ∂Ω and ΓD ∩ ΓN = Ø.
3.1

Weak form and spatial discretization

For further developments, only the forms corresponding to Equations (3) and (4) will
be discussed, the developments related to the current configuration being the same.
Introducing the following spaces for trial and test functions


S = U ∈ H1 (Ω) |U = Ū on ΓD ,


S0 = W ∈ H1 (Ω) |W = 0 on ΓD ,


Q = q ∈ L2 (Ω) ,
the weak form of Equations (3) and (4) can be established by multipling Equation (3)
by a vector test function W ∈ S0 and Equation (4) by a scalar test function q ∈ Q.
Integrating over the reference volume and using Green theorem, the weak form finally
reads


DU
· W dΩ0 =
ρ0
JpF−T : Grad (W ) dΩ0
Dt
Ω0
Ω0



−
µJ Grad (U ) F−1 F−T : Grad (W ) + F−T Grad (U )T F−T : Grad (W ) dΩ0 (7)
Ω0


+
ρ0 b · W dΩ0 +
W · t̄dΓN ∀W ∈ S0 ,
Ω0



Ω0

ΓN



Div JF−1 U qdΩ0 = 0 ∀q ∈ Q.
3
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Equations (7) and (8) can be discretized using linear isoparametric finite elements, leading
to the following system of semi-discrete equations:
M

DV
+ KV + DT P = B,
Dt
DV = 0,

(9)
(10)

where M is the mass matrix (that can be lumped if needed), K the matrix containing
the viscous terms, D the discrete version of the divergence operator, and B a vector
containing the contribution of body forces and surface tractions. Spatial integration can
be performed using classical Gauss integration (1 Gauss point per linear triangle in 2D).
3.2

Pressure stabilization and boundary terms

Pressure stabilization The selected discretization, i.e. linear velocity and pressure,
is known to violate the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuška-Brezzi (LBB) condition. To circumvent
this problem a Petrov-Galerkin pressure stabilization procedure has been preferred over
a fractional step method as it shows better mass conservation properties, as discussed in
[1].
The approach used here is the one adopted by Tezduyar et al. [13] and consists in adding
to the mass conservation equation an integral term defined as the product of a stabilizing
e
parameter τPSPG
(see [13]) and the residual of the momentum equation.
The stabilized version of Equation (8) is then
Nel 





1
DU
1
+ Div JpF−T −
Grad (q) ρ0
Div JF U qdΩ0 +
ρ0
Dt
J
Ω0
e=1 Ω0
(11)



1
µDiv JGrad (U ) F−1 F−T + JF−T Grad (U )T F−T − ρ0 b = 0 ∀q ∈ Q.
J


T
−1 −T
−T
−T
By neglecting the higher-order term Div JGrad (U ) F F + JF Grad (U ) F
,
the equations to be solved can be finally summarized as follows




−1



e
τPSPG

DV
+ KV + DT P = B,
Dt
DV
+ DV + LP = H.
C
Dt

M

(12)
(13)

Boundary terms A further important remark has to be made regarding the form of
the equations proposed in the present work and in particular the treatement of boundary
terms.
When dealing with incompressible Newtonian fluids the Navier-Stokes equations
are often


written in so-called Laplace form, since the term µdiv (grad (u)) + µdiv grad (u)T in
4
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Equation (1) simplifies to µdiv (grad (u)) = µ∆u. Even if this is correct from a physical
point of view, it has some consequences for the expression of the weak form of the equations.
In particular, the correct natural boundary condition for the Laplace weak form of the
Navier-Stokes equations is




W · t̄dΓN −
W · µgrad (u)T · ndΓN .
(14)
ΓN

ΓN


Therefore, the ‘physical’ boundary condition ΓN W · t̄dΓN , containing the surface tractions, is not the natural boundary condition that derives from the Navier-Stokes equations
written in Laplace form.
Some authors do not account for this subtlety, even if it leads to a violation of the objectivity principle, as discussed in [10], and neglect the second term appearing in Equation
(14).
In this work
 the Navier-Stokes equations are written in divergence form so that the boundary term ΓN W ·t̄dΓN represents simultaneously both a ‘physical’ and a natural boundary
condition.
3.3

Time integration

Time integration is performed using an implicit backward-Euler scheme.
Positions at time tn+1 are computed as
X n+1 = X n + V n+1 ∆t,
which leads to the system of fully-discrete equations
 1 n+1

  n+1

1
B
+ ∆t
M
+ Kn+1 DT n+1 V n+1
Mn+1 V n
∆t
=
.
1
1
Cn+1 + Dn+1 Ln+1
P n+1
Cn+1 V n
H n+1 + ∆t
∆t

(15)

(16)

Due to the implicit time integration, Equations (16) are non-linear so that an iterative
algorithm has to be used to find the solution at time tn+1 . As discussed in [8] a Picard
algorithm is preferable to a Newton-Raphson algorithm in this case.
3.4

Problems related to remeshing

In the present approach a problem can arise due to the continuous remeshing of the
domain. In particular, since for quantities that are not defined at the nodes, such as
stresses, no proper projection is made from the old mesh to the new one, perturbations
of the solution can appear after a remeshing. In other words, the solution is no longer C 0
continuous in time.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in the literature that this problem
related to the PFEM method is addressed. We will first try to give some justification of
what happens and then suggest some ideas on how to alleviate the problem.
5
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Problem description Let us suppose that the equilibrium at time n has been reached:
nodes are moved to the new position X n+1 and a remeshing takes place, leading to an
unequilibrated configuration.
There are two contributions to this new out-of-balance configuration: the first one comes
from the fact that the physical problem is not at equilibrium anymore and the second
one from the fact that the equilibrium at time n was computed on a different mesh and
there is no guarantee that the same equilibrium solution would have exactly held on the
new mesh. The latter can introduce some perturbations in the velocity and pressure
fields: we will denote these perturbations on velocity and pressure as δV n+1 and δP n+1 ,
respectively.
The momentum equation that has to be verified at time n + 1 becomes
 n+1





+ δV n+1 − V n
V̄
n+1
n+1
M
+ K V̄
+ δV n+1 + DT P̄
+ δP n+1 = B, (17)
∆t
where ¯ quantities are solution to the physical (unperturbed) equilibrium. If physical
equilibrium is satisfied, then Equation (17) becomes
δV n+1
n+1
n+1
T
M
+ KδV
   + D
  = 0.
 δP
∆t
  
(b)
(c)

(18)

(a)

Term (b) is directly defined by the velocity field perturbation δV n+1 and for dynamic
problems, if this perturbation is finite but small, this term is small with respect to the
other two. On the contrary, term (a) is amplified by the presence of the time step ∆t. If
one wants Equation (18) to be satisfied, the only contribution that can counter-balance
the first term comes from term (c), which therefore results in oscillations of the pressure
field. Evidence of this phenomenon is given in section 4.
Possible remedies The amplitude of pressure oscillations is proportional to the extra
inertial force (a). Term (a) is proportional to the velocity jump δV n+1 (which itself depends on the problem and on the mesh size) and inversely proportional to time step ∆t.
Thus, in general, pressure oscillations decrease for finer meshes and larger time steps.
4

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section some numerical applications of the present approach are presented.

4.1

Sloshing problem

In this example the free sloshing of an incompressible Newtonian fluid in a rigid reservoir is considered, as depicted in Figure 1. This problem has already been studied in
6
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the literature (see for instance [1, 12]), so it represents a good benchmark to validate our
code.

Figure 1: Sloshing problem. A fluid is placed in a reservoir and an initial out-of-balance
configuration is enforced through the free-surface profile definition.
The initial free-surface profile is defined as
 x
H (x, 0) = a sin π
,
b

(19)

where b is the width of the reservoir, H denotes the free-surface height with respect to the
average level and a is the initial amplitude. In this case values of a = 0.01 m and b = 1.0
m, as well as fictitious values of fluid viscosity µ = 0.01 kg/ms, density ρ = 1.0 kg/m3
and gravity g = 1.0 m/s2 are considered. For the calculation, an initial discretization of
1166 nodes and 2330 triangles and a constant time step of 0.01 s are used. A free-slip
condition is enforced on the container walls.
Figure 2 presents the time evolution of the free surface at x = ±b/2. Circles denote values
obtained from [12] and triangles from [1]. Very good agreement is observed, especially
with the solution provided by Radovitzky and Ortiz [12]. For this problem a maximum
relative error of 5 · 10−4 % on mass conservation is obtained.
Remeshing issues A numerical example is proposed to illustrate the problems described in section 3.4, related to continuous remeshing.
The example is again a sloshing problem, as presented above, but this time a very coarse
mesh is employed, in order to better highlight the issue. Moreover values of ρ = 1000
kg/m3 and g = 9.81 m/s2 are used. The initial mesh is depicted in Figure 3. During
the simulation, if remeshing is performed at each time step, four possible configurations
exist, as depicted in Figure 4. Results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. All the analyses are
performed with a time step of 0.001 s.
7
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Figure 2: Sloshing problem. Time evolution of the position of the free-surface at x = −b/2
and x = b/2: very good agreement with other authors’ results is found, especially the one
obtained by Radovitzky and Ortiz [12].

Figure 3: Remeshing issues: initial mesh. An extremely coarse mesh (with only 6 nodes)
is used in order to better understand the influence of remeshing on the results.

(a) Mesh 1

(b) Mesh 2

(c) Mesh 3

(d) Mesh 4

Figure 4: Remeshing issues. Four different configurations can be obtained during the
simulation due to remeshing: they correspond to meshes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

8
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In Figure 5 the velocity along the y-direction of node 5 for the case with continuous
remeshing is displayed and compared to results obtained for meshes 1-4 without remeshing. Colored images are used to symbolize the configuration of the remeshing case that
corresponds to a given portion of the simulation.

Figure 5: Remeshing issues: node 5 velocity along the y-direction. The thick blue line
represents the case where a remeshing is performed at each time step, while thin lines
are the results obtained for meshes 1-4 (see Figure 4) without remeshing. Colored images
indicate the configuration of the continuous remeshing case that corresponds to a given
part of the simulation. Whenever the configuration changes, discontinuities appear in the
velocity field due to the fact that the discrete solution can be different from one mesh to
another.
First of all, as it could be expected for such a coarse mesh, four different results are obtained for the four meshes. Moreover, for the continuous remeshing case, it can be seen
that remeshing can introduce discontinuities in the velocity field. This can be expected
in view of the very different solutions the four configurations without remeshing can lead
to. To better understand the implications of this observation on the results, Figure 6(a)
shows the evolution of inertial, internal and external forces along the y-direction at node
5. Inertial forces represent the term M DV
in Equation (12), internal forces the term
Dt
T
KV + D P and external forces the term B.
As discussed in section 3.4 jumps of inertial forces can be observed after remeshing (corresponding to the larger velocity jumps), to which correspond discontinuities in the internal
forces, which, in this case, basically corresponds to the pressure gradient.
In Figure 6(b) one can observe the strong discontinuities appearing in the pressure field,
due to the perturbations introduced by the remeshing. As previously discussed, it can be
observed that for a larger time step, i.e. 0.01 s, the pressure peaks are strongly attenuated.
9
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(a) Forces along the y-direction at node 5

(b) Pressure at node 5

Figure 6: Remeshing issues. Perturbations induced by the remeshing in the velocity
field cause strong discontinuities in the inertial term, that have to be counter-balanced
by internal forces (a), in particular by the pressure gradient. Strong oscillations in the
pressure field (b) correspond to discontinuities in the velocity field induced by remeshing
(peaks in the blue curve). A larger time step reduces them, since smaller accelerations
are induced by velocity perturbations.
Again, this phenomenon will also become less and less visible for finer and finer meshes.
4.2

Dam break

The dam break problem is a classical benchmark for the analysis of free-surface flows.
The problem is depicted in Figure 7 and consists in a column of water in a container,
initially held by a rigid wall. The wall is instantaneously removed and the motion of the
water is studied.
In this case a length L = 0.146 m is considered. Classical values for water properties
are chosen, that is a density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity µ = 0.001 kg/ms.
An initial mesh of 1650 nodes and 3171 elements, and a time step of 0.02 s are used. A
no-slip condition is enforced on container walls. The solutions obtained at different time
steps are shown in Figure 8 and compared to experimental results obtained by Koshizuka
and Oka [9]. Again, a good agreement is observed.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A Lagrangian finite element approach for the study of incompressible flows, based on
the PFEM method, has been presented.
Particular attention has been devoted to the mathematical formulation of the method
and to the correct definition of the weak form, in particular concerning boundary terms.
The validity and robustness of the approach have been assessed on some simple examples.
10
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Figure 7: Dam break problem. The water column is initially held by a rigid wall. The
wall is suddenly removed and the motion of the fluid is regarded.

(a) t = 0.2s

(b) t = 0.4s

(c) t = 0.6s

Figure 8: Dam break problem. Comparison between experimental results taken from [9]
(top) and numerical ones (bottom). The evolution of the water column is displayed at
times t = 0.2 s (a), t = 0.4 s (b) and t = 0.6 s (c): good agreement with experimental
results can be seen. Pressure field is also shown for the numerical solution.
Finally, some problems related to the continuous remeshing procedure used in the present
method have been pointed out. It was shown that some perturbations are introduced by
the remeshing in the velocity field: these perturbations can be amplified by a small time
step, leading to large accelerations that have to be compensated by the pressure gradient,
resulting in large oscillations in the pressure field, if the mesh is not fine enough. No
11
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solution to this problem has been found so far, but it is a perspective for future works.
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Abstract. This research investigates the natural vibration characteristics of the ballast layer by
using field measurement, full-scale experiments and large-scale finite element analysis. The
results indicate that the natural frequency of the vertical elastic vibration of the ballast layer is
numerically detected at around 310 Hz at which the whole ballast aggregate repeats the
vertical expansion and shrinkage elastically, and that the rigid-body natural vibration
numerically occurs approximately at 120 Hz at which the mass of the track structure vibrates
simultaneously up and down as depending on the stiffness of the ballast layer. The stress
acting on an angularity part of the ballast gravel is inferred to be about 1100 times greater
than the average stress on the bottom surface of the sleepers.
1

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic loads by trains are transmitted to the ballasted layer as an elastic wave
through the inside of gravel and consequently induce the natural vibration modes in the ballast
layer, specific to the ballast structures, which will trigger the ballast degradation. Therefore,
the ballasted track requires periodic maintenance work, which is an important subject of
technical research. However, the dynamic characteristics of the ballast layer have not yet been
sufficiently elucidated. The dynamic loads are roughly divided into two major factors. One is
dynamic load exerted by the passing axle load of a train. The frequency characteristics depend
on the number of axes passing per unit of time, and are limited to a low-frequency domain,
ranging from only several Hertz to approx. 20 Hz. The other is the impact load generated by
the rolling contact mechanism between the wheels and rails. When the sharp-pulse-shaped
waveform of the impact load is transformed into a frequency domain, it has many vibration
components with broadband characteristics ranging between a low frequency and several
kilohertz frequencies. This paper presents the field measurement of the dynamic responses of
the ballasted track with a train passing, at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz without low-pass
filters, using the special sensing sleepers and sensing stones, which were developed by the
authors (Aikawa, 2012); (Urakawa & Aikawa et al, 2009). Moreover, by introducing the finite
element transient response analysis of large-scale parallel-computing by FrontISTR (Okuda)
based on a fine ballast aggregate model, both of the elastic natural vibration and the rigidbody natural vibration of the granular ballasted layer can be numerically simulated.
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2 IDENTIFICATION OF NATURAL VIBRATION MODES THROUGH FULLSCALE TESTING
2.1 Vertical natural vibration motions
Figure 1 shows the characteristics of the principal natural vibration motions in the vertical
direction of the ballast layer. One is the rigid-body natural vibration and the other is the elastic
natural vibration. The structure of the ballasted track can be regarded as a single degree of
freedom system consisting of sleepers, rails, etc., which constitute the mass of the track
structure and also the
Ballast layer
Sleeper
Stretching
m (Member
stiffness of the ballast
motion of
mass)
layer and road bed. The
Vertical
ballast layer
motion L (Thickness)
rigid-body vibration is
1 k
1 E
of sleeper  (Density)
f1 
the motion in which this
f1 
2 m
4L 
single
degree
of
E (Young's
Ballast
k
(Rigidity)
modulus)
freedom system vibrates
layer
vertically and rigidly
under the dynamic load (a) Rigid-body natural vibration (b) Elastic natural vibration
Figure 1: Vertical natural vibration motions
of a train. There are six
kinds of rigid-body natural vibration in total: Translational and rotational along each of three
axes. However, the translational vibration components in the vertical direction are dominant
both in the dynamic loads applied to the ballast layer and in the responses of the ballast layer.
Therefore, this research focuses on the translational behavior in the vertical direction. It has
been said that this mode exists approx. at 100 Hz (Grassie et al, 1993).
On the other hand, the elastic vibration is the motion in which the whole ballast layer
expands and contracts vertically as an elastic body. This natural vibration is considered not to
occur in a normal-state ballast layer but to occur when the ballast layer is under high
confining pressure generated by the train’s weight applied to the ballast layer. So far no
research has been done to capture this mode, i.e. ballast motion in the frequency domain
related to this mode. It should be added that on a real track natural vibration that entails the
bending deformation and torsional deformation of the members occurs.
2.2 Vibration test of a full-scale mockup of a ballasted track
The author built a full-scale mockup of a ballasted track structure and investigated the
natural vibration characteristics of a ballasted track by performing an experimental modal
analysis based on the impulse excitation test (Sakai & Aikawa et al, 2012); (Aikawa et al,
2011). Figure 2 shows the profile/plane of the mockup and the sensor positions. To build the
full-scale mockup, the author employed new ballast using hard Andesite which complies with
the same standard for the real track and they were compacted sufficiently. For the mockup,
type-3 pre-stressed concrete (PC) mono-block sleepers were used, which are widely used for
the meter-gauge (1067 mm wide) conventional railway lines of Japan Railway Companies.
The test was performed by vibrating (by hitting) the end of the sleeper with an impulse
hammer in three different directions: vertically, laterally and longitudinally. The test record
includes the acceleration responses at 22 points on the top surface of the sleeper and several
points in the ballast layer. The author then obtained the accelerances, which are the transfer
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170

20

25

12.5

10

functions of the acceleration responses to the
Ballast layer
Concrete frame
PC type 3 sleeper
40
10
excitation force in the frequency domain,
conducted an experimental modal analysis in
Z
consideration of the location relationship of
Concrete frame
X
measuring points, and thus identified the
50
50
50
50
Concrete frame
natural vibration frequencies and their modal
PC sleeper
Ballast layer
shapes of the ballasted track between the low
frequency domain and 1 kHz.
Acceleration sensor
Acceleration sensor on
Y
upper surface of sleeper
in ballast layer
Figure 3 shows the natural vibration
X
440
frequencies and the specific modal shapes of
：Triaxial acceleration sensor Unit: cm
the ballasted track. Though there are 6 rigidFigure 2: Overview of full-scale test
body vibration modes as stated above, the
figure shows only the rigid-body translational
mode in the vertical direction and indicates
that the vertical, translational rigid-body
vibration is generated at 98 Hz, which almost
agrees with the previous research results.
Besides, 6 types of dominant natural vibration
entailing the bending and torsional
deformations of sleepers are identified.
However, the author was not able to capture
any vertical elastic natural vibration of the
ballast layer in this test. That is probably
Figure 3: Mode shapes of natural
because the elastic vibration modes of the
vibration
whole ballast layer would occur only when
continuity in the ballast layer is sufficiently satisfied according to the train loads on the ballast
layer.
2.3 Field measurement and spectral analysis
The dynamic responses were measured on an actual ballasted track of a main conventional
railway line in Japan. The track structure at the measurement site, consisting of continuous
welded rail weighing 60 kg/m and type-3 PC sleepers, was designed based on the Japanese
standard (Railway Bureau, MLIT, Japan & RTRI, 2012) that allows a running speed higher
than 130 km/h and the measurement site was located on a solid embankment in a straight
section. For spacing between the sleepers, 41-42 sleepers are positioned over a distance of 25
m. The ballast layer at the measurement site is made of relatively new Andesite hard gravel
with clear-cut edges, and the ballast layer is approx. 30 cm thick. This paper focuses on the
measured responses for a train at a traveling speed of approx. 120 km/h with the sampling
frequency is 10 kHz. The details of the measurement are described in Reference (Aikawa,
2012).
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Displacement amplitude (m)

Acceleration amplitude (m/s2)

Train load
Figure 4 shows the response acceleration
1
10-6
amplitude spectrum and the response
Ballast vibration acceleration
10cm
Ballast vibration displacement
10-7
displacement amplitude spectrum of the
-1
10
ballast at a depth of 10 cm by applying the
10-8
fast Fourier transformation of the time
-2
10
history response waveforms, and smoothing
10-9
them at a bandwidth of 20 Hz. The
Acceleration
Displacement
acceleration spectrum indicates that the high10-3
10
100
1000
frequency components above 100 Hz as well
Frequency (Hz)
as the low-frequency components contribute
Figure 4: Acceleration and displacement
greatly to the ballast response. When
amplitude spectrum of the ballast
focusing on the ballast displacement, its
amplitude is extremely small in the high-frequency domain. For instance, the displacement
amplitude is only 1/1000 μm at a frequency of approx. 800 Hz, which is equivalent to the
natural frequency of the ballasted track entailing the third mode of the vertical bending of the
sleeper. This means that the vibration components in the high-frequency domain are not
transmitted by rigid-body vibrations around the center of gravity of the ballast gravel, but the
dynamic loads are transmitted through the elastic undulation propagation attributable to the
local and minute deformation behavior and sliding behavior at the tips of the edges at the
contact points between the ballast stones. On the other hand, the displacement amplitude in
the low-frequency domain from several Hertz to 20 Hz is several thousand times larger than
those in the high-frequency domain. Consequently, the loads in the low-frequency domain are
mainly transmitted through the rotational and/or translational rigid-body vibrations of the
individual ballast gravel. This figure also shows the peak profiles of the responses related to
the natural vibration modes of the ballasted track, which are shown in the preceding paragraph.
These curves identify the rigid-body resonance vibration of the ballast layer around 100 Hz
and indicate another large peak profile of the resonance mode around 300 Hz.

Figure 5: Distribution of the vertical loading at the bottom of the sensing sleeper and the
normalized displacement at the top of the sleeper (measured)
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Figure 5 shows the relationship between the vertical loading on the bottom surface of the
sleeper and the normalized vertical displacement of the sleeper in cases of two different
frequencies (110 Hz and 310 Hz). In the figures, θ denotes the relative phase angles.
Regarding the sleeper motion, the downward direction indicates the downward behavior of
the sleeper and the upward direction indicates the upward behavior of the sleeper. Both the
figures (a) and (b) show that the sleeper repeats a vertical periodic movement at these
frequencies, with entailing the bending deformations of the sleeper in the high frequency
regions, in synchronization with the phase angles.
3 LARGE-SCALE FINITE ELEMENT TRANSIENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS
REGARDING THE ELASTIC VIBRATION MODE OF THE BALLASTED TRACK
3.1 Finite element modelling of the ballast aggregate
The three-dimensional shape measurement was performed to determine the threedimensional vertex coordinates of the ballast gravel. Based on the measured coordinates, each
shape was expressed using a polyhedron rigid-body discrete model and converted into an
aggregate, with the same size and shape, of tetrahedron secondary elastic finite elements. The
details of the measurement are described in
reference (Aikawa, 2012).
Figure 6 shows exemplary pictures of a
piece of ballast gravel and its numerical
discrete element and finite element models.
A sufficiently fine mesh size of 1 cm was
adopted
to
support
the
precise
representation of natural frequencies of
(a) Ballast (b) DEM Model (c) FEM Model
individual ballast gravel up to several 10
Figure 6: Exemplary pictures of existing
kHz. Table 1 presents the physical property
ballasts and the digitized models
values of the ballast. As the density of the
ballast gravel, the laboratory experimental
Table 1: Physical property values
value obtained from specific gravity tests
Item
Ballast
was provided. Young's moduli and
2700 (kg/m3)
Density 
Poisson's ratio were derived from the
Young's modulus E
30 (GPa)
previous reports in the literature. Regarding
0.2
Poisson's ratio 
the structural damping coefficient, the
Structural damping
author adopted the general values of a
0.01
parameters 
concrete structure.
Figure 7 shows the procedure for the
creation of a ballast aggregate by both of
the discrete element and finite element
modelling. First, about 100 pieces of the
ballast polyhedron discrete element models
were placed randomly in the air above
rectangular box frames. The gravel was
then dropped freely by the gravity and
compressed vertically with a loading plate

DEM Compaction

FEM
17cm

20cm

20cm

Figure 7: Modelling of the ballast aggregate
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using the discrete element software. Next, all individual polyhedron discrete element models
were converted into assemblages consisting of the small finite element tetrahedron secondorder elastic solid elements, split into 1-cm meshes with geometry and contact-point
information maintained. Each polyhedron discrete element model was divided into
approximately one thousand tetrahedron finite elements. The finished rectangular block model
is 20 cm in width/length and 17 cm in height, and has more than 90 000 tetrahedron finite
elements.
In this procedure, the contact-points were connected to one another through Multi-Point
Constraints (MPCs), which connected the nodes of elements in three axial directions related
to the contact pair of blocks at each contact point. The provided contact-connectivity exhibits
no expansion or contraction because its stiffness is several ten thousand times harder than that
of ballast pieces. Accordingly, the spring functions around the contact points are represented
by the elastic deformation of ballast angularities, which are composed of assemblages of
several tetrahedron-finite-elements adjacent to the contact points.
Regarding the modelling of the contact structure, three types of connections were
employed according to the mechanism of the connection obtained by the discrete element
analysis. The ballast grains touching one another at a single point were linked through one
contact location on each stone, and this type of connection allows the rotational behaviors of
ballast grains around the contact points. The ballast grains touching one another with their
edges were linked through two points at both ends of the side on each stone, and these types
of connection between ballast grains allow the rotational behavior of hinge mechanism like a
door hinge. The ballast grains touching
one another with their faces were linked
through three or more points around the
contact surface of each stone and these
174
types of connections contribute to the
240
Z
Y
stability of the structure and the
X Unit: mm
propagation of elastic-waves.
Figure 8: Model of a type 3 PC sleeper
Figures 8 show the finite element
model of a type-3 PC sleeper, which is
developed by the authors (Sakai &
Aikawa et al, 2012) and which consists of
51 146 nodes and 51 944 solid elements.
The sleeper model has an ability to make
the precise representation of all natural
Figure 9: Assembly of ballasted track model
frequencies and their response values up
to 1 kHz within 5% deviation. Its
physical weight is 161.40 kg and its
volume is 0.0677 m3.
A large-scale finite element model
was constructed, with multi-point
constraints (MPCs), by assembling 48units of the above-mentioned rectangular
unit block models of the ballast and the
Figure 10: Domain segmentation
type-3 PC sleeper model. Figure 9 shows
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Railseat load (kN)

the finished analysis model of the sleeper-ballast
20
layer system, which consists of 7.05 million
Right rail
nodes and 4.15 million 2nd order solid elements.
15
The degree of freedom exceeds 21 million.
10
Figure 10 shows the domain segmentation. The
whole model is divided into 24 sub-domains for
5
Left rail
large-scale parallel computing of FrontISTR, by
introducing the direct solver MUMPS. By
0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
adopting the finite element analysis regarding the
Time (ms)
modeling of the ballast layer having a
Figure 11: Measured waveform
complicated structure, it is possible to reproduce
the phenomena such as the stress-concentration
Table 2: Calculation parameters
and the wave-propagation within the ballast
Young's
Poisson's Density
layer fast, easily and exactly.
Item
modulus
ratio
(kg/m3)
The time-history response waveforms were
(GPa)
calculated numerically by inputting measured
Ballast
30
0.200
2 700
loading waveforms to the top surface of a
Concrete
45
0.167
2 350
sleeper model when a passenger train moved
over the top surface of the previously described
Steel
210
0.290
7 820
ballasted track model. Figure 11 shows the
actual waveforms of vertical loading (measured in the cross-sectional area 14 cm in width and
18 cm length on the bottom surface of the rails) applied by the first axles of a lead coach
bogie when the passenger train moved through the test section at about 120 km/h. In the finite
element analysis, the waveforms were uniformly input to the whole points located within the
bottom area of the rails on the top surface of the sleeper model. The calculation time interval
was set at Δt = 0.1 (ms) and total calculating steps are 800 times. The specifications about the
various parameters of each model are shown in Table 2.
3.2 Nodal displacement distribution in the ballast aggregate and the sleeper system
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the nodal displacement in the ballast aggregate and the
sleeper system at t = 55.0 (ms) when the load peaks appear as the first axle of the lead coach
bogie passed above the sleeper
center. It can be seen that the
dynamic displacement induced
by a passing train on the ballast
is not distributed uniformly
throughout the ballast aggregate
and the sleeper. Significant
displacement is concentrated
locally around the rail positions.
The analytical results show that
the 30 μm maximum downward
displacement occurred.
Figure 12: Nodal displacement (t = 55.0 ms)
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von Mises stress (MPa)

3.3 Time history of von Mises stress

60

Train load

Beneath

von Mises stress (kPa)

10cm
Figure 13 shows the time history
the sleeper
50 20cm
Ballast Stress
waveforms of response of von Mises
40
stress on the cross-section inside the
gravel angularity acting on three
30 10 cm in depth
different contact points, each with an
20 cm in depth
20
angularity, of the ballast gravel placed
at different depths below the loading
10
point of the left rail location. From the
0
figure, the stresses in the gravel
0
20
40
60
80
increase gradually, with repeating
Time (ms)
Figure 13: Time history of von Mises stress
alternately
the
minute
upward
(compression) and downward (tension)
motions
at
the
frequency
of
30
Train load
10cm
approximately 300 Hz, according to the
20cm
inputted loads. In this case, the
Ballast Stress
maximum stresses of approximately 50
20
Beneath the sleeper
MPa after the elapse of about 45 ms to
10 cm in depth
53 ms are observed near the ballast
10
20
cm in depth
surface beneath the sleeper bottom. It
can be seen that the rise in the peak
response value becomes gentler as the
0
measurement point becomes farther
0
200 400 600 800 1000
(i.e. deeper) from the loading point, and
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 14: Spectra of von Mises stress
that there is a tendency for waveforms
to become smoother along with the
steep decrease in high-frequency vibration included in the wave. Although the investigation
reported here involves elastic body analysis without the use of any constitutive equations, the
diminishing trend of energy inside the ballast is closely reproduced by simulating the actual
structure of the ballast aggregate in detail. This means that the ballast aggregate structure
featuring angularity parts has the mechanism of energy attenuation.
Figure 14 shows the linear amplitude spectra of response of von Mises stress, on the crosssection inside the gravel angularity acting at different depths below the loading point of the
left rail, which are obtained by conducting by the fast Fourier transformation of these time
history response waveforms and smoothing them at a bandwidth of 20 Hz. From the figure,
these spectra curves identify the 1st order elastic vibration resonance mode of the ballast layer
at around 337 Hz, where the whole ballast layer stretches vertically as an elastic body.
In this analysis, significant stresses up to 80 MPa are observed in tetrahedral elements near
the contact part while the average maximum pressure on the ballast surface is 74 kPa. In this
case, the stress acting on the angularity part is approximately 1100 times greater than the
average loading stress on the ballast surface. Assuming that the unconfined compressive
strength is 60 MPa at the angularity part of the ballast gravel, the application of a dynamic
load of 55 kPa or more to the ballast-layer surface would cause minute fracturing or breakage
around locations where the stress acting on the angularity part of the ballast gravel converges.
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0.1

310 Hz

impulse load

0.08

Sleeper displacement

To detect the exact frequency of the
0.06
elastic vibration mode of the ballast
Center of sleeper
0.04
layer, the author performed a
Left edge of sleeper
numerical experiment (simulation)
0.02
which simulates the impulse loading
0
experiment by using a transient
0
200 400 600 800 1000
Frequency (Hz)
response
analysis
of
the
Figure
15:
Response
spectrum of vertical
aforementioned large-scale ballast
displacement regarding impulse loading
aggregate model. Figure 15 shows the
amplitude spectra of the vertical
displacement of the sleeper by applying a 0.1-ms square impulse loading waveform. The
impulse loading to the left and right rails totals 100 kN. According to the impact loading
numerical experiment, the results indicate that the rigid-body natural vibration mode occurs at
around 310 Hz. The results indicate that the analytical natural frequency of the elastic
vibration mode of the ballast layer fairly coincides with the above-mentioned measured one
and that the frequency corresponds to 3-times the value of the measured natural frequency of
the rigid-body mode.
4 LARGE-SCALE FINITE ELEMENT TRANSIENT RESPONSE ANALYSIS
REGARDING THE RIGID-BODY VIBRATION MODE
Table 3: Parameters of bilinear springs
Compression
Tension
Item
spring factor spring factor
(GN/m)
(GN/m)
Ballast - Ballast
30
0.0003
Sleeper - Ballast
Vertical displacement (m)

To examine the dominant rigidbody resonance motion observed at
around 100 Hz, this chapter describes
the large-scale finite element transient
response analysis of the ballasted track
by using the bilinear contact springs in
place of the MPCs. According to the
above-mentioned drop-weight test
results, it is inferred that the ballast
jumping motion, that is a rigid body
bounce
mode,
causes
large
displacement. Therefore, regarding the
aforementioned
large-scale
finite
element ballasted track model, the
contact-point information between the
ballast pieces and the sleeper nodes is
modeled with bilinear springs, that is,
with tensionless contact. Table 3
shows the calculation parameters
regarding contact points. In this
analysis, the tension spring factors are

10

0.0001

80

impulse load

60

Sleeper displacement

40
20
0
-20
0

10

20
30
Time (ms)

40

50

Figure 16: Time history of sleeper displacement
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Vertical displacement (m)

set at 1/100000 values of the compression spring factors.
Figure 16 shows the time history responses of the vertical displacement at the left edge of
the sleeper immediately after the 0.1-ms square impulse loading waveforms of 100 kN. In this
figure, the downward displacement means the downward motion of the sleeper (that is, the
compression of the ballast layer), and the upward displacement means the upward motion of
sleeper (that is, the extension of the ballast layer). According to the figure, when an impact
load is applied, the ballast layer instantaneously deforms elastically due to compression and
then returned to the pre-loading position. Thus, it takes only about 1 ms for the ballast layer to
be compressed and be restored. Following the compression and restoration of the ballast layer,
sleeper-jumping occurs. The cause for
this sleeper-jumping is the strain energy
impulse load
0.1 121 Hz
stored in the ballast being released
0.08
Sleeper displacement
abruptly.
Figure 17 shows the amplitude
0.06
Center of sleeper
spectrum of the vertical displacement of
0.04
Left edge of sleeper
the sleeper. The results indicate that the
rigid-body natural vibration occurs at 120
0.02
Hz. The value is approximately 10 - 20%
0
larger than the experimental one.
0
200 400 600 800 1000
However, that is almost 1/3 of the elastic
Frequency (Hz)
natural vibration frequency. According to
Figure 17: Vertical displacement regarding
the large-scale finite element analysis
impulse loading
with nonlinear contact springs indicates
that the rigid body natural vibration mode occurs almost at 1/3 of the elastic natural vibration
frequency. It is inferred that the rigid-body natural vibration mode may occur at frequencies
which are equal to the ones obtained by dividing the frequency of the elastic natural vibration
mode by odd numbers.
5

Discussion

When the contact-point information between the sleeper bottom and ballast pieces is
modelled with MPCs, the vertical elastic natural vibration mode of the ballast layer
numerically occurred at about 310 Hz. On the other hand, when the contact-point is modeled
with nonlinear contact springs, that is, with tensionless contact, the rigid-body natural
vibration mode is numerically detected approximately at 120 Hz. These analytical results
coincide substantially with the ones obtained by the in-situ measurement and the full-scale
experiment. Accordingly, the natural mode which occurs when an impact load is applied is
mainly determined by the contact condition on the sleeper bottom.
As shown in aforementioned Figure 5, the amplitude of displacement of the ballast gravel
decreases in inverse proportion to the squares of frequency according to the physical theory.
Therefore, the occurrence of the rigid-body natural vibration at 1/3 of the elastic natural
vibration frequency is expected to induce 9 times larger amplitude of displacement within the
ballast structure than the elastic natural frequency. Therefore, the occurrence of the rigid-body
natural vibration largely contributes to progress the deterioration of the ballasted structure.
That is, in theory, the improvement of the contact condition between the sleeper bottom and
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Structural damping coefficient

ballast layer can reduce the amplitudes of displacement to 1/9 compared with that in the
current status of the ballasted track.
Figure 18 shows the structural dumping coefficient on the sleeper bottom in vertical
direction regarding a 30-cm-thick ballast
layer, which has been identified by the
4
experimental modal analysis using the
full-scale mockup and precise finite
3
Elastic vibration mode
element analysis according to the
2
reference (Sakai and Aikawa, 2012). The
figure shows that the damping factor of
Rigid‐body vibration mode
1
ballasted layer has extremely strong
frequency dependency. The ballast layer,
in the high-frequency domain over 200
0
200 400 600 800 1000
Hz, provides extremely high dumping
Frequency (Hz)
functions for reducing the impact energy. Figure 18 Structural damping coefficient of the
However, the ballast layer is almost nonballast layer (Sakai and Aikawa, 2012)
resistant subject to the low-frequency
wave components of dynamic loads. The low-frequency load components are not damped,
unless the ballast aggregate is fully constrained by an appropriate amount of uniform pressure
from the surrounding area.
Based on the above-mentioned mechanisms, the improvement of the contact condition
adjacent to the sleeper bottom contributes to restrain occurrence of the rigid-body natural
vibration resulting in a reduction of the ballast degradation.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the author dealt with the vertical natural vibration modes of the ballast layer
which lead to the phenomena of ballast deterioration, based on the precise field measurement,
the full-scale experiments and the large-scale numerical analysis based on high performance
parallel computing. The results can be summarized as follows:
(1) The impact loads by running trains induce the natural vibration modes within the ballast
layer specific to the structure and consequently propagate within the ballast layer through
motion in the natural vibration modes.
(2) The analytical results indicate that the stress acting on the angularity part of the ballast
gravel is approximately 1100 times greater than the average loading stress on the ballast
surface, and that the minute fracturing or breakage, around locations where the stress
acting on the angularity part of the ballast gravel converges, occurs at any time due to
regular train passage.
(3) The normal frequency of the vertical elastic vibration mode is numerically detected at
around 310 Hz. The rigid body vibration occurs almost at 1/3 of the elastic vibration mode
frequency. The result coincides substantially with the field measurement results. It is
inferred that the rigid body vibration modes easily occur at frequencies which are equal to
the ones obtained by dividing the frequency of the elastic vibration mode by odd numbers
according to the amount of the overburden mass.
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(4) The occurrence of the rigid-body modes of the ballast layers plays an important role in the
progress of the ballast deterioration. Therefore, the improvement of the contact condition
near the sleeper bottom contributes to reduce the displacement amplitude of ballast gravel
resulting in a reduction of the ballast degradation.
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Abstract. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been used to model a variety of objects and for a number of applications in engineering and science. These have ranged from
astrophysics to fluid and solid mechanics problems. Much research has been dedicated to forming a better understanding of the SPH method. As a consequence, new numerical techniques
have been developed in order to overcome some of its difficulties and limitations. Nonetheless,
there is still a gap in information concerning the impact of the initial particle distribution on
the effectiveness of the SPH method. With this in mind, a review of existing recommendations
for SPH initial configurations has been conducted in this paper. In addition to this, a numerical
example is presented which is based on the classical 2-D lid driven cavity problem, wherein the
upper boundary exerts a horizontal shear force on the fluid inside the cavity. The velocity of the
lid is v = 10−3 m/s and the cavity is square with length l = 1x10−3 m. The fluid was modelled
with a density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 , a viscosity µ = 10−3 kg/ms) (Re = 1). These parameters were
held constant for all consequent comparisons. The number of particles is varied from (20 ×
20) to (80 × 80). The initial distribution is modelled in three different ways: (i) regular, (ii)
pseudo-random (with a 30% random deviation from the regular grid) and (iii) fully random.
The effectiveness of each initial particle distribution is assessed according to the field velocities
and horizontal and vertical centreline velocity profiles. The impact of the initial particle distribution is highlighted and compared against a reference CFD result, and recommendations and
conclusions are drawn for the SPH method.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, new numerical techniques have been developed in order to overcome some
of the difficulties and limitations inherent to the SPH method. Despite this progression, there
is still a gap in information concerning the impact of initial particle distribution. A literature
review highlighted that most SPH simulations implement a completely regular initial particle
1
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distribution. With this in mind, a review of existing methods in SPH initial configurations has
been conducted.
Idelshon et al. [1] discussed various essential issues concerning meshless methods and, in
particular, what is meaningful when opting for a non-mesh-based method over a mesh-based
one. However, the authors don’t focus specifically on the impact of initial particle distribution
in meshless methods.
Diehl et. al. [2] present a novel, and perhaps the most comprehensive, study on the effect of
initial particle spacing on SPH. In comparing initial particle distributions the authors highlight
that a cubic lattice arrangement is prone to artefacts due to the alignment of particles along
grid axes although it does display very little noise and is simple to implement. They do not
recommend this method. Similarly, random initial configurations are not recommended as the
lattice effects are not fully understood and the configuration results in high levels of noise.
The authors propose an initial configuration based on Weighted Voronoi Tessellations (WVTs),
which has been implemented in a variety of astrophysics problems. They further present a new
method for setting up SPH simulations with arbitrary, spatially varying resolution requirements
in 2, 3 or N dimensions. While discussing the difficulties in estimating the errors in the SPH
equations from first principles, Monaghan [3] states that these errors depend on the dynamics
of the simulation. He further states that one approach to estimate these errors involving initially
distributing the particles on a regular grid and then shifting them randomly by some distance,
as investigated by Colagrossi [4]. Monaghan goes on to state that if the particle spacing is small
relative to the dominant length scales, then the disorder resulting from the initial shifting of
particles is not relevant.
Monaghan [5] later wrote a paper addressing the claims by Imaeda et al. [6] that the SPH
method contains a fundamental flaw which is highlighted by shear flow simulations. Monaghan’s paper stated that, provided that the initial particles configuration was in an equilibrium
state, the results obtained were independent of initial distribution. Monaghan also highlights
how, for for simulations with a low Mach number and stiff equations of state, the initial particle
distribution equilibrium condition is of paramount importance. If this condition is not respected
and particles are placed at random, Monaghan states that “violent fluctuations in the pressure
will drive the fluid out of the region of interest”.
While discussing the importance of local conservation, Price√[7] states how a random initial
distribution will result in errors which are proportional to 1/ N, where N is the number of
particles in the simulation. Price continues to demonstrate that, in a Hamiltonian system, the
particles will rearrange until a minimum energy state is achieved, thus leading to an inherent remeshing of particles. Cartwright et al. [8] investigated the effect of Poisson noise on simulations
involving rings of particles in Keplerian rotation. This Poisson noise was a product of using a
random number algorithm in the initial placement of particles, which is commonly found in
simulations involving spiral galaxies. This investigation highlighted that gravity calculations
are not affected by Poission noise. Density was found to be much more susceptible and the
effect increased with the total number of particles. The pressure calculations
√ were found to be
the most influenced by noise where the effect was found to scale with N. Hubber et al [9]
2
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confirm the Poissonian errors given by both Price and Cartwright. They further state that as
the minimum energy state, as discussed previously, is formed, the errors in the corresponding
lattice distribution scales with 1/(N log N).
Controlling the initial particle distribution appears to fundamentally conflict with the philosophy of the SPH method. A large number of authors agree that best results are achieved
when avoiding a fully random initial particle distribution, provided they are not relaxed prior to
running the simulation.
A numerical example based on a 2D shear driven cavity problem is examined in the present
paper in order to highlight the effect of initial particle distribution. The numerical example
uses a variety of initial particle distributions including; completely random, pseudo-random
and regular distributions. The aim of the numerical example is to aid in determining some
generic conclusions about the influence of initial particle distribution on the SPH method.
2

SMOOTHED PARTICLE HYDRODYNAMICS

Initially devised to solve astrophysical problems in three-dimensional open space [10, 11],
smoothed particle hydrodynamics is considered to be a truly meshfree particle method and one
of the oldest of its kind. Since its initial formulation, SPH has been extended to a range of physical problems including fluid and solid mechanics. The collective movement of the particles
resembles the movement of a liquid or a gas flow and it can be modelled using equations from
classical Newtonian hydrodynamics. A basic SPH formulation is presented below. A more
detailed formulation can be found in [12, 13, 14].
2.1

General SPH formulation

In SPH, a system is represented by a set of particles which are distributed throughout the
continuum. These particles posses material properties and interact with each other depending on
their range of influence which is controlled by a weighting or smoothing function. The particles
require no connectivity. Field functions are first converted into their integral representation.
This also known as the kernel approximation. The kernel approximation of a function f (x) is
represented by the integration of the multiplication of that function by the smoothing kernel
function.

 


 f (x) =
f x ∇W x − x , h dx
(1)
Ω

Within the smoothing kernel function, or smoothing function, h is the smoothing length
which is used to define the area of influence of the smoothing function W. This smoothing
function should fulfil some basic requirements [15, 16]. The approximation for the spatial
derivative ∇ · f (x) is obtained by substituting f (x) with ∇ · f (x) in equation 1 and applying
the divergence theorem along with the knowledge that the surface integration can be neglected
inside the problem domain, which gives

f (x ) · ∇W(x − x , h)dx
(2)
∇ · f (x) = −
Ω

3
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The kernel approximation is then further estimated through particles, which is known as
the particle approximation. This is achieved by replacing the integration in the representation
of the field function and its derivatives with summations over all the correlating values at the
neighbouring particles in a local domain called the support domain. The particle approximation
of a field function is given as
N

mj  
f x j · ∇Wi j
 f (x) =
ρj
j=1

where

∇Wi j =

x − xj δWi j
ri j

δri j

=

xi j δWi j
ri j δri j

(3)

N is the total number of particles within the influence area of the particle i. Similarly, the
particle approximation of the derivative of a field function is given by
N

mj  
f x j · ∇Wi j
∇ · f (x) = −
ρj
j=1

(4)

The values of the particle approximations are calculated at every time step. Therefore, the
distribution of particles may initially influence the results. The formulation described is applied
to field functions in the form of partial differential equations (PDEs) and results in ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) in a discretized form which is dependent on time. The ODEs are
solved through an explicit integration algorithm in order to achieve fast time stepping.
2.2

SPH formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations

The SPH formulation of the Navier-Stokers equations is derived by firstly discretising the
equations. This leads to a set of ODEs which evolve with time. This set of ODEs can then
be solved through time integration and are based on three fundamental physical laws of conservation: conservation of mass, conservation of momentum and conservation of energy. By
implementing the general formulation given above, the Navier-Stokes equations can be written
as [12, 14]

N


∂Wi j
Dρi 



=
m j vβ i j · β



Dt
∂x i


j=1





N

αβ 
αβ
α



σ
Dv
σ


 ∂Wi j
j
i
i



=
−
m
+

 β
j


2
2
 Dt
∂x i
ρ
ρ
i
j
(5)
j=1






N


 pi p j 

∂Wi j
µi αβ αβ
Dei 1



=
m j  2 + 2  vβ i j β +
ε ε



Dt
2 j=1
∂x i 2ρi i i
ρi ρ j






Dx α


 i = vi α
Dt
where σ is the total stress tensor made up of isotropic pressure and viscous stress such that
σαβ = −pδαβ + ταβ and ταβ = µεαβ , where µ is the dynamic viscosity and ε is the shear strain
4
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rate. The relative velocity between particles, vi j = vi − v j . The Greek subscripts α and β denote coordinate directions and summations in the discretised equations are taken over repeated
indices.
3

NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical example presented is based on a 2D lid driven cavity problem, where the
upper boundary exerts a horizontal shear force on the fluid in the cavity. The purpose of this
example was to highlight and compare the impact of initial particle distributions. The example
is a derivation of that which is presented by Liu [14].
A square (l = 1 × 10−3 m) cavity is filled with water. The bottom and side walls of the
cavity are rigid. The top wall, or lid, slides in its plane from left to right at a velocity of
1 × 10−3 m/s exerting a shear force on the fluid within the cavity. The fluid was modelled with
a density ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and a viscosity µ = 10−3 kg/ms yielding Re = 1. In addition to these
properties, the particles which simulated the fluid were also initialised with zero velocity and
pressure. Gravity was neglected.
Three different particle distributions were investigated. These included a completely random
distribution, a pseudo-random distribution and a completely regular distribution. Through varying the number of particles in the domain of each test, the sensitivity of the simulation to the
number of particles was explored in addition to the impact of initial particle distribution. With
this in mind, a total of four different domain particle densities was implemented. The following
12 tests were carried out: three different initial particle distributions, each with four different
number of particles. Particle distributions varied from completely random to pseudo-random to
regular. The number of particles varied from 400 (20 × 20) to 1600 (40 × 40), 3600 (60 × 60)
and 6400 (80 × 80), excluding virtual or boundary particles. The same number of particles was
used for the random and partly random configurations to model the fluid.
The pseudo-random configuration was created by shifting each particle in the regular grids
randomly by up to 30% of the spacing between particles. This ensured that an element of disorder was incorporated into the initial distribution whilst preventing the particles from clumping
together.
The cavity walls and lid were modelled using virtual particles that exert a repulsive boundary
force on the inner particles to prevent them from escaping the domain, also known as type 1
particles. The repulsive force was scaled with the particle spacing [14]. For each type of
distribution and number of particles, the particles used to model the fluid were offset from
the boundary by half the spacing between particles used the in the corresponding regular grid.
This was done to prevent the simulation exploding due to the repulsive fore exerted from the
boundary. The boundary particles themselves were separated by half the spacing used for the
particles modelling the fluid in the regular grids. The same configuration of boundary particles
was used for each type of distribution and scaled accordingly with the total number of particles
used to model the fluid. The boundary particles modelling the lid were initialised with a velocity
of 1 × 10−3 m/s. The properties and position of the boundary particles did not evolve with time
but are used in the approximations carried out at the internal particles. Further exterior boundary
5
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particles which can be used to ensure that particle deficiency does not occur near the boundary
were not used in these simulations, which may have resulted in some inaccuracy. Figure 1
shows the 12 different initial configurations and highlights the boundary and internal particle
configurations discussed. The smoothing length of each particle was set as the initial distance
between particles in the regular grid in the horizontal direction, which equals the distance in the
vertical direction. The mass of each particle was set to the density times the particle spacing in
the horizontal and vertical direction in the regular grid. These smoothing lengths and masses
were used for the corresponding pseudo-random and random simulations. Although it was
appropriate to assume that the mass of the particles in the regular grid was the density of the
particle times the discretized volume of space it influences, applying this mass directly to the
pseudo-random and random simulation will have resulted in some non-physical initial density
distributions. A constant time step of 2.0 × 10−5 was used. All twelve simulations were ran
for 7500 time steps, as this was when the most volatile of them was deemed to have reached a
steady state solution.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A benchmark was required in order to validate the results obtained using the SPH method.
With this in mind, a simulation was run on the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) package
STAR-CCM+. This simulation was chosen for comparative purposes as the velocity vectors,
vorticity contours and locations of primary vortex it produced were in good agreement with
those from previous studies [17, 18]. Figure 2 displays the absolute velocity magnitude difference between the SPH simulations and the the STAR-CCM+ reference case while Figure 3
displays the relative difference. These figures are displayed in increasing number of particles
(top to bottom) and increasing the element of randomness (left to right). The first column shows
the simulation results for the initially regular distribution, the second for the pseudo-random
distirbution and the last for the completely random distribution. Figures 4 and 5 show the nondimensional vertical velocity profile along the horizontal centreline and the non-dimensional
horizontal velocity profile along the vertical centreline, respectively.
Figures 4 and 5 highlight that the results produced from the SPH and CFD methods generally agree. It is clear that for the lower particle distributions, the SPH results deviate as compared to the reference solution. Additionally, these figure show how the initially random and
pseudo-random distributions produced noisy curves with large fluctuations. These plots appear
to indicate that the high density and structured distribution produces the overall best results
Due to the adaptive nature of the SPH method it should not, supposedly, be affected by the
arbitrary distribution of particles. Therefore it was expected that the results may have favoured
a specific number of initial particles but would not have been heavily influenced by the type
of distribution. However, this was clearly not the case as the results showed that a regular
distribution produced the most favourable results for the parameters measured. Due to the
repulsive force between particles, random distributions were expected to quickly move to their
minimum energy state. Although this repositioning of particles inevitably causes some spurious
velocities, it was expected that these would quickly dampen out and not impact the overall
6
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Figure 1: Different particle density for each initial particle distribution: Top to bottom: 20 × 20, 40 × 40, 60 × 60
and 80 × 80; left to right: regular distribution, pseudo-random distribution and random distribution. Figures 2
and 3 follow this arrangement.
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quality of the results.
Figures 2 to 5 clearly highlight that the 20 × 20 particle distributions simply do not contain
a sufficient quantity of particles to accurately capture the physics of the shear cavity. Therefore, when attempting to draw conclusions from the simulation results, these distributions were
discarded. The literature review highlighted that a random configuration should not be used
unless the distribution is allowed to reach equilibrium prior to imposing external forces. It was
predicted that the effects caused by the initially random configuration would be dampened out
in the early stages of the simulations. This was checked for the 60 × 60 random initial configuration which was allowed to reach equilibrium prior to being exposed to the shear force. The
results of this simulation did not highlight an improvement over the corresponding simulation
which was not allowed to reach equilibrium prior to imposing the shear force.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the results obtained some general remarks can be made about the influence of the
initial particle distribution. The regular distribution produced the least noisy results which were
the most easily interpreted. The random distributions were the noisiest of the three which
is clearly highlighted by the vertical and horizontal velocity curves around the corresponding
centrelines. Although the choice of particle distribution is situational, a regular distribution
is recommended. When investigating the number of particles to be used, there is clearly a
minimum below which the method cannot capture the physics of the simulation. In the case
of this lid-driven shear cavity, that amount was between 400 (20 × 20) and 1600 (40 × 40)
particles. The results also highlighted that there may also be a recommended maximum number
of particles as the transition from 3600 (60 × 60) to 6400 (80 × 80) particles resulted in a
decrease in the quality of the results obtained, especially for the random configuration. One
should also bear in mind the computational costs involved in the simulations. Simulations
involving higher number of particles would require more CPU time, while simulations involving
lower number of particles would require less CPU time. Additionally, the time used to generate
the initial particle configuration should also be accounted for. All the additional factors ought
also to be considered when trying to extrapolate conclusions about either to opt for a regular or
random distribution, with more or less particle density.
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